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January

15, 1884.

Prof. Newton, F.R.S., F.Z.S., in the Cliair.

Secretary read the following report on the additions to the
Society's Menagerie during the month of December 1883
The total number of registered additions to the Society's Menagerie during the month of December was 81, of which 58 were by
presentation, 10 by purchase, and 13 were received on deposit.
The total number of departures during the same period, by death

The

:

and removals, was 114.

The Secretary read a communication from Mr. J. C. O'Halloran,
Chief Commissioner and Police Magistrate for Rodriguez, stating that
he had sent for the Society a specimen of a large Lizard said to be
found only in that Island and to be very rare there. The following
note upon the specimen in question from Mr. G. A. Boulenger, F.Z.S.,
was also read
" The specimen you kindly send to me belongs to an undescribed
species of the genus Phelsuma, a small group of diurnal Geckos
confined to Madagascar, tbe Seychelles, Comoro, Mascarene, and
Andaman Islands, and of which "l distinguish 7 or 8 species. The
Rodriguez form was previously known to me from a single specimen,
about the size of the one you now submit to me, presented by Mr. E.
:

Proc. Zool.

Soc— 1884,

No.

I.

1

MR. W.

'2

F. R.

WELDON ON THE PLACENTATION

[Jail. If),

Newton, which I have described and named Phelsuma newtoni in my
stil! unpuhhshed Catalogue of Lizards.
" It is distinguished from the other species by several important
Comparing it with tiie typical species of the genus,
characters.
P. cepedianum, from Mauritius and Bourbon, we see that it differs
the largest P. ceiiedianum measuring
in the much larger size
hardly 60 millim. without the tail, whilst P. newtoni measures lO.i
milhm. the stouter habit, the shorter snout, the very small nearly

—

—

indistinct chin-shields, the

much

larger gular granules, the coloration,

quoted by Dr. Giinther in his jiaper
nn the Extinct Reptiles of Rodriguez) two kinds of Lizards lived in
Rodriguez in the beginning of the last century one diurnal, tlie
The former is no doubt a Phelsuma, as suggested
other nocturnal.
and as it is said l)y Leguat to be a French foot
Giinther
by Dr.
long, there is, it seems to uie, little doubt that the two specimens
hitherto secured are the survivors of that probably nearly extinct

According to Leguat

&c.

(as

—

;

species."

Mr. Sclater exhibited, on the part of Mr. Henry Whitely, an
immature specimen of the Night Heron {Nycticorax griseus), which
had been shot in Plumstead marshes, Kent, on the 3rd December,
1883.
Sir Joseph Fayrer exhibited some additional specimens of the
horns of Deer gnawed by other Deer, in confirmation of previous
remarks on the subject.

Canon Tristram, F.R.S., exhibited and made remarks upon some
specimens of species of the genus Pachycephala which appeared to
him to have been ignored or wrongly united to other species in a
recently published volume of the Catalogue of Birds of the British

Museum.

The

1.

following papers were read

:

—

Note on the Placentation of TV^racero*

W.

F. E.

Weldon, B.A., Scholar

yMfl</ricorm"s.

By

of St. John's College,

Cambridge, Assistant Demonstrator in the Morphological
Laboratory of the University.
[Eeceived December 12, 1883.]

In the course of last summer a gravid female specimen of the
Four-horned Antelope which died at the Society's Gardens came
into my hands for dissection.
I take this opportunity of recording
a few notes on the structure of the uterus and placenta.
The external organs of generation were destroyed by rats before
the animal was brought to me, so that I was unable to examine them.
The upper part of the vagina was lined by flat, stratified epithelium.

;

OF TETKACEROS QUADRICORNIS.

1884.]

devoid of carunculae myritiformes, and thrown, in the collapsed state,
into

numerous

The

irregular longitudinal folds.

was guarded by a number of papillae, and led not
two inciies and a half
in lengtli, which was plentifully beset with caruncles, and which
at its upper end opened into the body of the uterus.
The uterus itself was divided into two compartments by a rftedian
antero-posterior septum, the free edge of which projected downwards
for nearly an inch into the above-mentioned passage.
OS uteri

directly into the uterus, but into a passage,

Fig.

1.

Gravid uterus of Tetraceros qiiadricornis
a.

/),

;

line of constriction, indicating the dividing

one half natural

septum

;

c,

size.

level of os uteri

d, bladder.

The most noticeable thing about the shape of the uterus was the
small size of the Fallopian tubes.
In the accompanying drawing of
the whole structure, one half the size of nature (fig. 1), the median
constriction is an indication of the dividing septum.
The placental
cotyledons are seen through the walls as dark blots on the surface of
the uterus.
On examining the placenta, the first point which struck me was
the small number of cotyledons, one foetus having thirty and the
other only twenty-two, whereas the smallest number hitherto
recorded in any Antelope is sixty.
The cotyledons were distributed
irregularly over the surface of the chorion, the villi being simple
and very large, each about 2mm. long. Each foetal cotyledon was
surrounded by a raised ring, bearing small, densely packed villi
(fig. 3), while the maternal cotyledons projected from the wall of

1*

MR. W.

4

F. R.

WELDON ON THE PLACENTATION

[Jail. 1.5,

the uterus, each being borne on a constricted neck, much as in the
Sheep (fig. 4). The average diameter of each cotyledon was 25 mm.,

some were larger and some smaller.
There were also (fig. 2) occasional patches, each of some

thou2;h
large

villi,

six or eight

in various parts of the chorion.

was well developed (fig. 3, a1).
point of interest, however, about this placenta, is the existence over the whole surface of the chorion of vascular ridges, fitting
into corresponding depressions of the uterine epithelium, and exactly

The
The

allantoic diverticulum

Pig. 2.

Diffuse ridges of the placenta of Tctraceros quadricomis.

resembling those ridges which form in the Pig the whole placental
apparatus.
The velvety appearance, due to these folds, is more or less sucwhile a view of the chorion under a
cessfully represented in fig. 3
low magnifying-power is shown in fig. 4, where it is seen that the
vascular ridges form an irregular network, into the meshes of which,
between the ridges, open the numerous uterine glands (fig. 4, u.gl.).
It will be seen, from what has been said, that this placenta is
exactly intermediate in structure between the completely diffuse
placenta of Moschus on the one hand, and the complex cotyledonary
apparatus, of the Sheep for example, on the other.
Tetraceros
tiierefore stands, as far as its placenta is concerned, in the same place
in the Antelope series as that occupied by Cervus mexicanus in the
Cervine series.
;
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Fig. 3.

One

extremity of chorion of Tetraccros qnadncoriiiit.

diTerticulum

co., cotyledon; r.,
cular ridges b., crown of blood-vessel,
ridges v., small patch of cotyledoruu-y

al., allantoic

;

;

;

di., diffuse -vasraised rim
shown by greater prominence of

its

;

villi.

Fig. 4.

u.ql

Maternal cdlyledon of Tcfraceroa.
II,

gl.,

mouths of uterine glands.

—
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may remark in conchision another interesting embryonic feature
namely the fact that it is, so far as I know, the only
Tetraceros,
of
ruminant except Moschus with a uniserial psalterium '.
I

2.

Notes on Callithrix

gigot.

By W.

F.

R.

Weldon, B.A.

[Received December 12, 1883.]

In September

last

a specimen of the rare

Monkey

Callithrix

Gardens, and came into my hands
me that a few short notes on its

gigot, Spix, died in the Society's

for

dissection.

seems

It

anatomy may be of

to"

use.

—

The hair was long and soft, slightly woolly
External characters.
over the trunk.
On the forehead it was shorter and more thickly
The general colour of the
set ; over the limbs short and loose.
dorsal surface was reddish grey, redder beliind, more ashy over the
forehead and limbs.
A typical hair from the back was about two
inches long ; black at the root for half an inch, then cream-coloured
for three quarters of an inch, the tip being ringed with chestnut and
black.

The muzzle and

chin were black, with a few short, strong, white
a black line ran up the nose and round the eyes, the lids of
which were white with black lashes. The long hairs of the brows
were black.
The forehead was thickly covered with pale grey hairs,
and a faint black ridge ran across it
slightly tipped with black
between the ears.
The ears themselves were black, covered with short black hairs,
except for a small grey tuft at the postero- external angle.
In front of the ears a very light grey hand passed over the cheek,
being continued above on to the forehead, below on to the chest.
The throat was naked, the skin in this region being of a bright
pink colour.
The limbs had their inner surfaces pale grey, while the hands and
hairs

;

;

feet are^black.

The tail was red, the hair being more bushy at the base than at
the apex, which might, however, be an effect of friction during confinement.

The dimensions of the specimen, which was a young female, are
given below
:

foot,

From muzzle
From chin to

to root of

tail,

over hack. ...

anus, over belly
Length of tail, including hair
From occiput over forehead to upper lip

2

1

1

1
.

.

inclies.

1

1

3|

Breadth of nasal septum
nostril to inner canthus

From
'

See

Professor Gan-od's valuable remarks nn the arrangement
P.Z.S. 1877.

structure,

-^^

^
of this

—
1884.]
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GIfiOT.

7
inches.

foot,

From

outer canthus to base of ear
Extreme length of hand (palmar)

1

2|

arm

,.

,,

fore

„

„

upper arm

,)

„

foot (plantar)

2§
3|

„

.,

cms

4

thigh

4|

3

The

tongue, mouth, and salivary glands present few points of
the stomach is simple, though its transverse diameter is
longer proportionally than in man.
The biliary and pancreatic duets
interest

;

Fisr.

Liver of CaUifhrix
R.C., L.C., right and

left

!,

ijiyot, nat.

central
K.L., L.L., right
lian; ca., caudate lobes.
;

and

left lateral

;

Sp., spij^o-

open together an inch below the pylorus. The Zi»«'(fig. 1) is mueii
more deeply divided than in Callithrix moloch. The right lateral
lobe is also very much larger, and partially divided into two, while
the caudate lobe

smaller than in the allied species.
The small
18 inches iu length
proportions which differ from those found in C. moloch, where the
large intestine measured 19 inches in a specimen whose small intestine was only 2 feet 1 1 inches long.
At the junction of small and large intestine is a caecum (fig. 2).
tapering gradually till within a short distance from the tip, where
is

intestine measures 4 feet 5 inches, the large

8
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sliows a slight dilatation.
There is no appearance of an " appendix
vermiformis," such as was found in Callithrix moloch {cf. fig. 3).

it

i?'ig.

2.

Ca'cuin of Callithrix gigot, h nat.

size.

Professor Flower suggested to me that the enormous depth of the
ramus of the mandibles in this Callithrix pointed to the existence of
some arrangement resembling that of ^lycetes. It was difficult to
determine this point in a young female ; but the swollen condition of
the thyroid, together vvith the existence of a patch of ossification on
each side, seem to show the possible existence of a howling apparatus
in the male (see fig. 4).
Fig. 3.

Cieciim of Callithrix moloch, h nat.

size.

The lungs had a simple left lobe, the right lobe being divided by
shallow fissures into three, and bearing also a small accessory lobe.
The brain was slightly more complex than that of C. moloch.
On the outer surface of each cerebral hemisphere was seen 2i fissure
of Sylvius {Sy., fig. 5), behind which was a long anterior tetnporal
fissure i^a.t.) ; both being surmounted by an angular gyrus.
There

MR. W.

1884.J
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a small posteio-parietal fissure,

short.

The

and

GIGOT.

a superofrontal

9

which

is

very

occipital lobe exhibits traces of division into gyri.

Fig. 4.

Larynx of

Callithrix gigot,

$

.

jr.

from the E.

side,

x2.

Fig. 6.

cm

a.l.

Erain of Callithrix giyot, natural
Sy. Fissure of Sylyius
fissure;

a?i.,

;

j^P-,

postero-parietal

angular gyrus

;

size.

fissure;

tt.;".,

antero-temporal

c.w., calloso -marginal fissure

;

c«.,

calcarine

fissure.

On the inner surface the calloso-marginal and calcariue fissures are
simple and well developed.

MR.
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By

E. J. Miers,

the Zoological

Depart-

ment, British (Natural History) Museum.
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(Plate I.)

M. V. de Eobillard having recently forwarded to the Zoological
Department a small but interesting collection of Crustaceans from
Mauritius, the following notes on the species are laid before the
Society, in continuation of the reports upon Crustaceans from the
same locality sent by M. Robillard on two previous occasions'.
The collection comprised in all examples of only eighteen species
but of twelve of these, which were retained for the Museum, several
and one species,
have been hitherto desiderata in the collection
which I have designated Callianassa martensii, is, I believe, new to
With three or four exceptions, however, the species have
science.
;

;

a wide oriental distribution.
Besides the species selected for the

Museum, which are referred
the following notes, there were in the collection specimens of
Me'iaethius monoceros, S'chizophrys serratus, Trapezia ferruginea,
Neptunus sanguinolentus, Thalamita crenata, and Podophthalmus
to in

vigil.

The following is a list of the species included in the present report
those marked with an asterisk are such as I believe to be now
recorded for the first time from Mauritius.
Indian Ocean (v. Martens).
ActcBodes pubescens (M.-Edw.).
Oriental Region.
Chlorodius niger (Forskal).

;

Sandwich Islands.
^Trapezia flavopnnctata, Eyd. & Soul.
Oriental Region,
Lissocarcivus orbicularis, Dana.
Xenojphthalmodes moebii, Richters.
Myra fuyax (Fabr.). Oriental Region.
*Phlyxia erosa, A. M.-Edw. Oriental Region.
Dynomene hispida, Desm. Oriental Region.
*C'allianassa martensii, sp. n.

Oriental Region.
*Pen(£us monodon, Fabr.
S. of New Guinea.
*Solenocera lueasii, S. Bate ?
Samoa Islands.
Leptosquilla schmeltzii (A. M.-Edw.).
Pelew Islands.
Gonodactylus trachurus, v. Martens.

ACT.EODES PUBESCENS.
p.

Zozymus pubescens, Milue-Ed wards. Hist. Nat. des Crust, i.
384 (;i834).
Liomera pubescens, A. M. -Edwards, Nouvelles Archives du

Museum

d'hist. naturelle, i. p. 223, pi. xii. fig. 6 (1865).
specimen (adult female) referred to this species agrees with tlie
descriptions and figure in nearly every thing excejU in the coloration,

A

'

See P. Z.

S. 188'2, pp.

a39-342,

pi. xs.,

and pp. .^38-543,

pi. xxxvi.

P

Fig.l.

Z,S1884>.P1.1.

Callianassa martensi
.3. Conodactyl-as tr-ackurus.

Fig.2.C.jnauritiana. Fig
RoteitMui-aaridWletliOi.

W«5tNew=.«mS.Co imp
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which

in the specimen received from M. Robillard is of a brio-htrosepink, the dorsal surface of the carapace covered with numerous
rather large white spots, which are smaller near to the front and

antero-lateral margins

the chehpedes are slenderer (a character
probably due to the sex of the specimen).
Milne-Edwards describes
the coloration as whitish, but it is probable that his specimen was

.

;

bleached.

The correct generic
external appearance {i.

position of A. pubescens

is
doubtful ; in
the very widely transverse granulated
carapace) it has altogether the/ac«es of a species of Carpilodes, but
the basal antennal joint does not, as in that genus, enter the inner
orbital hiatus.
It cannot, in the classification proposed by Prof.
Dana (the only complete system since that of H. Milne-Edwards), be
retained in Liomera, since the fingers of the chelipedes are strongly
excavated.
I place it therefore in the genus ActcBodes, to which it
belongs in essential generic characters.
This species has been hitherto a desideratum in the Museum
e. in

collection,

ChLORODIUS NIGER.
Cancer niger, Forskal, Descript. Animalium, p. 89 (1/75).
Chlorodiusniger, Riippell, Beschreib. 24 kurzschwanzigen Krabbeu
des Rothen Meeres, p. 20, pi. iv. fig. / (1830)
M.-Ed wards. Hist,
nat. des Crust, i. p. 401 (1834); A. Milne-Edwards, Nouvelles
;

Archives du Muse'um d'hist. naturelle,
synonyma,

ix. p.

214 (1873), and

ref.

to

Chlorodius rufescens, Targioni-Tozetti, Zoologia del viaggio della
R. piro corvetta Magenta,' Crostacei, p. 43, pi. iv. figs. 6-8, 10-12
'

18(1877), far.
An adult male of large

14.

Oriental species

is

size of this

common and

widely distributed

in the collection.

The characters mentioned by Targioni-Tozetti as distinctive of his
C. rufescens are, I think, not of specific importance.
I have examined specimens in which the posterior lateral marginal tooth
only

is

spiniform,

and the other teeth of the

lateral

series

are

rounded and obtuse.

Trapezia flavopunctata.
Trapesia flavopunctata,
'

Eydoux

and

Bonite,' Zoologie, Crustaces, p. 230, pi.

An

Souleyet,
ii.

fig.

Voyage de

la

3 (1841).

adult male

and female of large size are in the collection.
description and figure cited in nearly every
particular, except in having no distinct carina on the outer margin of
the merus of the chelipedes
the red areolations of the carapace and
limbs (defining the yellow spots) are even larger than in the figure
of MM. Eydoux and Souleyet.
This species is apparently well distinguished from Trapezia areolata,
Dana', by tiie extension of the areolae of the body over the ambulatory

They agree with the

;

1

U.S. Exploring ExiHxlition,

siii.,

C'ruslaeen, p. 2.50, pi. xt.

fip.

>!

(IS.')2).

—
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and by having a series of granules or small tubercles on the
It has been hitherto
margin of the palm of the chelipedes.
collection.
a desideratum in the Museum
The types of MM. Eydoux and Sonleyet were obtained at the
Sandwich Islands: hence" it is evidently a widely-distributed Oriental

legs,

inferior

species.

The

largest

dimensions

specimen

female)

(the

presents

the

following

:

milliiu.

liues.

Length of carapace

10

lireadth of carapace
Length of larger chelipede, nearly

11^

21
24*5

22

46

Trapezia latifrons, A. Milne-Edwards', from the
New Caledonia, to be very probably a younger
The carapace, however, is represented as
condition of this species.
broader and more triangulate in shape, the frontal lobes as less
prominent, the lateral marginal teeth of the carapace as more acute,
and the areolae of its dorsal surface yet larger and less numerous.
1 therefore hesitate to quote it as synonymous with T.Jlavopunctata.
I believe

the

Sandwich Islands and

LiSSOCARCINUS ORBICULARIS.
p.

Lissocarcinus orbicularis, Dana, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia,
8C (1852); Crustacea in U.S. Exploring Expedition, xiii. (1)

A. Milne-Edwards, Archives du
418
(1861).
Museum
A small male is in the collection, which in coloration and all other
particulars nearly agrees with Dana's description and figure, based

p.

288,

pi.

xviii.

fig.

(1852)

1

;

d'hist. naturelle, x. p.

on a specimen from the

Fijis.

XeNOPHTHALMODES MtEBH.
Xenophthalmodea mcebii, Richters, Decapodain Mobius's Beitrage
zur Meeresfauna der Insel Mauritius, p. 155, pi. xvi. fig. 29, and
pi. vii. figs.

1-9 (1880).

Two femabs

are in the collection.

This form has been hitherto a desideratum

Museum.

in the collection of the

to be in the
family Rhizopidce in the vicinity of Rhizopa and Typhlocarcinus,
Stimpson^; and perhaps it may not be generically distinct from one
or the other of the above-mentioned genera, a point which, in the
absence of males for comparison, I will not undertake to determine.

British

I believe its true generic position

In external aspect it altogether resembles Typhlocarcinus it is distinguished, however, from all the species both of Typhlocarcinus and
Rhizopa with which I am acquainted by the entire an tero- lateral
margins of the carapace. It has apparently no very near affinities with
Xenophthalmus, "White, with which Dr. Richters compares it although
;

;

'
Annales de la SocieteEntomologique de Paris, vii. p. 281 (1867)
Archives du Museuiu, ix. p. 259, pi. x. fig. 7 (187o).
" Proc. Acad. Kat. Sci. Philadelphia,
pp. 96, 97 (1858).

;

Nouvelles

CRUSTACEANS FROM MAURITIUS.
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bearing a close external resemblance to that genus it is distinguished
not only by the very different form of the orbits (which in Xenophthalmus are narrow and longitudinal, with a dorsal aspect), but also
by the form of the buccal cavity and the exterior maxillipedes, concerning vchich nothing is stated by White. The buccal cavity in
Xenophthalmiis is antero-laterally arcuated, the ischium-joint short
and broad, the merus as large as the ischium, narrowing to and
truncated at its distal extremity, the following joint articulated with
the merus at its summit, not at its antero-internal angle.
;

Myra

fugax.

Leucosia fugax, Fabricius, Ent. Syst. Supplemen. p. 351 (1/98).
Myra fugax. Leach, Zool. Miscell. iii. p. 24 (181/) M. -Edwards,
Crust, in Cuvier, Regne
Hist. Nat. des Crust, ii. p. 126 (1834)
De Haan, Crustacea in Siebold, Fauna
xlnimal, pi. xxv. fig. 3
A. Milne-Edwards,
Japonica, p. 134, pi. xxxiii. fig.
(1841)
Nouvelles Archives du Museum d'hist. naturelle, x. p. 45 (1874).
Mtjra subgranulata, Kossmann, Crustaceen in Zool. Ergebnisse
einer Reise in Kiistengebiete des Rothen Meeres, Brachyura, p. 65,
pi. i. fig. 7 (1877), fide Hilgendorf.
;

;

;

1

An

adult male

is

;

in the collection.

Phlyxia erosa.
Phlyxia erosa, A. Milne-Edwards, Journ. d. Museum Godeffroy,
Nouvelles Archives du Museum d'hist. naturelle,
iv. p. 86 (1873)
;

X. p. 47, pi.

Two

iii.

fig.

2 (1874).

females

adult

agree

in all

essential

characters with

the

and figure of Milne-Edwards, based on types from
Bass's Straits and New Caledonia, and with specimens from Savage
Herald ') in the
Island, and with others from the Fijis (H.M.S.

description

'

collection of the British

Dynomene
Dynomene

Museum.

hispxda.

hispida, Desmarest, Consid. generates sur la classe des

A. MilneCrustaces, p. 133 (footnote), and pi. xviii. fig. 2 (1825)
Dynomene,
genre
Decapodes
du
sur
les
Crustaces
Edwards, Memoire
p. 5, pi. viii. figs. 1-15 (ex Annales des Sciences naturelles, 6me
serie, Zoologie, 1878), and references to literature.
;

A

small female

is

in the collection

Callianassa martensi,

many

sp. n.

'.

(Plate

I. fig.

1.)

characters is closely ailed to Callianassa
This form
tridentata, v. Martens^, from Java, but is distinguished by the form
of the penultimate joint of the third pair of legs, which is not
trilobate as in the description of v. Martens, and in a specimen
in

of

its

apparently belonging to C. tridentata from Ceylon, in the collection
^ The British Museum has latelj' received a specimen of the rare Dynomene
pradator, A.Milne-Edwards, from TaraatnTe, Madagascar {The Rev. Deans
Cowan). This species, which Milne-Edwards records from the Samoa Islands
and New Caledonia, has been hitherto a de.'iiderafum in the Museum Collection.
2 Monatsb. d. Akad. Wissenscbaft. zu Berlin, p. 614 (1868).

^
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Museum {E. W. H. Holdsworth, Esq.), but simple,
and compressed, articulated with the preceding joint in
the middle of its dorsal margin, and with the terminal joint at its
of the Brititish

flattened

distal extremity (see the figure).

The carapace, as usual in the genus, is laterally compressed, with
the cervical suture strongly defined, the rostrum trispinose, the
Of the segments of
lateral a little shorter than the median spines.
the postabdomeii, the first, second, and sixtli are longest, the sixth
about as long as the two preceding segments taken together, whereas
in the specimen referred to C. tridentata in the Museum Collection
The
the sixth segment but little exceeds the fifth in length.
terminal segment is small, slightly transverse, and subtruncated at
The eyes project very sliglitly beyond the
its distal extremity.
median spine of the rostrum and are bluntly pointed at their
the corneae are small and placed on the
inner and distal angles
The antennules are less than half
dorsal surface of the peduncles.
the terminal joint of the peduncle very
the length of the antennse
slightly exceeds the penultimate joint in length ; the inferior of the
two fiagella is fringed with long hair on its lower margin. The
antennae are about twice the length of the carapace ; the antepenultimate peduncular joints bear a small spinule at the distal extremity
on the outer margin
the penultimate and terminal joints are subequal.
The left chelipede is the larger ; the merus-joint is less than
twice as long as broad, and its inferior margin is acute and serrated,
The carpus is rather
but without strongly developed teeth or spines.
shorter than, but as broad as, the palm, smooth, its inferior margin
acute and entire ; palm rather longer than broad, smooth and
polished, with the upper and lower margins fringed with hair, the
lower margin acute several tufts of setw occur on its outer surface
near to the base of the fingers, which are shorter than the palm,
with the tips incurved ; the uppermost arcuated, with the inner
margin acute and entire, the lowermost with a small tooth or lobe
on the inner margin, both clothed on their outer surface with
several tufts of hair.
In the smaller chelipede the joints are all
much slenderer, and the merus-joint is not serrated on its inferior
margin.
The third legs have the antepenultimate joint armed with
the produced posterior
a low triangular lobe on the inferior margin
lobe of the hairy penultimate joint is broad and obtuse ; the dactylus small, hairy, and subacute.
;

;

;

;

;

cJ

.

Length of the body, nearly
Length of larger chelipede, nearly. ...

In the specimen in the
tata, V. Martens, there

Museum

lines.

millim.

22

46
26

1

2

Collection referred to C. triden-

a strong tooth or lobe at the proximal end
of the inferior margin of the merus of the larger chelipede.
Nothing
is

by v. Martens but Milnemonographic revision of the genus CalUanassa ',
describes C. tridentata as having the merus unarmed.

is

said as to the

Edwards,

existence of this lobe

:

in his

'

Nouvelles Areliives du Museum,

v. p.

101 (l86ft)-
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Callianassa mauritiana, described in my last notice of the CrusM. Robiliard, differs altogether from C. martensi in the form of the front and larger chelipede (see fig. 2).
Callianassa madagassa, Lenz and Richters\ from Madagasear, is
at once distinguished by the absence of lateral spinules from the front
and the remarkable spinulation of the fingers of the right chelipede
from C. martensii, and the form of the terminal segment and
uropoda is very different from- that of
mauritiana ".
tacea received from

C

PeN^US MONOIjON.
Penceus monodon, Fabricius, Entom. Syst. Supplementum, p. 408
(1798); M.-Edwards, Hist. Nat. des Crust, ii. p. 416 (1837);
S. Bate, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. (ser. 5), viii. p. 178, pi. xii.
fig, 5 v.p. (1881).

An
at the

adult female of ver)' large size was received from
beginning of the year.

Mr. Spence Bate

It

this species,

it

is

M.

Robiliard

right in his synonymical citations as regards

ranges throughout the Oriental Region.

SOLENOCERA LUCASII ?
?
viii.

Solenocera
p.

lucasii, S. Bate,

Annals

& Mag. of

Nat. Hist. (ser. 5),

185 (1881).

much doubt a small female, which
from Mr. Spence Bate's diagnosis in the somewhat more
numerous and differently disposed teeth of the rostrum and to
I refer to this species with

differs

;

future identification (since the original diagnosis is in
fevf words) I subjoin the following description.
Mr. S. Bate's type was dredged in i;:iO fathoms south of New
Guinea, and is of much larger size.
Carapace nearly smooth, with the cervical and hepatic sutures
facilitate its

and armed with a distinct antennal and a small hepatic
and with a small spine (the supraorbital ?) on either side of
the rostrum, placed a short distance behind the anterior margin of the
carapace. There is no pterygostomian spine. The rostrum is shorter
than the eyes (but broken at the tip), ascends very slightly from the
base, and is armed above with eight or nine blunt serraturesor teeth,
whereof the three posterior are placed on the dorsal surface of the
carapace and the last is separated by a much wider interval from the
rest than these are from one another; there is no median dorsal carina
on the carapace behind the last tooth. The eyes are moderately large;
ophthalmopod setose at base on its upper surface. The segments
ofthepostabdomen are nearly smooth, the fourth to sixth distinctly
longitudinally carinated on the dorsal surface, and the third less
distinctly so
the carina on the sixth segment ends posteriorly in a
distinct,

spine,

;

1

Abhandl.

d.

Senckenb. Naturforsch. Gesellscbaft.

(1881).

xii.

f 427
n.

fiffs
s

20-23

-

Tbe

larger chelipede of C. martensi bears a very close resemblance to the
fossil claw from the Trocadero, described and figured by A. MilneEdwards as C. parisiensis {f. c. p. 99, pi. ii. f. 3) but V.parisiensis is too imperfectly known to be certainly identified with any re.-ent -species^ of the genus.
^

mutilated

;

.

-
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the postero-lateral angles are not acute in any of the
segments
the terminal segment is obscurely longitudinally sulcated
above, and is shorter than the rhipidnrn or appendages of the
it is acute at its distal extremity, and bears a
penultimate segment
The
pair of lateral spinules at some distance behind the apex.
antennules have the peduncle dorsally flattened and excavate for the

small spine

;

;

;

reception of the eyes, the terminal joint is very short, the flagella
stout, tapering verj' slightly, longer than the carapace, and the
outer longitudinally concave for the reception of the inner flagellum,
as in other species of the genus

the scaphocerite of the antennae

;

is

narrows someextremity, and bears a small subterminal

slightly longer than tlie peduncle of the antennules,

what

it

to the rounded distal
spine on its outer margin the flagellum is wanting. The outer maxillipedes are slender and reach beyond the apex of the antennal scale.
The legs of the first three pairs increase successively in length, they
present nothing remarkable : the chelae are very slender, with the
;

fingers longer than the

somewhat thickened,

palm the fourth pair have the merus-joints
and sixth joints not elongated, dactyli
;

fifth

The fifth legs are much longer than
shorter than the sixth joint.
the carapace; fourth, fifth, and sixth joints all slender and much
elongated
dactylus less than half the length of the carapace, and
;

more than half the length of the penultimate

joint, and
the rami of the rhipidura are narrow, the
compressed
outer longer than the inner, with a straight outer margin, the inner
little

slightly

;

narrow-ovate.
lines.

2

.

Length of body about
Length of fifth legs about

millira.

32
25

15
12

LEPTOSaUILLA SCHMELTZII.
Mus.

Squilla schmeltzii, A. Milne-Edwards, Journ. d.
i.

(Heft

4), p. 87, pi.

ii. fig.

Leptosquilla schmeltzii, Miers,
v. p.

GodeflFro^y,

7 (1873).

Ann.

& Mag.

Nat. Hist.

(ser. 5),

13 (1880).

A small male of this species, hitherto unrepresented in the collection
of the

Museum,

agrees in almost

all

particulars with the description

and figure of Milne-Edwards, whose type was from Upolu.

There

can, I think, be no question of the generic distinctness of this form
from the typical Squilla.

The median rounded keel of the terminal Begment is more
strongly developed, and the dactyli of the raptorial limbs are sixspined as in the figure cited, not seven-spined as in the description.

GoNODACTYLus TRACHURUs.

(Plate

L

fig.

3.)

Gonodactylus trachurus, V. Martens, Sitzungsber d. Gesellschaft.
naturforschender Freunde zu Berlin (no. 6), p. 93 (1881).

An adult male is in the collection.
This species is evidently very nearly
Squilla bradyi, A. Milne-Edwards, in
Folin et Perier, i. (livr. ix.) p. 137, pi. xvii.
*

allied to
'

Gonodactylus bradyi \

Les Fonds de

fig.

11 (1869).

la Mer,'

by

MM.
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St. Vincent, but is I think sufficiently distinguished by the
following characters
the fine acute spines of the |)enultimate and
terminal segments are here replaced by conical or rounded tubercles,
and the posterior half of the antepenultimate segment, wliich is
represented as smooth and entire in G. bradiji, is granulated in

from

:

—

G. trachurus on the dorsal surface and minutely spiuulose on the
posterior margin.

EXPLANATION OP PLATE

I.

Fig. 1. Callianassa martensi, sp. n., male, X I5 diam. (p. 13).
la. Frontal region and antennte of the same species, showing the form of
the frontal spines, X 3 diam.
1 b. Extremity of one of the legs of the third pair, showing the form of the
produced posterior lobe of the penultimate joint and of the dactylus,

X 4 diam.
Terminal segment and uropoda, X 3 diam.
2. Terminal segment and uropoda of C. mauritiana, enlarged.
2 a. Larger chelipede of Callianassa mauritiana, Miers, natural size.
3. Gonoductylus trachurus, v. Martens, adult male, x2 diam. (p. 16).
Za. Eaptorial limb (second masillipede) of the same species, x 3 diam.
1 c.

4.

On

Races and Hybrids among tlie Salmonid<^.
By Francis Day^ F.Z.S.
[Eeceived December 24, 1883.]

In March 1882 I laid before the Linnean Society the results of
some observations which I had made on the British Salmonidae,
tending to show that the number of species existing in these islands
had been unduly multiplied by local races or varieties having been
considered species.
In the month of December I communicated to
this Society some facts respecting the hybridization of Salmon and
Trout, and likewise adverted to Sir J. Gibson- iVIaitland, Bart., F.L.S.,
having kindly instituted, on November 15th, 1882, three fidditional
experiments upon crossing different forms of Charr, or Charr with
Troiit, the results of which, so far as they have gone, I propose
describing this evening.
I

have also

thank Sir

to

J.

Gibson-Maitland for permitting me to

the various crosses which have been made at
Howietoun (many of which are on the table for examination), while
lie has also freely furnished me with information on all points, and
access to his notes.
There are likewise a series of Salmonidae hatched
in the great International Fisheries Exhibition, from eggs brought

take examples of

all

from Canada by Mr. Wilmot, the Canadian Commissioner, who gave
me specimens at short intervals, so that I have a connective series.
I shall have to refer to a pair of fine Trout sent to me in ice from
the Otago Acclimatization Society, through the kind ofKces of Air.
Arthur, which are now preserved in spirit in the Economic Fish
Museum at South Kensington. Lastly, I shall describe the Salrno
gracilis of Couch (? Cuv. & Val.), a local race which I had the

Pkoc. Zool.

Soc — 18H4, No. U-
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opportunity of eKamiDing along the coast of Devonshire during the
past half-year.

The first specimen I propose describing is a hybrid between
On November 25tli, 1879, aa
Sahno salar and S. levenensis.
detailed by me previously (Proc. Zool. Soc. 1882, p. 751), a man
arrived at Howietoun, sent over from Stirhng by Mr. Napier, with
some Salmon-milt obtained the previous night, and this was employed
for the purpose of fertilizing some eggs from a 4-year-old Lochleven
Trout.
It is necessary to draw attention to the fact that the milt
from
the Salmon, as the size of the spermatozoa is such as to
came
generally render impregnation of Trout- eggs difficult in the natural
But here the milt had been brought in a bottle packed in
snow or ice, and although the cold may have caused the size of the

state.

spermatozoids to contract, it appears to nie more probable that the
large eggs of these Trout possessed a comparatively large microPerhaps, as we find parr full of milt during the Troutpyle.
spawning season, the size of the spermatozoids preclude their impregnating the majority of the Trout-eggs which would be on the beds
for, although it has been computed that the absorbing powers of tbe
ova extend over 30 minutes, the period during which the spermatozoids are alive in water is about 2k minutes, and it is probable that
for such a time the male Trout would hardly permit a parr to interfere with the redd.
One of the progeny of the above experiment, 1 1 inches in length,
was captured in my presence at Howietoun, November 14th, 1882,
and I subsequently described it in full (/. c). In the island-pond
two years since some more (which were the smallest fish) were placed,
and when this pond was drained on November 28th, 1883, several
were obtained.
I sent three to the Economic Fish Museum at
South Kensington ; one I retained for personal examination. The
specimen is on the table, and, although a j'ear older than the one
I described in 1882, is of the same length, while the others were
slightly smaller ; and investigations into the rapidity of the growth
of these fish will form a subject for inquiry next year among those
which still remain.

B.

X.

D. 12

(3).

L.

14.

1.

1

V. 10.
P. 13.
A. 11 (I).
L. tr. 24/32.
Csee. pyl. ()9.

C. 19.
inches.

Total length of specimen
Length of head
Length of })ectoral fin
Distance from snout to base of dorsal fin
Distance from snout to centre of base of caudal fin
Diameter of eye
....
Distance of eye from end of snout
Distance of eyes apart
Height of body
.

.

11*0
2*0
1

-5

4*2
9"0

04
0*6

0'7
2-5

Preopercle forming an almost regular curve, with but very little
appearance of a lower limb.
Lower jaw very slightly hooked at its

—
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extremity ; a line from the end of the snout to tlie further point of
the posterior end of the opercle passes just below the orbit ; half the
length of the upper edge of the subopercle equals its greatest depth.
Maxilla of moderate strength, and reaching to below the hind edge of
the orbit. Teeth
in a double row of about 6 on either side, pass along
the anterior two thirds of the body of the vomer, while someare also
on its head. Scales
12 rows pass downwards and forwards from the
hind edge of the adipose dorsal fin to the lateral line ; 21 rows pass
from the lateral line to the base of the ventral fin. Rows of scales
Colours very silvery, like
near the hind end of the fish irregular.
a grilse, with G or 7 irregularly distributed rows of black spots on
the anterior portion and upper two thirds of the body, decreasing to
3 or 4 at the end of the caudal region
no parr-marks on the sides.
Two large black spots on the hind edge of the preopercle, 5 on the
opercle, and I on the subopercle.
A few small black spots on
the top of the head.
Lower two thirds of dorsal fin with large
black spots and a white anterior upper edge ; the fins generally
greyish and darkest in the centre, the anal having a light front edge.
Csecal appendages of moderate size.
Generative organs
Sex, male.
rudimentary.
Last year I also adverted in the same communication to 20,000
eggs of Lochleven Trout having been fertilized with Salmon-milt
by Sir J. Gibson-Maitland on December 24th, 1881. These eggs were
hatched on March 9th, 1882, or in 75 days, and on November 15th,
1882, about 1250 young were alive.
I exhibited four specimens,
varying in length from 3'4 to 4'3 inches.
These fish have continued
to do well, and are thriving in the upper and centre planked ponds at
Howietoun, upwards of 800 being alive.
I obtained three specimens (on the table), which give the following

—

—

:

;

measurements

:

B. x-xi.
D. 13 (y^). P. 14. V. 9-10.
A. 11 (I). C. 21. L. 1. 118.
No.

Total length of specimens

head
pectoral fin

caudal fin
„
„
Distance from snout to base of dorsal

fin ...

centre of base of
,,
„
caudal fin
Diameter of eye
Distance of eye from end of snout
Distance of eyes apart
Height of body

1.

No.

2.

in.

in.

7'3
1-6

5*7

No.

3.

in.

5*4

1-2

M5

I'O

0-9

0-9
2'2

0-9
2*2

4-6

0-6

4'9
0*23
0*33
0*4

15

1-2

10

1-05
1-3
2'8

,,

6*2
0'3
O'O

025
0'3
0*4

Specimen no. 1 had the teeth in a double row along the body of
the vomer.
In examining the extent of the emargination of the
caudal fin, it was 0*5 of an inch, while the length of the outer rav was

2*
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— 12 rows between the adipose dorsal

fin and lateral
body rather irregular
in places.
Of a silvery colour along the back and sides, the upper
half or two thirds of the body being spotted with black, some large
red spots along the lateral line three black spots on the opercle,
and a fourth at its upper corner one aUo on the preopercle. In

Scales

inch.

The

line.

direction of the rows of scales ou the

;

;

certain lights 12 finger or parr-marks may be observed along either
side
dorsal fin grey, with a white anterior edge at its upper margin,
;

lower half spotted with black ; adipose dorsal orange, with a grey
front edge
the other fins unspotted.
Spechneu no. 2 was nearly similar in colour to no. 1, but a little
more yellow ; while it had 10 finger-marks on one side and 12 on
the other; 14 ro\^s of scales between the adipose dorsal fin and the
lateral line ; while the direction of the rows of scales on the body
its

;

was irregular.
Specimen no. 3 was similarly coloured, except being still more
yellow; it had 10 finger-marks on one side and 11 on the other; 2
also many red
black spots on the preopercle and 3 on the opercle
body.
spots on the
In these three undoubted hybrids the number of parr-bands along
the sides varied from 10 to 12, while the direction of the rows of
Both had 1 1 8 along the lateral
scales showed great irregularity.
line; but on the side of the tail they varied from 12 to 14 between
the adipose dorsal and the lateral line.
Respecting the rate of growth of these fish as compared with
young Salmon, it was found that the largest was a little over 7 inches
long while young Sahno salar in the next pond, a year older, were
from 4 to 13| inches in length.
Examples of young Salmon (Sal/no salar) are at present at
Howietoun in pond C, which is 130 feet long and has boarded
The eggs and n)ilt from which these fish were raised were
edges.
obtained by Sir J. Gibson-Maitland from the Teith in December
There are a
1880, aiid hatched at Howietoun in March 1881.
considerable number in the pond, and they have developed some
In July this year, in the presence of
very interesting phenomena.
the foreign and other commissioners to the Fisheries Exhibition,
this pond was netted, when it was seen that some of the young fish,
then 2 years and 4 mouths old, were golden, spotted, and in the
bpnded parr-stage, while others were beautiful silvery smolts almost
Some of these parr-marked fish
ready to descend to the sea.
exceeded those which were in the sraolt livery in size, although this
was the exception.
During the first week in October one of these fish, under a pound
in weight, and in the smolt colours, but with the parr-bauds still
visible in certain lights, jumped out of the pond and was found
dead.
On being opened it turned out to be a female with comparathus almost
tively large ova, which were of a deep reddish colour
disposing of the statement that " no parr has ever been found with
mature ova'". Certainly the ova were not mature, but would have
;

;

—

'

Giiiither,

'

Introduction to the Study of

Fisli,' p.

639.

—
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been had the fish not met with an untimely end
while the parrmarks were present, and so Hkewise were the silvery scales of the
smelt.
And as I shall show, we found at the end of November other
females with ova, in all of which the parr-marks were visible.
At the end of November, when again at Howietoun, I was informed that several of the fish during the night or early morning
had jumped out of the pond, and it was surmised that many had so
perished, but been carried off in the early hours by birds and rats.
At my first visit I was shown one which had been found dead that
morning, and on the 29th there were two more, one of which (11 -.5
inches in length) had been partially eaten by some vermin, which had
devoured the lower portion of its head.
It was of a silvery smolt
colour with parr-marks.
On being opened it proved to be' a male
full of ripe milt '.
A net was drawn through this pond for the purpose
of examining the condition of the fish, and obtaining ova if possible,
as well as milt for experimenting with.
I examined three specimens,
which are on the table
;

:

B.

xi.

D.

C. 21.

^.

P. 14.

L. 1.117.

V. 9.
A.
L.tr. 21/30.
No.

1.

No.

1

was a beautiful

when placed

3.

10'8

9'0
1*8

6 3
1-3

..

1-4

1-25

1

1-8

1-6

M5

4-1

35

2*5

9-3
0-4

7-9

5-2

0-45

0-25

06

0o5

0-7

65

2*0

silvery smolt with ten distinct

in certain hghts.

No.
in.

20

caudal
Distance from snout to base of dorsal fin
centre of base of
»
„
„
caudal fin
Diameter of eye
Distance of eye from end of snout
eyes apart
Height of body

2.

in.

pectoral fin

„

No.

in.
.

Total length of specimens
Length of head

I

1-8

-15

03
0-45

13

parr-marks

One

black spot on the preopercle,
three on the opercle ; the upper two thirds or half of the body
spotted with black, as was likewise the lower half of the dorsal fin,
which had a white anterior and outer edge. Pectoral fin nearly
black in all these fish when alive.
In this specimen the generative
organs were not developed.
The maxilla was more slender than in
the hybrid of almost the same size, and which has been described.
«b'cff/es: 11 rows from the adipose dorsal fin to the lateral
line, and
20 rows from the lateral line to the base of the ventral fin. 'The
extent of the cleft of the tail was 0-8, and the length of its longest
ray 18.
Its csecal appendages were longer than in the hybrids.
1 " I am not quite sure but that milt and
oya might be found in a livbrid
has been found in parrs, and my theory is, that when this is so, the fisli is the
produce of a hen Salmon and a male river-Trout, as it was frequently found
that a hen Salmon was spawning on the same gravel-bed with a male
riverTrout."— Giinther, evidence given June 4tb, 1872. in The Parr and Salmon
OontroTersy.' (Second Edition, ISS.3, page 128.)
•

it

'
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No. 2 was more distinctly parr-marked, but otherwise very
It had 1 1 rows of scales between the adipose dorsal fin and

similar.

19 rows of scales
the lateral line, as seen in the larger specimen.
between the lateral line and base of ventral fin. The extent of the
cleft of its caudal fin was 0"9, and the length of the longest ray 1*6.
No. 3 was in the parr livery with 10 well-marked finger-spots on
Fins as in the others,
either side, 3 black spots on the opercle.
The upper jaw in the specimen a little
anal greyish in the centre.
1 1 scales in an oblique row from the soft
shortened, due to injury.
The fish was a male full of milt.
dorsal fin to the lateral line.
As a rule, the females were silvery, and were found to have ova,
but not quite ripe, requiring from 4 to 6 weeks more. The males,
on the contrary, on being pressed, gave ripe milt. Tbe Salmonoids
in these ponds seem to be more spotted than such as are obtained
from rivers, and though perhaps not of large size are well proporThe largest taken in the net was 13 '5 inches in length.
tioned.
As a rule, fish in the parr livery seemed to be males, most of which
were ripe, while the silvery smolts were generally females ; the fingermarks in all were perceptible. These fish made it very evident that
the relative growth of the fry does not depend on the size of the
pond, quantity of food, or amount of water, as all had been treated
alike, yet they varied in length from 4 to 13| inches.
Various reasons have been adduced in order to explain why a parr
on becoming a smolt (normally about to migrate seawards) becomes
Davy ('Philosophical Researches,' 1843, p. 2.50)
of a silvery colour.
suggested of the Salmon "that tbe young remain in fresh water till
they have acquired not only a certain size and strength, but also
additional scales, fitting them in their smolt stage to endure without
Whether by acquiring
injury the contact of the saline medium."
" additional scales " he intended to mean an additional coat of
scales, may be open to discussion, but as the body of the parr is fully
scaled, such would appear to be the meaning.
Couch, in 18(J6, observed that the silvery colour of Smolts is not due to their acquiring
additional scales, but owing to a deposit of bright soft matter, which
shines through the ti'ansparent scales.
Giinther (Intr. Study of
Fishes, 1881, p. 632), however, remarks, respecting the river-Trout,
that they "frequently retain the parr-marks all their lifetime; at
certain seasons a new coat of scales overlays the parr-marks, rendering them invisible for a time, but they reappear in time, or are
distinct as soon as the scales are removed.
When the Salmones
have passed this Parr-stage," we are distinctly informed that "a
new coat of scales overlays the parr-marks ; " but as these fish do
not shed their scales, he seems to advance that an additional or
extra coat of scales is developed at certain periods, an opinion, as I
believe, held by Davy, but denied by Couch \

—

^ I have receired tbe followiug communication from Dr. Gradow:
"The
development of tbe scales in Teleostean fishes, as in tbe Salmon, &c., is as
follows:- Tbe cutis (together -with tbe superimposed epidermis) at first forms
a slight elevation, the up2Der or top end of which assumes a backward direction,
and this growing or young scale soon ossifies, but not so completely as in Sharks

—
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an American Charr, Sulmo fontinalis, in the parrstage, and 2>l inches in length, the scales covering the body on their
outer surface'were found to be covered and bound down to one another
by a covering of epidermis (which in its turn was much concealed by
a thick layer of mucus); the same appearance was present in a Sal mo
levenensis 4 inches in length, while in a 8almon-parr, 6 inches long,
The hind
a change had commenced in some regions of the body.
much as
to
as
sometimes
scale,
each
part
of
exposed
portion of the
one third or even one half, being silvery, or rather transparent, permitting the silvery lustre to shine through, but not so the basal

On

exatniiiing

which retained more of the parr-colour. On placing a
needle under these scales, the transparent or silvery part could be
it was no longer bound down by epidermis, as in
readily elevated
younger fish, while but very little mucus was present. Among the
silvery smolts this apparent denudation of the scales had been
carried to a greater extent, the epidermis being seemingly merely
portion,

;

present across its base (except where black or orange spots existed),
and as a consequence a silvery scale with more or less dark edges
Should the scale of a smolt be raised, it appears as if
was .seen.
on the sides and n)ost of the body of the fish it were merely attached
at its base and placed in a pocket of the epidermis, and nowhere in
the body is any new layer of scales developed, or an increased thickness put on, but, on the contrary, the epidermal covering seems to

become removed in the smolt-stage, thus occasioning their transparent and consequent silvery appearance, which is continued through
life.
Owing to the epidermis being less removed from the scales of
the back, and being present over the scaleless head, these portions
retain a darker colour.

A

hybrid between S. salar and

>S'.

levenensis, at 7-4 inches in

shows a portion of tlie outer edge of each scale already
denuded of epidermis and although I do not propose in this paper
to enter upon the question of colour, I may remark that the lateral
bands or finger-marks come into more prominent view when the
scales and attached epidermis are removed, rendering it probable
The black spots, or at least some
that they are found in the cutis.
of those which are seen on the body, are in the epidermis, and can be
removed with that structure while on removing a scale, the epidermal pocket in which its base lies is found of a dark and often
If the epidermis of a young fish is placed under the
black colour.
microscope, it is more or less filled with fine black dots consequently
length,

;

;

;

the absorption of this structure, irrespective of its leaving the silvery
portion uncovered, removes what must add a darker tinge to the
fish.
In like manner a portion of the red or orange dots may be
external to the scales, as in the epidermis or in the structures below

aud Ganoids.

The

scales increase in size

by apposition, their basal portion

forming the matrix being pai-t of the cutis, in a similar way to finger-nails
growing out of the nail-fold. There are two main classes of these scales, one
retaining an embryonic condition, as in some parts of a Mackerel, &e., while
tbose of the Salmon, which attain a larger size, break tLrough the epidermal
layer, and thus become partially Iree."
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while the male Salmon-parrs at Howietoun have developed
a white anterior edge to the dorsal and anal fins.
These young migratory Salmon conclusively show that the females,
without descending to the sea, may develop eggs in fresh water. And
though we know that in the case of rivers in which their access to the
sea has been cut off, or their migrating to the ocean prevented from
any cause, these fish have usually disappeared from such streams, still
we are aware that land-locked Salmon are found in various parts of
the globe.
It does not seem a visionary dream, but within the
bounds of a measurable distance, to anticipate that some Howietounreared fish may in a few generations develop land-locked forms, invaluable to the upper waters of some of our rivers in which migrations
seaward are now impossible while they will also afford the upper
riparian proprietors a chance of securing a breed that will remain
in their waters, and cannot therefore be destroyed, as they are
now at the mouths of rivers, and in the estuaries, by unscrupulous
;

;

fishing.

Before proceeding to discuss the use made of the milt of these
propose adverting to another series of Salmon, bred at the
Fisheries Exhibition, from eggs brought from Canada by Mr.
Wilmot, the Canadian Commissioner, who has kindly given me a
fishes, I

series.

For the purpose of exhibiting the interesting modes of fishhatching now being carried on in Canada, Mr. Wilmot brought
over a considerable number of ova in ice.
These, however, commenced hatching a few days prior to the opening of the building,
and continued doing so up to May 2ord.
All these fish had a double row of teeth along the bodj' of the
vomer, from about 112 to 118 rows of scales along the lateral line,
from 11 to 12 rows between the adipose dorsal and the lateral line,
and 20 rows from the lateral fins to the base of the ventral line.

The

following give the lengths of the fish, all of which I saw removed
from the hatching-trough, as well as the number of bars along their
sides.

Length of

August

24, 1883.

September 27, 1883

fish.
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Length of

fish.

inches.

Bars on

•3

f3-5
I

November

15,

1883

.

.<;

3-2
3-0
2-8

1

^2-8

Average ....
It

would appear,

Bare on

side.

side.

8
8

7
9
H
8
8
9
9
8
8

II2-89
2-8

October 27, 1883

25

9

8
8
9

10
8
7

85

8^

frojn the foregoing, that out of

22 specimens of

Mr. Wihnot's young Sahnonidae, the number of parr-bars varied
from 7-10, frequently differing in numbers in the two sides of the
same fish, while the average was 8|, a remarkable difference from,
what obtains in the British Salmo salar, a question I shall refer to
again further on.
I may, however, mention here that in some of
The adipose fin in
these fishes the bars were much broken up.
almost all had a leaden-coloured base, the outer two thirds being
orange-coloured.
When leaving Teignmouth in Devonshire, in 1882, 1 had the opportunity of seeing, but not of procuring, two or three long and lanky
Salmon, having much the appearance of kelts. 1 had, however,
to postpone my investigations, and went there in August this year,
when I was so fortunate as to find the same class offish, not only in
the market there, but also at Torquay, where I went likewise to
inquire respecting these fish. In fact, out of the many Salmon which
I saw, all were of this local race, evidently the Salmo gracilis. Couch,
whose examples were tnken in the Fowey. Tarrell, on being sent a
figure of Couch's fish, replied, " I have a skin of a Salmon that
would have been a good match for your female. This was a Salmon
that had been detained in a fresh-water pond rather more than three
years."
Yarrell suggests the water did not suit Couch's fish, but
the latter author observes, '• It had just come from the open sea," and
that the Fowey water is not polluted with poisonous water from
mines.
It appears to be a variety or local race of S. salar.
Length.

Length of
head.

August 21,

1

female
....

August

27,

1

male

1

female

....

inches.

inches.

28-0
27-5
26-0
24-0

5-2
5-2

4-8
4-5

Depth of
body.

Weight.

inches.

5-0

6 lbs.

5-2
4-0
4-U

7| lbs.
4 lbs.
4 lbs.

In the foregoing the proportion of the depth of the body to the
was about (jA times.
A pair being required for the New South Wales, Sydney, jNIuseum,

total length
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the proportions were as

:

Male.

Female.

inches.

inches.

26-0
Total length of specimen
Length of head
48
4-0
Height of body
Distance between end of snout and
lO-O
commencement of dorsal fin. ..
I
30
Length of caudal fin
0'8
Diameter of eye
15
Distance of eye from end of snout ..

24-0
4-5
4-0
9-0

3*5
0*5
1*5

had from 118 to 120 rows of scales along the lateral
male had 10 rows, and the female 11 between the posterior
end of the base of the adipose dorsal fins, passing downwards and
forwards to the lateral line.
The male had 61, and the female 71
caecal appendages.
The eggs in the female were about ^^j of an
inch in diameter, but there were many smaller ones.
The milt in
the male was appearing, while a small hook was apparent at the end
of the lower jaw.
Cooked, tliey were good fish, not so rich as Salmon from more
northern rivers, and of a very slight pink tinge in the flesh.
Under
what conditions these fish are so elongated, whether from climatic
causes or from food, are problems requiring solution.
It has been
asserted that along the south coast pollution of the river-water is
the chief cause '.
It has been generally accepted, that bad, insuflBcient, or unsuitable food, as well as prevention of descending to
the sea at certain periods, will often eventuate in lanky fish, but I
do not think that it is generally known that an elongated sea-going

These

fish

line; the

race of

Salmo salar

The Lochleven

exists.

is that with which Sir J. GibsonMaitland has had such marked success at Howietoun; and by
keeping those bred in diiferent years by themselves, some exceedingly
interesting results have already been ascertained, the prelude possibly
to many more.
The first of these fish to which I propose adverting
are those which are the elders of the fishery, and were hatched in

variety of Trout

—

' A correspondent in the 'Field
(January 5, 1884, page Ki) observes: " I
have conversed with several old Devonshire anglers, who sadly recall the davd
of their youth, when they could reckon with a moral certainty on catching two
or tlu-ee Salmon in the Teign with the artitlcial fly, on any fair fishing day,
before the mines had poisoned the river, and who have since then seen a large
'

tract of the stream, extending over three or four miles, so thickly fouled with
mine-washings, as to become as lifeless as the Dead-Sea waters. Salmon could
not swim or live in such waters for many years. During all this interval the
river of course was utterly destroyed for Sahnon-iishing, but, .strange to say,
since the mines have been worked out, some few straggling fish have begun to
return in gradually increasing numbers during the last three or four years; but
the taint of the poison still lingers there, and this peculiarity remains, that the
flesh of a Teign Salmon is hard and woolly, and utterly devoid of that curded
richness which lies between the flakes of a well- dressed fresh-run Severn
Salmon."
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1875, and placed in the island-pond in 1879, when it was finally
completed. Tliis pond is 210 X 90 feet, and from 10 to 11 feet deep
in the centre.
One can hardly assert that the fish thus kept have been under the
same conditions of existence as if they had been in a wild state in
Scottish waters.
Always provided with food, they may have thus
been somewhat stimulated, and their powers of propagating their
species accelerated.
This may tend to shorten life, as sterility in
fishes appears to lengthen it.
It has been apparent that males experience a larger mortality than females, due apparently to exhaustion
after breeding, which seems to be assisted by their pugnacious propensities.

remarked upon the fact observed at Howietoun, that,
Lochleven variety of Trout gave eggs of different
sizes in accordance with the age of the parents.
Those which were
hatched in lS7(i, or six years old, were producing ova 32 of which
filled the length of a glass quill, whereas those which were hatched
in 1875, or seven years old, gave ova 27 or 28 of which occupied the
same space.
Since then I have come across several interesting statements,
which fully bear out the observations made at Howietoun. In the
Report of the United-Statt's Fish Commission on the McCIoud
River, for 1878, it is observed that " the parent Salmon were unusually small, their average weight being under eight pounds.
This
small size was stated to be undoubtedly caused in whole or in part
by the fishing at the canneries of the Sacramento, where the 8-inch
meshes of the innumerable drift-nets stopped all the large Salmon
but let all the small ones through. The eggs when taken proved to
be at least a third smaller than those of most previous years, and the
average number of eggs to the fish was about 3500 against 4200
I last year

as a rule, the

the previous year."
In this case the diminished size of the
parents may have not only conduced to diminished size of the ova,
but likewise to a decreased amount, for the number generally is proportionate to the weight of the parent fish.
Livingston Stone adduces another reason for this result, namely,
that American Trout, Salmo fontinalis, living in spring water (which
means deficient food) develop smaller ova than such as reside
in brook water.
That is, poverty in food has the same effect in diminishing the size of the eggs as if the parent had not yet arrived at
full sexual maturity.
I adduce these instances because assertion has been so confidently
made to the contrary, and it is perhaps as well to be able to bring
forward facts observed at different places by different observers who
are not acquainted with the views of one another.
Malmgren having
observed that the ova oiTriitta relicta are considerably smaller than
those of the Salmon, Dr. Giinther remarked in the 'Zoological Record'
in

:—" Thirdly, as Hr. Malmgren obThe last character will be considered
who may have a more extensive knowledge of

(1864, pp. 180, 181) as follows
serves, in the size of the ova.

very significant by all
fishes, as the size of the ova

is

not only invariably the same in
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individuals of whatever size, but, as far as our experience reaches, is
even often characteristic of the species of a genus'". Likewise, in
his 'Introduction to the Study of Fishes,' 1880, p. 159, he observes, " The ova of Teleosteous Fishes are extremely variable in size,

The ova of
quite independently of the size of the parent species.
large and small individuals of the same species, of course, do not differ
in size."

This brings us to the consideration of whether it is possible that
increased size of eggs may lead to augmented size of offspring,
irrespective of the question of changing the locality they inhabit, or
increasing the space or amount of water in which they reside.
The following interesting experiment was instituted fourteen
months since by Sir James JNIaitland. Two batches of Lochleven
Trout were spawned in the winter of 1882 on November 2nd, the
parents of one having been hatched in 1875, and of the other in
The eggs were similarly treated, and hatched in January and
187(i.

February 1883.
In the garden in front of Sir J. Maitland's house at Craigend two
ponds have been constructed for the reception of young fish, each of
the same width and 100 feet long one is nearly on a level with the
Into these ponds
other, and the same stream runs through each.
those from the older or 1875, or
the two lots of fry were turned
those from the
seven years' old parents, having the lower pond
younger or 1876, or six years' old parents, having the upper pond,
while they were fed and treated in an identical manner.
On November 29th we examined these two ponds, the fry in the
upper of which, or from the younger parents, seemed to average
about 2\ inches in length, while those in the lower pond appeared
showing that from the eggs
to average about 3| inches in length
of the older parents had emanated the more satisfactory o£fs|)ring.
We next proceeded to draw a net through each pond and I selected
three young fish from the upper and five from the lower series as
among the finest examples of each batch. These fish gave the
;

—

;

;

;

following results

:

Upper pond, from 1876
Length.

parents.

Bars.

Bars,

13
13
14

13
12
13

13^

12|

inches.

3-5

3-0
2-9

Average.... 3-1

These fish were more spotted than those in the lower pond and
had more red marks. The dorsal fiu had a white front edge, as in
yovmg Brook-Trout
'
Genus Brachyynystax, Guntber. " Even if Salmo fluviatilis should prove to
be the male of Salmo coregonoides (the type of the new genus), still the small
size of the ova would be a character of sufficient importance to separate these
Oatal. Fish. Brit. Mus. ri. p. Ili3.
fishes generically from Salmo."
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bound, not a few were sterile, while the number of eggs from those
ripe for breeding were, fish for fish, less than in 1882.
Taking
all things into consideration the time appeared to have arrived when
the paying value of most of these Trout had come to an end, and it
was decided that they could no longer be kept with advantage. The
sluice was therefore opened on November 27th, and the next morning
we proceeded to the pond to select such fish as were worth preserving
and spawn such as proved to be ripe.
On arriving at the pond the water was found to have nearly run
down, and in the mud at the bottom were many dead Trout, not
short of 100, the majority of which were about two feet in length,
some keits, some egg-bound females, while a few were floundering
On removing with a net the remaining fish, it was
in the mud.
observable that a change in the colour of some had occurred and
the same change was observed among some of the 1876 Lochleven
Trout namely, that the anal fin had a white edge and the anteriorsuperior margin of the dorsal fin was also white, thus reverting to
the Brook-Trout form of colour.
Attention may likewise be drawn
to all the hybrids between this form of Trout and the Salmon
possessing a white edge to the dorsal and anal fins.
Those who
;

—

consider colour as indicating a specific difference in these fish differentiate the Lochleven from the

Brook-Trout by the latter possessing
which is deficient in the former. These
old and undoubted Lochleven fish are throwing back in colour to the
Brook-Trout livery and likewise among the crosses between this
variety and the Salmon we find the white edge to the fins as seen
in the Brook-Trout invariably present, although absent from the
a white edge to their

fins,

;

parents.

On placing a net in the ditch into which the island-pond drained,
a considerable number of Trout-ova were found in it.
Whether
these were from the bottom of the pond, or W'hether an old female
had got jammed in the valve and her eggs discharged, it was not
possible to say, but they were white and opaque, as if they had been
exuded longer than 12 hours.
Forty-two large Trout had to be killed as evidently pass^ and
about 300 of the remainder were removed to another receptacle.
The small amount of fertile males was remarkable while all the
old ones had the hook at the end of the lower jaw.
Among the fish
in this pond were some of the hybrids between the Salmon and Trout,
bred from ova taken in November 1879, and already adverted to.
On November 15th, 1882, Sir J. Gibson-Maitland in my presence
obtained about 2000 ova from a Lochleven Trout, which were fertilized with milt from an American Brook-Trout, or Charr, Salmo
These were placed in hatching-box no. 108, and on
fontinnlis.
November 29th, 1883, about 150 were alive. They had been transferred to a large wooden rearing tank through which a stream of
water flowed.
The mortality ainong these 2000 eggs had been as
;

follows:

— November

or a total of
sities

G8,

340 eggs.

December 142, January 89, February 41,
The young were much malformed, monstro-

being numerous, blindness in both or in a single eye, and bull-

—

—

.
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dog deformities of the snout being the most perceptible: some were
very light-coloured, but not quite albinos, as the markings, although
pale, were visible ; and in such as have survived this want of colour
still

continues.

In May 1883 I received from Sir J. Maitland one of these fish
from the hatching-house it was 0"8 of an inch long, the anterior
portion of its head deformed from want of development of the preniaxillaries and contiguous bones
its colour was white without any
markings.
July 20th, 1883, I removed from box 108 some more of these
fishes, which were as follows (in inches and tenths)
:

;

:

No.

Total length
Length of head
Length of caudal
Height of body
Number of bars

November 29th,
box

fin

..

1.

No.

No.

2.

No.

3.

4.

1-/

17

1'7

1-6

0-4
0-3

0-3
0-2.5

0-3

0-3

0-4
0-3
0-3

0-3
0-3

9&9

9&10

8&9

9&11

0-4

the following three fishes were removed from the

:

Total length

2-/

2-6

Length of head
Length of caudal
Height of body

0-6
0-4

0-6
0-5

05

0*55

fin.

2-2
0-4
0-3
0*4

No. 1 was blind of the left eye, but no perceptible difference
could be seen in the colours of the two sides, which were similar to
those in No. 2, except having two bands instead of one across the
dorsal fin.
There were 17 rows of scales between the posterior
extremity of the base of the adipose dorsal fin, passing downwards
and forwards to the lateral Hne in Trout there are normally from 13
:

and in American Charr from 21 to 26.
No. 2 had the eyesight apparently normal.
The finger-marks
along the sides were broken up into arched bands or circles enclosing
spaces, the ground-colour being yellowish
the upper surface of the
head and back spotted and marked with black dots
the raved
dorsal fin with a dark band across its centre and a dark spot at 'the
base of its first ray.
There were 22 rows of scales between the
adipose dorsal fin and the lateral line.
No. 3 had the riglit eye lost, the ball having retracted into the
socket while the left eye was almost blind, the pupil being reduced
to a small slit, while a black-coloured spot was present on the sclerotic.
When alive this fish appeared as one of the semi-albinos which I
have referred to the markings were present, but light on both sides,
more especially so on the right. There were 15 rows of scales
between the adipose dorsal fin and the lateral line.
On November loth, 1882, 8000 ova were taken from an American
Charr, Salmo fonlinalis, which were fertilized with milt from a Lochleven Trout as in the last experiment, the eggs and young beinoto 15,

;

;

;

:
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These eggs were placed in box 104, and on
November 29tli, 1883, 16 remained alive. The mortality among
November 28, December ojo,
these 8000 eggs was as follows
total
loss of 2718.
a
The young
or
February
297,
1818,
January
fry were greatly deformed, many had their spines crooked, atrophy
of its posterior portion, and a deficiency of the fins generally, more
similarly

treated.

:

—

particularly of the caudal.

883, the vouug were about one inch in length and had about
four of which were mostly below the
1 1 finger-marks, the foremost
generally crossed it.
I received one
remainder
the
while
line,
lateral
specimen from Sir J. Maitland, which was 0'8 of an inch long: its
head and the anterior portion of its body was natural, but posterior
to the dorsal fin a general atrophy had occurred, and although the
It
anal fin was fairly developed, the caudal portion was embryonic.

May

had

1

six bars along each side.

July 20th, the cross bands had become much wider, passing downwards to the belly and upwards towards the back, which, however,
they do not reach, but small and irregular bands descend towards
The broad cross bands on the
the spaces between the cross bands.
wide
as the interspaces, generally
as
twice
are
sides of the body
over the head, covering
another
crosses
while
number,
about nine in
band
dark
runs along the middle
and
a
gill-covers,
the
of
portion
a
I removed three from the boxes, which were of
of the dorsal fin.
the following sizes (in inches and tenths).
No.

Total length
Length of head
Length of caudal
Height of body
Number of bars

November 29th, the

fin

.

.

1.

No.

2.

No.

3.

1-8

I'G

1-5

0-5
0-3

0-35
0-25

0-4
0-3

0-5

0-3

0-3

8&10

lO&ll

9&8

following fish was removed from the remain-

ing 16.

Total length
Length of head
Length of caudal
Height of body

2-1 inches.

fin

....

0-5 inch
0'4
„

04

,,

The finger-marks in this specimen appear to have been about 12,
but are broken up into irregular shapes, reticulating over the body,
which is of a yellow colour. Similarly along the back the fish
Dorsal fin
appears covered with black spots on a yellow ground.
with two oblique black bands, a light upper edge, and a dark spot at
There were 15 rows of scales between
the base of its first dorsal rays.
the adipose dorsal fin and the lateral hne.
It is interesting to observe that about one in six of the eggs of the
Lochleven Trout impregnated by the American Charr failed to hatch,
but double that number, or one in three, of the American Charr-eggs

;
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impregnated from Lochleven Trout-milt. Tiie same reason which
appears to mihtate against Trout-eggs beiug impregnated by SahnonThus
milt probably is the cause, i.e. the size of the spermatozoa.
the comparatively large Lochleven Trout-eggs were fertilized from
the milt of the Charr ; but when the converse was tried the success
was much less. As the xlmerican Charr-eggs are much smaller than
those of the Lochleven Trout, it is reasonable to suppose the spermatozoa are also smaller, and consequently were readily iibsorbed
but when it was attempted to fertilize the Salmo fontinalis by the
milt of S. levenensis, probably the large spermatozoa did not readily
find entrance, thus accounting for the great proportion of unhatched
OTH.

Among the Salmo fario, or Brook-Trout, which in the upper pond
are going on for 8 years of age, a considerable amount of fungus was
present.
It has been observed, similar to what obtains in the Lochleven variety, that the size of the eggs augments with age.
An exceedingly interesting subject of investigation is whether we
The foregoing
possess several or only one species of River-Trout.
descriptions of hybrids show that, although neither the Salmon nor
Lochleven Trout possesses white edges to the dorsal and anal fins
(such being usually restricted to the Brook-Trout), hybrids between
the two appear invariably to be so marked.
This year's investigations
at Howietoun have likewise shown that such a mode of colour may

occur in old Lochleven Trout, especially males.
I have several times observed that all hues of demarcation between
the recorded species become obliterated should the ova of these
fish be transmitted to foreign lands, where, due to changes in diet,
temperature of the water, and other causes, Salmo ferox may be
raised from the egg of our common Brook-Trout.
The first and
last arrival of the eggs of the British Brook-Trout {Salmo fario) at
Tasmania occurred April 24, 1864. Some of these ova were collected by Mr. Frank Buckland from fish in the stream running
through Admiral Keppel's garden on the Itchen in Hampshire,
while Mr. Francis Francis's were obtained from a mill at Alton on
the Wey, and from Mr. Thurlow's mill at High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire and Mr. Arthur tells us that the first successful Trouthatching in Otago occurred in October 18(38, from 800 eggs obtained from the natural spawning-beds of Salmo fario, in Tasmania.
These, and a second lot the subsequent year, formed the whole of
the original stock which were first liberated in the streams in
November 1869.
As these Trout were raised from eggs derived
from our southern or smallest variety, where the great Lake-Trout, >S'.
ferox, is not found, it is clear that S.ferox ought not to be present
in Otago, unless this latter fish is merely a variety of our BrookTrout.
Mr. W. Arthur most kindly forwarded to me, in ice, from the
Otago Acclimatization Society, by S.S. Tonic,' which left Lyttelton, New Zealand, on July 9, 1883, two specimens of Trout recently
taken, this being their spawning season,
"They were got in a
small river not 20 feet wide, which runs into a freshwater lake,
;

'

Pkoc. Zool.

Soc— 1884,
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Lovells Cruter, a feeder of the Tuakitoto Lake, situated about 15
They are large fish in good condition the male
miles from the sea.
These fish have evidently not
female
12 pounds.
weighs 16 to the
at least the total absence
waters,
saline
or
brackish
frequenting
been
of X spots is, I suppose, according to the authorities, proof of such a
:

I
and the spots of these fish now sent are round and oval.
two
or
one
only
and
observed that the vomerine teeth are all gone,
so age affects teeth
ancient tusks still on that bone of the female
fact,

;

similarly to migratory habits."

The following are the characters of this pair of Trout, which were
received in excellent condition, and are now preserved in spirit in the
Economic Fish Museum

:

Length of fish
head
„

Male.

,,

caudal

fiin

.

.

Height of body
Eye. Diameter

1

32|
6^
4g

inches.

7

,,

„
„

inch, 3 inches from end of snout, and 3-2 inches

apart.

L.l. 118, and 12 rows of scales from the adipose fin, downwards
and forwards to the lateral line. Teeth none on the vomer, some on
The
the palate, some on the tongue in two rows, four in each.
Colours dark
maxillary reaches to | of a diameter behind the eye.
spots over the body, shoulder, and dorsal fins.
:

Length of

Female.

fish

head
„
caudal
„
Height of body
Eye.

Diameter 1-55 inch,

fin.

31| inches.
65
„
4g
„
6|

„

inch from end of snout, and 2'4

!•()

inches apart.
14 rows of scales from the adipose fin downwards and
L. 1. 120
Teeth a few on the front of the vomer.
lateral line.
to
the
forwards
Caudal fin emarginate. Colours spotted all over the body.
These two beautiful specimens of Trout are so exceedingly similar
to so-called Lake-Trout, that any ichthyologist who believed in the
numerous species of this fish, and was unaware from whence they
came, would undoubtedly term them Salmoferox.
As a considerable stress has, erroneously I believe, been laid
upon the number of csecal appendages among the Salmonidae, as
;

:

:

diagnostic of species, 1 give the following table

tndta

51-77.
61-67.
43-61.

orcadcnsis

50.

hrachypoma

45-47.
33-52.

Dr.Gunther. Anadromous forms. Salmo salar
„

„

:

argenteus

camhricus

Ciec. apjDen.
,,

—

:
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Dr. Griinther. Non-migratory forms. Salmo leveneims

„
„

49-90,

ferox
stomachicus

„
„

38-47.
43-49.

„

gallivensis

„

44.
44.

nigripiiinis

„

36-42.

fariOjVai: gaimardi

—y&r.aicsonii...

Mr. Day.

35

Non-migratory forms. Salmo fario

—

33^6.

Gloucestershire
Case, appen. 34^39.
Cornwall & Cardiganshire
35-44.
,,

Yorkshire
Sutherlaudshire

Salmo tcvencnsis
At Howietoun

„

,,

4

S. salar

k

:

47,

„

8. levenensis

Migratory form
2 & s«to", Devonshire...
Mr. Arthur. Non-migratory form Salmo fario, yhv ausonii,
„

New

35.
46,

„
„

r61,62,
169,78.
61,71.
43-54.

"
„
„

Zealand.

do not propose referring to the foregoing, as I have elsewhere
and Irish Fishes) entered on a consideration of how the
Brook-Trout, transported to a warmer climate, and where food is
abundant, has taken on a structural change, conclusively showing
that the number of caeca is not invariable, but changes with
changing circumstances, and consequently cannot be a criterion of
species
for all the eggs of the Brook-Trout sent to Tasmania were
from districts considered by Dr. Giinther to be inhabited by the
race ausonii of Salmo fario, in which he had found from 38 to 47
esecal appendages only
the same result of change being likewise
shown in the transference of Lochleven Trout to Howietoun.
I do not propose arguing upon the foregoing premises, but they
may tend to prove that in undoubted hybrids the percentage hatched
is comparatively small, that the number of malformations is great,
and the young appear to be sickly. On the other hand, it does not
seem unreasonable to almost doubt whether there exists specific difference between the American and British Charrs, monstrosities
being rare, and the young strong. The sole male Charr employed
had been some time ready for spawning before being used, and
doubts were expressed at the condition of the milt.
After one or
two years' more enquiry, a trustworthy answer may be given but so
far as hybrids from Howietoun have gone, sterility appears to be
the rule, as yet no exceptions having been noticed, but the examples
have been few.
I

(British

;

:

;

Much

stress

has been laid upon the

number of finger-marks

or transverse bars along the sides of various forms of Salraonidse, as
Thus in the second edition of the Pancharacteristic of species.

Controversy (1883) we are told (p. 126) that in the Salmon there are
while those of the
nine or ten', but in the Trout only six or seven
Charr are not alluded to. Dr. Giinther, in his ' Introduction to the
Study of Fish,' repeats the popular idea when he observes, "The
number of bars is not quite constant, but the migratory Trout have
2 (and even 3) more than the River-Trout" (p. 631).
;
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Although it appears pretty evident that the number of these parrbands may shghtly vary with the age of the fish, and that they may
be broken up in some forms, it is still clear that very great latitude
must exist, as we find them occasionally of different numbers on the
two sides of the same fish. I will now give the figures showing the
bands as existing in the specimens to which I have referred, and
most of which are now on the table.
Three Salmon smolts, hatched March 1881, had, when captured
on November 29th, ten finger-marks on either side.
Two Salmon smolts, from the Hodder, each about seven inches
long, had nine or ten finger-marks on each side.
Twenty-two Salmon-fry, the eggs of which came from Canada,
gave the following results
the bars averaged 8g on
Eight specimens at 3 months of age
each side of the fish, eight was the smallest number, ten the largest
and the greatest difference in number between the two sides of one
fish consisted in eight on one side and ten on the other.
Five specimens at 4 months of age the bars averaged eight,
while seven was the smallest and nine the largest number in one
fish there were nine on one side and eight on the other.
Four specimens at 5 months of age the bars averaged 8|, while
the difference
seven was the smallest and nine the largest number
between the numbers of bars on the two sides of any fish did not ex:

:

;

:

;

:

;

ceed one.
Five specimens 5g months of age: the bars averaged 8| while
the difference
seven was the smallest and ten the largest number
between the numbers of bars on the two sides of any fish did not
exceed one.
The general average of bars in these twenty-two specimens was 8^,
and only twelve out of the twenty-two had so many as nine or ten
bars, while in one specimen they did not exceed seven ; the same
number being on one side of three others. All the examples of
young Salmon had from seven to ten finger-marks along the sides.
Among the hybrids between the Salmon and the Lochleven Trout,
on November loth, 1881, three specimens at 8 months of age
had from ten to thirteen finger-marks along the sides. Three of
the same batch were captured November 29th, 1883, at 20 months
of age
one had twelve bars on both sides, one ten on one side and
twelve on the other, and the remaining fish ten on one side and eleven
on the other, showing a variation of from ten to twelve bars.
Among four hybrids between Lochleven Trout and American Charr,
ca})tured November 29th, 1883, at 5 months of age, the average
number of bars was 9|,the least number being eight, the most eleven,
and the greatest difference between the two sides of one fish being two.
This shows a higher number of bars than were seen in the young of
the true Salmon at Howietoun at the same age, or at the Fisheries
while only Trout and Charr blood were mixed. As the fish got older
these bars broke up and could not be counted.
Among three hybrids between the American Charr and the Lochleven Trout, captured November 29th, 1883, at 5 months of age.
;

:

—
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the average number of bars was 9^ ; the least number being eight,
the most eleven, and the greatest diiference between the two sides
of one fish being two.
Among eight pure Lochleven Trout at 9 months of age, captured
November 29th, 1883, the average number of bars was 12|; the
eleven and the largest fourteen, the greatest
two sides of one fish being two. These figures
are remarkable as showing that at Howietoun the average number
of bars in the Lochleven Trout exceeds that observed in the young
Salmon.
Among four young American Charr, captured November 29th,
1883, the average number of bars was eight, the smallest being seven
and the largest ten, the greatest difference between the two sides of
one fish being one.
Among four hybrids, or rather crosses, between the American and
Scotch Charr, captured July 20th, 1883, when they were five months
old, the average number of^bars was 9|, the smallest being eight, and
the largest eleven, the greatest difference between the two sides of

number being

smallest

difference between the

one

being two.

fish

Among

two more hybrids of the same lot as the last, but captured
on November 29th, 1883, at nine months of age, the average number of bars was 11|, the smallest being eleven, and the largest thirteen, the greatest difference between the two sides of one fish being
In this case it appears as if the number of bars has been
two.
augmented with age.
So far as the evidence of the foregoing specimens bears upon the
question of the number of parr-bands along the sides of young Salmonidae, they

may

be

summed up

as follows

:

Largest

Smallest

Grreatest

number.

number,

difference.

10
3 Salmo salar, at 'S.ovrietoan
from the HocMer ... 9|
3
„
„
8^
from Canada
22
„
„
3 Hybrid S. salar and & levemnsis. 11|

10
10

10

10
12

9
7
10

IH

12

10

2
2
2

9i

11

8

2

91
12|
8

11

8

14
10

11

2
2

7

1

9i

11

8

2

llf

13

11

2

Average.

4
4 Hybrid
,

nalis

S. levenensis

2,

S. foniinalis

$

S. fonfi-

S

3 Hybrid
nensis

S.

,

leve-

(^

8 Sal /no levenensis
A: Salmo fontinalis

4 Hybrid
nls S
2 Hybrid
nis S

<S'.

fontinalis

9

&

,

alpi-

•
S. fontinalis 9.

1

,

S. alpi-

It appears to be a fallacy that the

Salmon or migratory Salmonidse

—

have more parr-bands than forms of non-migratory Trout those of
the Lochleven Trout at Howietoun, provided the foregoing averages
while
are accurate, showing the greatest number of these marks
small
average,
only
extraordinarily
an
gives
salar
Canadian
S.
the
;

equalling the American Charr.
It is difficult to make out the

number

of bars along the sides in

—
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Shaw's woodcuts but it appears from Yarrell's work, 'On the G-rowth
of the Salmon in Fresh Water,' that the numbers are as follows
;

:

Shaw

found at

»

>j

Yarrell

„

TO

inch in length 9 bands.
13 or 14 bands
„
„
2'9
16 bands
,,
,,
3-5
9
„
„
4-3
11
.,
„
1-2

6-1

„

6-3

„
,,

„
„

10
11

But without descriptions it is not safe to go by figures respecting
the modes of colouring.
American Charr or Brook-Trout, Salmo fontinalis. About 8000
fry were turned into a large wooden box, which measured 20 x 18 feet.
These fish were hatched in January 1883, and the water in which
they have lived has remained at an average of about 44°.
This
species does well in a wooden tank indoors for a year, in which respect
it differs from the other Salmonidse.
But out of doors it seems to be
rather delicate, and the older females, unless spawned as soon as
ready, are very subject to fungus, and die egg-bound
tlie males
;

likewise are very often victims to this disease,

November 29th, 1883,
be very healthy
the table.

;

these young fish in the tank appeared to
four were removed for examination, and are now on

1884.]
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Considering that these fishes have shown no tendency to monhave been well formed, and grown fairly in proportion to
the young of the true American Chart hatched at the same time, I
cannot res^ist thinking that it may be possible that these two fish,
although so widely differing in colour, may be merely varieties of
one species, descendants from one common stock. This question,
strosities,

however, will be more appropriately discussed when we possess fish
a year or two older.
"On November 29th, 1883, about 4500 eggs were obtained from a
Lochleven trout which had been hatched in 1875, and these were
milted from a young Salmon, such as I have already described, which
was taken for this purpose from pond C. 130. These eggs were
deposited in box 88.
About 3000 eggs were taken from a Lochleven Trout of the season
of 1875, and fertilized from the milt of two American Charr. These

eggs were deposited in box 92.
About 2695 eggs were taken from an American Charr and milted
from a young Salmon from pond C. 130. These ova were deposited
in

box 96.

About 1000 eggs were obtained from a Brook-Trout of about ilb.
weight and fertihzed from the milt of the dead young salmon already
referred to.

5.

On

These eggs were deposited

in

box 100.

the Generic Position and Relations of Echinanthus

Jeffrey Bell M.A., Sec.
R.M.S., Professor of Comparative Anatomy in King's

twnidus,

Woods;

By

F.

,

College.
[Received December 18, 188.3.]

(Plates II.

&

III.)

For some years past our knowledge of the Echinoidea has been
increased by the descriptions of various new species, published by the
Rev. J. E. T. Woods, which have appeared in the Proceedings of
that excellent body the Linnean Society of New South Wales.
Of such forms the most remarkable was that which was distinguished by him as Echinanthus tumidus^ my knowledge of thisspecies
was confined to the short description which he gives of it, but that
It was, therefore,
description was sufficient to rouse my curiosity.
of it among a set
example
an
found
that
I
pleasure
greatest
with the
of specimens which Mr. E. P. Eamsay lately submitted to me for
The original diagnosis had made it clear to my mind
determination.
and an
that the species did not belong to the genus Echinanthus
investigation of the characters of the specimen itself lead me to the
belief that it presents very important points of difference from any
form yet described.
'

'

;

;

1

Proc. Linn. Soc. N.

S.

W.

ii.

p. 169.

.

PZ.S.1884.P1.II.

AH.Sedrle

HaTi'hart

deletlibVi

ANOMALANTHUS TUMIDUS.

imn
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statement I feel able to include the fossil forms, in a
I was very greatly aided by the wide knowledge and
kind courtesy of Mr. Etheridge, F.R.S.
I proceed first to give a detailed account of the specimen in my
hands, in connexion with which the careful figures may be suitably

In this

last

review of which

studied.

—

Test high, swollen, longer than
Description of the Specimen.
of the apical area, sloping
neighbourhood
in
the
flattened
broad,
gradually at the sides, but sloping rather more sharply anteriorly
than posteriorly ; apical area a little anterior to the true centre of
the test ; anus exactly marginal, looking backwards and downwards,
and set almost exactly at an angle of 45° to the actinal surface of
The actinostome deeply sunken, the five interambulacral
the test.
sutures only faint grooves.
The poriferous zones very

remarkable, being wider where they
terminate than at any otlier point along their course, and with a
The pores vary very much in size ;
faint tendency to be lyre-shaped.
in the anterior (odd) ambulacrum the pores of the outer series are
easily seen only in the last fourth of the row, and here they are
large ; one row, that to the left of the specimen, has, however, only
one eighth of its course provided with large pores ; in the inner rows
the pores are smaller than the large pores of the outer rows, and a
larger number are subequal, the largest are at the distal end ; in the
left inner row there are a few scattered large pores near the proximal
end.
In the right anterolateral ambulacrum there are no pores as
most of those in the two outer
large as some of those in the anterior
though not so many as
inner
some,
the
and
in
rows are quite small,
In the
in the anterior ambulacrum, are of fair size and subequal.
left anterolateral ambulacrum the outer rows have a few scattered
pores large enough to be seen without the aid of a magnifying glass,
near the apex ; in the inner rows the number of fair-sized subequal
The outer
pores is hardly less than in the anterior ambulacrum.
very
much the
repeat
ambulacrum
postero-lateral
rows of the right
characters of those in the anterior ambulacrum, and in the inner rows
In the left
there are a large number of fair-sized subequal pores.
postero-lateral the pores are still better developed, and nearly both
members of every pair are quite distinctly seen ; as in the preceding
;

the larger pairs are in the outer rows.
This predominance in the size of the pores of the outer row is a very
The grooves which
familiar phenomenon among the Clypeastridse.
pass from pore to pore in every pair are shallow, and are almost as
well indicated by the row of tubercles which alternate with them ;
these tubercles are of fair size, twice as large as in Echinanthus
testudinarius, and there are, as a rule, five in each row ; they are
arranged in very regular parallel rows.
Distally to the paired pores a pair, or two or three scattered pores
are to be observed, in the left half of the anterior ambulacrum, both
halves of the right antero-lateral and postero-lateral ambulacra, the
two halves of the left postero-lateral, and the anterior half of the
left antero-lateral

ambulacrum.

There

is

nothing, however, in the
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disposition of these odd pores to call to mind the characters of an
Echinolampas.
The madreporite occupies the centre of the apical area, and the
the two smallest are those that
five genital pores are quite distinct
lie to the left, and the anterior one on the right is a little smaller
than the other two between these last lies an ocular pore almost as
all the other ocular pores are quite small.
large as they
The sutures between the coronal plates are, on the abactinal surface,
remarkably distinct the tubercles are all of moderate size, subequal,
they are not closely packed,
and minutely perforated at their tip
and the intervals between them are occupied by miliaries rather
coarser than those of E. testudinarius.
;

;

;

;

;

The

little larger and rather
they are more deeply sunken, and the miliaries

tubercles on the actinal surface are a

more closely packed

;

are rather coarse.

Mouth deeply sunken. Owing to its injured condition it is
impossible to say how much or how little has been removed, and I
cannot follow Mr. Tenison- Woods in giving an exact statement as
to its size or shape.
The pillars within seem, so far as one can judge by the touch, to
be well developed, and are to be felt just within the margin of the
so that they extend over at least three fourths of
injured mouth
;

the radius of the internal cavity.
During life the test would seem to have been covered with primary
and secondary spines, both of which were short, and the former
about twice as stout as the latter they were coarsely striated, had
a strongish ring, and were probably of a yellowish-green colour.
The dried test is brown, but the colour is not uniform, being darker
the colour below more
at the ambitus than in the enclosed region
;

;

uniformly brownish.
Length 140, breadth 116, longest axis of anus 8

Hah.

mm.

Mr. Tenison-Woods states that he has " every
think (it) came from the coast of N. S. Wales, though
.

reason to
The injuries
there is no precise information as to its habitat."
received by the specimen indicate that it was speared by the pronged
instruments with which flat fish are fished for in Port Jackson and
its

neighbourhood.

—

It will be clear enough that the
Theoretical Considerations.
generic definition of Echinantlms will have to be very considerably
altered, if we allow the species now described to remain within its

limits.

Hardly any character is of greater importance among the Echinoidea in general than that of the disposition of the pores in the
ambulacral plates among the Petalosticha this character rises to be
one of supreme importance, and is, I believe, the best criterion of
the extent and intimacy of generic relations.
In forms already known to us we find that the pores may be set in
straight parallel rows which, at the region of the ambitus, become
;

more

or less irregular

pores of one half

may

and

scattered,

e. g,

Palceolampas crassa

;

or the

be less numerous than those of the other,

e, g.

—
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Echinolampas depressa. Yet, again, the pores may become completely
confined to the abactinal side of the test, as in Clypeaster or Echibut, when this happens, there is a marked tendency, in all
genera, for the distal pores to approach, and the median
pores to separate from their fellows of the corresponding pair
to

nanthus

;

known

;

arrangement of the poriferous zones. It
is clear that, in the history of development, there must be a time when
the pores are open \ and more or less regularly arranged in parallel
rows, and it is no less clear that at no time would there be, of necessity,
any tendency to a spreading or widening out of the poriferous zones,
in the mode here compared to that of a lyre
nor is this more than
but the tendency is distinct
indicated in the form now before us
enough to remove the species from the direct line of ancestry through
which the orthostichous passed to t\\& petalostichous Echinid.
produce, in

fact, a petal-like

;

;

It is necessary therefore to distinguish the generic position of the
form, and I propose to call it Anotnalanthus, and to define it in the
following terms
petalostichous Echinid in which the ambulacral pores are
arranged in rows which are not closed or quite parallel, but which
tend to spread out after a lyre-shaped fashion at their distal end.
The actinal surface is free of pores and has the ambulacral sutures
of EcMnanthus, which are not, however, converted into conspicuous
grooves. Mouth deeply sunken. Anus a little elongated transversely,
placed exactly at the ambitus.
Five genital pores, not all of the
same size ; one ocular pore very large. Primary tubercles perforate,
regularly distributed over the whole test.
Its nearest allies are EcMnanthus and Clypeaster.
The fact that the outer rows of pores are ordinarily larger than
those of the inner allies this genus to Clypeaster and EcMnanthus,
while the great irregularity in the size of the pores shows that the
whole system is in a fluid or plastic condition. The fact that, as
yet, only one specimen is known, indicates that the form is rare
indeed in all possibility it is dying out.
Like other members of the
terrestrial and marine fauna of Australia, we have indications of long
continued existence as a distinct species, coupled with an incapacity
to live in large numbers in the presence of organisms more plastic
and more easily adaptable and adapted to the conditions of their
present environment.
The enthusiasm of the naturalists of Australia will, no doubt,
continue to bring to light forms such as this, which, by indicating
some of the conditions and causes of failure, will throw an oblique
light on the mechanical conditions of success, and enable us to add
to laborious and detailed descriptions of specimens some reasonable
suggestions as to their relationships and history ; to convert, in fine,
a science of observation into a philosophical inquiry into the causes
of things.
:

A

' In the 'Kevision of the Echini' (pi. xiii. figs.
16-18) there are figures of
young Clypeasters with the petals still open and the actinal grooves cleveloped.
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Plate
Fig.

1.

Anomalanthus tumidus

:

II.

&

[Feb. 5,

III.

II.

nat. size.

Plate

III.

Fig. 1. A. ttimidus, proiile view (| uat. size).
Fig. 2. Apical area, and upper coronal plates ( X 2).
Fig. 3. Portions of a poriferous zone and adjoining plates, to
of the tubercles and miliaries.

February

5,

show the character

1884.

Professor Flower, LL.D., F.R.S., President, in the Chair.
Prof. Flower made some remarks on the principal points of interest
exhibited by the Burmese Elephant, deposited in the Society's
Gardens by Messrs. Barnum, Bailey, and Hutchinson.

Mr. F. Day, F.Z.S., exhibited a specimen of a Dog-fish (Acanthias
and made the following remarks

vulgaris),

:

"The specimen exhibited is that of a female Dog-fish (^Acanthias
vulgaris) 27 inches in length, consisting merely of the skin (including
even that covering the eyes) and skeleton, out of which I have removed
about 20 examples of the elongated Isopod Conilera cylindracea,
some of which measured as much as 1 \ inch in extent. The spiracles,
vent, and an orifice behind each pectoral fin appeared as if they had
been enlarged or made by these parasites, which had devoured the
whole of the soft jiarts of the fish. The history of these fish-parasites
as known at Mevagissey I gave at a meeting of the Society in 1879 ;
I will therefore merely observe how this fish was captured.
" On January 30 I received a box of fish from Mr. Dunn, of Mevagissey, and he remarked that he had sent, among other things, Dogfish, or,

rather, the skin of one, as the entrails of the creature

had

been entirely eateu out by the lice. The fish he had personally
captured in a mullet-net which he had set half a mile from land on
sandy ground to secure Dog-fishes. Of these he had taken 100 at
one time ; but nearly every fish was found to have been eaten in a

manner by the lice.
" Subsequently Mr. Dunn advised me that these lice {Conilera
cylindracea) in the summer months are found from 15 to 20 miles
from land, generally on soft and sandy bottoms. "When the fiishermen

like

foggy weather get on this bottom, they call it " lousy ground."
When the lice are abundant they drive away the Congers and other
Often a shoal of Bream will come and eat them up. As these
fish.
parasites devour fish in a few hours it seems hardly possible with
they would seem to pertain to
their habits to class them as fixed
those which are free, as they hunt in large shoals, and must be
constantly moving from place to place in search of food,"
in

;

p.
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Mr. Henry Seebohm, F.Z.S., exhibited a skin of the American
Kestrel {Falco sparverius), which had been shot by Tiionias Hague,
a gamekeeper, in the neighbourhood of Hehnsley in North-east
Yorkshire last May. Two birds were together, and were both
dropped by the gamekeeper by a right and left shot but he was
The bird found was taken in
only able to mark one of them down.
the flesh to Mr. Christopher Smith, who was unable to identify it,
and sold afterwards to Mr. Robert Taylor of Harome, who preMr. Taylor, not knowing its
It proved to be a female.
served it.
rarity, parted with it in exchange to Mr. C. Helstrip, a birdstuffer in
York. He offered it to Mr. James Backhouse, jun., of that city, as a
Lesser Kestrel, of whose collection it now forms a part.
Mr. Backhouse has taken considerable trouble to satisfy himself of the bona
fides of all concerned, and there is notliing in the appearance of the
skin to lead to the supposition that the bird had been kept in a cage.
The American Kestrel breeds throughout North America south of
lat. 02°, and is found in a more or less modified form in most parts
of South America.
South of Virginia this bird is said to be a
resident, but there is no doubt that it is migratory in the northern
portion of its range.
It was not known that this species had ever
;

vsited

Europe

before.

Unfortunately the name of a brother of Mr. Taylor, who is now
dead, had been connected with an alleged occurrence of the Swallowtailed Kite in the same district in 1859, but there did not seem to be
any reason why a possible attempt at fraud iu one case should affect
the authenticity of the other.

Mr. G. F. Butt, F.Z.S., sent for exhibition two examples of a
Red Grouse {Lagopus scoticus,) shot in September
1883 on the Appleby Moors iu Westmoreland, and stated to be out

variety of the

of a brood of ten birds.
They were remarkable for their pale
plumage, which was nearly white, mottled with brown.

The

1.

following papers were read

On the
By P.

:

Lesser Koodoo^ Strepsiceros imberbis of Blyth.
L. ScLATER, M.A., Ph.D., F.R.S., Secretary to

the Society.
[Received January 30, 1884.]

(Plate IV.)

When I was inspecting the fine collection of living animals at the
Chateau Bi-aujardin, Tours, in October last, my friend M. J. M.
Cornely called my attention to a young pair of Antelopes, which he
had then lately received, and asked my assistance in determining
their species.

I could only tell

him

that they appeared to belong
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Koodoo of Blyth, of the existence of which in Somaliland (whence the specimens in question had been obtained) I had
heard from Sir John Kirk and other authorities, although I had
never seen a living example of the species, and was not quite certain
of its validity.
The male of this pair of Antelopes having died
shortly afterwards, its body was kindly sent to rae entire by M.
Comely ; and I have now the pleasure of exhibiting to the meeting a
to the Lesser

mounted specimen of this rare and beautiful Antelope (see Plate IV.),
concerning which I propose to offer a few remarks.
The Lesser Koodoo was first discriminated as a species by Blyth
paper read before this Society in January 1869 \ Blyth pointed
out that the Lesser Koodoo differed from the larger and better known
form {Strejisiceros ludu) in its smaller size, in the absence of the
fringe of long hair down the neck in front, and in the much more
compressed spiral of the curvature of the horns. From the second
of these characteristics, he proposed to call the species Sirepsiceros
in a

imberbis.

Besides the specimen of the young male Lesser Koodoo, already
referred to, I have borrowed for exhibition to-night a fine head and
pair of horns of an adult male of the same animal, and a pair
of horns of a rather younger individual ; the former kindly lent
to me by Mr. E. Gerrard, jun., by whom they were received from
Sir John Kirk, and the latter belonging to M. Cornely, who obtained
them along with his pair of living animals ". It will be observed
that these specimens, so far as they go, fully support Blyth's views

Koodoo.
two skulls with the horns attached
the great difference in size and in the shape and form

as to the specific distinctness of the Lesser

Looking

to the front view of the

now before us,
The following are
of the expanse of the spiral is at once manifest.
the comparative measurements of these two specimens in inches and
tenths :
StT.

kudu.

incbea,

Length of horns from base

inches.

to tip in a

straight line

Distance between tips of ditto

Length of

Sir. imberbis.

35"0

SJ'O

from occipital condyle
15-0
to end of upper jaw
6*5
Breadth of ditto across forehead ....

18"5
9'0

skull

12*5
4*75

It will also be observed that, as has been well pointed out by Mr.
Blyth, the spiral formed by the horns in S. imberbis has a much
In S. kudu the spiral is very open, almost as in some
smaller axis.
specimens of the Markhore Goat {Gapra megaceros).
I will now make a few remarks on some of the synonyms that
have been assigned to this species.

"Notice of two overlooked Species of Antelope," P. Z. S. 1869, p. 51.
This pair of living animals and the horns were originally imported by
Mr. C. Hagenbeck of Hamburg, along with other animals from Somali-land.
1

2
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Fig. JtT
Fig. 2,
/

Head and horns of Strejisieeros kudu (front view).
Head and borns of Strejpiiceros imberbis (front view).
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(Plate IV.)

Antilope tendal, Cretzschmar, in Riipp. Atl. p. 22, 1826 (?).
Dumalis capensis, Smith, 111. Zool. S. Afr. pi. xlii. (?).
Strepsiceros kudu, Horsf. Cat. Mamm. Mus. E. I. Co. p. 1/0
(part.).

Strepsicetos kudu, var. 1, Gray, Cat. Mamm. iii. p. 134 (1852).
Strepsiceros imberbis, Blyth, P. Z. S. 1869, p. 54 et p. 58 Brooke,
;

P. Z.S. 1875, p. 470.
Strepsiceros tendal, Gray, Cat. of

Rum. B. M.

p.

46 (1872).

Similis S. kudu, sed crassitie valde minor e et maris cervice iraberbi

distinguendus.

Hab. Somali-land.
Dr. Gray in his most recent catalogues has used the

specific

name

" tendal " for this Antelope, under the supposition that it may be
the Antilope tendal very shoitly mentioned by Cretzschmar in a
Cretzschmar's description is based only
footnote in Riippell's Atlas.
on native reports of an Antelope called " Tendal," which is more
At any rate it would not be right to
probably the larger Koodoo.
oust Bly til's name in favour of one so imperfectly characterized.
I think there is little doubt that the specimen brought by Sir W.
C. Harris from Shoa, Southern Abyssinia, and formerly in the EastIt is now
India Company's Museum, belongs to the smaller Koodoo.
It is in
in the National Collection, where I have examined it.
a very bad condition, the hair and markings of the body having
It is a stuffed specimen, and stands
almost entirely disappeared.
The length of the body is about 40
about 45 inches in height.
inches, that of the horns 18, of the ears 7 inches.
Whether " Dainalis capensis," as represented on plate 42 of
Smith's
Illustrations,' really belongs to S. imberbis, as supposed
by Blyth, is, I think, very doubtful. It is true the neck has no
fringe, but the horns have the open spiral of Str, kudu, and, so far
as we know at present, Str. imberbis is only met with for certain in
'

Somali-land.
P.S. (March
H.B.M. Consul,

—

28).
Since I read this paper Mr. F. Holmwood,
Zanzibar, has kindly favoured me with the following

note on this Antelope
" I have seen the

Juba

river,

which

is

:

Dwarf Koodoo

in the neighbourhood of the
exactly under the Equator.
I have heard

from the natives that the " Sikoro," as they call it, is found from
about 2°N. to 2°S. of the coast; but as at 60° S. the ordinary
Koodoo is " Msikoro," it is not safe to trust to native information.
The Dwarf Koodoos that I saw on two occasions were in herds of
three and four individuals respectively
but in neither case was I
near enough to observe more than that the animals were of about
the same size as the Beisa (Grj/x beisa), but of a redder colour.
The species is not rare on the Juba, but the country is dangerous
for Europeans.
;

.
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of Chiroptera from Australia.

University of Stockholm.

[Received December 17, 1883.]

Throusli Mr. G. Schneider, of Basel, I have received a collection
of Australian Bats in alcohol, on some of which I beg leave to offer
a few remarks.
1.

Nyctinomus petersi,

Of hitherto

sp. nov.

described species this stands nearest to

N.

norfolcensis,

Gray. It differs from it slightly, however, through the following
characteristics
(1) Gular sac entirely wanting in both the male
and female, while it exists in N. norfolcensis. (2) Nostrils opening
:

—

(3) The wing-membrane
forward in N. norfolcensis sublaterally.
in N. noris attached to the tibia a short distance from the ankle
(4) The innerside of the first
folcensis it issues from the ankle.
lower premolar is not covered by the cingulum of the second pre;

;

Nyctinonms fetersi,
a,

skull, twice the natural size

;

h,

2

lower dentition in front, natural

size.

incisors
in N. norfolcensis.
(.0) It has only four deeply bifid
lower jaw, while N. norfolcensis is said to have in addition a
but perhaps this
third outer ])air of very small lower incisors
age.
upon
dependent
difference is only individual, or
The tragus, antitragus, the relative length of the metacarpal bones,
and other important characteristics agree completely with those of

molar as
in the

;

Nyct. norfolcensis.
'The cranium is distinguishable,
Irasiliensis,

by

its

comparison with that of Nyct.
sharply depressed flattened form as well as by

Skull of N.

in

hrasiliensis, cS,

twice the natural

size.

the fact that the upper profile-contour is entirely straight.
crista occipitalis forms the highest point of the cranium ; in

The
Nyct.

The ventral "idge
hrasiliensis the crown of the head rises higher.
of the upper jaw is almost straight, while in Nyct. hrasiliensis it is
strongly turned upward in front.
Proc. Zool.

Soc— 1884,
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The

first

lower premolar

5,

high as the cingulum of the second.

as

is

[Feb.

Measurements (female).
millim.

Length, head and body
head

57
21

33

tail

„
„

Tlie male

is

Hab. South
2.

tail,

free

from membrane 12

ear, outer

,,

tragus

,,

foiearm

margin

....

1

G

3
34

„

third finger, rr.etacar|)al

„
„

fifth

finger,

tibia

36

metacarpal 24
10

considerably smaller.
Australia.

Nyctinomus albidus,

sp. nov.

This species is most nearly related to Nyct. misfralis, Gray, which
has otherwise a rather isolated position in the genus. Prom the
last-named form it deviates through the facts
(1) that the ears
are much longer than the head and united by a low band, whereas in
Nyct. australis they are shorter than the head and separate (2)
the integument forming the ear-conch is thick and opaque, whereas
in Nyct. australis it is rather thin
(3) in Nyct. australis a narrow
band of hair extends outwards behind the forearm and covers the
:

—

;

;

Fig. 3.

Nyctinomus albidus

;

natural

size.

space between it and the upper third of the fourth metacarpal ; this
covering of hair is lacking in Nyct. albidus ; (4) concerning the
adult male of Nyct. australis, Dobson (Catalogue of Chiroptera in
British Museum, 1878, p. 433) states that "the fur covering the
wing-membrane beneath, between the humerus and femur and the
sides of the body outwards, is pure white, contrasting strongly with
the dark-brown fur of the body," and furthermore that it is provided

1884.]
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very large gular sac, much larger than in any other known
species of the genus while, on the other hand, in the female of the
same species, " the fur covering the wing-membrane along the sides
witli a

;

of body beneath does not differ in colour from the fur covering the
sides of the abdomen," also in the same, " the margin of the mouth of
the gular sac is alone developed."
Mr. Dobson correctly calls attention to these secondary sexual characters as peculiarly noticeable, as
such diflFerences between the male and female of insectivorous Bats
are very rare. Of especial interest now is the fact, that the female oi
Nyct. albidus, in the respect just alluded to, corresponds precisehj with
the male of Nyct. avstralis, as both the white colour of the underpart of the wing-membrane and a large, particularly well developed
gular sac appear.
Here, also, the very singular fact meets us,
that characteristics which in one species are exclusively distinctive
of the one sex, are found in a nearly related species in the other.
Unfortunately I have not had an opportunity of examining any
that, at
male of Nyct. albidvs
it is highly probable, however,
with regard to the characteristics mentioned, no secondary
sexual characteristics appear in this species.
Upper incisors long, with the points of the teeth strongly converging towards each other the very small first upper premolar not
filling the middle space between the canine and second premolar.
The four lower incisors plainly bifid first lower premolar about as
high as the first molar, and not much lower than the second pre;

least

;

;

molar.

Hab. South

Australia.

Measurements (female).
Diillim.

85
30
47
tail
tail, free from membrane 28
ear, outer margin .... 26
tragus
5
60
forearm
third finger, metacarpal 58
fifth finger, metacarpal 32
tibia
30

Length, head and body
head
„

„
„
„
„
,,

„
„
3.

Nyctinomus plicatus.

Several specimens completely corresponding with Dobson's description of this species (Catal. of Chiropt. p. 425), which has hitherto,
according to Dobson, only been found in the })eninsula of India,
Sumatra, Java, Borneo, Malay peninsula, and the Philippine Islands,
are in the collection, obtained from

South Australia and Northern

Tasmania.
4.

Up

Taphozous

affinis, Dobson, var. insignis, mihi.

to this time only one Australian species belonging to this

4*

genus
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known, viz. T. australis, Gould. Among the Australian Bats of
the present collection there is, however, one specimen which does
not show any near kinship with the above-mentioned species, while
in all essential characteristics it so closely corresponds with Dobson's
Taph. offinis, that it can only be taken as a geographical variety,
which presents the differences indicated below. (1) The upper edge
of the tragus is jagged, not quite circular, as in Taph. offinis, yet

is

the ears are not entirely alike on both sides (compare figs. A a, b).
(2) Behind the aperture of the well-developed gular sac, which is
about 5 millim. deep, issues another small duplicature of integument,
Fig. 4.
.0fl^

Taphosous
a,

c

h

a
Side view of head

;

b,

affinis,

var. insignis.

right tragus

;

c,

under view of head.

(3) The
the aperture of which is provided with thickened edges.
portion of the wing-membrane between the forearm and the third
finger is white.
In other characteristics (ears, colour, distribution of fur, &c.)
this

specimen (which

is

a male) corresponds with Taph.

affinis.

Measurements (male).
millim.

Length, head and body
head

74

30
23

tail

free

from membrane !)
margin .... 25

„

tail,

„
„

ear, outer

„

forearm

„
„

fifth

7

tragus
third finger,
finger,

tibia

70
metacarpal 68
metacarpal 41
26

Hab. South Australia.
As Taph. saccolcemus, Temminck, only

differs

from Dobson's Taph.

the veutral side and through the
affinis
presence of a gular sac in the female, and as, again, Taph. offinis,
var. insignis, likewise only differs in subordinate characteristics from

through the colour of
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Dobs., thus these three forms could be regarded as
same type, which through geographical
separation have perhaps gained a certain permanence.
The geographical range of the three above-named forms seems only partly
affinis.

direct descendants of the

coincident.
Taph. affinis, var. insUjnis, is the most easterly, Taph.
saccolcEmus the most westerly, and between them comes the Taph.
affinis, having been up to this time only found in Labuan and

Sumatra,

MiNIOPTERUS SCHREIBERSI, Natt., Var. BLEPOTIS.
The three specimens examined by me correspond most closely
with the description given by Tomes (Proc. Zool. Soc. 1858, pp. 1215.

123) of his

M.

blepotis.

Through the below-stated

characteristics the animal in question
from the other forms of Miniopterus. (1) Interfemoral membrane nearly naked, only at its base on the dorsal
side thinly covered with hairs.
(2) The nose longer than in European specimens of M. schreibersi.
(3) Above the base of the outer
margin of tragus is a little round, triangular projection. (4) Length
of the first upper premolar constitutes half in the form now described,
in the European M. schreibersi less than half of the length of the
differs

slightly

second premolar.

Measurements (female).
luillim.

Length, head and body
head
„
tail
„
forearm
„

74
17
54

.

•

45

tibia

19

From the above it is evident that the specimens in question differ
from the European M. schreiber&i, partly through the smaller size,
partly through the characteristics above cited (2, 3, 4).
Through
the [jeculiarities mentioned under 3, they, on the other hand,
approach N. tristis. The only difference between M. australis and
the specimens indicated is described under 1
according to Uobson
;

(/.

c.

p. 348), in

M.

australis half the interfemoral

membrane

is

ciuthed.

From the above it ought thus with
M. schreibersi and M. australis are

certainty to be deduced, that
united through intermediate

forms, which (provided one can judge from Tonies's description,
without having seen his original specimens) most nearly correspond
with M. blepotis. Tomes.
But as Dobson has joined the latter with
M. schreibersi, so consequently -TLf. aitsfralis ought not to be separated
from M. schreibersi, but to be regarded as a form of this s2Decies
remarkable for its extended geographical diffusion and its consequent
polymorpiiism.
As has already been shown, an approach is indicated, through the
appearance of a rudimentary lobulus of tragus, between the specimens

;

MR.
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and M. tristis, of which the main characteristics consist in
Without having seen a
the presence of a well-developed lobulus.
specimen of the1ast-named form, I venture nevertheless to e.\pres3
an opinion as to its validity as a species.

in question

Hab. South Australia.

3.

new Species of Laniarius from Ashantee.
By R. BowDLER SharpEj F.L.S., F.Z.S., &c.. Department of Zoology, British Museum.

Description of a

[Received January 30, 1884.]

(Plate V.)

Mr. Godfrey Lagden, who has recently returned from Ashantee,
has presented some specimens of birds to the British Museum,"
amongst which is an example of the present species, a typical Lani'
arius, of the same group as L.poUocephalus and L. hypopyrrhus, &c.,
but differing from all in the absence of white lores, the whole of the
side-face being dark slaty grey like the crown. I propose for it the

name

of L. laydeni, after

Laniarius lagdeni,

its

discoverer.

sp. n.

(Plate V.)

Similis L. poliocephalo sed loris et facie laterali saturate schistaceis
pileo concoloribus distinyuendus.
^

Adult. General colour above dark olive-greenish, the upper tailcoverts rather yellower and edged with bright yellow at their ends
wing-coverts black, broadly margined with
scapulars like the back
bright yellow ; bastard-wing and primary-coverts entirely black
;

;

quills black, externally olive-greenish, the inner secondaries broadly

tipped with yellow, before which is a conspicuous subterminal shade
tail-feathers olive-greenish with black shafts, and tipped
of black
with yellow, more broadly on the outer feathers head, hind neck,
and upper mantle dark slaty grey, as well as the sides of the neck ;
lores, sides of face, cheeks, and ear-coverts a shade darker slaty grey
throat and fore neck brilliant orange, the rest of
than the crown
the under surface bright yellow, the orange colour gradually shading
under wing-coverts and axillarics
oft' on to the breast from the throat
bright yellow, as also the edge of the wing; quills dusky below,
Total length 10'5 inches, culmen \-2,
yellow along the inner web.
;

:

;

;

wing

4'5.5, tail 4'4, tarsus

TSo.

Uab. Ashantee, West Africa {Godfrey Lagden).
Mus.

Type

in Brit.

P Z

CKeulemans

litK

LANIARJUS LAGDENI

S.

1884.

PI V.

Hanhan

imp.

—
MR.
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SCLATER ON RHINOCEROS LASIOTIS.

February 19, 1884.
Osbert Salvin, Esq., F.R.S., Vice-President, in the Chair.
the following report on the additions to the
Society's Menagerie during January 1884
The total number of registered additions to the Society's Menagerie during the month of January was 120, of which 7 were by

The

Secretary

made

:

39 by presentation, 37 by purchase, and 37 on deposit. The
of departures during the same period, by death and
removals, was 125.
The most noticeable additions during the month were
1. A young female Babirussa (Babirussa al/urus), born January
16th, 1884, of one of the females presented by Dr. F. H. Bauer.
birth,

total

number

:

C.M.Z.S., in July 1883. This is the first instance of this singular
animal having bred in the Society's Gardens.
young example of a small species of Cormorant, apparently
2.
the African Cormorant (Phalacrocorax africanus), purchased January
This
31st, 1884, and said to have been received from Sierra Leone.

A

species

Mr.

is

new

to the Society's Collection.

Sclater laid on the table a copy of the lately-issued

'

Guide

to

the Calcutta Zoological Gardens,' by Dr. John Anderson, F.R.S.,
and called special attention to the following passage respecting an
example of Bhinoceros lasiotis living in those Gardens since June
"The specimen oi li. lasiotis is an adult female which was
1882
caught near Chittagong, on the estate of Begum Latifa Khatum of
:

—

the following account of its capture appeared in the
of the 17th June, 1882 :—
Rhinoceros was captured by the Begum's retainers.

Ramu, and
'

Englishman

"This

'

A

shikaree had gone out to hunt, and when he had reached some paddy
fields, he was told by the r3'ots, who were there at work, that an
animal had come out from the jungle on to the fields, and that it was
The shikaree at once
neither a gayl, nor a buffalo, nor an elephant.
might be sent
assistance
that
asking
Begum,
to
the
messenger
sent a
to capture the animal, and, in a short time, a large number of people

which the beast had
was a small isolated
hill or teelah separated from the high range of mountains to the east.
The shikaree arranged his men between the teelah and the main

had arrived armed with

sticks.

The

locality to

retired presented facilities for its capture, as

it

range with instructions not to allow the animal to escape in that
direction, but that if it made for an adjoining jheel, or for an open
slope towards the village, it was to be allowed to pass by either of
these ways, as it would be possible to noose it in the jheel, and to
The animal, however, refused to
capture it if it went to the village.
show itself, and did not come out of the dense jungle but the woisldbe captors were aware that it was moving round the teelah, and at
length the shikaree, by climbing a tree, was able to make out that it
was a Rhinoceros. They then tied a number of ropes to the branches
;

—
MR. W.
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of the trees, letting them hang down as nooses, in the course the
In a short time their labour was rewarded, as it
animal was following.
ran its head first into one noose, and then into another, tearing them
away, however, from the trees, and, in its excitement, rushing out on
to the open slope leading to the village, dragging the ropes after it.

By this time it was somewhat exhausted, for it fell in a muddy
hollow, where it was immediately surrounded, secured by ropes, and
Three days afterwards, tbe
ultimately dragged into the village.
male made its appearance from the same teelah, but unfortunately
an effort made to ca{)ture it did not prove successful. The female
rapidly became tame and tractalde, and was introduced into the
Zenana, where it soon established itself as a favourite, more especially
with the children, who used to ride as safely on its back as the
London children did on Jumbo. Begum Latifa Khatum, when she
became aware that the Committee for the management of the Calcutta
Gardens were in quest of Rhinoceroses, with very great self-denial,
public spirit, and liberality made up her mind to part with the
favourite of the Zenana, and telegraphed to the Committee that it
was her intention to present this Rhinoceros to the Gardens."
Mr. Sclater observed that this animal was of special interest to the
Society, because the only previously known example of this Rhinoceros, upon which the species had been based, was the specimen obtained in 1869, also from Chittagong, and still Hving in the Society's

Gardens ^

Mr. W. T. Blanford, F.R.S., F.Z.S., read the following Report
on the Collection of Drawings of Himalayan Birds lately presented
to the Society's Library by Mr. Brian H. Hodgson, F.Z.S.
"The collection of drawings of birds presented to the Society by
Mr. Hodgson, and recently received from Mr. Hume, is of very great
value and importance, and the Society is under deep obligations to the
The whole
liberal donor for this magnificent addition to its library.
series comprises 1104 sheets of drawings, on some of which single
Nearly all the drawings are
birds are represented, on others several.
coloured all, with very few exceptions, are good many are excellent.
In addition to the coloured figures of the birds themselves, many
illustrations of nests, eggs, and young are added, together with, in
many cases, details of structure and anatomy the feet, tongues,
gizzards, and sterna of very many species being represented.
The
sheets, too, are in most cases covered with MS. notes on the birds
depicted.
In all respects the drawings are similar to those of Himalayan Mammalia, already presented by Mr. Hodgson to the Society's
:

;

;

;

library.

" These drawings are the originals from which the copies in the
Museum were taken, and, together with the MS. notes on
the same sheets, form the record of Mr. Hodgson's wonderfully comprehensive observations during his long residence in Nipal and
British

Sikkin;.

Those

countries,
^

when Mr. Hodgson commenced

Cf. List of

.inimals (,1883), p. 126.

his studies,

—
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were quite unexplored, and Nipal, it should be remembered, is still,
with the exception of a very small tract in the lower hills around
Katmandu, inaccessible to Europeans.
"Apart from their intrinsic merit as admirable representations of
the Himalaya avifauna, these drawings have an especial value for two
reasons.
In the first place, they have Mr. Hodgson's generic and
specific names on tiiem in his own handwriting, and therefore prevent
any question as to the species to which these names refer. This is
important, because, as is well known, several of Mr. Hodgson's
names were printed in British-Museum Catalogues without descriptions, and mistakes were in some cases made by the naturalists,
who endeavoured to identify the species without having access to the
original types.
In the secoud place, it must not be forgotten that
Mr. Hodgson is to this day the only naturalist who has had the
opportunity of making large ornithological collections in Nipal, and,
as he has never published his observations in full, the notes attached
to the present collection form the only record of Nepalese ornithology in existence.
It is moreover quite possible, owing to the
great destruction of forests in the Lower Himalayas of late years,
that no such collections as were made by Mr. Hodgson will ever
again be brought together in the same area.

" For the last twelve years the drawings have been lent to Mr.
A. O. Hume, and their value is admirably shown by his frequent
references to them in the volumes of Stray Feathers' and in his work
on the ' Nests and Eggs of Indian Birds.' All that is known of the
nidification and zoology of several Indian Birds is contained in these
sheets.
Mr. Hume has added to the value of the drawings, and
greatly facilitated their arrangement by numbering them in accordance
with the numbers in Jerdon's Birds of India and with the more
complete list published in 'Stray Feathers,' vol. viii. p. 81."
Mr. Blanford concluded his remarks by recommending that the
drawings should be carefully mounted and arranged, and bound in
'

'

'

twelve volumes.

The

1.

following papers were read

Contributions
Asteroiclea.

—

to

the

:

Systematic Arrangement of the

The Species

II.

of

Or easier.

By

F.

Jeffrey Bell, M.A., Sec.R.M.S., Professor of Comparative

Anatomy

in

King's College.

[Eeeeived January

16, 1884.]

Introductory.

In addition to the

fine

series of

specimens of Oreaster collected

by Dr. Coppinger during the voyage of H.M.S. 'Alert'

in the
Australian seas, the Trustees of the British Museum have lately
acquired by purchase some magnificent specimens from Dr. Bolsius
of BillitoD, and others, less remarkable, from various collectors.
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me

be supposed, led

to a careful

a work
specific characters of these forms
assislittle
but
gain
able
to
unfortunately,
been
which,
one
has
in
The only writer who stands in the
tance from preceding naturalists.
;

is Dr. Liitkeu ^ and of his
work, unhappily, I have been unable to make as full a use as I
should have done had he written in a language whose literature
was rich enough to justify the time necessary for learning it, or in
case I had understood a language which, when all is told, is not
spoken by a population exceeding one half that of this metropolis.
I have, however, this satisfactory reflection, that in all, or nearly
all, the cases in which I have been able to understand him, there is
complete agreement between us.
In the course of the paper I make use of some technical terms,
which are either new or have been but httle used and in so doing
I fear I shall bring on myself the wrath of Mr. Lyman for forcing
the reader to undergo a certain amount of " sawdust swallowing" "
but I shall, I believe, thereby adopt a method which is not only
approved by the philosopher and logician ^, and adopted by experts
in every branch of art and science, but one which will aid in the
two objects that ought now to be very dear to all zoologists (a) the
condensation and assimilation of our technical descriptions, and ((3)
the preparation for a systematic method of formulation, by means of
which intellectual operations may be rendered more easy and more

front rank of the students of Oreaster

;

;

—

rapid

^.

It is convenient to have a single term for the line which divides
where this line is most
the dorsal surface of the arm into two halves
apparent it has the form of a ridge, and I propose therefore to
speak of it as the lopJiial line, and of its spines as the lophial
The five, often prominent, spines which are found at the
spines.
proximal end of the lophial lines may be called the apical spines,
;

while the term apical region may be well applied to the area contained by the lines which join them to one another.
I have seen no reason for departing from the use of the definite
terms siqieromaryinal and inferomarginal for the upper and lower
series of marginal plates ; nor can I propose any ciiange in the
terms for the adambulacral spinulation (monacanthid, diplacanthid,
and triplacanthid) which I suggested in the first of these " Contributions'."

Before commencing a systematic study of the species of this
it is necessary to make oneself acquainted with the character
of the modifications which the species undergo during growth.
Not only is it necessary to do this for the purpose of correctly
discriminating specific forms, but it would appear to be the mode

genus

Videnskabelige Meddelelser (Copenhagen), 1859, 18G4, 1871.
See his lutroduction to his Eeport on the Ophiurids of the Challenger.'
3 See Mill, Logic, 4th ed. ii.
pp. 245-6.
* Cf. Oweu, Phil. Trans. IBoLt,
and AUuian, Eep. Brit. Assoc.
pp. 496-497
1863, p. 352.
° P. Z. S. 1881, p. 499.
1

2

'

;
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some clearer ideas as to the relations of
themselves, and the history of an ancient generic

best adapted for arriving at

the species

among

group.
First of all, we may well expect some differences in external
appearance, in the relations of the greater to the lesser radii, and in
the width and proportions of the arms, the moment we know tliat
specimens may attain to a spread of 400 millims. or more, or attain
to a height of 120 millims. ; while, however, we shall find growthdifferences in some, we shall in others, such as O. nodulosus, be
struck rather by the constancy of proportions in the post-larval
stfiges of devolopment.
Our experience of other long-armed forms, such as Linckia or
Oj)hidiaster, might lead us to ask. Does Oreaster, like these genera,
tend to lose its arms, and does it, like them, reproduce itself asexually,
or exhibit any other mode of heteractinism ?
Heteractinic conditions
are exceedingly rare among Oreasters, and it follows therefore that
the dangers to which the species are exposed are slight, its skeletal
structures are very strong, or its power of active or passive defence
very great.
As to the danger we know but little as to the skeletal structure, we know that it is eminently reticulated on the upper
surface ; and, now, as to the organs of defence, we know that many
of the species are well provided with marginal or dorsal spines of
considerable length, and that, in some cases, the jjroper ventral
plates are very spinous.
To a certain extent these spines present us with very definite
characters.
can, for example, always safely discriminate between
O. lincJii and 0. nodosus, by examining the free ends of the arms,
the sides of which in the former are constantly, and in the latter
are never, provided with outstanding spines.
So, again, the species
described by Perrier under the name of 0. alveolatus may, as it
seems, be certainly separated from O. lincJci, owing to the fact that
the infero-marginal plates bear well or fairly developed spines.
For the purposes of this investigation we shall, perhaps, do well
to study attentively one of the species of the genus in which the
spinous armature is well developed
0. arfnatus
three specimens, in
which R is respectively equal to 23-5, 37, and 85 millims., have at the
proximal end of the middle line of each arm a spine measuring I, 3,
and 14 millim. respectively. In (a) the marginal plates rarely
exhibit any break in their regular granulation ; when they do so,
we find a naked pajjilla just projecting beyond the level of the
granular investment ; no spines are developed in the spaces between
the middle lines of each ray; in the centre of the disk is a spine
which is about equal in size to those which mark the end of the
arms ; the other spines along the middle line are nothing more than
mere papilliform processes.
On the ventral plates spines are
developed indeed, but they are as yet only rounded projections
which are just beginning to be distinguishable from the investing
granules of the ossicles which bear them.
In the next specimen (/3) the spines of such marginal plates as
;

We

:
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bear them are all distinct, the spines along the middle line of the
arms are beginning to grow up, but only one interradial spine is as
the spines on the ventral surface are now more
yet developed
regularly arranged.
those on the
In the third or largest specimen (y) all the spines
distal marginal plates, those on the middle Une of the arm, the
central portion of the disk, and those that lie between the interradial lines
are all long, strong, sharp, and prominent.
It is clear, therefore, that we have here to do with a condition
in which the spines increase in size and number during the growth
of their possessor; this is to be insisted on, inasmuch as it is not a
In some species of Linckia we
condition which always obtains.
but
size
as the form grows larger
in
diminish
find that the spines
;

—

—

;

accompanied by
or, where spines are wanting
consolidation of the skeletal plates
and plates are not very strong, arms are often found to have been
brokeu off or injured.
The study of individual development and the consideration that
the larger the form the greater its need of defence, lead to the
supposition that the least modified Oreaster will be found to be
one that is not specially spinose. This consideration gains in force
when we know that a form with feebly developed spines such as
O. nodulosus has in the most striking fashion the characters of the
younger repeated in the older individuals.
In the arrangement, therefore, of the species of the genus, we
shall have to commence with those which have the spines least well
developed.
Next to the non-spinous condition of such a form as
O. nodulosvs, we should probably place those in which a few spines
are developed at the proximal end of the arm to defend, so far as
may be, the more central, and thereby more precious, portion of the
The next line of defence is probably that of the
internal organs.
free end of the arms, next the ventral plates, and lastly the dorsal
in that case

we

also see

that increase iu size

—

is

surface.

On the other hand, we have in Oreaster occirlentalis an example
of a species in which the marginal spines disappear during growth.
Not only have we evidence of this in Prof. Verrill's original
description of the species, but more convincing proofs are afforded
by the three specimens in the collection of the British Museum
the smallest of these, one presented and named by Mr. Verrill,
never has more than five of the superomarginal plates on either side
and a few are also to be found on the
of any arm without spines
The smaller specimen described by Verrill
infero-marginal spines.
has " from one to four (upper plates) that bear small, short, stout,
bluntconical spines near the end of the rays " this is very much
:

;

;

the condition in which I find a specimen collected by Mr. Lockington in San Francisco Bay. The larger specimen described by
Verrill had no spines on the superomarginal plates ; while a yet larger
specimen collected by Lockington has on the terminal plate of some of
the rays three minute processes, distinctly smaller than those of the
other specimen from the same collector.

CI
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"When we oppose these

facts to those

which we have already learnt
we are met at once by the

0. armatus,

as to the growth-changes
obvious reflection that the very conditions of the case are exactly
in the other
reversed.
In the one we have the progressive growth
in

;

When we go
the as marked decline in the size of the spines.
further and seek, as we are bound to do, for some explanation, we
find that, firstly, the explanation will probably be of this character:
Corresponding to the differences in the growth-characters of the
spines, there are differences in (a) the length of the free and
unprotected portion of the arms, which have become proportionately
or (/3) there has
shorter as the means of defence has been lost
been a consolidation of the skeletal plates, which, becoming thereby
;

stronger, are the better able to withstand attacks from without.
Either of these structural characters could be easily enough
investigated and demonstrated by a cabinet naturalist ; but in the

now being

case

studied there

not either that concentration or

is

which nations as well as individuals have to suffer,
when their means of offence or defence are diminished or insufficient.
An explanation must therefore be found in a study of living
specimens, with a view to see whether they are provided either with
consolidation,

protective colourings or offensive odours ; or in the examination of
the environment of the Starfish, and the possible absence of crea-

enough to prey on it. Should the latter be the case,
the comparatively rich development of spines in the younger forms
would be explained as due to the influence of heredity.
In the classification and description of the species of Oreaster it
will, for the future, be necessary to bear in mind the two opposing
conditions represented by 0. armatus and O. occidentalis respectively, and to endeavour to supplement the technical zoological defor
scription of the adult by a history of the growth of the species

tures strong

;

monera, the life-history is an essential
factor in an intelligent arrangement.
Speculations and considerations such as have here been briefly
sketched will not be barren of result if they direct the student of
living forms to the closer observation of environment, and to the
conviction that faunal lists and lists of collections have a scientific
value far above that of a mere catalogue, if to a knowledge of the
existence of a given species we can add something of its relations to
those other forms with which it lives, and on which it is as depenIn this way some of the dangers of specialident as are they on it.
zation may be diminished if not averted.
Starfishes, as for birds or

I.

1.

List of the apparently distinct Species

affinis,

M.

o/"

Oreaster.

Tr.' p. 46.

243.
2.51.
Perrier,
armatus,
3.
p.
4. australis, Liitken,' 1871, p. 252.
2. alveolatus, Perrier," p.

^

^

'

=

System der Asteriden by Miiller and Troschel.
M. Tr.
Perrier =Eevision des Stelltrides par E. Perrier.
Lutken=Videnskabelige Meddelelser, distinguished by the year.
'

'

B.M.
B.M.

.
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10.
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15.

16.

17.
18.

19.
20.
21.
22.

23.
24.
25.

26.
27.
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M.

M.
M.

List of the more important Synonijins.

M. Tr. p. ^Q = reticulatus.
M. Tr. p. 49 = dorsatus.

aenleatus,

2. clavalus,
3.

BELL ON THE

Tr. p. 49.
B.M.
Tr. p. 46.
B.M.
Tr. p. 49 (s. v. damtus).
dorsatus,
forcipiilnsiis, Liilk., 1864, p. 1.5(3.
B.M.
gracilis, Liitk., 1871, p. 2(i0.
B.M.
granulosus, Perr. p. 236.
hedemanni, Liitk., 1871, p. 255.
hiulcus, jM. Tr. p. 48.
B.M.
Unrki, Liitk., 1864, p. 1.56.
B.M.
mammiilatiis, M. Tr. p. 48.
B.M.
nodosus, M. Tr. p. 4/ (s. v. turritits).
B.M.
nodosus (Gray), Ann. N. H. (1), vi. p. 277.
B.M.
nodidosus, Perr. p. 2:^7.
B.M.
occidentalis, Verrill, Trans. Conn. Acad. L ii. p. 278.
B.M.
orientalis, U. Tr. p. 128.
regulus, M. Tr. p. 51.
reinhardti, Liitk., 1864, p. 160.
B.M.
reticulatus, M. Tr. p. 45.
superbus, Mobius, Abh. Geb. Naturw. Hamburg, iv. 2. p. 3.
hiberculatus. M. Tr. f). 46.
valvulatvs, M. Tr., Arch. f. Nat, 1843, p. 115.
verrucosus, M. Tr. p. 49.
westermanni, Liitk., 1871, p. 257.
carinrifuR,

5.

F. J.

Ann. Sc. Nat. (v.), xii. p. 27 \ — nodosus^
Gray, Ann. N. H. vi. p, 277=^nodosus.
gigas, Linnsens, Mil?. Tessin. p. I \ 4:= reticulatus.
lapidarius, Grube, Arch. f. Nat. 1857, p- ?>42 = reticnlatus.
niammosus, Perrier, Ann. Sc. Nat. (5) xii. p. 270 = nodosus.
michelini, Perrier, Rev. Stel. p. 252^armatus.
muricatus, Gray, Ann. N. H. vi. p. 277^=lincJd.
gragi (Bell).
nodosus, Gray, ibid. p. 277
Goniaster obtusangulus.
obtusangulus, M. Tr. p. 51
clouei, Perrier,

4. franklini,
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.

11.

=

^

12. sebce,
13.

De

turritus,

Man. d'Actinol.
M. Tr. ^.47 = 7iodosus.
Blainville,

p.

238= reticulatus.

found on examination that Oreaster regulus,
0. dorsatus; that O. verrucosus, iNI. Tr., stands very near
Tr.
0. nodosus; and that O. tuberculatus, M. Tr., is at most a varietal
form of O. mammillatus.
It will be seen that I here include the
Limits of the Genus.
species to which Dr. Gray gave the name of armatus, and for which
With Kidorelliu Prof.
he proposed the generic term Nidorellia.
Perrier has associated the form to which Dr. Gray gave the pecuand it has therefore
liarly inelegant appellation of Faulia horrida
It will, I think, be

M.

=

—

;

'

Prof. Perrier's decision as

communicated

to

me

bv

letter.

;
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been necessary to make a close inquiry into the structural characters
of an Oreasler (e. g. O. nodosus), Nidorellia armata, and Paulia
horr'ula.

One

of the leading distinctions of the family Goniasteridse is the
and strength of those ossicles which Gaudry has called interambulacral
among the members of the family in which the "tergal
ossicles" are reticulated, Oreaster, as exhibited by O. nodosus,
stands out conspicuously
and we have, therefore, in the first place,
to speak of the genus as a Goniasterid in which the tergal ossicles
are always so reticulated that pore-areas more or less extensive are
observable among them.
So far the definition af)plies to Nidorellia as much as to Oreaster
but it could only be aj)plied to FauUa by saying that the reticular
character is obscured or destroyed by the investing granulation.
Secondly, among the Goniasterids, we find that the two outermost rows of interaHibulacral plates take on a special development,
and form a well-defined margin to the side of the Starfish. These
plates may or may not be armed with spinous or tubercular prominences, and they may or may not have smaller plates hitercalated
among them. In Oreaster such plates are never intercalated, the
investing granules do not project from their side so as to separate the
ossicles from one another, nor are they ever limited to the base, but
always pass some way up the sides of the spines or tubercles, when
such are developed.
This statement is as true of Nidorellia armata as of 0. nodosus,
but it does not apply to Paulia.
It would seem to follow, therefore, that Liitken was justified in
regarding N. armata as an Oreaster, and that the return by Perrier
to Gray's original view was a retrograde step.
For the present,
the characters and relations of Vaulia may be put on one side as
well as the exact position of O. obtnsatus, which must be removed
from its original generic position in consequence of the presence of
intercalated smaller plates among the marginal osssicles.
The species of this genus fall into two well-marked groups, in one
of wliich large tubercles may be, but spines are never, developed
in
the other a certain number of spines are constantly present,, and they
may be both large and numerous. Intermediate to these stand
such as have the lophial spines reduced or absent, but others developed on various parts of the skeleton.
The two chief divisions
may be distinguished as those of the inermes and armati and in
each the species may be separated according to the number of rows
of spines which are typically and most generally developed on the
adanibulacral plates.
In no case do we find a Monacanthid arrangement.
The following series commences with the unarmed, and ends with
solidity

;

;

;

;

tlie

triplacauthid well-armed forms.
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INERMES.

MoNACANTHIDA.
0.

DiPLACANTHlDA.
australis.

forcipulosus.

nodulosus.
mumnnllatiis.
valvulatus.

Triplacanthida.
graitulosus.

B. Intermediate forms with small spines on plates
of various orders.

DiPLACANTHlDA.
chinensis.

decipiens.

C. AEMA.TI.
MoNACANTHIDA.
0.

DiPLACANTHlDA.
a.

Lophial spines alone developed.
nodosus.
hiulcits.

/3.

y.

Lophial aided by lateral spines.
hedemanni.
Lophial and superomarginal spines.
lincki.

I.

Inferomarginal spines also.
alveola tus.

reinhardti.
e.

Ventral spines also.
productus.
ajjinis.

i,.

Dorsal spines also.
luetkeni.

occidentalis.

dorsatus.
reticidatus.

armatus.

species of oreaster.
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Triplacanthida.
a.

Lophial and ventral spines.
zvestertnanni.

/3.

Marginal spines also developed.
superbics.

y. Dorsal spines also developed.

gracilis.

grayi.
orientalis.
troscheli.

muelleri.

In the case of such species as I have been able to see I have given
a fresh description ; where specimens liave been wanting, I have, in
the case of Dr. Liitken's forms, copied his Latin diagnoses, and for
other species I have drawn up brief diagnoses based on the descriptions of preceding writers.

Oreaster australis.
Greasier
(

australis,

Liitken,

Vidensk.

Med.

1871,

p.

263

Australia).

" Dorsum altum ; bruchia

a7igusta, acuta, elongata

;

radius stellce

major minorem triplum fere cequat ; tessellce marginales c. 2\ ;
dorsales angulorum a margine paulum remotce ;
tubercula
minuta singula in tessellis marginisventralibus j)lerumque adsunt,
in marginalibus dorsi angulorum vero perpauca, brachiorum
crebriora ; in tessellis dorsalibus propriis plerumque adsunt,
regulariter disposita, series quinas in brachiis formantia, media
tuberculis c. 13-14 majoribus gaudente ; intimum seriei cujuscunque omnium maximum ; arece poriferte confluentes, poris
numerosissimis ; tessellce ventrales propria granulatione obtectce,
haud conspicuce, granula minuta pedicellariasque numerosissimas
lineares elongatas gerunt ; papillce ambulacrales internee nonce,
externce ternce (rarius quaternce) ; papillce orales ori proximce
series singulas (non ut fieri solet duplicesj formant.
Hab. ad oras Australiae (Novse Hollandise)."

Oreaster forcipulosus.
Oreaster forcipulosus, Liitken, Vidensk. Med. 1864, p. 156.
" Brachia angusta, acuminata; radius stellce major minorem
duplum cequat ; dorsum deplanatum nodosum ; tubercula vel
spitice

omnino

libusve,

millcB in tessellis marginalibus, dorsalibus, ventra-

valvatce maximal numerosissimce (7-15)
vero in omnibus hisce tessellis ; arece poriferce sexseriatce, sat
distinctce, poris c. 20 ; papillce ambulacrales externce 3 (2-4)."
West Africa.

Proc. Zool.

pedicellai-ice

Soc— 1884,

No. V.
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Oreaster nodxjlosus.
Pentaceros nodulosus, Perrier, Rev.

R = 23

Stell. p.

237.

Disk moderately elevated, arms of moderate width,
The lophial and apical spiaes absent, and their
tapei-ing gradually.
place taken by the enlargement of the ossicles into convex rounded
r.

bodies.

About

1

7 marginal plates in either series

distal regions that the inferomarginals take

;

it is

only in the more
in forming the

any share

Neither series are spinose.

sides of the arms.

in the
Adambulacra] spinulation diplacanthid, the spines blunt
inner row there are ordinarily seven spines, of which the median are
in the outer row there are two or three larger
the more prominent
often, when only two are developed, much
one
of
which
is
spines,
these spines have a direction a little oblique
larger than the other
Between the outer and inner
to the longitudinal axis of the arm.
;

;

;

Beyond
rows a well-developed forcipiform pedicellaria is placed.
the outer row there are irregularly shaped separate granules, which
appear, at first, to afford indications of a third row of adambulacral
spines.

The
owing

ventral ossicles are often distinguishable from

one another

to the larger size of the granules in the centre than at

the

developed
Large and coarse granules are also to be
among the granules.
observed on the marginal plates, on which, however, pedicellarite are
only rarely developed.
The upper surface, both of the disk and of the arms, is delicately
reticulated. The pore-areas are well separated from one another, and
are, in all the more proximal parts of the arm, of some size, and
contain more than twenty pores.
The areas of the two lower series along the sides of the arms
sometimes become fused at certain points the lower series extend
The
into the space between every pair of superomarginal plates.
granulation on the nodal points is rather more delicate than on the
ventral surface, and the sessile pedicellarise are exceedingly small.
Nearly all the ossicles along the lophial line are enlarged some
are more so than the rest, and two or three generally attain to conthose which flank the apical region are
siderable prominence
large and rounded, and are, like the rest, covered with a close-set
A few pedicellarise are to
investment of rather large flat granules.
be observed among the granules of the apical region, where no spine
The madreporite forms
or protuberance of any kind is developed.
an elongated oval whose longer axis is directed downwards, and is
placed just outside the boundary of the apical region.
Colour (dry) dirty yellow, probably deep yellow in life.

edge of the ossicle

;

sessile valvular pedicellarise are richly

;

;

;

Measurements

R=53
R=70

:

;

r=2r5

;

?-=30; breadth of arm at base 29.

;

breadth of arm at base 18.

Hab. West Australia (Dick Hartog's

Island).

speciks of oreaster.
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Oreaster mammillatus.
Oreaster mammillatus, M. Tr, Syst. Ast. p. 48.
R=2"7r. Disk moderately elevated, the elevation

not confined

arms moderate, rather narrow than wide.
Lophial line marked hy the greater size, and consequent prominence
of some of its ossicles no spines, however, are developed thereon.
About 18 superomarginal and 20 inferomarginal plates; the
to the central portion

;

;

the former are, ordinarily,
and the free end is bare of granules, but there is
no reason for supposing that these have the functions of spines ;
similar blunt tubercular growths are to be found on the more proximal inferomarginals.
six well- formed spines,
Adambulacral spinulation diplacanthid
not sharp at their tips, and longer mesially than laterally, occupy the
in the outer there are two or three stout short spines ;
inner row
three, the middle one is generally the stoutest.
are
tliere
when
The arrangement of the ossicles of the ventral face is a little
obscured by the coarse granulation by which they are covered here
and there, and especially towards the edges of the disk, some of the
the granulation on
granules come to form quite distinct tubercles
coarse.
sufficiently
is
the marginal plates
From the nodal points of the ossicles of the back there arise
tubercular processes, hardly one of which deserves to be called
the pore-areas between are considerable, not always disspinous
three rows are ordinarily to be
tinctly separated from one another
detected along the side of the arms, and of these the lowest is the
most extensive. The ossicles on the apical region are swollen and

latter are confined to the ventral surface

;

obtusely conical,

;

;

;

;

;

;

tubercular.

The madreporite is irregularly shield-shaped, and placed nearly
halfway between the centre and the edge of the disk.
Colour, stony grey.
Measurements: R 118, r44 greatest breadth of arm 46,
Hab. Red Sea Mauritius.

—

;

;

Oreaster valvtjlatus.
For a careful description of this form from New Holland, see the
account given by Miiller and Troschel it appears to be most remarkable for its long valvular pedicellarise.
;

Oreaster granulosus.
Pentaceros granulosus, Gray, P. Z. S. 1847, p. 75.
A triplacanthid unarmed species with the disk depressed, and the
habit as much of Qoniodiscus as of Oreaster.
= 2*2 r. Disk depressed arms rather wide at their base, and
lophial ossicles not prominent, and
not very acute at their tip
apical spines, as indeed all spines, completely wanting.
About 14 supero- and infero-marginal plates both sets take part
in forming the sides of the arms, are well developed in proportion to
the general size of the Starfish, but are always without any spines
whatsoever.

R

;

;

;

5*
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triplacanthid, but care is
The
the cliaracters of the third row.
plates which carry the spines are strongly convex towards the
ambulacral groove ; six spines in each innermost series, of which
the median are distinctly the longest ; none are particularly delicate.
In the middle row there is generally only one spine, which is then
of considerable stoutness ; sometimes a smaller is added to it; those
of the third row are most conspicuous when they form a process
about half as prominent as the median spine ; sometimes it is difficult to distinguish them from the granulation of the disk.
The arrangement of the ventral ossicles may be made out, as the
granules which invest them are loosely packed and are of some

Adambulacral

s^ize

;

spiniilation essentially

iu determining

required

the granules on the marginal plates are

much more

closely

are smaller, and form a more regular pavement ; the granules
are very numerous on the dorsal aspect, tending to be convex, but
differing a good deal in size and shape ; the poriferous areas are
set,

the lophial series of
small, as the ossicles are individually large
ossicles have their long axes set at right angles to the long axis of
;

the arm on either side another series of ossicles reaches to the ends
some
of the arms, while another proceeds about halfway down
so that
three or four ossicles form a short series outside these last
The
the whole disk is marked by regular rows of convex ossicles.
far
is
not
frequently
happens
in
this
genus,
plate,
as
so
madreporic
from the apical region, is of a moderate size, and fairly prominent.
Colour, when first dried, probably brownish.
Measurements:—
60, 46, 45, 41 ,r
29, 22, 19, 18; greatest
;

;

;

=

R=

width of arm 19, 18.
ffab. Australia

(Swan River

;

Fremantle).

Oreaster chinensis.
Pentaceros chinensis, Gray, Ann. N. H. vi. p. 276.
Oreaster chinensis, M. Tr. Syst. Ast. p. 46.
type of Gray's species is now lying before me, and it answers
so well to the description given by Miiller and Troschel that I feel
confident that Mr. Edgar Smith took a correct view when he
attached to its board the words, " The same, I believe, as Oreaster
chinensis, Miiller and Troschel."
It will be convenient to give here a diagnosis of the species,
couched in similar terms to the others here described.
R=2'7>'. Disk rather high, arms pretty wide at their base,
narrowing towards the tip ; lophial ossicles without spines, save the
apical, which are rounded and knob-like ; four spinous projections

The

within the apical region.
the inferior quite ventral in
18 plates in either marginal series
middle line of the arm)
(in
the
position, and not set regularly
arm one or more of the
of
the
the
angle
superior
in
the
below
superomarginals may be provided with short but sharp spinous
all or nearly all the inferomarginals bear short spinous
projections
processes ; bare of granules.
;

;

;
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The diplacanthid arrangement of the aclambulacral spinulation is
obscured bj the elongation, in places, of the granules which cover
seven short spines, of which the median are a
the adjacent plates
little longer than those to the sides, are developed in the inner row
in the outer there are ordinarily four, not long, but fairly stout,
spines
the forcipiform pedicellaria is developed between the spines
The arrangement of the ventral plates can be made
of each plate.
out underneath the granules of various sizes and shapes by which
they are closely invested a few valvular ])edicellari8e can be made
The granules on the inferomarginals are rather
out among them.
more, and those on the superomarginal much more delicate.
The poriferous arese are not large, and are sharply separated from
one another; three rows extend along the greater part of each side
of the arm on the sloping sides of the disk a few of the ossicles
have spiniform projections which are bare of granules the granulation of the dorsal surface is by no means coarse, and no pedicellarise
seem to be developed on it. Madreporic plate an elongated oval.
Colour (dry) dead white.
R=68 ?-=25 ; width of arms at base 24.
Measurements
Hab. China.
;

;

;

;

;

;

:

—

Oreaster decipiens,

A

;

sp. nov.

and general resemblance to
O. chinensis, but distinguished from it by characters to which, in
the present condition of our knowledge, we must give the value of
species with the closest external

specific attributes.

Thus, though it is larger than O. chinensis, it is far less richly
provided with spines on the marginal plates
there are more spines
in the inner, and as a rule, fewer in the outer row of adambulacral
3'4,
spines.
1
In addition to this the disk is quite flat, while r
2*7, which obtains with 0.
in place of the much lower ratio of 1
chinensis, and the number of marginal plates is much greater.
;

:

R=

:

:

Taking into consideration all these differences it seems that we
must regard the specimens as belonging to a different species.
R = 3*4 r. Disk not high arms rather narrow, tapering regularly.
Lophial ossicles without spines, save the apical, which are well
developed, and are very prominent on the unarmed disk.
There
;

are no spines withiu the apical region.

About 25 marginal plates in either series
both take part in
forming the sides of the arms, are pretty stout, a little convex
only the more distal inferomarginals bear spines, and these are distributed with great irregularity they are longer and more prominent
than in 0. chinensis ; there are no spines at all on the superomar;

;

;

ginal plates.

Just as in 0. chinensis, the adambulacral spinulation appears in
places to be triplacanthid owing to the elongation of the adjacent
granules ; it is, however, really of a diplacanthid character.

There are 9 spines in the inner row, and they are exceedingly
none are long, but the median are much longer than the
lateral ones.
Between each plate stands a forcipiform pedicellaria.
delicate

;
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In the outer row there are ordinarily two very well-developed spines,
though, here and there, three are to be detected.
None of the ventral plates bear spines some of the granules on
the more proximal of them are larger than the rest, and form very
;

The

distinct aggregates.

valvular pedicellarise scattered

among them

The

are small and not very numerous.

poriferous areee on the
dorsal surface are arranged in three very regular rows along either
side of the arms
the arese are not very large, and the pores are
;

not numerous.
The granules on the upper are larger than those on
the ventral surface, and have no pedicellarise scattered among them.
Towards the end of the arm the lophial ossicles may project a little,
but they never develop spines. Madreporic plate set just between
two of the apical spines, irregularly lozenge-shaped, not large.
The integument is much thicker than in most species of the genus,
and the specimen has the dead-white colour which we cau imagine
0, chinensis would have had had it been preserved in spirit.
Measurements
16
r=35 greatest breadth of arm 28.
:

Hab.

—R=I

;

;

Billiton.

Oreaster

nodostjs.

Pentaeeros tvrritus, Perrier, Rev. Stel. p. 240.
Asterias nodosa, Linnseus, Syst. Nat. ed. xii. p. 1100 (parsj.
Prof. Perrier prefers Linck's name to that of Linnaeus, whom,
indeed, he abstains from directly quoting, his only reference being to
Gmelin's edition of the Systema Naturae.'
R,^2*5 r to 3 r. Disk considerably elongated arms long, rather
narrow.
Lophial line well marked, with prominent rounded projections ; the apical spines very prominent, and a central one typically
developed.
About 30 superomarginal, and one or two more inferomarginal
'

;

both sets obscure, and without any spines, the lower alto;
gether confined to the actinal side.
Adanibulacral spinulation diplacanthid ; ordinarily seven spines in
the inner row, of which two or three in the middle are distinctly
longer than those at their sides.
In the outer row three spines,
about twice as stout as those of the inner row ; between the two rows
there stands a well-developed forcipiform pedicellaria.
The separate ventral ossicles are a good deal obscured by the
coarse granulation with which they are covered ; the only region in
which there can be said to be a distinctly serial disposition of the
plates is that which extends along the side of the ambulacral groove.
Many of the investing granules are more than a millimetre in length
along their longest axis, and the sessile valvular pedicellarise are very
numerously represented.
similar coarse granulation is found on
the marginal plates
but any resemblance to O. linc/ci is opposed by
the development of a very large number of pedicellarise '.
The upper surface might almost be said to be one mass of pedi-

plates

A

;

1 Have wc not here another example of tlie kind of balance that obtains
between the developinent of ,<piues and of pedicellaria ? Cf. the case of Aaterias

glacialis, Zool.

Am.

1882, p. 283.

—
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they not only cover the reticuhiting bars of the dorsal
the granules, of
but invade also the poriferous areas
ordinary character, are confined to the knobs and spines, the tips of
Along the lophial line the prowhich, however, they do not cover.
jections are always rather tubercular than spinous, but the five spines
at the angle of the apex and the central spine within are exceedingly
A few rounded tubercles,
well developed and rather acutely pointed.
similar in character to those of the lophial Hue, are developed at the
In dried specimens the disk rises up in an altosides of the disk.
Madreporite small, rather obscure, on one
gether turriform fashion.
of the sides of the disk.
Colour (dried) greyish sandy.
Hab. Indian Ocean generally.
cellarise, for

ossicles,

;

Measurements

:

R
Height of disk
Length of longest spine

100

4.5

118
46
31

14

21

18

165
62
58

130
44

..15

r

37
27

be observed that there are some not unimportant variations
those of the lophial line are somethe apical spines appear to be
times sharp, are not always blunt
liable to early division into two or three secondary apices, or they
It is to

in the characters of the spines

:

;

give off a spur or projection, and, lastly, the processes at the
sides of the disk may become quite sharp.

may

Oreaster hiulcus.
Oreaster hiulcus, M. Tr. Syst. Ast. p. 48.
The most important difference between this

species and the pregranulation of tlie
the
of
character
ceding would appear to be the
dorsal ossicles and the much feebler development of pedicellariae.
Mliller and Troschel, who alone (Syst. Ast. p. 48) have given a
satisfactory account of the species, give the habitat as the Indian
Ocean Prof. Perrier would appear to know of it only as from Zanzi;

bar and Mauritius.

Oreaster hedemanni,

Liitken,

O. hedemanni, Liitken, Vidensk- Med. 1871, p. 263.
" Dorsum sat altum, brachia triangularia, mediocria, acuta
stellce

major minorem duplum

et

dimidium cequat

;

;

radius

tesseUe

mar-

dorsales ventralibus magnitudine aqnales,
parte externa brachiorum forsan excepta hand alternantes et in
peripheritt stellce formanda ceqvaliter participes ; nonnullce {dorginules utrinrpee

c.

1

5,

ad angulos stellce slice, nee nan 1 vel 2
versus apices brachiorum locum tenentes) tubercula minuta gerunt;
area poriferce regulares, sejunctce, ports numeru mediocri,
juxta tesselas marginales maximce ; tubercula dorsualia qui?ique
sat magna apice nuda, spatiis diametros busales cequantibus inter
sales sc. 5, venirales 5-G,

se separata, tuberculum centrale mediocri circumdant

;

seriesfere

;;
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continua tuberculorum similium 7-9, versus apices
descrescentimn, carinas hrachiorvm coronal ; tninora
ribus hrachiorum series duplices utrinque formant ;
stellfe vulgo nulla ; tesselce ventrales proprice sat
juncite, granula majuscula, tuberculis
pedicellarice lineares elongatce in

hrachiorum
1-3 in latead angulos
magnce, se-

kaud intermixta, gerunt

vicinis

ambulacrorum, rariores

in dorsiialibus tuberculis destitutis, consjnciuntur

;

papillce

am-

bulacrales internee 7, externce 2 (rarius 1 v. 3), complanatce
orales series duplices forma?it, internas 12, externas 5 numerantes. Hab. ad oras insulae indicae Billiton (specimen junior ?)."

Oreaster lincki.
Asterias liticki, De Bl.

Diet. Sci. Nat. k. p. 219.
Pentaceros muricatus, Perrier, Rev. Stel. p. 239 \

R=3

Disk moderately high ; arm moderately wide, not at all
r.
Lophial spines well developed, the apical very
acutely pointed.
prominent a spine or two sometimes developed within the apical
region.
About 18 marginal plates; the superomarginals alone form the
sides of the arms, and are alone provided with spines ; these are confined to the distal end, and vary considerably ; from one to four may
be developed, and in some specimens they are twice as long as they
;

are in others.

Adambulacral spinulation diplacanthid in the inner row eight
poorly developed spines, in the outer two, which are much stouter,
for each plate ; the tips of the latter are often marked by several
shallow grooves as so frequently happens, a forcipiform pedicellaria
is developed between each inner group of adambulacral spines.
The separate ventral ossicles are hardly, if at all, to be made out
under the exceedingly coarse granulation by which they are covered
tlie separate granules vary considerably in size, and a few valvular
The granules on the marpedicellariae are scattered among them.
The dorsal surface is rendered
ginal plates are hardly less coarse.
markedly reticulate by the great size and close approximation of the
poriferous areas, two of which pass along each side of every arm ;
in the middle of the arm the second of these may equal in length as
much as half the whole height of the arm ; sometimes the connecting
processes of the ossicles become very delicate, when the whole side
Spines are very
of the arm appears to form a huge poriferous area.
irregularly developed at the angle of the areas ; sometimes they are
distributed so regularly that one may almost speak of a regular row
of spines running on either side of the lophial series ; in other cases
This happens sometimes also to the
they are completely absent.
spines of the lophial ridge itself, but they are ordinarily very well
developed, as are, too, the apical spines and the spines that stand
below them on the sloping sides of the disk. The granulation on the
dorsal spines and ossicles is very coarse and extends sometimes quite
;

;

^

I

M.

Perrier here adopts the

cannot follow him.

name

of Linck

;

a course in

which, I regret,
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Madreporic plate rather small, not con-

Colour (when dry) lower surface reddish, upper reddish where
the granules are developed, with grey poriferous areas ; in some cases
the dried specimens are almost white, but this may be due to the
mode of drying.
The above description has been drawn up from a set of five specimens, which were collected at the same time and place (between tidemarks, at the Mozambique, in May 1882) by Dr. Coppinger, H.M.S.
'Alert', and illustrate the exactness of the statement of Dr. von
Martens
" Alle diese Variationeu kreuzen sich so sehr durcheinander, dass man darnach keiue irgendwie bestimmbaren Lokalvarietaten aufstellen kann" '.
The variations are so marked that it seems
to be impossible to follow Dr. von Martens in establishing definite
" varieties." The exact state of the case is, I think, this. The
strength of the marginal and ventral plates, with their coarse granulation, is sufficient for the safety of the Starfish ; the spines are additional
defences that are not constantly needed, and are developed more according to the conditions of individual environment than in obedience
to the necessities of the species.
They are organs which have begun
to disappear, and their importance to their possessor may be judged
of by the extent to which they vary in number and size on the
different arms of one and the same individual.
The species stands
midway between O. alveolatus, in which inferomarginal spines are also
developed, and O. nodosus, in which there are no marginal spines at all.
Hab. Indian Ocean (Mauritius, Timor).
:

R
r

—
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sets of spines.

The

ventral plates are thickly covered with granules irregular in, but
moderately-sized valvular pediceloften remarkable for, their size
;

be found pretty numerously scattered among them. Large
granules and pedicellariae are developed on the inferomarginal plates
the granules on the superomarginals are not quite as coarse, and pedicellariae there appear to be wanting.
The poriferous areae on the dorsal surface are very abundant and
the ossicles are elongated and narrow, and are set at
of large size
The well-Jeveloped lophial
right angles to the long axis of the arm.
ossicles are frequently blunt at their tips, and then appear to be
when the tips are sharp they are bare of
covered with granules
the apical spines are very prominent, the contained area
granules
free of spines, the arms surrounded by a well-marked granulation ;
valvular pedicellariae are to be here and there detected on the dorsal
The madreporic plate is of an irregular shape.
surface.
Colour (dry) brownish or light grey, the lophial spines rather
darker than the rest.
Measurements:—
100, 104; 7-=37-5, 38; greatest breadth
larise will

;

;

;

;

R=

of

arm 31, 33.
Hab. New Caledonia.

OrEASTER REINHxVRDTl.
Oreaster rehiliardti, Liitken, Vid.

Med. 1864,

p.

159.

" O. reinhardti

differt ub O. linckii brachiis crassioribus, spinis
dorsi paucioribus et iniiioribus, areis poriferis superioribus haud
confluentibus, in seriebus duabiis aliernantibus vero disposiiis,

papiUis ambulacralibus internis 4-5 {non 6-7) minus gracilibus,
pedicellariis iiiterpositis hisce minoribus (non illas super antibus)."

Nicobar Islands.

Oreaster productus.

R=4

r to 4-6 r ; disk flat, lophial spines not strongly developed ;
spinous tubercle on both supero- and inferomarginal plates ; on
<he latter there may be two or three on each ; spines also developed
The arms long, not wide at their base,
on the ventral plates.
superomarginals about 35, inferomarrapidly
tapering somewhat
;
ginals one or two less, groove of division obscure, angles between the
plates with, at the angles of the arms, a few (less than ten) pores ;
these diminish in number at the sides, and disappear towards the

R=

150 mm. we find
Even in a specimen where
ends of the arms.
tubercles;
spinous
that the superomarginals may be without any
regularly
they
are
large,
nor
not
developed,
are
these, when they are
the inferomarginals, at the angles of the arms,
set on all the plates
may be armed with five or six small spines, one of which is often
more prominent than the rest as they pass outwards the spines
on the distal
diminish in number, though they may increase in size
spine
on
a
plate.
half of the arm there is only one
;

;

;

Adambulacral spinulation diplacanthid ; spines of inner row eight
median the longest, all very delicate spines of outer row

to ten, the

;

75
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All the ventral spines on the disk with one
owing to the narrowness of the arm only
tubercles
spinous
or two
one row extends along the side of the adambulacral spines, and the
plates at .the distal end of this are without spines.
The pore-areas of the dorsal side are distinctly marked, but vary

four, well developed.

;

the apical region has no central spine,
considerably in size and form
spine
of
the row along the lophial line is
and the most prominent
along the lophial line are especially
the
spines
none
of
at
all
high
not
prominent, and they are not always separated from one another by
at the distal end of the arm they may become
equal distances
Madreporic tubercle moderate, just outside
rounded tubercles.
;

;

;

the apical region, lozenge-shaped.
Colour (in alcohol) creamy yellow.
R=148, 220. r==32, 53-5. Breadth of

Hab.

arm

at base 32, 50,

Billiton.

Oreaster luetkeni,

sp. nov.

A

diplacanthid form, with the appearance, were it not for the
shallowness of its disk, ofO. reticulatus. Supero- and inferomarginal
spines; the ventral plates without spines, but most abundantly provided with pedicellarise.
2-4 r.
Disk not elevated arms, where distinct from the disk,
rapidly tapering ; most of the supero- and of the inferomarginal
of the lophial series the apical spines
plates provided with spines
sliort,
but quite distinct spines developed
developed
alone
well
are
;

R=

:

;

at all the angles of the poriferous areee.

There are about 21 plates in either series along the side of the
arm, but the whole of the side of the arm is occupied by the superior
The disposition of the spines on these plates is exceedingly
set.
spines on the
only about half of the plates are spiniferous
irregular
both series
In
developed.
less
rarer
and
much
infero marginals are
plates without spines will be found to carry, perhaps as many as
;

:

three, pedicellarise.

the adambulacral spines the inner row has 8 for each plate
not very delicate, nor are they exceedingly different in
between each set is an elongated forcipiform pedicellaria.
length
The outer row has, as a rule, two pretty stout spines on each plate.
The ventral plates are remarkably distinct from one another, the

Of

;

these are
;

granules often larger, the valvular pedicellarias of some size, numerous,
The ventral
especially in the neighbourhood of the ambulacra.
plates which extend along the lower side of the arm often intervene
The whole of
between the inner edges of the inferomarginal plates.
are, on the
pore-areas
the
spines
the dorsal surface is rough with
;

back, very distinct, and generally triangular ; they are specially large
along the sides of the arms, the pores large the granulation is rather
coarse and the granules reach very nearly to the tip of the spines
and spinous tubercles. Madreporic plate large, irregular in shape.
Measurements: R 117; r=48 ; greatest breadth of arm 3-5,
;

—

=

Colour, brownish (in alcohol).

Hab.

Billiton.

—
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Oreaster occidentalis.
O. occidentalis, Verrill, Trans. Conn. Acad. I. ii. (1867), p. 278.
Disk not high; arms not wide, tapering
to 2'17 r.
Lophial
line not prominent, some of the ossicles
pretty rapidly.
There
provided with short, sharp, inconspicuous spinous processes.

R=2o

some spines within the apical region.
About 22 superomarginal and 20 inferomarginal

are

plates in the
the latter would not seem to be completely confined to the ventral aspect, though in the process of dryBoth sets of plates are fairly
ing they may often be drawn thither.
well developed, and are richly covered with granules ; on the whole
they are perhaps more indistinct than in any other species of the
genus.
From among the granules there stands up on a few of the
plates of either series a very small and inconspicuous spinous process,

examined

largest specimen

;

and the disposition of these spines differs on different arms and on
different sides of the same arm.
about seven or eight
Adambulacral spiuulation diplacanthid
spines ordinaiily developed in the inner row these are not so strong
as are two out of the three which are developed in the outer row,
where the third, if present, seems to be always smaller than the other
;

;

two.

The whole of the ventral surface proper is closely covered by large
and coarse granules, not a few of whicli become almost spinous in
character ; among these only a few pedicellariaj are developed.
The poriferous arese are arranged in three fairly regular rows along
the sides of the middle line of the arm ; the areae of the innermost are
the smallest and those of the outermost the largest in extent at
most of the nodes formed by the reticulating dorsal ossicles a small
spinous process is developed, but in the adult this is nearly always
;

inconspicuous.

The granulation on

though by no means so coarse

as

these ossicles

is

rather coarse,

on the ventral surface, but

it

always

leaves bare the spinous process.

The

madreporite

is

triangularly

cordiform,

the

directed towards the apical region, just outside which

apex

it is

being

placed.

Colour in alcohol said by Verrill to be greyish brown
something of the same colour when dried.

:

As has been

it

has

pointed out in the introduction to this paper, this
undergoes during the later stages of its growth some very
considerable changes in the characters of its spinulation ; the spines
in the younger being very much better developed than in the older
forms.
species

Measurements

:

E
r

Breadth of arm

Mah. Western

at base

coast of Central

90
39
37

115
53
46

148
59

and Northern America.

45

—
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Oreaster dorsatus.
Pentaceros dorsatus, Perrier, Rev. Stell. p. 245 ; but substitute
the following for the inexact synonymy there given
1/53. Asterias dorsata^, Linnaeus, Mus. Tessin. p. 114, pi. ix. 2.
1758. Seba, Thesaurus, iii. pi. v. 7, 8, pi. vi. I, 2.
1766. Asterias nodosa, LinuEeus, Syst. Nat. p. 1 100 (joars).
1842. Oreaster clavatus, M.Tr. Syst. Ast. p. 49.
1864. Oreaster dorsatus, Liitken, Vidensk. Med. p. 161.
:

This species has been so admirably diagnosed by Miiller and
Troschel that had I not here the object of giving original and
similarly constituted definitions of such species as I have seen, I
should gladly content myself with referring the student to their
description.

Il=2'2r.

Upper

surface, in dried specimen, almost flat;

arms

Lophial line and spines distinct, the apical not
especially prominent spines developed within the apical region.
About 12 supero- and 14 inferomarginal spines, the latter distally,
but not proximally taking a share in the formation of the side of the
arm. Both sets are provided with spines on the upper plates these
spines are of some size, and frequently two are developed ; these are
set one above the other so as to lie at right angles to and not parallel
with the long axis of the arm.
Two spines are likewise often
developed on the inferomarginal plates ; these spines are sometimes
of a fair size, but are frequently rather tubercular than spinous.
Adambulacral spinulation diplacanthid three strong and often
subequal spines in the inner, and one very stout, with rounded tip,
in the outer row.
The separate ventral ossicles are quite easily made out under the
rather coarse granulation by which they are invested ; the row of
ossicles running along the side of the adambulacral series is without
spines, but those outside this, of which there are four in the proximal
and two in the most distal region, are provided with one and sometimes with two rounded spinous projections.
The upper, like the lower surface, is well provided with spines,
and here again two are frequently found to be developed on the free
surface of one and the same ossicle.
The lophial ossicles are large
as large indeed, if not larger than, the more proximal superomarginals
not acutely pointed.

;

;

;

;

;

'

The only foundation

for the statement of Miiller

by Perrier, that in the Mus. Tessiu. Linnceus called

and Troschel, reiterated

tliis

species A. stellata, is

the fact that the word stellata is the first in the definition of the species. As
the work is rare (the copy from which I took this note was one which I saw, by
the kindness of Professor Liudstrora, in the admirable Librarj' of the Royal
Academy of Sciences at Stockholm), I think it well to give in full what Linnjeus
said :
" JDorsata. Asterias stellata, radiis convexis longitudinaliter elevatis. Tab. ix.
fig. 2.

Locus

:

India.

Radii quinque, obtusi, versus basin dilatati, dorso
convexi, adspersi undique mucronibus obtusiuseulis remotis.
Subtus plana, adspersa punetis prominulis rima cincta papillis subulatis,
tenuissimis,"
Stella spithami diametro.

aduiodum

;

—

—
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spines are not developed on all, though they are on most of the
ossicles
and we frequently find, though without any definite reguWhen
larity, that two, or it may be three, spines are developed.
lie
across
the
by
side
as
to
are
set
side
so
this happens the spines
;

they are not large, but their free end is
long axis of the arm
The ossicles extend almost to the centre
always bare of granules.
of the disk.
In addition to the lophial spines a number of others, almost if not
a definite row runs down
quite as large as they, are also developed
portion of the disk
line,
and
in
the
wider
the
lophial
either side of
two other rows of spine-bearing ossicles are less distinctly developed.
The pore-areas are extensive, but not sharply distinguished from
one another, and the individual pores are large. The close granulation of the superior ossicles and the intermediate pore-areas is hardly
The madreporite is of
less coarse than that of the lower surface.
moderate size, irregularly elliptical, and about its own long diameter
from the centre of the disk. Notwithstanding the statement of
Miiller and Troschel, I venture to think that a perfect specimen
would present at any rate a few pedicellariae.
the distal parts of the arms light, the proxiColour (when dry)
mal brown, above the whole greyish brown below. The specimen
here under description is stated to have had the " tops of prickles
;

;

:

;

upper surface tile-red."
was collected by Mr. Darwin at St. lago, Cape Verde Islands.
Measurements: R=9o; r=42 breadth of arm at base 41

scarlet-red,
It

—

;

millim.

Oreaster reticulatus.
Pentaceros reticulatus, Perrier, Rev. Stell. p. 246, where see the
complicated synonymy, and therein make the following corrections

and additions.
Insert "1766, Asterias)-eticulata, Linn. Syst. Nat. ed. x. p. 1099."
Jdd "page, p. 14," to "Retzius (1805)."
After "(1840) reticulatus," add " aeuleatiu, p. 2/7."
Add to reference to Grube in Archiv of 1857, " Nova Acta Ac.
L. C, xxvii. (1860), p. 17 ; " and delete the words "et Oreaster

—

giffas."

Correct page of reference to Liitken (1859) to "p. 64."
For " 1862, Oreaster tuberosus, Belm," read " 1859, Oreaster
tuherosus, Mobius, Neue geesterne, p. 6, in Abhandl. Geb. Naturw.
(Hamburg), iv. p. 2. The specific name was suggested by Prof.
Behn."
Complete reference to Agassiz,
"no. 9 (1869), p. 307."
The numerous names given to this species will afford some indication of its variability
it will
perhaps be most convenient to
commence with an account of a large almost perfect (though dried)

—

;

specimen.
is about equal to 2 r.
Disk exceedingly high arms rapidly
tapering from their base, rounded, not cariuated, so that the lophial
line is very indistinct
spines developed within the apical region.

R

;

;
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Sides of the arms formed by the superomarginal plates only: of these
there are rather more than 20 on either side of each arm ; they are
regularly provided with long strong spines, which are nearly always
rather acute, and only become distinctly shorter near the distal end
The inferomarginal plates are not quite so numerous as
of the arm.

they are almost without exception provided with
more than one, spine these vary a little
in size, but are always much smaller than those on the upper plates.
Adambulacral spinulatiou diplacanthid, three inner and one outer
being the ordinary arrangement the inner are quite small, the outer
The whole of the ventral
of fair size, and not sharp at their tips.
surface is spinous, owing to the rich development and the regular
there are as many
distribution of the spines which are found on it
the spines
as six rows in the proximal and three in the distal region
each
ossicle
while
ossicles,
and
would seem to be carried on separate
spines,
or a
two
three
large
have
or
sometimes
may
has one, it
speaking generally, the larger spines
larger number of smaller ones
Between the spines are found coarse, sepaare the more proximal.
rate granules, and a fair number of sessile bivalved pedicellariae.
In the specimen under description the bases of the ossicles are
a large number of
particularly thick, except along the lophial line
and are quite
triangle,
an
equilateral
form
of
the pore-areas have the
as a rule the best-developed spines of the
distinct from one another
dorsal surface are those which are found on the nodes of the reticulations
between these somewhat smaller ones are not unfrequently
developed; the spines along the lophial line are, on the whole,
rather stouter than the rest, but they are by no means conspicuously
so.
There are no prominent spines on the apical portion of the disk
the superomarginal

cue, and in

some

;

cases with

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

and the madreporite

is

of moderate size and

somewhat

irregular

shape.

Colour dark brown but other specimens are white.
Measurements: R 186; »- = 86; height of disk 116 millim.
Hab. "West Indies;" two small specimens in the Museum
collection are from Fremantle, Australia.
Owing, no doubt, to the great size to which this species attains,
many of the incompletely grown forms have been regarded as repre-

—

;

=

sentatives of distinct species ; nor has this, as it seems, been the
The O. lapidarius of
only cause of the many names given to it.
Grube is no doubt a remarkable form at first sight, but the appearance is to be explained by the dried and injured condition of the
specimen.

Oreaster armatus.
Pentaceros {NidoreUia) armata. Gray, Ann. N. H.
Oreaster armatus, M. Tr. Syst. Ast. p. 52.
NidoreUia armata, Perrier, Rev. Stell. p. 251.
NidoreUia michelini, Perrier, Rev. Stell. p. 252.

vi.

The

conception of the limits of a genus vary, of course, conshow that
Perrier has elevated into generic what are only specific cha-

siderably, but the close study of this species seems to

M.

—
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He speaks, for example, of the difference of the form of the
between
N. armata and any species of the genus Oreaster, as
body
he regards it. But a comparatively insignificant difference in the

racters.

n
value of

—

is

The second

not even a subgeneric character.

point of

" le peu de saillie des ossicules
is, in Prof. Perrier's words,
dorsaux qui sout a peine distinctes," but they are, at any rate, just
as clear as they are in O. granulosus, and, indeed, they are much
more so, while there are specimens of 0. gracilis in which the lophial
line is no more distinct. M. Perrier proceeds, " Les aires poriferes sont
larges, confluentes et paraissent meme parfois envahir toute I'etenIn young specimens the poriferous arese are
due du disque."
much more distinctly marked off than in O. aheolatus if there is
any disadvantage to the side of O. armatus with respect to its alveolation, when adult, it is no doubt to be correlated with its better
It is not always the case
development of long defensive spines.
according to M. Perrier
true
Oreasters,
species
of
spines
of
that the
take, for example, his own species 0. aheolatus- are always free of
we find so many intermediate stages between
granules at their tip
a complete investment and an almost complete absence of granules
that this character, again, must not be regarded as having, at the
utmost, more than a specific character.
The species may be defined in the following terms
T/ r to 2*1 r. Disk not high, arms very short, interbrachial
lophial and apical spines very strong, intermediate
angles rounded
spines and spines on marginal plates exceedingly well developed ;
spines likewise developed on the ventral plates.
Nine plates in the supero- and nine in the inferomarginal series ; the
latter all bear spines, which are short in the angles and of a moderate
the three or four spines found
size near the distal ends of the arms
on the distal plates of the superomarginals are much larger the
superomarginals are greatly elongated from above downwards in the
angles of the arms, where they almost shut off the inferomarginals
from any share in forming the sides of the arm further out the
plates become shorter, but the penultimate is very large and convex.
difference

;

—

;

:

R=

;

;

;

;

Ambulacral spinulation diplacanthid
three or four fairly developed spines in the lower, and one much larger in the outer row.
The ventral ossicles covered with rather coarse granules, and each
having, rising from its centre, a blunt stout spine ; some large
valvular pedicellarise are developed on these plates
the granules on
the inferomarginals are only a little less coarse than those on the
ventral ossicles, but the greater number of those on the superomarginals are much more delicate pedicellarise are only feebly developed.
With increasing size the boundaries between the poriferous
areas become largely obliterated
just at the interradial angles,
however, the ossicles are stouter in older than in younger specimens.
The lophial spines are strong and sharp in the adult between
them some few spines may become developed and in the centre of
the apical region there is a spine as long or nearly as long as the
A few pedicellarise are developed on the dorsal surface, the
apical.
;

;

;

;

;

;

—
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In the adult the
general granulation of which is rather delicate.
shield-shaped madreporic plate is covered with granules.
Colour (in spirit) creamy white or white.

Measurements

R
r

.

.

.

:

;
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outer is thicker than the inner.
spine; the ambulacral spinulation
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ventral plates each bear a

triplacanthid.

R=200

miUim.

Hab. Sumatra.

Oreaster gracilis.
Oreaster gracilis, Liitken, Vidensk.

As

Medd. 1871,

Museum

p. 260.

specimen the
spread of which must exceed the largest of Dr. Liitken's specimens
by more than .50 millim., it may be convenient to give an account
of it.
2-87 r.
11
Disk not elevated; arms narrov? at their base,
slender in proportion to the disk
lophial line well marked, but not
projecting
the apical spines of moderate height, and a smaller
there

is

in the British

collection a

=

;

;

central spine.

About 30 superomarginal and in feromarginal plates the greater
number of these are large, and both sets take part in forming the
sides of the arm.
In the angles of the arm they are elongated from
above downwards further out the upper are longest in the direction
;

;

of the long axis of the arm, while the lower are squarish.
In the
specimen under description the two inferomarginals in the angle
of the arm are always, and the corresponding superomarginals are

sometimes, provided with bluntly conical spinous projections inconspicuous tubercular projections are developed ou a few of the quite
distal superomarginal plates.
Adambulacral spinulation triplacanthid ; in the innermost row
ordinarily nine rather delicate spines, of which the median are the
longest the middle and outer rows have generally two spines each ;
these are stouter than the inner spines, and those of the median are
a little stronger than those of the outer row.
The ventral plates
are quite distinct from one another, the covering granulation being
so arranged that each ossicle seems to have its proper investment
on the actinal surface of the disk these ossicles seem to have no
definite arrangement
along the greater part of the arm there runs
but a single row of ossicles between the ambulacrum and the inferomarginal plates ; these ventral ossicles are all of the same size, and
the larger may be often seen to have pushed their way into the
slight space between two succeeding inferomarginal plates.
Fairsized pedicellariae are developed on some of the ossicles that lie
nearest to the adambulacral plates.
The marginal plates are very regularly granulated, and appear to be
altogether devoid of pedicellarise.
The granulation on the upper
surface is still more delicate
the general appearance of this aspect
of the disk is well stated in the words of Liitken, " Dorsum disci
regulariter reticulatum, areis poriferis trigonis, nodis trabecularum
tuberculiferis " but of this specimen it is hardly correct to add
" tuberculis minutis."
In the face of the fact that this is a larger specimen than either
examined by Dr. Liitken, and that the tubercles at the nodal points
of the reticulating ossicles are, so far as one can judge, better developed than in his specimens, the question arises as to the extent
;

:

;

;

;

—
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which one may suppose that the spines vary

to

S3
length

in

and

strength.

The first explanation that one woulJ be led to give would proThe specimen now under conbably be to some such effect as this.
sideration is larger than Dr. Liitken's specimens because it is better
provided with spines, and has therefore had less difficulty in maintaining

existence.

its

On

the other hand, we do not and never can know what Dr.
Liitken's specimens might have accomplislied in the way of growth
had they not fallen victims to the zeal of a collector.
All, then, that we can say is, that of known specimens of Oreaster
gracilis the largest has the spines best developed.
This statement does not, of course, exclude the possibility of
smaller specimens being also well provided with spines
if it did it
could never be allowed to pass by one who had gone over the collection in the British Museum.
Inasmuch as it tacitly allows that
small specimens may be well provided with spines on the dorsal
aspect of the disk, it raises the next question as to whether that
difference is one of race, of sex, or of an indefinite variability, not
yet seized upon to the profit of the species.
In other words, it
raises questions which are beyond the ken of the cabinet naturalist,
but not questions which cannot be satisfactorily investigated by
those who are fortunate enough, as are some of our Austrahan
fellow-subjects, to have these creatures living in their own seas.
One will perhaps be pardoned the apparent truism if attention is
directed to the fact that while a systematist measures spines by
millimetres, a Starfish may have them scattered in great abundance
over his whole body
in other words, accurate measurements must
always be used in an intelligent fashion, note being made of the
fact that a difference in length which, when measured by the ruler,
may amount only to ^ a millimetre, comes to be a matter of importance to a creature which numbers these spines by hundreds.
In the investigation of the spinulation of Starfishes there is,
surely, a wide field for the study of those mechanical causes with
which the zoologist
is concerned.
"O'
:

—

Oreaster grayi,

sp. uov.

Pentaceros nodosa, Gray, Ann. N. H.

vi. p. 2/7 (1841).
As we use Linnaeus's name nodosus for the species which he no
doubt so first named, we have to find another name for Gray's species.
The following description is based on a specimen considerably

" type," which was obtained from Billiton
Disk not high; arms very broad, even at the distal
lophial ossicles with large tubercles in the place of more or

larger than Gray's

:

R = 2-2r.
end

;

sharp spines ; the apical spines not disproportionately large.
A
few spines within the apical region.
The superomarginal plates alone form the sides of the arm, they
are about
7 in number ; the inferomarginals are more numerous
by one or two ; of the former, some of the more distal are provided
less

1

6*

;

;
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with rounded tubercles very similar to those which are found on the
there are no spines of any sort on the inferomarginals.
lophial line
The spines of the adambulacral plates in the dried specimen have
been for the most part lost, as have also the granules on the ventral
In the "type" the inner row has five not particularly
plates.
those of the next row form a pretty stout pair, and
delicate spines
outside these there is a set of smaller and more irregularly disposed
The ventral plates, which are distinct from one another, are
spines.
covered by large granules, among which may be discerned a fair
number of valvular pedictdlarise of various sizes.
On comparing the smaller and the larger specimen (which give
52, 70 ; '=23, 31
respectively the following admeasurements
breadth ofarm at l)ase 23-.5, 36-5) we see that the leading differences
(1) the smaller sometimes has spines on the
between them are
inferomaro-inal plates, which themselves take some share in forming
the sides of the arms
(2) the number of marginal plates is smaller
and (3) nearly all the superomarginals carry nodose spines or
;

;

— R—

—

;

;

tubercles.

We have therefore in this species a growth-character which differs
from that which ordinarily obtains in this genus; but it is (me which
can be explained by reference to the small size and rare distribution
of the poriferous areae, coupled with the considerable size and resisting power of the ossicles of which the skeleton is here composed.
Oreaster orientalis.
Oreaster orientalis, M. Tr.

p. 128.

Three dried specimens of this species, the first representatives of it
in the British Museum, have recently been acquired from tl)e Chinese
Court in the late Fisheries Exbibition, and I am able therefore to
five an independent description of a species wiiich has never been
mentioned since the time of Miiller and Troschel.
triplacanthid form, with a hig'i disk and the general habit of

A

O. reticulatus, but with dorsal spines much less well developed and
ventral spines altogether absent.
R 2'5r. Disk elevated arms narrow at their base, slender in
Lopliial line well marked, but spines not long ;
portion to the disk.
a few short spines within the ap'cal region.
prominent,
apical spines
From about 20 to 25 marginal plates, the boundaries between
which are not always as well marked as in most species of the
in the
genus both sets take part in forming the sides of the arm
angles of the arm both sets bear spines, rather short and sharp
further out the spines are smaller and less regularly developed they
are, however, absent from the upper, and generally present on the

=

;

;

;

;

;

Adambulacral spinulation triplacanthid eight
lower plates.
(nine testibvs Miiller & Troschel) delicate short spines in the innermost row, each set separated by a forcipiform peilicellaria ; five much
With
stouter in the middle, and two to four in the outermost row.
ventral
plates
between
the
become
boundaries
advance in size the
distal

:

the granules are closely packed and large, but always
obscured
remain flat, and never become produced into spinous processes
;

—
1884.]
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valvular pedicfllarise are, on tlie other liand, pretty numerous, and
are especially rich along the sides of the ambulacra.
The maro-inal
jilates

are very regularly granulated, and small valvular pedicellarias

unfrequently developed.

are not

surface

is

more

delicate.

and of moderate

size

The

The

granulation on the upper

pore-areae are very regular, triangular,

at the nodal points spines or spinous tubercles

;

and we have here one of the rare cases of
the development of dorsal without ventral spines.
Colour (dry) more or less white.

are always developed

Measurements

K

:

;
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the dorsal ossicles is very well marked
three rows of pore-areae
extend along the greater part of each side of the arm.
Madreporic
body rather obscure, small, irregularly oval, surrounded by an impressed line.
Granules cover all the plates, are small and regular,
save on the ventral plates, where they are larger and more irregular.
Colour (in alcohol) yellowish white.
;

R= 140
Hab.

millim.

;

r=47

millim.

Billiton.

I have dedicated this species to the memory of the late Professor
Troschel, who, with Johannes Miiller, was the author of the ' Svstem
der Asteriden.'

Oreaster muelleri,

A
it

by

sp. nov.

triplacanthid form allied to O. orientalis, but distinguished from
the following characters
There are only two or three, and not

many

:

—

the second adambulacral row

nearly all
;
the marginal plates, whether superior or inferior, carry spines; the
pedicellarise on the ventral plates are not numerous.
R=:2".T r. Disk rather high arms rather wide at their base, and
as

as five, spines in

;

spines at the sides half or more than half
as high as those of the median row, the apical spines well developed.
stout for

all

their distance

;

Spines richly developed on the disk. No spines on the ventral plates.
About twenty marginal plates in either series, the lower completely confined to the abactinal aspect, save just at the end of the
arm.
The superomarginals considerably excavated superiorly, so
that their upper edge is triangular
the spines on the upper are
more prominent than those on the lower plates, and are developed on
nearly all
those on the inferomarginals are occasionally double.
There are no pedicellariae on the marginal plates.
Adambulacral spines in three rows in the innermost eight delicate
each set
spines, of which the outer in each set are remarkably small
is separated from its neighbour by a forcipiform jjedicellaria ; in the
middle row two, sometimes three, much stouter spines in the outerthese spines decrease hi
most row two or three, not quite as stout
number on the distal plates.
The immediate buccal armature
appears to be formed by the elongation of the spines of the lowest
row.
The veiitral plates are best distinguished from one another
by the large size of some of the tubercles on each plate ; of these
there may be four or more, which may form a rosette.
A fairly
large number of valvular pedicellarise are developed, especially in the
neighbourhood of the ambulacra.
The pore-arete are large and numerous, when of a definite form
triangular, but at the sides of the arm the reticulation of the skeleton
is not as distinct as it is on the disk.
Madreporic body irregular in form.
Granules unequal, forming a
Pedicellarise on the
mosaic, never reaching to the tips of the spines.
;

;

;

;

;

;

dorsal surface small, forcipiform.

Colour

(in alcohol)

1{:=!)S

;

Hah.

/•=;:;S

Billiton.

;

creamy white.

breadth of arm at base 6A.
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Or EASTER.
Species incertee.

From the island of Mauritius (through M. de Robillard) came two
specimens of a brick-red colour, which have at first sight a very
close resemblance to 0. reticulatus
further investigation, however,
not only shows that the species are distinct from that form (though
neither of them are O. offinis), but also, and this is the curious point,
striking as is their general resemblance to one another, they do not
belong to the same species.
;

—

Species a.
Adambulacral spinulation triplacanthid, the spines in
the middle row remarkably strong, two on each plate ; superomarginal plates about 16, but only the distal plates with welldeveloped spines
spines developed on the rather more numerous
inferomarginals, without any marked irregularity, but they are
never so long, or so strong, or so sharp as in O. reticulatus. Granules
;

on the ventral plates coarse and large, sometimes, but rarely, forming
short spines.
Dorsal surface and general form not unlike that of
0. reticulatus.
Species /3.
Adambulacral spinulation diplacanthid, and always
two outer spines for each plate
about 16 snperomarginal and
inferomarginal plates ; the latter with fairly developed spines in the
angles of the arm ; the former occasionally with small spines at the
angles, but with spines only well developed quite at the distal end.
The numerous spines developed among the granules of the ventral
plates are not so strong, and are far less regularly arranged than in
O. reticulatus.
Complete accounts of these two species must be based on fuller
material, and especially on specimens preserved in spirit.
In addition
to these two species there is yet another from Mauritius, which is
represented by two badly preserved specimens ; this third species,
which likewise appears to be new, has the general form of O.
lincki, but has lateral rows of spines not unlike those that are found
in 0. dorsatus.
Just as I had come to the conclusion to issue the incomplete
notices of these apparently new species, I received a copy of the
first part of the 'Catalogue Raisonn^e' ', wliich I owe to the kindness
of its accomplished author.
In the second part of that essay, soon
no doubt to be published, we shall probably obtain some more information as to these forms.

—

:

Oreaster carinatus.
Oreaster carinatus, M. Tr.

p. 49.

A diplacanthid form

with a well-marked lophial ridge and tubercles
on both series of marginal plates and on the ventral plates
it seems
to stand nearest O. productus (n. sp.), but our information with
regard to it is very slight.
;

'
Catal. Eaison. des Ecliinodermes recueillis par M. V. de RubillartI
Maurice," par P. de Loriol (Mom. Sue-. Pliys. Geneve, xxviii. no. ^).
'•
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Description d'uue espece nouvelle de Gerbilline d'Arabie

{Meriones longifrons)

.

Par Fern and Lataste, C.M.Z.S.

[Eeceived February

(Plates VI.
I.

&

8,

1884.]

VII.)

Introduction.

En 1882, vingt-quatre individus vivants de cette espece, recueillis
^ Djeddah (Arable), out ete envoyes, par M. le lieutenant Paget,
an Jardin de la Societe Zoologique de Londres, on ils vivent et se
J'cn ai obtenu un premier couple le
reproduisent depuis lors.
5 juillet 1S83, et six autres sujels (4 c? et 2 5 ) le 13 novembre de
et, comme ils se sont multiplies chez moi, j'ai
la ineme annee
eu plus de materiaux qu'il n'etait necessaire pour entreprendre
I'etude systematique de leur espece.
Celle-ci, au Jardin Zoologique, a ete inscriie jusqu'a ce jour sous
Ses caractores profonds, bieu
le nom de GerbiUus enj thrums Grray'.
plus que son facies exterieur, la placent en effet trcs-presd'erj/Mn/rM»;
mais, conime il ressort de I'etude comparative a laquelle je me suis
livre et dont les resultats sont consignes ici, elle en est distincte.
Ne pouvant I'identifier a aucune des especes qui ont ete decrites
jusqu'a ce jour, je la designerai sous le nom nouveau de Meriones
;

longifrons^.
II.

Place de l'espece.

AVant de la decrire, je rappellerai que les deux noms generiques de
GerbiUus Desmarest et Meriones lUiger ne peuvent plus etre consideres comme synonymes'*. lis s'appliquent a deux genres differents,
ayant pour types, le premier Dipus gerbiUus Olivier, le deuxieme
Mus tamaricinus Pallas, et caracteriscs, le premier par des molaires
tuberculeuses a I'origine et a lobes retrecis au milieu quand I'usure a
deuxieme par des molaires lamelleuses des
naissance et a lobes losangiques dilates au milieu.
Le sous-genre
Tatera Lataste, dont Dipus indicus Ilardwicke est le type, ctablit
le passage d'un genre a I'autre.
Ses molaires, quand elles sont tres-

efface les tubercules, le
la

usees, et c'est ainsi qu'elies ont ete figurees par Fr. Cuvier (Trans.

&

et par Blanford (Eastern
a peine de celles des Meriones ;
mais, quand elles sont jennes, sans etre aussi f'ranclienient tuberculeuses, elles se rapprochent beaucoup de celles des autres GerbiUus.

Zool. Soc. 1841,

Persia, 1870,

ii.

ii.

pi. 2.5. figs.

18

l!))

p. 63, fig. 3), different

—

Ann. Nat. Hist. 1842, x. p. 2(i(i. J'ai recueilli cette espece en Algeria. Je
d'abord decrite sous le nom de gatulus (' Le Naturaliste,' l^'juin 1882,
puis, ayant obtenu, du British Museum, un sujet A'crythrurus Gray,
p. 83)
j'ai reconnu I'identile spcciflque des deus formes et relegue le nom de gwtuhts
Lat. dans la synonymie de celui d'erythnirus Gray ('Le Kaliu-aliste,' I''"' juin
1882, p. 83, et 15 aoiU 1882, p. 127).
^ Longifrons, a cause de ses os froulaux allonges et I'ctrOcis par rapport a ceux
de M. cri/fhrunis.
3 Voir 'Le Katuraliste,' \h aout 1882,
p. 127.
^

I'ai

;

^
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deux genres compreiid plusieurs sous-genres. J'en
lihombomys Wagner, dont
chaque incisive est parcourue par deux sillons longitudinaux, et qui
a pour type Menones opinius Lichtenstein ; Meriones, dont les
incisives n'ont qu'un seul sillon longitudinal et dont ie pied ne
presente d'autres tubercules que les 4 sous-artieulaires des orteils
et
Psaminomys Cretschnriar, dont les incisives sont lisses, dont Ie tarse
est pourvu d'un tubercule arrondi, et qui a pour t^-pe Psaminomys
ces

adrnis trois dans le genre Meriones

ai

:

;

obesus Riippell.

Les especes erythrurus et longifrons appartiennent au genre et au
sous-genre Meriones.
III.

Comme

je

Meriones longifrons est, par ses
par la structure de son crane, trcsmais, par ses caractures exterieurs, il

dit plus

I'ai

caracteres importants,

Description.
haut,

c. a. d.

de M. erythrurus
ressemble bien davantage a

voisin

;

M. shawi Duvernov'; il lui ressemble
menie a un ceil exerce, de distinguer, a
I'etat vivant, des jeunes de nie.ne taille de ces deux especes.
C'est
done par rapport a M. shawi et a M. erythrurus que je vais decrire
tellement, qu'il est difficile,

la nouvelle espece.
Si, dans cette etude, je ne me sers que d'un petit noinbrede sujets
de chaque espece, cela tient uniquement a ce que les beaucoup plus
iiombreux individus de chacune d'elles que j'ai eus entre les mains
ni'ayant paru fort semblables les uns aux autres, j'ai juge inutile d'en
sacrifier ou d'en conserver en collection un plus grand nombre.
Voici d'ailleurs la liste de ceux qui m'ont servi

M. SHAWI.

En

alcool

No. 2370. (S adulte; ne a Bordeaux fin sept. 1883, sacrifie le
12 de'c. ineme aunee, age de 2^ mois
petit-fils de
tunisien et de
2 algcrienne, ses parents nes a Paris, chez moi.
No. 2384. 2 jeune nee a Bordeaux, des niemes parents, du 1 au
c5'

;

;

3 nov.,

sacrifiee le 18 dec. 1883,

agee de I| mois.

En peaux
No.

obtenu vivant du Muse'um de Paris,
d'origine algerienne.
No. 229.5. (S tres-adulte; ne a Paris, chez moi, le 5 dec. 1882,
sacrifie le 7 nov. 1883, age de 11 mois; fils de S tunisien et
de
$ algerienne.

S

180,5.

tr^s-adulte

sacrifie le 10 avril

No. 2297.

memes

1882

;

;

2 tres-adulte

;

soeur

du precedent, nee

et sacrifiee

aux

dates.

No. 1949. Tres-jeune c?, nea Genes, de parents tunisiens; obtenu vivant de M. le Marquis G. Doria.
Squelettes

No. 1806. Mouie
'

Notes

fiiii:, et pi.

et
i.

suji't

que no. 1805.

rengeigncnienls
et

ii.

A'oir aussi

siir Irs
'

aniinaux vertebi-es de

Le Naturaliste,'

I'Algei-ie,'

p.

15,juillet 1882, p. 107.

'I'l

et

:: :

M.
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No. 2294.
No. 2296.

Meme
Meme
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que no. 2295.
que no. 2297.
Tunis; obteuu en alcool de
Ires-adulte

No. 1941. (5
Marquis G. Doria.
No. 1939. Jeune

sujet

sujet

M.

;

cj

meme

;

le

provenance.

M. LONGIFRONS.
En alcool
:

2 adulte nee a Paris, chez moi, le 27 aoiit 1883,
a etc
sacrifice le 12 decembre de la meme annee, agee de 3^ mois
de
parents,
originaires
porte'e
sa
eleve
a
mere le 10 novembre et
Londres.
Zoologique
de
Jardin
du
obtenus
Djeddab,
No. 2385. Jeune $ nee a Paris, chez moi, le 7 nov., sacrifice le
No. 2371.

;

;

;

;

18 dec. 1883, agee de 41 jours;

En peaux
No. 2304.

meme

provenance.

:

27 juillet, sacrifie le 1 1 nov.
meme provenance.
pere
deux fois
ne a Paris le 7 nov., sacrifie le 13 dec. 1883,

adulte, ne a Paris le

d

1883. age de 3| mois
No. 2369. Jeiine cJ

;

;

,

age de 33 jours.
Squelettes

:

du Jardin
c? bien adulte, re9U vivant, le 5 juillet 1883,
Zoologique de Londres.
No. 2303. Meme sujet que le no. 2304.
No. 2356. $ tres-adulte; re9ue le 5 juillet, du Jardiu Zoologique
de Londres ; sacrifice le 29 nor. 1883, apres avoir eleve trois portees.
No. 2246.

M. ERYTHRURUS.
En alcool
Teheran (Perse);
No. 1943. S
Marquis Gr. Doria.
;

En peaux
No. 1561 igcetulus

Lat.).

Laghouat, Sahara algerien)
No. 1915. Afghanistan;
British

;

recueilli

et

donne par M.

le

$ adulte; Tilremt (entre Berrian et
contenait 6 foetus dans ses uterus.

recueilli

par

le

Cap. Hutton

;

obtenu du

Museum.

Squelettes

No. 1560. Meme sujet que no. 1561.
No. 1922. Meme sujet que no. 1915.
No. 1557 {gcetulus Lat.). Chotts tunisiens (expedition Roudaire).
Je vais proceder successivement a la comjiaraison des sujets en
en peaux et des squelettes.

alcool, des sujets

.
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A. Sujets en Alcool.

a.

Dimensions comparatives des
M.

longi-

froiis.

Numeros
•

[

I

Long,
Long,
Long,
Long,

d'ordre.

du corps

(tete et tronc).

de la queue arec ses poils
de la queue nue
de la tete
Hauteur max. de I'oreille
(mesuree du cote convexe) ...
Distance du coin posterieur de
I'oeil
au bord ant^rieur de
I'oreille

Distance du coin anterieur de|
I'oeil au bout du uauseau
Longueur de la jambe
Longueur dupied (ongles compris)
I

trois esp^ces (en millimetres).

91

;
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un pen en avant de la l"'*^ niolaire, la 5"^" \yd\re en face de la 2""^
{2316) ou de la S'"*- (22-Jti et 2303) saillie de la 2m« niolaire.
Surface posterieure lisse du palais limitee, an niveau de la derniere
molaire, par une ligne transversale presque droite, un peu concave en
arriore, avec un petit prolongement median anguleux en avant.
Al. sliuwi.
De menie 3 preinolaires et 5 paires d'intermolaires
niais ceux de la o"'*" paire releves en avant (nos. 1937, 1939, 1945
et 1949).
Une fois (no. 1941), j'ai observe un ti""'^ pli supple'mentaire, entre le 4'"<' et le o™« du cote gauche.
c. M. longifrons compare a M. erythrurus.
lei la distinction est
facile.
Le ])ied A'erythrurus est aussi long et gros que celui de
shawi, differant, sous ce riipjiort, autant que ce dernii r, de celui de

—

;

—

et nous trouverions d'antres differences, a la verite plus
dans les proportions du corps, de la queue et de I'oreille
mais, pour distinguer les deux especes, nous n'avons nienie pas besoin
de recourir au compas
il nous suffit de comj)arer leurs robes.
Les faces superieures d' erythrurus sont jaune rongeatres nuagees
de bruu, celles de longifrons son gris roussatre pale et relativement
uniformes
les pieds et les faces inft'rieures A' eri/thrurus sont janue
roussatres ou tout au nioins blauc jannatres, les monies parties de

longifrons

;

delicates,

;

;

du blanc le plus pur ; les taclies claires susoculaires
postauriculaires d'erj/t/iurus sont effacees, celles de longifrons
grandes et vivcs ; le poil blanc des faces inleiieuies d'erythrurus est
longifrons sont
et

ardoise a la base, celui de lonyifions est blanc dans toute sa longueur ; les ongles et la peau des pieds d^erythrurvs sont bruns,

ceux de longifrons sont blancs ou seulement colores par le sang la
queue d'erythrurus est l.erissee de polls raidcs comme des soies et
longs, celle de longifrons est revetue de poils fins et couits qui
laissent voir sa fine ocaillure
enfin la queue d'erythrurus est d'un
roux rouge, trancbant avec la couleur beaucoup nioins vive et plus
brune du dos, celle de longifrons est sensiblement de meme nuance
que le dos enfin la touffe terminale brnne est beaucoup plus longue
et serree cbez erythrurus.
Menie la variete des sables^, plus claire et a ventre blanc, d'erythrurus, se distinguera toujours aisement de longifrons, a son pied
plus grand revetu d'une peau brune et arnie d'ongles bruns, aux
poils de ses flancs et de sa jioitrine ardoiscs a la base, et a sa queue
garnie de poils plus longs, jilus raides, plus serres et plus vivemeut
;

;

;

coloree.
plis du palais de M. erythrurus (no. 1943) sont, comme chez
deux especes precedentes, au nombre de 3 preuiolaiies et de

Les
les

5 paires d'intermolaires; et ceux de la o^' paire sont, comme chez
shawi, releves en avant.
La limite de la surface posterieure lisse
du palais, presque directement transversale dans son ensemble, n'en
presente pas inoins trois concavites tres-ouvertes et tournees, la
mediane en avant, les deux laterales en avant et un peu en dehors.

M.

1

Le

Aatm-alit-tf,' toe.

(.if.

:
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B. Sujets en peaux.

La plupart des differences qui distingaent les peaux des trois
especes sant les me.nes que j'ai deja iiotees stir les siijets en alcool
1. Difference de taille, mca. J/, longifrons compare a M.shawi.
suree par le pied. Le pied des trois shawi adultes (nos. 1805, 2295,
et 2297) a la meme longueur, 36 millim., tandis que celui Aq longifrons

—

adulte n'a que 31 millim., soit, comme pour les sujets en alcool,
un demi centimetre de difference. Le pied d'un tres-jeune shawi
(no. 1949) mesure 30 millim., et celui d'un tres-jeune longifrons (no.
2369), seulement 2.5 millim.
2. Le tarse de longifrons est, en dessous, bien moins velu que
celui de shawi ; la partie glabre est plus etendue, et, ailleurs, les
polls sont plus rares et plus courts.
3.

La peau nue du

tarse est blanche chez longifrons,

brune chez

shawi.
4. Dans le pied de longifrons il n'y a que des polls blancs ; il y a
des polls jaunes dans celui de shawi.
5. Les polls du bas des flancs sont entierement blancs chez longifrons ils sont ardoises a la base chez shawi.
;

6.

Le

poll de Tinterieur de I'oreiile est exclusivement blanc chez

longifrons ; il y a des polls roux dans I'oreiile de shawi.
7. La couleur du dos est gris roux pale chez longifrons, roux

brune chez

shaici.

pas possible d'apprecier, sur des peaux, les differences de
proportions des oreiiles et de la queue.
b. M. longifrons compare a M. ery thrums.
1
Difference de taille,
appreciable par le pied.
M. erythrurus a le pied de meme longueur
que shawi (ery fhrnr us no. 1561,3.5 millim.; no. 1915,36 millim,),
II

n'est

—

.

:

grand que longifrons.
2. Les pieds d'erythrurus, au moins aussi veins que ceux de
shawi, le sont bien moins que ceux de longifrons.
3. La peau des pieds et les ongles ^''erythrurus sont bruns, ceux
de longifrons blnncs ou seulement colores par le sang.
4. Les polls du pied A'' erythrurus ont une teinte rousse ou jaune
sale, deja tres-apparente en dessus, encore plus pronoiicee en dessous
ceux de longifrons sont parfaitement blancs.
5. Chez erythrurus, non seulement les polls des flancs et du ventre
sont ardoises a la base, mais (sanf chez la variete des sahles) leur
couleur en masse est jaune ou jaunatre sale, et la teinte foncce des
faces superieures passe graduellement a, la teinte plus claire du dessous
chez longifrons, les polls des faces infe'rieures sont entierement blancs,
et celles-ci sont d'un blanc pur et nettement limitees sur les flancs.
6. Le poll de I'interieur de I'oreiile est exclusivement jaune chez
erythrurus, exclusivement blanc chez longifrons.
7. M. erythrurus a, sur le dos, plus de brun que shawi, et, chez lui,
les taches brunes contrastent davantage avec le fond roux jaunatre de
la robe
le dos de longifrons est gris roux pale et relativement

et bien plus

;

:

uniforme.
8.

La queue d'erythrurus

est

d'un roux rouge, contrastant avec

94
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obscure du dos le dos et la queue de longinuance isab'elle.
9. La queue dC erythrurus est tres-velue, et son ecaillure est
entierement masquee par les poils gros, longs et serrcs les poils de
la queue de longifrons sent relativement courts, fins et rares, et ne

la teinte relativement

frons out

la

:

meme

:

Crane de M.

Fig. 2.

-fJ/avi (no. 180fi)

en dessus.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. Criine d"uu autre M. shawi (no. 2294) en
Pig. 3. Le rnSme en dessoiis.

masquent pas son

des.siis.

ecaillure.
Cette difference dans Tabondance, la
rudesse et la longueur de poil est plus sensible encore a I'extremite
de cet organe.
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C. Squelettes.

M. shawi. — Les

cranes de ces deux
serrer la compad'en
especes different trop pour
Voici quelques caractferes qui suffiront a les faire toujours
raison.
a.

M.

lonyifrons compare a

cpi'il

distinguer :—
Chez shawi,

soit utile

grande longueur des buUes auditives est
ces organes ne sont pas
renfles dans la region antcro-superieure du conduit auditif, et ils ne
les arcades zygomatiques sont
depassent pas I'occipital en arriere
plus

la

inferieure a la longueur des os nasaux

;

;

tres-niassives et relativementecartees
occipitales sent tres-saillantes.

;

les crctes parietales et

parieto-

(3hez lonyifrons, les buUes sont plus

les os nasaux, renflees en avant et au-dessus du conles arcades
duit auditif et bien saillantes en arriere de roccipital
sont mediocremeut massives et relativement rapprochees, les cretes

longues que

;

fines.

remarquer ici que tons les shawi n'ont pas le crane
que les deux sujets algeriens, c? et $ (celle-ci,
nos. 1828 et 1829 de ma collection, actuellement au British
I'autre, nos. 1805 et 1800), qui m'ont servi a decrire
Museum
Les
I'espece '.
Ceiix-ci etaient exceptionnels sous ce rapport.
cranes des sujets tunisiens que j'ai regus de M. le Marquis Doria, et
ceux des metis que j'ai obtenus d'un S tunisien et d'une $ algeJe dois

faire

aussi court et large

;

rienne, out des proportions plus semblables a celles des autres cranes

de Merinnes.

Chez eux, I'ecartement des arcades zygomatiques

n'est plus superieur a la distance qui separe le bord

posterieur des

OS nasaux de la limite posterieure de I'occipital ; mais les os nasaux
sont toujours beaucoup plus longs que les bulles, et celles-ci restent
relativement petites et triangulaires, les arcades lourdes et massives,
cretes saillantes
caracieres qui permettent de distinguer, aa
premier coup d'oeil, cette espece de toutes celles que j'ai cues entre
Du reste voici quelques mesures, en millimetres, prises
les mains.
sur cinq cranes de shawi
les

:

:

Numeros

d'ordre

Longueur du crime (depuis

le

bord ante

rieur des os nasaux)
Longueur des cs nasaux

Distance de Tune a I'autre arcade (meSLiree exterieuremeiit)

Diametre

maximum

de

la bulle

M.
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Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Crane de M. eryfhnmni (no. 15;>7) en
Fig. .5. Le niAine en dessnns.

clessiis.

Fig. 9.

Fig. 6.

Fig. fi. CrAne de
Fig. 9. Cntne de

Fig.

Fig.
Fig.

M.
M.

eri/fhr-iirnx (no. I.").n7)

de

profil.

hnigifrnns (no. 224fi) de profil.

Fig. 8.

7.

M.

7.

Criine de

8.

Le meme en

hngifroiis (no. 2240) en dessus.
des-^ous.

:
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pourtant pas davantage que ceux des Dipodillus campestris Levaillant et simoni Lataste, especes d'ailleurs parfaitement distinctes
;

et

sont certaiaenieat moins que ceux des Microtus Schranck
(Jrvicola auctorum), arvalis Pallas et subterraneus Se'Ivs,
especes
qui appartiennent a deux sous-genres differents, et qu'il est,
ils

le

dans

certains cas, absolument impossible de distinguer a I'aide
du' crane
seul ; je crois, en effet, avoir trouve des caracteres qui
perraettront
'

toujours de se'parer les cranes de Meriones longifrons de
ceux de
M. erythrurus.
Les cranes des deux especes ont la meme forme generale; ils sont
I'un et I'autre, remarquables par le grand developpement
des bulles
et le ballonnement du conduit auditif; mais ces deux
particularites
sont plus accentuees cliez erythrurus.
Si Ton regarde les bulles par dessous, leur contour
horizontal
conimun, en avant des conduits auditifs, figure un arc de cercle
continu chez longifrons, deux arcs lateraux raccordes par
une longue

ligne droite transversale chez erythrurus, cette difference
tient a°ce
que les bulles du premier s'attenuent davantage vers leur extremite
anterieure.
Le conduit auditif est sensiblement moins renfle en
avant chez longifrons ; I'arcade zygomatique ne le touche pas,
tandis
qu'elle s'appuie sur lui chez erythrurus.
Le renflement

du conduit

auditif se raccorde au restant de la buUe, en avant, par uue
depression,
etroite et relativement profonde chez longifrons, largement

ouverte
chez erythrurus.
La partie triangulaire de la bulle qui se montre
entre les branches du temporal et de I'occipital est arrondie,
a peu
pres aussi haute que longue chez longifrons,
tres-sensib'lement
allongee d'avant en arriere chez erythrurus.
Mais le caractere distinctif le plus net est fourni par la portion frontale
du crane, plus
allongee et plus retre'cie en avant chez longifrons:
la largeur

minimum de

est contenue

cette region (mesuree en arriere des saillies lacrymales)
deux fois chez longifrons, seulement une fois et demie

chez erythrurus, dans sa longueur (mesuree

long de la suture

le

interfrontale),
Voici quelques mesures fournies par des cranes de I'uue
et I'autre

espece

longifrons.

Numeros

d'ordre.

2246

Longueur du crane (depuis
anterieur des os nasaux)

le

saillies

37

...

13
12

lacrymales

maximum de

37-5
13
12

36
13

16-5

15

55
la bulla

16

colidlTp.fri874fp''46a'"''"°"

Proc. Zool.

2356

;

1557

1560

1922

41-5
15
11-25

40-5

38-5
15
10-5

bord

Longueur des os nasaux
Longueur de la suture interfrontale
Largeur du front en arriere des
Diametre

2303

erythrurus.

Soc— 1884,

12
5-5

^'^' ^'^"-

No. VIL

15
10

7-25

7-5

18

^- ^^^'""'

17

7
16

"°" ^°-" ^^-7

;

M.
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(no. 2216), la jarnbe est plus grande que le pieJ,
Cliez
la cuisse est presque eu;ale au bassin.

bassin

;

erythrurus (no. 1557),

la

a peine plus grand que

le

jarnbe est plus grande que le pied, le pied
bassin ; le bassin est plus grand que la

cuisse.

IV. Diagnoses.
a.

Meriones shawi.

(Plate VI.)

Meriones, supra Icete rufo-fuscus, subtus albus, pilis laterum bast
cinereis ; cauda corpore paulo minoie, prater jioccum colore

hand hirsuta ; auricula vix tertiam partem capitis longitudine superante, pilis albis rufisque intus munita ; longitudine
pedis fcum unguibus) 35-36 millim.; tarso mure villoso, pilis
dorsi,

albis rufisque, area glabra fusca.

ossea longitudine maxima minore quam as nasale, pone
haud prominente ; antero- superior e parte ductus auris haud
injlata ; arcu zygoma tico valde crasso, dilatato, a bullis distante

Bulla

cranii cristis fortioribus.
b.

Meriones longifrons,

sp. n.

(Plate VII.)

Meriones, supra pallide griseo-rufus, subtus, pilis totis albis, niveus
Cauda corpore vix longioi-e, proeter floccum colore dorsi, haud
hirsuta ; auricula fere tertiam partem capitis longitudine
cequante, pilis tantum albis intus munita ; longitudine pedis
(cum unguibus) 30-31 millim., tarso parum breviterque villoso,
pilis tantum albis, area glabra maxima, haud fuscata.
Bulla ossea valde longiore quam nasale, pone valde prominente ;
ductu auris ante et supra inflato ; arcu zygomatico mediocri,

ductum auris haud attingens

cranii

;

cristis tenuibus

;

frontis

longitudine bis latitudinem minimain cequante.
c.

Meriones erythrurus

Gray.

Meriones, supra rufo-flavo fuscoque nebulose mixtis, subtus sordide
rufescente vel Jlavescente albus, pilis laterum basi cinereis ; cauda
corpore longiore, rutilo-rufa, hirsuta; auricula tertia parte
capitis longitudine minore, pilis tantum rufis intus munita ; longitudine pedis (cum unguibus) 35-36'5 millim.; tarso more villoso,
2nlis sordide rufis vel Jlavis, area glabra unguibusque fuscis.
Bulla ossea valde longiore quam ossum nasale, pone valde ptJ'omiarcu zygomatico
nente ; ductu auris ante et supra inflato
;

mediocri, ductui auris admoto

;

cranii cristis tenuibus

;

frontis

longitudine vix sesquialterum latitudinis minimce cequante.

V. Observation.
Meriones

M.

crassus

longifrons et de
1

Sundevall' est certainement tres-voisin de
erythrurus il a un crane construit sur le

M.

K. Vet. Ak. Handl.

;

Ixiii. p.

234 (1842),

pi.

ii. fig.

4 (skuU).

.
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meme

type que le leur, et remarquable par un semblable gonflement
des billies et du conduit auditif ; mais il difFere
1
De M. longifrons par sa taille plus considerable et sa queue bien
cauda
plus courte que le corps, " longitudo .... circa 140 millim.
prcBter pilos 88 ;" par sa queue couverte de poils longs, serres,
grossiers, et raides, " cauda crassa, pilis densis, non brevibus, sat
:

:

+

i-iffidis,'^ et ornee d'une tache blanche dans sa touffe terminale, " ipse vera apex habet penicillum brevem, album, a pilis
nigris obtectum ; " et par les poils de ses flancs cendres a la base,

crassis et

quoque laterum basi cinereo"
par sa queue bien plus courte que le corps,
" cauda .... colore corporis,'" et ornee d'une
par la petitesse, " planta
tache blanche dans sa toufte terminale
par sa
"pedes albi"
32,"
pied,
u.
son
c.
et la blancheur de
couleur pale en dessus, " pallide fulvescens," et blanche en dessous,
" vel/us gastrcei totum album ;" et par ses oreiUes blanchatres,
" aures pallida."
Use pourrait a la rigueur que I'exemplaire unique, un vieux msxle,
qui a servi a la description de Sundevall fut un sujet, aberrant et a
queue mutilee, soit de M. longifrons, soit de la variete des sables de
M. erythrurus ; mais il me parait plus vraisemblable que M. crassus
et c'est cette maniere de
est une troisieme espoce du meme groupe
voir que j'adopterai jusqu'a ce que I'examen du type de Sundevall,
conserve sans doute, ait permis de trancher peremptoirement la
*'

vellere

De M. erythrurus:
de meme couleur que lui,
2.

;

;

;

question.

M. crassus a ete trouve dans le desert de Sinai, an nord de la
presqu'ile arabique vers le milieu de laquelle a ete recueilli M. longifrons, et au milieu de I'aire considerable occupee par M. erythrurus.
Celui-ci a ete rapporte d'Algerie (Lataste), de Tunisie (expedition
Roudaire), de Perse (Marquis G. Doria) et d' Afghanistan (Capt.
Huttou). M. shawi n'est encore connu que d'Algerie et de Tunisie.

VI. Ethologie.

N'ayant pas observe vivant M. erythrurus,
ici que des deux autres especes.
a. Extrait

il

ne sera plus question

du Journal de Meriones shawi.

—

Un premier couple, originaire de la province des
1881, l^"" nov.
Constantine (Algerie), ne ou conserve a la menagerie du Museum de
Paris, m'est donne par M. le Prof. A. Milne-Edwards.
Naissance de 3 petits, qui ne sont pas eleves.
1882, 28 jauv.
10 avr.
Je sacrifie le S (nos. 1805 et 806 de ma collection).
24 avr.
Je sacrifie la $ (nos. 1828 et 1829, envoyes au British

—

—

1

—

Museum)

'.

I

reproduis pas

par I'observatiori de ce couple et que je ne

ici.
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—

31 juill.
Je regois de M. le Marquis G. Dorla, dir. du Musee
Ceux-ci
de Genes, deux 2 I'une avee 3 petits qu'elle allaite.
sout manifestement. rachitiques.
4 aout.
Sacrifie la $ nou nourrice (aos. 1945 et 1946, actuellement au Musee de St. Petersbourg).
5 aout.
Sacrifie I'uu des jeuues, le plus rachitique (nos. 1949 et
1950).
14 oct.
Pendant une absence, le plus petit des autres est mort.
10 nov.
Donne au Mus. de Paris la mere, qui meurt aussitot
aprcs, osteonialacique.
II ne me reste plus que le jeune cJ
Re^u du j\lus. de Paris une nouvelle 2 d'origine algerienne. Je
la reuuis au cJ tunisien.
11 est detbrrne par le rachitisme
elle est
petite, a manvais poil, et parait egalement malade.
Je leur donne
du pain phosphate et des ccquilles d'ceufs. lis font bon menage.
2(1 nov.
Depuis plusieurs jours, c? et $ travaillant activement
a leur nid.
5 dec.
Vers 1"^ de I'apres-midi, naissance de 3 petits.
Le cJ
couche dans le nid a cote d'eux et de la mere. Quand on veut saisir
civ.

,

—
—
—
—

•

,

;

—
—

aux tetines, sont entraiues ils
jonchent le sol. J'ai souveut
observe le meme fait sur des Rats et des Souris.
Z. Gerbe a cru que
les femelles de Campagnols, inquietees dans leur nid, transportaient
ainsi, et de propos dehbere, leur progeniturc vers un lieu plus sur ^
mais il a mal interprete un fait exact j'ai toujours vu les rongeurs
se servir exclusivement de leur bouche pour transporter leurs petits
d'un endroit a I'autre ils les saisissent par la peau du dos, et ceux-ci,

celle-ci, elle fuit, et

se detachent les

les

petits,

uns apres

fixes

;

les autres et

;

:

;

meme

grands, se laissent

—

Hier soir, la
7 dec.
ouvert, arrondi, comme
10 dec.

— Depuis

faire.

$

venait de laisser tomber

et

profondement

un bouchon.

plusieurs jours les petits, roses et nus a la nais-

sance, out bruni sur le dos.

d'une Mesange.

largement

avait le vagin

s'il

L'orifice

Quand

ils

du nid

vagissent, on dirait le chant

est

quand

toujours ferme

les

parents sout dehors.

—

12 dec.
Les petits sont toujours bruns sur le dos.
apergoit les pontes brunes des poils.
11 y a 1 cJ et 2

—

A la loupe on
$

.

14 dec.
Les petits commencent a roussir.
16 dec.
Depuis quelques temps le c? poursuit vivement la $
Voila 11 jours qu'elle a mis has.
La periode du rhythmede I'ovaire
serait-elle aussi, chez cette espece comme chez 31us musculus et
Dipodillus simoni, d'une decade environ ?
Actuellement le d" couche seul, a I'extremite opposee
19 dec.
du nid souvent la 2 lui cherche querelle et le bat.
23 dec.
Les petits ouvrent les yeux ils out 18 jours.
27 dec. lis out le poil, la couleur, la forme de leurs parents, dont
ils ne different plus que par la taille.
Ils sont tres-vifs, courant,
sautant meme beaucoup plus et mieux que les adultes.
30 dec. Je reunis, dans une meme cage, une jeune 2 Meriones
shawi a un jeuue d Mus decumatius albinos. Elle a 25 jours lui,

—

;

.

—
—
—

;

—

;

^

Z, Gerbe,

'

Melanges Zoologiques,'

p. 103, art. Arvicola inccrtus.
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34.
lis paraisseiit vivre en bonne intelligence.
$ shavn est bien
plus petite et plus faible, mais aiissi plus vive et plus entreprenante.
D'abord ils Taisaient lit a part ; mais au bout de deux jours je les
trouve installes c6te-a-c6te dans le nieme nid.
Donne a M. Ch. Mailles, a Paris, les deux autres
1883, 4 janv.
jeunes shaivi, J et $ .

—

5 janv.

— Envoye

la

jeune $ shawi, avec son camarade

M. decu-

M. G. Perboyre, a Cadillac (Gironde),
me reste done plus que la couple adulte.

manns, a
ne

II

6 janv.

— Ce

matin, j'ai laisse la $ seule dans sa cage, et j'ai
le c? avec un S Mas decumanus egalement adulte; les deux ne se battent point. Ce soir, en rentrant,
je m'aper9ois que la $ a ramasse, en un gros nid, le foin et la fougere qui garnissaient sa cage, et je trouve .5 petits au milieu.
II y a
32 jours (3 decades) qu'a eu lieu sa pre'cedente porte'e.
Je ne laisse plus cohabiter c? et 5 shaiui. Sans reussir a etre
temoin de leur accouplement et a recueillir leur bouchon vaginal, je
les pre'sente I'un a I'autre les 7, 8, 9, 10, et 11 janvier.
Quand il
sont chacun dans sa cage (j'ai du separer 6 shawi et ^ Mus decumanus qui se querellaient), ils produisent frequemment, avec leurs
reuni, dans une autre cage,

membres posterieurs, le bruit de tambour que j'ai deja note cbez
Pachyuromys dupr nsi, &iusi que chez Dipus cegyptius et hirtipes:
tatata-tatata-tatata, ou tatera-tatera-tatera.

25 janv.— Ce matin les jeunes ont les yeux oiiverts et se promenent ils ont 19 jours.
Du 25 janv, au 10 fevr., c'est sans succes que je presents chaque
jour le c? a la 5
toutes les avances qu'il fait sont repoussees.
Donne', a Paris, un des jeunes, cS , dont j'apprends la
31 janv.
mort quelques jours apres.
:

:

3

fevr.

—
—Envoye

verbie, directeur

deux autres jeunes,
du Musee de Bordeaux.
$ a M. Feuz, a Paris.

egalement c? et
,
que la couple adulte.

c?

et $
a M. le Dr. SouDonne les deux derniers,
,

II

ne

me

reste

done plus

—

10 fevr.
Ayant pris la $ a la main, quand je la de'pose, en la
retenant doucement par la queue, elle a comme une petite attaque
d'epilepsie ; celle-ci, d'ailleurs, ne dure qu'un instant.
J'envoie la $ a M, le Marquis G. Doria, directeur du
27 niars.
Musee civique de Genes, et le d' a M. O. Schmidt, directeur du
Musee de Strasbourg sans avoir pu etre temoin d'un accouplement
fecond, ni recueillir un bouchon vaginal de cette espoce.
(Des trois couples nes chez moi aucun ne reproduisant, le (S du
Musee de Bordeaux fut confie, par JM. Souverbie, a M. Perboyre, et
reuni a la $ de Cadillac.
Celle-ci eut bientot apres une portee
qu'elle n'eleva pas ; puis, de nouveau pleine (ses uterus contenaient
Alors ce c? fut rapporte a Bor7 foetus), elle fut tuee par le ^
deaux et de nouveau reuni a la 2 avec laquelle il avait ete eleve et

—

;

.

n'avait pu precedemment fe'conder.
Cette fois, il en obtint
une premiere portee, fin 7 septembre, de 7 petits une deuxieme,
du 1 au 3 novembre, de 5 petits, et un troisieme, le 21 janvier,
de 6 petits tous ces jeunes ont ete ou sont eleves.

qu'il

;

:

M.
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MM.

Ch, Mailles et Feuz firent, sans
En revanche, a Paris,
succes, I'echange de leurs males.)
Je rentre en possession d'un couple du shawi, compose
29 aout.
du J (desormais J A), ne le 5 dec. 1882, que j'avais donne a M.

—

Mailles; et de
j'avais

:

la

$ (desormais $

B), nee

le

6 janv.

1883, que

donnee a M. Feuz.

— Ma menagerie

s'augmente d'un nouveau couple, jeune,
a Bordeaux.
22 Oct.—J'expedie au Jardin Zoologique de Londres $ B, qui
ne parait par vouloir re[)roduire, et je rentre en possession de la 2
(desormais ? C), nee le 5 dec. 1882, que j'avais donne'e a M.
Cette ^ ayant prereJemment tue le d auqnel elle avail
Mailles.
reunie,
il ne reste plus en France, de tons les shawi que j'ai eus
ete
17

ne

ou

oct.

fin sept.,

du couple douiie

eleves, que le couple du Musee de Bordeaux
Apres quelques difficulte's au debut, c? A

et les miens.
et

$ C

se

mettent

d'accord.

—

23 oct. Je re9ois du Muse'e de Bordeaux deux autres jeunes
Tous les quatre,
shawi, de la meme portee que les deux premiers.
seule
dans
une
cage et font
installes
sont
simoni,
jeunes
Dip.
et cinq
bon menage. II est vrai que les shawi sont bien petits encore a les
:

II est a remarquer qua
on disait des simoni de grande taille.
cet age les shawi aiment beaucoup le petit grain (chenevis, millet,
alpiste), tandis qu'adultes ils y touchent a peine, preterant de beau-

voir,

coup
25

le

pain, la salade et les carottes.

—$

C

a la singuliure manie de gratter avcc ses pattes et
le verre de sa cage, produisant ainsi un grinceassez desagreable, qu'elle fait durer longtemps et renouvelle

oct.

avec ses incisives

ment

souvent.

—

Ayant eu I'idee de mettre, dans la cage du couple adulte,
oct.
jeunes simoni, en leur donnant pour nid une boite a orifice trop
6troit pour les shawi, ceux-ci, d'abord, paraissent d'inquieter assez
pen des nouveaux venus mais ils les massacrent tous dans la nuit,
les surprenant sans doute quand ils sortent pour se nourrir.
Les shawi uripent assez abondamment ils communiquent a leur
cage une legere odeur de fauve, qui s'aigrit quelquefois et devient
alors beaucoup plus desagreable.
4 nov.
Les 4 jeunes d'allongent a vue d'oeil. La croissance de
espece
est cependant bien plus toute que celle de M. lonc/ifrons:
cette
ages d'environ un mois et demi, ils n'ont pas encore la moitie de leur
taille, tandis qu"a deux mois les lonyifrons out a peu pres toute la
lis mangent avec voracite les
leur et sont en etat de s'accoupler.
cet age encore ils ne vivent guere que de petits
coques d'ceufs.
grains et de salade, touchant assez peu au pain.
Envoye un des jeunes, S ? a M. le prof. Nitsche, a
6 nov.
Tharandt.
Le couple adulte ne reproduisant pas, je le sacrifie ( S A,
7 nov.
nos. 2294 et 2295
$ C, nos. 2296 et 2297). II ne reste plus en
France, des shawi nes chez moi, que le couple de Bordeaux, et, cbez
moi, que trois produits de ce couple.
Les jeunes commeucent a battre des, pieds et a. fairs tatera.
1 9 nov.
27

trois

;

;

—

A

—
—

;

—
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—

20 nov. Jere^ois de Bordeaux 5 nouveaux jeunes, nes, du 1" au
3me nov,, des n ernes parents que mes autres. J'en euvoie aussitot
un couple a M. G. Olive, a Marseille.
29 uoT.
Les trois aines sont superbes, les males biensexues. lis

—

sont tres-doux et tres-maniables.
Sovivent j'enteiids leurs iatera.
lis mangent uue quantite considerable de salade.

Je rcunis, dans une meme cage, les
de lonyifroiis a peu pres de ineme age.
fort bien.

jeunes a une portee
Les deux especes s'accordent

trois plus

—

12 de'c.
Je sacrifie un S des trois plus anciens (no. 2370, depuis
envoye au Muse'e de St. Petersbourg). Les deux autres de meme
age s'appelleront dorenavant § D, J E.
18 dec.
Je sacrifie un des trois plus jeunes, $ (no. 2384;
depuis envoye au Musee de St. Petersbourg); les deux autres sont

—

et

c?

$

.

—

D

1884, 29 janv.
Le couple $
II a
d' E est devenu superbe.
augmente de taille et de poids jusqua ce jour, et il a 4 mois les
deux plus jeunes, ages aujourd'hui de pres de 3 mois, ont encore a
faire pour acquerir cette taille.
Je ne note plus les tatera que
j'entends tres-frequemment dans les cages, pas plus que les tentatives
;

d'accouplement que j'aper9ois.
1 fevr.
Je sacrifie (S E (no. 24/5). En mourrant, par etoufFement, il laisse echapper la matiere d'un gros buchon vaginal, qui se
concrete aussitot au bout du gland et dans I'exlremite de I'urethre.
13 fevr.
J'expedie $ D au Jardin Zoologique de Londres, afin
qu'elle pose pour la Planche VII de ce travail.

—

—

b.

Extrait

du Journal de Meiiones

longifrons.

1883, 5 juill.— Je re9ois un premier couple, d A, $ B, du Jardio
Zoologique de Londres, ou il est ne le 9 mai il n'est done pas encore
age de deux mois.
Aussitot reunis dans une meme cage, le S pour:

2 , qui se defend. Querelle sans gravite.
Ce matin, je les trouve bons amis.
6 juill.
I'entre'e de la nuit,
I'un d'eux fait entendre des tatera assez forts et prolonges.
Apres
suit la

—

A

diner je les vois s'accoupler.

5

;

il

s'y agite tres-fort,

et sa

Le S

reste quelques instants sur la

queue bat

le sol.

Ce manege dure

depuis plus d'une bonne beure ; plusieurs fois j'ai examine la $ ;
son vagin s'est de plus en plus elargi et bumecte, mais il ne m'a pas
encore montr6 de bouchon. Vers minuit, le couple est tranquille
depuis longtemps, et le vagin.de la § est encore vide je cesse mon
:

observation.

—
—

16 juill.
Ce soir, le J joue du tambour. II y a juste 10 jours
que la $ etait en rut. J'examine celle-ci son vagin est intact.
27 juill. Ce matin, vers 9^ la $ a fait un petit a midi, j'en
compte 3. La mousse du nid a ete bien arrangee autour et au dessus
des petits.
Ce soir j'entends la $ jouer du tambour, et je vois le S
qui ia poursuit.
La $ ne montre pourtant pas encore de bouchon
vaginal.
!*• aout.

—A

:

;

I'inverse des jeunes

Mer. shawi

et

Dip. simoni,

les

1

—
M.
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du moiiis je lie les ai pas
jeunes lovgifrons se montrent silencieux
encore entendus crier.
Les petits se developpent a vue d'cBil. lis sont gras et
6 aout.
Le poll est pousse en dessus, et il est
luisants, toujoiirs silencieux.
Les yeux et les oreilles ne sont pas
colore comme celui de I'adulte.
encore ouverts.
8 aout. 'Parmis les 3 jeunes il y a 2 c? et 1 $
10 aout. Les petits sont fort beaux leurs yeux sont dessines
comme s'ils allaient s'ouvrir. Un d'eux, pris a la main, fait entenc'est la premiere fois que
dre un petit cri de rongeur en allaitement
Le couple absorbe une coquille d'oeuf par jour,
j'entends Icur voix.
sans en rien gaspiller il s'attaque en outre a une coquille de Seiche
:

—
—

.

—

:

:

;

suspendue dans sa cage.
aoiit.
Les petits ouvrent les yeux ce soir ils ont 15 jours.
1
Depuis un jour ou deux, les petits sortent et se prome15 aoiit.

—
—

nent.

— Je

:

$ , qui est manifestement pleine, seule dans
une autre le S avec les 3 jeunes.
Ce matin la c? a mis bas 6 petits en parfaite sante. II
2/ aout.
y a 31 jours qu'elle a mis bas precedemmeiit 3 decades, comme pour
26

aoiit.

laisse la

sa cage, et je place dans

—

:

Cette
Dip. simoni, Mus musculus, etc.
que ceux de 3Ier. shawi et Dip. simoni.

fois, les

petits crient autant

—

Hier sois j'ai re'uni J et $ dans la cage a boucbons ^
28 aout.
et, au bout d'une ou deux heures, j'ai recueilli un boucbon vaginal,
Ce matin je sacrifie le S (no. 2246). C'est
petit et mal forme.
une boule de graisse. II presente, comme Mer. shatvi, une grande
glande sebacee au niveau de I'ombilic.
Donne un couple de la premiere portee a M. Feuz, a
29 aoiit.
J'appelle c? C leur troisieme frere, que je garde.
Paris.
3 sept.
A I'inverse de Mer. shawi, et semblablement a Pack,

—

—

duprasi et Dip. simoni, c'est le petit grain, chenevis, millet, alpiste,
qui a les preferences de Mer. longifroyis.
Mer. sliaiui jouant du tambour, la mere longifrons lui
4 sept.
repoiid, de I'autre bout de la chambre.
17oct.
Au retour d'une absence de Paris, j'apprends que les
jeunes ont ouvert les yeux le 13 sept., soit au 17™" jour, deux jours
Un des 6 petits a ete en partie
plus tard que la portee precedente.
devore' par sa mere vers I'age de 15 jours ; les autres sont bien venus.
Depuis quelque temps deja ils sont separes de leur mere.
Elle n'avait pas ete
cJ C et $ B cohabitent depuis deux jours.
lui, il a
fecondee le 2 aoiit, et elle avait depuis ete privee du male
deux mois et demi, et il est plus gros et plus lourd qu'elle. Ce soir,
les voyant se poursuivre, je les transporte dans la cage a boucbons ;
et, au bout d'une demi heure environ, je recueille un tres-gros boucbon vaginal. Vers 10 h., c? C se tenant depuis longtemps tranquille, et $ B laissant apercevoir dans son vagin I'extreniite d'ua
deuxieme boucbon, je les separe.

—

;

Cage dont le plaiicher est forme par une toile metallique assez lache pour
boucbon puisse la traverser: aussitot degage du vagin, celui-ci tombe au
dessous de la cage et se trouve soustrait a la dent du c? ou de la ?
'

que

le

.
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— Je donne

3 des 5 jeunes de la demiere portce
1
c? an
directeur
du
Musee
Souverbie,
de
a
M.
c?
Bordeaux et 1 $ a M. G. Perboyre, a Caillac.
II ne me reste
plus de I'espeee que le couple adulte et deux jeunes, tous deux
18 oct.

Museum

de Paris

;

:

1

;

iemelles.

—

Ilier soir seulement 2 B m'a livre son deuxieme bouchon.
moins gros que le precedent, mais bien plus gros et niieux
forme que celui du 27aoiit.
II montre deux prolongements uterins
tres-nets, ce qui etablit que Tespece, com me Pachyuromys, a les
deux uterus simplement accoles et debouchant separement dans le

19

II

oct.

est

vagin.

—

20 oct. Depuis le de'part de leurs freres, les deux jeunes $
jouent souvent du tambour et se poursuivent, comme si elles etaient
Hier soir surtout et tout a I'heure j'ai remarque ces allures.
cj et 2
Je transporte S C dans leur cage. II les poursuit et elles s'enfuient
comme affolees. Je le retire. Plus tard, vers S^ 10', je reuuis, dans
la cage a bouchons, une des $ (dorenavant J D) et c? C.
Aussitot il s'e'lance sur elle, et, du premier coup, il lui pose un bouchon.
II ne s'en accouple pas moins, denouveau, sept fois de suite.
Le coit
est rapide et vite renouvele, comme cela a lieu pour Dip. simoni.
Apres une courte interruption, pendant laquelle la $ joue du tamtom, je compte encore 12 accouplements ou tentatives. Je retire un
instant 5 D et mets sa soeur a sa place
mais celle-ci n'est pas en
rut.
Elle I'e'tait sans doute hier, a en juger par I'etat encore ouvert
et turgescent de son vagin et par les allures qu'elle avait alors.
Le
c? fait le beau aupres d'elle, mais il perd sa peine, etelle parait assez
effare'e.
Je la retire, et je reunis de nouveau $ D a c? C.
1 accouplement.
La 5 fait tatera. Encore 1 accouplement. Le male
fait souvent la toilette de son penis, prenant le gland entre les deux
mains et le nettoyant avec sa bouche. 2 accouplements. La $ fnit,
le S I'atteint
alors elle se courbe et s'aplatit, comme je I'ai decrit
pour M. shawi. La $ gazouille comme un oiseau. Elle se retourue
vivement et caresse le S chaqne fois qu'il se retire.
1 accouplement.
Le (S fait tatera, 2 accouplements. Tatera. 3 accouplements.
Tatera-tatera
Tout ce qui precede a dure un quart d'heure. Voici
maintenant un repos de 20 minutes. 3 accouplements. Le bouchon
tombe et je le recueille il est 8*" 45'. Un nouvel accouplement, et,
aussitot, un nouveau bouchon apparait dans le vagin.
Le S poursuit la 2 , qui fuit en criant, et je les separe, laissant $ D passer la
nuit dans la cage a bouchons.
Ainsi S C s'est accouple a 2 B a I'age de 81 jours
et 2 D s'est
accouplee a c? C a I'age de 53 jours, moins de 2 mois.
Nous verrons que ces deux accouplements ont ete feconds.
^La jeune 2 "on fecondee, changee de cage, m'amuse
21 Oct.
beaucoup par la frayeur qu'elle eprouve a la vue d'une coquille de
Fixant cet objet, blanc et ronge
Seiche suspendue dans un angle.
de fagon a figurer un croissant, elle s' allonge, rampe, avance d'un pas
Elle met bien demi-heure a parcourir
et recule aussitot brusquement.
la distance qui la separe de cet epouvantail, soitun peu moins de CO
centimetres, la longueur de la cage
.

;

;

.

.

:

;

—

I
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22 Oct.— Je reunis h demeure d' C et $ D dans une grande cage
Ceux-ci ont un nid ne comoccupee deja par 4 jeuiies Dip. simoni.
muniquant avec I'exterieur que par un orifice trop etroit pour les
et, en outre, je leur donne des briques creuses pour leur
lorigifrons
;

danger pressant.
de voir cT C et surtout 5 D donner
tres-amusant
23 oct
D'ailleurs ils ne me
de captivile.
compagnons
petits
leurs
chasse
a
la
ils les
paraissent pas leur faire grand mal quand ils les atteignent
autour
rapidement
courent
Parfois ils
bousculent sans les mordre.
et au travers de leur cage, I'aisant beaucoup de bruit, comme pour
D'autres
effraver les simoni et les faire sortir de leurs retraites.
quittent
pas la
ne
sur
eux
et
s'elancer
de
semblant
fois 'ils font
A chacune de ces demonstrations, les simoni crient comme
place.
en avant soin d'ailleurs de rester on de se
SI on les egorgeait,
^&"'&
Et ils sont tres-hardis, poussant I'audace
mettre a convert.
jusqu'a s'introduire dans le nid des longifrons quand ceux-ci sont
servir de reluge en cas de

if

est

:

endormis.

une telle guerre aux simoni partageant
c? C et $ D font
les deux especes et je suis tres-cruelleseparer
dois
que
je
leur cage,
ment mordu, deux fois de suite, par S C, que j'ai pris a la main
27

Oct.

;

ne vent pas laclier prise, et j'ai peine a me
Je me conteute de lui pincer
retenir de I'ecraser dans mes mains.
jusqu'a
ce qu'il desserre les dents.
museau
fortement les levres et le
ridicule,
mais ne parait nuUement
et
bouffie
II a ensuite une face

comme

d'habitude.

II

malade.
Evidemment ce
Aujourd'hui encore 2 B fait tatera.
12 nov.
bruit est produit sous rinflueuce d'excitations de diverses sortes et
n'est pas limite a I'expression du desir sexuel.
4 nov.— Dans le menage d C 2 D, il y a souvent de petites

—

Les
querelles, d'ailleurs sans gravite.
gesticulant,
et
criant
contre I'autre,

deux epoux

comme

se dressent I'un

je I'ai

decrit

pour

Pachyuromys.
Ce soir,
Vers midi $ B est occupee a mettre bas,
7 nov.
11 y a aujourd'hui 21 jours que $
compte 4 petits, 2 d et 2 ?

—

.

je

B

a ete feconde'e.
a $ C.
inuit seulement je reunis, dans la cage a bouchons, c?
nombreuses.
pen
mais
d'accouplement,
tentatives
quelques
II y a
bout d'une heure environ, aucun bouchon vaginal n'ayant ete

Am

B

Au

6acue et n'apparaissant dans le vagin, je separe les deux.sujets.
Evidemment le rut est plus fugace apres la parturition qu'en tout
Chez mes si?noni, la $ a toujours ete' fecondee apres
autre temps.
quand je la laissais cobabiter avec le d, tandis que je
n'ai jamais pu obtenir sa iecoudation en lui piesentant le d seulement a cette epoque.
occupes a rctirer par un trou I'etoupe
c? C et 2 D sont souvent
de leur nid pour la rapporter par un autre trou. Autrefois les deux
sa delivrauce

trous, de diametres ditlerents, correspondaient I'un a leur nid, I'autre
a celui des Dip. simoni ; mais, maintenant que la cloison de separa-

Est-ce
tion a ete enlevee, ces longifrons font un travail de Penelope.
croient-ils reellement faire un travail

pour eux un simple jeu? ou

1

NEW
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C'est un simple jeu, car je viens de voir
rentrer par le nieme trou.
et
la
I'etoupe
arracher
le (S
Aujourd'liui, au 21'"'' jour de sa gestation, vers 1 1"" de
10 nov.
Ce soir, je compte 5
est occupee a mettre bas.
I'apr&s midi, 5
s'accoupler.
lis se
Plus tard, de 7^ a y*", je vois c? C ?.
petits.
Utile et grossir leur iiid ?

—

D

D

querellent eiisuite.

—

nov.
Le menage c? C 2 D est constamment en guerre 2 D
1
voudrait chasser son d du nid ; constamment elle tire a elle etases
II ne me
petits toute Tetoupe. Je sacrifie d C (nos. 2303 et 2304).
B et D, toutes deux meres et
reste doftc pins que les deux $
:

,

nonrrices.

— Je re§ois,

du Jardin Zoologique de Londres, 6 nouveaux
$. Aussitot je sacrifie un cS (nos. 23 16 et 2317,
envoye depuis au Musee de St. Petersbourg), le seul des six sujets
dont la queue soit intacte.
18 nov.
Je donne a M. x\lfr. Morel, a Paris, un des autres cJ Les
les deux $ surtout se bat4 snjets restants font mauvais menage
tent et se mettent la queue en sang.
Je donne a M. Ch. Mailles, a Paris, un cJ? et j'expedie
19 nov.
a M. le Dr. Souverbie, a Bordeaux, une 2 reduisant ainsi a un seul
couple (desormais cJ E et 2 F) 1^ nombre des sujets recemment
13 nov.

4

snjets,

d"

et 2

—

.

;

—

,

re9us de Londres.
ouvre aujourd'hui les yeux, au 17™®
27 nov. La portee de 2
Celle de 2 B, qui a ouvert les yeux au meme age, commence
jour.

—

^

au 20™* jour.
Je sacrifie une 2 de la portee de 2 ^ (no. 2342), reduisant celleci a deux couples.
Les 4 petits de 2 B sont retires a leur mere et reunis,
28 nov.
dans une cage commune, a 3 M. shawi de 4 a 7 jours seuleraent
plus vieux qu'eux.
29 nov. Tous les soirs, depuis le 24 courant, j'ai presente sans
Elle a des pellicules dans le vagin, ce qui
succes 2 B a cj E.
Je la sacrifie
est un signe de ste'rilite definitive ou passagere.

a

sortir,

—
—

(no. 23.^6).

—

II faut y regarder de bien pres, pour distinguer les shawi
12 dec.
des longifrons en si bas age ; on pent cependant reconnaitre les premiers a leur taille un peu plus grande et a leur teinte un peu moins

pale.

5

dec — J'expedie un jeune

c?

de 2

D

a

M.

le

Prof. Nitsche, a

Tharant (Saxe), et une jeune 2 de la meme mere a M. G. Perboyre,
a Cadillac (la temperature ayant beaucoup baisse ce jour la, les
deux sujets arrivent morts, de fioid sans doute, a leurs destinations).

11

dec— Je

donne a M. Alf. Morel, a
de 2 D, une 2

dernier petit
2 E est tout a fait apprivoisee.

Paris, le 3">« et avant

•

Chaque

soir,

vers

9^

elle

saute et

Des que
s'agite bruyamment dans sa cage pour appeler Fattention.
j'ouvre sa cage, elle saute sur la main que je lui presente et grimpe
Je m'assieds, et elle descend sur ma
sur mon bras et mon epaule.
table, en fait le tour, revient sur moi, descend par terre, se promene

M.
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Elle semble recliercher
a travers la chambre et revient me trouver.
mes caressps et me regarde avec intelligence quand je lui parle.

meme

pas le temps de faire sa toilette, le soir, avant
liberte, et elle se presente le poll encore bumise
en
se reclamer sa
Si je veux la prendre avant son heure,
mide et coUe par touffes.
et puis ellese laisse
elle fuit au fond de son nid, des que j'ouvresacage
Au contraire, apres Q"" et pendant
faire, mais comme a contre coeur.
toute la soiree, si je I'oublie ou si je la rapporte dans sa cage, elle fait
un vacarme d'enfer, soulevant sa mangeoire et la laissant retomber
Sauf
avec bruit, sautant et s'accrochant au couvercle de sa cage.
chez des Surmulotset cbez des Gerboises, je n'ai jamais observe, chez
aucun rongeur, autant d'intelligence et de sociabilite.
envoye depuis au Musee
Je sacrifie 5 D (no. 2371
12 dec.
de St. Petersbourg) et j'envoie a M. 6. Perboyre, a Cadillac, uu des
4 petits de 2 B, une $
13 dec— Je sacrifie le dernier petit de $ D, un J (nos. 2368 et
Elle ne pvend

;

—

;

;

.

2369).
II ne me reste done plus que trois autres petits de $ B, 1 cJ et
2 2 , lesquels partagent la cage de 3 jeunes shaiui plus le couple
;

adulte d
18 dec.

E 2

—
—

F.

Je sacrifie encore une jeune $ de $ B (no. 2385; depuis
envoye au Musee de St. Petersbourg).
31 dec.
Je divise dans deux cages mes jeunes /o?25'2yrows, laissant
le c? avec une 2 shawi et la 2 avec un S shaivi. Ces deux menages,
destines a des essais d'hybridation, vivent en fort bons termes.
Du couple c? F 2 E il nait 6 petits, qui, tous,
1884. 9 janv.
sont eleves et se developpent uormalenient.
En resume, ay ant recu 8 M. longifrons vivants, j'ai pu distribuer 13 sujets vivants de cette espece, en sacrifier 8 pour I'e'tude,
31
8 = 23 sujets, en 5
et il m'en reste actuellement 10 vivants.

—

—

portees, sont nes et ont ete eleves chez moi.

VII. Conclusions.

Des documents ci-dessus il resulte que, d'une fagon generate, les
mceurs des deux especes de Meriones etudiees ici se ressemblent beaucoup et ressemblent beaucoup a celles des autres Gerbillines*.
Entre M. shawi et M. longifrons je ne vois guere a noter que
d'assez legeres differences, concernant le port, ladureedu developpeA cote de longifrons, aux allures vives et
ment et I'alimentation.
celui-la se tient d'ordinaire rassembie sur
legeres, shawi paraitlourd
ses pattes fines, et a, jusqu'a un certain point, une apparence de Gerboise ou d'Oiseau, tandis que le gros corps de I'autre est allonge sur
Longifrons a presque toute sa
des membres qui semblent courts.
;

Voir " Le Boubieda {Pack, duprasi)," dans La Nature,' 22 juillet 1822,
" Sur Tacclim. et la domest. d'un petit Kongeur orig. des Hauts113
plateaux alg.," dans Bull. Soc. d'acoL' 1883 " Sur le bouchon vaginal du
Pack, duprasi," daus Zool. Anz.,' 15 et 22 mai 1882, pp. 225 et 258 et " Sur
le bouchon vaginal des Eougeurs," dans Journ. de I'anat. et de la physiol.,'
1

p.

'

:

;

'

;

'

;

'

1883.
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taille et se trouve en etat de se reproduire a deux mois ', tandis
que shawi continue de croitre jusqu'a trois et quatre mois. Eiifin
longifrons, comme les Gerbilliiies de petite taille et merae comme lea
jeunes de I'autre espece, aime beaucoup le millet, I'alpiste et les autres
petits grains, tandis que shawi, adulte, donue ses preferences au pain
et aux legumes.
En cequi concerne particulierement les fonctions de reproduction,

les observations ci-dessus relatees
1°.

que
role

:

Ne

j'ai

contredisent en rien et confirmentenpartie les propositions
etablies ailleurs sur I'existence tres-generale, I'origine et le

du bouchou vaginal chez les Rongeurs ".
Montrent, sur de nouveaux exemples, que, pour

2°.

la

duree de

la

gestation et pour la periodicite des epoques auxquelles la femelle est
susceptible d'etre fecondee, les especes de Gerbilliues, et meme de
Murides, ne different pas chez toutes, la duree uormale de lagesta:

aun ou deux jours

pres.de deux decades, il pent neanmoins
une decade de plus entre deux parturitions successives,
quand I'accouplemeiit fecondateur a immediatemeut suivi la premiere ;
et, chez toutes egalement, la duree de la periode du rhythme de
Quant au male, une fois
I'ovaire parait etre d'une decade environ '.
adulte, il est constarament apte a Facte fecondateur.
tionetant,
s'ecouler

EXPLICATION DES PLANCHES.
Planche VI.
Meriones

loiigifrons, sp. n.,

d'apres im individu vivant au Jardin Zoologique de

Londres.

Plakche VII.
Meriones shawi, d'apres un individu ( 2 D de mes notes), n6 k Bordeaux, fiu
septembre 18S3, petit fils d'un c? tunisien et d'une 5 algerienne,
et vivant actuellemeut au Jardin Zoologique de Londres.
Toutes les figures de grandeur naturelle.

'
Comme Dip. simoni. Une femelle de eette espece, nee le 16 mai, 1883, a
eu une premiere portee, de 5 petits, le 8 aout 1883, soit a lage de84 jours: elle
avait done et6 fecondee a I'age de 63 ou 64 jours.
Depuis lore elle a fait et
eleve, sans discontinuer, une portee par mois.
^
Journal de I'anatom. et de la physioL' loc. cit.
' Loc. cit., Appendiee E.
Les Campagnols se eomportent sans doute, sous le
rapport des fonctions generatrices, exactement comme les especes des genres
Gerbillus, Merionef, et Mas du moins leur gestation est egalement de 20 jours.
Quant au nombre des petits, il varie de un a quatre dans le sous-genre
Terricola Fatio, qui n'a que 4 mamelles, et de trois a cinq et six dans les genres
Ml/odes Pallas-Seljs, et Microtus Schranck-Lataste, qui out 8 mamelles comme
les Gerbillines.
Tons les Campagnols sont aptes a se reproduire a 1 age de 2
mois (Z. Gerbe, 'Melanges Zoologiques,' p. 101, note 1, et p. 103, note 1).
'

—
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Description of an Asiatic Species of the Neuropterous

3.

genus Corydalis.

By

J.

Wood-Mason.

[Eeceived February 13, 1884.]

(Plate VIII.)

Corydalis asiatica, n. sp.
S 2 Head and thorax above brown

(? green in the Uving
symmetrically marked with black or dark brown.
Antennae
simple and setaceous.
Head with a pair of minute spinules on its
disk just internal to the lateral pair of ocelli.
Mandibles coal-black,
with a shallow rounded emargination at the base on the inner side.
Anterior tibiae rather strongly g-curved.
Abdomen brown, without
brown or black marks. Wings all subhyaline, faintly washed with
smoky, darker smoky at the anterior margin the anterior pair devoid
of pearly white specks, but presenting, especially near the principal
vein, a few indistinct elongated discal blotches resembling dried
splashes of muddy water.
S Much larger than the female. Mandibles greatly elongated,
curved, crossed, and depressed, about twice as long as the head,
having a minute rudimentary tooth near the apex on the inner side ;
the margination at their base on the inner side conspicuous.
Anal
appendages short and stout. Labrum invisible from above between
the bases of the mandibles.
Antennae (broken)? rather longer than
in the female.
2 . Mandibles only about as long as the head, 3-toothed on the
inner side of their distal half.
Labrum visible from above between
the bases of the separated mandibles.
Hab. Naga Hills, N.E. frontier of India. The first specimen,
a female, was obtained by Lt.-Col. H. H. Godwin-Austen
subsequently a male and a female were obtained by Messrs. Ogle and
Chennell.
All the previously described species of this genus are American.
.

insects),

;

.

;

EXPLANATION OP PLATE

VIII.

Fig. 1. Corydalis asiatica, (j of the natural size, with wings expanded.
1 a. The apes of the left mandible, X 2.
,

The extremity of the abdomen of the (^ from the side, x2.
The same from above, x 2.
4. The same from below, X 2.
5. The head and prothorax of the $ from above, of the natiu-al
5 a. The right mandible of the same, x2.
2.

,

3.

size.
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LIGHTNING' ETC. EXPEDITIONS.

1

II

the Mollusca procured during the ' Lightning ' and
By
'Porcupine' Expeditions, 1868-70. (Part VII.^)

On

4.

J.

GvvYN Jeffreys, LL.D., F.R.S., F.Z.S.
[Eeceived February 19, 1884.]

(Plates IX.

GASTROPODA

;

&

X.)

Family Littorinid^ (continued).
RlSSOA.

A. Alvania.

Cancellated

;

outer lip usually strengthened by a rib,

and sometimes notched withiu.

^

1

RissoA CANCELLATA, Da Costa.

.

Turbo cancellatus. Da Costa, Br. Conch, p. 104, pi. viii. f.
B. cancellata, B. C. iv. p. 8; v. p. 207, pi. Ixvi. f. 3.
' Porcupine' Exp. 1870
Atl. St. Vigo B., 36, Tangier B.
:

6, 9.

;

Med.

Adventure Bank.

Upper Norway {McAndrew) Stornoway to the
Atlantic coasts of France and Spain, Mediterranean,
0-112 fms.
Adriatic, Mogador, Madeira, and Canaries
Modena, N.W. Germany, Bordeaux Basin,
Fossil. Miocene
Post-tertiarj' : Scotland, Ireland, and
Madeira. Pliocene : Italy.
Distribution.

Channel

!

Isles,

;

:

Selsea.
citnex of Donovan and older British authors (not of Linne),
crenulata of Michaud, and other obsolete synonyms.
Not H.
cancellata of Desmarest, which is R. cimex.

Turbo

R.

2.

RissOA CALATHUS, Forbcs and Hanley.

R. calathus, F.
f.

3

:

B. C.

iv. p. 1

& H.
1

;

British Mollusca,

v. p.

207,

'Porcupine' Exp. 18/0: Atl.

pi. Ixvi.

St. 16,

f.

iii.

p.

82, pi.

Ixxviii.

4.

Tangier B.

;

Med. Rasel

Amoush.
Distribution. Drontheim and Bergen, Hebrides, Ireland and Isle
of Man, Atlantic coasts of France and Spain, Mediterranean, Adriatic,
Canaries (var. manzoni) ; 5-200 fms.
Fossil. Pliocene : Coralline Crag, Italy, Rhodes.

Allied to Turbo acinus of Brocchi and R. venus of d'Orbigny,
both of which are Miocene species.
Young or immature specimens of the present species agree in every
particular with Philippi's description and figure of his i2. reticulata;
but that name had been preengaged by Montagu for the next species.
It

is

somewhat

variable in size

and sculpture.

For Part I. see P. Z. S. 1878, p. 393 for Part II. see P. Z. S. 1879, p. 553
Part III. see P. Z. S. 1881, p. 693 for Part IV. see P. Z. S. 1881, p. 922
for Part V. see P. Z. S. 1882, p. Go6 and for Part VI. see P. Z. S. 1883, p. 87.
1

;

for

;

;

;

;

:
;
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RissoA RETICULATA, Montagu.

Turbo

reticulatus,

Mont. Test.

R. reticulata, B. C.

iv. p.

12

;

Brit. p. 322,
v. p.

207,

t.

21.

pi. Ixvi.

f.
f.

1.

5.

Porcupine Exp. 18/0 Atl. St. 10, Vigo B., 36 ; Med. 55, G.
Tunis, Adveuture Bank, off Rinaldo's Chair.
Distribution. Finmariv to the Mediterranean and Adriatic, Canaries,
{McAndrew and Manzoni) 7-300 fms.
Fossil. Miocene
Vienna Basin (as R. mariee).
Pliocene
Coralline Crag, Italy, and Rhodes.
Post-tertiary
W. Scotland.
E. mariee of d'Orbigny appears to be a variety of the present
species, which is certainly R. beanii of Hanley and R. textilis of
Philippi.
Not Alvania reticulata of Philip Carpenter, which is a
'

'

:

;

:

;

Pacific species.
4.

^

RissoA ciMicoiDES, Forbes.

B. cimicoides, Forb. in Rep. Br. Assoc, for 1843, p. 189 B. C.
iv. p. 14
V. p 207, pi. Ixvi. f. 6.
'Lightning' Exp. St. 2, 5.
' Porcupine'
Exp. 18G9 St. 6, 10, 14, 15, 25. 1870 Atl. 1, 2,
3, 9, Vigo B., 13, 16, 17a, Setubal B., off 0. Sagres, 26-30, 36
Med. 45, Cartagena B., 50, 55, Benzert Road, Adventure Bank, off
:

;

:

:

;

Rinaldo's Chair.
Distribution. Hammerfest
2-640 fms.

Miocene

Fossil.

Pliocene

0-100

:

:

Central

S.W. France,

Italy.

the Mediterranean and Adriatic

to

Italy

;

(Mamoni), Madeira (Mayer).
Norway, W. Scotland

Post-tertiary

:

ft.

Some specimens

are smaller than others from different localities,

and have a shorter

spire with coarser or finer sculpture.
R. sculpta
of Philippi corresponds with the former, and R. intermedia of Aradas
with the latter so that both may be the same species, as well as
that of Forbes.
The names given by Forbes and Philippi were
;

published in 1844, that of Aradas in 1847.
^

5.

RissoA jEFFREYSi, Waller.

R.jeffreysi, Wall, in Ann. & Mag.
iv. p. 15
V. 207, pi. Ixvi. f. 7.

B. C.

N. H.

ser.

3,

xiv. p.

136

:

;

'Lightning' Exp. St. 2, 5.
Porcupine' Exp. 1869
St. 16.
1870 Atl. 3, 3ff, 12, 36.
Distribution. Varanger Fiord to Shetland, Gulf of Gascony, Bay
of Biscay ('Travailleur Exp. 1881), Straits of Messina (Granata),
Algiers (coll. WeinkaufF)
40-363 fms.
Fossil. Pliocene: Pezzo in Calabria (Tifien) !, Mussina (iSpjfi^ewza)!
Post-tertiary
30-100 ft.
Norway (Cross/cei/ and Robertson)
R. sororcula, Granata, ex typo
The late Mr. McAndrew showed me specimens of this and the last
species which he had received from a correspondent in the United
States as North-American
but this locality requires confirmation,
as neither species has been recorded from it.
The present species
'

:

:

'

;

:

!

!

;

;

;;
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difi'ers from R. scrobiculata of MoUer in being cancellated and in
the peculiar sculpture of the apex.

1/

6.

RissoA DiCTYOPHORA, Philippi.

B. dictyophora. Ph. Moll. Sic. ii. p. 128, t. xxiii. f. 11.
•Porcupine' Exp. 1870: Med. St. Beuzert Road, Adventure
Bank.
Distribution. Mediterranean and Adriatic
40-120 fms.
;

Pliocene
Calabria.
variety of this species is Alvania weinkauffi of Schwartz v.

Fossil.

A

:

Mobrenstern.
".

t/

RissoA FiscHEKi^

(Plate IX.

Jeffreys.

fig. 1.)

Shell oval, rather solid, opaque and lustreless; sculpture, 16-18
strong longitudinal ribs on the last whorl, 14-16 on the penultimate,
10-12 on the next, and merely traces or none at all on the second
whorl, the top whorl or apex being smooth ; these ribs are crossed
by equally strong spiral ribs or ridges, of which there are 6-8 on the
last whorl, 4 on the penultimate, and 3 on the next whorl, the
succeeding or second whorl being marked with a few spiral striae
the points of intersection are noduled or prickly, but only as to the
four upper spiral ridges on the last whorl in consequence of the
longitudinal ribs not extending to the lower or basal spiral ridges
the interstices are oblong
colour pale yellowish or dirty white
spire somewhat tapering
whorls 5, moderately convex, rapidly
increasing in size, the last occupying half the spire
the apes is
prominent but twisted suture deep and angulated mouth nearly
round
outer lip thin, smooth inside
i?iner lip reflected on the pillar,
which is not umbilicated nor perforated.
L. 0*1, B. 0*05.
:

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

'Porcupine' Exp. 1870 Atl. St. 26, 36, Tangier B.
Distribution. Off Tunis (Nares and 'Shearwater' Exp.); 30120 fms.
a. calathus is more slender, and has a longer spire and slighter
suture.
The present species is somewhat like R. tenuicostata of
Seguenza (as described by Granata; ; but the sculpture is different.
In the latter species it is finer, and there are fewer longitudinal and
spiral ribs or striae, viz. 4 spiral striae on the last or body-whorl, and
2 on the penultimate and next whorls R. fischeri is strongly and
regularly cancellated, and it has 6-8 spiral striae on the last whorl, and
3 or 4. on the penultimate and next whorls.
R. etneensis of Aradas
and Benuit is only half the size of the present species, and it has
closer and more delicate sculpture.
R. fischeri differs from R.
dictyophora var. iveinkauffi in the same respects as it does from R.
tenuicostata, as well as in having a shorter spire and a proportionally
larger body-whorl.
It is also allied to R. zetlandica
but that species
:

;

;

of a more oblique shape, it has not the tuberous and cancellated
sculpture of R. fischeri, the outer lip is expanded, and the spiral
striae at the base are fewer and stronger.
R. clathrata is a larger
is

1

Named

in

honour of Dr. Paul Fischer, wliose concholosjical labours and
'Manuel de Oouchyliologie' are so well known.

especially his excellent
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Philippi's figure
and has much coarser sculpture.
describes
the outer lip as
represents quite another species, and he
thickened and grooved within.

aud stouter

shell

RissoA LANCIA, Calcara.

8.

B. lancicB, Calc. Moll.
R. vhilippiana, Jeffr.

IL

pi.

f.

1845,

viv. e foss. Sicilia,

Ann.

in

&

p.

29,

t.

Mag. N. H. 1856,

4.

12.
182,

f.

p.

4, 5.

Med.

1870:

'Porcupine' Exp.

St.

Algeciras B., Adventure

Bank.
Disti'ihution.

{Schioartz

Mediterranean and Adriatic

Mohrenstem)

v.

;

Algiers

;

var. Alvania tessellata,

{Weinkauf)

;

8-10 fms.

Although Calcara's description is too short and does not give all
the characters, it sufficiently agrees with mine, and I therefore adopt
his name,
^

which

is

prior in date.

9.

RissoA CANARiENSis, d'Orbiguy.

B.

ccmariensis, d'Orb. Moll. Can. 1837, p. 78, pi. vi.

f.

5-7.

A

single specimen.
Porcupine" Exp. 1870 Atl. St. 16.
Distribution. Mediterranean from the Gulf of Marseilles to Sicily,
0-120 fms.
Canaries, and Madeira
'

:

;

Fossil.
,

10.

Miocene

:

ISIadeira

(Mayer).

RissoA PUNCTURA, Moutagu.

Turbo punctura, Mont. Test. Brit. p. 320, t. 12. f. 5.
B. punctura, B. C. iv. p. 17 v. p. 207, pi. Ixvi. f. 8.
'Porcupine' Exp. 1869: St. 18. 1870: Atl. 3«, Vigo B., 36,
The Tangier speciTangier B. (var.) Med. 50, Adventure Bank.
mens are smaller and slender, with more delicate sculpture.
Distribution. Finmark aud Faroe Isles to the Mediterranean and
0-130 fms.
Adriatic, Canaries (JMcAtidrew)
S.W. France, Italy, Rhodes.
Coralline
Crag,
Pliocene:
Fossil.
0-100 ft.
Scandinavia, Ayrshire, Portrush, Selsea
Post-tertiary
There are some obscure and obsolete synonyms.
;

;

;

;

:

(

11.

KissoA parvula\

Jeffreys.

(Plate IX.

fig.

2.)

Shell oblong, comparatively solid, semitransparent, nearly lustresculpture consisting of about 20 longitudinal aud somewhat
less
curved riblets on the body-whorl, which are not continued much
each of the two succeeding whorls has 14 to
below the periphery
16 similar riblets ; all of these are crossed by spiral riblets or strise,
of which there are about 10 on the body-whorl and 4 to 6 on the pen:

;

ultimate aud next whorls ; the topmost whorl is encircled by microthe intercrossing of the longitudinal aud spiral riblets
scopic lines
the
does not form tubercles or prickles at the points of junction
spire rather slender
colour pale yellowish
interstices are square
whorls 4, slightly convex, the last occupying two thirds of the spire ;
apex blunt: suture distinct, but rot deep: month more round than
;

;

:

:

'

Very small.

:
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inner lip somewhat reflected
outer Up thin, smooth within
and thickened on the lower part of the pillar, which is imperforate.
L. 0075, B. 0-045.
Porcupine Exp. 1870 Atl. St. Tangier B. Two specimens.
Differs from R. punctura in being more slender or narrower and
of an oblong shape
and the sculpture is not reticulated.
oval

:

:

'

'

:

;

\/

12.
jB.
'

(Plate IX.

RissoA suBSOLUTA, Aradas.
suhsoluta, Ar.

Porcupine

Mem.

Exp. 1870

'

Bay

Bistribution.

di
:

Malac.

Sic.

iii.

fig. 3.)

(1847), p. 21.

Atl. St. 1, 3, 9, 13, 14, 16, 24, 26.

of Biscay

('

Travailleur

terranean {Nares, Spratt, Monterosato) ;
Fossil. Pliocene : Messina {Seguenza)

'

Exp. 1880)!

;

Medi-

108-310 fms.
!

In some specimens (as described by Aradas) the longitudinal
striae partially disappear, or are entirely wanting, on the last and
penultimate whorls.
The sculpture of this pretty little shell is much finer than that of
the next species {R. testae), and the spire is more bluntly pointed.
I described it in my paper on Mediterranean Mollusca (Ann. & Mag.
N. H. 1870) as the variety obtusa of that species under the name of
R. abyssicola. At one time I considered the species named and described by Aradas the same as that which I now propose to call
deliciosa, and which will be described and figured in this paper
but I have since been enabled to rectify the mistake by the examination of a typical specimen of R. subsoluta, which I received from
;

The

the late Professor of Catania.
tissima of Seguenza.
V

13.

&

RissoA TEST^, Aradas

R. testa, Ar.

& Magg.

present species

Maggiore.

is

(Plate IX.

R.

elegan-

fig.

4.)

Cat. rag. Catania, 1844, p. 207.

1870 Atl. 'da, Vigo
Med. 40, 41, 45,
26-34, 36
Cartagena B., 50, Benzert Road, Adventure Bank, off Rinaldo's
Chair.
In most of the first-named Stations tiie variety abyssicola
That variety is more oval, and has a rather
is the prevalent form.
more oblique spire and finer sculpture than the typical form ; it is
I3ritish Mollusca,' vol. iii. p. 86,
described and figured in the
pi. Iviii. f. 1, 2, and (animal) pi. JJ. f. 3, and in " British Con'

Porcupine

'

Exp. 1869

:

St. 2, 3, 10, 16.

B., Setubal B., 22, 24, off C. Sagres,

:

;

'

iv. p. 19, and v. p. 207, pi. Ixvi. f. 9.
Atlantic coasts of Erance and Spain
Distribution. Typical form
Var. abyssicola :
to the Mediterranean and Adriatic ; 1 1-640 fms.
30-300
fms.
Cork
Mizen
Head,
Co.
Arctic, Norway to

chology,' vol.

:

;

Post-tertiary
Var, abyssicola.
Christiania district (Crosskey and Robertson).
In the above-cited paper on Mediterranean Mollusca I named the
present species the variety conformis of R. abyssicola, not being
I afterthen aware of the publication by Aradas and INlaggiore.
wards received from the lamented Professor Aradas typical specimens
of R. testce, which not only confirmed my opinion that it was the
Fossil.

Typ. Pliocene

:

Italy.

8*
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R. abyssicoUt, but also satisfied me that the
was another variety of R. testce, whicli is a much older name

as

latter
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my

variety of

than abyssicola.
Alvania asperula of Bruguone appears to be the young.
B.

Ribbed lengthwise and

Flemingia.

spirally striated

;

outer lip thickened and reflected.
14.

RissoA ZETLANDICA, Montagu.

Turbo zetlandicm, Muut.,
f.

in Tr.

Liuu. Soc.

xi.

194,

p.

t.

xiii.

3.

R. zetlandica, B. C,

iv.

p.

20

;

v. p.

207,

pi. Ixvii.

f.

1.

Exp. St. 2, 5.
1870: Atl. 2, 3, 13, 16,
Exp. 1869: St. 13, 14.
Bank.
Adventure
28
Med.
Sagres,
27,
17«, off C.
Distribution. Loffoden I. to the Mediterranean and Adriatic
12-200 fms.
Vienna Basin ( Homes), Transylvania {Bauer
Fossil. 1 Miocene
Coralline and Red
Pliocene
and Stache), Modena (Manzoni).
(Crosskey and
Norway
Post-tertiary
Crag, Biot, and Italv.
ft.
Robertson); 100
Among the synonyms are R. carinata of Aradas and R. canaThis species is probably not the R. zetlandica
licnlata of Philippi.
of Homes, which has a shorter spire and more tumid shape, with
R. scalaris of Dubois comes nearer
stronger and coarser sculpture
R. crispa of Watson, from Madeira, is more closely
to our species.
allied to R. zetlandica.
'

'

Lightning
Porcupine

'

:

'

;

;

:

:

:

;

^

15.

RissoA COST ATA, Adams.

Turbo costatus. Ad. in Tr. Linn. Soc. iii. p. 65, t. xiii. f. 13, 14.
R. costata, B. C. iv. p. 22 v. p. 207, pi. Ixviii. f. 2.
'Porcupine' Exp. 1870; Atl. St. Vigo B., 26, 36; Med. Adventure Bank.
Distribution. Norway, Sweden, Great Britain, and Holland to the
low water
Mediterranean and Adriatic, Canaries, and Madeira
;

;

at spring-tides to

70 fms.

FossiL Pliocene

:

Italy

and Rhodes.

Post-tertiary

:

Clyde Beds

and Selsea.

synonyms are R. exigua of Michaucl andii. carinata
Not Turbo cos/a<M« of Lamarck, which is R. violacea,
of Philippi.
nor R. costata of Desmarets, which is R. variabilis of v. Miihlftld.
Mediterranean and Teueriffe specimens are smaller than northern

The

principal

specimens.

C. RissOA.

V

Mostly ribbed lengthwise and spirally striated; outer
lip usually strengthened by a rib.

EissoA MONODONTA, Bivona.
R. monodonta (Biv.), Phihppi, INIoll. Sic. i. p. 151,
Med. St. Algeciras B.
'Porcupine' Exp. 1870
16.

:

t.

x.

f.

9.

:

1884.]
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and Adriatic;

Distribution. Lisboii (3icJ.«rfrew), Mediterranean

4-18 fms.
Fossil. Pliocene
Central and Southern Italy.
Rhodes and Cyprus.
lu the shape and columellar fold this species

Post-tertiary

:

allied

is

the

to

next.

RissoA MEMBRANACEA, Adams.

17.

Turbo membranaceus. Ad.
f.

in

Tr.

Linn.

Soc.

v.

p.

2,

t.

i.

12, 13.

R. membranacea, B. C. iv. p. 30 v. p. 208, pi. Ixvii. f. 8.
'Porcupine' Exp. 1869: St. Donegal B.
1870: At). 2fi.
Distribution. Throughout the European seas from the LofFoden
;

Isles southwards. Black Sea, the African coasts of the Mediterranean,
and Canaries (Schwartz) 0-600 fms.
;

Pliocene:

Italy.

Post-tertiary:

Ireland, Selsea, Martigues,

Rhodes; 0-100

Fossil.

The

Scandinavia, Scotland,
ft.

and names of so-called species which I consider
very numerous ; I have noted more than a score of
such synonyms.
R. sjylendida of Eichwald appears to differ only in
having a shorter spire and rows of small purplish spots, arranged
in the same way as in a pretty Algerian variety of B. montaouti.
varieties

are

varieties

\/ 18. RissoA VARIABILIS, Megcrlc

Turbo
i.

p. 212,

variabilis,
t.

i.

(7),

Meg.

f.

v.

v.

Miihlf.

Miihlfeld.

Ges.

IS'at. fr.

zu Berhn, 1829,

9, o, b.

'Porcupine' Exp. 1870: Med.
Distribution.

St. Algeciras B.
Atlantic coasts of Spain and Portugal,

ranean, Adriatic, and Black Sea;

Mediter-

10-120 fms.

Miocene
Madeira {Mayer).
Pliocene
Italy.
PostNice, Leghorn, Sicily, Rhodes.
R. costata of Desmarets and R. desmaresti of Forbes. Monterosato says (in his letter) that perhaps Eulima cingulata of
Fossil.

tertiary

:

:

:

Requien may have been an elongated

ribless variety of the present

Such attempts at identifying doubtful species of obscure
authors are more ingenious than useful.
R. variabilis deserves its name, as regards the length of spire and
species.

strength of sculpture.

^

RissoA siMiLis, Scacchi.

19.

R.

similis, Sc. Cat.

p. 124,
p.

208,

t.

xxiii.

pi. Iviii.

5.

f.
f.

conch. Neap. 1836, p. 15; Phil. Moll. Sic.
Var. as R. costulata, B. C. iv. p. 35 ;

ii.

v.

1.

Exp. 1870 Atl. St. Vigo B.
From Scarborough and along the western coasts of
France and Spain to the Mediterranean and Adriatic, Madeira and
'

Porcupine

'

:

Distribution.

the Canaries
Selsea,

;

0-1.50 fms.

Miocene
Madeira.
Pliocene
Italy.
Leghorn, Ischia, Rhodes, and Cyprus.

Fossil.

:

:

Post-tertiary

:
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R. costulata of Alder and probably also R. ovateUa of Forbes are
and there are several other synonyms. In my
paper on Piedmontese Mollusca (nearly thirty years ago) I erroneously referred this species to R, oblonga of Desmarets ; I now
R. cosconsider that so-called species a variety of R. membranacea.
tulata of Risso appears to be the same species as R. costata of
Desmarets, which is B. variabilis of v. Miihlfeld. But it would cause
Let usage
luinecessary confusion if these names were interchanged.
" I care not for their names."
prevail.
Specimens oi R. costulata. Alder, from Cadiz, are undistinguishable
from those of R. similis except in colour. The peculiar ciiaracters
of both are the constriction of the body-whorl and mouth, and the
Some specimens of the typical form
spire tapering to a fine point.
are ribless and nearly smooth, and others of the variety costulata
are broader and more ventricose in the middle.
varieties of R. similis

;

u 20. RissoA viOLACEA, Dcsmarets.

f.

Desm. in Bull. sc. soc. phil. Paris, 1814, p. 8, pi. i.
33 v. p. 208, pi. Ixvii. f. 9.
'Porcupine' Exp. 1870: Atl. St. Vigo B. Med. Algeciras B.,
R.

violacea,

7

B. C.

:

iv. p.

;

:

G. Tunis.
Distribution. Loffoden Isles to the Mediterranean and Adriatic,
0-108 fms.
Black Sea, Madeira, and Canaries
Post-tertiary
Norway, Scotland and
Fossil. Pliocene
Italy.
0-100 ft.
Ireland, Nice, Leghorn, Ischia, Rhodes
At least ten sjnonyms, including R. lilacina, Recluz, R, rufilabrum. Leach apnd Forbes and Hanley, Persephone rufilabris.
Leach, and R. porifera, Loven.
Variable as to size and the strength of sculpture, like all other
littoral and prolific species.
;

:

:

;

y

2\.

RissoA PARVA, Da Costa.

Turbo parvus. Da Costa, Brit. Conch, p. 104.
R.parva, B. C. iv. p. 23, pi. i. f. 1 v. p. 207,
;

pi. Ixvii.

f.

3. 4.

Porcupine Exp. 1870: Atl. St. Vigo B., 13, 36 (intermediate
between the typical form and the variety interrupta), Gibraltar B.
(monstr.).
Donegal B., L. Swilly.
As var. interrupta, 1869
1870: Atl. Vigo B. {se7nicostata), 16; Med. Algeciras B. (se//ii•

'

:

costata), 50, Adventure Bank.
Distribution. Typical form and xar. interrupta.

Vadso southwards, Great Britain and

Scandinavia from

Ireland, Heligoland, Holland,

France, Spain, Portugal, Italy, Dalmatia, Greece, Algeria, Madeira,
Canary Isles, and 'Valorous' and Travailleur ' Expeditions; 01785 fms. (at great depths transported from the littoral and laminarian zones).
Fossil. Pliocene or Post-tertiary
Scandinavia, Great Britain and
Ireland, Biot, Nice, Italy, Cos, and Rhodes ; 0-200 ft.
Not as
Turbo interruptus of Adams from the Tertiary formation of N.W.
Germany, described and figured by Philippi.
'

:

::
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There are already too many names for this abundant and'wiilely
little shell
but I tear that some of the modern speciesmakers will contrive to invent a few more to the great detriment
and confusion of science.
Quousque tandem abutentur patientia
distributed

;

nostra?

\y

RissoA ANGULATA Jeffreys. (Plate IX. fig. 5.)
Shell forming a short and regular cone, thick, opaque,

22.

',

rather

10-12 strong and slightly curved longitudinal
ribs on each of the body- and penultimate whorls, those on the latter
whorl being sometimes confluent or else some being much finer than
the others the ribs on the body-whorl are not continued below the
periphery, which is distinctly angulated
there are no traces of
spiral striae ; the upper whorls are quite smooth
colour yellowish
brown or dirty white spire short whorls 4, compresssed the last
occupies more than half of the spire apex blunt suture slight
mouth obtusely triangular outer lip sharp, not crenated within
glossy:

sculpture,

;

;

:

:

:

;

;

:

:

inner lip thickened

pillar imperforate.

L. 0*07.5. B. 0'05.
Adventure Bank, Several
specimens, apparently semifossihzed or having the interior filled with
:

Porcupine' Exp. 1870:

Med.

St.

small agglomerated fragments of a siliceous nature.
Differs from R. ehrenbergi, Philippi, according to his description
and figure, in being more regularly conical, having 4 instead of 6
whorls and fewer ribs, and being destitute of spiral striae.

/ 23. RissoA albella, Loven.

p.

R.
29

albella,
;

V. p.

Lov. Ind. Moll. Scand.,
207,

pi. Ixvii.

f.

var. sarsii, p.

25

:

B. C.

iv.

6.

Porcupine' Exp. 1870
Med. St., Adventure Bank.
Norway and Sweden, Kiel Bay, Shetland, Hebrides,
Bantry Bay, Southampton, Dalmatiaj and Southern Italy ; lami'

:

Distribution.

narian zone.
Fossil. Post-tertiary
Christiania district, Uddevalla, Apulia, and
Oreto in Sicily; 0-100 ft.
R. oenonensis of Brusina and R. targionii of Appelius, appear to
be also varieties of the present rather variable species.
The variety
sarsii bears the same relation to the typical form as the var. interrupla has to R, parva the principal difference between R. albella
and R. sarsii consists in the latter having more convex whorls, and
consequently a deeper suture, a slighter labial rib, and in the
coloured markings.
I have satisfied myself that this is not the Paludina bemi of
Aradas, judging from authentic specimens of that species.
Nor do
I consider it R. ehrenbergii of Phihppi, which he found amon» seaweeds brought by Ehrenberg from Cattaro it may have been a
mistake as to the locality, as well as in other cases of JRed-Sea shells,
owing to the misplacement of tickets.
:

;

;

•

Angular.

:;
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RissoA NANA,

24.

Philippi.

Ph. Moll. Sic. i. p. 154,
nana, Id. op. cit. ii. p. 127.

B.

pusilla.

jB.

[Feb. 19,

t.

x.

f.

13.

Med. St. 55, Adventure Bank.
Distribution. C/Oasts of Western France, the Mediterranean and
Adriatic ; 30-777 fms.
Pliocene Monte Mario and Calabria.
Fossil. Miocene Madeira.
'Porcupine' Exp. 18/0

:

:

:

Rhodes.
The reason given by Philippi

Post-tertiary

:

for changing the name which he
proposed, viz. because Brocchi had previously given the
name pusillus to a species of Turbo, was not satisfactory, inasmuch
This I
as Brocchi's shell belonged to Rissoina and not to Rissoa.
But
have ascertained by an examination of Brocchi's specimens.
the change has been sanctioned and adopted by modern coii-

originally

chologists.

Not jB. nana of Grateloup, which is a Miocene species of the
Bordeaux Basin, nor It. nana (Partsch), Homes, from the Vienna
I
Basin, both names being subsequent in date to that of Philippi.
greatly doubt the identification of the present species with M. dolium
of Nyst, which name was substituted by him for R. pusilla of Marcel
Possibly our species
de Serres, also a fossil of the Bordeaux Basin.
size
which he gives (one
the
R.
pulchra
of
Forbes
but
the
be
may
;

Unfortunately the ^gean shells
were dispersed, and many of them lost to science ; his descriptions,
or rather notices, were too short and insufficient for the exact comparison of his species, and very few of them were figured.

tenth of an inch)

I

25.

is

far too great.

Rissoa turricula \

Jeffreys.

(Plate IX.

fig. 6.)

semitransparent, and somewhat glossy
Shell
sculpture, 20-25 slight and gently curved longitudinal ribs on the
last whorl, and nearly as many, but finer, on the next whorl ; the
remainder of the shell is smooth ; there are no spiral strife or other
spire pointed
whorls 4, swollen,
colour whitish
markings
gradually increasing in size ; apex slightly twisted on one side
mouth roundish outer lip sharp inside
suture deeply excavated
smooth inner lip reflected on the lower part of the pillar, behind
which is a small chink. L. 0-05. B. 0-035.
turreted,

thin,

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

'

Porcupine

'

Exp. 1870: Atl.

St. 3.

Two

specimens, not in good

condition.
I propose this species with some hesitation, because the specimens
have the appearance of being decorticated, like casts of a fossil shell
but I cannot identify them with any known species.

V

26. Rissoa

inconspicua, Alder.

R. inconspicua, Aid. in Ann. & Mag. N. H. xiii. p. 223, pi. viii.
B. C. iv. p. 26
v. p. 207, pi. ixvii. f. 5.
7
' Porcupine
Exp. 1869 St. Donegal, B. 1870 Atl. Vigo B,, 24,
26-30, 35, Tangier B. Med. 50, Adventure Bank.
f.

6,

:

;

'

:

:

:

*

A little bower.

:
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Norway southwards along the western coasts
^Egean archipelago, Madeira {Watson), and
0-120 fms.
the Canary Isles (McAndrew)

Distribution. Arctic

of

Europe

to

Teneriffe in

the

;

Norwich Crag, Italy. Post-tertiary Norway
and Sweden, Scotland and Ireland, Rhodes 0-100 ft.
This may be the Turbo albus of Adams (Trans. Linn. Soc.) and
Turbo albulus of Maton and Rackett, and if so, the first of those
names would take precedence of any other but they may be considered antiquated. R. rudis, R. nana, R. radiata, and R. granulum
of Philippi were erroneously given by me in my paper on the
Piedmontese Testacea as varieties of the present species ; that,
however, was nearly thirty years ago, and I have since seen all
these species instead of the descriptions of them.
Morch united,
but wrongly as I believe, R. albella and R. sarsii with R. inconFossil. Pliocene

:

:

;

;

spicua as varieties. The sculpture is excessively variable, as regards
not only the number and comparative strength of the longitudinal

and spiral strise, but even their existence. Some specimens are
marked with one or two varices or larger ribs.
The variety
variegata is pecuHar, and has been made a distinct species by
Schwartz v. Mohrenstern.
i/

RissoA DELiciosA

27.

Shell

(Plate IX.

^ Jclfreys.

fig. /.)

rather

thick, semitransparent, and glossy
and somewhat curved longitudinal ribs or
striae, of which there are from 16 to 20 on each of the three last
whorls, the first and second whoiis being smooth
these ribs or
striae do not extend below the periphery
they are crossed by more
numerous spiral striae or thread-like lines, the six lowermost being

conic-oval,

sculpture, short, sharp,

;

;

much

this intercrossing, however, does not
stronger than the rest
impart to the surface a reticulated appearance, because the longitudinal ribs are much thicker and less numerous than the spiral
spire short, bluntly pointed
striae
colour milk-white
whorls .5,
convex, gradually enlarging
apex bulbous
suture deep
mouth
more round than oval, angular above outer lip simple and rather
thin, but strengthened outside by a thickened rib
inner Up folded
over the pillar and forming with the outer rib a continuous or complete peristome: base compressed or slightly concave, and having a
narrow chink behind the pillar-lip. L. 0'075. B. 0'05.
Var. multicostata. Longitudinal ribs much more numerous, finer
and straight spiral striae also more numerous, but slighter and less
Some specimens have much more
distinct except at the base.
delicate and close-set sculpture than is shown in the figures
and in
other specimens the sculpture almost disappears.
The variety, if it
can be properly considered distinct, is connected with the typical
form by intermediate gradations. Species-makers would revel in
this kind of manufacture.
'Porcupine' Exp. 1870: Atl. St. 9, 13, 16, 17, 17a, 24, off C.
Sagres, 26-34, 36 ; Med. 50, Adventure Bank, .58.
;

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

;

;

'

Delightful.
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Exp.), Mediterranean
(' Travailleur
120and Nares)
Marion,
Exps.,
and
Italian
(same,
What I regard as a variety was procured in the
1062 fms.
'Challenger' Exp., off Pal ma in the Canaries, at a depth of 1125
I gladly
it is rather larger, and the sculpture is stronger.
fms.
take again this further opportunity of publicly acknowledging my
obligation to the Rev. Robert Boog Watson, who has so patiently
and carefully worked out the greater portion of the 'Challenger'
Mollusca, for his courtesy in allowing me to compare them with the
Mollusca which are the subject of the present and preceding papers.
Messina {Seguenza).
Fossil. Pliocene
Distribution.
'

Bay of Biscay

Shearwater

'

'

;

;

:

V

28. RissoA

MONTACUTi {montagui), Payraudeau.

R. monfagiii, Payr. Moll. Cors.
Porcupine' Exp. 1870 Med.
'

:

p. Ill,

t.

v.

St. Algeciras

f.

13, 14.

B.

Distribution. Rochelle (Dr. d'Orbigny), Cadiz {J. G. J.), Gibraltar
to the eastern coasts of tlie Mediterranean, Adriatic, Madeira (Wat0-40 fms.
son)
Vienna and Bordeaux Basins, and MaineMiocene
Fossil.
;

:

Leghorn, Ischia, Rhodes.
Italy. Post-tertiary
Apparently Alvania lineata and other species of Risso but his
descriptions and figures are equally enigmatical and indeterminable.
There are also nine or ten more synonyms for this species and
its varieties including R. aspera of Philippi and R. algeriana of
et-Loire.

Pliocene

:

:

;

Monterosato.
I have ventured to slightly change the spelling of the specific
name, for the reason whicli I gave in B. C. (iv. p. 229) as to Natica
montacuti.
It surely is desirable to adhere to the established rule
that all names of species should be given in Latin, preferably to a
I therefore, in Part V. of the present series
merely Latinized form.
The former
of papers (p. 673), substituted eccentros for excentrica.
is a classical word, and is found in all good lexicons and dictionaries
I make this
the other is neither classical nor found anywhere.
remark with all respect for the opinions of M. Crosse and Herr
Weinkauff, who have criticized my alteration.
;

1^

29.

RissoA wYviLLE-THOMSONi,

Jeffreys.

"R. weyville-thomsoni " (Jeffr.), Friele in Nyt Mag. f. Naturvid.
It will be figured in the forthcoming
11S77 (separate copy), p. 3.
the ' Voringen ' Expedition A,
of
the Geological Society.
as well as in the Quarterly Journal
publications of the Mollusca from

'Lightning' Exp. St. 1.
Porcupine' Exp. 1869 St. 77 (560 fms.).
488-510 fms.
cold area
Dislrihition. ' Voringen Exp.
Bridhngton (Lamplugh)\
Fossil. Post- tertiary
This and the next species are umbilicated and if this character
were suflScient to warrant another section of the genus, the name
Pnnciulum might be appropriate. Another species, also a Bridlington tbssil, which I have named R. subperforata, has the same
'

:

'

;

;

:

;

peculiarity.

—
'lightning' AND 'porcupine' EXPEDITIONS.
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Crosse have objected to the specific

name

wrjville-thomsoni as contravening the laws of Linnean nomenclature.

But the name is really one and single, although compound and
The patronymic name Thomson and many
apparently double.
others in England are so very common that the bearers of it are
obliged to annex the second baptismal name by way of distinction.
own name by the bye is also a case in point. Linne himself
frequently used compound names for Testacea, viz. pes-pelecani,
fes-lutrcE, caput-serpentis, crista-galli, stercus-muscarum, AurisMidce, Awris-JudcB, Auris-Diance, Tectum-persiciim, oculus-cnpri,
Here are a dozen such instances
cornu-militare, and Cornu-arietis.
of Linnean names.

My

:

V

30.

RissoA STEFANisi \

Jeffreys.

Wood, Crag

Moll. i. p. 106,
R. costulata, S.
v.
208.
C.
B.
R. stefanisi,
p.
Distribution. Throughout the Mediterranean,
sparingly

;

t. xi. f.

in

few

12, a, h.

localities

and

40-600 fms.
Red and
Pliocene

Coralline Crag, Belgian Crag, and
Monterosato
that this is the same species
with
cannot
agree
Biot.
I
as ActcEon pygmcBa of Grateloup, a Miocene fossil of the Bordeaux
Basin, nor with Van den Broeck that it belongs to the Pyramidellidce.
The apex is not heterostrophe or sinistral, although intorted the
peristome is continuous and the pillar has no tooth or fold, only a
Fossil.

:

;

;

slight thickening.

When 1 suggested the name stefanisi instead of costulata, 1 was
under the impression that Alder's name costulata, being older than
But I now believe
that of Wood, must be preferred to the latter.
that Alder's species is merely a variety of R. similis, and that Risso's
R. costulata may be identical with R. variabilis of v. Miiblfeld, In
However,
that case Wood's name might stand.
" Confusion's cure lives

In

D. CiNGULA.

V

31.

this confusion."

not
Shakespeaee.

Spirally striated or

smooth

;

outer

lip

plain-edged.

RissoA STRIATA, Adaois.

Turbo striatus. Ad. in Tr. Linn. Soc. iii. p. &Q,
v. p. 208, pi. Iviii.
R. striata, B. C. iv. p. 3/
;

'Lightning' Exp. St. 2,
'Porcupine' Exp. 1869:

t.

f.

xiii. f.

25, 26.

2.

4, 5.
St. 19.

1870: Atl. Vigo B.

From

the arctic and northern seas in both hemispheres to the iEgean and Teneriffe on one side, and Little Gull
0-96 fms.
Island in New York and Jamaica on the other side
The American and arctic form is Cingula aculeus, Gould (]84<1)
Distribution.

;

=R.

saxatilis,

Moller (1842)=i?. arctica, Loven (1846).

This

^ Named in honour of the late General de
Stefanis of Naples, who was an
assiduous conchologist, and made an extensive collection of shells from that
part of the Mediterranean. He rendered me much kind assistance.

:
;
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specimen from Corsica, are more or less sraooth,
and sometimes destitute of the spiral striae.
Fossil. Pliocene: Red and Coralline Crag, and Monte Mario.
Post-tertiary Norway and Sweden, Scotch and Irish " glacial " beds,
Mammalian Crag, Selsea and Leghorn 0-460 ft.
Among the synonyms are R. minutissima of Michaud and R.
multilineata of Stimpsou.
Not R. striata of Quoy and Gaimard.
It is a favourite food of the Eider Duck and other sea- fowl.
variety, as Tvell as a

:

;

RissoA AFFiNis\

32.

Jcifrcys.

(Plate IX.

fig.

8.)

Shell oblong, slender, rather thin, semitransparent, and glossy :
sculpture slight and indistinct, not sharp and thread-like, spiral
striae, of which there are about 1.5 on the last whorl, less than half
that number on the penultimate whorl, and mere traces on the next
the topmost whorl is smooth
colour whitish
spire rather elongated whorls 4, moilerately convex, the last exceeding two thirds of
the whole
apex bulbous and somewhat truncated suture slight
mouth triangular, sharply pointed above outer lip thin, somewhat
expanded inner lip reflected on the pillar, and thickened peristome
continuous.
L. 0-0125.
B. 0-005.
:

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

'Porcupine' Exp. 18/0:

men from each

Atl. St.

Vigo B., 16.

A

single speci-

station.

Differs from R. striata in being broader |>roportionately to the
length, having 4 instead of 5 or 6 whorls, fewer and less distinct
spiral striae, and no trace of longitudinal striae, with an expanded

mouth and an acute-angled corner at the top. R. arenaria has a
shorter spire, stronger and sharper sculpture, swollen whorls, a deep
suture, and roundish mouth.
The present species is not R. affinis
of Beuoit, which is (ex visu typi_) Hydrobia ventrosa.
33. RissoA

ARENARIA, Mighels and Adams.

Oingula arenaria, Migh.
(1842), p. 49, pi. iv. f. 24.

'Lightning' Exp. St.

&

Ad. in Boston Journ. Nat. Hist.

iv.

2.

Y adso (Ferkruzen) ; Bohaslan (Loven),
Greenland, Canada, Casco B., and Grand Manan
5-40 fius.
Fossil. Post-tertiary
Greenock and Canada.
R. mighelsi of Stimpson, who changed the name, because he said
this species was not the Turbo arenarins of Montagu.
But Montagu
never described or mentioned any species of that name.
Helix
arenaria of INIaton and Rackett (Turbo arenarius of Turton) is
Odostomia decussata. R. exarata of Stimpson is a variety of the
present species, judging from his description and figure, as well as
from a typical specimen given me by the lamented Professor this
variety was also found by Professor G. O. Sars in Finmark.
TJie animal was described bv me in the Annals and Magazine of
Natural History' for March 1877.
Distribution. Spitzbergen,

;

:

;

'

'

Allied, sc. to

B,

striata.

'lightning' AND 'porcupine' EXPEDITIONS.
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34. RissoA

}/'

TENuiscuLPTA

R. tenuisculpta, Wats,

125

(Jeffreys), "Watson.

in Proc. Zool. Soc.

1873,

p.

369,

pi.

xxxvi.

'Porcupine' Exp. 1870: Atl. St. 9, 16, 17«, 26, 36; Med. 53,
Adventure Bank.
One of the specimens has the middle whorl
keeled or angular.
Distribution. Bay of Biscay {de Folin and
Travailleur Exp.),
Mediterranean (Italian Exp.), Madeira (McAndrew and Watso7i),
'

Culebra

'

I. and Ascension (' Challenger
Exp.) ; 25-640 fms.
sculpture is more or less strong, and the size of the last whorl
and of the mouth is variable.
In my deep-sea specimens the
longitudinal striae are distinct, numerous', and curved (flexuous
on
the last whorl), but they do not extend below the periphery.
Mr.
Watson says, " Longitudinal lines of growth few, faint, hair-like."
From a careful comparison of many specimens with those of Eissoa 1
coriacea, Manzoni (Journal de Conchy liologie,
1868, pp. 16(j and

off

'

The

242,_ pi. X. f. 6), I should be inclined to unite the two Madeiran
species.
In such case the latter specific name would have precedence.

l/ 35.

RissoA PROxiMA, Alder.

B.proxima (Alder), Forbes & Hanley,
8

B. C.

:

iv. p.

39

;

v. p.

208, pi.

'Porcupine' Exp. 1869:

Ixviii.

St. 2, 18.

f.

p.

iii,

127, pi. Ixxv.

f.

7,

3.

1870: Atl.

10.

Distribution. Loffoden Isles to the Mediterranean
15-108 fms.
;
Fossil. Pliocene
Coralline Crag, Siena and Palermo.
:

This species was first and fully described by me in the ' Annals
and Magazine of Natural History' for 1848 (p. 16), under the name
of E. striatula, and that specific name has the priority of many
years
over the late Mr. Alder's name of proximo.
But in order to prevent
my name being confounded with that of Turbo striatulus, Linne
(which, however, is a species of Odostomia), I afterwards relinquished
my name and adopted that of Alder, by which the species is now
generally known to conchologists.
Perhaps I was not in strictness
justified in doing so.

y

36.

RissoA viTREA, Montagu.

Turbo vitreus, Mont. Test.
B. vitrea, B. C. iv, p. 40

;

v. p.

•Porcupine' Exp. 1869
St.
Med. 50, Benzert Road.
:

30

Brit. p. 321,

208,

2, 18.

12.

t.

pi. Iviii.

1870

:

f.

f.

3.
4.

Atl. 10,

Vigo B.. 29.

;

Distribution.
fms.
Fossil.

Bohuslan {Malm)

to the

Mediterranean

;

12-249

Miocene: Transylvania (Hauer and Staehe)] Pliocene:
Post-tertiary
Sweden, Belfast, and Leg-

Coralline Crag and Italy.

:

horn.

Not R. vitrea of Nyst or of M. Sars.
See B. C. iv. p. 40, as to the characters which distinguish
this
species from R. proxima.

;

.
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Philippi.

n. substriata, Phil. Moll. Sic. ii. p. 132, t. xxiii. f. 20.
'
Porcupine Exp. 1870: Atl. St. 27, 28, 30, 36, Tangier B.
'

Med.

50.

Lyons {Martin,

Distribution. G.

Monterosato), and Marseilles

f.

{Mario7i).

Pliocene: Tuscany {de Stefani), Calabria (Tiberi), and
and Monterosato')
Some specimens have the outer lip thickened by a sHght rib.
The spiral striae are occasionally
PhiUppi says, " labrum simplex."
stronger than the longitudinal striae ; and in such cases there is no
regular reticulation, as described by him.
Fossil.

Sicily (Philippi

38. RissoA soLUTA, Philippi.

v^

B.
p. 45

soluta,
;

V.

Phil. Moll. Sic.

p. 208,

'Lightning' Exp. St. 4.
'
Porcupine Exp. 1870
Adventure Bank.
'

Distribution.

ii.

130,

p.

t.

xxiii.

f.

18

B. C.

:

iv.

pi. Ixviii. f. 7.

Finmark

Atl. St.

:

to the

Vigo B., 26, Tangier B.

Archipelago and Adriatic

;

;

Med.

20-300

fms.

Central and Southern
Fossil. Phocene
Norway, Rhodes 0-100 ft.
:

Italy.

Post-tertiary

:

;

Cantraine described the mouth of his ii. obtusa as "obliqua,"
and the peristome as " continuo " and neither he nor Pliilippi
His description,
noticed the spiral striae or the umbihcal chink.
and I still
therefore, is not quite applicable to the present species
think the name given by Philippi should be retained, especially as
the latter illustrated his description by a figure.
;

;

1/ 39.

RissoA TTJRGiDA,

R. turgida,

Jeffr. in

Sars, Moll. arct.

Norv.

Jeffreys.

Ann.

&

p. 183,

Mag. Nat.
t.

10.

f.

Hist.

1870, p. 8

:

G. O.

12, a-b.

Exp. 1870 Atl. St. 3, 6, 27, 28, 34.
Distribution. North Cape to Christianiafiord, Bay of Biscay
('Travailleur' Exp. 1882), New England {Verrlll); 100-187 fms.
Sicily (Monterosato and Seguenza).
Fossil. Pliocene
The slight ridge or line which encircles the periphery is less
distinct in some than in other specimens.
'

Porcupine

'

:

:

[

40. RlSSOA SEMISTRIATA, MoutagU.

Turbo semistriatus, Mont. Test. Br. Suppl. p. 136.
R. semistriata, B. C. iv. p. 46 ; v. p. 208, pi. Ixviii. f. 8.
Lightning' Exp. St. 4.
'Porcupine' Exp. 1870 Atl. Vigo B., 36.
Distribution. Norway, Faroe Isles, Denmark, Great Britain and
Ireland, northern and western coasts of France and Spain, Mediter'

:

'lightning' AND

1884.]

'

PORCUPINk' EXPEDITIONS.
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ranean, Adriatic, and var. Madeira {Watson) ; 0-80 fms.
Bay of
Biscay (' Travailleur ' Exp. 1881); 640 fms., most probably drifted.
Fossil.
Pliocene
Monte Mario. Post-tertiary Portrush and
:

Leghorn.
I would refer

:

British Coachology ' for the synonyms of this
rather variable species.
And I am inclined to add to the list my
B. pieta, as well as R. granulum of Philippi, B. gulvagni of Aradas,
R. depicta of Manzoni, R. maculata and R. concinna of Monterosato,
to

'

R. tenuiplicata of Segueuza, and R. (smula of Granata.
I regret to differ so much from some continental conchologists with
respect to the comparative value of certain characters whieli have
induced tbem to make so many species out of what I believe to be
mere varieties but I do not attach so great an importance as they
evidently do to the difference of specimens, whicli are abundant, widely
distributed, and consequently variable.
However, they may have as
much right to regard these as distinct species as I have to* consider
them varieties and it is not very important whether such forms are
called by one name or the other.
Some specimens have a reticulated sculpture in consequence of the
spiral striae covering all the surface of the shell, and being crossed
by close-set longitudinal strise. The texture of these specimens is
thicker and stronger than usual.
;

;

i/^4l.

RissoA ciNGiLLUs, Moutagu.

Turbo

Mont. Test. Br, p. 328, t. 12. f. 7.
iv. p. 48
v. p. 208, pi. Ixviii. f. 9.
Porcupine Exp. 1869 St. Donegal B.
Distribution. Iceland {&s Helix pella of Linne) ? Norway, Sweden,
Denmark, Faroe and British Isles, northern and western coasts of
France and Spain, Mediterranean 0-20 fms.
Fossil. Post-tertiary
Scotland, Ireland, and Tuscany.
Several old synonyms
but if the existence of this species in
cingillus,

R. cingillus, B. C.

;

'

'

:

;

:

;

Iceland were established, instead of doubtfully depending on the
authority of Zoega, one of Linne's pupils, the specific name ought to
be pella, although by no means appropriate.
42.

RissoA ASTURiANA, Fischer.

Plagiostila asturiana, Fisch. in
pi. 11.

f.

'

Les Eouds de

la

Mer

'

i.

n

'

5.

1

.50
'

'Porcupine' Exp. 1870: Med. St. Gibraltar Bay.
Distribution. Gijon and Vigo Bay {de Folin)
10-18 fms.
I cannot separate this species, however peculiar and
interesting,
from Rissoa by any definite character. In comparison with R. lactea
the shape is similar
the papillary apex, the disproportionately
large size of the last whorl, the obliquity of the axis or pillar,
the
;

;

semilunar form of the aperture or mouth, and the thickened peristome are the same in each of those species.
The chief difiference
consists in the present species being devoid of sculpture.
Perhaps
both species might constitute another section of Rissoa.

!
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Pennant.

Turho ulvce, Penu. Br. Zool. iv. p. 132, pi. Ixxxvi. p. 120.
Hydrobia ulvce, B, C. iv. p. 52; v. p. 208, pi. Ixix. f. 1.
'Porcupine' Exp. 1869: St. Donegal B. (type and vars. barleei
and octo7ia),l^ (var. harleei), 58 (same variety).
1870 Med. 50
:

(var. subumbilicata).

Distribution. Everywhere between tidemarks and in brackish
water throughout the eastern portion of the North Atlantic, from
Finmark and Novaia Zemblia, southwards to the Mediterranean and
A chance specimen of the
Adriatic
California (P. Carpenter) ?
variety barleei was dredged in the Bay of Biscay during the
' Travailleur' Expedition
1880 at the depth of 1062 fathoms
Scandinavia, Great Britain
Fossil. Pliocene and Post-tertiary
and Ireland (including the Coralline, Red, and Mammalian Crags),
Leghorn, Southern It.ily, and Rhodes.
This abundant and widely distributed little shell has long served
as a manufactory of nearly countless species ; and even undistinguishable and useless genera, such as Peringia and Peringiella,
have been invented to bhow the ingenuity of ambitious conchologists.
Assiminea gallica of the late Dr. Paladilhe is another
synonym, as I have ascertained from the inspection of typical
Turbo minutus of
specimens which that author kindly sent me.
Totten, which inhabits similar situations on the western coasts of
North America, and which I found plentifully on the seaboard of
Canada and New England, appears to be a different species. See
also British Conchology
for synonyms and varieties.
;

o'^t'

:

'

'

(^

Hydrobia compacta \ Jeffreys. (Plate IX. fig.
Shell conical, thick, semitransparent, and glossy

2.

9.)

sculpture
colour yelnone, except in the periphery' being obtusely angular
whorls 6, flattened,
lowish
spire rather short, bluntly pointed
gradually increasing in size ; the last occupies about two thirds
suture slight but
of the spire when viewed in a supine position
distinct
mouth oval, contracted above and angular below outer lip
somewhat thickened inner lip also thickened, and reflected on the
fiase imperforate.
L. 0'175. B. O'l.
pillar: jieristome cowtmnows
Several dead
Atl. St. Tangier B.
'Porcupine' Exp. 1S70
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

specimens.
Differs

from H.

ulvce in its shape,

whicd

is

that of a short cone,

in the periphery being angular or keeled at all stages of growth,
in the base being imperforate.

1

and

cannot identify the present species

with any of those which were described and figured by Paladilhe
•
Much confusion
Nouvelles Miscellanees Malacologiques.'
seems to have been caused by him and other continental writers,
not oidy in making so many worthless genera of this family {Littorinida), but in referring species of Hydrobia to Assiminea, which
belongs to the Pulmonobranchiata.
For instance, in describing his
Assiminea obeliscus (which is apparently one of the numerous
in his

'

Compact.

:

IS84.]

'

LIGHTNING

'

AND 'i'ORCUPINE

'

EXPEDITIONS.
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H. venlrosa) he criticizes Kiister for placing among; the
Hydrobice Pennant's Turbo idvce, contending that it is " une veritable Assiminea."
I have already shown in 'British Conchology,'

varieties of

vol. V. p. 208, and in the foregoing notice of //. nlive,
A. gallica of Paladilhe is the typical form of the above species.

that

Family X. Paludinid^.
/

BiTHYNiA RUBENS, Menke.
Paludina rubens, Menke in Chemn.-Kiist.

pi. 9.

f.

27-29.

'Porcupine' Exp. 1870: Med. St. .01. Two small specimens,
which had been probably carried out to sea from a freshwater river
or stream and deposited in 141.5 fathoms.
Distribution. Sicily, Algiers (coll. Weinkauff.).

Family XI. HETEROPHROSYNIDiK.

/ Barleeia rubra, Montagu.
Turbo ruber, Mont. Test. Br. p. 320.
B. rubra, B. C. iv. p. oG, pi. I. f. 2; v. p. 209, pi. Ixix. f. 4.
'Porcupine' Exp. 1870: Atl. St. Gibraltar B. Med. 50, Beuzert Road.
Distribution. Hellen in Bergensfiord (Friele), northern and
western coasts of Ireland, southern counties of England, N. and \V.
coasts of France and Spain, Mediterranean and Adriatic, Canaries
and Madeira {McAndrew), C. Verd I. (Rochebrune), off Pernambuco (' Challenger Exp.)
littoral and laminarian zones to 120
;

'

!

;

fms., the greater depths being probably accidental.

I distrust the
recorded localities in Scotland, the North of England, and South

"Wales.
Fossil. Pliocene

:

Central and

Southern

Italy.

Post-tertiary

:

Leghorn
ighorn.

The only

noticeable

synonym

is

Rissoa fulva of Michaud.

Family XII. Skeneid^.
</

Homalogyra densicostata^
Shell somewhat resembling

Jeffreys.

(Plate X.

fig.

1.)

shape

Planorbis trivolois of
Say, rather thin, semitransparent, and glossy : sculpture, extremely
numerous and close-set striae in the earlier and middle stages of
growth, which ultimately disappear and become microscopic lines
the upper part of the periphery as well as the base of the shell
are encircled by a sharp keel which intersects the spiral striae colour
whitish : spire deeply sunk on both sides : whorls 4, compactly
coiled ; the last is swollen and disproportionately large ; the others
rapidly decrease in size : suture narrow but excavated : mouth
horseshoe-shaped, with a thin edge, and expanding outwards
umbilicus very wide and open, completely exposing the spire on
each side.
L. 0-05. B. 0-075.
in

;

:

'

Proc. Zool.

Closely ribbed.

Soc— 1884,

No. IX.

9

:
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Two specimens, one
Porcujiine ' Exp. 1870: Atl. St. 16, 17«.
both
of which ap])ears to be fuU-growu and the other half-sized
'

:

are

now

figured.

Dhtrihution. Bulldog Exp., Long. .54° 33' W., Lat. 55° 36' N.
smaller specimen.
1622 fnis.
I had at first mis(Wal/ich)
See Biitish Conchology,' vol. iv. p. 72.
taken it for H. rota.
'

'

;

!

A

'

Family XIII. Vermetid^.

l/SiLiauARiA ANGUiNA, Linne.
Serpula anguina, L. S. N. p. 1267.
Siliquaria angidna, Philippi, Moll. Sic.

'Porcupine' Exp. 1870: Med.
Distribution.

i.

p. 173,

t.

ix. f.

2A,a-e.

Amoush.
and Adriatic, Cape

St. off Jijeli, Rase!

Throughout the Mediterraiican

('Talisman' Exp. 1882); 30-122 fms.
Fossil. Miocene
Vienna Basin, Switzerland, Maine-et-Loire,
Pliocene
Touraine, and Madeira.
South of France, and Italy.
Pozzuoli, Sicily, Morea, and lihodes.
Post-tertiary
It would be interesting to know the nucleus of this curious shell.
I have never seen a quite perfect specimen, although the species is
not uncommon.
In the young the spire is irregularly twisted
upwards and is occasionally hcterostrophe, with a circular mouth at
this stage of growth there is no indication of the peculiar slit.

Verd

I.

:

:

:

;

Eamily XIV. TurritellidjE.

Genus Stilbe \

Jeffreys.

Shell forming an

elongated cone, smooth, and of a glittering
lustre ; nucleus or apex of the spire regularly and bluntly pointed
mouth somewhat angular at the base.
Neither the soft parts of the animal nor the operculum being yet
known, I cannot satisfactorily assign this remarkable shell to any
but all the characters above given agree with those of
family
Turrit ellidce.
;

'.

Stilbe acuta ^

Jeffreys.

(Plate X.

fig. 2.)

Shell stiletto-shaped, thin, semitransparent, and very glossy
sculpture none, except slight and microscopic lines of growth :
w/torls 10, convex, very gradually
colour milk-white spire tapering
increasing in size ; apex somewhat compressed
suture distinct and
deepish
mouth oval, pointed above and below, a little dilated at
inner lip interrupted above, reflected on
outer lip sharp
the base
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

the pillar, behind which
0-25. B. 0-1.

is

a narrow

slit

or umbilical chink.

L.

'Porcupine' Exp. 1870: Atl. St. 16.
One perfect specimen
and the lower half of another.
Distribution.
Bulldog Exp., Long. 54° 33' W., Lat. 55° 36' N.
(Wal/ich)
1622 fms. A smaller specimen.
'

'

;

'

^TiXiii], splendour.

'

Pointed.

;

1834.]
\/ 1,

'

lightning' AND

'

TURRITELLA TEREBRA,

I'ORCU PI NIC

N.

p.

1239.

iv.

p. 80, pi.

S.

•Porcupine' Exp. 1869:

TheMinch,
Vigo B.,

Little
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Liliue.

Turritella tercbra, B. C.

Turho terehra, L.

'

ii. f.

1

;

v. p.

pi. Ixx.

209,

f.

6.

St, 1, 6, 9, 13, 14, 15, 18, 23rj, 25, 63.

Minch, Loch Torridoii,

off

Lerwick.

1870: Atl. 12,
30-34, Tan-

13, 10, Setubal B., 22, 25, 25, off C. Sagres.

Med. 45, Capo de Gata, Cartagena B. (and var. gracilis),
;
50, 55, Benzert Road, Rasel Auioush, G. Tunis, Adventure Bank,
off Rinaldo's Cliair, 58.
gier B.

Distribution.

Abundant throughont the

European

coasts of the

seas from Loffoden and the Faroe Isles southwards to the i\Iediterraneari and
3-100 fms.
Fossil.

well as of Marocco, Algeria,

Adriatic, as

Pliocene

Biot, and Italy.

:

Post-tertiary

:

and Tunis

Sweden, Great

S.W. France, Leghorn, Morea, Rliodes, and
Not T. terebra of Philippi from the (tassel ter7'. geinilzi of Speyer.
The fry of the present

Britain and Ireland,

Cos; 0-1350 (t.
tiaries, which is
species was referred by Costa to the extinct genus Murchisonia.
Synonyms. Turbo tricarinaius of Brocchi (not Turritella tricaritictta of King), Tm-ritella communis and other so-called species of
Risso, and perhaps also Turbo ungulinus of Linne.
Extremely variable as to the number and proportionate size of the
spiral ridges or striae.
The apex is bulbous and somewhat intorted.
2.

Turritella incrassata, James Sowerby.

T. incrassata. Sow. Min. Conch. Gt. Brit. (1812), vol.
t.

51.

f.

i.

p. Ill,

G.

T. tripUcata, Reeve, Icon, Couch. {Turritella),

pi. ix.

43, a,

f.

b.

'Porcupine' Exp, 18/0: Atl. St, 3a, Vigo B,, 16, Tangier B,,
Gibraltar B.
Med. 50«, Benzert Road, Rasel Amoush, Adventure
;

Bank (and

var. bieincta), 58,

Western coasts of France and Spain, Mediterranean,
6-150 fms. Heligoland (£eMc^'a?Y)?
Fossil. Miocene
Maine-et-Loire {Bardin).
Pliocene
English
and Belgian Crags (and var. bieincta), S.W. and S. France, Italy.
Post-tertiary: "Glacial beds of Wexford, not rare" (Forbes)'?,
Distribution.

Adriatic, and Canaries

;

:

:

Cornwall (S, V. Wood specimens nearly as large as those of the
recent vnnety turbona of Monterosato), Leghorn, Rhodes, and Cyprus.
There are a few synonyms, besides Turbo triplicatus and other
;

species of Brocchi.

One recent specimen, which had been repaired in the middle of
the spire, had only a single ridge or keel on the last two whorls.

Mesalia sxjturalis,

Forbes.

Turritella sufuralis, Forb. Rep. Mg. Inv, (1843),
Mesalia brevialis, Reeve, Icon. Coucli. (Mesalia),
f.

2i. ,'>;;

p.
pi.

189.
i.

f.

2a, not

-\„:

'Porcupine' Exp. 1870: AtL St. C. Sagres, Tangier B.
Algeciras B,

;

Med.

'
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Distribution.

(McAndrew and

Ponsonbij)

brevialis), Aci-Trezza,

!,

Sicily

M.

as

sulcata),

Algcciras (Paz,

(Aradas, as

last),

Turritella suturalis), Algiers (coll. ^A'einkauff)
drew, as M. sulcata, var.)

[Feb. 19,

!,

f.

Gibraltar

M.

Hidalgo, as

^gean

(Forbes, as

Mogador (McAn-

!

not classical, but it may have been used to
Reeves's
is conspicuous in this species.
figure is not satisfactory, because it does not show the peculiar shape
The characters by which Mesalia (Gray, 1842) may
of the mouth.
be distinguished from Tun-itella seem to consist in the operculum of
the former being paucispiral instead of inultispiral, the apex of the

The name

suturalis

signify the suture,

is

which

and regular or mammiform, the outer lip flexuous,
Turritella brevialis
expanded or eiFuse.
of Lamarck is a larger shell, and is described as smooth with a single
The type of Gray's genus is Turritella
furrow near the suture.
sulcata of Lamarck, a Grignon or Eocene fossil, which therefore
cannot be the present species, although it was mistaken for it by

spire being blunt

and the mouth

at its base

McAndrew.
Family XV. Scalariid-s;.

ScALARiA SUBDECUSSATA, Cantraiuc.

1.

S. suldecussata,
p.

338

;

Cantr. Diagn. Moll, in Bull.

Mai. Med.

pi. vi.

f.

Acad. Brux.

ii.

24.

'Porcupine' Exp. 1870: Atl.
Med. 55, Benzcrt Road.

St.

Sagres,

off C.

28-28

a,

30;

Distribution. Atlantic coasts of France and Spain, Mediterranean,
Madeira, and Canaries, 20-57 fms.
Fossil. Pliocene; Altavilla (Ti6m).
Mesalia striata of A. Adams according to McAndrew, but this
It is, howspecies is described as from the Philippine Islands.
ever, M. plicata of Adams from the Canary Isles, and Turritella
philippi of Aradiis and Benoit.
Some specimens are throughout ribbed lengthwise, while others
have shght and indistinct ribs on the upper whorls only. The shell
is equally variable with respect to the number, and in part occasional
The sculpture in one of the Porcupine
absence of the spiral striae.
specimens closely resembles that of Turbo corrugatus, Brocchi, and
but the whorls in the present species
the base is likewise keeled
are compressed or flattened, and in Scalaria corrugata they are
convex and the suture is deep.
Monterosato has given some interesting particulars of the animal
for 1878, p. 152, showing difin the 'Journal de Conchyliologie
ferences from Turritella and Scalaria.
'

;

'

V

2.

Scalaria longissima, Seguenza.

(Plate X.

fig.

3.)

Form. Terz. Reggio, 1879, p. 266.
Exp. 1869 St. 45.
1870 Atl. 16.
Distribution. Azores (' Talisman Exp. 1883); 681 fms.
Fossil. Pliocene
Messina, and Reggio in Calabria (Seguenza).
The ' Porcupine specimens are imperfect, but those from the

S. longissima, Seg.
'

Porcupine

'

:

:

'

:

'

.

1884.]

'

'Talisman
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'
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Expedition resemble S. torulosa of Brocchi
and tlie
may be a slightly altered descendant of the latter
S. lanceolata, which is also a Subapennine fossil, seems to
'

;

{)resent species

species.

deserve

more

especially the

name

or epithet longisshna

SCALARIA GENICXJLATA, BrOCchi.

3.

Turho geniculatus, Brc. Conch. Foss. Subaj).

ii.

p.

659,

t.

xvi.

f.

1.

Porcupine' Exp. 18/0
Atl. St. 3a, 6
Med. 50, 50a.
Distribution. Cap Breton {de Folin), Bav of Biscay ('Travailleur' Exp. 1882), Palermo {Monferosctto)
97|-340 fms.
Fossil. Pliocene
Central and Southern Italy.
I am indebted to the kind generosity of my friend the Marquis
de Folin for an exquisite and quite perfect specimen of this lovely
shell.
It is nearly an inch long and contains the operculum.
It
has 17 whorls, the 4 topmost of which are smooth and polished and
form a short pointed cone. The colour is reddish-brown, with a
white and thick outer lip
there is no peristome, in consequence of
the inner lip being incomplete and scarcely discernible.
Some of
the ribs in recent or living as well as in fossil specimens are occasionally varicose or unusually tliickened.
The Marquis de Folin most obligingly proposed to give my name
to the species, not being aware that it had been already described.
'

:

;

;

:

;

4.

ScALARiA vittata',

Shell
ture,
ribs,

Jeffreys.

(Plate X.

fig.

4.)

slender, rather thin, semitransparent, not glossy

:

sculp-

about 15 sharp and curved, but not much raised longitudinal
each being crowned or surmounted just below the suture with

a short spine

;

the interstices of the ribs are closely striated spirally,

and decussated by more than twice as many microscopic longitudinal
the first 3 or 4 whorls are smooth and polished
strise
colour pale
yellowish-brown, with three spiral bands of a much deeper hue on
the last whorl and two on each of the succeeding wliorls except
those at the top
the bands on the last whorl are equidistant,
one below the suture, the middle one round the periphery, and
the third (which is the broadest) encircling the base
spire
gradually tapering; apex finely pointed
whorls 12-14, moderately
convex suture deep
mouth roundish-oval, angular at the inner
base: outer lij) strengthened by the last rib, and slightly expanded
inner Up reflected on the pillar, and continuous with the outer lip.
;

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

L. 0-5.

B.

15.

•Porcupine' Exp. 18/0: Med. St. 50, Benzert Road.
Distribution. Off west coast of Africa ('Talisman'
1254 fms.
5.

Exp.);

Scalaria cantrainei, Weinkauff.

S. cantrainei,\\ e'iwk. in Journ. de Conchyl. 18G6, xiv. pp. 241, 246.
Cantr. Mai. Med. i)l. vi. f. 16 (sine nomine).

'Porcupine' Exp. 1870: Med. 50,50a, Rasel Amoush, Adventure Bank.
'

Banded.
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Exp. 1880 and 1881),
the Mediterranean and coasts of northern
Africa, and the Adriatic ; 70-552 fins.
Tiberi considered the present species
S. kuzmici of Briisina.
cannot agree with him in this deterbut
I
;S'. muricata of Risso ;
more like S. frondosa, and his
looks
45
figure
Risso's
mination.
description of S. muricata may be applicable to almost any species.
This is a more slender shell and has fewer ribs than /S'. trevelyana
Distribution.

southern

Bay

districts

of Biscay

('

Travailleur

'

of

of (S. turtonce is also more conical,
and the ribs are compressed and continuous, instead of being sharp
and muricated or prickly at the top of each whorl. Some of the
ribs are occasionally varicose or dilated as in other species of
of the

same

size.

The young

Scalaria.

6.

(/

(Plate X.

Scalaria algeriana, Weinkauff.

S. coronata, Weink.

Conchyl. x.
pp. 241, 247.

S. alyeriana, id. in op. cit. xiv.

fig.

5.)

p. 348.

in Journ. de

Med. 50,
'Porcupine' Exp. 1870: Atl. St. 17«, 26-34, 3Q
Adventure Bank.
and the Mediterranean
Distribution. C. Breton {de Foliri)
coasts of Spain, Italy, and Algeria ; 15-130 fms.
Siena, Reggio, and Messina.
Fossil. IPliocene
I do not agree with Hidalgo that this is the S. uncinaticostn of
d'Oibigny (Moll. Cuba, pi. xi. f. 25-27), which is described as
" rosea, anfractibus 9, costis 1 1 crassis, inaequalibus."
After a
careful examination and comparison of Weinkauff's descriptions of
his S. alyeriana and iS. schultzii with each other as well as with his
typical specimens of those species, I have failed to make out any
difference between them.
Both have the interstices of the ribs
The present
spirally or transversely striated in the same manner.
species also agrees with S. jmlchella of Bivona in that respect ; but
the spiral striae are finer and less distinct in ;S. pulchella than in
;

;

:

alfjeriana, the longitudinal ribs are more than twice as many in
the iormer as in the latter species, and the shape is rather conical
Another synonym of /S'. algeriana is S. multiinstead of cylindrical.
lineata of Philippi (Zeitschr. f, Mai.)
but that name was preoccupied by Say lor a well-known North-American species. Sissoa 1
coronata of Scacchi, described and figured by Philippi in his work
on the INIollusca of the two Sicilies, being the same species as <S.
hellenica of Forbes, perhaps coronata ought to replace algeriana ;
but it is immaterial.
*S'.

;

>

7.

Scalaria nana\

Shell
sculjiture,

Jeffreys.

(Plate X.

fig. 6.)

conical, of a delicate texture, semitranspareut, not glossy

numerous and

:

close-set curved lanielhir ribs or ridges, of

which there are about 30 on the body-whorl the interstices are
crossed by a few spiral striae
the first 3 or 4 whorls are smooth
;

:

Dwarf.

;;

1884. J

'
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and g;lossy : colour pale yellowish-white: spire short, abruptly
tapering
apex pointed whurh 7-8, convex ; the last equals two
thirds of the shell when placed in a supine position, and more than
one third of the spire when tiie shell is placed with the mouth
downwards suture deep mouth nearly round, slightly angular at
the upper corner
outer and inner lips somewhat expanded
peristome continuous
there is a small umbilical chink between the
inner lip and the pillar.
L. 01.5.
B. 0'075.
:

;

:

:

:

;

;

'Porcupine' Exp. 1870: Atl. St. 9, l(i, 17, 17f/, Setubal B., 26
Med. Adventure Bank.
Distribution. Bay of Biscay (' Travail) eur
Exp. 1881); 10'J3
'

fms.

Messina {Seguema)
have compared this little species with the young of all the
known species from the North Atlantic and the Mediterranean, and
Fossil. Pliocene

:

!

I

I

am

\^

8.

satisfied that

it is

distinct.

ScALARiA SEMiDisjUNCTA^

(Plate X.

Jeffreys.

fig.

7.)

Shell corkscrew-shaped

or forming a twisted cylinder, thin,
semitransparent, and rather glossy
sculpture, numerous and closeset flexuous and sharp lamellar ribs, of which there are about 20
on the body-whorl
the first 3 or 4 whorls are smooth and regular
the ribs as well as their interstices are crossed by equally numerous,
:

;

but very fine spiral strise colour pale yellowish-white spire elongated or drawn out, and gradually tapering
apex conical and
mammiljar ivhorls 7-8, convex, angular, and spinous (muricei) at
tiie top of each
the last nearly equals one half of the shell when
placed on its back, and between one third and one fourth of the
spire in a reversed position
suture deeply excavated mouth circular, with a slight angularity at the up])er corner
outer and inner
lips thin-edged, the latter being expanded, and folded back on the
pillar
peristome continuous or complete
no umbilical chink.
L. 0-5. B. 0-5.
'Porcupine' Exp. 1870: Atl. St. 16, 17, I7a.
Three specimens
of different sizes, and fragments of four other specimens.
Distribution. Azores ("' Tahsman' Exp. 1883); 2199 fms.
This very remarkable species has many of the characters belonging to tlie last species
but I do not think it can be a monstrous
form of S. nana, because (in addition to other characters which may
be observed by com[>aring the descriptions of both species) so many
similar specimens and fragments of the present s])ecies occurred
with the other species in the extraordinary haul off the coast of
Portugal, which I noticed in my report of the second Porcupine'
Expedition of 1870. See the
Proceedings of the Royal Society'
for that year, pages 155 and 156.
5. disjimcta of Brown from Castellarquato is described as having
the last whorl furnished with a convex keel on the base.
:

:

;

;

;

:

:

:

;

;

;

'

'

^

Half-disjoined.

;
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SCALARIA CLATHRATULA, Adams.

Turbo

clathrufAiiiis,

Adams on

the .Microscope,

t.

\4.

f.

ly.

5. dathratida, B. C. iv. p.

9fi

'Porcupine' Exp. 1870

Atl. St. 2, 3, 3a, 9, Vigo B., 16 (and
(and var. sjnnosa), 30, Tangier B.,

Aar.

I7a,

prodvctci),

:

26-29

v. p.

;

210,

pi. Ixxi.

f.

5.

Med. Benzert Road.
Gibraltar B.
Distribution. Bohuslaii, Shetland to the Channel Isles, France,
Spain, Portugal, Italy, Algeria, Morocco, Madeira, and New
Apparently not Belgium, as stated by M.
England; 0-681 fms.
de Malzine under the name of S. pulckel/a ol' Philippi and Kieuer.
English and Belgian Crags, Biot, Nice, Monte
Fossil. Pliocene
;

:

Mario, and Messina.

Not Miocene,

which is evidently a different sf>ecies.
This was confounded by me as well
That species
S. pulchella of Bivona.

as

S. clathratula of

Homes,

by many other wricers with
and is
proportionately broader
the ribs are much more numerous and
crowded, and their interstices are closely and regularly striated in a
spiral direction.
Neither Bivona nor Philippi noticed the spiral
striae.
The present species is 8. sohda of Tiberi (Journ. de Conch.
1863), and S. dalliana of Verrill and Smith.
The variety spinosa from Stations 26 to 29 of the 1870 Expedias

attains to a larger size

;

It is
spine at the top of each rib below the suture.
analogous to the variety lovetd of S. grcenlandica.
Other species
and varieties are also crested in the same manner. In some specimens of the present species the ribs are more numerous than in
others.
The variety prodvcta from Station 16 of the same Expedition has a longer spire and twice the usual number of ribs.

tion has a

j/

10.

ScALARiA FRONDOSA,

J.

&

J.

D. C. Sowerby.

S.frondosa, Min. Conch, vol. vi. (1829), p. 149,
>S. soluta, Tiberi in J. de Conch. (1868), pi. vi. f.

'Porcupine' Exp. 1870:

Atl.

St.

17,

24,

5/7.

t.

f.

1.

3.

26-29, 36;

Med.

Basel Amoush, Adventure Bank, 58.
Distribution. Bay of Biscay {de Folin), throughout the Mediterranean {Tiberi and others), off Madeira ('Travailleur Exp. 1882)
'

20—547

tins.

Fossil. Pliocene
Ficariizzi in Italy.

:

Red and Coralline Crag, and from Piacenza to
Probably not the Antwerp Crag as S. frondosa

of Nyst.

To show

the

number of synonyms which encumber

certain species

being peculiar and not generally known, 1 may
instance the fallowing as appertaining to S. frondosa:
S. Celesti,
Aradas, /S'. pumila, Libassi, <S'. rvgosa, Costa, iS. crispa, Scacchi (not
Lamarck), /b'. eximia, v. Pecchioli, 5'. Fecchioliuna, Issel, and S.
Gravitellensis, Seguenza, besides S. soluta, Tiberi (1868, not 1863).
^. yb/Zf/ceff of Searies Wood ap[)ears to be a varietj^ of the present
specits.
I have already alluded to the possibility of Risso's bad
figure of his iS. muricata being intended to re^vQsewt S. frondosa i
Risso's publication was three years older than Sowerby's.

like the present,

—

'lightning' AND
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and

this species are regularly

My

tinctly striated in the direction of the spire.

dis-

largest specimen

from the 'Porcupine' Expedition is three quarters
length by nearly half an inch in breadth.
I have also from Rasel Anioush fragments of a
appears to be S.frondicula of Searles Wood. That
slender and has more ribs than S. frondosa.
As a

of an inch in
species

species

which
more

is

Pliocene fossil
occurs in the Coralline Crag of Suffolk, the Antwerp Crag, and
at Reggio in Calabria.
Monterosato gives Palermo and S. Vito for
S. frondicula as a recent or living species.
it

y

11.

SCALARIA TREVELYANA, Leach.

S. trevelyuna (Leach, MS.), AVinch on the
in

Ann.

Phil,

new

series,

iv. p.

434

B. C.

:

Geology of Liudisfarn,
v. p. 209,
p. 93

iv.

;

pi. Ixxi. f.4.

'Porcupine' Exp. 1869: St. 1, 2, 3, 6, 9, 14, 15, 18, 25, 35,45,
1870: Atl. 2, 17a, 27-28|.
Disfiibution. Bergen to the Ray of Biscay
15-G45 fms.
Fossil. Miocene ?
Malaga.
Pliocene
lied and Norwich Crag,
Bidt, and Italy.
S. pseudopulchella of Seguenza.

C8, off Lerwick.

;

:

:

12.

ScALAuiA COMMUNIS, Lamarck.

S. communis.
pi.

ii.

f

3

;

Lam. An.

V. pi. Ixxi.

f.

s.

Vert.

vi.

(2), p.

228

:

B. C.

iv. p.

91,

3.

Exp. 1869 St. Donegal B. 1870 Atl. C. Sagres
B., Adventure Bank.
Distribution. Finmark (Lilljeborff) and western coast of Norway
to the JE^can Sen, Adriatic, Canaries
living between tide-marks to
49 fms.
Fossil. Pliocene
Bordeaux Basin. Pliocene Eed Crag, Nice,
and Italy. Post-tertiary Norwaj', Cumbrae, Ireland, West Cheshire,
Selsea, S. France, Leghorn, Vesuvius, and Morea
0-50 ft.
Turbo clathrus of the Fauna Suecica,' and of the lOtli and preceding editions of the
Systema Naturae.' Petit therefore named
the present species S. clathrus, which is more correct than S. communis according to the recognized laws of nomenclature.
'

Porcupine

'

:

:

:

Med. Algeciras

;

:

:

:

:

'

'

U
t.

13.

SCALARIA GROSNLANDICA, ChcmnitZ.

Turbo clathrus grccnlandicus, Chemn, Conch. Cab.
195 A. f. 1878, 1879.
8. grcenlandica,

B

C.

.

iv. p.

xi.

p. 155,

97.

'Lightning' Exp. St. 2.
' Porcupine'
Exp. 1869: St. 65.
living specimen from the
last Station (345 fathoms) was nearly two inches long.
The animal
having been put into boiling water was removed from the shell and
kept in spirit of wine it then gave out a deep violet dye, which did

A

;

not fade for

many

years.
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Distribution. Arctic and northern seas in both hemispheres,
southwards to Christlaniafiord in Europe and to New England in
Mr.
America, Barentz Sea, and Behring Strait; 8-160 fms.
McAndrew dredged a fresli-looking fragment in 38 fathoms off

Duncansby Head

in Caithness.

Newer Crags in our eastern counties.
PostSweden, Aberdeenshire, Bridlington, and Canada.
The uppermost part of the spire is formed of two or three nearly
the point or apex is rather
cylindrical and quite smooth \^horls
blunt and twisted.
In a North-American specimen, from which
part of the apex had been broken off during the lifetime of the
animal, the fracture had been mended and the exposed opening
filled by a small convex shelly plug.
It is the S. suhulata of Couthouy, not of Sowerhy's ' Mineral
Conchology.'
Fossil.

tertiary

Pliocene

:

:

;

14.

ScALARiA TURTON-3E

(titrtotiis),

Turton.

Tiirho turt07iis, Tuit. Conch. Diet. p. 208. f. 97.
iv. p. 89 ; v. pi. Ixxi. f. 2.

S. turtontp, B. C.

Med. 50 (frag'Porcupine' Exp. 18/0; A4l. St. C. Sagres
ment).
Distribution. Loffoden I. to the iEgean, Adriatic, Madeira, and
Cape Verd I. 5-45 fms.
Fossil. Pliocene
Red and Norwich Crag, Nice, Central and
Southern Italy. Post-tertiary: West of Scotland, Ireland, S.France,
Leghorn, and Rhodes.
This species might be the Turbo anihicjuvs of Liune, hut for the
The best known of several synonyms
character " basi vmbilicata."
is 5. temdcostata of Michaud.
In that admirable periodical the 'Journal de Conchyliologie for
January 1868 (which contains a review of the 4th volume of
;

;

:

'

'British Conchology

name

turtoncE,

')

because

the Editor, M. Crosse, ohjected to the specific
was that of the describer. Dr. Turton ;

it

I had not done well to change the original
turtonis for lurtonce, " sous pretexte que Turton a eu I'inten-

and he remarked that

name

non pas son propre nom, mais

celui de sa
Conchological Dictionary (p. 208)
expressly gives the credit of discovering this species to his daughter,
That specific name
adding " whose name we have attached to it."
has been adopted and used by all British conchologists, and it is at
all events more justifiable than the names proposed by Mr. Clark
and Dr. Gray in honour of their wives, and bj^ the old Italian geoloThe termination of the specific
gist Gioeni in honour of himself.
name in the present case is in strict accordance with the usual
custom. By the rules of biological nomenclature, which were framed
and adopted hy the British Association for the Advancement of
Science, specific names may be changed when their meaning is
" glaringly false " or they have not been clearly defined. But
neither of these objections is aj)plicable to the present case.

tion de donner a I'espece,
fille."

But Dr. Turton,

in his

'

'

:

'lightning' AND 'PORCUPINk' EXPEDITIONS,

1884.]

L^lo. ScALARiA Acus, Watson.

(Plate X.

S. acus, Wats, in Journ. Linn. Soc.

fig.

139

8.)

(Zoology),

1883, vol. xvi.

608

p.

Poieiipine Exp. 1870: Atl. St. 16, 17, 31-34.
Distribution. Sicily (Monterosato), west of Azores and Culebra
'

'

('Challenger' Exp.) ('Talisman' Exp. 1883); 49-1254 fras.
Fossil. Pliocene
Ficarazzi {Monterosato).
Every specimen of this pretty little shell which I have seen

I.

:

spirally

is

or

transversely striated, a character unnoticed in Mr.
Watson's description. In one of the ' Challenger ' specimens from
the Azores, fine spiral striae are perceptible only in the interstices of

the ribs ; but in the fragment from Culebra Island, as well as in
the perfect specimen now figured and the fragments from the
'Porcupine
Expedition, these striae are stronger and cross the
ribs.
All the specimens have a basal ridge and a similar apex.
'

ScALARiA tenera',

i/ 16.

Shell

Jeffreys.

(Plate X.

fig.

9.)

inclined to cylindrical, thin, semitransparent,

and glossy
numerous slight, curved or somewhat flexuous, and
rounded but not prominent ribs, of which there are from 2.5-30 on
the penultimate whorl, those on the last whorl being indistinct
or
wanting the ribs are more sharp on the upper whorls all are
crossed by a few delicate and also rounded spiral strige, which
are
more conspicuous at the base of each whorl colour whitish spire

:

sculpture,

;

;

:

slender and gradually tapering

:

whorls 10-12, convex suture deep
mouth more round than oval, obtuse-angled at the upper corner
outer lip thin, expanded at the base: inner lip reflected
on the
pillar and forming with the outer lip a continuous
peristome ; behind
it is a small umbilical chiuk.
L. 0-.5 (circa). B. 0-1.5.
'Porcupine' Exp. 18/0: Atl. St. 16.
Four fragmentary or
imperfect specimens only, but sufficiently characteristic for
description
and figuring.
:

:

:

_

Scalaria coartata

17.

S. obtusicostata,
f.

',

Jeffreys.

G. O. Sars, Moll.

arct.

Norv. p. 194,

t.

22.

9, a, 5.

S. varicose,

id.

I. c. p. 348, t. 34, f.
9, a-c.
Porcupine' Exp, 1870 Atl. St. 16. An imperfect
specimen
Dtstributwn. Yadsd and Moldci ((?. 0. Sars); 100-150
fms.
Having lately, through the accustomed courtesy of the
eminent
Norwegian Professor, had an opportunity of re-examininohis two
specimens which he had described and figured as S.
oblusicosfata
and S. varicosa on my authority, and having carefully
compared
them with each other as well as with Searles Wood's and
Brocchi's
'

:

types of the above-named species, I am now convinced
that I was
mistaken in suggesting the identification of the Norwco^ian
with
those iossil species and that both his specimens
belong to^'one and
the same species.
He quite agrees with me in the latter determination, as well as in adopting the name
which I have ventured to
'

Delicate.

2

Contracted or uarrowed.

:
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having been

inisled in the first instance.

^18. ScALARiA formosissima', Jeffreys.
Shell slender, exceedingly thin and of a
transparent, and rather glossy

:

sculpture,

(Plate X.

fig.

10.)

delicate texture, nearly

numerous crowded and

obliquely flexuous ribs (40-.t0 on the body-whorl), which
are regularly and closely decussated by thread-like spiral stritc, causing
the whole surface of the shell to appear shagreened or roughened by
a file ; the four uppermost or apical whorls are obliijuely and closely
striated lengthwise but not spirally
the base and infrasutural portion
colour milk-white ;
of each whorl is more or less distinctly keeled
slight,

;

:

apical whorls reddish-brown

:

spire elegantly and gradually tapering

;

apex sharply pointed whorls 12, convex, but angular on the upper
suture very deep
mouth roundish, angulated below
f)art of each
outer lip very thin
inner lip expanded and somewhat inflected
vmbilicus small and narrow, but conspicuous.
L. 0'6. B. 0"2.
'Porcupine' Exp. 1870: Atl. St. If), 1 7a. One lovely specimen,
now figured, and a few others more or less perfect, but much smaller.
Distribution.
Exp.), Azores
Josephine Bank (' Josephine
(' Talisman
Exp. 1883); 340-1514^ fms.
The shell is so very delicate and almost transparent that the
purple dye which was emitted by the animal is clearly visible
through one of my specimens.
The imperfect and unsatisfactory notice given by the Marquis de
Monterosato of his iS. strir/fissima may apply to the ])resent species
or to 8. alyeriana.
If the first-named species were the same as
this, I should have been glad to adopt ihe name which he proposed
in spite of striatissima not being a classical word
but the author,
although an old friend, has not shown the usual courtesy of complying with my repeated request to be allowed to see a specimen of several
Mediterranean species which he has merely named, without properly
desciibing any of them.
Such names must therefore be treated as
:

:

:

:

:

'

'

;

manuscri])t.

1/19. Scalaria pumicea, Brocchi.
Turbo jjumiceus, Brc. Conch, foss. Subap. ii. p. 380,
S. serruta, Calcara, Conch, foss. d'Altavilla, p. 47, t
Porcupine' Exp. 1870 Atl. St. Gibraltar B.

t. vii. f.
ii.

f.

3.

4.

'

:

Madeira, and Canaries.
Miocene
Vienna and Bordeaux Basins.
Pliocene
Coralline Crag and Italy.
S. varicosa of Lamarck and other synonyms of palaeontologists.
Distribution.

Sicily, Algeria,

Fossil.

20.
/S.

:

Scalaria hellenica, Forbes.

hellenica, Forb.

Kissoal coronata
127,

J).
•

:

t.

xxiii.

f.

Rep. iEg. Inv. (1844),
(Scacclii),

Philippi,

p.

189.

Moll.

Sic.

ii.

(18I-I),

7.

Porcupine' Exp. 1870: Atl.

St.

30

;

off Rinaldo's Chair.
•

Most

beautiful.

Med. 45, Basel Amousii,

1884.]

'

I.IGIITN'ING'

AXD

'

PORCUPINK

EXPEDITIONS.

'
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Distribution.
From Nice to the Archipelago and the coast of
Dalmatia, Madeira, and Canaries off Sahara (' Talisman Exp.)
40-1261 fms.
Fossil.
jNIiocene
Vienna Basin.
<§. scacchii of Hcirnes and 8. crassilabrum of G. B. Sowerby.
Not
Although the Report of Prof. Forbes and
S. coronata of Lamarck.
the second volume of Dr. Philippi's work bear the same date, the
former was published in 1843 at the Annual Meeting of the British
Association for the Advancement of Science, and appeared in the
' Athenfeum
and other periodicals of that year.
I therefore
consider that the specific name given by Forbes is entitled to priority.
The first whorls in this species, as is mostly the case in the genus
Scaluria, are smooth and polished, forming a sharp spike of a
'

;

:

'

reddish-brown colour.
•/

SCALARIA CRENATA, Limie.

21.

Turbo crenatvs, L.
p. 156,

f.

t.

195 A.

f.

N.

S.

p.

1238; Chemn. Conch. Cab.

S. crenata, G. B. Sowerby, Thesaurus Conchyliorum,
123.

Porcupine

xi.

1880, 1881.

Exp. 1870

i.

pi.

xxxv.

Atl. St. Gibraltar B.
the Channel Isles, a small and worn
specimen (F. 0. Lukis) !, Atlantic coasts of France and Spain {de
Folin), Mediterranean, Mogador, and Canaries (McAndrew) ; 3-50
fms.
The body of this nioUusk is of a yellowish hue mottled with
white the snout or rostrum is thick and strong the tentacles are
spike-shaped, rather long and slender, of a yellowish colour
the
eyes are small and black, seated on a slight prominence near the
outer base of each tentacle
the foot is thick and short.
Animal
shy or easily alarmed.
'

'

Distribution.

Herm

:

in

;

;

;

;

AciRSA PR.ELONGA,

Jeffreys.

(Plate X.

fig.

11.)

Jeffr. in Ann. & Mag. N. H. 1877, p. 241.
'Porcupine' Exp. 18/0: Atl. St. 16. A single specimen.
Distribution.
'Valorous' Exp. St. 12; 1450 fms.
Also a
single specimen from that Expedition.

A.prwlonga,

Summary of the foregoing
Families.

List.

Genera.

Number

of

Species.

IX.

LITTORINID^

{continued)

Rissoa

Hydrobia
X.
XI.
XII.
XIII.

PALUDINID^
HETEROPHROSYNID.E.

SKENEID^
VERMETIDiE

.

42
....

BiTHYNiA
Barleeia

Homalogyra ..
Siliquaria. ...

2
I

l
1

1
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Number

of

Species.

XIY. TURRITELLID.E

XV. SCALARIID.E

Stilbe

I

turritella ....
Mesalia

2
1

Scalaria
ACIRSA

21
I

74

Total ....

Fourth Supplement.

•

I have been indebted to the kindness of Dr. Fischer for an
opportunity of examining the Mollusca which were procured last
summer by the deep-sea exploration in the French Government
steamer ' Talisman ' off the west coast of Spain and the coasts of
]\Iarocco, Senegal, Sahara, Cape de Yerd Isles, Canaries, and Azores.
This examination will be seen to have greatly enriched the present
Supplement.
I also wish to recognize the laborious care taken by
the Marquis de Folin in his "triage" of the sifted material from
the deep dredgings in this Expedition.

Parti., P.Z.S.

lS/8:—

Page 401. Terebratula caput-serpentis.
form
Talisman
Madeira (3/ay(?r).
'

('

„

Exp.)

;

Off Marocco, the typical
65 fms. Fossil. iMiocene

:

Pliocene: Siena (PantanelU).

Terebratvla luherata. Off Marocco and Sahara (' Talisman Exp.); 330-1201 fms.
var.
Terebratula vitrea, var. minor off C. St. Vincent
sphenoidea off Marocco ('Talisman' Exjl); 298'

P. 404

;

:

:

818 fms.
P. 407. Terebratula septata.

Off Marocco, Sahara, and Canaries
Talisman Exp.) 3311-861 fms.
Off Sahara ('Talisman' Exp.);
P. 411, Platydia anomio'ides.
'

('

;

347-478

Fossil.

fms.

Pliocens

Sicily {Seguenza).

:

Off Marocco and Canaries (' Tahs50-6.5
fms.
man'Exp.);
As usual, abundant.
and Azores ('Talisman'
Marocco
Atretia
gnomon.
Off
402,
P.
Exp.); 1192-2199 fms.
Off C. St. Vincent ('Talisman'
P. 413. Rhijnchonella sicula.
Exp.)
57| fms. Plentiful.
Off the Sahara ('Tahsman' Exp.);
P. 414. Crania anomala.
1261 fms.
Off Marocco ('Talisman' Exp.);
P, 415. JDiscina atlantica.

„

Megerliu truncata.

;

1192 fms.
Part

II.,

P. Z. S. 1879

:—

P, 5.54, Anomiaephippium. Fossil. Miocene Madeira (3/aye/-).
Off Azores ('Talisman' Exp.);
P, 555. Anomia patelliformis.
:

43-76 fms.
P. 556.

Pecten pusio.
188 fms.

Off Canaries ('Talisman' Exp.);

99-

':

1884.]

'lightning' AND 'porcupine

EXPEDITIONS.

'

Off Canaries and C. Verd

p. 557. Pecten pes-felis.

man' Exp.); S8-134

Very

fins.

I.

large.

143
('TalisFossil.

Miocene j\Iadeira (Mayer).
Pecten plulippii. Off Canaries and Azores ('Talisman'
:

P. 5.t8.

Ex|i.); 4.3-7G fms.
P. 560. Pecten testa. Off Azores (' Talisman Exp.) ; 43-76 fms.
Fossil.
Pliocene: S'lenti (Pantanelli).
Pecten siinilis. Fossif. Pliocene : Siena (Pantanelli).
„
'

P. 561,

Pecten vitreus.
Off Marocco and Saliara ('Talisman'
Exp.)
469-650 fms.
Off C. Verd I. (' Talisman
Amiissium fenestratinn.
Exp.) 268-335 fms. and var. cancellata, off Azores
(same); 1622-2199 fms.
Amussium lucidum. Off Marocco, Sahara, and Azores
(' Talisman
Exp.) ; 650-1429 fms.
Lima sarsii. Bay of Biscay ('Travailleur Exp. 1882)
249 fms.
Off West coast of Africa ('Talisman'
Exp.); 1254 fms.
Off Marocco (' Talisman ' Exp.)
Lima subovata.
According to Brugnone not fossil at
1192 fms.
Palermo, but the young of L. elliptica.
Lima loscombii.
Off Azores (' Talisman Exp.) ; 4376 fms.
Lima hians, var. fenera. Off Azores (' Talisman ' Esp.)
;

„

:

;

P. 562.

'

P. 562.

P. 563.

P. 564.

„
,,

'

;

'

;

43-76 fms.
Lima excavata.

Off Sahara ('Talisman' Exp.); 185
Fresh and apparently recent valves of an

fins.

unusually large

mens

P. 568.
P. 569.

;

size,

equal to that of the fossil speci-

Seguenza noticed from the Pliocene
or Post-tertiary formation in Calabria and Sicily and
named L. giyantea.
Modiolaria nigra. Norway (Storm) 3-4 fms.
Dacryditim vitreum.
Off West coast of Africa ('Talisman Exp.)
Fossil.
478 fms.
Post-tertiary
Greenock (Steel).
Area lactea. Fossil Miocene Madeira (Mayer).
Area nodulosa, var. scabra.
Off West coast of Africa
(' Tahsman
Exp.) 754 fms.
Area tetragona.
Oft' Azores ('Talisman' Exp.); 4376 fms.
Area note. Fossil. Miocene Madeira (Moyer),
Area antiqv.ata. Off Marocco (' Talisman ' Exp.) 32^
whicli Prof.

;

'

;

P. 570.

„

:

:

'

;

P. 571.

„
„

:

;

fms.
P. 573. Arcafrielei. Off Marocco ('Talisman' Exp.) ; 635 fms.
Norway (Storm) 300 fms.
P. 574. Leda minuta.
P. 575. Ledafragilis. Bay of Biscay (' Travailleur Esp. 1882) ;
249 fms.
Leda arctica. Post-tertiary N.W. Germany (Torell).
„
P. 576. Leda 7nessanensis.
Off Marocco and the Azores (' Talisman ' Exp.); 452-1514^ fms.
;

'

:

;
'
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P. 5/8. Leda striolata. Off West coast of Africa ('Talisman'
Exp.); 4.52-12.'S4 fms.
Leda pusio.
Off Marocco ('Talisman' Exp.'l; 7o3„
1
92 fms.
P. 579. Leda jeffreijsi.
Off West coast of Africa and the Azores
('Talisman' Exp.); 452-2199 fms.
Leda subcequilatera. Off Azores ('Talisman' Exp.);
„
1

1622 fms.
P. 580.

Leda micrometriea.

Mediterranean (Nares)

150-300

;

fms.

Leda inscu/pta, \av. Icevis nearly smooth. Off Azores
('Talisman' Exp.); 2199 fms.
P. 581. Leda minima. Off Sahara ('Talisman' Exp.); 1261 fms.
Nucula ageensis.
Off Sahara (' Talisman
Exp.)
„
1261 fms.
Mediterranean {Nares)
P. 582. Nucula corbuldides.
1 50-300
„

;

'

;

;

fms.

Nucula tumidula. Off West coast of Africa (' Talisman
Exp.); 681 fms.
Bay of Biscay (' Travailleur Exp.
P. 583. Nucula sulcata.
249 fms.
1882)
P. 585. Limopsis aurita.
Off Marocco and Sahara (' Talisman
Exp.) 599-1429 fms. Very large from latter station,
Limopsis cristata. Off Marocco ('Talisman' Exp.);
„
658-861 fms.
Limopsis minuta. Off Marocco (' Talisman
Exp.)
„
„

'

;

'

;

'

298-650 fms.
P. 586^ Malletia obtusa.
„

Part

Off Marocco and Senegal
Exp.); 298-1733 fms.
Malletia cuneata.
Off Marocco and Sahara
Exp.); 599-1733 fms.

III., P. Z. S.

June 1881

'

('

Talisman

('

Talisman'

:—

Off West coast of Africa ('Tahsman'
Exp.); 1254 fms.
P. 699. Lasceapumila. OffAzores(' Talisman' Exp.); 1514|fms.
P. 701. Lucina spinifera.
Off Canaries ('Talisman' Exp.);
P. 696. Decipida ovata.

99-188 fms.
,,

Lucina borealis.
76 fms.

Off Azores

('Talisman' Exp.); 43-

Axinus fiexuosus, var. folygona. Off Sahara (' Talisman Exp.); 1261 fms.
P. 703. Axinus croulinensis. Off West coast of Africa (' Talisman Exp.) 452-1254 fms.
Axinus ferruginosus. Off Sahara (' Talisman ' Exp.)
„
452-1261 fms.
P. 704. Axinus subovatus. Off Sahara (' Talisman' Exp.); 1261
„

'

'

;

;

fms.

„

Axinus cycladius. Off Sahara and Azores
Exp.); 1261-1622 fms.

('

Talisman

'

p,
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Exp.); 452-731

('
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Talisman

'

fins.

P. 932. Pecchiolia svbqtiadrata.

C81-1261 fms.

I

Off Sahara (' Talisman Exp.)
overlooked other 'Porcupine'
'

;

Stations for this species, viz. 1869: St. 16, 17.
Tliese specimens are larger than the size given in the
description.

Off West coast of Africa and
Very
Azores ('Talisman' Exp.); 478-681 fms.
large and fine specimens.
Off Marocco and Sahara (' TalisP. 933. Pecchiolia unyulatu.
man Exp.)
An extraordinarily
617-/81 fms.
large valve from the latter station.
'
Pecchiolia aculicostata.
Off Marorco (' Talisman
„
Exp.); 650 fms.
A large valve.
Garvel Park,
P. 937. Necera subtorta.
Fossil.
Post-tertiary
Greenock {Scott and Steel).
Exp.)
Off Marocco (' Talisman
P. 938. Necera cuspidata.

„

Pecchiolia inscutjita.

'

;

:

'

;

('Talisman'

Exp.);

9,i-13S fms.

„

Ne<Era

gracilis.

Off

Marocco

599-1300 fms.
'

Necera rostrata. Off Marocco and Azores ('Talisman
Exp); 470-1 137 fms.
Off Sahara and the West coast of
P. 940. Necera depressa.
Africa ('Talisman' Exp.): 452-1261 fms.
Exp.)
NecEra lamellosa.
Off Sahara (' Talisman
„
1261 fms.
P. 941. Necera contracta.
Off Marocco and Azores ('Talisman'
Exp.); 1192-1622 fms. Mr, Dall now refers this

„

'

;

N. limatula, described in the Bulletin of
of Comparative Zoology, vol. ix. No. 2,
His report is dated December 5, 1881.
p. 112.
But in that description he says that his species is
He has since had an
clearly not one ot mine.
opportunity of compai'ing the types of both species.
Referred by Mr. Dall to his N.
Necera semis f riff osa.
publication
lamellifera in the same publication.
species to his

the

„

Museum

My

dated Nov. 29, 1881.
Exp.)
Off Marocco (' Talisman
P. 942. Necera circinata.
Very fine specimens.
1 138-1 190 fms.
Off West coast of Africa ('Talisman
Necera rtiginosa.
„
is

'

;

'

Exp.); 452-1254 fms.
65 fms.,
Behring Sea (' Vega Exp.)
P. 943. Necera cvrta.
The sculpture of
as iV. behringensis of Dr. Leche.
all the ribbed species of this genus is variable.
P. 944. Necera striata. Off Marocco (' Talisman Exp.) 452861 fms.
Off C. St. Vincent ('Talisman Exp.);
P. 945. Mya truncuta.
56 fms.
A fresh-looking valve of a young speci'

;

'

;

'

meu.

'

'lightning' AND

1884.]

'

PORCUPINE

'

EXl'EDITIONS.

Madeira (fFa^sow) ; 20
P. 946. Panopea plicafa.
1261 fins.
hara ('Talisman ' Exp.)
Drontheim (Storm).
P. 947. Pkolas Candida.

fins.

147
;

off Sa-

;

Part v., P. Z.

S.,

1882:—

Post-tertiary: Selsea.
Fossil.
P. 656. Dentalium dent alls.
P. 657. Dentalium panormitanum.
C. St. Vincent, and off
Senegal ('Talisman' Exp.); 32A-1723 fms.
Off West coast of Africa and
P. 658. Dentalium capillosum.
Very
Azores ('Talisman' Exp.); 681-2711 fms.

„

large and perfect from the latter locality.
Dentalium candidum. Off Marocco, Sahara, and Canaries
(' Talisman Exp.)
629-1429 fms. Very large and
'

;

fine specimens.
,,

Dentalium
Azores
fine

Off C. Spartel, Marocco, Sahara, and
337-650 fms. Very
Exp.)
Talisman

agile.
('

'

;

specimens.

P. 659. Dentalium

Bay of Biscay

striolatum.

('

Travailleur

'

Exp.) 1062 fms.
My note of the animal (as D.
abyssorum) from 370 fathoms in the 'Porcupine'
" Body creamExpedition of 1869, is as follows:
colour: 7nantle thick, with jagged but not ciliated
edges: foot cylindrical and terminating in a conical
;

—

point lobes expansile, slightly scalloped at the edges ;
the upper part of the foot is pale yellowish brown
tentacles (or captacula) numerous, extremely slender
and thread-like, with bulbous tips."
;

:

Dentalium eiitalis. Varangerfjord (' Coligny Exp.).
Off Sahara ('Talisman' Exp.)
1261
P. 660. Dentalium Jilum.
fms.
A remarkably large and fine specimen.
Off Azores (' Talisman ' Exp.)
P. 661. Siphodentalimn affine.
'

,,

;

;

2199 fms.
P. 662. Siphodentalium quinquangidare.
vailleur ' Exp.)
733 fms.

Bay of Biscay

('

Tra-

;

Cadulus olivi.
Off Senegal and West coast of Africa
('Talisman' Exp.)
4/0-1733 fms. A fine specimen
from this Expedition has a double notch and corresponding points at the apex, as in C. jeffreysi.
See
the 5th volume of British Conchology,' p. 197.
Cadulus gracilis. Bay of Biscay (' Travailleur Exp.),
.,
off West coast of Africa and Azores (' Talisman
Exp.); 681-1622 fms.
Off Azores ('Talisman' Exp.);
P. 664. Cadulus cylindratus.

P. 663.

;

'

'

2199 fms.
„

Palermo (Monterosato), Bay of
Exp.), off Marocco ('Talis-

Cadulus propinquus.
Biscay

('Travailleur'

man' Exp.) 108-1192 fms.
Cadulus subfusiformis
Off West coast of
(' Talisman
Exp.)
1254 fms.
;

„

.

'

;

Africa

''
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P. G65. Cadulus Jeffrey si.
Off West coast of Africa (' Talisman
Exp.); 478 fms.
Cadulus tumidosus.
Off Marocco and West coast of
,,
4/8-1254 fms.
Africa (' Talisman Exp.)
P. 668. Chiton alveolus. G. St. Lawrence ( Whiteaves), G. Maine
(Ferrill); 1.50-200 fms.
P. 673. Addisonia eccentros.
Off Sardinia ('AVasbington' Exp.,
217 fms. As to the change of name from
1881)
'

;

;

excentrica to eccentros I would refer to
in
,,

my

remarks

page 122 of this paper.

A

picturesque group of eight speciLepetella tubicola.
mens, snugly resting in the hollow of an upper mandible of a large Cephalopod, was dredged last summer
in the 'Talisman' Expedition off the Azores at the
depth of 64 fathoms
and several specimens of appa;

rently another and a larger species were also procured

during the same Expedition off the Sahara in 1261
fathoms, and will be described by Dr. Fischer.
Off Sahara and West coast of
P. 674. Propilidium pertenue.
Africa ('Talisman' Exp.); 1261 fms.
Off Sahara ('Talisman' Exp.)
P. 675. Puncturella profimdi.
1261 fms.
P. 680. Emarff inula multistriafa. Off Sahara ('Talisman' Exp.);
1261 fms.
;

Part VI., P. Z. S. 1883

:—

P.

88. Scissurella umbilicata.
1192 fms.

P.

89. Molleria costtdata.

Off Marocco

Off Marocco

('

('

Talisman

Travailleur

'

'

Exp.)

;

Exp.);

1062 fms.
Bulldog
Exp.
S.E. Greenland,
Molleria Icevigata.
(Wallich); 108 fms.
With the last.
P. 91. Cyclostrema trochuides.
P. 93. Cyclostrema bithyndides. Palermo (il/o«iero«a^o)
162|
fms.
Cyclostrema spherdides.
Off Marocco (' Travailleur
„
„

'

'

;

640 fms.
Exp.)
Tharsis romettensis.
Off Sahara (' Talisman Exp.)
1261 fms.
Off Marocco and Azores (' Talisman
98. Trochus ottoi.
Exp.); 631-1261 fms.
22299. TrocJiussuturalis. Off Sahara (' Talisman Exp.)
1261 fms.
After the words "omitted in"
102. Trochus leucophceus.
add " the index to."
Miocene.
Maine-et10.5. Trochus
e.vasperatus.
Fossil.
Loire {Bar din).
Trochus wiseri.
Off Marocco ('Travailleur' Exp.);
„
;

„

'

:

'

P.
P.

P.
P.

'

;

1062

fins.

18S4.]

'lightning' AND

'

porcupine' EXPEDITIONS.

P. 105. Trochus miliaris.

Fossil.

Miocene.

149

Maine-et- Loire

{Bardin).
P. 106. Trochus sizyphinus.
43-76 fms.
V.\0^. Phasianella pulla.

Off Azores ('Talisman' Exp.);

Off Sahara ('Talisman' Exp.);
1261 fms.
Most probably drifted.
P. 110. Cithna tenella, and var. costuluta.
Off Marocco and
Azores (' Talisman' Exp.) 681-1622 fms.
P. 111. Cithna carinata.
Off Sahara ('Talisman' Exp.)
1261
;

;

fms.

Another species was procured during the
same Expedition of the 'Talisman' in 681 fathoms

P. 141. Iphitus.

off the

West

coast of Africa.

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.
Plate IS.
Eig.

2.

Bissoa fischeri, p. ILS.
panmla, p. 114.

3.

mbsoltita, p. 11,5.

1.

tesfw, p. 115.
angulata, p. lit*.
6.
furriciila, p. 120.
7.
ddiciosa, p. 121.
8.
affinis, p. 124.
9. Hydrobia compacta, p. 128.

4.

5.

Plate X.
Fig.

1.

Homalogyra

2.

Stilhe acuta, p. 1.30.

densicoafafa, p. 129.

Scalaria longUsima, p. 132.
viffafa, p. 133.
6.
algeriana, p. 134.

3.
4.

fi.

7iana, p. 1.34.

7.

8.

semklisjuncfa, p. 135.
acus. p. 139.

9.

tenera, p. 139.

10.

formosissima, p. 140.
11. Acirsa pralonga, p. 141.
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1884.

Holdsworth, Esq., F.Z.S.,

in the Chair.

Mr. Howard Saunders exhibited an example of Sabine's Gull,
sahinii, shot last September in the Island of Mull, in the fully
adult summer plumage so rarely seen in Great Britain.
Mr.
Saunders also exhibited an adult example in breeding-plumage of a
rare straggler from North America, Bonaparte's Gull, Larus Philadelphia, shot on Loch Lomond, about the end of April 1850, by
Sir George H. Leith-Buchanan, Bart.
With regard to tlie specimen of the American Laughing Gull,
Larus atricilla, in the British Museum, said to be the one obtained
by Montagu at Winchelsea, in August 1774, he pointed out that it
in no way agreed with Montagu's description, and was certainly not

Xema

his bird.

Mr. Saunders further exhibited a specimen of the Dusky Shearwater, Puffinus griseus (Gm.), shot off Redcar by Mr. T. H. Nelson.

The

from a letter addressed to the Secretary by
Liitken, F.M.Z.S., was read :—

followino; extracts

Dr. Ch.

W.

Zoological Museum,
University of Oopenliagen,
15th Feb., 1884.

take the liberty of placing before you a fact which has given
reason to suppose that Tachyglossus aculeatus, Shaw {T.
hystrix, auctt.), might possibly not be, as commonly supposed, the
only species of the genus inhabiting the continent of Australia.
In the year 1848 a Mr. Bertelsen, returning from Australia
(Sydney), offered us for sale several skins of Mammalia, mostly
common and well-known species from south-east Australia. Among
those purchased for the Zoological Museum, was a skin of a female
Tachyglossus of the hystrix type, which was at that time entered in
the catalogue as T. hystrix. During several years no special attention
was paid to this specimen until 1883, when Mr. Winge, who was
entrusted with the task of drawing up a catalogue of some parts of the
collection of Mammalia, drew my attention to the fact that this skin
could not be that of a true T. aculeatus. At the same time he hinted
that it might possibly belong to the New-Guinean T. luwesi, described
a few years ago by Mr. Ramsay (Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W. vol. ii.
The journal in which the original description of this
p. 32, 1878).
species is given, does not exist here in Copenhagen.
At that time,
therefore, we were unable to verify this conjecture.
Some time ago,
however, the note inserted by M. Alph. Dubois in the ' Bulletin
de la Societe Zoologique de France' for 1881, in which this gentleman has had the appropriate idea of adding to his account of Acanthoglossus bruijni a fresh translation of the description of T. lawesi,
happened to fall into my hands. Thus we were able to compare the
I

me some
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specimen bought in 1848 of Mr. Bertelsen with the description.
This comparison leaves little doubt in our minds that our specimen
is really one of the true T. lawesi, or of a nearly allied form.
Its
specific distinction from T. aculeatus is beyond all doubt.
That such an animal does not live in the neighbourhood of Sydney,
where Mr. Bertelsen probably purchased his specimen, is evident,
and though there were a few Malayan animals (a Paradoxurus and
a Traguli(s) in the collection, I can but think it very improbable
that Mr. Bertelsen should have been able to obtain in 1848, at
Sydney or thereabouts, a skin of a New-Guinean animal. I should
rather think, therefore, that the specimen might possibly have been
brought to Sydney from some other more or less distant part of
Australia, say from Queensland, where it is now well known that the
Echidna occurs. I am well aware that the Queensland Echidna has
been described by competent observers as identical with the more
southern T. aculeatus but I should nevertheless venture to recommend a renewed examination of specimens of Tachijglossus in the
British and Australian Museums, especially of specimens from Queensland and North AustraHa.
The result might possibly be the dis;

covery of a species inhabiting the north-eastern part of the Australian
continent, different from the typical T. aculeatus, and closely related
to, if not identical with, the T. lawesi of south-eastern New-Guinea.
As renewed investigations are going on at this very moment, if I

am

not mistaken, in Australia concerning the reproduction of the
Ornithodelphs, I do not delay longer to bring this suggestion, and
the facts which have induced me to make it, to the knowledge of
those who are especially interested in elucidating the specific
characters and the geographical distribution of these animals.
The supposed specimen of Tachyglnssus lawesi no'w before me is a
rather large animal measuring 423 miUim. in a straight line, the
length of the snout from the eye to the point being Q3 millim.
The
snout or rostrum is somewhat longer proportionally than in a male
specimen of T. aculeatus also before me, the spines of the back longer
and stronger, rufous-yellowish with black points.
Scarcely any
hairs are intermixed with the spines, much fewer than in T. aculeatus, T. lawesi being thus, of the whole family, the species best
provided with an armature of spines, longer, stronger, and more
densely placed than in any other.
Also instead of being limited to
the back above a horizontal hue from the shoulder to the tail, the
spines in this species descend on the flanks, though they do not quite
reach the belly.
Its most salient and unequivocal character, however, is the different ])roimrtions of the hind claws.
In T. aculeatus
there is a regular climax from the fifth continuously to the second
longest claw, this exceeding the third only slightly in length, whereas in T. lawesi the three external claws increase only slightly in size
from the fifth to the third, which is therefore much shorter than the
second, this last claw being in fact more than double the length of
the third.
have extended this comparison to the hind bones and the inI
complete crania extracted from the skins.
The cranium of the

—
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female T. lawesi is proportionately narrower, and its rostral portion
Both specimens
longer than in the skull of the male T. aculeatus.
are quite adult
in the T. lawesi, which is the larger of the two,
the limb-bones are, contrarily to what I expected, absolutely smaller,
There is also a
shorter, and more slender than in T. aculeatus.
marked difference in the shape of the processus olecranoides of the
but I am unable
fibula, narrow in T. lawesi, broad in 7. aculeatus
;

;

to decide

whether these differences are merely sexual or

specific.

Mr. J. E. Harting, F.Z.S., exhibited and made remarks on some
horns of the Roe-deer {Capreolus caprcea) from Dorsetshire, contrasting them with Scotch horns of the same species, with which they
favourably compared. He remarked tliat Dorsetshire was now the only
English county in which the Roe was to be found in a truly wild state,
and detailed the steps which had been lately taken, under his direction,
to transport a few pairs to Ep[)ing Forest, the conservators of that
forest being desirous to introduce the animal into haunts where it had
On the occasion
been once common, but liad long become extinct.
referred to, a couple were secured for the Society's Menagerie,
whither they were safely transferred, being presented by Mr. J. C.
Mansel Pleydell, of Whatcombe, and Mr. C. Hambro',' of Milton
Abbey, in whose woods tliey were captured. The nutnber of Roedeer at present roaming in the Milton, Whatcombe, and Houghton
Woods, which fringe the southern side of the Vale of Blackmore,
from Stoke Wake to Melcombe Park and the Grange Wood westward, is estimated to be about 150.
From enquiries made of experienced keepers on the spot, Mr.
Harting found that they discountenanced the generally accepted
belief that the Roe is monogamous, asserting that iu the breedingseason they often saw a buck consorting with two, and occasionally
three does.
As this did not tally with the statements of foresters
in Scotland and Germany, where the habits of the Roe-deer have
been attentively studied, Mr. Harting regarded it as an error of
observation, believing that the animals seen with the buck in the
rutting-season were probably a doe with a fawn or fawns, which
would not breed.
In Dorsetshire tiie usual number of fawns produced at a birth is
stated to be two, and these are dropped in April or the beginning of
May, somewhat earlier than is the case with tlie Fallow Deer. In
winter they are found scattered in little parties of three or four to
ten or a dozen throughout the woods.

The

following papers were read
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1.

.

Bros. imp
I
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Revision of the Fishes of the Genera Sicyd'mm and
Lentipes, with Descriptions of five

W.

Ogilvie - Grant.
GiJNTHER, F.R.S., V.P.Z.S.)
R.

[Eeceirecl February

(Plates

The

fact that

new

Species.

(Communicated

1.5,

By

by Dr.

1884.]

XL, XII.)

there are already as

many

as

19 species in the

genus Sicijdium (to which I have had to add 5) seems to justify
an attempt to arrange the species into smaller groups, tlie members
of which may be found to be allied together by some convenient and
distinctive characters.
Dr. Giinther, in his Eritish Museum Catalogue, divides this genus into two groups according as the anterior
teeth are, or are not, enlarged in the lower jaw.
Making a further
use of the line of investigation which he here opened to us, I have

taken advantage of the opportunity of examining the characters of
the teeth in the specimens in the British Museum.
I find that the teeth of the upper jaw, when subjected to a magnifying power of some 200 diameters, are of one of four distinct
forms, viz., unicuspid, bicuspid, and two kinds of tricuspid.
In the first grouj), or that in which the teeth are unicuspid, and
of which S. phtmieri may be taken as typical, the teeth (Plate XII.
fig. 5) are simple, slender, with the distal half bent inwards at or
nearly at right angles.
In the second, or bicuspid group, as in
S. j)ii(jnans, n. sp., the teeth (Plate XII. fig. 7) are curved inwards
and have their extremities bilobed and shaped like the anterior part
of a pig's hoof.
lu the third group, as an example of which a tooth
o{ 8. gymnoyaster, n. sp., is figured ^Plate XII. fig. 6), the teeth
are tricuspid and trident-shaped, the lateral lobes long, the middle
short and, as it were, suspended between the extremities of the
former, so that it soon becomes worn away, and the tooth is then to
all appearance bicuspid.
I have not found these two last types of
tooth in any as yet described species which I have had the opportunity of examining.
In the iburth and last group, as in 8. tcenivrum, the teeth (Plate XII. fig. 8) are also tricuspid and tridentsliaped
but all the lobes being of nearly equal length aud strength,
the teeth retain this shape until quite worn down.
;

SiCYDIUM, C.

&

V,

Sinjdium, Cuy. & Val. xii. p. 167; Giinth. Cat. Fish.
(part); Day, P. Linn. Soc. xiii. p. 140.

Sinjdium

et Sicyojiterus, Gill.

Soc— 1884,

p. 91

Proc. Ac. Nat. Sc. Philad. ISGO,

p. 101.

Proc. Zool.

iii.

No. XI.

1

1

;

;
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Cotylophiis, Guich., in Maillard Notes sur I'lsle de la Reunion,

Addenda C. p. 9.
Sicydiwn, Sicyopterus et Microsicydium, Bleeker, Arch. Neerl. ix.
p. 313.
Sicyopterus, Sicydiops et Microsicydium, Bleeker, Versl. Ak.
Amst. (2) ix. p. 271.
ii.

Body

Bubcylindrical, covered with

rather small ctenoid

scales

head oblong and broad, with the cleft of the mouth nearly horiupper jaw prominent ; snout obtusely rounded lips very
zontal
thick, the lower with a series of numerous slender horizontal teeth,
Upper jaw
of which sometimes only the extremities are visible.
with a single uniform series of numerous moveable small teeth attached by ligament to the edge of the maxilla behind this outer
visible series lie numerous other parallel series of young teeth hidden
in the gum, which succeed the former as they become worn out or
Lower jaw with a series of widely set conical teeth. Eyes
broken.
Two dorsal fins, the anterior with 6 (5 or 7)
of moderate size.
caudal quite free ; ventrals united into a short cupflexible spines
4 branchiostegals ;
Gill-openings of moderate width
shaped disk.
no air-bladder. Pseudobranchise a slit behind the fourth gill.
This genus, confined to fresh waters near the sea, is found
throughout the Torrid Zone.
;

;

;

;

;

Synopsis of Species,
I.

Anterior mandibular teeth not larger than

tlie

following.
A. Teeth in the upper jaw long, slender, and bent
inwards at, or nearly at, right angles.
a. Almost entirely hidden by the gum, dorsal
spines produced into long ribands
b. Cut the gum.
a. Maxilla does not extend to the vertical from
the posterior margin of the eye dorsal
splines produced into long narrow ribands
/?. Maxilla extends beliind the vertical from
the posterior margin of the eye dorsal
spines produced into short filaments
B. Teeth in the upper jaw curved, tricuspid, trident-shaped, the middle cusp, which is suspended at the anterior extremity of the tooth,

1. 8.

plumiein,

;

2.

S. antillanim.

3.

8. brevijile,

a.

4.

8.

b.

5. 8. salvini.

;

being very short, soon becomes worn away.

Neck and belly naked
Neck and belly covered with small scales
C. Teeth in the upper jaw curved, tricuspid,

a.

ti'i-

dent-shaped, all the lobes being of nearly equal
length and strength.
Head as broad as high; neck naked, uniform
blackish, each scale with an oblong black
spot.

b.

gymnogaster,

D.

6jj;.

A.

jQ

6.

8. acutipinne,

1.

8.laticcps*:

Height of the head two thirds of the width
scales on the neck and belly as large as the
caudal while-edged.
rest, uniform blackish
;

D. 6^.

A.!

* Specimens

in

which the teeth have not been examined.

;;
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fol-

lowing.

A. Teeth in the upper jaw bicuspid.
a. Margin of the upper lip serrate
B. Teeth in the upper jaw tricuspid.

pugnans.

8.

S.

9.

S. tteniurum.

a. Scales subequal.

rows on the occiput very
four and a hall in the length
(without the caudal). Caudal with a dark
horseshoe-like marginal band met by a
second passing along the middle i-ays from

a. First eight or ten

Head

small.

the root.
jS.

D- 6^.

D. 6—.

rays.

Diameter of the eye

£.

Diameter of the

interorbital space.

The

space.
vertical

from

T).-^.

A.

b.

is

10. S. lagocephalum.

nearly equal to the

D.6-;.

A.

11. S.

r^

ekgans*.

equals the interorbital
maxilla
extends to the
the middle of the eye.
ej-e

j^

12.

S.xanthurum*.

Head and anterior portion of the trunk
scaleless.
Diameter of the eye equals the
interorbital space.

t,.

^

A. yy

y.

6.

A.

First two or three rows of scales on the
occiput very small.
Head five and a half
in the length (without the caudal). Caudal
with a dark horseshoe-like marginal band
met by a second passing along the middle

A

D. 5-6y^.

A. r^—yr

13. S. gi/mnauchen*.

broad white band from the tip of the
snout to the root of the caudal, below
which is a longitudinal row of large

black spots
14. S. albo-tmniatum*.
Scales on the middle of the trunk larger or
much larger than those on the anterior
paris and tail.
a.

Upper

lip with a slight median cleft
caudal much shorter than the head, with
a black horseshoe-like marginal band
met by a second passing along its middle
rays the diameter of the eye is one third
;

of the interorbital space.

D.

6tt.

A.

rr.

L. trans. 15
/3.

D.

A.

6t-t.

rr.

Ifi.

S. nigrescens.

L. trans,

16

Upper
two

with a deep median cleft, and
round lateral notches below the
lip

nostrils.
S.

8.

;

uniform black.
y.

micrurum.

15.

Tipper lip without median cleft the last
ray of the dorsal much produced, extending past the base of the caudal. Colour

D. 6^.

A. ~.

L. trans. 13

...

17. S. stimpsoni.

Upper

lip with a slight median cleft
caudal longer than the head, olive with a
yellow margin diameter of the eye half
;

the interorbital space
the maxilla extends to the vertical from the anterior
;

11*

;;
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^^.

L. trans. 17
18. S. ci/7wcephalum.
Caudal longer than the head, yellow with a
broad violet band round the margin
diameter of eye about lialf the interorbital
space
maxilla extends to the vertical
;

;

from the middle of the

D.

eye.
•'

677:^^,.

,

A.
Z.

'

,Q_,]

The caudal

10-11

L. trans. 14

19. S.'parvei*.

as long as the Lead and has
horse-shoe-like marginal band
is

a black
diameter of the eye more than half the

D. 6 ..

interorbital space.

c.

A.

,„ .

ttttT'

L. trans. 14
20. S. macrosietholepis *.
Scales on the neck and belly smaller than the
rest, which are equal.
a. Maxilla extends to the vertical from the
middle of the eye. Colour reddish brown,
with six transverse bands and scattered

D.

spots of darker.

A. 11.

6^^.

L,

19
21. S. fasciatum*
Maxilla extends to the vertical from the
anterior margin of the eye caudal one
and a half times the length of the head
colour deep violet with longitudinal series
trans.

jS.

;

,

of yellow spots.

D- (>[^.

A.

j^.

L.

trans. 15
y.

22. S. microccphahtm*

Maxilla does not extend to the vertical from
the middle of the eye.
Colour brownish,
with eight or nine rings surrounding the
body.

D. 6~.

A. 11

griseum*.

8.

2?,.

with seven sjjines.
a. Last raj' of the dor.«d only slightly produced into a short point ; belly naked.

d. First dorsal

D.

7^^.

A.i

S.2yarvij)mne*.

24.

Anterior tnandibular teeth not larger than the following.
1.

SiCYDiUM PLUMiERi,

Bl. (C.

&

V.).

(Plate

XL fig.

1

et

XTI.

fig. 5.)

Gohius plumieri, Bl. v. p. 12.5, pi. 178, fig. 3; Bl. Sclin. p. 69;
Lacep. ii. pp. 537 and 5G2, pi. 15, fig. 2.
tSicydlum plumieri, Cuv. & Val. xii. p. 168; Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat.
Sc. Philad. 1860, p. 101; Giinth. Cat. Fish. iii. p. 92; Bleeker,
Arcli. Nceil. ix. p. 313.

D.
Teeth

6^0-

A. i.

L.

lat. ca.

84.

the upper jaw long, slender, and bent inwards at about
only the extremities cut the gum.
single row of
;
inconspicuous pajiillse on the gum beneath the upper lip, with a
in

A

right angles

larger median papilla above the maxillary suture

;

a

median

cleft iu
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Only the extremities of the horizontal teetli visihle.
the upper lip.
The total length of the body
Maxillae contain an obtuse angle.
the
(without the caudal) is four times the length of the head
width of the head is considerably greater than the height and nearly
equal to the length; the height of the body is two ninths of the
length.
Scales small
those on the body and tail are subequal and
The diameter of the eye
larger than those on the neck and belly.
head
and
one third of the interis one seventh of the length of the
orbital space.
The length of the pectoral is greater than that of
;

;

dorsal spines are produced
the longest, is about twice
the height of the body.
Colour either uniform olive-brown, dorsals
with irregular dark marking and anal with a dark marginal band,
or yellowish marbled with brown.
The largest specimen measures nearly 7 inches.

the head.

The

third, fourth,

into long ribands

;

and

fifth

the fourth, which

is

Hab. West Indies.
Nine specimens, adult, half-grown and young.

2.

SicYDiUM ANTiLLARUM,

D.6i.

sp. u.

A.^,.

(Plate XII.

fig. 3.)

L.lat.68.

Teeth in the upper jaw long, slender, and bent inwards over the
at about right angles.
A row of small lamelliform transverse
papillee on the gum beneath the upper lip, with a larger median
a slight median
lamelliform papilla above the maxillary suture
cleft in the upper lip
maxillae at right angles to one another

gum

;

;

;

horizontal teeth conspicuous.

The

total length of the body (without the caudal) is four and three
times the length of the head the width of the head is considerably greater than the height and two thirds of the length ; the height
of the body, which is equal to the width of the head, is one sixth of
the length.
Scales on the body and tail are subequal and larger
than those on the neck and belly.
The maxilla does not extend to
the vertical from the posterior margin of the eye, the diameter of
which is contained six and a half times in the length of the head and

fifth

;

the interorbital space.
The length of the pectoral is
greater than that of the head.
The third, fourth, and fifth dorsal
spines are produced into long narrow ribands
the fourth, which is
twice in

;

nearly three times the height of the body ; the second
Colour uniform
dorsal is considerably higher than the body.
anal
violet-brown, dorsal fins with irregular wavy dark markings
with a black and white marginal band ; caudal with a dark band oa
the upper margin.
longest,

is

;

Total length 4j inches.
Hab. Barbadoes.
One adult specimen.

;

]
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SiCYDiUM BREviFiLE,
D.

6^^.

GRANT ON THE
(Plate XII.

sp. n.

A.

^0-

L.

[Mar.
fig.

4,

1.)

64.

lat.

Teeth in the upper jaw long, slender, and bent inwards over the
No papillae on the gum beneath the upper lip,
at right angles.
but a small median papilla above the maxillary suture upper lip wi^h
maxillae contain an angle of about 75°
a slight median notch

gum

;

;

horizontal teeth conspicuous.
The total length of the body (without the caudal) is four and two
fifth times the length of the head ; the width of the head is greater
than the height and two thirds of the length the height of the body,
which is greater than the width of the head, is contained five and a
Scales on the body and tail are subequal,
half times in the length.
;

The maxilla extends belarger than those on the neck and belly.
margin
of the eye, the diameter
posterior
the
hind the vertical from
of which is contained six and a half times in the length of the head
and twice in the interorbital space. The length of the pectoral is less
than that of the head. The second, third, fourth, and fifth dorsal
the fourth, which is
spines are produced into short slender filaments
the second dorsal is not
the longest, is rather higher than the body
Colour, body and fins yellowish brown ; the
so high as the body.
with darker ; anal with a brown and white
marbled
dorsal
second
;

;

margin.
Total length 4^ inches.
Hal). Cameroons.
One adult specimen.
4.

SiCYDiuM GYMNOGASTER,

sp. n.

(Plate XI.

fig.

2 et XII.

fig. 6.)

D.
Teeth

in the

6j^.

A.

fy.

L.

lat.

60-64.

upper jaw tricuspid'; the middle cusp, which is
end of the tooth, is very short and soon be-

situated at the anterior

comes worn away.

A

double or treble row of small papillae on the gum beneath the
lip, without a larger median papilla; upper lip with a very
maxillae contain an angle of about 75° ; horislight median notch
inconspicuous.
or
less
zontal teeth more
The total length of the body (without the caudal) is four and a
the height and width of
half to five times the length of the head
The height of
the head are subequal and two thirds of the length.
the body is contained from five and a half to six times in the length.
neck and belly naked. The diameter of
Scales strongly ctenoid
the eye is one sixth of the length of the head and half the interorbital
The length of the pectoral is greater than that of the head.
space.
The second, third, and fourth dorsal spines are produced into filaments the third, which is the longest, is twice the height of the
body the second dorsal is higher than the body. Colour violetbrown, yellowish in young specimens, shaded with indistinct transan irregular brown spot on the axis of the
verse bands of darker
pectoral, and a broad darlc band from the base of the pectoral to the

upper

;

;

;

;

;

;
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root of the caudal, both

Fins

more or

less indistinct in adult
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specimens.

clouded with darker.
The largest specimen measured 4| inches.
Hab. Mazatlan.
Six specimens
adult, half-grown, and young.
violet,

—

5.

SicYDiuM sALViNi,

(Plate XII.

sp. n.

fig. 2.)

D. &l. A. j^. L. lat. 7S.
Teeth in the upper jaw tricuspid
the middle cusp, which is
situated at the anterior end of the tooth, is very short and soon
becomes worn away.
Gum beneath the upper lip smooth a median papillose tubercle
above the maxillary suture
upper lip with a small median notch
maxillae contain an angle of about 75"
horizontal teeth con;

_

;

;

;

;

spicuous.

The total length of the body (without the caudal) is four and
three quarter times the length of the head
the width of the head
is greater than the height and three quarters of the length.
The
height of the body is contained six and a quarter times in the length.
Scales ctenoid, those on the neck and belly smaller than those on
the body and tail.
The diameter of the eye is contained five and a
;

half times in the length of the head and twice in the interorbital space.
rather greater than that of the head.
spines are subequal and produced into
short filaments, one and a half times the height of the body
second
dorsal not so high as the body.
Colour olive-brown ; anal yellow,
with a black and white band along the margin ; membrane of the
second dorsal clear spotted with brown ; caudal with a dark and

The length of the pectoral is
The second and third dorsal

;

yellow band round the extremity.
Total length 4f inches.

Hab. Panama.

One
6.

adult specimen.

SiCYDIUM ACUTIPINNE, Guich.

Cotylopus aciitipinnis, Guich., in Mallard, Notes sur I'lsle de
Reunion, ii. Add. C, p. 10; Bleeker, Arch. Neerl. ix. p. 313.

D. 6q.

A.j^.

L.

lat. ca.

56.

la

L, trans, ca. 18.

Teeth in the upper jaw tricuspid, comparatively large. Gum
beneath the upper lip smooth
no median papilla above the
maxillary suture
no cleft in the upper lip
maxillae contain an
;

;

obtuse angle

;

horizontal teeth inconspicuous.
The total length of the body (without the caudal) is five and two
thirds the length of the head
the heii^ht and width of the head are
subequal and rather less than two thirds of the length ; the height
of the body is about one seventh of the total length.
Scales strongly
ctenoid on the sides of the body.
Head, neck, and belly naked.
The diameter of the eye is one fifth the length of the head ; maxilla
;

;

extends to the vertical from the anterior margin of the eye.

The

I
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caudal large,
length of the pectoral equals the length of the head
one fifth of the total length. The last ray of the dorsal and aaal
fins is produced into a short filament, especially that of the former,
which extends past the base of the caudal. Colour deep black,
a black oblong spot
lighter on the sides and whitish on the belly
dorsal
posterior
part
of
the body
the
distinct
on
most
on each scale,
nnd anal fins black, with large spots of darker, and the latter with a
black marginal band pectoral grey, with a blackish edge ; caudal
;

;

;

;

black.

JIab. Bourbon.
(We owe this specimen, determined by
One adult specimen.
the
kindness
of M. Vaillaut.)
Guichenot, to
7.

& V.

SiCYDlTJM LATICEPS, C.

Sicydmim

laticeps,

Cuv.

&

Val.

xii. p.

177; Giinth. Cat. Fish.

iii.

p. 93.

D.6,V

A. A.

The height of the head is two thirds of the width. Teeth in the
Scales on tlie neck and belly nearly as large
lower jaw subequal.
The third and fourth dorsal spines are produced
as the others.
Uniform
into subequal filaments, half as high again as the body.
The longest specimen measures four
blackish, caudal white-edged.
inches.
(C. & F.)
Hub. Bourbon.

Anterior mandibular teeth larger than the following.
8.

SicYDiuM PUGNANS,
D.

&~^.

A.

sp. n.

L.

l^;

(Plate XI.
lat.

fig.

3 et XII.

fig. 7.)

L. trans. 15.

60.

Teeth in the upper jaw bicuspid.
Gum beneath the upper lip smooth no median papilla edge of
maxillse contain a narrow angle of about 45° ;
the upper lip saw-like
;

;

;

liorizontal teeth conspicuous.

The length of the body (without the caudal) is four and four fifth
the width of the head is greater than
times the length of the head
The height of the body is
the height and two thirds of the length.
Scales on the body and
contained six and a half times in the length.
The diatail subequal, larger than those on the neck and belly.
meter of the eye is one fifth of the length of the head and half the
interorbital space.
The length of the pectoral equals the length of
the head.
The dorsal spines are filiform the fourth, which is the
longest, is three times the height of the body ; second dorsal higher
than the body.
Colour, body and fins olive-brown, belly bluish
grey ; seven dark blotches on the upper half of the body, two below
the first dorsal, three below the second, one on the free part of the
tail, and the last on the upper part of the root of the caudal
a deep
black mark below the eye ; second dorsal sometimes spotted with
;

;

;

GENERA SICYDIUM AND LENTIPES.
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brown lower margin of the pectoral white-edged caudal with a
dark brown and white band on the upper and lower margins.
The largest specimen measures 2^ inches.
Hab. Savaii.
Many specimens adult, half-grown, and young.
;

;

—

9.

SiCYDIUM T^NIURTJMj Gthr.

Sici/dium lagocephalum (non Pall.), Kner, SB. Ak. Wien,

Iviii.

p. 327.

Sicyrlium maerostetholepis, Giinth. Cat. Fish. iii. p. 94.
Sicydium tceniurum, Giinth. Fische der Siidsee, p. 183, pi.
fig.

cxii.

C.

D.

6

A.

jj-'

yq-

L.

L. trans. 16.

54.

lat.

Teeth in the upper jaw tricuspid.
A row of rather large tuberculous papillre on the gum beneath
the upper lip, with larger elongate median papilla above the
maxillary suture; upper lip with a median cleft; maxillae contain
horizontal teeth conspicuous.
an angle of about 7o"
The total length of the body (without the caudal) is four and
a half times the length of the head; the width and height of the
head are subequal and two thirds of the length. The height of the
body is contained four and three quarter times in the length. Scales
subequal and rather large, except the first eight or ten rows on
the occiput.
The diameter of the eye is contained five and a half
times in the length of the head and two and a half in the interorbital space.
The length of the pectoral is greater than the
length of the head
the length of the caudal is less than one fourth
of the total length of the body.
The third dorsal spine is produced
into a filament one and a half times the height of the body.
Colour, body and fins uniform brownish
second dorsal with several
transverse rows of dots on the rays
caudal with dark horseshoelike marginal band met by a second passing along its middle rays
;

;

;

;

from the

root.

The largest specimen measures 3g
Hah. Aneiteum Viti Levu.

inches.

;

Five adult specimens (types).
10.

Sicydium lagocephalum.

Gobius
figs. 6-7.
iii.

luffocephalus,

Pall.

Pall.

Spicil.

Zool.

viii.

Sicydium lagocephalum, Cuv. & Val. xii. p. 1/4
p. 92; Kner, ' Novara,' Fische, p. 181.

D.6i.

;

p.

14,

pi.

2.

GUnth. Cat. Fish,

A.i.

Teeth in the upper jaw tricuspid a row of papillre on the gum
beneath the upper lip, with a larger median papilla above the maxillary suture
maxillae contain an angle of about 7J°.
Horizontal teeth conspicuous
upper lip with a median cleft.
The total length of the body is five and a half times the length
of the head
the width and height of the head are equal.
Tiie
;

;

;

;
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scales on the neck and belly are as large as the rest ; those on the
The diameter of the eye is contained four and a
occiput very small.
halt times in the length of the head, one and a half in the interThe first dorsal is
orbital space, and one and a half in the snout.
higher than the body ; third and fourth spines are produced into
Colour brown, sometimes clouded with darker ; fins
short filaments.
brownish, except the ventral, which is whitish ; second dorsal with

anal with a black and
five series of dark dots on the rays
white margin. Caudal with a dark horseshoe-like marginal band
met by a second passing along its middle rays.
Hab. Mauritius and Bourbon.
One adult specimen.

four or

11.

;

SiCYDIUM ELEGANS,

Steiud.

Sicydium elegans, Steindachner, SB. Ak. Wien, Ixxx.
B.

6^\-

A.

i.

L.

(Teeth in the upper jaw tricuspid

lat.

p. 152.

32-33.

?)

The total length of the body is five times the length of the head.
The width of the head is greater than the height and is two thirds
The height of the body is about one sixth of the
of the length.
Scales on the neck and belly are rather smaller than the

length.

of the eye equals the length of the snout and
nearly equal to the interorbital space ; it is contained about 3g
The first and second dorsals are
times in the length of the head.
of the pectoral is greater
length
higher than the body.
The
Colour light
than that of the head and equal to the caudal.

rest.

The diameter

is

brownish-yellow
whitish on the belly, a dark brown band along
the upper margin of the body, a second along the margin of the
belly, and a third along the margin of the upper hp which loses itself
The
between the eye and the base of the pectoral in small spots.
upper band extends along the side of the head to the snout in a
horizontal line
above this, there is sometimes a third longitudinal
band, which is joined to the corresponding one on the other side
by a silver band which loses itself on the neck. All the fins with
the exception of the ventral are transparent, spotted with violet.
The spots on the caudal are larger than those on the other fins, and
placed in oblique series.
Longest specimen 33 millim. long (Steind.).
;

:

Hab.
12.

Society Islands.

SiCYDIUM XANTHURUM,

Bleeker.

Sicydium xanthurum, Bleeker, Sumatra,

ii.

p.

271

;

Giinth. Cat.

Fish. iii. p. 93.
Sici/opterus (Sicydiops) xanthurus, Bleeker, Arch. Neerl. Sc. Nat.
ix. p.

2G

;

et Versl.

D.

Gjj^g.

Ak. Amst.
A.

3^.

(2) ix. p. 283.

L.

lat.

.f)0.

L. trans. 12.

(Teeth in the upper jaw tricuspid ?)
row of papillae on the gum beneath the upper
teeth conspicuous.

A

lip

;

horizontal

;
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The total length of the body (without the caudal) is about five
times the length of the head ; the width of the head is rather
greater than the height and two thirds of the length.
The height
of the body is contained about six and a half times in the length.
Scales on the neck and side uearly equal to those on the tail.
The
diameter of the eye is contained three and a half times in the length
of the liead, and equals the interorbital space.
The maxilla extends
to the vertical from the middle of the eye.
The pectoral and
caudal fins are rather longer than the iiead ; the caudal is contained
about five and a half times in the total length. The third dorsal
spine is produced into a short filament higher than the bodv
second dorsal higher than the body.
Colour blackish violet, dorsal
and anal fins dusky violet ; pectoral greenish violet with an orange
margin caudal yellow, with a black horseshoe-like mark, and with
the angles violet.
Total length 2| inches (£lee/c.).
Had, Rivers of West Sumatra and Bali.
;

13.

SicYDiUM GYMNAUCHEN,

Blecker.

Sicydium gymnauchen, Bleeker, Act. Soc. Sc. Indo-Nederl. iii.
Celebes, p. 11; Giinth. Cat. Fish. iii. p. 9.i.
Microskijdium gxjmnuuchen, Bleeker, Arch. Neerl. ix. p. 34
Versl. Ak. Amst. (2) ix. p. 284.

D.

6g^^j.

A.

jg3j^.

L.

lat.

40.

L. trans,

ca. 12.

(Teeth in the upper jaw tricuspid ?)
Horizoutal teeth conspicuous.
The total length of the body (without the caudal) is rather more
than four times the length of the head the width and height of the
head are subequal and half the length. The height of the body is
contained about six times in the length.
Head and anterior portion
of the trunk scaleless; scales on the rest of the body subequal.
The diameter of the eye is about a quarter of the length of the head
;

and equals the

interorbital space.
The length of the pectoral is
rather less than the length of the head, which is about equal to the
length of the caudal.
The anterior dorsal is not so higii as the
body ; the second dorsal and anal are subequal, higher than the
dorsal, their anterior rays being higher than the posterior.
Colour green above, yellowish beneath, with eight blackish cross
bands, broader than the intervening spaces
the last four or five are
lighter than the rest and descend obliquely forwards ; fins rosecoloured, anal dotted with black.
(The bands are sometimes infirst

;

distinct or absent.)

Out

of more than

300 specimens the longest measures 14 inches

{Bleek).

Hub. Estuaries of Manado.

—
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Sp. 11.?

Closely allied to S. gijmnauchen, Bleek.

D.

A.

6^\.

i

L.

lat.

L. Trans. 15.

54.

upper jaw tricuspid.
the gum beneath the upper lip, no median papilla,
shght median notch in the upper lip maxillae contain a narrow
Teeth

No

in the

papilla

oil

;

horizontal teeth conspicuous.
The total length ot the body (without the caudal) is four and a
The width and height of the
half times the length of the head.
head are subequal and half the length of tbe head. The height of
Scales subequal,
the body is less than one sixth of the length.

angle about

45'',

The diameter of the eye is a quarter of the length of
rather large.
The length of the
equal to the interorbital space.
and
is
the head
pectoral is less than the length of the head, which is equal to the
The first dorsal has none of its spines
length of the caudal.
produced into filaments, and is equal to the height of the body.
Colour yellowish brown, a
Second dorsal not so high as the body.
dark zigzag band along the upper half of the body. Membrane of
a dark W-shaped mark on the root of the
the fins transparent
The longest
caudal, and two transverse bands across the rays.
specimen measures \\ inch (32 niillims.).
;

Ilab. Samoa.
Nine young specimens.
14.

SiCYDIUM ALBO-T.ENIATUM,

Sky (Hum
fig.

GtllF.

albo-tceniatum, Giiuth. Fische der Siidsee, p. 185, pi. ex.

D.

This species is described from a drawing made by Mr. Garrett,
who captured two specimens in the streams of the Sandwich Islands.
The formula of the fins appears to be
:

D.

6, 15.

A.

18.

Colours, body olive-green, with a broad white band from the tip
of the snout to the root of the caudal, and below it a longitudinal
row of large dark and isolated spots; fins greyish, second dorsal,
caudal, and anal with a pale blue margin, the latter being also
spotted with blue along the base ; pectoral with a light edge.

Hub. Sandwich
15.

Islands.

SiCYDIUM MICRURUM, Blcck.

Sicydium micrurum, Bleeker, Amboina,
Fish.

iii.

V. p.

341; Giiuth. Cat.

p. 93.

Sicyopterus micrurus, Bleeker, Versl. Ak. Amst. (2)

D- 6^.

A. ~.

L.

lat.

ix. p.

280.

5.5-GO. L. trans, ca. 15.

Teeth in the upper jaw tricuspid.
A row of tuberculous papillae on the

gum

beneath the upper

lip,
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median papilla above the maxillarv suture, upper lip with a
median cleft mnxillse contain an angle of about GO^ hori-

a small
slight

;

;

zontal teeth conspicuous.

The total length of the body (without the caudal) is four and
two third times the length of the head tlie width and height of
the liead are equal and two thirds of the length.
The height of
the body is about a quarter of the length.
Scales rather large, those
on the neck, belly, and tail being smaller than the rest. The
diameter of the eye is contained five and a half times in the length
of the head and about three in the interorbital space.
The len-^th
of the pectoral equals the length of tlie head
the length of tiie
caudal is about one sixth of the total length of the body.
The third
dorsal spine is produced into a short filament not so high as the
body; second dorsal not so high as the body. Colour greenish
above, with eight blackish cross bars
a blackish band along the
side, most distinct on the base of the caudal and along its middle
rays
dorsal and anal fins immaculate, the latter with a blackish
intermarginal band
caudal with a black horseshoe-like mark
;
pectoral and ventral yellow.
;

;

;

;

;

Total length

inches.

Sy^jj-

Hub, Amboina.

One

adult specimen.

16.

SicYDiUM NiGRESCENs, Gthr.

Sicydium niyrescens, Giinth.

'

Challenger

'

Shore Fishes, p. 60,

pi.

xxvi. fig. C.

D. G~.

Teeth

in the

A.

L.

^^.

lat.

80.

L. trans. 16.

upper jaw tricuspid.

Gum

beneath the upper lip smooth, no median papilla above the
maxillary suture
no median cleft in the upper lip
maxillte are at
right angles to one anotlier
horizontal teeth conspicuous.
The
length of the body (without the caudal) is four and a half
times tlie
length of the head
the width of the head is rather greater than
the lieight.
The height of the body is one filth of the length.
Scales on the occiput, anterior part of body and belly in irreoular
;

;

;

;

and much smaller than those on the rest of the body. '^The
is considerably, and the caudal much longer
than the head.
The diameter of the eye is one seventh of the length of the head and
rather more than one third of the interorbital space.
The first,
second, and third dorsal spines are produced into filaments,
the
third, which is the longest, is nearly twice the height
of the body
second dorsal higher than the body ; the posterior rays are
much
produced, extending beyond the root of the caudal.
Colour
series

pectoral

;

uniform brownish-black; vertical
brown.
Total length nearly 5 inches.

Honolulu.

One

adult specimen (type).

fins

black;

pectoral

and ventral

;;
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Gill.

fig.

4,

4.)

Sicyopterus stimpsoni, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sc. Philad. 1860,
Bleeker, Arch. Neerl. ix. p. 313,
p. 101
Sicydium stimpsoni, Giinth. Cat. Fish. iii. p. 93 ; Giinth. Fische
;

der Siidsee, p. 183.

D. 6l

A.i.

L.lat.70.

Teeth in the upper jaw tricuspid.
row of rather large tuberculous papillae on the gum beneath
the upper lip, with a larger median papilla above the maxillary
upper lip with deep median cleft and two round lateral
suture
notches below the nostrils ; maxillae at right angles to one another

A

;

horizontal teeth conspicuous.
Head subquadrate, rather less than one fourth of the length of
the body (without the caudal) ; width of the head rather greater
than the height and two thirds of the length. The height of the

The length of the
of the length.
of the caudal
length
the
head
of
;
pectoral is equal to the length
length of the
of
the
sixth
is
one
eye
the
of
greater.
The diameter
on
the middle
Scales
space.
interorbital
of
the
one
third
and
head
of the trunk very large, much larger than those on the neck, belly,
The third and fourth dorsal
anterior part of the body, and tail.
spines are produced into filaments ; the third which is the longest, is
more than twice the height of the body ; second dorsal not so high
Colour purplish, with from seven to ten darker cross
as the body.
bands ; caudal and base of dorsal and anal white-dotted.

body

is

more than one

fifth

The largest specimen measures 3g
Hub. Honolulu; Hawaii.

inches.

Four adult and half-grown specimens (types
18.

Sicydium cynocephaltjm,

C.

&

of

/S.

nigrescens,]\i\.).

V.

Gobio pinna ventrali subrotunda, ^c, Koelreuter, Nov. Comm.
ix. p. 428, pi. 9. fig. 3, 4.
Bleeker,
Sicydium cymcephalum, Cuv. & Val. xii. p. 177, pi. 352
Tydschr.
Ned.
Ind.
Natuurk.
201
et
1859,
ii.
p. 156 ;
Batjan.
p.
Petrop.

;

;

Giinth. Cat. Fish.

iii.

p. 94.

Sicydium lagocephalum (non Pall.), Bleeker, Natuurk. Tydschr.
Ned. Ind. i. p. 250.
Sicydium parvei (non Bleek,), Giinth. Cat. Fish. iii. p. 94.
Sicyopterus cynocephalus, Bleeker, Versl. Ak. Amst. (2) ix. p. 275.

D. 6 J:_

A

-i--

L.

lat.

7.5-80.

L. trans, ca. 17.

Teeth in the upper jaw tricuspid.
row of small papillae on the gum beneath the upper lip, a
upper lip with a
small median papilla above the maxillary suture
maxillae contain an angle of about 60°
very slight median cleft

A

;

;

horizontal teeth conspicuous.
The total length of the body (without the caudal) is four and a
half times the length of the head ; the width of the head is rather

;

GENERA SICYDIUM AND
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two thirds of the length. The
Scales on the
height of the body is about one fifth of the length.
side larger than those on the tail, and much larger than those on tlie
The diameter of the eye
anterior part of the body and occiput.
is one sixth of the length of the head and half the interorbital
space.
The maxilla extends to the vertical from the posterior
margin of the eye. The length of the pectoral is greater than the
length of the head
the length of the caudal is contained four
The third
times and one third in the total length of the body.
than the
higher
dorsal spine is produced into a short filament rather
above
body
Colour,
the
body.
high
body second dorsal not so
as
deep violet or greenish violet, below whitish or yellowish, with six
greater than the height and about

;

;

or seven broad oblique bands of darker more or less indistinct
dorsal and anal fins orange, second dorsal sometimes with large
regular brown spots on the rays ; anal with a broad violet margin.
Caudal olive, with the superior and inferior edges yellow ; pectoral

yellow-edged.

The largest specimen measures 4^^ inches.
Hab. Moluccas rivers of the East Indian Archipelago.
;

Three adult specimens.
19.

SiCYDiuM PARVEi, Blceker.

Sicydium parvei, Bleeker, Natuurk. Tydschr. Ned. Ind.
p. 427.
Sicyopterus parvei, Bleeker, Versl. Ak. Anist. (2)
Arch. Neerl. ix. p. 313.

D. 6j^.

A.

^y

L.

lat.

ix. p.

iv.

1853,

277

;

et

L. trans, ca. 14,

70.

(Teeth in the upper jaw tricuspid ?)
row of papillae on the gum beneath the upper

A

lip

;

horizontal

teeth conspicuous.

The total length of the body (without the caudal) is about four
and a half times the length of the head the width of the head ia
The
rather greater than the height, and two thirds of the length.
Scales on
height of the body is less than one fifth of the length.
those on the
the nape, shoulder, and belly cycloid, rest ctenoid
side rather larger than those on the tail, and much larger than those
;

;

The diameter of the eye is a quarter or one
of the length of the head, and about half the interorbital
space.
The maxilla extends to the vertical from the middle of the
eye.
The length of the pectoral is greater than that of the head ;
the length of the caudal is about one fifth of the total length of the
body.
The third dorsal spine is rather higher than the body.
Colour, body blackish-violet, becoming lighter below caudal yellow,
with a broad violet band round the margin the other fins brownishon the anterior parts.

fifth

;

;

violet.

The largest specimen measures 4^ inches
Hab. Rivers of Garut, West Java.

{Blee^.).

;

MR. W.
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Blecker.

Sicydium viacrostetholepis, Eleeker, Sumatra,
SB. Ak. Wien, Iviii. p. 327.

ii.

p.

271

;

Kner,

Sicyopterus mucrostetholepis, Bleeker, Versl. Ak. Amst. (2) ix.
p. 2S1.
a. ,7^. L. lat. 50. L. trans. 14-15.
D. 6tAt,

(Teeth in the upper jaw tricuspid ?)
row of [lapillse on the gum beneath the upper

A

lip

;

horizontal

teeth conspicuous.

Tiie total length of the body (without the caudal) is four and a
half times the length of the head ; the width of the head is greater
than the height and three quarters of the length. The height of
Scales on
the body is rather more than one sixth of the length.
the anterior part of the body much larger tlian those on the
Diameter of the eye is
neck, posterior part of the body, and tail.

about one fifth of the length of the head, and rather more than
The maxilla extends to the vertical
half the interorbital space.
The lengths of the pectoral,
the
eye.
from the posterior margin of
length
of the caudal is conthe
suheqnal
head
are
;
caudal, and
The second,
tained about five and a half times in the total length.
third, and fourth dorsal spines are produced into short filaments ;

Second
the third, which is the longest, is higher than the body.
Colour blackish-green above, be^
dorsal higher than the body.
coming lighter below. Five or six dark transverse bands on the
dorsal fins sometimes with numerous
back
fins brownish-purple
caudal blackirregular black dots, anal with a black marginal band
spotted with a horseshoe-like black mark ; pectoral yellow-edged.
The largest specimen measures 4ji-y- inches {Bleelc).
Hub. Rivers of West Sumatra, Bali, Amboina, and Singapura.
;

;

;

21.

SiCYDiUM FASCiATUM, Day.

Siajdiumfasciatum, Day, Journ. As. Soc. Beng. (n.

s.) xliii. p.

31,

et Fishes of India, p. 299, pi. Ixiv. fig. 7.

D.

6,0-

A. 11.

L.

lat.

67.

L. trans. 19.

(Teeth in tlie upper jaw tricuspid ?)
Horizontal teeth conspicuous.
The total length of the body (without the caudal) is four and a
quarter times the length of the head ; the width of the head is
greater than the height, and rather less than two thirds of the
length.
The height of the body is contained four and a half times
in the length. Scales strongly ctenoid, somewhat irregularly arranged
those on the neck
they extend forwards nearly as far as the eyes
;

and more or less cycloid. The diameter of the eye is contained four and a half times in the length of
the head, once and three quarters in the interorbital space, and
once and a half in the snout.
The length of the pectoral and caudal
is subequal, nearly as long as the head ; the caudal is contained five
and belly smaller than the

rest,

GENERA SICYDIUM AND LENTIPES.
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and a half times in the total length. Dorsal spines short, projecting
above the membrane the fourth, which is the longest, is not so hio-h
as the body
second dorsal not so high as the body.
Colour
reddish-brown, with about six vertical darker bands on the body,
wider than the ground-colour
there are also some dark spots ; its
under surface is dirty yellowish brown fins nearly black, with a
light, nearly white edge.
The largest specimen measures 2j inches {Bay).
;

;

;

;

Hub. Eurmah.

SicYDiuM MiCROCEPHALTJM, Bleckcr.

22.

Sicydium microcephalum, Bleeker, Java,
Fish.

iii.

ii.

p.

437

;

Giinth. Cat.

p. 95.

Sicyopterus microcephalus, Bleeker,

Versl.

Ak. Amst. (2)
'

p. 2r8.

D.

6 ^Q_^]^ .

A.

Yi^zzn'

^'

^^^'

^^'

'

^- trans. 15-16.

(Teeth in the upper jaw tricuspid ?)
row of papillse on the gum beneath the upper

A

ix *

'

lip

;

horizontal

teeth conspicuous.

The total length of the hody (without the caudal) more than five
times the length of the head ; the width of the head is greater than
the height, and four fifths of the length.
The height of the body is
more than one sixth of the length. Scales on the occiput, neck, and
anterior part of the body much smaller than the rest.
The diameter
of the eye is about one fourth the length of the head, and one half
the interorbital space.
The maxilla extends to the vertical from the
anterior margin of the eye.
The length of the pectoral is greater
than the length of the head ; the length of the caudal is one and a
half tim.es the length of the head, and is contained four and a half
times in the total length.
The second, third, and fourth dorsal
spines are produced into suhequal filaments considerably higher than
the body ; second dorsal higher than the body.
Colour, body deep
violet above, with longitudinal series of yellow spots, yellowish
helow dorsal, caudal, and pectoral fins violet, irregularly dotted
with black pectoral yellow-edged. Anal orange-violet, with a dark
marginal band.
The longest specimen measures 4| inches (Bleek.).
Hab. Rivers of Banten (Java) Celebes?
;

;

J

23.

Sicydium griseum. Day.

Sicydium griseum, Day, Journ. Linn. Soc. Zool. xiii. p. 140.
D. 6i. A. 11. L. lat. 80. L. trans, ca. 25.
(Teeth in the upper jaw tricuspid ?)
Horizontal teeth conspicuous.
The total length of the body (without the caudal) is four and
three quarter times the length of the head; the width of the head
equals the height.
The height of the body is contained rather more
than five times in the length.
Scales strongly ctenoid, of irregular

Proc. Zool.
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;
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The diameter of the eye
ia irregular series.
about one half the
the
head,
and
length
of
is one fourth of the
the
caudal
is
less than the length
length
of
The
space.
interorbital
Dorsal spines filiform, and projecting beyond the
of the head.
membrane. Colours brownish, with eight or nine rings of a darker
fins
tint surrounding the body and wider than the ground-colour
sizes

and shapes, and

;

dark, especially at the edges.

The largest specimen measures 3
Hub. South Cauara.
24.

inches {Day).

SiCYDIUM PARVIPINNE, Guich.

Cotylopus parvipinnis, Guich., in Maillard, Notes sur
Reunion, ii. Add. C, p. 11.

D.7I.

I'lle

de la

A.l.

Horizontal teeth inconspicuous.
height of the body is contained five and three quarter times
The diaBelly naked.
in the total length (without the caudal).
meter of the eye is more than one fifth of the length of the head,
maxilla does not extend to
and is one half the interorbital space
The length of the
the vertical from the anterior margin of the eye.
less
than that of the
length
head,
and
of the
pectoral is equal to the
The
second dorsal is
length.
sixth
of
the
total
which
is
one
caudal,
its rays extend above the membrane,
about as high as the body

The

;

;

Colour pale yellow,
the last being slightly produced into a point.
each scale with a brown border and a black
greyish on the belly
central spot ; dorsal and anal fins yellow, spotted with brown, the
pectoral yellow, brownish
latter also with a black marginal band
yellow.
caudal
brownish
the
extremity
towards
Total length 4f inches (Guich.).
;

;

;

Hab. Bonrbon.
Lentipes, Gthr.
Sicyogaster, Gill,

Proc. Ac. Nat. Sc. Philad. 1860,

p.

102 (non

Barnw.).
Lentipes, Giinth. Cat. Fish.

iii.

p.

96

;

Bleeker, Arch. Neerl. ix.

p. 314 ; et Versl. Ak. Amst. (2) ix. p. 271 ; Giinth. Fische der
Siidsee, p. 184 ; et Challenger Shore Fish. p. 61.

Body

subcylindrical, naked, or with the posterior part covered

Head oblong broad and depressed, with the
of the mouth horizontal, or very nearly so.
Jaws subequal
snout obtusely rounded
lips not very thick, the lower with a series
of numerous, short, pointed, horizontal teeth.
single series of

with cycloid scales.
cleft

;

A

teeth in both jaws
the anterior ones in the upper jaw are
closely set and tricuspid, anchylosed to groove on the superior surface
of the maxilla, those more remote and tiiose in the lower jaw

fixed

widely

;

set, simple and conical.
Behind the tricuspid teeth in the
upper jaw, lie several series of young teeth hidden in the gum,
which succeed the former teeth as they become worn out or broken.
Eyes of moderate size. Two dorsals, the anterior with six flexible

18S4.]
spines
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caudal quite free, ventrals united into a short disk, adherent
Gill-openings of moderate width ; four branchiostegals.
Rivers of the Sandwich Islands.

to the belly.

Hab.

Synopsis of Bpecies.

Body

naked, ca. 10 tricuspid teeth on eacli side of tlie
maxillary suture
II. Tail covered with small cycloid scales
ea. 16 tricuspid
teeth on each side of the maxillary suture
I.

j

_

x. concolor.

;

Lentipes concolor.

1.

(Plate XII.

Gill.

fig.

2.

L. setnifiudus.

9.)

Sicyogaster concolor. Gill, P. Ac. Nat. Sc. Philad.
1860, p. 102.
Lentipes concolor, Giinth. Cat. Fish. iii. p. 96; et Fisch.
der
Sudsee, p. 184, et Challenger Shore Fish.
61.
p.

D.6i.

A.i.

The upper jaw has ten or eleven tricuspid, and about three conical
teeth on each side of the maxillary suture.
Upper lip with a median
notch.

The total length of the body (without the caudal) is rather more
than four times the length of the head
the height of the head is
two thirds of the width, and the width the same
proportion of the
length.
The height of the body is contained about seven and three
quarter times in the length.
Scales none.
The diameter of the eye
IS one sixth of the length of the
head, and one half the interorbital
space.
The length of the pectoral is less than, and the length of
the caudal equal to, the length of the head.
The caudal is contained
rather more than five times in the total length.
The fifth dorsal
spine IS slightly produced.
Both first and second dorsal fins are
rather higher than the body
the latter has its origin considerably
;

;

in front of the anal.

yellowish on the
Total length

tail.

3f

Colour uniform purplish, becoming almo&'t
Anal fin with a darker marginal band.

inches,

Hab. Streams of Hawaii.

One
2.

adult specimen.

Lentipes seminudus,

Giinth.

(Plate XII.

fig.

10.)

Lentipes seminudus, Giinth. Challenger Shore Fish.
p. 61.

D.6i.

A.^.

The upper jaw has 15-16 tricuspid, and about two conical teeth
on each side of the maxillary suture upper lip with a slight
median
;

notch.

The total length of the body (without the caudal) is four and
a
half times the length of the head ; the width of
the head is considerably greater than the height, and is two tbirds
of the length.
Ihe height of the body is less than one sixth of the length.
The
tail IS covered with small cycloid
scales.
The diameter of the eye
IS one fifth of the length of
the head, and more than one half the
12*
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The length of the pectoral greater than the
space.
length of the head, and equal to the length of the caudal, which is
more than one fifth of the total length. Dorsal fins not so high as
the body.
Colour yellowish, reticulated with brown, fins dusky ; a
dark spot above the axis of the pectoral.
Total length 2 inches.
Hub. Streams of Honolulu.
One adult specimen (type).

iiiterorbital

EXPLANATION OF PLATES.
Plate XI.
Fig.

SicT/dium plumicri, p.

1.

2.
3.

1.56.

gymnoga&tcr, p. 158.
pugnans, p. 160.

Plate XTI.
Fig.

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

2.

Note on Anas

Sicydiiim brcvifile, p. 1.58.
salvmi, p. 159.
aniiUariim, p. 157.
stimpsovi, p. Ifili.
Tooth of Sicydium phunicri, p. 156.
8. gymnogaster. p. 158.
„
S. pugnans, p. 160.
„
8. tceniumim, p. 161.
„
Lenfipes concolor, p. 171.
„
L. seminudus, p. 171.
,,

capensis,

Gm.

By

T. Salvadoki^ C.M.Z.S.

[Eeceived February 18, 1884.]

(Plate XIII.)

In a large collection of Birds from Shoa, sent to Italy by my
Marquis Orazio Antinori, I found four specimens of
a very fine Teal, with which I was not acquainted, so that I really
congratulated myself on the idea of describing a most beautiful new
species of the Duck-tribe.
In this hope I was confirmed by the
fact that the species before me was not mentioned in the very

friend the late

recent " List of the certainly known species of Anatidse," published
by Dr. Sclater in 1880 (P. 'Z. S. 1880, pp. 496-536). But I was
soon disappointed when, having carefully looked into the subject, I
found that my bird was an old species, first mentioned and described
as " The Cape Wigeon," and afterwards named Anas
capensis by Gmelin.
Although an old species, evidently it is not a
commonly known one, as in this case it would not have escaped Dr.
Sclater's well-known carefulness.
I found also that its history and
even its proper name were involved in much confusion, that its
geographical distribution was much wider than was supposed, and
besides that the bird had never been figured, although Eyton tells
us that Smith was intending to give a figure of it in his Illustrations
of South African Zoology.'
As said above, the first mention of the bird is in Latham's
•Synopsis,' where it is called "The Cape Wigeon."
I do not

by Latham

'
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what Stephens sa3's, it seems that
from a drawing of Sir Joseph Banks, soon after
named it Anus capensis, and gave the following short

possess the Synopsis, but from

Latham
which

described

Gmehn

it

but satisfactory description of

it

:

alarum specula expallida virescente
rostrum rubrum, basinigrum; caput minutim
maculatum ; pedes rubescentes ; ungues nigri.
Habitat ad Caput Bonce Spei, penelopes magnitudine, 15 j;oZ"ui. cinerascens, dorso spadiceo,

cceruleo albo marginato

;

^''

lices

longa."

Between 1790 and 1824 Latham again, as well as Vieillot and
Stephens, have mentioned and described this species without adding
anything of their own, except that Vieillot said that a specimen of
this species was in Sir Joseph Banks's collection, and Stephens, who
merely mentions a drawing, attributes the bird to the genus Mareca,
Specimens of this Duck, brought from the Cape by Delalande to the
Museum of Paris, received from Cuvier the name Anas larvata,
which appeared for the first time in Lesson's Traite d' Ornithologie,'
hut without any description.
Eyton, in 1828, gave again a good
'

description of this species, including it in the genus Querquedula,
said " it will be figured by Dr. Smith in his forthcoming work

and

on South African Zoology," which, however, never came to pass ^.
Dr. Pucheran, studying the types of the Museum of Paris, described
at length "Anas larvata, Cuv.," but was not satisfied that it was the
&?Lme ^s Anas capensis, Gm., and Anas assimilis, Forst.
According
to Schlegel and Hartlaub the present species is Anas assimilis, Forst.,
a surmise which I can scarcely endorse, as Forster's description is
not very satisfactory the question will be settled only by reexamining
" Fig. picta " quoted by Forster, which, according to G. R. Gray,
corresponds to No. 75 of the Icones ineditse ^.
In the meantime I
cannot omit noticing that Bonaparte has attributed, with a query.
Anas assimilis, Forst., to Anas guttata, Licht., which bird he calls
Anas sparsa. Smith, and from what 1 have been able to gather, I
think that Bonaparte is right in his identification.
In fact. Dr.
Eeichenow, to whom I have addressed myself, very kindly informs
me that "Anas guttata, Licht.," is really identical with Anas
;

sparsa, Smith ; and as Lichtenstein had already identified Anas
guttata of Mus. Berol. with A. assimilis, Forst., we can admit as
most probable that Forster's bird is really identical with A. sparsa,
Smith, and not with A. capensis., Gm., as Schlegel and Hartlaub
seem inclined to consider it.
In the opinion expressed above I
am confirmed by the fact that Lichtenstein, in his ' Nomenclator
Avium,' p. 101, includes as separate species Anas capensis and A.

After these historical and critical remarks I proceed to

guttata.

Mr. Salvin, in his Catalogue of the Strickland Collection,' p. 534, among
the references of Anas capensis, Gm., includes Querquedula capeyisis, Smith, 111.
Zool. S. Afr. pi. 98 but this is a mistake, as Smith's plate 98 is named lUij/nchaspis (not Querquedida) caiwnsis, and does not represent Anas capensis, Gm.,
^

'

;

but a species of the genus Spatula.
[^ At the request of Count Salvadori I have referred to plate 75 of Forster's
Original Drawings in the British Museum in company with Mr. R. B.
Sharpe.
are botli of opinion that the figure, although by no means accurate, was based upon a specimen of Anas capensis, and not upon one of
A. sparsa. P. L. S, ]
'

'

We

—
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flescription, anrl the geographical distribution,
of the habits of this species.

CAPENSIS.

(Plate XIII.)

Cape Wigeon, Lath. Syn. iii. 2, p. 519. n. 64.
Anas capensis, Gm., S.N. ii. p. 527. n. 98. (1788) (ex Latham),
Latham, Ind. Orii. ii. p. 861. n. 73 (1790); Vieill. Nouv. Diet. v.
G. R. Gray, Gen. B.
Id. Enc. Moth. p. 148 (1823)
p. 154 (1816)
Pelz.
iii. p. 616, n. 13 (1845); Licht. Nomencl. Av. p. 101 (18.54)
Chapman's Travels in South
Novara-Reis., Vog. p. 138 (1865)
Africa, App. p. 422 (1868); G. R. Gray, Hand-Hst, iii. p. 82,
n. 10,640(1871); Salvin, Cat. Strickl. Coll. B. p. 534, no. 2602
;

;

;

;

(syn. emend.) (1882).
Mareca capensis, Steph. Gen. Zool.

Birds S. Africa, p. 351
p. 339 (1872).

Anas

(1867)

MS. Mus.

larvata^ Cuv.

xii. 2, p.

Gum.

;

139 (1824)

Layard,

;

in Andersson, B.

Damara,

Paris (du Cap, Delalande)

Less.

;

Pucher. Rev. et Mag.
Tr. d'Orn. p. 634, n. 72 (1831) (descr. nulla)
Hartl.
Jour.
Orn.
f.
(descr.);
1855, p. 419.
Zool. 1850, p. 549
;

Eyt.
Querquedula capensis. Smith, Cat. S. Afr. Mus. (MS.)
p. 128(1838); G. R. Gray, Gen. B. iii. p. 616, n. 15
Boc. Orn. Aug. p. 502 (1881).
(1845)
lAnus assimilis, Forst. (ed. Licht.), Descr. Anim. p. 46 (1844)
Gieb. Thes. Orn. i. p. 344
Schl. Mus. P.-B,, Anseres, p. 59 (1866)
Hartl. Vog. Madag. p. 364 (notes) (1877).
(syn. emend.) (1872)
Querquedula larvata, Bp. Compt. Rend, xliii. p. 650, n. 99 (syn.
emend.) (1856); Boc. Jorn. Ac. Sc. Lisb. 1871, p. 278, 1872, p. 20.
Capite et eollo albidis, nigro punctulatis ; gula immaculata ; dorso
summo fulvo-niffro maculato ; uropygio et supracaudaUhus
;

Mon. Auat.
;

;

;

;

alhido-rufescentibus, nigro maculatis ; pectore summo albido,
nigro fasciolato ; gastrceo reliquo albido, obsolefefusco maculato;
lateribus et axillaribus fusco maculatis; scapuluribus remigiillis
rufescente marginatis
specula ulari nitidissimo viridi,
nigro circumdato, antice, inferius et jwstice late albo marginato ;
rectricibus griseis, albo marginatis ; rostro rubro-purpureo ad

busque

primariis griseo-fuscis,

tectricibus

alarum fusco-griseis

basin nigro

; 2^^dibus

circa millim.

Hab.

in

450

Africa,

;

Long. tot.
; iride Jluva.
tarsi 38.
caudca 80 ; rostri 39
Bonse Spei {Latham, Forster,

ochraceo-fuscis

200
Caput

altcB

ad

;

;

;

Namaqua
Layard) ;
Verreaux,
Zelebor,
Delalande, Smith,
{Andersson); Damara {Andersson) ; Mossamedes {AncJiieta), Rio
Coroca {AncMeta)

;

Shoa {Antinori).

have had the opportunity of examining four specimens of this Teal, two males and two females, collected in Slioa by
the fcinales are not different from
the late Marquis Orazio Antinori
males, one of which has been figured in the accompanying drawing
" Iris
(Plate XIII.). Antinori notices the naked parts as follows
yellow bill purplish red, with the base black feet dark ochraceous."
But others describe them a little differently. Layard says: " Bill
legs reddish, the webs dusky, claws black."
red, the base black

As

said above, I

;

:

;

;

;

—
—
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the upper
According to Andersson the iris is greenish yellow
below
patch
yellowish-piuk
mandible purplish grey, except a small
under
the
purplish
grey
into
gradually
the nostrils, which merges
mandible pinkish the legs and toes grey, mixed with brown."
Bee rouge avec un espace
Bocage, from Anchieta's notes, says
noir a la base de la machoire recouvrant les narines et contouruant
le front de deux cotes
pieds rougeatres, les palmures d'une teinte
iris jaune orange."
plus foncee, et les ongles noirs
I do not think it possible to confound this Teal with any other
species, and indeed I am not able to mention another to which it is
nearly aUied. The red bill, with the base and nostrils black, the bright
green speculum on the wing, and the head profusely streaked with
blackish dots, make it very different from any other species known
to me.
Still it has been confounded by Schlegel and by G. R.
Gray with Anas bernieri (peculiar to Madagascar), from which it may
be easily distinguished by the bill, much larger and less compressed,
and not entirely reddish, as it is in that species, by the paler
colouring of the feathers, by the tail pale grey, instead of darkish
brown, by the whiter throat, and by many other different points.
;

;

;

:

—

;

;

As regards the geographical distribution of this African Teal, for
a long time it was only known near the Cape of Good Hope ; since
has been found in Namaqua- and Damara-land, and in Mossamedes
on the south-western coast of Africa and quite recently it has
been discovered by the late Marquis Orazio Antinori in the kingdom
of Shoa, on the north-eastern part of Africa, about the tenth northern
parallel.
So that we may expect that this bird will be found in all
suitable localities between the southern extremity of Africa and Shoa.

it

;

The habits of this Teal are like those of the other members of
the same genus.
Antinori writes that small flights of this Duck
live on the very deep lake Hadd6 ; at first he thought that it
did not frequent the other lakes of Shoa, but later he killed a
specimen in the very shallow lake Cialalaka. According to Antinori
this Teal feeds on
vegetable substances and aquatic insects.
Andersson writes that though this is a rather scarce Duck in Damaraand Great Namaqua-land, he found it more abundant in the immediate
neighbourhood of Walyisch Bay than elsewhere in Damara-land.
More complete are the accounts we have from the Cape Colony,
where Layard says that this Duck is usually confounded with the
" Smee Eendtje " (Querqttedula erythrorhyncha), in company with
which he has shot it at Beaufort, the Knysna, on the Ca2)e Flats,
and at Vogel Vley. At this place he killed one near a nest which
contained a single egg it was probably one of this species, and was
of a dirty greenish-white throughout
axis 1'' 10'", diam. 1" 6'".
Jules Verreaux told Dr. Pucheran that this species is more common
than Anas erythrorhyncha, it remains longer near the Cape, and it
is very abundant towards the Orange River, and always to be met
with in tanks, having the same habits of the allied species.
J. Verreaux found small mollusks and insects in their stomachs.
I shall conclude with the remark that this most beautiful Teal has
never been brought alive to auy of the Zoological Gardens of Europe.
;

;
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Flower, LL.D., F.R.S., President, in the Chair.

Secretary read the following report on the additions to the

Society's Menagerie during February 1884
The total number of registered additions to the Society's
:

Mena-

of February was 102, of which 13 were by
birth, 51 by presentation, 27 by purchase, 3 received in exchange,
and 8 received on deposit. The total number of departures during
gerie during the

month

the same period, by death and removals, was 98.
The most noticeal)le additions during the month were:
1. A young specimen of the Red-eared Monkey {Cercopithecus

—

erythrotis), purchased February 14.
This Cercopithecus was originally described

by Mr. Waterhouse

our ' Proceedings for 1838, from an imperfect skin, and was
subsequently figured by Fraser in his Zoologia Typica' (plate iv.).
The species is new to the collection, and the present individual is
It is said to be from Fernando Po.
the first that I have seen of it.
what appears to be JMartin's Monof
example
fine female
2.
from Fernando Po, purchased
also
martini),
{Cercopithecus
key
in

'

'

A

February 19.
This species, a close

ally of the Lesser White-nosed Monkey
{Cercopithecus petaurista), was originally described in our 'Proceedings' by Mr. Waterhouse as long ago as 1838, from two skins
(see P. Z. S. 1838, p. 58), and named after Mr. W. L. Martin,
I
author of the well-known volume on 'Man and Monkeys.'
It
exhibit a coloured drawing of it by Mr. Smit (Plate XIV.).
will be observed that it is at once distinguishable from C.petaurista
by the black fore limbs and feet, by the absence of any red colour
on the tail, by the greenish-grey and not white sides of the face,
and by the different form of the white nose. As our specimen is a
Our
female, I presume that C. martini is also a larger animal.
specimen of the latter measures, the body about 19 inches, the tail

about 24, together 43 inches.
3. An example of a rare Ichneumon from Ceylon, MacCarthy's
Ichneumon (Herpestes maccarthiee), new to the collection, purchased February 23.

Mr. Tegetmeier, F.Z.S., exhibited some specimens illustrative of
the variations of colouring
'& in the feet of the Pink-footed Goose
{Anser brachyi'hynchus)
Sir

Richard Owen, K.C.B., F.R.S., read the twenty-fifth of his
Memoirs on the extinct birds of the genus Dinornis and

series of

their allies.

The

present

Memoir

contained a description of the

sternum of Dinornis elephantopus, which had been obtained at
Christchurch, New Zealand.
This Memoir will be printed entire

The

following papers were read

:

in

the Society's 'Transactions.'

P.Z.S.1884.PI XIV.
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1.

On

the Diseases of the Carnivorous

Gardens.

Society^'s

parative

By

J.

Mammals

1/7

in the

B. Sutton^ Lecturer on

Com-

Anatomy, Middlesex Hospital Medical College.
[EeceiTed February 26, 1884.]

Introduction.

la

proposed to give au account, as briefly as is
and clearness, of some of the more important diseases which affect the Carnivorous Mam.mals, prisoners in the
Society's Gardens,
So far as disease is concerned, tiiere is no need to draw particular
distinction between the various groups of this great class of animals.
It is sufficient for my purpose to know the kind of food and general
habits of any particular animal
consequently, in this pajier, the
refinements of zoological classification will be set aside, and the word
"carnivorous" will be used in the broadest acceptation of that term.
The splendid and varied collection of flesh-eating animals, the
property of this Society, offered me a rich hunting-ground for
pathological spoil, and rich has been the ingathering.
From the outset of my post-mortem experience among these
animals, my attention has always been aroused by two very opposite
conditions of things
one is the paucity, and in some cases, the
total absence, of lesions to account for death
in the other case, one
is struck with the existence of extensive disease of vital organs,
which must have been present for a considerable period without dethis

paper

it

is

consistent with accuracy

;

:

—

;

stroying

life.

For example, a Tiger

is reported to be ailing, and in a few days
dead.
At the autopsy nothing to account satisfactorily for the animal's death can be discerned even after the most
diligent search.
Whereas an Esquimaux Dog which had been on
the sick list for some time before its death, presented the following
list of pathological conditions
Ulceration of the left fore leg, probably cancerous old valvular disease of the left side of the heart
atheroma of the aortic arch ; three old infarctions in the liver, with
three large cysts in the same organ.
In addition to these lesions of
important viscera, it had an enlarged prostate, an abscess in each
testicle, carious teeth (a very rare condition in wild animals), psorosperms by thousands scattered through the voluntary muscles and
lungs, and a venous naevus of the skin.
Of course it is within the bounds of probability that, in some of
these cases where the animals die with only a few days of previous
illness, they have been seized with some acute malady, which up
to the present has eluded my search.
Another fact of great importance in connexion with this observation should be mentioned.
It is the great tendency of animals to die in pairs for example, a Bear
died three days after its companion was found dead
no obvious

the creature

is

:

—

;

:

;

lesion

:

beyond evidence of inflammation of the alimentary canal in

—

—
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Two Hysenas succumbed in a similar manner. Two
died within forty-eight hours of each other.
Kangaroos
Black-faced
Two Foxes were brought to the dissecting room within twenty-four
hours and of this sort of thing many instances among smaller
mammals might be given, so as to carry it out of the domain of
one of them.

;

coincidence.

For some considerable time the suspicion of the existence of some
acute specific disease contagious in its nature has held possession of
More than once a singular feeling of languor and unconmind.
trollable depression, accompanied with weariness, has seized me after
conducting the necessary dissection on the animals dying after this
manner, so that of late I have been more cautious than heretofore.
Let me now pass on to consider the various diseases in detail they

my

;

will be treated in the following order

:

1st, Those affecting the skeleton ; 2nd, Diseases of the Organs
4th,
3rd, Affections of the Circulatory System
of Respiration
Diseases of the Alimentary Canal and the Viscera appertaining
tliereto ; 5th, the Genito-urinary Organs ; 6th, Tuberculosis, which,
for various reasons to be explained later on, has been made a separate
segment, instead of treating it along with diseases of the respi;

;

ratory organs.

Diseases affectiny the Skeleton.

—

This disease has been encountered many times, but
Rickets.
The
ravages are most severely seen among the smaller Carnivora.
"
" rickets of infancy
affection is met with in two very distinct forms
and " late rickets " occurring at puberty.
The chief symptoms are deformity of the
a. Rickets of Infancy.
Death
long bones and paralysis of the hinder limbs (paraplegia).
1.

—

its

—

usually results from some intercurrent malady, generally bronchitis,
which is a very dangerous complication of rickets, on account of the
softened ribs yielding to atmospheric pressure, ending in collapse of

the lungs.
In this form of the disease, the skeleton is affected throughout.
The thorax is deformed, there is beading of the ribs at their junction
with the costal cartilages, and a second row of beads immediately
these are caused by partial fracexternal to the angles of the ribs
ture (infractions) of the softened ribs, and the abundant formation
This is a very constant
of provisional callus at the seat of injury.
feature of the disease in Carnivora, but it may be confined to one
This double row of rickety beads is shown in the drawing
side.
:

(fig.

1,

p.

179).

The

skull

is

thin,

soft,

and

in

some

places

absorbed. The teeth are normal in size, number, and development.
The long bones of the limbs are curved, enlarged, and so soft that
The periosteum is usually
they may be cut with a knife easily.
The hne of the epiphysial cartilage to the
thicker than normal.
naked eye presents enlargement, irregularity, and abundance of
the curious translucent gelatinous substance known as spongioid
Submitted to the
tissue, so eminently characteristic of rickets.
scrutiny of the microscope, the following changes may be observed :
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(1) A layer of normal hyaline cartilage, which in health should not
exceed a millimetre in thickness, but here it may measure as many
as six, eight, or even twelve millimetres.
(2) A regular series of columns formed of superimposed cartilagecells, which in health should consist of tea or twelve cells to the
column, each column being separated from its fellow by a spicule of
calcareous matter, all arranged as regularly as a phalanx of soldiers.

But

in rickets as

many

as fifty cells

Fig.

The

half of the thorax of a
with rickets. It shows
costal cartilages, and a
the ribs, due to partial

left

may

be counted in each row,

I.

Biutui-ong {Arctictis bhiturong), severely affected
the usual beading at the juneti(jns of tlie ribs and
second row of beading just below the angles of
fracture and the subsequent formation of provi-

sional callus.

arranged in a disorderly manner, the confusion of disease contrasting
remarkably with the definite order observable in the healthy epiphyses.
(3) Beyond these, a layer of irregular calcareous trabeculse
enclosing here and there "islets" of spongioid tissue and hyaline
cartilage.

MR.
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This form of the disease is most frequent among the smaller
mammals, e.g. those of the genera Canis, Cynictis, IcJmeumon, &c.
At the age of
b. Late Rickets (Rickets occurring at puberty).

—

In the first
puberty the disease presents certain peculiar features.
place it does not tend to generalize itself as in the form just conattack the axial skeleton only, and in some cases
The deformity is not so marked as in
affects the skull alone.
rickets of infancy.
sidered, for

It

may

Fig. 2.

A longitudinal

section through the last dorsal and first lumbar vertebra of a
It shows the proliferation of the
affected ivith " late rickets."
tissue in the neighbourhood of the epiphysial plate, and the abnormal

Lion

size of the intervertebral disk,

bulging into the neural canal and com-

pressing the sjiinal cord.

fairly constant.

—

Beading at the costal junctions
If the epiphysial cartilages are affected, the
wanting, and a small quantity of fibrous tissue

Its chief features are as follows
is

:

spongioid tissue is
On this
developes in its place ; the line of the epiphysis is irregular.
I place considerable importance as a sign of disease.
If the epiphysial plates of the vertebr.-e become affected, and this
they are very prone to do, the proliferation may give rise to pressure
on the spinal cord, and subsequent paraplegia as shown in the
drawing (fig. 2), taken from a nearly full-grown Lion affected with
this form of the disease.
Hypertrophy of the skull-vault is very common it may exceed
the usual thickness five or six times, the base of the cranium re;

maining unaffected.

The

teeth are large, defective in

number, and
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Death is usually brought about after this
appearance.
manner. The animal suffers from paralysis of the hind quarters,
which gradually ends in paraplegia to such an extent that it is
The paraplegia is brought about,
absolutely necessary to kill it.
as I have explained above, by pressure on the cord due to proliferation of the epiphysial structures, and this is the most imFor the vertebral plates at this age
portant feature of the disease.
are, of all parts of the skeleton, the seat of the most active growth,
just as in infancy the epiphyses of the long bones are undergoing
The cord, when examined
extensive and rapid metamorphosis.
microscopically at the seat of compression, shows an increased
late in

quantity of neuroglia, a diminished number of axis-cylinders, fatty
granules in abundance, and destruction of the nerve-cells in the grey
matter.
This singular affection is met with in
2. Mollities Ossium.
thoroughly adult carnivorous animals ; it is a rare affection.
best and most characteristic case was from the Racoon-like Dog (Nye-

—

My

tereutes jprocynides).

—

Beading of the ribs
chief I'eatures of the disease are these
softness of the bones is replaced by hardness and brittle;
deformity of the long bones may
ness, so that they break easily
be present to an extreme degree the alveolar margins of the jaws

The

is

:

wanting

;

;

When the bones are maceout.
rated and dried, they become as light as coik.
Paraplegia is a constant feature of the disease.
absorb, allowing the teeth to

fall

Summarizing these tliree forms of bone-disease arising from conhowever varied their manifestations, the aetiology
is the same, viz. loss of exercise and active life, artificial mode of
feeding compared with their wild state of living, and the vicissitudes
stitutional causes,

of an English climate.

would be expressed
incident to the

life

Indeed,

in

if

referring to the

human

subject,

it

one terse sentence, " Bad hygienic conditions

of a captive."

There can be no doubt that the different
the system are due simply to the fact that,

on
epochs
of life, physiological processes taking place in a growing bone differ
very materially, and as disease is to be regarded as a perversion or
exaggeration of normal physiological processes, so we have an example of an alteration of the normal processes which should be in
operation during infancy producing "rickets," at puberty "late
rickets," and in adult life, when there are no epiphyses for the
disease to attack, but " osteoporosis " is in full vigour, perversion
leads to " mollities ossium."
There seem to be two rules regarding pathological manifestations.
(ff) Acute diseases attack those parts where the blood supply
is greatest, and as a consequence growth is rapid.
(b) Functioidess organs are prone to undergo degeneration or to
become the seat of cancer, &c.
Respecting the first rule
In
infancy the long bones are the seat of very active changes, particularly at the epiphyses
hence they become affected with rickets. At
puberty, the vertebrae are developing their secondary centres, so they
effects of the disease

at these different

:

;

—
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hence the so-called predi-

lection of disease to attack particular structures.

Examples of

rule

b will be given in treating of diseases of the ovaries.

Diseases of the Organs of Respiration.
Diseases of the lungs, in some form or other, make fearful havoc
among these creatures, the three most common aifections being
Bronchitis, Pneumonia, and Pleurisy.
This condition of lung is most frequent among Lions,
Bronchitis.
It is very unsatisfactory to say that a beast
Tigers, and Leopards.
died of this affection unless one has seen the creature during life ; but
with the bronchi containing much frothy mucus and no other visible
lesion, it is always with much reluctance I assent to have this word
written in the death column.
In rickety animals there is no need
for doubt, as with soft, yielding thoracic parietes, even a slight attack
of bronchitis in young animals is very quickly fatal.
Pneumonia (Lobar). This is frequently met with among Carnivora it runs through the usual stages as observed in man
engorgement, red and grey hepatization. From my observations it
would appear that death in the engorgement stage is of more common
occurrence than in man.
Bears are particularly subject to ftneumonia, and in them the inflammatory products, instead of resolving,
break down into pus. The posterior lobe of one lung is affected, but
the morbid material in its course along the bronchi, and into the
trachea, is drawn into the opposite lung by inspiration, so that the
portion of lung immediately in the neighbourhood of the larger
bronchi of the unaffected lung becomes affected, secondarily, by the
morbid material thus inspired.
Pleurisy.
Double pleurisy is exceedingly common among the
wild Carnivora, as it is in the domestic Cat (I exclude from this
list those cases of pleurisy arising from inflammation set up by the
presence of parasites in the lungs).
The disease is usually double,
and of long standing the fluid breaks down the barrier between the
two pleural cavities, so that they form by means of organized inflammatory material one continuous cavity.
The lung-substance
becomes condensed and carnified by the pressure of fluid, which
often amounts to two gallons ; this interferes with respiration, and
the animal dies.
This has caused the Society the loss of several
very fine animals.
The condition of the lung in collapse is so very

—

—

—

;

—

;

it will be well to give a few details respecting it.
Condensation, Atelectasis, or Apneumaiosis are terms used to
signify the condition of the lungs before birth, or in other words
lung-tissue which has never contained air.
After respiration has
been established, if from any cause the lung be rendered airless, as
by the pressure of a tumour or particularly of fluid in the pleura, a
return to the foetal condition is brought about.
lung which is
thus collapsed is often referred to as b'eing in " a state of caruification," on account of the fleshy appearance it presents on section ;
this alone is sufficient to distinguish it from pneumonic lung, notwithstanding that it sinks ia water.

interesting that

A

—
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If sections of a lung, which has been compressed by fluid in the
pleura for some considerable time, say six weeks, be examined by the
microscope, the following appearances will be noted
The pleural covering is very thick, its surface being coated over
by a thick layer of organized lymph varying in thickness according
From the deeper
to the length of time the disease has existed.
layers of the pleura there is an invasion of fibrous tissue into the
lung-substance, destroying the air-cells immediately subjacent to the
original serous covering.
Beneath these disorganized air-cells, a considerable tract of airless
tissue exists in which the cell-walls are in apposition, and lie folded
:

These cells, if inflated during life,
together as neatly as a lady's fan.
would again become functional.
Approaching the main bronchus, curious changes may be seen
here and there whole tracts of the lung-tissue are in a state of complete disorganization, others are seen with their opposite walls simply
in contact, whereas in many parts the air-cells are so dilated that
they present all the characters of emphysematous lung, so extreme
is the distension of the air-vesicles and so attenuated their walls.
Although the lung is apparently in a condition of extreme atelectasis, yet in parts, paradoxical as it may seem, we have to do also
with a condition of emphysema and dilated bronchi.
;

The Organs of Circulation.
between are cases of diseases of the heart and bloodvessels in carnivorous animals.
Once only have I seen pericarditis,
and that was in a Coati. The disease was caused by the extension
of inflammation from old-standing double pleurisy.
Valvular disease was seen in an Esquimaux Dog aged at least
twelve years.
The endocardium was thickened and opaque, the
mitral and aortic valves presented vegetations on their free borders,
some of which had evidently been detached by the circulating current,

Few and

as

far

three old infarctions in the liver bore indisputable testimony.

twice, once in the aortic arch of a Dog
the remaining instance occurred in a Coati, in which the whole of the
descending aorta was affected, some of the patches being of con-

Atheroma was encountered

siderable size.

The Alimentary Canal.
Afi'ections of the digestive tract are

tion of the ilium

uncommon.

and colon has been twice noted

Typhoid

ulcera-

the course of
my dissections. The symptoms during life were such as to lead one
to suspect the nature of the malady, diarrhoea and hsemorrliage
from the bowel with similar cases turning up among other animals.

The two

cases mentioned occurred in a Tiger

the same time as the cases referred to in

my

in

and a Leopard, about
paper on Diseases of

Monkeys.
Several Bears have died from enteritis, and in one a perirectal
abscess attained to a considerable size, then burst into the peritoneal
cavity, giving rise to intense and fatal inflammation.
The abscess

was

in all probability caused

by a piece of bone passing through the

—
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wall of the rectum, and, getting into the cellular tissue, acting as a
foreign body.
I have known a fish-bone accidentally swallowed do
the same thing in man.
Dogs are liable to intus-susception of the intestine, caused by

swallowing tendons and other similar substances.
Genito- Urinary Organs.

The

following injuries and diseases have been

met with

:

Fracture of the os penis in a Coati, which had united with a certain

amount of deformity.
Two cases of hemorrhagic

cystitis in Ocelots,

without obvious

lesions to account for the presence of blood.

Enlarged prostate was found once in a Dog.
An abscess of the
right ovary in a Coati burst and gave rise to fatal peritonitis.
By far the most interesting case of all was that of a female Tiger

aged twelve years, born

in confinement.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

s.c.

cysts.
lutea.

Fio-.

0. Ovary transformed into
of an old Tiger.
S.G. Solid growths, which are really hypertroi^hied corpora
P.C. Pedunculated cysts. S.C. Serous cysts originating in the

Ovary and Fallopian tube

Fig. 3.

organ of Eosenmiiller.
4. Transverse section of the other ovary, showing the cysts in the interior
of the organ.

The

creature

8. G.

The hypertropliied corpora

succumbed

lutea in transverse section.

to a smart attack of

pneumonia.

On

examining the ovaries, both presented abnormal conditions. The
right ovary contained three solid tumours, about the size of a nut,
and of a reddish colour, one of them being pedunculated. Two cysts
of the size of a cherry occupied the substance of the organ (see fig. 3).
The left ovary presented three of these reddish solid cysts, two
being of firmer consistence than the rest and pedunculated.
A cyst of the size of a gooseberry occupied the substance of the

—

.
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Hanging from the fold of peritoneum between the ovary and
orarv.
Fallopian tube (meso-salpinx) is a cyst of the size of a cherry
attached by a narrow peduncle, whilst scattered among the fringes
of the open end of the Fallopian tube, are numerous pedunculated
These are shown in the annexed drawwhen examined microscopically,
proved to be hypertrophied corpora lutea. This case is of extreme
interest on account of the relation it bears to similar growths in
human subjects. Among the numerous growths originating in
the immediate neighbourhood of the ovary in the human female,
many of which attain gigantic proportions, two very distinct forms
cysts the size of millet-seeds.

ing

(figs.

3,4, p. 184).

The

may be

solid cysts,

readily separated
Cysts peculiar to the ovary and originating in Graafian follicles.
2. Cysts of the broad ligaments, which, if they attain to any size,
may secondarily involve the ovary in the course of their growth.
Careful observation has led to the view that cysts starting in the
broad ligaments arise in connexion with the " organ of Rosenmiiller."
This structure and its connecting ducts, lying in the
meso-salpinx, is in itself of very great interest, inasmuch as it
represents, with the duct of Gaertner, all that remains in the adult
female of the Wolffian duct and segmental tubes so largely developed
In the adult female these must be regarded
in early embryonic life.
:

1

as functionless organs.

Pathologists have long been aware that functionless structures
and remnants of organs are exceedingly liable to take on diseased
action
hence it is now the accepted view that the cysts so often
found in the broad ligament are to be regarded as abnormal dilatations of these pre-existing ducts, remnants of the segmental tubes
and ducts of the Wolffian body therefore it is extremely interesting
;

;

to find in the ovary of this Tiger the disease in its incipient con-

The

however, does not end here, for although
and wide, this is the first case of its kind which
has come to hand.
At the outset I mentioned that this particular
animal was born in confinement, and must to a certain extent be regarded as a domestic animal.
Dogs are occasionally the subject of

dition.

interest,

I have searched far

well-developed ovarian disease ; so it is very singular that a disease so
prevalent in the human female, met with in the common bitch, and
seemingly exceedingly rare in wild animals, should turn up in a Tiger
which was born in confinement and passed a long life in the captive
state.

A

curious case of difficult parturition was seen in a Jackal.
One
I found the creature on the Prosector's table with a distended belly on cutting into this, two young ones were foiuid loose
in the peritoneal cavity, whilst a third was jammed, head downwards,
into the pelvis, and there tightly fixed.
Examination proved that
labour had commenced, but from some cause or other the vagina

morning

;

and neck of the uterus had split on the posterior aspect, and the
young had been expelled from the uterus into the peritoneal cavity.
The cause of the difficulty may have been the smallness of the pelvic
outlet, but 1 think the fcetuses must have been of unusual size.
The
Proc. Zool. Soc— 1884, No. XIII.
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It is a well-known
rent in the parts is shown in the drawing (fig. 5).
fact that when a small bitch tries to accommodate a large Dog, the
female often loses her life by rupture of the vagina, and consequent
Escaping this, still she may pay the penalty of her lack
peritonitis.

of [irudence, for the young will be unduly large, and delivery by vice
naturales an impossibility.
Fig. 5.

The

uterus of a Jackal, seen from behind. The rent, at the junction of the
vagina and cervix uteri was made during parturition, the young escaping
into the peritoneal cavitj-.

Tuberculosis.

To

it would seem that half the animals
the Society's Gardens succumb to this affection.
It so
frequently happens that if the lung presents a spotted appearance,
or on section shows caseous spots of any description, the condition is
set down as " tuberculosis."
After very careful inquiry the conclusion has been forced upon me, that " tubercle " is by no means so
common among animals as is generally supposed. In a previous
paper, it was shown that Monkeys are rarely attacked by tubercle,
and subsequent observations tend to confirm this statement in every

dying

superficial observation,
in

particular.

Three diseases are especially

be confounded with the one
by the microscopical examination of diseased tissues has led to a more rigid definition, and consequent restriction, of the term tubercle from such
appearances as the lungs present in lobular pneumonia, or lung-tissue
consolidated by pneumonia Avliich, instead of resolving, ends in suppuration, and lastly, encysted parasites.
If these three morbid conditions be excluded, then tuberculosis is

now under

consideration.

liable to

The

precision afforded
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The larger Carnivora (Lions, Tigers, and Leopards)
very uncommon.
are exceedingly vulnerable to attacks of pneumonia, and Bears frequently die from this affection, due to the suppuration of the consoliThe Coati {Nasuu) is very liable to suffer
dated portion of the lung.
from cavities in its lungs due to this breaking-down of inflammatory
products, and on three occasions pneumothorax has resulted from
Once I met with a Lion with such a
the rupture of a vomica.
condition of things, and, in addition, by some means the air had
made its way into the cellular tissue at the root of the neck, so that
the creature was " blown up " like a calf in a butcher's shop.
With ordinary care there need be little fear that parasites may be
By far
mistaken for tubercle, but this does happen occasionally.
the most important cases of tuberculosis remain to be described.
For a considerable time 1 have been investigating tuberculosis in
After a conbirds, in which the disease is exceedingly common.
siderable number of observations I came to the conclusion that the
disease had its origin in the food or at least in the alimentary
canal. From the splendid series of researches which enabled Koch to
announce to the world his discovery of the " bacillus of tuberculosis,"
it would seem that the specific nature of this disease depends on the
On submitting the
presence of this minute rod-like organism.
viscera of the diseased birds to Dr. Heneage Gibbes, who is an authority in this particular department of pathology, he found bacilli by
" thousands and tens of thousands."
In December last we communicated these facts to the Pathological
Society, and at the same time adduced the following facts as evidence
that this disease of Fowls is in all probability infectious.
I was aware
that certain of the Carnivorous animals, of which the viscera had been
examined, presented similar lesions to those observed in the diseased
Fowls. Two rases soon came to hand,°one a Paradoxure, the other a
Felis eyra.
These animals are fed on birds' heads and viscera, and
as their livers contained " baciUi " it was fair to infer that they had
accidentally contracted the disease by feeding on tuberculous birds.
What the precise nature and origin of these organisms may eventually turn out to be, is of course very uncertain ; the matter is still
being investigated and must for the present remain sub judice.
The facts recorded in the preceding pages are the outcome of the
post-mortem examination of a considerable number of the Carnivora.
From January 1882 to February 1884 one hundred and thirty of
these animals died, varying in size from a Lion to a Cynictis.
Of
this number I have had the opportunity of examining the viscera of
nearly all, excepting now and then, when an animal of great rarity
was required for dissection, and its anatomical value far surpassed
its interest from a pathological standpoint.
It behoves me in conclusion to offer my very best thanks to the
Society for the liberal use of so much valuable pathological material.
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a Sea Lion from the East Coast of Australia {Otaria

By

cinerea, V6von).

[EeceiTed

J,

March

W. Clark,

F.Z.S.

18, 1884.]

South Wales Court of the Fisheries Exhibition which
year at South Kensington, there were four stuffed
They were
Otarias belonging to the Australian Museum, Sydney.
Sea-Lion
Eared
Seals.
The
Grey
Australian
"A group of
labelled
SteRocks
near
Port
from
the
Seal
Gr.),
ciiiereus,
{Arctocephalus
phens, New South Wales.'"
The following notes on the four specimens were partly communicated to me by my friend Mr. E. P. Eamsay, Curator of the Museum,
partly written by myself.
1. A male from which the skull (figs. 1 and 2) had been extracted.
The animal was between six and seven feet long the hair short,
the underfur
stiff, and bristly, especially on the nape of the neck
Colour a uniform brown, rather lighter on
red and very sparse.
the head and on the back of the neck ^.
2. An animal nearly as large as the former, and said to be a female
the general colour brown, but
Hair bristly
of the same species.
and on the head and neck
male,
in
the
than
paler on the back
on the under surface of the body and
inclining to a duskv yellow
on the upper surface of the pes and manus a dark brown. The
stuffer had fortunately set the jaws open, so that the teeth could be
In the

New

was held

last

:

;

:

;

;

*

examined.

'

'

'

The molars were |^, each having

and

posterior

a

anterior cusp, with the exception of the first tooth in each row.
It had no skull,
small Otaria rather less than three feet long.
3.
ascertained.
Hair
short and fine,
he
could
not
therefore
the
age
and

A

Colour a yellowish grey, paler on the under
with a dense underfur.
surface of the body, and becomhig a light brown on the upper surface
of the ' pes ' and manus.'
4. A very young Utaria, about two feet eight inches long, of a uniform dark brown on the back, lighter underneath.
It appears to nie that nos. 1 and 2 are rightly referred to the same
species, but I doubt about their being male and female and no. 4 may
It appears to be a rule
very likely be a cub of the same species also.
among the Otariidce that the cubs are of a dark brown colour and ^Ir.
Ramsay informed me that this animal had unquestionably been taken
from the same rocks as the former. Ou the other hand, I suspect
that no. 3, from the density of the underfur, is a specimen of the Fur
Seal of Australia, for which I ventured to revive the name Otaria
and which is, I believe, the
fursteri (P. Z. S. 1875, pp. 650-6/7)
same as Dr. Hector's Arctocephalus cinereus (Trans. New Zealand
'

;

;

;

Inst. 1871, iv. p. 196).

Besides these specimens I purchased a few months since a

com-

plete skeleton, not quite full-grown, said to have been obtained

from

1

'

Port Stephens
This specimen

is

an

is

now

inlet

about 100 miles to the north of Sjdney.

in the British

Museum.
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and further, Mr. Ramsay was

so

good

as to give

me

a skin and skull (figs. S-f)) of an animal of about the same age,
which had been taken at the same time and place as those exhilnted'.

On

the evidence of the skulls, I feel no hesitation in assigning these
to the same species as nos. 1 and 2 of the former group.
The skin, however, is much lighter in colour. On the head and back
the. dark-brown hairs are tipped with yellow, and a good many yellow

two specimens

Oiaria cinerea, c? ; under surface of hinder half of stiill to show the form of
the opening of tlie palate and of the auditory bulla ; half natural size
from the same specimen as fig. 1.

mixed with the others the underside of the body is of a
brown and a sparse underfur of the same colour lies at the
The upper side of the pes and
roots of the hairs on the back.

hairs are

;

light

;

'

'

brown.
manus is covered with very
We have, then, before us four specimens of an Otaria which has
been called Arctocephalus cinereus and we have to investigate the
history of the species, and to determine whether they have been
'

short fine hair of a rich

'

;

rightly referred to

it.

In 1859, Dr. Gray,

in

one of his numerous revisions of the Seals,

These specimens arc in the Museum of the University of Cambridge. The
specimen purchased appears to be a male, not full-grown that given to me by
*

;

Mr. Ramsay

is

a female.

SEA-LION FROM AUSTRALIA.
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enumerated Arcfocephdliis cinereits among the species whicli, in his
judgment, ouglit to be referred to the genus Arctocephaliis, proposed
by Frederic Cuvier in 1824. Tlie species is due to a brief description by Peron, who stayed from December 1802 to February 1S03
at an island off the S. coast of Austraha, near Adelaide, which the
French explorers called Isle Decrcs, but which is laid down on modern

maps

as

Kangaroo Island.

—

After describing the numbers of Kanga-

" Parnii les Phocaces nombreux qui peuploient
he proceeds
les rivages de I'ile, on distinguoit surtout une noiivelle espece du
genre Otarie {Otaria cinerea, N.) qui parvient a la longueur de 30 a
32 decimetres [9 a 10 pieds]. Le poil de cet animal est tres court.
roos,

:

Fig. 3.

Ofaria cinerea,

§

;

side view of skull.

mais son cuir est cpals et fort, et I'huile
Pour
qu'on prepare avec sa graisse est aussi bonne qu'abondante.
I'un et I'autre rapport, la peche de cet amphibie ofFriroit de precieux avantages
il en est de meme de quelques autres especes de
Phocaces [)lus petites qu'on trouve egalement en tres-graud nombre
sur ces bords, et qui portent des fourrures de bonne qualite."^
Peron, as is well known, did not live to write the work on the
Otariido! for which he had made preparations, and he brought home
no specimens, or, if he did, they have long since disappeared. His
brief notice of the Otaria which he intended to call 0. cinerea tells
us nothing except that the animal was what is called a " Hair Seal,"
for he contrasts it with others which possessed abundant underfur.
Ten years afterwards an Otaria was captured near Port Western In
Buss's Straits, during the voyage of the 'Astrolabe.'
MM. Quoy and

tres dur, et tres grossier

;

;

'

Peron,

p. 77.

'

Voyage de decouvertes aux Ten-es Australes

'

(4to, Paris, 1810),

ii

—
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Gaimard, the naturalists to the Expedition, determined to call it
Otaria cinerea, out of deference to Peion and, further, by way of
compliment to him, they established the species in his name instead
;

Fig. 4.

Otaria cinerea,

5

;

under surface cf stulL

" Peron a nomme Otarle cendree une espece de
pen pres dans les memes parages que notre individu.
II n'en a point douue de description qui puisse, a proprement parler,
la faire reconnaitre.
Comme cette espuce, la meme selon nous que
of their

own

Phoque

prise a

:

SEA-LION FROM AUSTRALIA.
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qui nous occupe, a ete admise dans les catalogues, nous lui

laisserous le

nom que

lui a

impose

le

naturaliste

que nous venous de

citer."

They then proceed

to describe their

specimen

— " Tout

le pelage
Cette couleur devient plus
aisselles, les cotes de la partie
posterieure et int'erieure du corps sont roux.
Les cotes du cou sont
d'lin cendre tirant sur le blanchatre, et les oreilles sont noiratres a leur
pointe.
Les membres posterieurs sont presque noirs, et les anterieurs
d'un brua fonce tirant un pen sur le rougeatre. Les polls de la tete
:

en dessus est uniformement grisatre.
claire sur le museau.
Le menton, les

Fig. 5.

Oiaria cinerea,

$

;

upper surface of anterior half of skuU,

et du cou sont longs, rudes, et grossiers ; ceux des autres parties
sont plus courts et plus serres.
Leur couleur cendree resulte du
melange de ces polls dont les uns sont d'un blanc jaunatre et les
autres noiratres.
En les ecartant on voit un feutre roux pen epais.

Les

polls qui recouvrent les membres sont tres fins et serres.
Les
barbes sont fortes et jaunatres.
Les ongles des membres anterieurs
sent a peine indiques.
Ceux des poste'rieurs sont etroits ; les trois
intermediaires sont plus saillans, et I'exterieur n'est point apparent.'"
I am aware that Mr. Allen " has recorded Peron's Otaria cinerea

species ; " and had no further
been given than the original notice cited above, I

among "mythical and undeterminable
description of

it

^ 'Voyage de decouvertes de 1' Astrolabe.'
Zoologie par MM. Quoy et
Gaimard, i. p. 89, plates 12, 13, 15.
^ 'History of North-American Pinnipeds.'
B5' J. A. Allen. 8vo, Washington,
io
.»

1880, p. 215.

.

>

—
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but as MM.
so doing
should have considered that he was right
Quoy and Gaimard thought proper to sink their own individuahty
in that of Pe'ron, it seems to me that we have no choice lelt but to
accept the species with Peron's name attached to it, more especially as
they brought home a skin and skull, both of which are figured in
their work, and are now in the Museum of the Jardin des Plantes.
These specimens ought, I submit, to be considered as the type of the
and it was after a careful examination of them that I
species
ventured on a former occasion to mention Otaria cmerea as one of
the four distinct species of Otaria inhabiting the Australian coast

m

;

;

(P.Z.S.

187.0, p. 676).

have taken the skulls now before us to Paris and compared them
with the type of Otaria cinerea, and there can be no doubt that
they should all be referred to that species.
The type skull is of an animal not quite adult, stated by the authors
and the teeth have never
it is in excellent condition
to be a male
inches
inches broad across the
is
long
by
It
C^
been displaced.
\{)h
Tiie form of the nasals and of the orbital
zygomatic processes.
process of the frontal will be better understood from the figure of
the same bones here given (fig. 3, p. 191) than from any description.
Immediately behind these processes the skull contracts suddenly, so
that while the width across the processes is 2^^ inches, that across
the narrowest portion of the skull behind them, close to the brainI

;

;

case,

is

only

H inch.

The
.

6

dental series is, as usual
1-1
«-6_o,-

:

1c. fZTi' m. 5^r5-36.
i.
and
In the molar teeth the " cingulum " is very feebly developed
each tooth, both in the upper and lower jaw, has a posterior and an
anterior cusp, characters which are very useful in separating this
species from that which appears to be most nearly aUied to it, Otaria
albicoUis, Peron, = 0. australis, Quoy and Gaimard, of which there
The opening of the palate is
is a fine series in the same museum.
long and V-shaped (fig. 4, p. 192), and the auditory bulla is prolonged posteriorly into a peg-like process (figs. 2 & 4, pp. 190, 192).
Of the skulls before us, the largest (figs. 1, 2) undoubtedly belongs
It is 11| inches long by 1h broad, measured
to a full-grown male.
The occipital and sagittal crests, and
across the zygomatic arches.
the parietal processes, are all fully developed, and the nasals are nearly
It is, however, easy
obliterated by anchylosis with the premaxilla.
to see that the form of these bones, and of the upper part of the
skull generally, is identical with the female skull (fig. .5, p. 19.3), which
has been already referred to as closely resembling the type specimen.
The palate in the male skull (fig. 2) is more elongated than in either
but, useful as the form of this
of the others or in the type specimen
;

;

part

is

subject to

has led to
.

^

must be remembered that it is
remarkable individual variations, the neglect of which
In order to show
a needless multiplication of species \

for specific determination,

I hope

my

it

friend Professor Turner will forgive lue

if

I quote his Euofnria

I feel tolerably
schisthypcrijcs (Journ. Anat. 1S68, p. 113) as an instance of this.
sure that the skull so named should be referred to Otaria pusilla.
,
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subjoin fif^ures

(fig.

195

6) of the palates of

skulls of Otaria ursina, wliich I observed in the

Eoyal

two

Museum

at

In the skull marked A the opening of
the palate is normal, in that marked B it is abnormally elongated ;
but in all other respects the two skulls are perfectly similar.
The skull (figs. 3-5) which I take to be that of a female has
been already sufficiently described.
It is 9 inches long by 'l| inches
broad.
The peculiar forni of the teeth, with the strongly developed
Berlin, in

August 1875.

Fie. 6.

Palates of Utaria, cincrca

;

to

show variation

A, normal form

;

in the

form of the opening.

B, abnormal form.

and posterior cusps, is well shown in the side
and again in the view of the uuder surface of the
The third skull is probably of a young male it is
by 5 inches broad. It does not appear necessary to
reproduces the characters already remarked in the
anterior

;

view

(fig.

3)

;

skull (fig. 4).
9 inches long

figure

it,

as

female on

it

a

slightly larger scale.
I mnst now say a few words on the external characters.
The
skin of the type specimen is preserved in the Zoological Gallery of
the Museum at the Jardin des Plantes. It is marked " Otarie cendree
cJ.

Otaria cinerea, Peron, Phoca cinerea, Fisch.

Des

cotes de la
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It

has been

distorted in stuffing, but indicates a large brown or brownishgrey animal, like the figure in the 'Voyage de 1' Astrolabe,' plate 12.
The description quoted above, on the other hand, indicates an animal

much

rather grey than brown, like the skin of the female which I have
The adult male, however, at tlie
from Mr. Ramsay.
Fisheries Exhibition, and the second specimen there, which I take

received

be a young male, agree fairly well with the type specimen at
I would suggest that the description may
Paris and with the figure.
Quoy and Gaihave been taken from a female skin, which
figure
(which appears
the
male,
while
mard believed to belong to a
that the attiauthors
say
spot,
for
the
drawn
on
the
been
have
to
tude is that in which the animal lay after death) was really of a
to

MM.

We know, however, so little about the external appearance
male.
of Otarias, and tliey look so different according as they are young or
old, wet or dry, that we must wait for further material before these
For the same reason I would for the
points can be cleared up.
present return to the original generic name, and refer these specimens
to Otaria cinerea, Peron.
In 1874 Dr. Gray received a somewhat imperfect skull of an
Otaria from Dr. Hector, which he referred to this species by comparing it with Quoy and Gaimard's figure, though, as was his wont,
he made a new genus for it, and called it Euotaria cinerea\ This
skull is now in the British Museum, along with others received subseThese skulls are undoubtedly of the same
quently from Dr. Hector.
species as that to which, as mentioned above. Dr. Hector has given the
Fur Seal be

this

identical with the small

Otaria forsteri, as
settled until

or "

Fur Seal of Australia." Whether
Fur Seal which I have called
mentioned above, is a question which cannot be

name Arctocephalus cinereus,

we obtain a

larger series of specimens of different ages

it is different from the Otaria now
The skulls are all broader in proportion to tlieir length
before us.
and the molars have not the three prominent cusps which appear to
be characteristic of this species.

and sexes

;

but

I feel

certain that

;

3.

By

On two new

Genera of Spiders.

the Rev. O. P. Cambridge, M.A., C.M.Z.S., &c.
[Eeceived March 18, 1884.]

(Plate

XV.)

Mr. H. O. Forbes has

lately described (Proceedings of this
1883, p. 586), under the provisional name of Thomisus
decijnens, the habits of a Spider which he met with in Sumatra and
Java.
The Spider itself is remarkable from its exact resemblance to

Society,

^

'

Hand-List of Seals, Morses, Sea-Lions, and Sea-Bears in the British
(8vo, London, 1874), p. 34.
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the droppings of a bird ; and is still more remarkable from the increased resemblance effected by its spinning of a thin white web on the
surface of a leaf, by means of which it secures itself, on its back, to the
leaf, leaving its legs free to enclose and seize any insect unwittingly
resting upon, or crossing, the apparently innocuous bird-dropping.
Mr. Forbes kindly sent me the Spider for examination before writing
an account of its habits. I inuDediately recognized its near affinity
to an East-Indian Spider {Thomisus tuberosus, BL), of which I
possess the type specimen
but, unable at the moment to make a
thorough examination and search through books and specimens,
I conjectured that it was allied to some Spiders described by Dr.
Karsch, and to one sent to me some years ago from South Africa.
more complete examination since made has convinced me that
these latter species (referred to by Mr. Forbes) belong to entirely
different groups.
I find, however, in my collection two other Spiders,
from Ceylon and Bombay, of the same genus and very closely allied
in species, but quite distinct from that which Mr. Forbes notes.
Upon these, together with the one last mentioned and Thomisus
tuberosus, Bl., I have ventured to found a new genus ; and I beg to
record my thanks to its discoverer for so kindly sending me an
example of Thomisus decipiens, and for having also made known to
us the very peculiar and interesting habits belonging, not only to
that Spider, but also, I have little doubt, to the other three closely
allied species here described ^
In his description of the habits of T. decijyiens, Mr. Forbes expresses the difficulty he has in understanding the formation by the
Spider of a web which, while serving to attach itself to the leaf, at
the same time so exactly represents the fluid portion of a bird'sdropping spread out on the leaf around the more solid parts
and
his concluding sentences appear to imply the inference that the
Spider consciously supplements the effects of Natural Selection on
its form and resemblance to the solid excreta, by spinning a web to
resemble the fluid portion.
It seems to me, on the contrary, that
the whole is easily explained by the operation of Natural Selection,
without supposing consciousness in the Spider in any part of the
process.
The web on the surface of the leaf is evidently, so far
as the Spider has any design or consciousness in the matter, spun
simply to secure itself in the proper position to await and seize its
The silk, which by its fineness, whiteness, and close adhesion
prey.
to the leaf causes it to resemble the more fluid parts of the excreta,
would gradually attain those qualities by Natural Selection, just as
the Spider itself would gradually, and \)x6ha\Ay pari passu, become,
under the influence of the same law, more and more like the solid
;

A

;

portion,
Dolescball ('Tweede Bijdrage tot de Kennis der Arachniden ran den
Indiscben Archipel,' p. 58, pi. xi. figs. 9 and 9 «) describes and figures, also from
Java, a Spider {ThoDiisus c/isswiilis, Dol.) possibly of this genus, and perhaps
nearly allied to T. decijyiens but the description is too meagre and general to
enable any certain conclusion to be drawn from it, and the figure given of the
'

;

eyes

is

totally unlike.
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The other new genus described in the present paper is founded on
a very remarkable Spider from Ceylon, belonging to the family Gnjptothdidce, of which the typical genus is Cryptothele, L. Koch (Die
Arachn. Austral, p. 239, pi. 20. fig. 2). The new genus Beyillus
may be readily distinguished from Cryptothele by several structural
differences.

Fam. Thomisid^.

Ornithoscatoides, gen. nov.
Cephalothorax short, broad, as broad or as broader than long,
moderately convex above and slightly tuberculose caput short,
truncate in front, and strongly compressed on its lateral margins.
Eyes in two curved rows, the anterior shortest (the convexity of
small, not
the curves directed forwards, and forming a crescent)
greatly differing in size, but the fore laterals are largest, and the four
centrals smallest
those of the lateral pairs are seated on or at the
base of tuberculose eminences.
Fakes strong, not very long, conical, and nearly vertical.
MaxillcE moderately long and strong, a little wider at the top
than in the middle
rounded at the top on the outer side, and
slightly leaning over the labium, which is al)out half the length
of the maxillae, and of a somewhat oblong form rounded at the
apex.
Sternum oblong-oval.
Legs strong, moderately long, 1, 2, 4, 3 those of the first and
second pairs much the strongest and longest but nearly equal in
length
those also of the third and fourth pairs are nearly of equal
;

;

;

;

;

;

length and strength.
The tibia; are rather strongly bent, and give
the legs a peculiar character.
All are somewhat roughened or
tuberculose, especially those of the first two pairs, and furnished with
spines of varied length and strength ; those on the tibiae and metatarsi
of the two anterior pairs are strongest, the longest forming two
parallel longitudinal rows beneath the joints. The legs terminate with
two strong, curved, pectinated claws, beneath which is a small clawtuft.
Among the spines are one or two not very long, rather strong,
of a pale colour or semidiaphanous appearance, on the upper sides of
the femora ; these spines have a peculiar function as observed in
one of the species, and may very possibly be of generic value, though
spines of various sizes are found similarly situated in many other
Thomisid genera, while their special function (if any) has not been
yet observed, so far as I am aware, in other instances.
The imlpi terminate with a single pectinated claw.
Abdomen broader behind than in front and truncated at botli
extremities ; the upper surface and hinder part more or less thickly
covered with round or subconical, shining, or other tubercular
elevations.
The spinners are short, stout, and closely grouped
within a somewhat circular sheath-like cincture much resembling the
disposition of those of many Epeirids.

—
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Ornithoscatoides decipiens.

;

XV.

fig. 1.)

Thomisus decipiens, Forbes, P. Z. S. 1883, p. 586.

Adult female, length rather above G^

The

general colour of this Spider

is

lines.

a hoary or yellowish ashy

a large, somewhat
grey marked with Wack.
on this
extremity
hinder
its
of
middle
the
quadrate black patch at
the
tubercles
dark-brown
roundish
shining
eight
patch are placed
at the
parallelogram
sided
unequally
transverse,
a
form
four largest
the other four, which are much the
fore pari of the black patch
immediately behind
smallest, form a longer transverse parallelogram
side of the shining
either
At the hinder part also, on
the other.

The abdomen has

;

;

;

strong tuberculiform eminences or promito which are also four small ones in a
kind
nences, of a similar
fore margin ; some other depressed
extreme
the
at
line
transverse
on the upper surface, with a dark
disposed
also
are
pits
or
spots
blackish suffused patch at the middle of the anterior extremity, and
another on each side just in front of the foremost lateral eminence.
The cephalothorax has a black irregular patch on each side of tiie

tubercles, are

several

hinder part of the thoracic region. The ocular region is somewhat
suffused with blackish, and an irregular black, somewhat V-shaped
marking indicates the junction of the caput and thorax. The two
anterior pairs of legs have some black suffused markings on the

upper side of the femora, the fore half (or rather more) of the tibise,
metatarsi, and tarsi of those two pairs being almost wholly black
while the two hinder pairs have only an irregular black marking
The spines on the tibiae and metatarsi of the first
here and there.
of legs are numerous, long, strong, and conpairs
and second
spicuous.
pale spines (mentioned above) on the upper sides of the
femora are used, according to Mr. Forbes' s observations, to secure the
Spider on its back to a patch of whitish silk spun upon the surface
When so secured the Spider has the exact appearance of
of a leaf.
the droppings of some bird, and the white silk patch emerging
irrefrularly outside the Spider has the appearance of the more

The

liqutd portion of the droppings flowing out and drying on the leal'.
The e^es of each row respectively are equidistant from each

form a shorter line than
four central eyes form a square
and the height of the clypeus,

other, but those of the fore-central pair

those of the hind-central pair.

The

whose anterior side is the shortest
which projects forwards, is nearly about equal
;

to half that of the

facial space.

Forbes has, since the above was printed, remarked to me that in the
his notice, the resemblance extended even to
the running down of the fluid excreta towards the lower side of the sloping leaf,
Mr. Forbes also expressly disclaims the idea of
endiii" iu a kind of knob.
credituig the Spider with any conscious design, but he says" that the similitude
consciousness i. c. it could not have
is so exact that the Spider miyht have had
Is not its exactness probably the
been more e.\act if the Spider did have it."
result of the iwconsoiousm-ss of the Spider ? Conscious design would possibly
have resulted in failure and abandoning the plan, or at best in a more clumsy
^

Ml'.

two instances which came mider

imitation.

;
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The legs are, as described in the generic diagnosis, strong and
minutely tuberculose, the tibia3 being of a peculiar bent form.
Two examples were found by Mr. Forbes, one in Java, the other in
Sumatra.
Ornithoscatoides tuberosa.
Thomisus tuberosus, BI. Ann.

(Plate

& Mag.

XV.

fig. 2.)

Nat. Hist.

ser. 3, vol. xiv,

p. 38.

Adult female, length 5 lines.
This Spider, although very similar in general form and appearance to O. decipiens, is smaller, and differs in colours and also in the
number and disposition of the abdominal tubercles.
Tlie abdomen is of a pale olive-brown colour on the upper side
six elongated black markings, three on each side, of different sizes,
continiied laterally to the underpart of tlie abdomen
hinder pair of these markings meet at the middle of the upper

are

;

the
side,

The rest of
are two shining dark-brown conical tubercles.
the tubercles, which are much more numerous than in O. decipiens
and vary a little in size, are very similar to the surrounding surface
in colour, perhaps a little more of a yellow-brown hue, and all of
they are somewhat sym.metricall}^ disposed towards
a conical form
The underside is
the sides and at the hinder part of the abdomen.
black, largely patched with cream-colour.
The cephalothorax is yellow-brown and slightly tuberculose, and
the height of the cly pens rather exceeds half that of the facial space.
The legs are cream-colour, marked with yellow-brown, excepting
the anterior half of the tibiae, the metatarsi, and anterior portion of
Besides other spines, there are
the tarsi, which are black-brown.
numerous long strong ones on the tibiae and metatarsi of the first
and second pairs. There are also the same spines on the upper side
of the femora as those whose peculiar function Mr. Forbes has noted
The first two pairs of legs are
in the Sumatran and Javan species.
much longer and stronger than the rest, but they appear to be
proportionately shorter than those of O. decipiens, as in that species
the tibise are bent, but not to so great an extent.

where

;

The
position

do not appear to differ much
from those of O. decipiens.

eyes

in

relative

size

and

The palpi are yellow-brown, all except the digital joints more
they terminate with a single
or less suffused with cream-colour
curved pectinated claw.
The /aloes are short, strong, subconical, vertical, yellow-brown,
;

with a whitish spot in front towards their base.
The maxiJlcB and labium are yellow-brown, and though shorter
are of the same form as those of O. decipiens.
Mr. Blackwall in his description (evidently by some inadvertence) describes the labium as triangular.
The sternum is dark brown, and can scarcely be described as,
according to Mr. Blackwall, heart-shaped, but of a rather elongateoval form slightly pointed behind and hollow -truncate before.
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The above description (as well as that of Mr. Blackwall) has
been made from the type, still in my possession, received many years
ago from the East Indies, though from what locality there I do not
know.

Ornithoscatoides ceylonica,
Adult female, length
more than 4 lines.

5 lines

;

in

sp. n.

(Plate

XV.

fig. 3.)

some examples the length

is

no

In general form and appearance this Spider nearly resembles the
two preceding species, but it differs not only in colours and
markings but also in several other important specific characters.

The cephalothorax
brown hue,

is

tuberculose, of a

slightly

dull yellowish-

and completely margined with cream-yellow,
from which some converging lines of the same colour run towards
distinctly

the thoracic junction.
The two central eyes of the posterior row are further apart than
each is from the lateral row on its side, and a similar observation
applies to the two central eyes of the anterior row.
The four
central eyes form rather more nearly a square than the corresponding eyes in 0. decipiens, the anterior side being proportionately
rather longer.
The height of the clypeus is less than half that of
the facial space, and the laterals are not only seated on slight
tubercles, but between each of those pairs is a distinct spinous
tubercular prominence or short horn, terminating with a short
bristle.

The

falces are

short, subconical, vertical, finely tuberculose in

and of a whitish cream-colour.
The palpi are similar in colour to the falces, excepting the digital
joint, which is black-brown, blackest at the base.
The legs aie moderately long, longer but less strong than in the
two foregoing species, though possessing the same essential characters and relative proportions.
They are of a dull cream-colour,
the two fore pairs suffused or mottled above on the femora with pale
yellow-brown
the anterior portion of the tibiae (which are strongly
bent), the metatarsi, and anterior part of the tarsi black
at the base,
liowever, of the upper side of the metatarsi is an irregular whitish
cream-coloured marking, and the underside of that joint and of the

front,

;

;

metatarsi also
colour.

The

is
more or less marked irregularly with a similar
spines on the tibiae and metatarsi of the first two

and strong
the pecuhar ones noted as on
upper side of the femora of the two foregoing species are
noticeable in the present one also.
The two posterior pairs of legs
are more of a yellow-brownish hue marked with a paler colour, and

pairs are very long

;

the

cream-colour, giving them a somewhat annulose
and there are some strongish spines on the tibiae and
metatarsi.
The exinguinal (or basal) joints of the two hinder pairs,
and a portion of those of the second pair, have their undersides of a
deep rich brown colour.
The sternum is of a deep rich black-brown hue, with a large patch
also with whitish

appearance

;

of cream-yellow at
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The labium is similar in colour to the sternum, with a pale apex,
but the maxill<3e are pale brownish cream-colour, with a brown
marking towards their base on the inner side.
The abdomen is of a dull yellowisli brown (deepening to sooty
black in some examples) on the upper side, softening off into
cream-yellow on the sides and underneath. Along the middle of
the upper side, but not extending to either extremity, is a fine creamyellow hne, and the middle of the hinder part is of a blacker hue
than the rest. The tubercles are numerous, symmetrically disposed
towards the sides and hinder part, shining, subconical, of various
The spinners, and
sizes, with a short bristle at the apex of each.
the surrounding area to a small and irregular extent, are of a whitish
cream-yellow hue. The underside of the abdomen is marked with
some considerable patches of black.
Examples of this Spider were received some years ago from
Ceylon, from the late Mr. G. H. K. Thwaites.
Ornithoscatoides nigra,
Adult male, length Ig

The

sp. n.

(Plate

XV.

fig.

4 )

line.

of a deep rich black-brown hue, tuberculose,
and between the eyes of each lateral pair there is (as in O. ceylonica)
cej^halotlioraw

is

the tubercular prominences on which
a short horn-like prominence
those eyes are placed are stronger than iu that species ; giving a
much nearer appearance to the form of the ocular area in Thomisits.
The eyes are larger than in either of the foregoing species, but
;

preserve the same proportion and relative position as in O. ceylonica,
and have narrow yellowish rims. The height of the clypeus is less
than half that of the facial space.
The leffsixre moderately long and strong, black, tuberculose, armed
with long and strong, but not numerous spines on the tibise and
metatarsi of the first and second pairs.
Some of the tubercles in a
longitudinal row on the underside of the femora of those pairs are

white
a white annulus encircles the extremity of the metatarsus in
all the legs
and near the middle of the femora of the third and
fourth pairs is a broad annulus of a clear yellow-brown hue, and the
;

;

tips of the tarsi in these legs are also white.

The

tibise are bent, as

in O. ceylonica.

The palpi are short humeral joints black-brown, with a white
spot or two near their fore extremity ; the cubital joint is somewhat
nodiform, brown, with a white spot or two on the inner side ; the
;

in colour and length to the cubital ; its fore
enlarged and has on the outer side an apophysis of a
somewhat spine-like character, as long as the joint, tapering to
an exceedingly fine, slightly curved, sharp point directed forwards
and outwards
the digital joint is of moderate size, ordinary form,
and of a deep brown colour. The palpal organs are of a simple
form, encircled with a blackish spine.
Thtfalees are moderate in
length and strength, of a deep black-brownish hue.
The sternum, labium, and maxillce are black, the last slightly
tipped with a pale colour.

radial

is

extremity

similar
is

;
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In this Spider also are the peculiar pale spines above noted on
the upper side of the femora.
The abdomen'is of a uniform black colour; the upper surface and
sides towards the hinder part covered with conical tubercles, most
of them terminating with a short strong bristle or spine, but some on
the sides near the hinder part terminate with a longer, distinct pale
spine directed downwards; this deflection, however, may perhaps
be only due to accident or some other cause, though I think it is
normal.
It is possible that this Spider may only be the male of O. ceylonica,
though, from the difference in the size of the eyes, as well as from
the remarkable differences in colour and markings, I am inclined
to think it a distinct species.
single example was received from Ceylon from Mr. Thwaites,
and another from Major (now General) Hobson from Bombay some
years ago.

A

Pam. Cryptothelid^.
Regillus,

gen. nov.

Cephalothoraxlarge, a little longer than broad, somewhat flattened,
deeply indented ; thorax round ; caput short, and constricted on
the margins before.
Ei/es 8, small, and not differing greatly in size
disposed in two
very slightly curved transverse concentric rows, the convexity of the
curve directed forwards ; the anterior row is shortest ; the figure
therefore described by the two rows is the frustum of a cone.
;

Leffs strong, moderate in length, 1, 2, 4, 3, those of the first pair
considerably lonoest and much the strongest ; they are tuberculose
and furnished with strong spines, springing from the tubercular
j»rominences ; two parallel rows of strong ordinary spines are disposed
longitudinally beneath the tibite and metatarsi of the first and second
pairs ; others (some semidia))hanous) more prominent, long, obtuse
and occasionally clavate at their extremities, are irregularly disposed.

The

tarsi

end with three claws

— the

two upper claws (each appaand beneath them is a

rently furnished with a single tooth only),
very small one, difficult to be seen.

Falces straight, a

Max nice short,

little

retreating, not very long nor strong.

straight, slightly leaning over the labium, pointed

on the inner and rounded on the outer extremity.
Labium short, broad, rounded at the apex. These parts were
difficult to observe.

Sternum short-oval.

Abdomen

truncate before, broadest and obtuse behind.
The whole
of the upper surface and sides covered with strong prominent spines
of various lengths, some pale and semidiaphanous, others brown and

some obtuse at the end, others clavate.
The whole Spider is
thus of a very hirsute and bristling appearance.
The spinners are

black,

short, closely grouped together, and almost entirely concealed by
a
marginal series of long coarse hairs which converge over them
I
j
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could, however, discern four, and I feel

little

[Mar. 18,

doubt but that within

these are the normal third minute pair.

This genus

is allied

to

Cryptotheh, L. Koch, but

and form of the

differs essentially

It resembles
Dr. L. Koch says
Cryptothele in the concealment of the spinners.
these are two in number. In the only example I have of Cryptothele
I cannot discern any at all ; while, as above noted, I perceive at least
It seems therefore possible that Cryptofour in the present genus.
thele may have the normal number of six, or at any rate more than the
two noted by Dr. L. Koch.

in the position of the eyes

Regillus aspeR,

sp. nov.

(Plate

XV.

maxillae.

fig. 5.)

adult), length Ij line.
Spider is of a yellow-brown hue, the legs palest.
The
cephalothorax, looked at in profile, has a strong dip or liollow curve
between the ocular area and the thorax, and the normal indentations
are strong about the middle of the thorax, which is rather raised, are
two strongish tubercular prominences in a longitudinal line these
probably were once surmounted by spines, though now broken off.
strong, curved, obtuse double spine issues forward, from near the
middle of the ocular area, and there are two others below it, in a
There are other spines on the
transverse line, longer but less strong.
clypeus (the height of which is less than half that of the facial
sj)ace), and on other parts of the cephalothorax, but those specially
noted are the most conspicuous.
The surface of the cephalothorax
is covered with short coarsish pubescence, and is marked by some
darker brown markings roughly arranged in longitudinal rows.
The eyes are seated on separate tubercles ; those of the anterior
row are divided by as nearly as possible equal intervals of rather
more than an eye's diameter, while the hind centrals are nearer
together than each is to the hind-lateral eye on its side.
The legs are pale yellow-brown, somewhat pubescent like the
cephalothorax, armed as above noted in the generic diagnosis, and
the femora are marked (chiefly on their undersides) with some
distinct but broken dark-brown annuli.
']^\\c palpi are pale yellow-brown, short ; the digital joint somewhat
tumid and ending with a simple (unpectinated), curved, spine-like

Female (not quite

The whole

;

;

A

claw.

The abdomen

projects a little over the base of the cephalothorax ;
yellow-brown, marked along the middle of the upper side with
some slightly darker roundish impressed normal spots in transverse
pairs, and with an apical one at the middle of the fore extremity,
thus forming two lines diverging from the middle of the fore margin
backwards.
Its spinous armature has been noted above in the
it is

generic description.

A single example was received many years ago, from Ceylon, from
Mr. G. H. K. Thwaites.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XV,
Ornifhoscafoidcs dccipiens, sp. n., J, p. 199.
b, caput and eyes, from in
a, Full figure of Spider, maguified
front o, underside of cephalothorax, showing maxillaa, labium, and
sternum d, spinners e, natural length of Spider.
2. Ornithoscato'ides tuherosa, BI., 2, p. 200.
h, natural length.
a, Spider, slightly magnified
3. Ornithoscatoides ccylonica, sp. n., 5 P- 201.
c, natural
b, caput and eyes, from in front
a, Spider, magnified
1.

;

;

;

;

;

>

;

;

4.

length of Spider.
Ornitho-icaMdes niffra,

5.

B-p.n.,

p,

(j*,

202.

c, left
caput and eyes, from in front
palpus, from above; d, natural length of Spider.
Eegillus asper, sp. n 2 P- ^04.
c, Spider in
b, eyes, from above and behind
a. Spider, magnified
e, underprofile, without legs or palpi
d, natural length of Spider
side, showing maxilU«, labium, and sternum.

a,

SjDider, niagnilied

,

;

b,

;

>

;

;

;

;

April

1st,

1884.

Prof. Flower, LL.D., F.R.S., President, in the Chair.

This being the first occasion of a meeting of the Society in tlie
house No. 3 Hanover Square, to which it had lately removed, the
President took the opportunity of congratulating the Fellows present
on the very great improvement in the meeting-room, the library, and
The Society had occupied the
the offices effected by the change.
old house No. 1 1 Hanover Square for forty-one years, and had long
since quite outgrown the accommodation afforded by it in all the
three departments just mentioned.
The income of the Society had increased from ^69137 in 1843 to
a628,966 in 1883, with a corresponding increase of clerical work. The
Library had been almost entirely formed since the former date, and
was rapidly increasing, and the attendance of Fellows at the evening
meetings had been such that the old rooms were quite inadequate
for the purpose.

now

The President

trusted that the increased facilities

would be taken advantage of by the Fellows in
promoting, with even greater zeal than hitherto, the work for which
the Society was founded, and in maintaining and extending the high
reputation it had acquired in the scientific world.
The President also referred to the ceremony in which many of
the Fellows had taken part that day, of the re-interment at West
Wickham of the remains of the late Prosector, Mr. W. A. Forbes,
whose life had been so prematurely cut oft' while engaged in a
and spoke of him as one
zoological exploration of the River Niger
deserving of all the honour the Society could show, not only on
account of his official connexion with it, but also for the personal
regard in which he was held by all who knew him, and for the
distinguished position he had already acquired as an original
afforded

;

investigator in Zoological Science.

MR.
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Professor Flower exhibited four skulls of the Common Bottle-nose
rostratus) of the Northern Seas, exhibiting the
progressive development with age of the maxillary crests in the
male sex, as described in the Proceedings of the Society for 18S3,
They were all from animals caught by Captain David Gray,
p. 722.
and presented by him to the Museum of the Royal College of Sur-

Whale {Hyperoodon

geons.

No. 1. Skull of a male foetus (No. 2897, Cat. Osteology, Mus.
Roy. Coll. Sure;, pt. ii. 1884), taken from the uterus of its mother,
caught in May"l883 in 68° 43' N. lat., 11° W. long. The animal
measured 10 feet 1 inches in length. The cranium was &7 cm. long
from the occipital condyles to the apex of the rostrum, and the
maxillary crests were so little developed as to rise only 6 cm. above
the level of the contiguous premaxillary bones.
No. 2. Skull of a young male (No. 2896). From an animal 16
feet in length, taken by tlie side of its mother, and which had only
milk in its stomach. The cranium was 71 cm. in length, with maxillary crests 16*5 cm. high.
No. 3. Skull of an older male (No. 289.5), supposed by Captain
Gray to be about one vear old. It was 19 feet 6 inches in length,
and'had been caught July 9, 1883, in 71° 19' N.lat, 0° 5' W. long.
The cranium was 134 cm. in length, and the crests 24 cm. high.
No. 4. Skull of an adult male (No. 2894). From an animal
taken in the North Atlantic, between Iceland and Jan Mayen Island,
in the summer of 1881. The cranium was 180 cm. in length, and the
maxillary crests 46 cm. high, rising considerably above the occipital
1

and so thick

as to approacli very closely to each other in the
This was the form described by Gray under the name
of Hyperoodon latifrons, and afterwards Lagenncetus latifrons
but
the type specimen, now in the British Museum, was from a still older
animal, the crests being both higher and more massive.
Professor Flower also exhibited a mass of pure spermaceti
obtained by Messrs. Langton and Bicknell from the " head-matter "
of Hyperoodons killed by Captain Gray, thus corroborating the
observation of Chemnitz quoted in the paper referred to above.
crest,

middle

line.

;

Mr. Sclater exhibited specimens of the eggs of two species of
Testudinata recently laid by animals living in the Society's Gardens,
viz. Testudo elephanfopus and Chelys maiamata.
Both were pure
white and nearly circular in form, the former measuring I'S inch and
the latter 15 inch in diameter.
Mr. R. Bowdler Sharpe exhibited and made remarks on a Redthroated Pipit {Anthus cervinus), caught near Brighton in March
last and now in the collection of Mr. T. J. Monk, at Lewes.
Mr.
Sharpe exhibited at the same time an example of the true WaterPipit {Anthus spinolettd), captured at Lancing, in Sussex, in March
1877, from the collection of Mr. F. Nicholson.

—
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Prof. E. Ray Lankester, F.R.S., exhibited and made remarks on
a living example of a Scorpion from Ceylon (Buihus cceruleus),

A

communication was read from Prof, T. Jeffrey Parker, being
The
the first of a series of studies in New-Zealand Iclithyology.
present paper gave a description of the skeleton of Regafecus
argenteus.
The species was founded on a specimen cast ashore at
Moeraki, Otago, in June 1883.
This paper will be printed entire in the Society's Transactions.'
'

The

1.

On

following papers were read

:

the Accliinatizatlon of the Japanese Deer at Powerscourt.

By Viscount Powehscourt,

P.Z.S.*

[Received February 28, 1884.]

In the years 1858 and 18.59 I took up the idea of experimenting
upon the acclimatization of various animals which I thought might be
ornamental as well as useful in Deer-parks in the United Kingdom,
as suggested by the collection formed at Knowsley by Lord Derby.
I purchased, mostly from Jamrach, the well-known animal-dealer,
various kinds of Deer and Antelopes.
I had at one time alive together in a park formed for the purpose
at Powerscourt, in a part of the place called the Racecourse, containing about 100 acres, of which about two thirds was open pasture

and one third wood, Red Deer, white as well as common, Sambur
Deer, Nylghaies, Axis Deer, Llamas, Elands, Wapiti Deer, and
Moufflons or Wild Sheep.
The Red Deer of course increased, and the Wapiti Deer also bred
but the Nylghaies, which were running about quite healthy one
;

evening, were both found dead the next day.
The Sambur Deer lived for two or three years, but never throve
The Elands were also too delicate
well, neither did the x\xis Deer.
for the climate of Ireland, and I very soon found it necessary to
I had only a pair
dispose of them, as they would not have lived.
of them, and they were sold to the Antwerp Zoological Gardens.
There were originally three Wapiti Deer, unfortunately only one
of them a female, and they were of the same breed which Lord
Derby had had at Knowsley. I tried to get another female, but at
that time it seemed to be almost impossible ; the female which I

had, met with an accident and broke her leg, but nevertheless she
produced a stag calf a few months afterwards. She had had a
female calf the year before, so that my herd was increased to five
But the only males were the sire of the female calf and
animals.
I then, finding the small park
another young male, which died.
where they were too confined in space, had all the Deer caught and
removed to the large Deer-park, containing about 1000 acres.
^

See, for previous notes

on

this subject, P. Z. S. 1879, p. 291.
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After all the Deer had been there for a year there was a
remarkable improvement in their health, from the extent and variety
of pasture which they had there, and the Wapiti as well as the
Sambur and Red Deer improved very much. But unfortunately one
of the Red Stags had a fight one day with the Wapiti, and, being
more active, gave him a thrust and broke his hind leg, just below
We managed to secure the wounded Wapiti and to set
the hock.
although the bone knit, and he could put his foot to the
but
leg
the
I then
ground, he never recovered, but dwindled away and died.
sold the remainder of the Wapiti to an agent of King Victor
;

Emmanuel of Italy.
The Sambur Deer hved

for three or four years, and as there was
from the Royal Collection at Windsor
had
got
which
I
(one
no male
having died), there were several hybrids born, no doubt between a
Red Stag and the Sambur hinds, but one by one, both the pure
Sambur and the hybrids died off, until there were none left. The
climate was evidently too damp for them.
It was a curious thing with the Sambur Deer, and it was no
doubt the cause of their death, that they never would come out of
the thickets in the daytime. They unfortunately could not be taught
that Ireland has not a tropical climate, and they used to skulk in
the thickest cover they could find, out of the sun, all day, and only
came out to feed at night, as they would in the jungles of Mysore,
where I have seen them pursuing the same tactics. Of course by
this unnecessary precaution on their part against the meridian rays,
of which we should like to see a little more in this country than
do, they got chilled through, and eventually died.
In the meantime, on a visit to Jamrach I had seen some Japanese
Deer (Cervus sika) and I thought that as the climate of Japan is a
pretty severe one in winter, I would try if they would succeed any
I bought therefore one male and three
better than the other species.
and these have been the only Deer of any newly introfemales
duced kind which have been a real success.
The Llamas and other animals all died off; and these pretty little
Deer are the only ones which have multiplied, and have also never
required any shelter of any kind nor any winter-feeding except what
I
the ordinary Red Deer and Fallow Deer get, such as hay &c.
It is
find that Indian corn is the best food for all Deer after hay.
easily given, and there is no waste, as they pick up every grain as
I tried locust beans, which are good
soon as thrown out to them.
but expensive, and also oil-cake, but they do not eat that up so clean
as the Indian corn, and if the weather is wet it melts away.
There should be rock-salt always given to Deer, in places where
it can be put, in a shed of some kind, so as not to be exposed to

we

;

;

•

wet.

These Japanese Deer were put into the park at Powerscourt about
the year 1860, and at present (1884) I have upwards of 100 of them,
besides having shot two or three yearly, and also having given away
a great many and sold others.
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The Japanese Deer {Cervus

sika).

I have distributed Japanese Deer from my herd to the following
up to this time, and I believe they are thriving in every
locality where they have been introduced ; so that they
may

places

be
looked upon quite as a British Park- Deer :— at Killarney, in the
woodsof Muckross; at Glenstal (Sir Croker Barrington's), near
Limerick; at Castlewellan (Lord Annesley's) in county Down at
Colebrooke (Sir Victor Brooke's), county Fermanagh
at Lord
Ilchester's, Melbury, Dorsetshire
and at Baron Ferdinand de Rothschild's, Waddesdou Manor, Aylesbury.
The Japanese Deer here have undoubtedly interbred with the
Red Deer there are three or four Deer in the Park here which are
certainly hybrids, the Red hind in each case being the
dam.
The Japanese are a most satisfactory httle Deer the venison when
dressed is about the size of Welsh mutton and very well flavoured.
The little Stags, with their black coats and thick necks like miniature Sambur, are very picturesque and ornamental,
and I think
they are a decided addition to our varieties of hardy
Park Deer.
Some of them are always to be seen in the Society's Gardens ; but
these give no idea of the beauty of the animals when
in a wild 'state
;

;

;

;

;

in a park.

They- also have a most peculiar cry in the rutting-season,
a sort
of whistle, varying sometimes into a scream.

Any body wishing
will, I

for venison of a small size

think, find these

Deer very desirable

and good quality

for that purpose.
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Diagnoses of new Reptiles and Batracliiaus from the
Solomon Islands, collected and presented to the British

Museum by H. B. Guppy, Esq.,
By G. A. BouLENGER, F.Z.S.
[Eeceired

Lepidodactylxjs guppyi,

March

M.B., H.M.S.

'

Lark.^

25, 1884.]

sp. n.

Head small, oviform body elongate limbs moderate. Digits
moderate, inner well developed, webbed at the base eleven lamellae
Scales
under the median digits, the two or three proximal divided.
uniformly granular, the granules larger on the snout, largest and
Rostral quadrangular, more than twice as
the belly.
flat on
nostril pierced between the rostral, the first upper
broad as high
eleven or twelve upper and as many lower
labial, and three nasals
labials
mental small, smaller than the adjacent labials three or
four rows of very small chin-shields.
Tail cylindrical, tapering,
Pinkish brown above, sides
covered with small equal flat scales.
with darker spots a dark streak on the side of the head, passing
through the eye tail with dark annuli
lower surfaces whitish,
throat speckled with reddish brown.
From snout to vent 48 millim. head 12 miliim. tail 4.5 millim.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Faro Island.

HOPLOCEPHALUS PAR,

Sp. U.

Head moderately large, deScales in 16 rows (14 posteriorly).
vertical shield a little longer
pressed
superciliaries not projecting
than broad ; two postoculars ; seven upper labia's, third and fourth
entering the eye; temporals l-|-2-f3; the chin-shields of the posVentrals 166 ;
terior pair separated from each other by a scale.
anal divided
subcaudals 43.
Upper surface of body with broad
upper
reddish-brown cross bands separated bv' narrow interspaces
surface of head, and edges of the scales blackish brown ; lower surfaces and interspaces between the red bars white.
Total length 75 cenlim.
tail 1 1 centim.
;

;

;

;

;

Faro Island.

Rana bufoniformis,

sp. n.

Near Hana huhlii.
Vomerine teeth in two oblique

Habit
series behind the choanse.
very large, with short broad snout; canthus
rostralis distinct
interorbital space as broad as the upper eyelid ;
tympanum distinct, one third the diameter of the eye. Fingers
short, with slightly swollen tips, first extending beyond second ; toes
two thirds webbed, the tips dilated into regular disks subarticular
tubercles large
two metatarsal tubercles, inner oval, blunt, outer
rather indistinct.
The hind limb being carried forwards along the

Head

stout, toad-like.

;

;

;

;;
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body, the tibio-tarsal articulation reaches the hinder border of the
Upper surfaces entirely covered with porous warts, forming a
eye.
belly and lower surface
small paratoid-like ridge above the temple
of thighs feebly granulate. Uniform purplish brown above, yellowish
;

inferiorly.

From snout to vent
Treasury Island.

Bana

guppyi,

14.5 millim.

sp. n.

Near Rana grunniens.
Vomerine teeth in two short straight transverse

series behind the
subtriangular ; canthus rostralis distinct
tympanum distinct,
interorbital space as broad as the upper eyelid
two fifths the diameter of the eye. Fingers moderate, with slightly
dilated tips, first extending beyond second
toes nearly entirely
webbed, tiie tips dilated into small disks subarticular tubercles
large; two metatarsal tubercles, inner elliptic, blunt, outer rather
indistinct.
The hind limb being carried forwards along the body,

choanse.

Head

large,

;

;

;

the tibio-tarsal articulation reaches the tip of the snout.
a strong fold above the tympanum.
olive above, dirty wliite inferiorly.
From snout to vent 165 millim.
Shortland Islands.

surfaces minutely warty

;

Rana opisthodon, sp.
Near Rana grunniens.

Upper
Dark

n.

Vomerine teeth in two transverse oblique series between and
behind the choanae.
Head large snout rounded, with distinct
canthus rostralis interorbital space as broad as or a little narrower
than the upper eyelid tympanum distinct, two fifths to half the
diameter of the eye.
Fingers moderate, with slightly dilated tips,
toes three fourths webbed, the tips
first extending beyond second
inner metadilated into small disks
subarticular tubercles large
tarsal tubercle elliptic, blunt
no outer tubercle. The hind limb
being carried forwards along the body, the tibio-tarsal articulation
reaches the eye.
Upper surfaces nearly smooth or with rather large
warts, which are rounded on the upper eyelids, pelvic region, and
limbs, elongate on the back
a strong fold above the tympanum.
Dark brown above, with more or less indistinct darker markings
hinder side of thighs light-dotted lower surfaces whitish.
From snout to vent 125 millim.
Faro Island and Treasury Island.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

CORNUFER

GUPPYI,

Sp. H.

Vomerine teeth in two short transverse series behind the level of
the choanse. Habit of Rhacophorus maculatus. Head large, much
depressed, with well-marked canthus rostralis ; interorbital space as
broad as the upper eyelid tympanum three fifths the diameter of
the eye.
First finger shorter than second ; disks of fingers very
;

;
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toes one third webbed, the tips
which are, however, not quite so large as
two rather indistinct metatarsal tubercles.

tympanum

large, as large as the

[Apr.

;

dilated into "large disks,

those of the fingers

;

carried forwards along the body, the tibioSkin
reaches the anterior corner of the eye.

The hind limb being
tarsal

articulation

smooth, granular on the belly and under the thighs a fold from
Light brown or pinkish above, spotted or
the eye to the shoulder.
lower surfaces whitish.
legs cross-barred
dotted with brown
From snout to vent 68 millim.
Treasury Island.
;

;

;

CORNUFER SOLOMONIS,
Vomerine teeth

in

Sp. n.

two transverse or slightly oblique, slightly

snout rounded,
arched series behind the choauEe. Head very large
eyes exas long as, or slightly longer than, the orbital diameter
than
narrower
the
upper
eyelid
interorbital
space
tremely large
tympanum round, nearly half the diameter of the orbit. Fingers
moderate, first extending beyond second toes moderate, with a
tips of fingers and toes swollen rather than
slight rudiment of web
two metatarsal tubercles.
dilated subarticular tubercles very strong
The hind limb being carried forwards along the body, the tibioUpper surfaces slightly granutarsal articulation reaches the eye.
a strong fold from the eye to
lated, with short longitudinal folds
Grey-brown above, with more or less distinct darker
the shoulder.
markings loreal and temporal regions dark brown lips with more
tympanum chestnut-brown.
or less marked dark vertical bars
From snout to vent 75 niillim.
Shortland, Treasury, and Faro Islands.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Ceratobatrachus,
The type of

g. n.

new

family, Ceratohatrachidce, occupying in the
the place which the Ilemlphractidce occupy in
the Arcifera, and characterized by the presence of teeth in both
upper and lower jaw, and by the diapophyses of the sacral vertebra

a

series Firmisternia

not being dilated.
Pupil horizontal.
Tongue deeply notched and cordiform, extensively free behind.
Vomerine teeth. Head large, strongly ossified.
Tympanum distinct. Fingers and toes free, with non-dilated tips.
Outer metatarsals united. Precoracoids present omosternum and
sternum with a bony style. Terminal phalanges simple.
;

Ceratobatrachus guentheri,

sp. n.

Vomerine teeth in two small groups behind the level of the
choanae ; latter large, eustachian tubes larger still. Head triangular,
not much smaller than the body
mouth enormous ; interorbital
space broad, concave
tympanum large, vertically elliptic ; skull
with prominent ridges and a small curved spine at the angle of the
jaws.
Hind limb rather short. Digits swollen at the tips, with
strong subarticular tubercles.
Upper surfaces with linear ridges
;

;

J
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a triangular, papillose, dermal
belly granulate
on the tip of the snout, on the edge of the upper eyelid, above
Colour and markings very variable.
the vent, and on the heel.
Alale with two internal vocal sacs.
From snout to vent 85 millim.
Treasury, Shortland, and Faro Islands.

variously arranged

;

;

flap

3.

On

tlie

Coleopterous Insects collected by Mr. H. O.
the Timor-Laut Islands.
By Chas. O.

Forbes in

Waterhouse.
[Eeceived

March

27, 1884.]

(Plate XVI.)

The number of species of Coleoptera collected by Mr. Forbes in
the Timor-Laut Islands is twenty-nine.
Of these the following
deserve special notice on account of their geographical distribution
1st. Diaphcetes rugcsus, a new genus and species of Staphyhnidae,
which Mr. David Sharp informs me he possesses from Java.
2nd. Cyphogastra angnlicoUis (from Larat), a species of Buprestidse, only previously known from Banda.
3rd. Cyphogastra splendens (from Maroe), a new species closely
allied to the preceding.
4th. Archetypiis rvgosus, n. sp.
This genus of Longicorns, of
which there was only one species previously known, occurs in
Waigiou, Dorey, and Aru.
:

5th. Pelargoderus rvgosus.

Another new Longicorn

closely allied

to P. arouensis.

6th. Nemop/ias forbesii.

A

third

new Longicorn nearly

allied to

N. grayi from Amboyna.

Carabid^.
Catascopus amcenus, Chaud.

Two

specimens which may perhaps be merely varieties of this
They are, however, darker in colour than any in the
British-Museum collection, being of an obscure olive-seueous, shading into dark purple at the sides of the elytra.

species.

Hab. Maroe.

Staphylinid^.
Diaphcetes,

n.

gen.

General characters of Stapkylimts, but with the head smaller than
is usual in that genus.
Labial palpi robust, with three visible joints
the first and second short, the apical one very large and cupshaped.
The maxillae are very broad, the inner lobe a little longer
;
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than broad and densely covered with hair the outer lobe produced
a little beyond the inner one, the apex with dense matted hair, with
Basal joint of the
four or five stiff bristles on the outer side.
the second and third stout, about twice as
maxillary palpi short
long as broad, narrowed at the base; the apical joint narrower than
The labrum about twice as
the preceding, acuminate at the apex.
long as broad, membranous, the middle of the front margin very
deeply incised, fringed with stiff hair, and with some long stiff
The anterior angles of the
bristles arising from behind the margin.
thorax are very much directed downwards and are rather obtuse,
and are not visible when viewing the insect from above, in which
The under
position the thorax has a nearly circular outline.
Interreflexed shining margins parallel as far as the front angles.
mediate coxse slightly separated. Tarsi rather slender.
;

;

DiAPHCETES RUGosus,

(Plate

n. sp.

XVI.

fig. I.)

Nearly black sparingly clothed with pubescence, which is chiefly
brown, but on the shoulders of the elytra, the basal segment of the
abdomen, and the margin of the penultimate segment, and on the
tibiae is golden.
Head, thorax, and elytra densely and very
strongly punctured, the punctures on the disk of the thorax having
The punctuation of the
a tendency to run together longitudinally.
abdomen is much less strong and less close. Head a little broader
tlian long, about two thirds the width of the thorax
the cheek
behind each eye is much less than the length of the eye, the posterior
angle rounded.
Thorax rounded at the sides and behind in the
middle of the base there is a short smooth spot. Elytra as long as
the thorax, but distinctly broader, with an indication of a sutural
stria.
Legs pubescent, the middle tibiae beset with small blackish
spines on the outer side.
;

;

;

Length 6 lines.
Hab. Larat.
Passalid^.

Leptatjlax timoriensis, Perch.

The specimens

in the

Philippine Is., Java,
JIab. Larat.

British-Museum

Amboyna,

collection are from

India,

Celebes, &c.

DYNASTIDiE.

Oryctes rhinoceros,

Linn.

Found in all the neighbouring
Hab. Maroc.

HoRONOTUS DEiLOPHUS,

islands.

Sharp.

This species was described from the Philippine Islands.
specimens found by Mr. Forbes are small males, but do not
materially from the Philippine examples.
Ilab.

Maroe and

Larat.

The
differ
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BuPRESTIDiE.

Cyphogastra angulicollis,

Deyr.

This species was described from Banda. The specimen before
Larat agrees well with examples from Banda, but the
copper colour on the suture of the elytra does not extend quite to

me from

the scutellum.

Cyphogastra splendens,
Very

close

n. sp.

to C, ang%ilicoJlis,

XVI.

fig. 2.)

and of the same form, but with a

different distribution of colour.

more

(Plate

The thorax is bright coppery, with
The elytra have the dorsal

or less golden green on the disk.

region

very dark

steel-blue (appearing

almost

black),

this

blue

making an elongate triangular patch (common to both elytra),
broadest at the base and narrowing posteriorly, terminates at about
colour,

one third from the apex next there is on each elytron a broad
oblique coppery-red stripe (margined on its inner side by golden
green), commencing on the shoulder, extending to near the apex
(where it touches the suture), but then turned suddenly to the
lateral margin of the elytron
the side of the elytron (from below
the shoulder to where it meets the turn of the coppery stripe) is
dark blue
the extreme apex is blue-black.
Length 7\ lines.
Hab, Maroe.
;

;

;

]

Elaterid^.

Adelocera

ciNCTA, Caudeze.

The specimen

before

me

agrees well with the descri])tion given

(C. R. Soc. Ent. Belg. 18/8, p. hi) of this species from Sumatra.
The allied species has a wide range.

Hab. Maroe.
BOSTRICHID^E.

BosTRicHus ^QUALis,

11.

sp.

(Plate

XVI.

fig. 3.)

Elongate, parallel, convex, shining ; black, with the elytra and
obscure pitchy, antennse paler.
Head densely and finely
granular ; the cpistonia less opaque, closely and finely punctured.
Thorax with the basal half parallel, very convex ; the front half
obliquely narrowed anteriorly, sloping down, with six teeth on each
margin, the anterior pair slightly porrect, the space between them
emarginate.
The surface posteriorly is marked with moderately
large, deep punctures, which are irregularly placed, the intervals
irregularly and extremely finely and rather sparingly punctured ;
all the front part is asperate.
The posterior angles very slightly
conically produced and diverging.
Elytra of the same width
as the thorax, scarcely broader posteriorly, very abruptly deflexed
at the apex ; deeply and strongly punctured, the punctures rather
close together, placed irregularly near the suture, but having
towards the sides a tendency to form Hues ; the interspaces smooth
and shining, less than the diameter of the punctures (except here
legs

MK.
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the longitudinal direction, when the intervals are
at rather remote indiameter of the punctures)
tervals very minute punctures tray be seen.
At the upper part
of the posterior declivity, on each elytron, are two short, scarcely
noticeable costae
the extreme apex is slightly reflexed, dull.
The first joint of the club of the antennae is a little longer than
broad, the second as long as broad, the third elongate-ovate.
The anterior angles of the metastemum, and the metasternal epipleura are densely and very finely granular.
The abdomen is
closely and finely punctured, and very delicately pubescent.
The
tarsi are not very long as compared with some of the species of this
genus.

and there
equal

in

to the

;

:

Length 5 lines.
Hub. Maroe.

Tenebrionid^.
Opatrum,

sp.

A species closely resembling the African O. micans, Germ., and
perhaps identical and introduced.
Eab. Maroe.
BradymeruSj

A

sp.

which I

species of this difficult genus

am

unable to determine.

Hab. Maroe.

ToxicCM GAZELLA,
The examples
British

Museum

Fabr.

agree well with specimens of this species in the
from Malacca.

Hab. Maroe.

ToxicuM QrADRicoRXE,
The specimens

Fabr.

in the British

Maseum

are from Penang, Java,

and Borneo.
Hab. Maroe.

Philippine

Is.,

Amarygmus,

A

single

sp.

species of

genus, which

this very difficult

I

cannot

determine.

Hcb. Maroe.

Pediris SLBOPAcrs,

n. sp.

Closely allied to P. (Xi/cfobates) sulciper, Boisd., but less shining.
Entirely black
the head much more closely and rather more
strongly punctured than in P. gulciger, especially on the vertex.
Thorax shghtly shining only in the middle the impression on each
side of the middle much less marked than in P. sulciger, the punctuation more distinct.
Elytra somewhat dull; the stiiae nearest to
;

;

the suture very lightly impressed (except at the extreme apex*

;

the
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much less so than in P. sulciyer
the lateral ones very slightly arched,

but

;

the

much

first

less

than in P. sulciger.
Length 16 lines.
Hab. Maroe.

CURCULIOJTID^.

Orthorrhinus l^tus,
The type of

this species

&

Saund.

from the

is

Jekel.

New

Hebrides.

Hab. Maroe.

Sphenophorus obscurus,

Boisd.

A

widely distributed species.
Hab. Larat.

Prionid^.

Archetypus castaneus,

n. sp.
(Plate XVI. fig. 4.)
Dark chestnut-brown, the head and mandibles inclined to black
the legs and abdomen pitchy yellow.
Mandibles nearly as long as
;

the head, very robust, convex, strongly punctured ; on the inner
side and the epistoma clothed with fulvous hair.
Head shining
above, dull at the sides, with a longitudinal impressed Hne in the
middle
with some strong punctures above, rugose at the sides.
Thorax wider than the head at its broadest part (just before the
;

;

anterior angles) a little more than twice as broad as long, narrowed
posteriorly, shining; the disk flat, moderately strongly but not
closely punctured, with a

smooth spot in the middle; the sides
the shining surface of the disk continued down the
side in a triangular shape to near the margin ; the rest of the side
impressed, dull and densely punctured.
Scutellum smooth.
Elytra
at the base a httle broader than the base of the thorax,
gradually
sloping

down

;

widened posteriorly for two thirds their length, and then again
narrowed, the apex broad and obtusely rounded
shining, strongly
and moderately closely punctured, except near the scutellum, where
the punctuation is very delicate.
Each elytron has a fine, slightly
;

oblique,

raised line about the middle,
shoulder and not extending to the apex.
and very coarsely rugose.

commencing within the

Submentum very

closely

Length 1 6^ lines.
Hab. Maroe.

Cerambycid^.
Pachydissus holosericeus, Fabr.
Occurs in many of the neighbouring islands.
Hab. Maroe.

DiATOMOCEPHALA PACHYMERA,
The specimens of this species in

PaSCOC.
the British

Museum

Celebes and Waigiou.
Hab. Larat.

Proc. Zool.

Soc— 1884,

No. XV.

15

are from
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Lam D^.
11

Tmesisternus glaucus, Pascoe
I

am

not sure of the identity of

species described by

Mr. Pascoe.

?

Mr. Forbes's specimen with the
It has more yellow colour on the

abdomen.
Hah. Maroe.

Pelargoderus rugosus,

n. sp.

Nearly black; head coarsely rugose, with sandy yellow pubescence
round and beneath the eyes. Basal joint of the antennae very
Thorax rugose, rather dull,
rugose, not much narrowed at its base.
with scarcely any trace of lateral spine, sparingly pubescent; the
pubescence forming a narrow sandy line on each side of the middle.
Elytra with the basal half rather strongly punctured, those at the
base generally marked by a shining granule ; the posterior half is
more closely and more rugosely punctured. The basal half and the
sides are rather closely marked with irregular small spots of sandy
pubescence, but at about one quarter from the base there is near
A little behind the middle there
the suture an oblique bare patch.
is a rather large oblique bare patch, which extends from the side to
the suture ; and behind this there is a patch of pale sandy pubescence, not quite touching tlie side, but reaching the suture and
the apex.
The apex of each elytron is obliquely truncate, the outer
angle obtuse.
Length 18 lines.
Hab. Larat.

very close to P. arouensis, Th., but is more
rugosely sculptured on the head and thorax;
and the basal joint of the antennae is less narrowed at the base and
more rugose.

This

robust,

species

is

much more

Nemophas

roRBESi,

(Plate

n. sp.

XVI.

fig. 5.)

the thorax entirely
Black, with the elytra bright steel-blue
clothed with sandy yellow pile the elytra with numerous more or
less interrupted bands of reddish ochreous pubescence.
;

;

Length

1

7-20

lines.

close to N. grayii, Pascoe, but has no trace of
The thorax is entirely
blue colour in the head and antennae.
The bands
covered with the yellow pile, with no black at the base.
of the elytra are more numerous, generally about seven, and these
are more irregular.
And lastly, tlie sterna, epimera, and the basal
segments of the abdomen are more or less clothed with reddish

This species

is

pubescence.

Hab. Maroe and

Larat.

Batocera rubus,

Fabr., var.

The specimen from Larat
is,

?

is a little larger than B. rubus usually
and has the scutellum clothed with fulvous instead of white

pubescence.

^^^^?V8HMI75^^

P.Z,S.1884. p.i.xvn.
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CoPTOPS FuscA,

A

Oliv. ?

single specimen

from Maroe which

African C.fusca, and which

is

I

cannot separate from the

therefore doubtlessly introduced.

Symphyletes pedicornis,

An

219

Fabr.

Australian species introduced.

Hub. Maroe.

Praonetha pleuricausta,

Pascoe.

I can see no difference between the specimen brought by Mr.
Forbes and that described by Mr. Pascoe from Port Albany, N.

Australia.

Hab. Maroe.

Chrysomelid.e.

Phyllocharis cyanipes,

Fabr.

This species occurs in Australia,
Hab. Maroe.

New

Guinea, Bouru, &c.

EXPLANATION OP PLATE
Fig.

4.

On

XVI.

DiwphcBtcs rugosus, p. 214.
a, labriim
2. Gyphogastra splendens, p. 215.
3. Bostriohus aqualis, p. 215.
4. Archefypus castaneus, p. 217.
5. Nemophas forbesi, p. 218.
1.

;

b,

the Lepidoptera collected by the late

labium

W.

;

o,

maxilla.

A. Forbes

on the Banks of the Lower Niger.
F. D.

GoBMAN and O.

Salvin.

Rhopaloceba by
Heterocera by H.

Druce.
[Eeceived

March

28, 1884.]

(Plate XVII.)

RHOPALOCERA.
of Butterflies made by the late W. A. Forbes
during his expedition to the Niger, contains fifty species, and comprises representatives of all the Families of Rhopalocera hitherto
known from Tropical Africa except the Erycinidse, a group but
feebly developed in this region.
The specimens of this collection are generally in poor condition
and have the appearance of having been captured at a season when
fresh examples were not to be obtained.
From this cause, and probably also from the low-lying nature of the country, many ot the
more conspicuous species known from the adjoining districts of Old
Calabar and the Camaroon Mountains, are absent from tlie present

The

collection

collection.

On comparison with the Lepidopterous Faunas of the places just
mentioned, and we may also say of the West coast of Africa generally,
15*

.
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we detect no signs of any notable peculiarities indeed the majority
of the species are also found over a wide extent of the African continent, some spreading to the Cape Colony, others to East Africa,
and even to the valley of the Nile and Abyssinia.
have ventured to describe as new two species of Acrcea, both
rather obscure forms, of one of which we have long possessed
;

We

several examples.

Nymph ALiD^.
Danain^.
1

Danais alcippus.
Cram. Pap. Ex. t. 127. f. E, F.
alcippus, Butl. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 46.

Papilio alcippus,

Danais

Several specimens of this form of D. chrysippus, agreeing with
others from Abyssinia and elsewhere.

SaTYRINjE.
2.

Mycalesis vulgaris.

Mycalesis vulgaris, Butl. Cat. Sat. B.

A
3.

M.

p. 130,

t.

3.

2.

f.

single specimen, agreeing with the type in the British

Museum.

Mycalesis doleta.

Mycalesis doleta, Kirby, Proc. Roy. Dubl. Soc. (2) ii. p. 336
(1880).
Agrees with specimens thus named in the British Museum.
4.

p.

Mycalesis desolata.

Mycalesis desolata, Butl. Ann.
480.

Compared with Mr.

& Mag.

Nat.

Hist.

(4) xviii.

Butler's types from Abyssinia.

Mycalesis r^esaces.
Mycalesis rcesaces, Hew. Ex. Butt.

5.

Agrees with
were derived.
6.

YpHTHIMA

Yphthima

(Mycalesis),

Old-Calabar specimens

t.

8.

f.

51, 52.

whence Hewitson's types

ITONIA.

itonia.

Hew. Trans. £nt.

Soc. (3)

ii.

p. 287,

t.

18.

f.

13.

Hewitson's types came from the White Nile. They differ from
Forbes's specimens in having the submarginal ocelli of the secondaries decidedly larger, a character of small importance in species of
this and the allied genera.
AcRiEINjE.
7.

AcRiEA LYCIA.

Papilio lycia, Fabr. Syst. Ent. p. 464.

There are a number of examples
this very

common

African insect.

in the collection of

both sexes

1
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AcR^A

8.

DAiRA, sp.

(Plate

n.

XVII.

221

fig. 3.)

Alti rosaeeis extus fusco indistincte limbatis ; anticis fascia transvei'sa subapicali pallide rosacea et maculis novem nigris notatis,
una cellulari, altera adfinem ejus, quatnor in linea arcuata ultra
earn, ditabus inter ramos medianos ad angulum analem et una
inter venas medianam et submedianam ; posticis ad basin nigro
mdculatis et fascia macularum octo nigrarum margini externa
subparallela notatis ; suhtus ut supra, alis inter venas ad marginem externum rubra natatis. Antennis nigris, palpis rasaceis
apice nigro ; thorace et prothorace fuscis rosacea natatis, abdomine supra medialiter fusco.
Exp. 2*2 inches.

Hab. ad ripas
Mus. nostr.

Of

fl.

Niger (TF. A. Forbes).

this species Forbes's collection contains only a single specimen,

but we have
Zanzibar.

which are hardly distinguishable from it, from
seems to be A. lycia, from which it
sight by its more rufous tint, which colour also per-

otliers,

Its nearest ally

differs at first

vades the transverse subapical light spot of the primaries, so that it
is hardly to be distinguished from the other markings of the wing.
A.CRMA. CJSCILIA.

9.

Papilio

This

is

ccEcilia,

Fabr. Spec. Ins.

also a species of

passes eastward to the
10.

AcR^A

White

CALYCE,

ii.

p. 34.

wide range

sp. H.

in

West

Africa,

whence

it

Nile.

(Plate

XVII.

figs. 1, 2.)

Alis rosaeeis, anticis interdum fuscis sed area apicali interna
<S
semper semihyalina ; macula cellulari, aliis tribus (una ad
.

finem duabus infra earn in linea transversa positis) et quatnor ultra cellulam nigris ; posticis dense {prcecipue ad basin)

cellulce

nigro maculatis, margine externo nigro maculas rosaceas includente

;

medium

subtus ut supra, sed anticis vitreo micantibus, posticis ad
glaucescentibus.
Antennis nigris, palpis omnino albido

rosaeeis

;

abdominis dimidio postico rubido.

Exp. 2*3 inches.
Hab. ad ripas fl. Niger {W, A. Forbes)

;

Cape Coast

Castle,

Dahomey.
Mus,

nostr.

Several specimens of a species allied to A, adnatha, Hew., for
which we have not been able to find a name.
have other

We

examples from Cape Coast Castle and from Dahomey, showing that
the species is probably far from uncommon in this region.
The
specimens vary a good deal inter se, the basal half of the primaries
being more rufous in some specimens than in others. The rufous
submarginal spots of the primaries also vary in distinctness.
11.

ACR^A PSEUDEGINA.

Acrcea pseudegina, Westw. Gen. Diurn. Lep. p. 531.
Papilio egina, StoU (nee Cram.), Suppl. Cram. t. 25.

A common

species at Sierra Leone.

f.

3,

3

c.
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12.

ACR^A

1j

LYCOA.

Acrcea lycoa, Godt. Enc. Meth.

A

[A-pf.

ix. p.

239.

single broken specimen belonging to this species.

13.

ACE^A

VINIDIA.

AcrcBa vinidia, Hew, Ent. Monthl. Mag. 1874, p. 130; Ex. Butt.
Acrcea, t. 7. f. 45, 4G.

Four specimens in the collection, from Lukoja, seem to agree best
with this species, as they have an isolated subapical fulvous spot on
the primaries.
But there are several closely allied forms, the characters of which are not very definite.
14.

AcRjEA SERENA.

Papilio Serena, Fabr. Syst. Ent. p. 461.

A common

African species, having a very wide range.

Nymphalin^.
15.

Atella eurttis.

Atella eurytis, Doubl. Gen. Diurn. Lep.

Two

examples of this very

Papilio

cleJia,

Junonia

clelia.

17.

this

3.

insect.

common

African Butterfly.

Precis terea.

Papilio terea, Drury,

111.

Exot. Ent.

t.

18.

f.

3, 4.

specimen in poor condition.

Precis sophia.

18.

Papilio sophia, Fabr. Ent,
36. f. 3.

Two
1

f.

Cram. Pap. Exot. t. 21. f. E, F.
Trim. Rhop. Afr. Austr. p. 12S.

Three specimens of

t.

22.

JUNONIA CLELIA.

16.

A

common

t.

9.

Sy.s^t.

iii.

p.

248

Donov.

Ins.

Ind.

specimens.

HyPANIS ILITHYIA.

Papilio ilithyia, Drury,

Hypanis

Two
20.

ilithyia,

111. Nat. Hist. ii. t. 17. f. 1,
Trimen, Rhop. Afr. Austr. p. 214.

Diadema

misippus.

Hypolimnas misippvs,
No. 5, p. 71.

Two

2.

specimens of this very variable species.

Papilio misippus, Linn.

species

;

Mus.

Uir. p. 264.
Kongl. Sv. Vet.-Ak. Handl. xix.

Aurivill.

males of the ordinary form of this very widely distributed

;
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DiADEMA ANTHEDON.

21.

Diadema anthedon, Doubl. Ann.

& Mag.

Nat. Hist. xvi. p. 181,

A

male and female of the typical West-African form.
The
female differs from the male in having a large discal white patch
divided by the nervures on the primaries, beyond which is a transverse
row of white spots, and towards the apex two small white spots
the inner margin is black, and the distal half of the secondaries
fuscous.
The sexes, though obviously distinct in their markings, are
not strongly contrasted as in D. bolina.

NePTIS AGATHA.

22.

Papilio agatha, Cram. Pap. Exot. t. 327. f. A, B.
Neptis melicerta (Fabr., nee Drury), Trimen. Rhop. Afr. Austr.
p. 146.
Several specimens of this

common

species of Neptis are included

in the collection.

ROMALEOSOMA AGNES?

23.

Romaleosoma agnes, Butl. Trans. Ent. Soc.

p. 672.
male specimen, probably of this species, which is very closely
allied to R. medon (Linn.).
The males of these two Butterflies are undistinguishable so far as
we can see but the female of B. agnes, upon which sex Mr. Butler
founded his name, has a darker and more restricted purple patch
to the secondaries than the female of i2. medon.
The former seems
to be the prevalent form at Old Calabar and its vicinity, whilst the
latter seems to be more common in Angola.
On this account we
have named Forbes's specimen -B. agnes.

A

;

Hamanumida

24.

d^edalus.

Papilio dcedalus, Fabr. Syst. Ent. p. 482.
Papilio meleagris, Cram. Pap. Exot. t. 66. f. A, B.
Aterica meleagris, Trimen, Rhop. Afr. Austr. p. 157.

A

widely ranging species, of which two specimens are in the

collection.

Charaxes

25.

epijasitjs.

Charaxes epijasius, Reiche, Ferr. Gal. Voy. Abyss., Ent.
t.

32.

f.

p.

469,

1, 2.

This species was described from Abyssinian specimens, but has
been since traced to Senegal.

LyC/Enid^.
26.

LyCjENA HIPPOCRATES.

Hesperia hippocrates, Fabr. Ent. Syst. iii. p. 288.
Papilio hippocrates, Donov. Ins. Ind. t. 45. f. 3.

Two

male specimens.
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Lyc^na lingeus.

t. 379. f. F, G.
Lyccena lingeus, Trim. Rhop. Afr. Austr. p. 239.

Papilio lingeus, Cr. Pap. Ex.

Two

specimens of this widely spread species.

LyCjEna knysna.

28.

Lycfena knysna, Trim. Trans. Ent. Soc.
Afr. Austr. p. 255.

ser. 3,

p,

i.

282

;

Rhop.

Several specimens.

Lyc^na

29.

princeps.

Several

specimens

Ann.

Butl.

princeps,

Lyccenesthes
p. 484.

agreeing

&

Mag. N. H. (4)

with others

thus

in Capt.

Mr. Butler's types came from Abyssinia.

Shelley's collection,

Lyc^na pulchra.

30.

Lyccena pulchra, Murr. Trans. Ent. Soc.
f.

named

xriii.

1874, p.

524,

t.

10.

7, 8.

Several specimens of both sexes, agreeing well with

Mr. Murray's

figures.

31.

Lucia

(?)

delegorguei.

Lyceena delegorguei, Boisd. in Delegorgue's Yoy. dans I'Afr.
austr. ii. p. 588.
Lucia (?) delagorguei, Trinien, Rhop. Afr. Austr. p. 280.

One damaged specimen

apparently of this species.

Mr. Kirby, probably following a suggestion of Mr. Butler's, refers
this name to Ilesperia bibulus, Fabr., but Donovan's representation
of this insect
32.

is

hardly

PiTHECOPS

(?)

intelligible.

elorea.

Papilio elorea, Fabr. Ent. Syst.
t.

iii.

p.

194

;

Donov. Nat. Rep.

ii.

53.

Pithecops elorea, Butl. Cat. Fabr. Diurn. Lep. p. 161.
this species in Pithecops, and we follow him
doing.
A close examination of its structure, however, is
There is considerable
required to determine its true position.
individual variation in the width of the dark margin of the secondaries.
Forbes's specimens all have this margin comparatively broad.

Mr. Butler has placed

in

so

33. CiGARiTis

amine.

Cigaritis amine, Butl. Trans. Ent. Soc. 1874, p. 533,

A

t.

11.

f.

1, 2.

specimen of this jnetty species, which Mr. Butler
described from examples taken at Whydah on the Gold Coast.
single

Myrina nomenia.
Myrina nomenia. Hew. Trans. Ent.

34.

Lep., Suppl. p. 25,

t. iii. b.

f.

Soc. 1874, p.

105, 106.

One damaged specimen of this

species.

353

;

111.

Diuni.
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Deudorix,

35.

A
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sp.

We have
from such

single specimen of a species apparently of this genus.

not been able to find a
scanty materials.

name

for

it

;

but do not describe

it

Papilionid^.
PlERINvE.

PONTIA ALCESTA.

36.

Papilio alcesta, Cr. Pap. Ex. t. 379. f. A.
Pontia alcesta, Trim. Rhop. Afr. Austr. p. 26.
Several specimens, agreeing with others from

West and South

Africa.

37. Terias, sp.
Terias rahel. Trim. Rliop. Afr. Austr. p. 7Q (nee Fabricius).
Several specimens of this species, to which we have not been able
It is evidently the T. rahel oilslx. Trimen's work,
but not the species so named by Fabricius, as Mr. Butler has pointed

to attach a name.

out (Cat. Fabr. Diurn. Lep." p. 227).
It has close allies in T.
pulchella of Madagascar, and T. floricola of Eastern Africa.

Terias brigitta.

38.

Papilio brigitta, Cr. Pap. Ex. t. 331. f. B, C.
Terias brigitta, Trim. Rhop, Afr. Austr. p. 80.
Forbes's three specimens agree well with Cramer's figure of this
species.

39. Terias, sp.
Several specimens, which resemble T. senegalensis, Hiibn. ; but we
pronounce them identical, the colour of the upperside
being paler and the markings of the underside very much less
hesitate to

T. desjardinsii

distinct.

is

another allied South-African species.

40. PlERIS CALYPSO.
Papilio calypso, Drury, 111. Nat. Hist. ii. p. 29,
Pieris calypso, Trim. Rhop. Afr. Austr. p. 38.

t.

17.

f.

3, 4.

A

well-known West- African species, of which Forbes's collection
contains several examples.
41. Pieris

creona.

Papilio creona, Cr. Pap. Exot. t. 95. f. C-F.
Pieris creona, Trim. Rhop. Afr. Austr. p. 31.

This

is

another

common

African

Pieris,

of which

collection contains a pair.

42.

Tachyris chloris.

Papilio chloris, Fabr. Syst. Ent. p. 473,
Pieris chloris. Trim. Rhop. Afi Austr. p. 28.
.

A

pair.

Forbes's

MESSRS.
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TaCHYRIS SABA.

43.

Papilio sabn, Fabr. Sp. Ins.

A

[Apr.

ii.

p. 46.

pair of this species, agreeing with our series of West-African

examples.

Callidryas pyrene.

44.

Cotias pyrene, Sw. Zool. 111. ser. 1, t. 51.
Callidryas pyrene. Bull. Lep. Ex. t. 16. f. 8, 9, 10.
Callidryas florella, Boisd. Sp. Gen. i. p. 608 (nee Fabr.

apud

Butler).

A

single

male specimen, which, according to Mr. Butler, should

bear this name.
45.

Teracolus evippe.

Papilio evippe, Linn. Mus. Ulr. p. 239.
Callosime evippe, Auriv. Kougl. Sv. Vet.-Ak. Handl. xix. No. 5,
p. 52.

A

male example.

Papilionin^.
46.

Papilio demoleus.

Papilio demolevs, Linn.

Ak. Handl.

xix.

No.

5, p.

Mus

Ulr. p.

214

Auriv. Kongl. Sv. Vet.-

;

33.

Several specimens of this

common

African species.

47. Papilio pylades.

t.

Papilio pylades, Fabr. Ent. Syst. iii. p. 34
13 ; Trim. Ehop. Afr. Austr. p. 22.

Donov. Nat, Rep.

;

i.

Forbes's single specimen resembles Donovan's figure except that
the dark costal border of the primaries near the base is broader and
The
there is no red spot at the anal angle of the secondaries.
species is a variable one, and we agree with Mr. Trimen that it
cannot be satisfactorily divided.

48.

Papilio merope.

Papilio merope, Cr. Pap. Ex.

t.

378.

f.

See. xxvi. p. 506 et seq.
Papilio hippocoon, Fabr. Syst. Ent.

Pap.

t.

D,
iii.

E
p.

;

Trim. Trans. Linn.

38

;

Hew. Ex.

Butt.

12. f 3S.

Forbes's collection contains three specimens of this species, two
males and one female. The former agree with Sierra-Leone examples,
which should be considered the typical P. merope, Cr. The female
This
is like typical P. hippocoo7i, Fabr., from the same country.
form of female has a wide range in Africa, extending to the Cape

Colony (Trimen) and

in

East Africa to Zanzibar.

I

;

lepidoptera from the lower nioer.
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Hesperid^.
Pyrgus vindex.

49.

Papilio vinde.v, Cr. Pap. Ex. t. 3.53. f. G, H.
Pyrgus vindex, Doubl. & Hew. Gen. Diurn. Lep.
Trim. Rhop. Afr. Austr. p. 287.

A single

t.

79-

i-

6

specimen.

Pamphila borbonica.

50.

Hesperia borhonicn, Boisd. Faun. Mad.

Pamphila borbonica,

Two

Tritii.

Rliop.

At'r.

p. 65, t. 9. f. 5,
Austr. p. 303.

6.

specimens.

HETEROCERA.

By H. Druce.

Agaristid^.

iEoocERA latreillii,

1.
t.

Herrich-Schafifer,

Aussl.

Schmett,

5. fig. 19.

Mgocera

wza^wa, Walk. Cat.

i.

^Egocera rectilinea,

2.

p. 56.

Boisd.

Spec. gen.

L^p.

i.

t.

14.

fig. 5.

Arctiid^.
3.

Alga punctivitta, Walk.

The specimens

Cat.

iii.

p. 673.

agree well with the type in the British

Museum

from South Africa.

Nyctemerid^e.
4.

Aletis forbesi,

(Plate

sp. n.

XVII.

fig. 4.)

Pale chrome yellow; primaries with the apical third black, including
a transverse white patch and two posterior white spots.
Secondaries
with a narrow marginal black band, which includes seven elongated

white spots. Antennae of male black, deeply pectinated. The thorax I
believe to be black, but it is so much rubbed that I cannot be certain
upon this point. Abdomen yellow, with the segments banded with
black. Legs yellow. The undersides the same as above. The female
agrees in all respects with the male, except that the antennae are not
pectinated.
Expanse 1 1 inch.
A small species, very distinct from any described. I have had two
specimens in my collection for some time, one from Old Calabar and
the other from the Cameroons they agree in all respects with those
from the Niger.
The Cameroons example is a female it is rather
larger, measuring nearly two inches across the wings.
:

;

LiTHOSIIDtE.
5.

Deiopeia pulcbella, Linn.

Syst. Nat.

i.

2.

884, 349.
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LlPARID^.

Dasychira crausis,

6.

sp. n.

XVII.

(Plate

—

fig 5.)

$ Primaries the ground-colour chrome-yellow, very thickly
powdered with minute black spots excepting at the apex, and the
outer margin crossed by four irregular bands of orange-red
the first
.

—

and nearly straight, the second curved, the third
broad and almost broken into three spots, the fourth very much
curved near the apex
between the third and fourth bands, at the end
of the cell, is a large red spot. Secondaries uniform chrome-yellow,
the fringe yellow. Head and palpi yellow, tipped with black antennae
somewhat deeply pectinated, brownish black. Thorax and abdomen
I believe to be yellow banded with black, but the specimen being
much rubbed m these parts I cannot be certain about the black
bands. Legs yellow the tarsi black. The underside uniform chromeyellow, with an indistinct black mark at the end of the cell of both
the primaries and secondaries.
Expanse If inch.
This species is allied to D. gentilis, Butler, from Madagascar but
it is a much smaller insect and very distinct.
A specimen, in very
bad condition, of what I believe to be the male of this species is in
the British-Museum collection from Old Calabar.
close to the base

;

;

;

;

NoTODONTID.ffi.

ORiESIA, sp.

7.

?

A specimen of a species very closely allied to O. alliciens. Walk.,
from which it differs in having the primaries much paler and
without the transverse lines. As only a single example was obtained,
and the species of this genus are subject to slight variation, I think
it better not to name this insect without seeing more specimens.
LlMACODID^.
Parasa,

8.

A

sp. ?

specimen in very poor condition belonging to this genus.

BOMBYCIDiE.

Pachygastria niris,

9.

sp. n.

(Plate

XVIII.

fig. 6.)

Uniform reddish brown
primaries with a minute white spot,
edged with black, at the end of the cell, two transverse narrow black
bands crossing the wing beyond the middle secondaries rather paler
at the base, crossed at the middle by a very faint black line. UnderExpanse Ig inch.
side paler and with the black lines more defined.
This species is allied to P. reducta, Walk., from the Zulu Country,
South Africa.
;

;

10.
fig.

Xylophasid^.
Spodoptera capicola, Herr.-Schaf. Exot. Schmett.

11.

ApAMEINiE.
Butler, Ann.

Apamea natalensis,

vol. xvi. p.

A

t.

27.

131.

403.

very broken example of this species.

&

Mag. Nat. Hist.

ser. iv.

lepiuoptera from the lower niger.
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Xylinid^.
Epimecia enigma,

12.

A

single

example of

Feld. Lep. Nov.

this species in very

108.

t.

f.

47.

poor condition was

sent.

TOXOCAMPID^.
ToXOCAMPA,

13.

sp. ?

A

specimen of a species very close to T. salax, Gruen., from which
it chiefly differs by wanting the black collar of that species.
It is
not in good condition
I therefore think it better not to describe it.
;

Ophideridje.
14.

Ophideres materna,

15.

Chalciope deltifera,

Linn. Syst. Nat.

ii.

840. 117.

EuCLIDID^.

Two

Feld. Lep. Nov.

t.

1

17. fig. 24.

specimens in bad condition, agreeing well with Dr. Felder's

figure.

Remigid^.
16.

Remigia pellita, Guen. Noct.

17.

Thermesia,

iii.

p.

318.

Thermesid^.

A

single

sp.

?

example of a species belonging to

this genus.

Htpenid^.
18.

A

Hypena

conscitalis, Walk. Cat. xxxiv. p. 1509.

poor example, agreeing well with Walker's type in the British

Museum.
19.

Hypena echeonalis, Walk.

20.

Desmia

Cat. xvi. p. 230.

ASOPID^.

A

single

21.

?

example

in very

IIymenia fascialis,

bad condition belonging
Stoll,

Cram. Pap. Exot.

to this genus.
v. t.

36.

fig. 13.

The collection contains examples of three or four other s])ecies
but the specimens are in such bad condition, it is quite impossible to
identify them.
;

EXPLANATION OF PLATE
Fig.

L Acrma
2.

^,

XVII.

22L
? p. 22L
p. 22L

cali/cc, <?

,

p.

,

daira,
4. Aletis forbcsi, p. 227.

3.

5.
6.

Dasyehira crausis, p. 228.
Pachygastria niris, p. 228.

;
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Descriptions of three rare Species of Flycatcliers.

BowDLER Sharps, F.L.S.,
Zoology, British Museum.

By R.

Department of

P.Z.S., &c..

[Received March 29, 1884.]

Count Salvadori has recently forwarded for iny inspection some
very interesting birds collected by the late Marquis Antinori during
the Italian Expedition to Shoa.
One of the Flycatchers in the collection is an Alseonax, which
Count Salvadori considers to be A. minima of Heugliu. It is,
however, brown instead of grey on the upper surface, and in several
points does not agree with Heuglin's description, nor yet witli his
The fulvous
plate, which, again, differs from his description.
eyebrow, thighs, and under tail-coverts are all depicted in the plate,
although the description does not tally with the figure in this
respect
but as these points are strongly marked in the specimen lent
me by Count Salvadori, I suppose it must be referred to A. minima.
I consider the latter to have been so badly described as quite to
justify the opinion of Drs. Finsch and Hartlaub that it was probably
;

referable to

Alseonax adusta.

I

therefore append

an amended

description.
I.

Alseonax minima.

Muscicapa minuta, Heugl. Syst. Uebers. p. 31 (1856).
Muscicapa minima, Heugl. J. f. O. 1862, p. 301 Finsch & Hartl,
Heugl. Orn. N.O.-Afr. ii. p. -13.5,
Vog. Ostafr. p. 303, note (18/0)
;

;

Taf.

xviii. fig.

1

(18/1).

Muscicapa fuscula, Finsch, Trans. Z. S. vii. p. 245 (18/0).
Alseonax viinima, Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. iv. p. 129, note
(1879).

Adult male

(Sciolalit,

Shoa,

March

19,

1878

;

Antinori).

General

colour above dark brown, slightly washed with ashy on the mantle
and back, the rump and upper tail-coverts more rufescent in tinge
median and greater series dark
lesser wing-coverts like the back
brown, with rufescent brown margins; bastard-wing and primarycoverts nearly uniform blackish, the paler margins obsolete ; quills
blackish brown, with scarcely perceptible paler edges, much more
;

on the secondaries tail-feathers asliy brown, narrowly edged
with a friuge of lighter ashy, the outer tail-feathers with a fringe of
crown of head darker ashy than the back and
whitish at the tips
indistinctlv mottled with dusky brown centres to the feathers ; base
of forehead washed with tawny rufous; ear-coverts brown with a
eyelid, feathers below
slight rufescent tinge, the shaft-lines paler
the eye, lores, and a distinct superciliary line pale tawny rufous, as
chin and upper throat dull
also the anterior portion of the cheeks
lower throat brown, with a
whitish, slightly washed with rufous
faint rufescent tinge, followed by a patch of dull white on the fore
distinct

;

;

:

;

;

—
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breast pale rufescent brown, washed with ashy, the centre of

;

breast rather paler and resembling the

creamy

abdomen, which

clear

is

deeper and slightly inclining to tawny on the under
tail-coverts
sides of body, flanks, and thighs decidedly more tawny
rufous
axiilaries and under wing-coverts clear tawny rufous
quills
" bill horn-colour
dusky below, ashy rufous along the inner web
feet ashy
iris
dusky " {Aiitinori). Total length 4"55 inches,
buff,
;

;

;

;

;

culmen

wing

0'4,

2-4, tail 1-9, tarsus 0"55.

lent to me by
by him, unaccountably
left out of the
Catalogue of Birds both by myself and by Mr. Seebohm. It is the Drymophila abyssinica of Riippell, a species placed by
Von Heuglin in the genus Sylvia, but I consider it, after examination,
to be a true Lioptiius. I also take the present opportunity to correct
another omission in the ' Catalogue,' viz. that of Parisoma or ^githa-

The second

species of

which a specimen has been

Count Salvadori has been,

as pointed out to

'

me

'

which I also refer to Lioptiius. The
present four species, and the ' Key to
will require amendment as follows

lopsis galinieri, a large species

genus has therefore

latter

the species
a.

Under

'

at

:

tail-coverts not chestnut

;

white or ashj- or

olive.

Head

«'.

differing in colour

warm brown

;

from the back, which

sides of face, throat,

is

and breast

slaty grey.

Crown

of head black, contrasting with the
back upper and under mandible yellowish
white in skin
b". Grown of head dark slaty grey
under surface
of body entu-ely gi-ey with olive-brown flanks
back warm brown bill horn-brown in skin,
paler on lower mandible
b'. Head
like the back, ashy olive
throat whitish
breast and flanks ashy brown, the abdomen and
under tail-coverts white
Under tail-coverts chestnut head ashy brown like
the back
forehead hoary whitish
a".

;

nigricapiHus, p. 231.

;

;

;

;

A.

abyssinicus, p. iJl.

;

olivaxcns, p. 232.

;

;

1.

LioPTiLXJS NiGRiCAPiLLUS (V.)

2.

LlOPTILUS ABYSSINICUS.

;

galinieri, p. 232.

Sharpc, Cat. B.

iv. p.

262,

Drymophila aiyssiuica, Riipp. Neue Wirb. Taf. 40. fig. 2 (1835).
Curruca abyssinica, Eiipp. Syst. Uebers. p. 5/ (1845).
Aedon abyssinicus (Riijip.); Heugl. Syst. Uebers. p. 25 (1856).
Sylvia habessinica, Heugl. Orn. N.O.-Afr. i. p. 313 (1869).
^rf?</i/e»»a^e (Sciolalit, Shoa, April

warm brown,

1,

18/8; Antinori).

General

more ruddy on the lower back and
rump lesser wing-coverts rather more tawny rufous than the back
median and greater series dusky brown edged with tawny rufous
bastard-wing lighter and more ashy brown, washed externally with
primary-coverts and quills dusky brown, edged with
faint rufous
tawny rufous, inclining to ashy grey towards the end of the
the inner secondaries more ashy, edged with the same
primaries

colour above

rather

;

;

;

;

colour

as

the

back

;

tail-feathers ashy

brown, edged

with

olive

j
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entire crown, nape,

and hind neck

sides of face, ear-coverts, cheeks,
slaty grey,

much

I,

all round dark slaty grey
lores,
and under surface of body paler
;

lighter on the centre of the

body and flanks reddish brown

[Apr.

abdomen

;

sides of

under tail-coverts hght ashy grey,
with hoary whitish edgings axillaries and under wing-coverts ashy
white, shghtly washed with reddish or tawny buff; quills dusky
brown below, ashy fulvous along the inner web bill bluish, with the
culmen and tip blackish horn-colour feet and claws leaden grey
Total length 5'8 inches, cuhnen 0"55, wing
iris dusky crimson.
;

;

;

;

2-85,
3.

tail 2-6,

;

tarsus 0-9.

LiopTiLus oLiVASCENS (Cass.)

;

Sharpe, Cat. B.

iv. p. 2(J3.

The original specimen of Cassiu's Parisoma olivascena came from
Gahoon, and I refer with some hesitation an example collected by
the late Governor Ussher, in Fantee, to this species.
There are
various small discrepancies between the specimen in question and
Cassin's description, wliich, however, it is scarcely worth while to
go into, as the identity of the Gaboon and Gold-Coast Lioptili can
only be settled by an actual comparison of specimens from the two
localities.

4.

LlOPTILUS GALINIERI.

Parisoma (/alinieri, Guerin, Rev. Zool. 1843, p. 162; id. in
Ferret et Gahn. Voy. Abyss. Ois, vol. iii. p. 223, pi. 13 (1847) Gray,
;

194 (1847); Bp. Cousp. i. p. 256 (1850).
Parisoma frontale (uec Heugl.), Riipp. Syst. Uebers.

Gen. B.
pi.

i.

p.

p.

43,

22(1845).
Crateropus melodus, Heugl. J. f. O. 1862, p. 29.
JEgithalopsis g alinieri, HeinC; J. f. O. 1859, p. 431

N.O.-Afr.

i.

p.

;

Heugl. Orn.

395 (1869).

Adult. General colour above dark ashy olive-brown ; wing-coverts
the outer median ones rather clearer ashy ; bastardwing and primary-coverts uniform blackish brown ; quills blackish
brown, externally edged with ashy brown, paler towards the ends of
the primaries ; inner secondaries much browner ; tail dark brown ;
head like the back, except on the forehead, which is hoary grey ;

like the back,

dusky blackish, extending in a line just above the eye feathers
below the latter dusky ; eyelid dull whitish
sides of face, earcoverts, and cheeks dull ashy brown, rather clearer ashy on the
breast and abdomen
lower flanks washed with orange-chestnut,
like the vent and under tail-coverts
thighs dull ashy, washed with
orange-chestnut
under wing-coverts and axillaries dull ashy quills
dusky below, ashy whitish along the edge of the inner web ; " bill
lores

;

;

;

;

;

;

black, the cutting-edges of the mandibles whitish ; orbits bare and
of a lilac colour ; feet rufescent dusky ; iris crimson " {Heuglin).
Total length 6'7 inches, culmen 0'6, wing 3'45, tail 3*2, tarsus 1*05.

Spec, in Mus. Brit.
a.
6.

Ad.
Ad.

sk.

Shoa.

Dr. Ruppell [C.].

sk.

Shoa (Harris).

India

Museum.

.

p.
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apparently

new

of Zoology, British

of European Nuthatch.

Species

By R. BowDLER Sharpe,

23^

F.L.S., F.Z.S., &c.,

Department

Museum.
March

[Received

29, 1884.]

Mr. John Wliiteliead, who has been resident in Corsica for the
greater jjart of the last two years, has very kindly presented to the
British Museum a skin of a Nuthatch, shot by liimself on the
mountains of Corsica at a considerable elevation during an expedition
in search

of an Eagle's nest.

The Corsican Nuthatch, which

I

propose to

call Sitta

whiteheadi

after its discoverer, is of about the same size as Kriiper's Nuthatch
{Sitta krueperi), and resembles it in the colour of the upper
but it is easily distinguished by the absence of the chestnut
surface
patch on the fore neck' and vent and by the ashy isabelhne colour of
;

the underparts.
rather damaged, and it is difficult to say how far the
black of the forehead reaches, but it apparently extends to about
the same distance as in S. krueperi, and not over the entire crown
and nape as in S. canadensis and its allies. The diagnosis of the

The head

new

species

is

may,

therefore, be given as follows

Sitta whiteheadi,

:

sp. n.

S. similis S. krueperi, capite

eodem niodo

pictiirato

sed gutture et

pectore 2Mllide cinerasceutibus, subcaadalibus haud castaneo
lavatis et preecipue playa pectorali castanea nulla distinguenda.
Long. tot. 4-9, culm. 07, al(B 2-7b, caudce 1*5, tarsi Ov-

Hah. Mountains of Corsica.

7.

Myology and Visceral Anatomy

of

Cupromys

inelanurus, with a Description of the Species.

By G. E.

On

the

DoBsoN, M.A, F.R.S.
[Received April
(Plates

1,

1884.]

XVIII.-XXI.)

well-preserved specimens forming the material on which the
following observations are based I owe to the kindness of Messrs. H.
and F. W. Ramsden. They were obtained by the latter gentleman,
H.M.'s Consul at St. Jago de Cuba, in the mountains in the
southern extremity of that island, eight miles N.N.E. of Portillo.
So far as I can ascertain these appear to be the first specimens of
this rare species of which the complete bodies preserved in alcohol
and I have therefore seized the opportunity
liave reached Europe
the anatomy of an animal belonging
investigating
of
me
afforded
tiius
to a genus so interesting as Capromys, which includes among its

The

;

Prog. ZooL.

Soc— 1884,

No. XVI.

16

—
MR.
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C. pilorides, remarkable for the extraordinarily subdivided
condition of its hepatic lobes, first described by Say iu 1822'.
The genus, which includes four species C. pilorides, C. brachyurus,
is also remarkable for its very
C. prehensilis, and C. melanurus

species

—

limited geographical distribution, being confined, so i'ar as we know,
to the islands of Cuba aud Jamaica, where its species appear to be

the only indigenous representatives of the Order in these islands, as
it is more than probable that the smaller Rodents" which now infest
0. brachyurus appears to be limited to
them were introduced.

Jamaica, the other three species to Cuba.
As the original description of C. melanurus consists of a few lines
only (see Monatsb. Akad. Berl. 1864, p. 384), 1 add the following
notes on its specific characters, taken from the two well-preserved
female specimens referred to above.

Capromys melanurus (Poey), Peters.
Smaller than the common Rabbit, with

(Plate XVIII.)
a long, thick, cylindrical

clothed with long, rather coarse hairs, and with short,
nearly naked ears, shorter than the muzzle and rounded off at the
The eyes are comparatively small ; the muzzle rather narrow,
tips.
terminated by the obliquely placed nostrils, which open sublaterally,
while between them and running down to the upper lip is a shallow
narrow groove becoming wider lower down. The hinder extremities
are longer than the fore, but do not much exceed them in length,
although the pes is very much larger than the manus ; the latter is,
the palm is deeply
nevertheless, large for the size of the animal
concave, margined by five low rounded prominences covered by
tuberculated skin
the pollex is quite rudimentary, protected by a
the other digits have prominent, convex, acutely
small blunt claw
pointed claws
the middle digit is longest, the fourth nearly equal to
The
it, the second comes next in length, and the fifth is still shorter.
pes is more than double the size of the manus and nearly double its
length ; the hallux, though short, is not rudimentary and is provided
with a claw like that of the other digits, which have the same relative
lengths as the corresponding digits of the manus ; all are provided
with long, very strong, acutely pointed claws, much longer than
The animal is plantigrade, applying the whole
those of the manus.
The plantar surface
surface of both manus and pes to the ground.
is concave behind the toes as in the manus, but there is no prominent posterior plantar callosity.
There are two mammary teats on each side, placed high up on
the sides of the body, on a level with a line drawn from the lower
nsargin of the scapula to the anterior crest of the ilium, as in Myopotamus.
In the male animal (which the writer has not seen) the
external generative organs probably resemble those of C. pilorides
(described by Prof. Owen in P. Z. S. 1832, p. 76); in the female
the orifices of the vagina and anus are placed on a conical prominence
scaly

tail

;

;

;

;

Joum. Acad. Nat.

Sci. Philad. ii. p. 33.3 (1822).
Hespcromi/s iKilustris, common in the Southern States of America, and the
ordinavj European Rats and Mice introduced by ships into the islands.
'

-
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looking backwards and downwards, and open close together, that of
the vagina by a transverse crescentic slit, in front of which the long
prepuce of the clitoris projects.
The fur of the body is rather long and woolly, made up uf two
kinds of hairs
a basal close moderately tine fur, light brown, with the
terminal thirds of the hairs pale yellowish, and longer black hairs,

—

which, at intervals, [)roject
on the tail the fur is made up altogether
of these long black hairs (blackish-brown in alcohol), which arise
thickly from between the regular whorls of scales which cover the
integument and project from tlie caudal extremity, forming a pencil
nearly an inch in length.
The head is covered with fur similar to
that of the body but shorter, and the sides of the muzzle support
long black vibrissse, some of whicli project backwards behind the
;

head.

The under

surface of the head, neck,

and body

is

slightly

paler than the back

The following measurements, in inches and millimetres, have been
Length,
taken from an apparently adult female preserved in alcohol
13"
ear 1"
mm.),
back,
head and body, measured along the
(329
(25 mm.), eye from end of muzzle l"-35 (34 mm.), tail 10"'5 (266
mm.), olecranon to end of middle digit (without claw) 3"-5 (88 mm.),
:

—

manus to end of middle claw I"-6 (41 mm.), pollex 0"i (4 mm.),
middle toe (with claw) 0"-9 (23 mm.), tibia 2"-55 (65 mm.), pes to
end of middle claw 2"-7 (68 mm.), middle toe (with claw) 1"-15
(30 mm.), hallux (with claw) 0""6 (15 mm.).
The measurements of the skull, as compared with those of the
other three species of the genus, is shown below, in miUimetres.
Measurements of Skulls.
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and basisphenoid bones, and between tbe paiietals.
Those of C. prehensilis and C. melanurus, though apparently adult,
do not show the sagittal crest, as above noted, and their surfaces are
this may be due to sex, for the skull of C.
altogether smoother
melanurus is that of a female, and that of the other species may
The skulls of C. prehensilis and C.
also belong to the same sex.
brachyurus are in the British-Museum collection, that of C.pilorides
in the Hunterian Museum, while that of C. melanurus belongs to the
specimen of which the measurements of the body are given above.
basioccipital

;

I.

Myology.

Head and Neck.
On reflecting
st.f).

Muscles of the
Sterno-faciales

(fig.

1,

—

Fig.

the

integument

1.

Dissection (half natural size) of the pectoral and cervical muscle.s described
in the text.
a.

Acromion

;

meatus;
gland,

c.

c._^;.
Cornnoid -process
e.a.m. External auditory
External juyular vein; m-m'. Masseter; s.g 8uh7naa:illary

Clavicle

e.j.v.

;

;

covering the under surface of the neck and thorax these large
muscles come into view.
They arise together from the centre line

1884.]
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of the sternum almost as far back as its mirldle third, and, nnited by
their contiguous internal margins, pass forwards, overlying part of
the origins of the great pectoral muscles, and, concealing the sterno-

mastoid and other muscles arising from the extremity of the sternum,
are inserted into the rami and angles of the mandible.
These muscles are much more developed than usual in Rodents,
resembling rather the corresponding structures in certain species of
in
as in the Hedgehogs, in Gymnura raffiesii, &c.
Gercolabes prehensilis, Hystrix cristata, JErethizon dorsatus, Octodon
cumingii, and other species of hystricine Rodents examined by the
writer they were found slender, scarcely exceeding the sterno- mastoid
in lateral width.
Sterno-hyoid (fig. ], st./i)
Sterno-maxillaris h not represented.
and sterno-thyroid muscles present no peculiarities.
Arises from the extremity of the
Sterno-mastoid (fig. 1, st.m).
sternum and from the sterno-clavicular articulation, under cover
of the preceding muscle, and is inserted with the cleido-mastoid into

Insectivores,

;

—

the mastoid process.
Arises from the commencement
Cleido-mastoid (fig. 1, cl.m).
clavicle,
and is inserted into the mastoid
the
of
the
middle
third
of
process with and behind the preceding muscle.
Cleido-occipitalis is united with the trapezius (see further on).
These muscles are quite separate ; each arises from
Digastric.
the large styloid process of the temporal bone, and is inserted into
the commencement of the short horizontal ramus of the mandible in
There is no trace of
front of the union of the coronoid process.
the
muscle towards its
but
the
surface
of
intersection,
tendinous

—

—

anterior half

is

Omo-hyoid

tendinous.
1, o.h)

{f\g.

is

thin, without tendinous intersection

;

it

has the usual origin and insertion.
Arise
Levator claviculce and levator scapula; (fig 1., l.c, & /.«,).
together from the basis cranii but soon separate, the former becoming
attached to the outer third of the clavicle, the latter to the acromion,
both overlying the attachments of the united trapezius and cleido-

—

occipital muscles.

Subclavius (fig. 1, s.c) is well developed, arising from the cartilage
of the first rib and costo-sternal articulation, and is inserted into the
outer third of the clavicle.
Scapulo-clavicularis.
This muscle, first described by Cuvier and
Lanrillard in Bathyergus 7naritimus, and subsequently by Wood in
It consists
Cavia apercea and in Mus decumanits, is well developed.
of a broad flat muscular aponeurosis, which extends from the outer
two thirds of the upper margin of the clavicle (where it appears to
be continuous internally with the origin of the cleido-mastoid), to
the anterior margin of the spine of the scapula and vertebral margin
of the pre-scapula, lying on the supra-spinatus and omo-hyoid
muscles, and covered superficially by the united trapezius and cleido-

—

occipital.

—

Rectus abdominis et sternalis (fig. 2, r-r'). Each muscle arises
from the transverse process of the manubrium sterni, and, passing
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which the

interdigitate with those of the muscles

of the opposite side, and are inserted into the symphysis pubis on
the side opposite to those from which the muscle is derived the
third slip (i\-r\) passes directly to its insertion into the corresponding side of the symphysis pubis, close to its fellow of the opposite
;

—

The
side.
The arrangement of the interlacing slips is as follows
most superficial slip (r) is derived from the left rectus this crosses
a slip (?•') from the superficial surface of the right rectus and is
inserted into the right side of the symphysis pubis, while the latter
()•') passes to the left side
the next slip is the second (r.,) from the
:

;

;

Fig. 2.

'Ik
rh

Semi-diagrammatic, showing the relative portions of the intersecting slips of
the right and left recti ahdominis and of the ohliqui externi muscles near
their attachments to the pubic bones.

the right side of the
while the deepest of the
interdigitating slips is the second (r'^) from the right rectus, which
passes to its insertion into the left side of the symphysis under cover
of the first from the same muscle.
These muscles
Ohliquiis externus, oblirpius internns, transver salts.
No blending together of the obliqid externi
present no peculiarities.
with the recti, as described by Prof. Owen in C. pilorides (P. Z. S.
the internal fibres (o) of the
1832, p. 74) was found in this species
first-named muscles are inserted into the symphysis pubis, under
cover of and slightly external to those of the deep interdigitating
left

rectus, proceeding to

its

symphysis under cover of the

insertion into
first slip (r),

—

;

slips of the recti, as

shown

in figure 2.

Muscles of the Back, Thorax, and Abdomen.
Trapezius anticus (fig. 1, t.a) arises from the inner third of
the occipital crest, from the centre line of the neck, and from tliree
or four dorsal spines, and is inserted along the spine of the scapula
to the end of the acromion, and into the outer third or more of the

MR.
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clavicle as far as the origin of the cleido-ma/ttoid, under cover of the
levator cJaviculee.

Tlie clavicular part of this muscle evidently corresponds to the
cleido-occipital

which

is

united with

it.

Trapezius posticus has a very extensive origin, arising as far
forwards as the posterior origin of the tr. anticus (with which it
may almost be said to be continuous), and extending to the com-

mencement of the lumbar aponeurosis, quite covering the anterior
half of the latissimus dorsi.
Rhomboideus anticus and rh. posticus are represented by a single
muscle arising from the inner third of the occipital crest and from
the centre line of the neck, to the first and second dorsal spines.
The anterior half of the muscle is very thin, the posterior much
thicker ; all the fibres are inserted into the internal and posterointernal border of the scapula.

Serratus magnus

is

levator angulce scapulce.

overlapped by the posterior margin of the
It arises from the cartilages of the first to

the sixth ribs and is inserted as usual.
Levator angulce scapulce arises from the transverse processes of
the third to the seventh cervical vertebr?e, and is closely connected
throughout its origin with the scalenus medius.
Scalenus anticus absent, as shown by the position of the brachial
plexus. Sc. medius (fig. I, se.m) and sc, posticus appear to be united
they are inserted into the cartilages of the fourth to the sixth ribs.
;

Muscles of the Fore Limb.

—

major (fig. 1, p-p'") arises in four parts three
sternal from the whole length of the sternum and aponeurosis of the
external oblique, and one clavicular.
Of the sternal the anterior
(p) arises from the anterior extremity of the inanubrium sterni and
as far back as the middle of the sternum under cover of the origin
of the sterno-facialis, and, uniting with the clavicular part, is
inserted with it into the middle of the shaft of the humerus along
with the deltoid
the middle part arises behind the preceding
as a strap-shaped muscle {p"), which is inserted under cover
of it into the shaft of the humerus and into the internal tuberosity
and the posterior (p'"), broader, from the last bone of
the sternum and from the aponeurosis of the external oblique
muscle, is inserted under cover of the middle part into the internal
tuberosity higher up.
The clavicular part arises from the outer
third of the clavicle, becomes connected with the anterior division of
the sternal part l)elow, and, above, with the lower margin of the
deltoid, and is inserted as above described.
This is represented by a comPectoralis minor (fig. 1, ji").
pletely separate strap-shaped muscle arising from the cartilages ot
the third to the sixth ribs, and inserted into the outer third of the
clavicle and acromion under cover of the origin of the clavicular
part of the pectoralis major. This is precisely as we find it in Dasyprocta cristata.
Deltoid arises from the acromion process (l)eing connected by its
Pectoralis

;

;

—
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inner border with the clavicular part of the pectornlis major), and
from nearly the whole outer border of the spine of the scapula the
fibres converging are inserted into the deltoid ridge of the humerus
along with those of the clavicular part of the pectoralis major.
;

Latissimus dorsi (fig. 1, l.d), arising from several dorsal and
lumbar vertebrae, divides behind the brachial vessels and nerves into
two parts one unites with the teres major muscle and, passing above
:

inserted with

the brachial nerves,

is

much

{l.d'),

it

into the

humerus

;

the other, a

passes below the brachial nerves and is
inserted by a broad fascial aponeurosis into the humerus under cover
of the middle sternal part oi the pectoralis major.

smaller slip

The vessels and nerves of the arm, therefore, pass out between
the insertions of this muscle, as Meckel noticed in Hyrax.
Dorso-epitrochlearis is well developed, arising from the external
surface of the latissimus dorsi, immediately before the tendon of the
'

is formed.
Biceps has two heads a long one from the upper margin of the
glenoid cavity, from which the main body of the muscle is derived,
and a much smaller which arises by a tendon (common to it and
the coraco-brachialis) from the coracoid process of the scapula.
These two heads, uniting about the middle of the humerus, form a
large muscular mass whicii is inserted by a strong tendon into the
ulna, and by a narrow tendinous slip (which passes across the
tendon of the brachialis unticus) into the adjacent margin of the

latter

—

radius.

Coraco-brachialis arises, as above described, with the short head
of the biceps from the coracoid process, and by a tendon conmion to
both, from which it separates at the lower margin of the tendon of
the subscapularis muscle, and, forming a small muscular mass, is
inserted into the lower third of the shaft of the humerus.

Brachialis anticus arises, as usual, below the external tuberosity,
and, winding round the humerus, forms a broad tendon which,
passing between the two divisions of the tendon of the biceps, is
inserted into the ulna.

Palmajis

and flexor carpi ulnaris arise together from the
and are inserted as usual.
Flexor digitorum sublimis, which arises as usual, forms the three
longtis

internal condyle

perforated tendons for the three middle toes ; that for the outer toe
formed by the palmoris brevis. These tendons in passing into
the manus are covered by fascial arches, from which some of the
fibres of the large luuibricalcs arising from tiie tendons of the^wor

is

profundus also have their ori<2,in.
Flexor digi/07-u?/i profundus exhibits no peculiarity in its origin
it is formed by a superficial, an internal, and two deep heads, which
unite before crossing the carpus to form a very thick tendon, which
gives off in the palm a slender filiform tendon to the rudimentary
pollex, and four strong tendons to the four outer toes.
fronator radii teres, flexor carpi vhiaris, and flexor carpi
radialis present no peculiarities.
;

1

'

Traits G6n6ral d'Anatomie Compar^e,'

vi. p.
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Palmaris brevis is well developed, arising from the ulnar side of
the sesamoid ossicle covering the carpo-metacarpal articulation of
the pollex
the fibres cross the })alm obliquely, superficial to the
tendons of the jiexor siiblimis, and end by forming the perforated
;

tendon for the fifth digit.
Lumbricales are remarkably large
they are four in number, and
arise close together (separated only by the tendons of the flexor
digitorum sublimis) from the palmar surface of the tendon of the
flexor profundus, immediately before it divides into slips for the five
digits, and from the fascial arches under which that tendon passes
into the hand.
The first lumbricalis goes to the radial side of the
palmar surface of the second digit, and the other three are similarly
;

distributed to the third, fourth, and fifth digits respectively.

Abductor minimi digiti arises from the pisiform bone, and forms
a slender tendon which is inserted into the ulnar side of the metacarpo-phalangeal sesamoid bone of the fifth digit.
Flexor brevis minimi digiti arises, under cover of the preceding,
from the pisiform bone, and forms a tendon which unites with that
of the outermost of the pair oiflexores breves for the fifth digit, and
is,

with

it,

inserted into the sesamoid bone.

Although the pollex

is

very

small,

it

is

well

supplied

with

and a pair of flexores
breves.
The flexor brevis arises from the sesamoid bone, covering
the polliceal carpo-metacarpal articulation, and forms a slender tendon
which is inserted into the radial side of the inferior surface of the
base of the terminal phalanx.
The adductor poUicis arises from the
ligamentous structures at the base of the second metacarpal bone, and
is inserted into the first phalanx of the pollex
and the pair of
flexores breves arise partly from the base of the first metacarpal and
partly from the sesamoid bone above-named.
Adductor indicis and adductor minimi digiti are well developed
they arise togetlier from the ligamentous structures at the bases of
the third and fourth digits, and, continuing united for some distance,
muscles

;

there

is

& flexor brevis, an adductor,

;

;

diverge to their insertions into the bases of the
the second and fifth digits, respectively.

first

phalanges of

—

There are a pair of these muscles for each digit,
(For insertions see interossei dorsales, below.)
Extensor communis digitorum and extensor minimi digiti arise
together, as usual, from the external condyle
and the extensor
secundi internodii pollicis et extensor indicis from the ulna and
interosseous membrane.
The first-named divides into four tendons
for the four outer digits
the second forms one for the fiftli digit
and another for the fourth, which unites with the dorsal interosseous
for that digit, and is, with it, inserted into the base of the dorsal
surface of the second phalanx of that digit ; the last-named, the
Flexores breves.

arising as usual.

;

;

extensor secundi internodii pollicis et extensor indicis, divides into
two slips one, very slender, goes to the terminal phalanx of the
pollex, the other to the corresponding phiilanx of the second digit.

—
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—These

muscles are fused with the palmar
muscular extent.
Of
the pair of Jle.vores breves for each of the three middle digits, each
muscle sends a long tendon forwards and dorsalwards alongside
each digit to unite with the tendon of its fellow passing along the
other side of that digit over the base of the second phalanx of the
same digit into which it is inserted, crossed by the tendon of the
long extensor going to the terminal phalanx.
Thus each of the
three middle digits of the manus has a pair of dorsal as well as of
palmar interossei tendons. The fifth digit, however, has but a
single interosseous tendon, and the small pollex appears to have none.
Interossei dorsnles.

interossei (fle.rores breves) throughout their

Muscles of the Hind Limbs.
Gluteus maxirmis is wide but thin, arising from the anterior
extremity of the ilium and from the spinous processes of (he
sacral and coccygeal vertebrae, and is inserted into the fascia lata
of the thigh and into the lower external third of the shaft of the
femur.
Gluteus medius is of great size.
It arises from the spines of the
sacral and coccygeal vertebrae under cover of the glutetis ma.vimus
and from the greater part of the upper surface of the ilium, including
within the fold thus formed the small gluteus minimus
the fibres
are inserted by two short and thick tendons into the upper and
lower sides of the greater trochanter.
Gluteus minimus (included as above described) is a narrow long
muscle arising from the upper and inner part of the anterior half of
the ilium, and from the sacrum, along with the gl. medius, forms a
flat tendon inserted into the greater trochanter between the two
tendons of the gl. medius.
Pyriformis and obttirator internus are both absent.
Quadruttis femoris arises under cover of the adductor magnus
from the tuber ischii, and is inserted into the outer side of the lesser
;

trochanter.

Gemelli appear to be united, forming a broad flat muscle arising
from the whole length of the ischium from the acetabulum to the
tuber ischii and inserted into the greater trochanter under cover of
and below the gl. medizts.
Biceps flexor cruris arises by two heads, a superficial and a deep
the former from the transverse processes of the last two coccygeal
vertebrae
its fibres pass outwards under cover of the ilio-caudal
muscles, overlying the great sciatic nerve, and are inserted into the
head of the fibula and into the fascia covering the knee-joint ; the
deep head arises from the tuber ischii in connexion with the adductor
magnus by a narrow tendon, and, spreading out into a fan-shaped
muscle, is inserted above in connexion with the tendinous ajioneurosis
of the superficial part into the head of the fibula, and, lower down,
into the fascia covering the peroneal muscles and iiitn the tendo:

;

achillis.

The

sartorius

is

not represented.

;
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Gracilis (fig. 3, g) closely resembles the corresponding muscle
As in that sjiecies it arises in two distinct
Oorsatus '.

in Ei-ethison

parts

:

— the

tipper,

from the ilio-pectineal ridge and symphysis pubis,

divides at a short distance from its origin into two parts ; tbese unite
near their insertion by their flat tendon and are inserted into the

tendon of the quadriceps extensor cruris, into the internal edge of the
patella, and into the head and tuberosity of the tibia the loioer part(5'')
is narrower, but thicker, arising from the symphysis pubis and from
the ramus of tlie pubis and ischium as far as the edge of the semimembranosus muscle, and is inserted into the shaft of the tibia above
and slightly oveilapping the insertion of the semitendinosus, being
;

Fig. 3.

'^fflfJRfw''

of the muscles ou the anterior aspect of the thigh
leg described in tlie text.
Anterior crural nerve: f. Internal candyle of femur f.a. Femoral arter?/
i.l.l.
is.
Internal lateral Iviament
BamwK of ^jmJ/s anel hchiion
pb. Bynifhysis pubis.

Dissection, half uatuval

size,

and

a.c.

\

,

;

connected by a tendinous aponeurosis with the lower edge of the
upper ])art.
Adductor lonyus (fig. 3, a. I) is small, arising from tbe bony
margin of the pelvis under cover of the middle third of the upper
part of tlie gracilis at its origin, and, passing forwards parallel to
and i)artially covered by the pectineus, is inserted into the shaft of
the femur directly under the insertion of that muscle.
^

See Mivart,

'Anatomy

of Erethieon dorsatii^f," P. Z.

S.

1882, p. 284.

;
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Adductor hrevis (fig. 3, a. b) is very large, arising from the
symphysis imbis and ramus of the pubis and ischium as far as the
tuber ischii it forms a thick and broad muscular mass inserted along
nearly the whole length of the shaft of the femur in its middle
third under cover of the insertion of the adductor longus, and in its
lower third extending to the insertion of the adductor magnus.
Adductor magnus (fig. 3, a. m), long and narrow, arises from the
tuber ischii under cover of and in connexion with the deep head of the
biceps flexor cruris, and passes forwards, separated from this muscle
by the great sciatic nerve, to its insertion into the femur immediately
above the point of origin of the internal head of the gastrocnemius,
with which it is slightly connected.
;

Adductor quartus is large, covering the oliturator externus it
from the lower and part of the posterior and anterior margins
of the obturator foramen under cover of the adductor brevis and
adductor longus, and is inserted into the shaft of the femur immediately below the lesser trochanter and between it and the insertion
;

arises

of the adductor brevis.

Pectineus (fig. 3, p) arises above the adductor longus from the
margin of the pelvis below and behind the acetabulum, and is inserted
into the middle third of the shaft of tlie femur, in front of the

adductor longus.

Semi-memhranosus (fig. 3, s.m) arises from the ramus of the
pubis and the ischium, behind the adductor brevis, and is inserted
behind the internal lateral ligament.
one small,
Semi-tendinosus (fig. 3, s.t^ arises by two heads
from the tuber ischii immediately above i\\e semimembranosus, and in
connexion with the biceps flexor cruris the other from tiie last coccythe anterior part
geal vertebrae and the side of the base of the tail
of the latter unites with the posterior margin of the deep head of
the biceps flexor crtiris, the posterior part with the deep head
described above arising from the tuber ischii, and is inserted below

—

;

;

the gracilis into the shaft of the tibia.

Psoas parvus is small, arising from the first to the fourth lumbar
and inserted tendinously into the margin of the pelvis.
Psoas 7nagnus, much larger, arises further backwards from the

vertebrae,

bodies of the third to the last lumbar vertebra, close to its fellow of
unites with the iliacus, and is, with it, inserted
the opposite side
into the lesser trochanter.
Obturator externus arises under cover of the adductor quartus from
the margin of the obturator foramen and from the obturator ligament,
and, forming a thick niuscular tendon, is inserted into the neck of
;

the femur.

Extensor digitorum longus arises by a tendon from the external
condyle of the femur, and, passing down under cover of the tibialis
anticus, enters tlie foot, and is distributed to the four outer toes.
Tibialis anticus is very large, arising from the head of the tibia,
from the upper half of that bone, and from the interosseous ligament
it forms a thick tendon which curves round the side of the foot, and,
passing under cover of the abductor ossis metatarsi hallucis, is inserted
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obliquely into the distal third of the plantar surface of the
metatarsal bone on its inner side.

Extensor hallucis lonyus

is

well developed, arising from the middle

third of the shaft of the fibula

membrane, and

is

first

and from part of the interosseous

inserted into the terminal phalanx of the hallux.

—

Peroneus longus, brevis, quartus, quinti digiti. All these muscles
are well developed, the p. loncjus arising as usual most superficially
from the head of the fibula, the p. brevis under it by an extensive
origin external to the lower third of the fibula, while, under cover

of it and external to it, the p. quartus and p. quinti digiti
all the
tendons pass behind the malleolus and are inserted as usual.
Extensor digitorum brevis is small, arising from the os calcis on
the fibular side of the astragalus
divides into two tendons, of which
the inner unites with the long extensor tendon of the second toe the
outer is inserted into the base of the second phalanx of the third toe.
This muscle should, evidently, be considered a pedal part of the
same mass from which the peroneus quartus and peroneus quinti
digiti tendons are derived.
Gastrocnemius is very large, having the usual origin and insertion.
Plantaris arises from the external condyle in close union .for some
distance with the gastrocnemius
its tendon passes over the os calcis
and enters the foot, where it becomes continuous with the plantar
fascia and gives part origin to the flexor digitorum brevis.
Soleus has a fibular head only, arising from the head of the fibula.
Flexor digitorum tibialis arises from the head of tlie fibula under
cover of the popliteus, and between the internal margin of that muscle
and the origin of the tibialis posticus, and from the shaft of the tibia,
under cover of the ^o;;/27eMS, as far down as the commencement of
its lower third
forms a strong tendon which passes through a groove
on the internal malleolus, on the fibular side of the tibialis posticus
tendon, and, entering the foot, unites with the tibia) side and
superficial surface o{ the flexor ^bularis, forming the tendon for the
;

;

;

:

;

hallux and contributing to that for the fifth toe.
Tibialis posticus.
Smaller than the preceding, between whicli and
the flexor Jibularis it arises from the head of the fibula and along the

—

upper half of the shaft of the tibia forms a moderately large tendon,
which, passing across the internal malleolus on the tibial side of the
tendon of the flexor tibialis, is inserted into the scaphoid bone.
Flexor digitorum jibularis is of great size, arising from nearly the
whole fibula, from the interosseous membrane, and from the middle
third of the shaft of the tibia
forms a strong tendon which unites
with that of the flexor tibialis, as described above ', and is distributed
mainly to the three middle toes.
Flexor digitorum brevis is very large, arising in two masses, a
superficial and a deep
the former arises from the plantaris and
;

;

:

'
The relations and oonnexiuns of the above-described three uuiselescoufoim
in all respects to the Hystricine type, as exjilainert in the writer's paper, 'On

the Homologies of the Long Flexor Muscles of the Feet of Mammalia, with
the Value of their leading Modifications iu Classification," Jom-n.

Remarks ou
Anat.

&

Phys.

svii. p. 142.

;
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plantar fascia, from the os calcis, and from a flat sesamoid bone connected by ligament with the scaphoid and lying on the scapho-cuneifoim articulation, and forms three muscular masses ending in three
tendons, which, joined by muscular fibres from the deep part (which
arises from the superficial surface of the united tendons of the Jlexor
digitorumjibularis and Jlexor diyitorum tibialis), form the perforated
tendons for the three middle toes, the perforated tendon for the fifth
toe being derived altogether from the muscular fibres arising from
the long flexor tendons.
Flexor accessorius pedis is well developed, arising from the os calcis
forms a broad flat muscle, which is inserted into the tibial margin of
the tendon of the Jlexor tibia/is from a ))oint above its union with the
tendon of the fiexor digitorum Jibularis to where the tendon for the
hallux is given off.
Lumhricales.
There are four well-developed lumhricales the first
arises from the fibular side of the halluceal tendon and is inserted
into the tibial side of the first phalanx of the second toe near its
base the second arises from the tibial side of the tendon for the
third digit, and is inserted similarly into the same digit ; the third,
from both the third and fourth tendons, is inserted similarly into the
fourth toe ; and the fourth, from the fibular side of the fourth tendon,
is inserted into the fifth toe.
Abductor ossis metatarsi hallucis. This is a short muscle extending from the scaj)hoid bone and the flat sesamoid bone covering the
scapho-cuneiform articulation to the tibial side of the base of the

—

:

;

—

first

metatarsal.

Adductor
first-named

—

minimi digiti. Of these muscles the
from the deep plantar fascia and ligamentous

hallucis, indicis,
arises

structures at the base of the second metatarsal, and, passing forwards

and inwards,

is inserted into the fibular side of the sesamoid bone
covering the metatarso-phalangeal joint of the hallux.
The adductor
indicis and add. minimi digiti arise together from the ligamentous
structures at the bases of the third and fourth metatarsal bones,
and, continuing united as far as the middle of the third metatarsal,
diverge to their insertions into the fibular side of the sesamoid bone
at the base of the second toe, and into the tibial side of that at
the base of the fifth toe respectively.
Flexores digitorum breves vet interossei.
There are, as usual, a
pair of very distinct jiexores breves for each toe, arising from the
sides and bases of the metatarsal bones ; of those for the hallux that
on the tibial side is much larger aud longer, arising as far back as
the sesamoid l)one and ligamentous structures covering the scaphocuneifonn articulation.

—

—

Interossei dorsales.
There are two representatives of these muscles,
namely for the third and fourth toes; each is fused throughout its
muscular part with the plautar interosseous muscle on the tibial side
of its metatarsal bone, but forms a distinct tendon which passes
forwards between the toes, and, turning upwards, unites over the
second phalanx with the conjoined tendon of the extensor communis
and extensor brevis digitorum nmscles.

MK.
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Visceral Anatomy.

The tonf/ue is moderately long, laterally compressed, and obtusely
pointed its surface is covered with conical papillae, among which no
fungiform papillae appear, nor are there any circumvallate papillae at
the base.
The cesophagus is narrow, with very muscular walls, and extends
about one inch beyond the diaphragm.
The stomach (Plate XXI. fig. 1) is more complicated than in
C. pilorides.
Between the cardia and the pylorus there are two
distinct constrictions which partially divide the cavity into three
;

compartments in the
lining on the ventral
:

first

of these, or cardiac cul-de-sac, the

nmcous

thrown into prominent long parallel
ridges
in the second and third compartments the mucous membrane
is smooth and thick.
In C. pilorides the stomach is divided by a
single constriction only, cutting off a pyloric part from the general
side

is

;

cavity

in that species also the

;

pylorus,

The

much more

duodenum

is

much

dilated near the

so thau in 0. melanurus.

canal of 0. melanurus so closely resembles that of
Owen's description (/. c.) of that of the latter
species will equally apply to it, the measurements only, as might be
expected from the smaller size of this species, being slightly less
thus the ilium measures 7| feet, the colon 4| feet, and the csecuin
1 foot.
The ileo-csecal valve (Plate XXI. fig. 3, c) is, as described
by Prof. Owen, formed by the expanded orifice of the ileum beingapplied, as it were, to the side of the caecum over a much smaller
orifice in that gut, the parietes of the caecum so included forming a
On the side of the inner surface of the caecum
semilunar valve.
opposite the valve is placed a small patch of agminated glands
(Plate XXI. fig. 3, a), and, above the entrance to the colon, a smaller
In C. pilorides these patches are similarly placed, and
patch (a').
are about the same size.
The duodenum is clothed with very fine long thread-liUe villi at
about two feet from the pylorus these are partially replaced by thick,
conical, densely-set villi, which continue for about 8 inches, and, for
4^ feet, the intestine is again clothed with thread-like villi, which,
then, for 2^
in the lower half, become very short and thinly set
inches only, thick, conical, densely-set villi reappear and entirely
replace them, and finally, for the last 16 inches, the former again
appear and extend to the ileo-caecal valve.
The first Peyerian patch occurs in the duodenum about 4 inches
from the pylorus, and from this to within 18 inches of the caecum
in the last 18
thirty-three patches are found at varying intervals
inches there is but one.
Near the distal extremity of the large
caecum there is a large Peyerian patch, including abo\it 30 follicles,
situated partly on the longitudinal band which traverses the gut, and
opposite it a smaller one
from this to the colon there are ten others,
similarly placed, most of them small, the largest being those referred
to above.
In the colon are five patches, one in the first sacculus,
and four between this and the middle of the gut, consisting each of
intesti)ial

C. pilorides, that Prof.

:

;

;

;

;

.

four to five toUicles.

.
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The Krer (Plates XIX. and XX. figs. 1, 1 «) differs from that of
C.jnlorides (Plates XIX. and XX. figs. 2, 2 a) chiefly in the absence
of that subdivision of the lobes into lobelets, as originally described
by Say and subsequently by Owen in that species, and as shown in
The primary division of the liver of
the figures above referred to.
C. piloj-ides into lobes is, however, on precisely the same plan as in
O. melanurus, as may be seen by comparing the figures, the principal
difference in the general outline being noticeable in the right and left
central lobes, which in C. melanurus scarcely exceed the right and

but in C. pilondes are greatly produced
In both species the Spigelian lobe («) is small and
similarly shaped, and in both there is a similar separated portion {l.l')
The gall-bladder is well-developed '.
of the left lateral lobe {l.l).
The other abdominal viscera are as in C. pilorides.
The epiglottis is short, and rounded at the tip. The vocal cords
are shallow, but very dense in structure, with sharply defined margins, as in C. jnlorides, but there are no distinct sacculi laryngis.
With this exception Prof. Owen's description of the larynx of C.
pilorides also applies to this species. The trachea is formed of twentythe bronchi diverge
eight cartilaginous rings, dorsally imperfect
much
exceeds
the left in calibre.
bronchus
gradually, and the right
left

lateral lobes in length,

backward.

;

The lungs are divided into lobes precisely as in C. pilorides.
The heart is rounded at the apex, without trace of a notch between
As in C. pilorides and Erethizon dorsatus ^ there is
the ventricles.
a large innominate artery which gives off the right subclavian and
the two common carotid arteries, the left subclavian arising sepaThe arrangement of the prerately from the arch of the aorta.
from that of C. pilorides
remarkably
however,
differs,
veins
caval
as described by Prof. Owen, for instead of the blood returned from
the head and anterior extremities being emptied into the right
auricle by a single vein, there are, as in most species of Eodentia
and Insectivora, two precaval veins ; the left precaval vein receives
the left vena azygos and winds round the heart to open into the
right auricle, while between the orifices of the right and left preca\ ais

the j905^cawaZ vein enters.
The male generative organs cannot be described for want of
material, but they probably resemble those of G. irilorides described
by Prof. Owen {I. c).
The clitoris is provided with a long prepuce, and is perforated by
the urethra; the vagina is remarkably long and spacious, and its walls
are marked by numerous rugosities. The uterus (Plate XXI. fig. 4)
the long cornua unite by their internal margins in their
bicornuate
posterior thirds, but their cavities continue separate almost to the
Tiie ovaries,
vagina, into which, however, they open by a single os.

is

;

Hare, are not enclosed in peritoneal capsules, each capsule
quite open, and the Fallopian tube, after pursuing a tortuous

as in the
is

So

diifei-iiig

IVom Ercthison and

It must, however, be
allied Hystrix.
-

Mivart, P. Z.

S.

tkix-olabcs,

remembei-ed that there

1882, p. 279.

is

where there

is

no trace of one.

a gall-bladder in the

closelj-

1884.]
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external free margin at the furthest distance from
lies close behind and external to the kidney,
external to which the ovarian ligament passes outwards, downwards,
course, opens on

tlie

ovary

;

its

each ovary

and forwards upon the ribs and intercostal spaces, becoming lost in
the peritoneal lining.
The brachial plexus is formed from the fifth, sixth, seventh, and
eighth cervical, and from the first dorsal nerve, as shown in tlie
diagram (fig. 4). Superficial branches from the seventh and eighth
Fig A.

Fig. 4. Origins and connexions of the nerves of the brachial plexus.
Fig. 5. Origins and connexions of the nerves of the lumbar plexus,
a.c,

Anterior crural; a.th, Anterior thoracic ; c.f, Circitmflex e.c, External cutaneous; i.c, Internal cutaneous; m, Median; m.sp,Musciilo-spiral; oh.
Obturator; rh, Bhomboid; s, Great sciatic; sb.s, Subscapular; sp sc.
Suprascapular.
;

nerves unite to form the infernal cutaneous nerve {i.c), which is
distributed as usual
and superficial branches derived from the sixth
and seventh nerves unite to form the musculo- cutaneous (m.c). The
ulnar nerve (ul) is formed by the junction of a large branch from the
united branches of the first dorsal and eighth cervical nerves, and
sends oflF a branch, which, with one derived from the seventh cervical,
forms the median nerve (m). The musculo-spiral (m.sp), a large
nerve, is formed under cover of the origin of the preceding nerves
from branches from the seventh and eighth cervical nerves, and a
small twig from the first dorsal.
The circumjiex {c.f) is formed
altogether from the sixth cervical, with which a communicating
filament is derived from the fifth nerve.
;
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The lumbar plexus (fig. 5) is remarkably simple, evea more so
it is formed from the last three lumthan in Erethizon dorsatus
bar (the fifth, sixth, and seventh lumbar nerves) and the first sacral
as in E. dorsatus there is no connexion between the nerve from
'

;

which the crural and obturator nerves are derived and the anterior
root of the great sciatic; the anterior crural nerve (fl.c) is formed
by the junction of the fifth and sixth lumbar nerves, from which also
the (jreat sciatic («) is formed
the obturator nerve {ob) is given off
by the last (the seventh) lumbar nerve and the first sacral only. In
the distribution of the nerves of this plexus no peculiarities are
;

noticeable.

C

melanurus, while differing so remarkably from
of that subdivision of the hejjatic lobes
absence
C. pilorides in the
which has been described in the latter species ^ and in the presence
of two pre-caval veins, resembles it closely in other respects in its
visceral anatomy, and probably also in its myology, as the few
notes available on the myology of C. pilorides agree with the writer's
In their general anatomy
observations on that of C. melanurus.
which exists between this
relationship
close
show
the
both species
genus of OctodontidcB and the genera of HijstricidcB, indicating the
near aflSnities of these two families of Hystricine Rodents.

To sum

up,

EXPLANATION OF PLATES.
Plate XVIII.
Capromys melanurus, half natural

Plates XIX.
Fig.

1, 1 «.

2,

2

a.

size.

& XX.

Liver of C. melanurus, showing convex and concave surfaces.
Liver of C. pilorides, showing correspondiug surfaces, c, Caudate
lobe g, gall-bladder /, suspensory ligament l.c, left central
;

;

;

lobe

l.l-l.l',

;

lateral lobe

;

left lateral lobe
s,

r.c, riglit

;

central lobe

;

r.l,

right

spigelian lube.

Plate XXI.
size), dorsal surface,
c.c, Cardiac
oesophagus pff, pylorus.
co, colon
i, ilium.
2. Caecum, half natural size,
3. Proximal part of creeum (three fourths natural size) laid open,
showing the ileo-ctecal valve (c), and the position of the two
patches (a, a') of agminated glands i, ileum co, colon.
4. Uterus and upper half of vagina, the latter (v), the os uteri (o. u),
and part of the right and left eornua (c, c') are laid open on either
side the raesometrium (m) with vessels, the ovaries (pv.), the open
peritoneal capsules (c])) each traversed by the Fallopian tube {fp),
and the ostium (indicated by a bristle, h) of the latter opening on
the outer border of the peritoneal capsule, are shown.

Fig. 1.

Stomach of

cul-de-sac

C.
;

melanurus (natural

d,

duodenum

;

ce,

;

;

;

;

;

Mivart, P. Z. S. 1882, p. 281, fig. 9.
It is therefore evident that the subdivided condition of the hepatic lobes
into lobelets can no longer be considered characteristic of the genus Capromys.
1

^
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Prof. Flower, LL.D., F.R.S., President, in the Chair.

The

Secretary read the following report on the additions to the
Menagerie during the month of April 1884
The total number of registered additions to the Society's MenaOf these 43 were acgerie during the mouth of April was 220.
quired by presentation, 61 by purchase, 7 were born in the Gardens,
and 30 were received on deposit. The total number of departures
during the same period, by death and removals, was 128.
The most noticeable additions during the month were:
1. Two Nepalese Hornbills {Aceros nepalensis), purchased April
4th, being the first examples of this fine species of Hornbill that
have been acquired by the Society.
fine Gigantic Salamander of Japan {Megulohatrachus maxi2.
mus), purchased April 23rd.
No specimen of this Batrachian has
been in the Society's collection for some time.
The present example
is about 2 feet 8 inches in length.
3.
series of animals collected by Charles T. Kettlewell, Esq.,
F.Z.S., during the voyage of the yacht 'Marchesa' in the Eastern
Arcliipelago, amongst which were three examples of tlie Lesser Bird
of Paradise {Paradisea minor') from Jobie Island, and one of the
White Cockatoo of the Philippines (^Oacatua philipplnarum^, obtained at the Sooloo Islands
a new locality for this species.
4.
fine example of the Mediterranean Seal {Monachus albiventer), an animal now growing scarce and difficult to procure,
purchased April 26th.
5.
Banded Gymno^ene {Poll/ boroides tt/picus), purchased April
30th.
This is the first example of this very curious bird of prev
that has been acquired for the collection.
Society's

:

—

A

A

—

A
A

Professor Bell exhibited some specimens of Estlieria melitensis
sent from Malta

by Captain Becher, R.A., and stated that, in answer
gentleman had confirmed the fact of the males
equal in number the fem.iles, as had been stated by

to his inquiries, that

appearing to
previous observers of the members of the genus.

Lieut.-Col. H. H. Godwin-Austen exhibited and made remarks
on an old Indian drawing representing a Tiger-hunt, and called
attention to the colour of one of the Elephants represented in it,
which was of a creamy-white.

A

communication was read from Mr. G. A. Boulenger, F.Z.S.,
containing an account of the Reptiles and Batrachians of the Solomon
This memoir was hased principally on two important
Islands.
collections made in the Solomon Islands and transmitted to the
British Museum by Mr. H. B. Guppy of H.M.S. 'Lark' in 1883
and 1884, in which were found several new and interesting forms.
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Tlie species of Rej)tiles recoj;nizecl as liitherto known to occur in
Solomon Islands were slated to be 19, and those of Batrachians

tlie

9

number.
This paper

in

The

1.

will

be published in the Society's

following papers v^ere read

Note ou

Transactions.'

;

Dentition of a yonng Capybava {Hi/droch(£riis

tlie

ccq)ybara)

'

.

By

Professor W. H. Flower^ LL.D., F.R.S.,

P.Z.S., &c.
[Eeceived April

7,

1884.]

As is well known, the incisors of the simplicident Rodents have
no milk predecessors. With regard to the molars, the rule seems to
he the following.
When there are only three (as in the Common
Eat), or fewer than three (as in Eydrowys), these are all true
molars, and have no predecessors.
These animals then are truly
monophyodont.
When the number exceeds three, it is by the
addition of teeth to the front of the series, which are premolars and
are preceded by milk-teeth.
In the large majority there is only
one such tooth on each side.
When milk-teeth are present, a remarkable variation is observed in
their characters and the period at which they are matured and shed.
Thus in the Guinea-pig and its allies the one milk-molar (a sm.nl!,
though tolerably well-formed tooth) is absorbed or shed a short
time before birth
while in the Porcupines and Beavers the corresponding toolh is retained until the animal has nearly readied the
adult condition \
On Nov. 30, 1875, two Capybaras were born in the Society's
Gardens one died on the same day, the other lived until the 8tii of
December. The skull of this one was preserved, and is now in the
Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons. It shows the state of
dentition at this early age particularly well.
;

:

In the adult Capybara the dental formula

is

?'.

j, c. g,

p.

|,

m.

^

= 20;

the distinction between premolars and molars being inferred from
the analogy of other Rodents, in fact of other placental Mammals.
In the little animal eight days old, the cranium of which measures
102 milliin. in length, the number of the teeth is just the same as
in the adult
the incisors and four molariform teeth being all
present and in an equal state of development.
A small portion of
the surface of each, including the posterior molar, has been already
abraded by wear. The molar teeth show the same form and pattern
as in the adult, being each divided by deep lateral grooves into
distinct lobes corresponding to those of the full-grown tooth.
They
are, however, all very much smaller, the length of the whole series
;

1 See " Notes on the First or Milk Dentition of tlie Mammalia,"
by W. H.
Flower, Transactions of the Odoutological Society of Gi-eat Britain, iii. 1871
pp. 211-232.

«-rh
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upper jaw being 30 millim. instead of 72 as in the adul
rep resent the narrow apical portion of the permanent
which as growth proceeds wears off, and they are not in any

They evidently
teeth,

As the first of the series, or premolar, is as fully
developed as the one which follows it (or first true molar) it must
either have no predecessor, or one which has disajjpeared at an early
case milk-teeth.

stage of intra-uterine

life.

Studies in the Holotliuroiclea.

2.

—

III.

On

Amphicyclus, a

new Genus of Dendrocliirotous Holothurians^ and

By

bearing on the Classification of the Family.

its

Pro-

Jeffrey Bell, M.A., Sec.R.M.S.

fessor F.

[Eeceived

March

28, 1884.]

Among

the valuable collections made during 1876 by Captain
Sylvia,' in the Japanese seas were a few
John, H.M.S.
Holothurians
these were not reported on along with the rest of
the Echinodermata, which some years ago formed the subject of
interesting communications from Prof. Martin Duncan, F.R.S., and
Mr. Sladen '.
Now that I am engaged in working through the collections of
Echinoderms in the British Museum, the Trustees of which owe the
specimens now under consideration to the generosity of Dr. Gwyn
Jeffreys, F.R.S., I think it proper to direct the attention of the
Society to two very remarkable specimens among these Holothurians
which cannot be placed in any genus at present instituted.
The
lessons to be learned from these specimens, and the knowledge that
has been acquired of forms unknown to Professor Semper, thanks

H.

C. St.

'

;

chiefly to the labours of

Ludwig and

Marenzeller, lead, I think,
and phylogenetic
table which in 1868 was put out by Semper, to whom the student of
Holothurians will always be under the deepest obhgations. It is with
diffidence that I propose to rearrange a family that has been studied
by this distinguished naturalist.
Description of the Specimens.
Body elongated, tapering at its
Oral tentacles in two cycles ; in the outer fourteen, of
hinder end.
in the inner ten, very small,
fair size, and more or less subequal
Suckers confined to
arranged regularly by pairs, radial in position.
the ambulacra, arranged in quite regular rows; in the bivial ambulacra they are set in pairs, but are a little more irregular and more
crowded in the trivial ambulacra. Owing to the attenuation of the
body in the hinder region, the rows of suckers approach one another.
The interradii are altogether free of suckers. There are no signs of
v.

to a reconsideration of the classificatory system

—

;

any calcareous pharyngeal plates.
1

Journ. Linn. Soc. (Zool.), vol.

Proc. ZooL.

xiv.

Soc— 1884, No. XVIII.

pp. 424, 445.
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There are no calcareous plates or spicules developed in the walls
of the body or of the tube-feet, the only calcareous deposits being
the terminal plates of the tube-feet, and the delicate and elegant
bars which are found in tlie tentacles ^
The integument is very thin anteriorly, but increases considerably
in thickness in the hinder part of the body, where it is quite stout.
When its walls were cut through, the anterior portion of the bodycavity was found to be filled with a large number of stout, rather
short genital tubes, which branched only once or twice, but were so

numerous

as to obscure considerably the underlying parts.

The

pharynx are inserted behind the middle point of
the body
two of them are remarkable for approaching and uniting
with one another
under the band thus formed, on one side the
retractors of the
;

;

is very delicate.
No Polian
probably of comparatively small size ;
the so-called water-lungs extend forwards to the anterior end of the
body.
The characters presented by this form are sufficiently remarkable
to justify the establishment of a new genus for its reception.
It
stands nearest to the two genera instituted by Ludwig
Echinocuctanis and Actinocucumis
but it differs from them both in the
important character of the regularly paired disposition of the radially
placed smaller tentacles.
With them, it differs from all other
polychirote (or Dendrochirotae with more than ten tentacles), and
agrees with the more simple of the decachirote Dendrochirotae in
having the sucker- feet confined to the ambulacra.
In consequence of the definite disposition of the tentacles in two
cycles, I propose to speak of it as Amphicydus, this form of the
name being sufficiently different from Amphicyclia '.
The Generic Characters appear to be
Stichopod arrangement
of the suckers associated with the possession of more than ten oral
tentacles the tentacles.in two circles those of the inner are arranged
in pairs, are ten in number, radial in position, smaller than those of
the outer circle, in which there are fourteen subequal tentacles.
There are no calcareous pharyngeal plates, and two of the retractors
of the pharynx are united with one another.
As there is only one species known, the discrimination of the
specific characters is, of course, unsafe
but these appear to be
(1) Complete absence of rods or spicules from the walls of the body
or tube-feet
(2) attenuation of the hinder end
(3) thinness of
integument of anterior end (4) large number of genital tubes.
As the locality is known (lat. 41° 12' N., long. 140"^ 45' E.
43 fms., sand and mud), I propose the specific name oijaponicus.
The useful classification proposed by Professor Semper in his
magnificent work has been universally adopted by systematists since
the year 1868
in it the Uendrochirotous Pneumonophora were

intestine passes twice.
vesicle

The

was detected, and

intestine

it is

;

:

—

:

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

^

In Cuciimaria frondosa, where calcareous deposits are reduced to a mini-

mum,

there are well-developed plates in the tentacles and
Cat. Alert coll.) has rods in the tentacles only.
Haeckel, Jenaische Zeitsckr. yol. sv.

Brit.
^

Mus.

;

'

'

Thy one okeni

(see
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grouped under the three subfamilies of Stichopoda, Gastropoda, and
Sporadipoda, according as the ambulacral suckers were set in definite
rows, and the interradii were altogether or almost completely devoid
of suckers (e. g. Cucumaria), were confined to the trivium (" ventral
surface") (e. g Fsolus), or were scattered more or less regularly
over the whole body, as in Thyone.
Among the Sporadipoda, Thyone and Stereoderma alone had ten
tentacles only ; and, till the time of Ludwig's institution of Pseudocucumis and Actinocucumis, all Stichopods were thought to have ten
tentacles or to be " decachirote."

The recent researches of Von Mareuzeller have resulted in an
emendation of the generic characters of Colochirus \ and have in
principle removed it from the Stichopoda to the Sporadipoda, so
that in place of saying with Semper "Die Fiisschen der Bauchseite
stehen in '6 deutlich von einander getrennten Reihen," we now say,
with Mareuzeller, " Die Ambulacralfiisschen der Bauchseite stehen
While
entweder in drei deutlichen Reiheu oder nahezu regellos."
Von Marenzeller has demonstrated the inconstancy of the Stichopod
arrangement in one of the Stichopoda, it has been my fortune to
show ' that the Sporadipod disposition of the ambulacral feet in
Stereoderma is, in S. murrayi, carried further than it is in 8. unisernita, the only species of the genus that was known in 1868.
We are then led to the conclusion that the disposition of the
ambulacral suckers offers a less certain basis for arrangement than
It might, indeed, well have been
was supposed some years since.
thought that as the Holothurian got further and further away from
the parent stock which remained under the domination of the
pentamerous disposition of parts, it would, as it began to develop
more than five pairs of tentacles, have its sucker-feet developed in
Such a
the interradial as well as the radial parts of the body.
theoretical consideration would find support in the fact that some
forms as they grow older lose a stichopodous and acquire a sporadipodous arrangement of the sucker-feet ; while a not unimportant
consideration for the svstematist is the variability of this character.
With regard to the former, however, opposing evidence is offered
by the case of A7nphicyclus, where, with in all 24 tentacles, we have
and by the genus
the stichopod arrangement completely retained
Actinocucumis, made known to us by H. Ludwig, where there is a
stichopod arrangement, and from 18 to 20 tentacles.
As to the latter consideration, I should like to speak with diffidence till I have a better acquaintance than I have now with the
As a matter of fact, however,
species of the genus Cucumaria.
systematists do, at this moment, unite under that head (a) stichopods
with ten equal tentacles, (/3) stichopods with ten tentacles of which
two are smaller than the rest, and (y) forms with eight large and two
smaller tentacles, and some sucker-feet scattered in the interambu;

lacra.

Semper has hinted
rest and forming

from the

at the

for

advantage of separating the last
but he
;

them a new generic group

1

Verb. zQol.-bot. Ges. Wien, 1881, p. 129.

2

P. Z.

S.

1883, p. 61.
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has not done more than give a hint, which has not till yet been
acted upon.
Any statement as to the phylogeny of the Holothuriaus must be
made with the greatest caution, for this reason, if for no other, that
our knowledge of the palseontological history of the class is almost
nil \
If, therefore, in what follows there appears to be anything
like dogmatic statements, the student will remember that such a
mode of presentation is often convenient on the score of brevity.
In distinguishing the two families of pedate Pneumonophorous
Holothurians, the form of the tentacle is an important factor in
distinguishing the genera of one of these suborders is it not probable
that the number and mode of disposition of the tentacles may be
well taken into consideration ?
Among the Dendrochirotae, some species of Cucumaria and
Psoitis alone retain the primitive arrangement of five pairs of equal
tentacles
Psolus early left the common stock and is, really, a form
which is only essentially modified in the gastropod or trivial disposition of its tube-feet.
Some of the Cucumariae acquired the
differentiation of a pair of tentacles smaller than the rest; thence
branched off Ocnus and Colochirus, in which the suckers tended to
be confined to the trivium, and in which a large deposit of calcareous
bodies was still retained in the integument ; of Colochirus, Stereoderma is a more specialized form.
Thyone, with four pairs of longer and one of smaller tentacles, has
a sporadipod arrangement of the ambulacral feet ; in Thyonidimn five
in Orcula and
pairs of smaller tentacles are developed in addition
Phyllopliorus a sporadipod arrangement of suckers is associated
with an irregular disposition of the feet while in Pseudocucumis
ten pairs of tentacles, in Amphicyclus twelve pairs regularly arranged,
lead to Actinocucumis with its irregularly disposed tentacles but its
stichopod feet.
If, therefore, we retain the Semperian method of classification, we
widely separate Psolus, with its primitively arranged tentacles, from
Cucumaria widely separate Orcu/a and Phyllophorus, with irregular
and variable tentacles, from Actinocucumis; and place with the
Stichopoda Colochirus, in which a sporadipod arrangement is perhaps not less rare than is a stichopod disposition in Thyonidium,
which belongs to the Sporadipoda.
By writing T for the large primary tentacles, T' for the secondary
(more than 10) large tentacles, and t for the small tentacles, we
can at a glance see the relations of the genera in this particular.
;

:

;

;

;

Cucumaria
Psolus
Colochirus

Stereoderma
Ocnus

.

10 Tor
10 T.

8T + 2/.
8T-f2^
ST-\-2t.

8T + 2^

'
Consult the single page (pp. 559-60) devoted to Holothurians in Zittel's
valuable Handbuch.'
'
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8T + 2^
IOT4 1')^.

Thyone
Pseurlocncumis
T/njonidium

10T+

1

Oif.

14(T + T') + 10#.
16 to 18(T + T') + 2if.
10 to 15(T + T') + 5if.
12 to 16(T + T') + 5 to 6^

Amphicycbis
Actinocucumis
OrcuJa
Phyllojihorus

'.

I have tried, in the phylogenetic table which I append, to combine
with the approved mode of presenting hypotheses the objective
method used so successfully by Prof. Huxley in some of his later

communications

to this Society.

mark the stages of lOT, ST + 2t, and lOT+lOif
along the middle rise the stichopod forms, to the left those that are
more or less heavily armed, and to the right the strictly sporadiform
forms.
An inspection of this table shows that the forms are now seen to
he too closely and intimately allied to allow of the sharp differentiation into three groups which was suggested by Prof. Semper.
If, however, we have lost an artificial scheme, we have perhaps
got one step nearer to a clear perception of the genetic relationship
and, after all, it is better for us
of the genera of the Dendrochirotee
to recognize the tangled web and woof of the animal kingdom tlian,
in these days, to be content with definitions overloaded with exceptions, or distinguishing marks that tell us nothing of the past, and
give us but uncertain aid in the present.
The day of linear classifications is gone.

At the

side I

;

An Account

3.

of the

Land and Freshwater Mollusca

the Voyage of the

lected during

December 1873

to

May

1876.

[Eeceived April

(Plates

4,

col-

from
By Edgar A. Smith.
'

Challenger

'

1884.]

XXII. & XXIII.)

The object of the voyage of the 'Challenger' havmg been " to investigate scientifically the physical conditions and natural history of
the deep sea all over the worhl," it is not surprising that the number
of terrestrial and fluviatile Mollusca brought home by the Expedition
Evidently no real attempt was made at colis comparatively small.
lecting, but only such species appear to have been picked up as presented themselves to members of the scientific staff when on shore at
The whole collection comprises only 1.52
the various localities.
species, some of which, however, possess considerable interest, and
several are

The

new

to science.

following Report has been

drawn up

in as brief a

manner

Echinocucumis would apparently have the formula of 8;'+2T, and
a slightly degi-aded form I have omitted it from the phylum.
^

;

is

as

possibly

p.

1^ «i

Z,S.1884.PlIZn.

3a,

Gt

^iui.vtiiA

4ci,

6aL.

4
T2a.

%

lOa..

2a.

RMintem^del

et Htli

11a.

NEW TERRESTRIAL AND FLUVIATILE MOIXUSCA
FROM THE "challenger EXPEDIHON.

Miirtem Bros imp

.

-

p.

Z.S.1884

PI.

urn

13a.
17

-b.

#
17

J.

18 a,

iSTo

19.

R-Mntenv,

del.et

16 a.

16,

.^firvteiTv

HtK

NEW TEHHESTRIAL AND FLUVIAILLE MOLLUSCA
FROM THE "CHALLENGER" EXPEDITION.

Hros imp.

.-f^-

—
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and very few references have been made to books, and
synonymy given, as in most instances the species are
well known, and there is no likelihood of such as are mentioned
being misunderstood witliout reference to descriptions and figures.
possible,
little

or no

Japan.
Only a single pulmonate moUusk was brought from this country,
namely Philomycus bilineatus of Bensou, found at Yokohama.
This species was originally described from specimens collected by
Dr. Cantor at Chusan, and has also been recorded from Amur, and
in the British Museum there are two specimens from the island of
Formosa. The striping of the mantle appears to vary. Benson's
example had a median stripe along the back and one on each side,
just as in one of the two specimens from Chusan in the British
Museum, the other having only the two laterals, the central part of
the back being spotted and dotted with black, but not distinctly
The Formosan Slugs previously referred to have five stripes,
lined.
two on each side and a central one. The ' Challenger specimen
has only a single lateral broad band on each side, the middle of the
'

dorsal surface being black-dotted but not definitely striped.

Malay or Eastern Archipelago.
Twenty-two species of land and freshwater shells (none of them
new forms) were collected at the Philippines, Moluccas, Ke, and
Aru Islands. They are as follows
:

1.

Nanina

citrina, Linn.

Hab. Amboyna, and Ke Dulan, Ke

Islands.

Six specimens of immature growth were collected at the former
locality, representing three varieties of this polymorphous species.
Ail are thin and have a silky upper surface, with the exception of
the apex, which is glossy, as is the case with the lower surface.
One example is uniformly pale greenish yellow, with an opaque yellow peripheral zone and a narrow infrasutural band of the same tint.
Two others are similarly ornamented, but in addition have a rich
brown zone above the opaque yellow one at the periphery. The remaining three examples are pinkish brown above, and pale, semitransparent, and faintly yellow below, encircled at the middle by the
usual whitish band, which is margined above with a zone of somewhat darker hue than the general tint of the upper surface, into

which

it

insensibly blends.

There

is

also

a

white narrow line

beneath, but at the suture.

The five shells from Ke Dulan, a locality hitherto I believe unassigned to this species, are remarkable for their solidity, one of
them also being unusually conical in the spire. They are glossy,
lacking the silky appearance obtaining in the Amboyna examples,
which may be present perhaps only in younger specimens. They
are lemon-yellow and differently banded.

Two

have a broad opaque

;
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the periphery and a very narrow one a little above
band beneath the sxiture, and the linear one, above
The remaining specimens differ in
referred to, immediately above.
having, above the peripheral white band, a rich brown one, which is
continuous up the spire just above the sutural line.
whitish zone

af-

also a broad

2.

Helix (Philina) bigonia,

Ferussac.

Hub. Melanipa, Basilan Straits, Philippines.
The single dead shell at hand is of a rather depressed form, the
body-whorl in consequence being more acute or subcarinate around
The species has been recorded from Saniar, another
the middle.
island of the Philippine group.
3.

Helix (Planispira) zonaria,

Linn.

Hab. Amboyna.
4.

Helix (Planispira) tortilabia,

Lesson.

Hab. Amboyna, Moluccas, and Am Islands.
The specimens from both these localities belong

to the variety

D

Martens's account of the land-shells of the Preussische Expedition nach Ost-Asien,' being wax-yellow, unhanded, and having a
white peristome.
On p. 392 of this work he questions the correctbut in this instance
ness of Amboyna as the home of this species
'

in

;

the Cumingian collection

is

not at fault, as so frequently

is

the case.

Helix (Albersia) zonulata, Ferussac.
Hab. Aru Islands, and Amboyna, Moluccas.
5.

6.

Helix (Cam-ena) sanziana, Hombron and

Jacquinot.

Hab. Melanipa Island, Philippines.
This species was collected by Mr. Cuming at Samboanga, south of
This place is not far from Malanipa, a
the island of Mindanao.
very small island in the strait between the former, Mindanao, and
Basilan to the south.
7.

Helix (Geotrochus)

Hab. Aru
8.

pileus, Miiller.

Islands.

Helix (Geotrochus) g^rtneriana,

Hab. Aru
9.

Helix (Helicobulimus) sarcinosa,

Hab, Hoilo,
10.

Broderip.

Philippines.

BuLiMUs (Canistrum) fulgetrum,

Hab,

Ferussac.

Philippines.

BuLiMus (Orthostylxjs) faunus,

Hab. Cebu,
11.

Pfeiffer.

Islands.

Hoilo, Philippines.

Broderip.

'
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Leptopoma melanostoma,

Hah. Amboyna, Moluccas.
Both the white- and black-lipped

261

Petit.

varieties

were met with at the

usually regarded as an Aruan shell,
Of the
so it is interesting to find it ranging further northward.
eleven Amboynan specimens at hand, only two have a black peristome, which may not, however, at all closely indicate the proportional number existing in nature
indeed, may be altogether

above

locality.

This species

is

—

misleading, for this variety
13.

may

Leptopoma vitreum.

in truth predominate.

Lesson.

Hah. Melanipa Island, Basilan Strait, Philippines.
Of five specimens from this locality two are totally

white, one
one faintly stained with brown, getting darker towards
the apex, and the remaining one coloured like the last but marked
in addition with several obliquely wavy pale brown lines.
livid lilac,

Helicina iDiE, Pfeiffer.
Hab. Amboyna, Moluccas.
14.

15.

Pythia scarab^us,

Linn.

Hab. Amboyna, Moluccas Ke Dulan, Ke Islands Dobbo, "Wokan, and Wanumbai, Aru Islands.
A series of about thirty specimens from Ke Dulan shows that
;

;

P. castanea. Reeve (non Lesson), is merely a variety of this species,
which is subject to variation in size and markings. They average
about 24 millim. in length and 14 millim. in width.
P. pantherina, A. Adams, also appears to be a mere variety, possessing no distinctive features.
In some stages of growth in certain
specimens the umbilicus is altogether closed, in others partly so,
whilst in large shells it is fairly wide and deep.
16.

Pythia wallacei,

Pfeiffer (var.).

Hab. Amboyna, Moluccas.
The typical form of this species was described from specimens
collected by Mr. "Wallace at Batchian, another of the Molucca
The Amboyna specimen obtained by the Challenger
Islands.
differs in having the whorls of the spire rather more convex, and the
'

is not prolonged upwards quite so distinctly,
which, however, may be due to age, for it is not apparently fullgrown. In the British Museum there are four specimens from the
Aru Islands which are similarly abnormal with regard to this tooth,
in other respects corresponding very closely with the Batchian

upper parietal denticle

shells.

17.

Melania

soBRiA, Lea.

Hab. Pasananca, near Zamboanga, island of Mindanao.
The two specimens from the above locality belong to the same
type as those collected by Mr. Cuming on the island of Siquijor
They are yellowish olive, with a
(vide Reeve, Conch. Icon. f. 32).
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yellowish band beneath the suture, the uppermost whorls of the
spire (some of which are obliquely costate) being ornamented with
squarish spots both above and at the lower part.
This species is quoted by Dr. Brot from Halmaheira, Solomon
Islands,

and Wokan, Aru Islands.

Melania ^rea,

18.

Hab. Camiguin

Reeve.

Island, Philippines.

not mentioned either by Reeve or Brot from which of this
group of islands their specimens were obtained. The two ' Challenger ' shells are smaller than the type figured by Reeve, being
One of them has rather more convex whorls
only I5 inch long.
their upper part comparatively unsculptured
with
other,
than the
Both
the latter, on the contrary, being spirally sulcate throughout.
are more or less coated with a dark reddish earthy deposit.
It

is

;

Melania,

19.

Hab. Aru

sp.

Islands.

Four specimens of a small Mehmia were

collected,

which approach

very closely to several species, judging from tbe pubhshed figures.
They are very like M. christobalensis of Brot (Conch. -Cab. pi. 21.
Beneath a black
figs. 16, 16 a), except that the whorls are shorter.
earthy coating they are olivaceous, merely sculptured by lines of
growth, and all eroded at the upper part of the spire, leaving only
four volutions remaining. As many as thirteen species have already
been recorded from the Aru Islands.

Neritina variegata, Lesson.

20.

Hab. Aru

Islands.

colours of the eleven specimens from these islands are, with
of a small part of the body-whorl above the columella,
exception
the
The red patch on
entirely concealed by a black earthy deposit.
the columella is very vivid in some of them and paler in others.

The

aperture is bluish white outside and greenish within the operculum, which corresponds exactly with the description given by Dr.
von Martens (Conch. -Cab. ed. 2, p. 99). All the specimens have
the apex more or less eroded, but not to the extent of iV^. waUisianum,
Recluz, which is but a large variety of this species, of which there
are specimens in the British Museum from the Fiji and Navigator

The

Islands.

Neritina cornea, Linn.
Hab. Amboyna.
21.

For the distribution of
the

'

this species see

Martens' s monograph

in

Conchylien-Cabinet.'

Neritina brevispina, Lamarck.
Hab. Camiguin, Phihppine Islands.
Of the three specimens collected all agree

22.

in having the suture
bordered below with an interrupted black band, but otherwise are
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coloured.
Two are olivaceous, and dotted over with
small triangular yellowish black-bordered spots, the third being more
yellow and minutely speckled all over with black.
Although the
differently

much in painting, their opercula are precisely similar,
agreeing perfectly with the description given by Martens in the work
referred to previously.
shells differ so

Admiralty Islands.
Of the twelve species of land and freshwater Mollusca obtained at
these islands nine appear to be undescribed.
This is not altogether
surprising, as they were chiefly collected in a small island (Wild
Island) off the north-west of the main island, which in all probahility
had not, previously to the visit of the ' Challenger,' been visited by
any naturalist or collector.
1.

Athoracophorus virratus.

(Plate

XXII.

figs.

1,1a.)

Animal

(in spirit) nearly three times as long as broad, widest across
the middle, much flattened and somewhat tapered posteriorly, convex

above, not carinated, of a buff colour, with five irregular stripes down
the back of a blackish tint, smooth, with only faint indications of a
central and lateral groove, as in the type of the genus.
Foot very
broad, uniformly buff, thin-margined at the sides.
Respiratory

about midway between the centre of the dorfoot
from the opening a narrow
groove runs obliquely forward to the middle of the back, and, then
bifurcating, passes outside the ocular tentacle on each side.
Oral
opening (in contraction) surrounded by a thickened rim, tripartite
above.
Horny jaw with a concave cutting-edge and a small triangular projection at the middle, laterally produced beyond the side
margins.
The shell is represented (one specimen only has been
examined) by eight minute calcareous particles of different shapes
and sizes (the largest being about 1| millim. long) situated on the
central line of the back a little in front of the respiratory orifice.
Length 27 milhm., diam. 10, height 8.
oritice small, situated
sal surface

and the margin of the

Hah. Wild

Island.

This species

differs

more
2.

;

from A. bitentaculatus of

New

Zealand in the

lateral position of the respiratory opening.

Helix (GEOTROCHT;s)MOSELEyi.

(Plate

Shell imperforate, obtusely and

XXII.

figs. 2,

2 a.)

depressedly conoid, moderately
solid, seldom totally whitish, generally encircled with one or more
narrow brown lines,
Whorls 4, convex, sculptured with fine lines
of growth and minute indented wrinkly strife, except upon the two
nuclear whorls, which are smooth, pellucid, destitute of the spiral
brown lines, and form a vei"y obtuse apex the last whorl is obtusely
angled at the perij)hery, convex beneath, and descends obliquely in
front rather suddenly.
The aperture is a little oblique, and exhibits
the external banding.
Peristome white, much expanded and reflexed on the outer and basal margin.
Columellar margin oblique.
;

;
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reflexed and appressed over the umbilical region, and joined to the

extremity of the outer lip by a thin callosity.
Greatest diameter 23 millim., smallest 19, height 15.

Hab. Wild Island.

The bands ou this interesting species are usually three in number,
In some specimens
one just below the periphery and two above it.
there is an additional one above, in others there are but two altogether, sometimes both above the middle, or again one of them being
beneath
in other examples there may be only a single line either
above or below the centre and, finally, others are altogetlier unhanded.
It recalls to mind H. eddystotiensis, Reeve, which differs in being
;

;

umbilicated, more acute at the periphery, more conical in the spire,
with a sharper apex.
3.

Helix (Geotrochus) labillardierei.

figs. 3,

(Plate

XXII.

3 a.)

Shell small, imperforate, somewhat trochoid, totally white, or with
a broad suffused brownish band below the middle of the body-whorl,
or entirely light pinkish brown, always tipped with dark brown at
Whorls 5, rather rapidly enlarging, moderately convex,
the apex.
sculptured with fine lines of growth and microscopical spiral striae
last rather sharply keeled at the middle, scarcely descending in
Aperture small, oblique, coloured
front, and a little convex beneath.
Peristome white, broadly expanded, very slightly
like the exterior.
reflexed, thickened within the basal edge by a pale pinkish ridge.

Greatest diameter 15 millim., smallest

Hab. Wild

12-J-,

height lOg.

Island.

—

Two characters are quite constant in this species the dark
coloured apex, and the peculiar thickening within the basal margin
H. helicinoides, Hombron and Jacquinot, is related
of the aperture.
to this species, but differs in wanting the above peculiarities.
4.

Helix (Hemiplecta) infrastriata.

(Plate

XXII.

figs. 4,

4 a.)
Shell thin, semitransparent, corneous, narrowly perforate, deWhorls 6, slightly convex, slowly
pressedly concavely conical.
enlarging, margined above the suture with a thread-like keel, very
slightly glossy, sculptured with fine lines of growth, and more or
less with microscopic spiral strise ; spire somewhat elevated, with
last whorl acutely carinate at the middle, not
concave outlines
;

descending in front, a little convex beneath, glossy, marked with
lines of increment and fine concentric wavy striae. Aperture oblique,
Peristome thin, not expanded or reflexed.
angularly lunate.
Columellar margin almost perpendicular, expanded and reflexed over
the narrow perforation.
Greatest diameter 15 millim., smallest 13, height 10^^.
Hab. Dentrecasteaux Island, Admiralty Group.
This species bears some resemblance to H. eucharis, Deshayes
(non Reeve), but has a more concave spire, is more sharply keeled,
and somewhat differently sculptured. The single shell described

;
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not probably indicate the full dimensions attained
it has the appearance of being rather young.

by the

species, for
5.

Helix (Hemiplecta?) CARTERETi.

(Plate

XXII.

figs. 5,

5 a.)
Shell narrowly perforate, rather solid, depressedly conical, fulvous

brown above, rather paler beneath.

Whorls 7, moderately convex,
by a deepish suture, sculptured with
oblique lines of growth and very minute microscopic spiral striae
last whorl with an obtuse keel at the periphery, somewhat wrinkled
beneath, peculiarly contracted a little behind the aperture
the
latter narrowly lunate, flesh-tinted within, subhorizontal.
Peristome
strong, not reflexed or expanded, slightly dilated over the perforation.
Spire shortly conical, with faintly convex outlines.
Greatest diameter 22 millim., smallest 18^^, height 15.
slowly

enlarging, divided

;

Hab. Wild
This

is

Island.

a very distinct form, remarkable for the ])eculiar piuched

character of the last whorl a little behind the aperture.
H. novcehas a faint resemblance to it, but is more regular in
growth, brown-banded above the periphery, with a different form of
aperture.
I have named the species after Capt. Carteret, who discovered this group of islands in 17G7.
hibernice

6.

Helix (Chloritis) DENTRECASTEAUxi.

(Plate

XXII.

figs.

6 b.)

6,

marked with
growth, and everywhere finely punctate, and probably
pilose in a fresh condition.
Spire slightly suuken below the bodywhorl.
Volutions 5, convex above, separated by a deepish suture,
slowly enlarging
the last somewhat inflated, a little descending
anteriorly, having two indentations
one, elongate, about the middle
of the whorl, at a short distance from the lip, the other nearer the
lab rum, just under the base, both forming denticular prominences
within.
Aperture oblique, narrowly lunate.
Peristome whitish,
thickened, reflexed everywhere, the extremities being united by a
thin callosity spreading over the whorl.
Greatest diameter 17 millim., smallest 14, height 10.
Shell depressed, narrowly umbilicated, light brown,

fine lines of

;

Hab. Wild

—

Island.

This remarkable species

is readily distinguished from its allies by
the peculiar indentations on the body-whorl forming within the
aperture pseudo-denticles.
As compared with Pfeiffer's figure of

H.

ii. pi. 38. f. 3-5), also from the Admibe seen that this species has a more depressed
spire, a narrower umbilicus, and a narrower aperture.

eiistoma (Novitat. Conch,

ralty Islands,

7.

it

will

Partula hartmanni.

(Plate

Shell elongate, conical, thin,

Whorls 5|,

XXII.

fig.

7.)

semipellucid, white, narrowly

um-

convex, sculptured with minute
microscopic spiral striae and fine oblique lines of growth, which give
the upper edge of the whorls a slightly puckered appearance ; last
bilicated.

slightly
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whorl long, a little contracted behind the aperture, and marginate
beneath the suture near the hp. Aperture almost perpendicular,
somewhat ear-shiped, dirty whitisb within, together with the peristome equalling rather less than half the total length of the shell.
Columellar margin reLip somewhat flattened and expanded.
outer margin above well bent over
flexed, not twisted or tubercular
towards the columella, with which it is united by a thin callus.
Length I63 millim., diam. 7 aperture 8 long, 5| broad.
Hab. Wild Island and Pigeon Island.
P. elongata, Pease, and P. gracilis of the same author, from the
The former is rather
Tahiti group, closely resemble this species.
;

;

larger and broader, not so strongly spirally striated, and more or
The latter has a longer aperture,
less striped with pale brown.
rather more convex apical whorls, and a peculiar bulging at the

P. minuta, PtV., also from the
but of a totally distinct

lower part of the bodj-wborl.

Admiralty Islands,

is

similarly sculptured,

form.
8.

Cyclostoma infans.

(Plate

XXII.

fig. 8.)

Shell small, moderately umbilicated, thinnish, light brownish red,
less variegated and streaked with white above, turbinateWhorls .5, considerably
angled at the periphery.
obtusely
conoid,
upper ones rather more lightly
convex, divided by a deep suture

more or

;

coloured than the last, faintly spirally striated last whorl crossed
by oblique lines of growth, encircled above the middle by about ten
thread-like lirse, with the lower part rather more finely lirate,
Aperture subcircular, brown
scarcely at all descending in front.
Peristome thin
periphery.
the
narrow
band
at
with
a
pale
witiiin,
and scarcely expanded on the outer margin, a little thickened at
the base of the columella, which has the free edge somewhat sinuColumella and upper extremity of the outer lip united by a
ated.
;

thin glossy callus.

Greatest diameter 5| milhm., smallest 4^, height 6.
Operculum shelly, white, slightly concave, consisting of four
whorls, exhibiting a few spiral stritie and a central nucleus.

Hab. Wild

Isiand.

This species appears to be closely related to Cyclotus poirierii,
It
of Tapparone-Canetri, from the southern part of New Guinea.
is a little smaller, has a whorl less, and the peristome is not double
Cyclostoma pygmeum, from New Ireland, is of
as in that species.
a diff'erent form, has stronger sculpture on the base of the bodywhorl, and a different columellar margin.
9.

Helicina ponsonbyi.

(Plate

XXII.

figs. 9,

9 a.)

Shell small, globose-conical, uniformly yellow, or sometimes with
a reddish band around the lower part of the upper whorls, which
becomes paler upon the last, and is situated just above the perithe last rather globose,
Volutions 4t^, a httle convex
phery.
rounded at the periphery, not descending in front, expanded somewhat at the aperture, sculptured with fine lines of growth and iudi;
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Spire shortly conical,
cations of spiral striae en the under surface.
Aperture
obtuse at the apex, with almost straight lateral outlines.

moderately large, yellow within, subsemicircular.
pellucid, slightly

Peristome semi-

expanded and thickened, generally margined exter-

Columellar side of the aperture oblique,
coated over the umbilical region with a glossy yellow callosity,
slightly cliannelled at the base.
Greatest diameter 6 millim., smallest 5, height 5.
Operculum thin, slightly concave externally, minutely rugose,
yellowish on the straight or columellar side, brownish or reddish
brown towards the outer edge, which is very finely carinate.
Hah. Wild Island and Pigeon Island.
This species is very like H. modesta, Pfr., from the island of
Tanra, but has a slightly larger mouth, a yellow basal callus instead
nally with a whitish stripe.

of a whitish one, and a different operculum, that of H. modesta
being thicker, more shelly, concave in the centre, with a broad
flattened raised rim all round the convex side and a raised but not
flattened

10.

margin
on the straight
"»'

side.

Pythia scarab^us, Linn.

Hah. Wild Island.

A

number of specimens were brought home from this locaThey arc, as a rule, rather larger than those obtained by the

large

lity.

Expedition at the Ke Islands, having an average length of about
29 millim. and a width of 17. They vary in colour, some being
painted like typical variegated forms, and others more uaifonnly
tinted like P. pollesc. Hinds, and P. albivaricosa, Pfeiffer, which
might be regarded as local varieties apparently offering no structural differences.

11.

Melania ARTHURii,

var. ?

Hab. Wild Island, Admiralty Islands.
As far as I can ascertain, no species of Melania has been recorded
from these islands. The single shell at hand, which had been
seized upon by a Pagurus, approaches so closely to M. arthurii
(Brot) that I think it will probably prove only a variety of that
species.
It is decollated above, four and a half whorls only remaining, of which the two uppermost, however, show the longitu-

The rest of the surface is
that species.
densely striated and sculptured with rather elevated lines of
growth.
It is of a dark brown tint, slightly paler at the margination below the suture, beneath which there is a series of oblique
dark oblong spots.
The whorls are slightly convex, and somewhat
contracted just below the upper marginate edge.
dinal costse occurring in
sj)irally

12.

Neritina cornea.

Hab. Wild Island.

The two specimens correspond to the form figured by Martens
his Monograph (Conchyl.-Cab. pi. 12. f. 15).

in
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Hebrides.

The

seven species of shells from these islands were all collected at
the small island of Api, which " lies south of xlmboyna and Maticolo and between these islands and Efate or Sandwich Island," and
wliich, according to Moseley, " had certainly never been landed
upon before by any scientific man or naval officer" until the visit of
the ' Challenger.'
It is not surprising, therefore, that of the few
species brought home four are apparently new, although it is with
some reluctance that I name forms so variable and puzzling as the
Melanise of the South-Sea Islands.
1.

Helicina suBL^viGATA,

Helicina sublcBvigata,

Pfeiffer.

Pfeiffer,

Proc. Zool. Soc.

1853, p. 87

;

Monog. Pneumon. p. 384 Sowerby, Thes. Conch, vol. iii. p. 290,
Conch. Icon. vol. xix. pi. 29. figs. 265 a, b.
pi. 27.5. figs. 339 & 340
The seven specimens from Api are all much smaller than the types
described by Pfeiffer, and belong to the unbanded variety, one of
;

;

A

feature
thera being of a pinkish-red tinge and the rest yellower.
worth noticing, and which has hitherto been overlooked, is the

The first whorl is convex and
smooth, and abruptly defined from the next, which is sculptured at
its commencement with three or four strong spiral ridges, which,
however, soon disappear.
The figures in the Thesaurus are somewhat enlarged, but give a
very fair notion of the form, those in the Couchologica Iconica,' on
the contrary, being too depressed and too acute at the periphery.
Sowerby, in his description in the latter work, characterizes the lip
for out of a dozen shells with perfect
as red, which is very unusual
lips all have them white at the margin with one exception, in which
it is orange like the rest of the aperture.
peculiarity of the apex of the spire.

•

'

'

;

2.

Pythia scarab^us, Linn.

Hah. Api,

The

New

Hebrides.

largest of the specimens

in length.

from

this locality are

about 25 millim.

They might with equal propriety be named P.

Pfeiffer, P. suvaiensis,

regard in the light

Mousson, or F.
of mere varieties.

regularis, Gassies,

As

in

ovatus,

which

I

the case with the

examples from the Ke Islands previously referred to, so also among
those from Api, many are found with the umbilicus quite closed and
others with it partially open, the former probably being identical
with P. tortuosa, Mousson. Dr. Cox (Proc. Linn. Soc. New S.
Wales, vol. vi. p. 621) has also recorded that some specimens of
P. verreauxi " are absolutely imperforate, whilst others are openly
umbilicated."
3.

PvTHiA apiensis.

(Plate

XXII.

figs.

10, 10 a.)

Shell small, ovate, pyramidal, either narrowly perforate or imperforate, livid brownish, with the back of the body-whorl dirty
yellowish, irregularly spotted

with brownish black,

or uniformly
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flat,

brown
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Whorls

spots.

10,

nearly

faintly margiuate beneath the suture, finely striated lengthways.

Outer

considerably expanded towards the lower part, dirty whitish,
a few pale brownish spots near the margin and armed
within with six denticles, of which the first, second, fourth, and
sixth, counting from the upper end, are minute, the third and fifth
being a trifle larger and generally of a light-brown or yellowish
lip

marked with

There are tvvo parietal teeth and a minute tubercle just under
the lower one, which is lameUiform, the upper one being very like
that of P. scarabceus.
Columellar tooth transverse, produced a
little way across the reflexed margin, which is yellowish at this
part, as also are the denticles on this side of the aperture.
The
labrum is pale externally, and exhibits the usual dark oblique stripe
at a siiort distance from the margin.
Length 19 millim., diam. 12 ; labrum 11 long, 7| broad.
This species has the general appearance of a dwarfed form of
P. scarabceus but may be distinguished by the different armature
of the aperture, which is perfectly constant in all the seventeen
specimens examined.
It possesses an additional basal denticle on
the outer lip, and a minute tubercle on the body-whorl between the
columella and the lower of the parietal teeth.
The position of the
aperture is also more lateral, but rather less so than in P. ceylonica,
tint.

;

4.

Melania

apiensis.

(Plate

XXII.

figs.

11, 11 a.)

Shell elongate, subulate, covered with an olive-brown or yellowisholive epidermis, variegated with oblique red lines

beneath the sutures,
which, in some specimens, are produced in a wavy manner across the
whorls and in others are interrupted at the middle, or, again, some
of the stripes may be continuous and others interrupted on the same
whorl.
Volutions probably about 15 in number, but invariably
more or less broken off above, with almost flat sides or but the
slightest convex, exhibiting only the very faintest constriction below
the suture, which is considerably oblique and deep.
The sculpture
consists of fine lines of growth and a variable number of spiral strise,
those around the base of the body-whorl and a few at the lower
part of the upper whorls being deep and pretty constant, and in
some specimens one or two revolving below the suture produce a
marginate appearance to the whorls. The aperture is pyriform, of a
lead-colour, and the columella white.
Length of six remaining whorls of the largest specimen 70 millim.,
diam. of last whorl 1 7.
This form may be only a variety of 31. scipio, Gould, from the
Samoa and Fiji Islands, but coming from another locality off'ers
certain differences in coloration and sculpture which appear to distinguish it.
In painting, some specimens agree with 31. fgurata,
Hinds ; but none of them have the whorls plicate beneath the suture
as described by that author.
5.

Melania turbans.

(Plate

XXII.

Shell elongate, subulate, covered

Proc. Zool.

Soc— 1884,

figs. 12,

12 a.)

with an olivaceous epidermis,

No. XIX.
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;
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generally with a few inconspicuous red lines beneath the suture and
AYhorls 9 ?, long, very slightly
at the middle of the body-whorl.
convex, divided by a moderately oblique suture, more or less longiAperture about the same as
tudinally plicate and spirally striate.

M.

in

apiensis.

Supposed length 63 millim., diam. of

last

whorl 14

;

aperture 15

long, 10 broad.

The plications iu this species are more strongly developed in some
specimens than in others, and become somewhat obsolete towards
the lower part of the whorls, and being cut across by the spiral
strire, which are not very close together (perhaps a dozen on the
penultimate volution), are somewhat subgranose. The striae also at
The apex of this species, as in
times are more or less wanting.
some others, becomes peculiarly eroded, leaving only the central
black column like a piece of thin wire remaining.

Melania ORDiNARiA.
Shell like M. turbans, but
6.

(Plate

XXIII.

figs.

13, 13 a.)

with rather shorter whorls, smaller,
smooth, without longitudinal plicse, and with only a few indications
of spiral striations, except at the lower part of the body-whorl, where
Body-whorl broader and shell generally more
it is finely striated.
slender without red markings as a rule, judging from nine specimens
at hand, of which only two exhibit a few short narrow lines below
the sutures.
It is a less slender species than M. apiensis, with less
and finer spiral sculpture, and without the conspicuous red markings
of tbat shell.
Probable length 50 millim., diam. 13.
;

/.

Neritina siderea, Gould.

About thirty small specimens of this species were collected at
Api. The majority of them are almost entirely black, with the
Two specimens, howexception of the eroded apex, which is white.
ever, are white, with numerous wavy black lines leaving a number of
The species has previously been
small, white, triangular spots.
recorded from the Fiji Islands, Roratonga, and Samoa Islands and
a large variety, collected at the Solomon Islands by Mr. J. Brazier,
is mentioned in the Proc. Linn. Soc. vol. xii. Zoology, p. 556.
;

Fiji Islands.

Only
at these

Gould

;

a single novelty appears
2.

among

the sixteen species collected

—

which are as follows:
1. Placostylus morosus,
P.seemanni, Dohrn 3. P. rambiensis, Garrett 4. Helix

islands,

;

;

H. {Trochoinorpha) latimarginata,
6. Helicina tecfiformis, Mousson
sp. n.
7. H. beryllina, Gould
8. Neritina prichardi, Dohrn
9. N. variegata. Lesson
10. A^. sandalina, Rccluz
11. N. porcata, Gould; 12. N. riibida, Pease;
13. jS'avicella freycineti, Recluz
14. Nav. mucrocephala Le Guillou
{Xesta)

pfeifferi,

Philippi

;

5.

;

;

;

;

;

;

,

;

Nav. bougai?ivillei, Recluz; 16. Baiissa tenebrosa, Hinds.
These were not all obtained at one particular island Nos. 1, 3, 5, 6,
15.

—

;
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7, 8, 13, and \4 being from Ovalau
2, 4, 9, 10, 1 1, 12, and 15 from
Kandavu, and No. 16 from the Wai Levu, Viti Levu.
;

Helix (Trochomorpha)
figs.

14-14

latimarginata.

(Plate

XXIII.

i.)

Shell depressed, acutely keeled, arched above, very slightly convex beneath, deeply and rather narrowly umbilicated, uniformly dull
pale brownish.
Whorls 5, slowlj' increasing: the last convex above,
compressedly broadly marginate above the suture, sculptured with
oblique lines of growth, last near the aperture but very slightly broader
than the preceding, compressed both above and below the sharp
carina.
Aperture small, with the basal margin receding and

thickened.
Umbilicus
Greatest diam. 15 millim., smallest 14; height 7.
about 2| wide.
This species belongs to the same group as H. eurydice, Gould,
H. cressida, Gould, H. swainsoni, Pfr., H. ajjia, Horn. & Jacq., and
some others, but does not seem to fall among the varieties of any.
The narrowness of the last whorl, the broad margii ation above the
suture (the margination being a little darker than the rest of the
surface), the dull uniforndy pale brownish colour, the thickened
lower margin of the aperture, and the flattish lower surface are the
principal distinguishing features of this species.

Friendly Islands.
Eight species collected at Tongatabu have all been previously
recorded from these islands, and, with the exception of Nanina
tonyana, are not restricted in their distribution to this group, the
majority having been met with at the Samoa Islands somewhat
further north.

The

species

are

—

1.

N. iovgana, Quoy & Gaimard
Gould; 4. Helicina fulgora, Gould;
2.

;

phcdotropiis variabilis. Pease
inhoncsla, V. d.

;

Nanina
3.
5.

2>srpoUta,

Mousson

Helix {Patuld) gradata,

H. musiva, Gould; 6. 0;hGould 8. Melania

7. ufhi/sa sinuata,

;

Busch.

Society Islands.

The following eight species were collected at
the island of Tahiti.
1.

Nanina tongana, Quoy

«&

Lake Waihiria on

Gaimard.

A

single specimen only was obtained, agreeing in every respect
This appears to be the same
with others collected at Tongatabu.
species as Helix conula of Pease, also founded on Tahitian shells.

2

&

3.

Partula,

sp.

Seven specimens of this genus in worn condition apparently belong
two distinct species which I have been unable to identify, and
which it would be unwise to describe as new without paying special
attention to the whole of the genus.
19*
to

—
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4.

SUCCINEA HUMEROSA, Gould.

5.

SUCCINEA PAPILLATA, Gould.

6.

SucciNEA (Truella) infundibuliformis, Gould.

7.

Melania lancea.

[May

6,

Lea.

The specimens from Lake Waihiria which

I regard as belonging
have only four or five whorls remaining, which are
regularly spirally striate throughout, whilst in the type figured by
Reeve (Conch. Icon. fig. 39) eight volutions remain, and the strise
upon the last four are wanting at the upper part.

to this species

8.

Physa,

A

small ordinary form.

sp.

Australia.
Examples of nine land and freshwater Mollusks were brought home
Helix bipartita (Ferussac),
from Continental Australia, namely
from Somerset, Cape York, Parmacochlea fischeri, also from Cape
York, Neritina souverbiana from Flinder's Passage, and the rest from
Sydney. These are Ilelicarion rohuntus, Triboniophorus graeffei,
Limax Jlavus, Ophiocardelus australis (Q. & G.), Melania balonAmong these it is
nensis (Conrad), and Corbicula minor (Prime).
worthy of remark that one, Limax Jiavus, is a European species, and
another, Parmacochlea fischeri, forms a very remarkable new genus.
I herewith append a few notes upon the new and most interesting
:

forms.

Limax flavus,

Linn.

Hab. Sydney.

A

single specimen, only three quarters of an inch in length, was
presented to the officers of the ' Challenger ' by Dr. Cox of Sydney.
In the British Museum there are two others, an inch and three
quarters long, which also came from the same locality.
After a very
careful comparison with British examples, I am unable to detect any
differences, and therefore conclude that this species has been introduced into Australia probably along with European plants.

Helicarion robustum, Gould.
Uab. Near Sydney, New South

"Wales.

There are two specimens which agree perfectly with Gould's description and figure of this species, but I may add that the correct
of certain closely allied forms is almost impossible
without the comparison of actual types.
Such forms are H.freycineti, Ferussac, U. cuvierii, Ferussac, Vitrina verreauxi, V. virens,
V. strangei, V. leucospira, all of Pfeiffer, V. mastersi. Cox, and V.
infiata. Reeve.
The animals of the two shells under examination correspond very
closely with Ferussac's fisures (Hist. Nat. Moll., Atlas, vol. i. j)l. 9 a.
The sole and side-margins of the foot are buff-colour, the
f. 1-4).
identification

—
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the extremity, which
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are also spotted

carinate above for a short distance from

abruptly truncate, having the usual terminal

pore.

Parmacochlea,

gen. nov.

that of Parmarion, but differing in the conShell almost concealed beneath the mantle,
flattened, oblong, having the nuclear portion in the form of a minute
Sigaretus-Y\\i.e shell projecting from beneath.
This genus appears to offer no distinction from Parmarion of
This takes the form of
Fischer, excepting with regard to the shell.

Animal very

like

struction of the shell.

a slightly convex thinnish disk, which, viewed externally, appears
two whorls, the nuclear one being very small, trans-

to consist of

The second is large, glossy, thin, covered
parent white, and shelly.
marked with fine lines of growth, and
horny
epidermis,
thin
with a
attached only to the left or curved side of the first whorl, the right
Beneath, the first whorl is white
side of which is nearly straight.
and forms as it were a minute Sigaretus-\ike shell standing out free
from the slightly concave last volution, which is more or less tinted
like the exterior,

Parmacochlea

fischeri.

(Plate

XXIII.

figs.

15-15

c.)

has the general lateral aspect of Parmarion
The
pi. 8 F. fig. 4).
mantle, however, is carried further forward over the head, the shield is
higher in front, the opening in the mantle through which the shell
is seen more central, and the truncation at the posterior extreii ity is
inchned in the opposite direction. The foot is narrow, equally tripartite beneath, and marked along the side near the basal edge vvith
three parallel impressed lines, of which the central one is the least
conspicuous it is keeled above for a short distance from the terminal mucous pore, is marked along the sides with divergent backward inclined impressed lines, and is reticulately wrinkled throughout.
The mantle is miimtely granular, with the respiratory slit a little in

In

spirit this species

extra7ieus as figured

by Ferussac (Hist. Moll.

;

advance of the middle.

Length 19

millini.,

height 8 (in contraction); mantle

12 long.

Shell 7 in length, 4 wide.

Hab. Cape York, North Australia.
Only a single specimen of this very

*

was obtained.
species with the name of Dr. Paul Fischer,
interesting form

I have associated this
the eminent malacologist of the Jardin des Plantes.

Triboniophorus graeffei, Humbert.
Hab. Sydney.
The species of this genus

—

T. graeffei,

Humbert,

T. scMltleii

and

together with Aneilia macdonaldii. Gray,
T. krefftii of Keferstein
appear to bear externally a great resemblance one to another.
If
Macdonald's account of his Aneiteum slug be correct, then the

—
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specimens from New Caledonia identified with it by Gray were
wrongly determined, for on examining tlie liorny jaw of some of
these, tliey prove to be quite different from that represented by Macdonald (Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 2, vol. xviii. (1856) p. 38), but
exactly like the figure given by Keferstein of 2Vi6o/u'op/to/-MS Itrefftii.
The length and distinctness, or even the total absence of the central
longitudinal groove, and those diverging obliquely from it, appear in
a great measure due to the manner in which the animal contracts or
Among the eleven specimens
distends its skin at the time of death.
Caledonia in the British Museum, this variation is clearly
evident, some showing the furrows very strongly, others in a less
T. krefftii,
degree, and in two instances they are totally wanting.
with its rugose skin and peculiar lingual dentition, appears clearly
distinct from the other species, although all the described forms, in-

from

New

cluding the Aneitia, have been considered (perhaps correctly) by
Heynemann one and the same species.

Neritina souverbiana, Montrouzier.
Hab. Flinders Passage, North Australia, in 7 fathoms.
This species, as far as at present known, does not inhabit fresh
water.
It has been previously recorded from Port Jackson and New
Caledonia, and being marine may even have a wider range.

New

Zealand.

of land and freshwater shells from Wairawere
presented
to the Expedition by Mr. W. T.
rapa, Wellington,
Latia neritoides. Gray
Helix coma.
They are
Locke Travers.
Gray ; H. glabriuscula, Pfeiffer and two species of Ilelix which are

Examples of

five species

:

;

;

apparently undescribed.

Helix (Thalassia) traversi.

(Plate

XXIII.

figs.

16-16

b.)

Shell depressed, subconoid, keeled, narrowly perforate, thin,
corneous, somewhat glossy, ornamented with fine light red wavy and
very oblique lines, which are invisible in certain positions and best
seen when the specimen is held up to the light.
In addition to
these lines there are pale reddish spots beneath the suture.
Whorls
5|, rather slowly enlarging, a little convex, sculptured with fine
arcuate oblique lines of growth, which are cut across by close-set

minute spiral striae, both on the upper and under surfaces last
whorl moderately sharply keeled, convex beneath, and painted with
fine wavy more or less zigzag light red lines radiating from the perforation to the periphery.
Aperture oblique, sublunate. Peristome
thin, a little thickened, expanded and reflexed in the columellar
;

region.

Greatest diameter 11 1 millim., smallest 10, height 7|.
This species must not be confused with H. zelandicE, to which it
is Closely related.
It is a larger shell, more narrowly perforate, and
at once known by its minute spiral stria).
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Helix (Patula) stokesi.

(Plate

XXIII.

figs.

17-17

2/5
b.)

Shell very depressed, moderately umbilicated, obtusely angled at
the periphery, pale yellow, irregularly spotted and variegated with

reddish subradiating markings above, and dotted and streaked beneath
with a lighter tint.
Whorls ti, the two apical smooth, glossy, the
rest convex, separated by a deep suture, slowly increasing, sculptured
with numerous arcuate radiating thread-like lirte
last whorl obtusely angled or shouldered above the middle, and much mure
finely lirate beneath than above.
Aperture obliquely lunate. Peristome thin, very slightly reflexed near the umbilicus.
Greatest diameter Ih uiillim., smallest G|, height 4.
This species very closely resembles //. coma ot Gray, but is moi'c
narrowly umbilicated, just a trifle more finely lirate, and has the
body-whorl roundly angulated above the middle.
;

Sandwich Islands.
Only the three following species, two Melanias from Honolulu and
a Neritina from Ililo on the east coast of Hawaii, were brought
home by the expedition.
1. Neritina cariosa, Gray.
The shell figured in Wood's Index

Test. Suppl. pi. 8. f. 9, as
Nerita cariosa is undoubtedly the species from the Sandwich Island?,
and not the Mauritian N. maurUii as supposed by Von Martens
(Conch. -Cab. ed. 2, Monogr. Neritina, p. 2/6). The type is still
preserved in the British Museum, having formed part of the late Dr.
Gray's private collection, which he a short time before his death
presented to the Museum.
It has the apex remarkably eroded, and
but very little white speckling on the outer surface.
Very little
importance need be attached to the fact of its locality being given as
Africa, for the next species but one, N. smithii, a well-known Indian

form,
2.

is

also stated to inhabit that locality.

Melania mauiensis,

Lea.

This species has now been recorded from three of these islands
(Maui, Molakai, and Oahu), and in all probability it occurs on Hawaii,
the largest of the group.
3.

Melania newcombii, Lea ?
am rather uncertain whether the

series of little shells from this
They are very slender, consist
belong to this species.
of about five moderately convex whorls (the apex being invariably
broken away), which are coated with an earthy deposit, beneatii
which is a light olive-greenish epidermis. They are sculptured with
a hvi spiral striae, which become more or less obsolete upon the two
last whorls except around the base of the last, where they are usually
maintained.
The length is 1 G millim., width 5, and the aperture is 5
long and 3 wide.

I

locality really

;
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Canary Islands.
following species of Helicidse were collected at
1. Vitrina lamarcAii, Ferussac ; 2. Zonites cellaria, MlilTeneriffe
ler ; 3. Helix malleata, Ferussac ; 4. H. arfansoHz, Webb & Berthelot

Examples of
:

5.

H.

—

tlie

lactea, Miiller

;

6.

H.

upicina,

Lamarck

;

7.

H.

circumsessa,

9. iT./orfMna^a;, Shuttle8. H. le}iticuIa,Yemsspic
Shuttleworth
11. H. phalerata, Webb &,
worth
10. H. pavida, Mousson
Berthelot; 12. IE. lancerottensis, Webb & Berthelot; 13. H.
14. Bvlimns tarnerianus (junior?), Grasset.
lineata, Olivi
Of the above species Nos. 2, 5, 6, 8, 12, 13 are not restricted to
the Canaries, but range further north, either to North Africa or
Europe. For a full account of these species and their distribution,
reference should be made to the Testacea Atlantica of WoUaston.
Besides the species already enumerated, two small examples of
Litnav canariensisof d'Orbigny were collected at this locahty, agreeing
in every particular with d'Orbigny's description excepting size, from
which it is concluded that they are but half-grown, being about au
;

;

;

;

;

'

'

inch in leu2;th in contraction.

Cape de Verd Islands.
Only two species of Helicidae were collected at St. Vincent, namely
Helix advena, Webb and Berthelot, and H. bollei of Albers.

Ascension Island.
The only land-shell met with, Helix (Fruticicola) similaris of
Ferussac, is almost cosmopolitan, and has previously been recorded
from this locality. The unhanded variety appears to be more common
than that with a peripherial browu zone, judging from the series of
240 specimens

at hand.

South Africa.
The following species were obtained in this district: Limaxgagates,
Draparnaud (?=i. capensis, Krauss), and Helix aspersa, ^liiller,
from the Cape of Good Ho[)e also a young specimen of the latter
from Sea Point near Cape Town, and Helix afra, PfeifFer, from Simons
Bay.
It will thus be seen that the first two of these species are wellknown British and European forms, and doubtlessly have been introThe single specimen of H. afra differs from that described
duced.
by Pf'eiffer in having the perforation entirely closed by the expanded
;

The lip also is quite thin, without any internal
columellar callus.
thickening, and even in the type itself this is very slight and some
distance from the extreme margin, which, being the last-formed part
of the shell, has not received so much internal callus.

Bermuda.
All the terrestrial mollu^ks obtained at thislocality are well-known
forms, but one, the common European Limax gagates, lias not, I
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been previously recorded from this island. Tiie other species
Helix bermudensis, Pfeiffer
H. circumfirmata, Redfield ; //.
microdonta, Desliayes
H. vortex, Pfeiffer
Bulimus ventrosus,
rerussac Succinea bermudensis, Pfeiffer Helicina convexa, Pfeiffer;
Melampus gundlachi, Pfeiffer.
believe,

are

:

;

;

;

;

;

Thomas, West Indies.

St.

The forms obtained
restricted to

it

in

at this

island are unimportant

their distribution, being

met with

and none are

in other islands

of the West-Indian group.
1.

BuLiMULus

ExiLis, Gmclin.

This species is not restricted to this island, but has also been
reported from Guadeloupe, Dominica, Barbuda, and Cayenne.
2.

Stenogyra (Subulina) octona, Chemnitz.

3.

Helicina subfusca, Menke.

Tlie two specimens under examination approach, although they
are not quite so dark in colour, the variety /3 of Pfeiffer (Monoo-r.
Pneumon. p. 35). It appears to have been found on other islands
besides St. Thomas.
4.

Megalomastoma antillarum,

Other

localities

whence

this

species

Sowerby.

said to have been obtained
are the islands of St. Vincent and Tortola.
5.

Physa rivalis, Maton &

it

Rackett.

A

few small specimens from this locaHty apparently belono- to
this species.
The shell figured by Sowerby (Conch. Icon, vol.'xix.
fig. 31) is very unhke the drawing, and probably is
specifically
distinct from P. rivalis.
The authorship of this species is erroneously attributed by Sowerby (/. c.) to his father, whose figure does
not at all coincide with that in the Conchologia Iconica,' and who
moreover rightly gives a West-Indian locality.
'

6.

Hydrobia auberiana,

d'Orbigny.

This species, described in Sagra's 'Histoire &c. de I'lsle de Cuba'
ii. p. 8, pi. 7. f. 6-7) as a Paludestrina,
has a very thin semitransparent operculum of a roundly ovate form but rather
pointed
above.
It is also found on the island of St. Croix.
(vol.

Kerguelen and Prince Edward's Island.
Helix (Patida) honkeri of Reeve, the only land-shell at present

known from Kerguelen, has not hitherto been recorded from the
latter of the above localities.
The specimens from Marion Islands
are remarkable in being radiately striped with red, but, with
the
exception of this slight difference, correspond precisely with

normal

examples of the species.

—
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Tristan d'Acunha.
Until now the known land-inollusks from these islands consisted
The discovery thereof the two species of Balea mentioned below.
fore of three additional terrestrial forms is particularly interesting,
two of them, however, being also found elsewhere. The species
are

:

1.

LiMAX CANARiENSis,

d'Orbigny.

Several specimens from the above locality agree in all external
characters with those from Teneriffe which I have identified with
As a rule they are reticulated and mottled on the back
this species.
with black, but in one or two instances this colouring is almost entirely
absent.
2.

A

LiMAX gagates, Draparnaud.
single specimen, in

contraction three quarters of an inch in

length, appears to agree externally in every respect with this wellknown European form. It has also been recorded from the Azores,

Madeira, St. Helena.
3.

Helix (Hyalinia) exulata.

(Plate

XXIII.

figs.

18, 18 J.)

Shell depressed, orbicular, thin, moderately widely and deeply
umbiHcated, seniitransparent, pale yellowish horn-colour, glossy,
Whorls 5, convex
Sf^ulptured with oblique curved lines of growth.
rapidly enlarging,
margined
below
the
suture,
rather
distinctly
above,
Spire very depressed, only a little
the last not descending in front.
raised above the body-whorl, terminating at the apex in a large
nuclear volution which is scarcely at all elevated above the succeeding
Aperture broadly lunate, slightly oblique |)eristome thin, a
one.
very little thickened and expanded on the columellar side.
Greatest diameter 7| niilhm., smallest 6|, height 4.
Hah. Tristan d'Acunha.
Although several species from various parts of the world bear
considerable resemblance to this little unpretending form, still none
are apparently identical.
;

4.

Balea (Tristania) ventricosa.

Gray.

Balea ventricosa (Leach MSS.), Gray, Zool. Journ.
pi. vi. fig.

vol.

i.

p. 62,

B.

Inaccessible Island, Tristan d'Acunha, October 16, 18/3.
This species has not, as far as I can ascertain, ever been fully
characterized, the diagnosis of Gray, consisting of five words only,

Hab.

being totally inadequate.
It may be described as pupiform, pale olive-brown, narrowly rimate,
The whorls
sculptured with rather strong oblique lines of growth.
are six and a half to seven in number, rather rapidly enlarging, convex,
The spire has curved outlines,
divided by a deep oblique suture.
The
and terminates above in an obtuse rounded smooth apex.
aperture is rather large, and occupies somewhat less than a third of
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The peristome is thin, narrowly reflexed on the
of the ajierture, and rather broadly expanded in the umbihcal
region, and has the extremities, which converge but very slightlv,
connected by a thin callus spread over the whorl.
the total lengtli.

left

Length
width 2.
5.

8

millimetres

Balea (Tristania)

Balea

tristensis

pi. vi. fig.

diameter 3|

;

;

length of- aperture 2^,

tristensis, Gray.

(Leach, MSS.), Gray, Zool. Journ. vol.

i.

p. Gl,

A.

Hab. Tristan d'Acunha, October 15, 18/3.
more slender and longer than B.

Tiiis species is

ventricosa,

and

has one and at times two additional whorls, which are more convex
and more slowly enlarging. The characters of the sculpture, of the
umbilicus, and aperture are very alike in both forms, the latter of
course being shorter in proportion to the total length of the shell.

South America.
The few

species collected

are for the most part well

which

on the mainland and adjacent islands

known.

It is curious to note that

Limnx

have already recorded among the 'Challenger'
collections from Bermuda, Tristan dMcunha, and South Africa,
is again found at the island of Juan Fernandez.
On placing side
by side the specimens from these four localities, I am unable to
trace any external difference.

yarjates,

The

1

species are the following

:

H. (Stepsanoda) auADRATA, Ferussac.
Hab. Juan Fernandez island.
All the specimens brought home by the
1.

slightly

from those

in

Cuming's

'

Challenger
differ
by Dr. Pfeiffer
'

collection identified

They are a little more depressed, just
more widely umbilicated, and have a somewhat smaller

as belonging to this species.

a

trifle

aperture.
2.

Helix (Stepsanoda) SELKiRKi.

(Plate

XXIIL

figs.

19-195.)

Shell small, discoidal, deeply umbilicated, thin, pale, spotted above
with red, irregularly streaked beneath with a lighter tint.
Whorls
6-7, very narrow, tightly coiled, slowly increasing, convex, narrowly
channelled at the suture, sculptured with close-set, hair-like lines of

growth

last whorl a Httle spreading towards the aperture, where it
;
exhibits a very faint depression or constriction near but a little above
the middle ; spire flattened, only the least raised above the body-

Aperture oblique, irregularly lunate
peristome simple,
Diam. 4 miUim. height 2.
Hah. Island of Juan Fernandez.
This species is of the same size and general appearance as H.
essellata, Muhlfeldt, from the same locality, and probably exists in

whorl.
thin.

ollections

;

;

intermingled with

tliat

form.

It

is,

however, distin-
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In the first place the whorls are not
guishable in a few points.
quite so closely coiled, the last is spirally constricted and broader
near the aperture, the mouth, in consequence, being larger than in
H. tesseUata, and the umbilicus is mere open, exhibiting more of the
penultimate volution.

The species is named after Alexander Selkirk, immortalized by
Defoe in his story of Robinson Crusoe.
3.

H. (Amphidoxa) marmorella,

Pfeiffer.

Hab. Island of Juan Fernandez.
4.

BuLiMus (BoRUs) RosACEus, King.

Hab. Valparaiso.
The single specimen appears

to have been taken whilst in a state
of torpidity, as the aperture is closed with a tough horny epiphragm
which is as thick as the operculum of Paludina.

5.

BuLiMus (Corona) melanostoma, Swainsou.

Hab. Bahia,
6.

BuLiMus (Leptomerus) tenuissimus,

Hab. Bahia,
7.

Brazil.

Ferussac.

Brazil.

Stenogyra (Nothus) bulimoides,

Pfeiffer.

Hab. Island of Juan Fernandez.
8.

Stenogyra (Nothus) splendidula, Anton.

Hab.
9.

Island of Juan Fernandez.

TORNATELLINA TROCHIFORMIS, Beck.

Hab. Juan Fernandez.
10.

TORNATELLINA BILAMELLATA, Anton.

Hub. Juan Fernandez.
11.

SucciNEA FALKLANDicA.

(Plate

XXIII.

figs.

20-20^.)

Shell elongate, somewhat solid, arcuately striated ; whorls 4^,
aperture ovate, occupying rather
very convex, regularly increasing
more than half the length of the shell. Columella only slightly
arcuate, reflexed, forming a minute umbilical rimation, united above
;

to the extremity of the outer lip
Length 15i- millim., width Si

Hab. From

a hill

by a thin

callosity.

aperture 8h long, .5 broad.
near the lighthouse, Pembroke Point, Falkland
;

Islands.

This species might almost be considered a large form of S. ohlonga,
Draparnaud, which it much resembles in the convexity of the whorls,
depth of the suture, and the proportional length of spire and aperture.
12.

SucciNEA FRAGILIS, King.

Hab. Island of Juan Fernandez.

6
P.Z.S 1884.P1XXIV.

J.
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SucciNEA (Omalonyx) gayana, d'Orbigny.

Hab. Juan Fernandez.
14.

LiMAX GAGATES, Drapamaud.

Hab. Juan Fernandez.
15.

Chilina patagonica, Sowerby.
coast of Patagonia.
instances appears to be destitute of the five
bands {vide Proc. Zool. Soc. 1881, p. 845).

Hab. Gray Harbour, west
This species in

many

spotted
types described by Sovverby were also from Gray Harbour.

transverse

The

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.
Plate XXII.
Fig.

1, 1 a.

3^

2 a.
3 a.

4,

4 a.

2,

Afhoracopkorus virgatus, p. 263.
Helix ( Geotrochus) moseleyi, p. 263.
lahillardicrei, p. 2G4.
{Hemiplccta) infrastriata, p. 264.
(
?) cartereti, p. 265.

5,

5 a.

6,

6 a, 6

b.

(

Chloritis) dentrecasteauxi, p. 265.

Parfula hartmanni, p. 265.
Cyclostoma infans, p. 266.

7,
8,

9 a. Helicina 'ponsonbyi, p. 266.
Pythia apiensis, p. 268.
n, 11a. Melania apiensis, p. 269.

9,

10, 10 a.
12,

12

turbans, p. 269.

a.

Plate XXIII.
Fig. 13, 13 n.
14, 14a, 14 6.
15, 15 a, 15 6,
16,

16

a,

16

h.

17, 17 a, 17 b.
18, 18 a, 18 6.

19

6.

20 a, 20

6.

19, 19 a,

20,

4.

Melania ordinaria, p. 270.
Helix {Troclwmorpha) latimarginata, p. 271.
15 c. Parmacochlea fischeri, p. 273.
Helix (Thalassia) traversi, p. 274.
(Pafula) stokesi, p. 275.
{Hyalinia) exidata, p. 278.
{Stepsanoda) selkirki, p. 279.
Succinea falklandica, p. 280.

Oiseaux recueillis dans l^Ecuadeur
Stolzmann et Siemiradski, Par le
Comte Hans de Berlepsch, C.M.Z.S., et L. TaczaNOWSKI, C.M.Z.S.

Deuxieme

liste

occidental par

des

MM.

[Eeceived

May

(Plate

Les oiseaux de
suivantes.

—

5, 1884.]

XXIV.)

cette collection ont ete recueilHs dans les localite's

Climat chaud et sec; la eontre'e parsemee en partie
Guayaquil.
de mimoses et de cactus, couverte en partie de forets et de broussailles,
An sud de la ville s'etenqui perdent en entier leur verdure en etc.
dent les manglars, couvraut les ilots de la riviere Guayas et I'ile de

—

—
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Myrmia
Puna. Les oiseaux caracteristiques pour cette localite sont
sietniradzkii,
Chrysomitris
albinuchaUs,
micrura, Thamnophilus
Picumnus sc.lateri, et Cryptums transfasciatus.
Yaguachi, Chiiiibo (ou Puente de Chimbo, pour le distinguer du
San Jose de Chimbo, dans la sierra, sur la route entre Guaranda et
Podegas), Copatillo, Pedregal, Surupata, Cayandeled, Chaguarpata,
Tribulpata, Cerro de Margarita, Alpachaca, Cechce sont situes sur
jusqu'a 10,000 pieds
la route entre Guayaquil et Alausi, depuis
Bugnac, "ioyaxi, La Union (Llagos) et Sical se trouvent
d'altitude.
:

sur la route d' Alausi a Cuenca.

— Au

bord de la riviere du meme nom, tributaire du
Guayas.
Climat un peu plus humide que
vegetation semblaljle, mais la fauiie un peu
celui de Guayaquil
differente, on n'y voit plus d'especes d'oiseaux cites plus haut, mais
en revanche on y trouve le Campylorhynchas balteatus, Piciunnus
olivaceus, et Thamnophilus transandeanus.
Puente de Chimbo, d'ou venait la plus grande partie des oiseaux
de la liste precedente, est la derniere station du chemin de fer allant
Foret vierge,
de Yaguachi (800 pieds) le long de riviere Chimbo.
humide; la temperature s'y baisse la nuit jusqu'au 17° Centigrade.
Oiseaux caracteristiques sont
Cephalopterus penduliger, Heliothrix
barroti, Thalurania hypochlora, Picumnus olivaceus, Odontophorus
erythrops, et Penelope ortoni.
Grande diversite de la faune dans les
difterentes saisons a cause des migrations des especes de la cote
pendant le dessechement des f'orets, p. e. Heliomaster alhicrissa.
Copatillo (1000 pieds), Pedregal (2G00 pieds).
Forets chaudes,
faunes melangees comme a Chimbo et a Cayandeled.
Cayandeled {^500 pieds).
Foret humide, temperature moderee,
s'abaissant la nuit jusqu'au 12° C.
Vegetation differente de celle
de Chimbo, les liaues y manquent presque compietement; en revanche
commencent les fourres de buissons dans la foret les arbres moins
eleves, les fougeres arborescentes remplacent les palmiers
les
nectandres et les ficus predominent.
Oiseaux caracteristiques
Cynanthus cyanurus, Chamcepetes goudoti, nombreaux Callistes, la
limite superieure du domaine du Myohius stellatus, Cephalopterus
penduliger, et Ramphocelus icteronotus, I'infeiieure du Scytalopus
mayellanicus, Chloronerpes fumicfatus et des Buarrenions vrais.
Les
excursions y ont ete entreprises sur une grande surface verlicale,
en bas jusqu'a Surupata (3700 pieds), El Placer (2600 pieds) et
Pedregal (2600 pieds) toutes les trois fermes plus haut jusqu'a Chaguarpata (5800 pieds), Tribulpata (7000 pieds), localites inhabitees,
forets serranes, ou on trouve les premieres Lafresnayes, les Metallures

Yaguachi.

cote gauche de

la riviere
;

:

—

—

;

;

:

;

et la Psittospiza riefferi.

Alpachaca (10,000 pieds), dernieres parties forestieres et comla puna; la temperature s'y baisse la nuit jusqu'au
il y neige.
Profusion des oiseaux mouches {DiphlogcBna, Lesbia, Petasophora et autres), voitigeant dans les brous-

mencement de
6° C, souvent

sailles a fleurs continuelles.

—

Alausi (7500 pieds).
Chef-lieu du canton de ce nom, situe au
bord d'une vallee non boise'e au pied d'Azuagu, au bord de la riviere

;
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du systeme du Rio de

Lagiina de Ticksan (9000 pieds), petit lac a 1 ^ lieue d'Alausi.
Cechce (9600 pieds), ferme (hacienda).
Sierra avec des parties
forestieres, des bouquets d'arbres et de broussailles.
Les excursions
s'etendaient jusqu'a 10,700 pieds dans les paturages alpestres couverts de la Stipa ichu.
Bugnac (6000 pieds), dans la vallee cliaude de la riviere Chanchan,
sur la route entre Alausi et Chunche.
Contree du type Quechua,
semblable a celle de Callacate au Perou.
La Tanagra darwini y
abonde.

—

Yoyaxi (9000

au milieu de la foret
mais les forets elevees y
vont plus haut que dans les localites citees, ou a 8000 pieds coinmencent les broussailles naines (des myrtes et des lauriers) au milieu
desquels il y a des groupes d'arbres plus cleves.
La Union ou Llagos (9000 pieds).-^Ferme situee au voisinage de
Ja ville Chunche (Province Asnay-Cuenca).
Forets vierges, elevees,
froides, domaine du Tapir et de I'Ours.
Oiseaux, absents a Cechce,
Cyanocorax turcosa et Penelope montagnii.
Toutes ces localites sont situees sur le versant occidental des
climat froid

pieds), marais assez vaste

comme a Alpachaca

et Cechce,

Cordilleres.

TURDID^.
Catharus fuscater

*1.

Quatre males
fevrier.

2.

(Lafr.).

une femelle

et

recueillis

a Cayaudeled en Janvier et

Iris blanc.

Catharus dryas

Cinq males

(Gould).

a Pedregal (2600 pieds), a Placer (2800
pieds) et a Cayandeled en Janvier et fevrier.
Iris brun fonce.
Tons ces oiseaux aiusi que ceux de Chimbo ont le jaune du
recueillis

dessous beaucoup plus vif que les oiseaux de Huambo (Perou septenmars et en avril, et n'ont pas la gorge macule'e
de noir comme ces derniers ; la couleur du dos est distinctement
olivatre, ce qui ne se voit pas dans les oiseaux peruviens.
Tons ces
exemplaires sont d'une taille un peu moins forte (i'aile pliee est de
86-90 mill., tandis que dans les oiseaux peruviens elle est de 97).
trional) recueillis en

3.

Turdxjs ignobilis maculirostris, Berl.

Deux

et Tacz.

males adultes d'El Placer (2800 pieds),

29 fevrier.
Ces oiseaux presentent tous les caracteres de
blables a ceux de Chimbo.

recueillis le

27

et

le

*4.

TuRDUs serranus,

Un

male

la coloration

sem-

Tsch.

femelles de Cayandeled et

de Chaguarpata,
brun fonce.
L'unique male de cette collection est d'une taille moins forte que
I'oiseau du Perou central, et s'eu distingue par le noir moins intense
et

trois

recueilHs entre le 20 Janvier et le 18 fevrier.

Iris

'

;
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II a
moins lustre en dessiis, parfaitemcnt mat en dessous.
premiere remige distinctemeiit plus longue, dcpassant plus I'exla queue moins etagce ; le bee plus
treiiiite des grandes tectrices
Longueur de I'aile
d'un
rouge orange'.
long et plus elargi a la base,
entre
les rectrices
difference
tarse
35,
bee
30,
121, queue 111,
externes et les medianes 11 mill., tandis que chez I'oiseau peruviea

et

la

;

longueur de I'aile est de 132, queue 1 1 7, bee 29, tarse 37, difference
entre les rectrices externes et les medianes 17 mm.

la

Troglodytid^.
Henicorhina hilaris, Stolz. MS.

5.

prostheleucse similis, sed differt pectore griseo lavato {nee
niveo), abdominis lateribus totis latissime hrunneo-rufis, abdoinine medio albido rufescente perfuso ; pliimis alulce sjyurice

H.

rufescente vix marginatis

;

ulis obsolete transfasciatis.

Sommet

de la tete brun, borde des deux cotes d'une
c?
bande noire dos roux brunatre fonce, passant sur le croupiou en
roux plus vif et plus clair que celui de la H. prostheleuca cotes de la
tete noirs, bordes en dessus d'une longue bande sourciliere blanche
commen9ant aux uarines et descendant jusqu'au bas des cotes du cou,
la partie renfermee entre I'oeil et les uarines coloree legerement
macules egalement
d'ocreux
les joues et la region auriculaire
comme dans les especes voisines de taches longitudinales blanches
en laissant une large bande d'un noir pur derriere I'oeil, separant
gorge blanche lavee legerement
le sourcil de cette maculature
enduite de cendre grisatre plus
blanchatre
poitrine
la
d'ocreux toute
les cotes de tout Tabdomen
fortement sur les cotes qu'au milieu
milieu gris blanchatre lave de
largemeut roux-brunatre fouce
sousroussatre, passant plus ou moins au roux sur la region auale
Ailesd'un brun roussatre exterieuremeut,
caudales d'un roux clair.
a barbes externes des remiges transversees de bandes noiratres beaucoup moins nettes, moins prononcees et moins larges que chez la
les
H. prostheleuca, sans rien de blanchatre sur les primaries
plumes de I'aile batarde bordees finement de roussatre au lieu de
blanc
barbe interne des remiges schistacee ; sousalaires grises
Queue brune rayee en travers de noir
tachetees de blanchatre.
moins reguherement que dans I'espuce citee. Bee aussi long mais
moins fort que celui de la H. prostheleuca, noiratre pattes brunes.

2

et

ad.
;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Iris

brun fonce,
<S

.

2-

Longueur de
..

I'aile

55, queue 29, bee 20, tarse 25

50

„

20

„

19

„

24

mm.
„

Cette forme differe de I'oiseau de Chimbo, que nous avons nomme
la liste precedente H. leucophrys, par la couleur de la poitrine
non cendree, le roux beaucoup plus repandu sur le dessous du corps
et surtout beaucoup plus prolonge sur les cotes du haut de Tabdonieu
Les oiseaux du Perou septentrional
11 a le bee egalement long.
(Huambo) sont identiques a ceux de Chimbo, mais I'oiseau du Perou
central differe de tous les autres par le bee beaucoup plus court et

dans
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beaucoup moins

elargi h la base, ainsi

que par

le

manque
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coiuplet de

raies noires sur les remiges.

Huit males et une fenielle de Cayandeled, deux paires de Cbaguarpata (5700 pieds) et un male de Pedregal (2800 pieds), recueillis
en Janvier, fevrier et mars.
*6.

Thryothorus euophrys,

Scl.

Male adulte et une jeune femelle en mue de Cechee recueillis en
mai, uu jeune male de Cayandeled tuo le 16 Janvier.
Iris brun.
Ce jeune mdle diffcre des adultes par le sommet de la tete d'un
gris de souris
par le manque complet de tacbes noires sur la
;

milieu de I'abdomen ; par le fond de I'abdomen plus
roussatre, la tache postoculaire brune au lieu de uoir ; le bee moins
long, pale, a mandibule inferieure blancbatre ; une taille moins

poitrine et

le

forte.

Thryothorus mystacalis,

7.

Un

male

pris par

Scl.

Stolzmann a Cayandeled,

le

27

fevrier.

Troglodytes furvus (Gm.).
Deux males recueillis par Stolzmann a Surupata en

8.

fevrier et mars.
Identiques aux oiseaux peruviens {T. audax, Tsch.), et egalement
distincts de ceux de Cayenne par le manque complet de raies foncees
au dos, et par une taille moins forte.
lis nous paraisseut etre
diiferents de I'oiseau de Guayaquil.

Troglodytes solstitialis, Scl.
Une paire recueillie par Stolzmann a Cayandeled
9.

le

16 Janvier.

Iris brun.

CiSTOTHORUs BRUNNEiCEPS,

*10.
pi.

iii.

Une

f

Salv.

Ibis,

1881,

p.

129,

1.

paire

d'adultes et trois jeunes recueillis par Stolzmann a

Cechee (10,000 pieds) en mai.

Iris brun grisatre fonce.
Distincts des oiseaux peruviens par le sommet de la tete d'un brun
unicolore sans stries fauves, les plumes du croupion traversoes de
quelques raies noiratres bien distinctes, la gorge lavee de fauve et

non blanc pur comme chez

les oiseaux cites, le blanc du milieu du
ventre egalement colore legerement de fauve, tandis que chez I'oiseau
cite il est pur et bien distinct du roux des flancs.
La dimension est

un pen moins forte dans I'oiseau de I'Ecuadeur occidental, I'aile esc
longue de 45 mm., tandis que les peruviens I'ont de 47. Le jeune
en premier plumage ressemble en tout au jeune du Cistothorus
peruvien, et presente la meme longueur de I'aile.
En general toutes
ces formes des Cistothorus sont aussi alliees entre elles qu'elles ne
doivent etre distinguees que comme des races locales.

MOTACILLID^.
*11.

Anthus bogotensis,

Deux males

et

Scl.

une femelle de Cechee,

pris

par Stolzmann en

avril et mai,
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Mniotiltid^.

Parula pitiayumi

12.

pacifica, Bed.

Un

male de Surupata (3700 pieds) et une femelle de Cayandeled,
Iris brun fonce.
recueillis en mars et en Janvier.
Ces oiseaux de I'envoi recent, ainsi que cenx de Chimbo, ont beaucoup moins de blanc sur les tectrices superieures des ailes et les
rectrices externes (le male de Suruputa n'a presque point de cette
couleur sur les ailes) que tons les esemplaires de I'orient que nous
avons examine. Les oiseaux de TEcuadeur occidental presentent
done sous ce rapport une transition entre la vraie P. jntiayumi et la
P. inornata, Baird, de I'Amerique centrale, ou plutot la race de cette
derniere de Veragua qui n'a qu'une seule bande blanche sur I'aile,
L'oiseau de
tandis que la P. inornata de Guatemala n'en a point.
Tumbez (Perou nord-occidental) a les deux raies transalaires bien
marquees.

Dendrceca blackburni^ (Gm.).

*13.

Deux oiseaux adultes de Cayandeled, pris le 16 fevrier et
mars.
Iris brun fonce.
Les premiers exemplaires furent observes dans cette localite

le

17

le

15

fevrier (^Siemiradzki)

*14. Basileuterus

coronatus

(Tsch.).

Cinq oiseaux des deux sexes de Cayandeled recueillis en Janvier et
mars, un male de Tribulpata (G500 pieds) pris en mars, et une
femelle de Cechce d'avril.
Ces oiseaux sont d'une taille un peu moins forte que ceux du
Perou septentrional (aile plus courte de 4-5 mm.), les oiseaux du
Perou central sont encore un peu plus forts. Dans la coloration ils
se distinguent des peruviens par la nuance du dostirant au roussatre,
plus encore sur les ailes et la queue, en dessous la nuance rousse se
manifeste aussi plus ou moins sur les souscaudales et les cotes du
bas ventre
le jauue de 1' abdomen est aussi un peu plus fort.
;

15.

Basileuterus fraseri,

Un

male

*16.

recueilli

Scl. P. Z. S. 1883, p. 653, pi. Ixi.

par Stolzmann aPedregal

le

27

fevrier.

Basileuterus tristriatus, Tsch.

Trois males et deux femelles recueillis par Stolzmann en fevrier a
Cayandeled, Pedregal (3000 pieds) et a Placer (2800 pieds).
Ces oiseaux different des peruviens par le jaune du dessous moins
beau, la bande sourciliere d'une couleur plus sale, la gorge enduite
d'ocreux pale, une taille moins forte.

*17.

Basileuterus nigricristatus

Deux males

recueillis

(Lafr.).

par Stolzmann a Cayandeled et a Cechce en

Janvier et avril.

*18.

Une

Setophaga bairdi,

Salv.

paire de Cechce recueillie par

Stolzmann

le

6 mai.
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une femelle
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(d'Orb. et Lafr,).

recueillis

par Stolztnann a Cayandeled

en jauvier et fevrier.

*20.

Geothlypis semiflava,

Une

femelle prise par Stolzmann a Placer (2800 pieds) le

Scl.

30

Janvier.

Vireonid.e.
*21. ViREOSYLviA josEPH.E, Scl. P. Z. S. 1859 p. 173

(de'crite

de Pallatanga).

Quatre males

recueillis

fevrier et mars, et

a Pedregal

un jeune sans

et

etiquette.

a Cayandeled en Janvier,
Iris

brun

tres fonce.

HlRUNDINID^.
*22. Atticora murina, Cass.

Un oiseau adulte sans indication de sexe et un jeune en raue, de
Ticsan (7000-9000 pieds), recueillis en mai et en juin.
La description de Hirundo cinerea, Gm., n'est pas assez complete pour qu'elle puisse etre appliquee a cette espcce.
EUe se
distingue de la peruvienne par la couleur du dessous distinctement
plus foncee et le manque presque coraplet d' eclat vert sur les petites
tectrices alaires.

Ccerebid^.
*23. DiGLOssA albilateralis, Lafr.

Dix males et quatre femelles de Cayandeled, de Ceclice
Chaguarpata (5200 pieds), recueillis entre le 10 Janvier

et

de

et

le

10 mai.
Ces oiseaux sont un peu plus petits (surtout a queue plus courte)
que les oiseaux de Bogota dans la collection Berlepsch, mais sans

aucune difference dans la coloration. La mcme remarque peut etre
appliquee aux oiseaux du Perou, qui sont aussi d'une tailie plus forte ;
la coloration du male est la meme ; mais les femelles de I'Ecuadeur
presentent une petite difference dans la couleur du dessous du corps,
ou le milieu du ventre est colore distinctement de jaunatre, le dessus
du corps est plus olivatre. Ces oiseaux sont cependant en plumage
tout frais, tandis que les peruvieus sont en plumage use.
*24. Diglossa

aterrima,

Lafr.

Trois males de Cechce, recueillis en avril et en mai.

*25. Diglossa personata, Fras.

Deux males de Chaguarpata pris en fevrier et mars deux males,
une femelle et un male tres jeune de Cayandeled pris en Janvier et
fevrier, un male de Tribulpata (8000 pieds) du S mars, et une
femelle de Cechce prise en avril. Iris rouge, rouge cerise et carmine,
;

gria chez le jeune.
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Identiques aux oiseaux de Bogota dans la collection Berlepsch.

*26. CoNiROSTRUM FRASERi, Scl. P. Z. S. 1858, p. 752 (decrit
de Cuenca).
Trois males et deux femelles de Cechce recueillis en avril et ea
mai.

*27.

Un

CONIROSTRUM ATROCYANEUM,
male de Cayandeled

Lafr.

de Chaguarpata et de

et cinq femelles

Pediegal, recueillis depuis Janvier jusqu 'en avril.
Ces oiseaux sout identiques a ceux de Perou. Le type de Lafresnaye veuait de Rio Napo. L'oiseau de Pallatanga de la collection
Fraser, nomme dans la liste (P.Z.S. 1859, p. 138) C. albifrons,
serait probablenient le C. atrocyaneum.

Tanagrid^e.
*28.

EuPHONiA NiGRicoLLis

(Vieill.)

Deux jeunes mixles recueillis par Stolzmann a Cayandeled dans la
moitie de mars.
29.

EuPHONIA XANTHOGASTRA, SundcV.

Trois males adultes, deux femelles et deux jeuues males
a Cayandeled et a Pedregal en jauvier et fcvrier.

*30.

recueillis

EuPHONIA SATURATA, Cab.

Un

male adulte et un jeune prenant sa livree d'adulte recueillis par
Stolzmann a Surupata (3C00-3700 pieds) en Janvier et fcvrier.
Ces oiseaux out le jaune du sommet de la tete un peu moins intense et le jaune rouBsatre du ventre moins pur que dans l'oiseau de
Tumbez la couleur du dos et des ailes plus violette et moius bleue.
;

31.

Calliste auru LENTA,

Lafr.

Quatre males, trois jeunes et un oiseau sans indication de sexe
Cayandeled en jauvier, fcvrier et mars.
Ces oiseaux de I'Ecuadeur occidental ont les bordures des plumes
dorsales, des tectrices alaires et des remiges secondaiies d'un jaune
d'or plus intense et plus rougeatre que les oiseaux de Bogota, qui ont
en revanche ils out la
ces bordures plus jaunes ou meme verdatres
couleur de la tete et du dessous moins intense et moins rougeatre.
Les dimensions sont les memes.

recueillis a

;

*32. Calliste ruficervix, Prev.
Trois paires d'oiseaux adultes de Cayandeled (4000 pieds) recueillis
en Janvier, fevrier et mars. Iris brun fonce.
Ces oiseaux s'accordent en general avec un exemplaire de Bogota
de la collection Berlepsch ; ils ont seulement les couleurs un peu plus
le bord
vives, le bleu de ciel du corps plus pur et moins verdatre
superieur des tectrices auriculaires d'un or roussatre comme celui de
la bande
I'occiput et non blauchatre comme dans l'oiseau cite
Les ailes et la queue sont plus
bleuatre froutale moins large.
courtes, mais le bee parait etre plus long.
;

;
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*33. Calliste nigroviridis (Lafr.).
Trois males, deux i'emelles et un jeune recueillis a Cayandeled
depuis le 31 Janvier jusqu'au 28 fevrier, et une femelle de Chaguarpata (5700 pieds) du 23 fevrier.
Iris brun fonce.
Semblables aux oiseaux de Bogota, mais moins bleuatres sur la
tete, le croupion et la poitrine ; un peu plus petits.
La race peruTienne est considerablement plus forte.

*34. Calliste lunigera, Scl.
Trois males, trois femelles et deux oiseaux sans indication de sexe
de Cayandeled, recueillis depuis le 16 Janvier jusqu'au 6 mars.
Iris
brun fonce ou de terre de Sienne.
*35. Calliste venusta, Scl.

Une

femelle prise par Stolzmann a Cayandeled le 10 fevrier.

*36. Pcecilothraupis

lunulata (DuBus.).

Trois males et deux femelles de Cechce recueillis entre le 28 avril
et le 6 mai.
Iris brun fonce.
Intermediaires entre la P. lunulata de Bogota et la P. atrierissa
de Quito.
Un male du 2 mai a les souscaudales termiuees distinctement de bordures rouges, tandis que les autres individus n'en ont
rien de rouge ou des legeres indications de cette couleur.
Les oiseaux
Ceux de
de Quito ont toujours les sous-caudales noires en entier.
Bogota ont les plumes bordees plus largement de rouge que les
oiseaux de Cechce.
En outre il n'y a pas d' autre difference autre les
oiseaux de ces trois localites.

*37.

Un

Compsocoma sumptuosa cyanoptera
male

recueillis

(Cab.).

et trois femelles de Cayandeled et

en Janvier, fevrier et mars.

Iris

de Chaguarpata,
brun fonce ou brun rou-

geatre.

du bleu aux bords des remiges varie un peu. Une
que les autres, d'un bleu de ciel.
que les oiseaux de Quito ont ce bleu un peu plus intense que

L'intensite
femelle

du 16

II parait

fevrier I'a plus clair

la majorite des oiseaux

*38, Pipridea

Un

de Cayandeled.

melanonota venezxjelensis

male pris par Stolzmann a Cayandeled

le

(Scl.).

16 mars.

Iris

rouge

bruuatre.

Identique aux oiseaux peruviens.

*39.

Une

DuBusiA t^niata

(Boiss.).

Stolzmann en avril et mai. Iris
oiseaux sont d'une taille moins forte que i'exemplaire de la Colombie (Musce de Varsovie), ils ont I'aile longue de 89
mill., tandis que ce dernier I'a de 98, et se distinguent par le bleu
du dos non violatre ; les taches bleues du sourcil et du front u'ont
rien de violet et ne le prennent que tres legerement et dans une seule
Tons les oiseaux du Musce Berlepsch prodirection de la lumiere.
rouge

paire de Cechce, recueillis par

cerise.
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venant de I'Ecuadeur et de la Nouvelle Grenade ont la taille rapprochee a nos oiseaux de Cechce, et aucuu ne prdseute pas de bleu
aussi fouce que celui du Musee de Varsovie.

Tanagra cyanocephala,

*40.

Lafr. et d'Orb.

Cinq males et trois femelles de Cayandeled et Surupata depuis le
14 Janvier jusqu'au 28 fevrier.
Iris brun fonce.
Ces oiseaux ont les tectrices soiiscaudales d'un vert olive, dans
Quelques-uns a bordures jaune verdatres, plus ou moins prononces.
Chez la T, aurierissa de Bogota les souscaudales sont d'un jaune
presque pur, le jaune des sousalaires est aussi plus intense, et le vert
olive du dos plus brunatre et plus jaunatre que dans nos oiseaux.
lis sont parfaitenient identiques aux oiseaux du Perou central et
septentrional, et presentent les memes varietes sous le rapport de la
presence et du developpement des bordures jaunes sur les souscaudales.
L'oiseau de Medellin se distingue le plus, et surtout par
la nuance des parties inferieures du corps beaucoup plus foncee que
cliez tons les autres.

Tanagra cana,

41.

Sws.

Un

male et deux femelles de Cayandeled, recueillis par Siemiradzki
13 et 17 mars.

le

Tanagra darwini, Bp.

*42.

Un

male adulte

et

une femelle

tres

jeune

recueillis

a

Bugnac par

Siemiradzki en juin.

Ramphocckltjs icteronotus, Bp.

43.

Deux males

et une femelle recueillis par Siemiradzki
a Piiiampunga en Janvier et mars.

et

Nemosia ornata,

*44.

a,

Cayandeled

Scl.

Trois paires de Cayandeled, de Pedregal (2830 pieds) et de Bugnac
(6400 pieds) recueillis en Janvier, fevrier, mars et mai. Iris brun
fonce.

Chlorospingus nigrifrons

*45.

(Lawr.), Ibis, 1875, p. 384.

Un

male de Cechce (10,000 pieds) pris par Stolzmann en avril.
Cet oiseau prcsente une tres petite difference des oiseaux peruviens dans la coloration de la tete, dont le front est d'une couleur
plus foncee, les cotes de la tete d'une coleur beaucoup plus foncee et
Outre cela
presque uniforme, et la bande sourcilicre plus blanche.
on ne voit aucune difference.
*46.
1877,

Chlorospingus ph^ocephalus,

p. .^21 (decrit

Scl. et Salv.

P. Z. S.

de Jina et de Chillanes).

Treize males adultes et une femelle de Surupata et de Cayandeled
mars, et un jeune de Chiinbo pris en
Iris rouge de sang, palissant aussitot apres la mort de
septembre.
l'oiseau en couleur carnee ou rouge ocreux chez les autres ; le jeune

recueillis en Janvier, fevrier et

I'a

brun

grisatre.

;
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que par le sommet de la tote,
dans certaines directions
de la lumiere prend un ton presque semblable a celui du dos le
gris sale de la gorge sans aucuue trace d'ucreux
et la bande pectorale d'un olive sale, semblable a celui des flancs.
se distingue des adultes

lie

et ses cotes laves distinctenient d'olive, qui

;

;

Chlorospingus ochraceus,

*47.

sp. n.

(Plate

XXIV.

fig.

1.)

Ch. capite supra cum nucha fusco-cinereo, vitta superciliari vix
paUidiore, lateribus capitis brunneis ; dorso ex olivaceo pallide
brunneo, uropygio rufescentiore ; corpora suhtus ochraceo badio,
hypochondriis brurmescentibus, subcaudulihus intense rufis ; tectricibus alarum minoribus cinereis ; majorihus et mediis dorso
concoloribus ; remigibus extus et cauda rufescentibus ; subalaribus ochraceis. Rostrum nigricanti-corneum ; pedes brunnei
iris brunnea.

Sommet

de la tete d'un cendre fonce tirant tres pen sur
borde des deux cotes d'une raie sourciliere d'une nuance
un peu moins foncee a peine distincte, dont la partie anteoculaire est
legerement coloree d'ocreux
le dos est d'un brun peu fonce tiranfc
un peu sur I'olive, et passant au roussatre sur la partie posterieure
du croupion cotes de la tete bruns tout le dessous du corps d'un
ocreux rougeatre, plus pur et plus clair au bas de la gorge et sur le
milieu de I'abdomen, enduit largement de brunjitre sur les flancs
et la poitrine
souscaudales d'un roux plus intense que le ventre.
Petites tectrices alaires d'un cendre un peu bleuatre, les autres de la

$

ad.

I'olivatre,

;

;

;

;

couleur du dos reniiges brunes, les primaries et les secondaires bordees
largement a I'exterieur de brun olivatre clair, tirant sur le roussatre
sur la moitie basale des pennes ; les tertiaires et la barbe externe des
secondaires voisines d'une couleur semblable a celle du dos ; sousalaires ocreuses
bord interne des remiges fauve. Queue brun roussatre tirant un peu sur I'olive.
Bee come noiratre pattes brunes ;
iris brun.
Longueur de I'aile 77, queue 70, bee 19, tarse 20 mm.
Uue autre femelle, probablement moins adulte, avec le sommet
de la tete et les petites tectrices alaires non cendres mais d'un olive
un peu plus verdatre que le dos, a la strie sourciliere plus distincte
et tirant au jaune blanchatre.
Forme voisine du Ch. mela?iotis, Scl., de Bogota, mais avec la
region auriculaire brune au lieu de noire, dos brun olivatre au lieu
d'ardoise queue et ailes brun roussatres a I'exterieur au lieu d'olives ;
milieu du ventre sans blanc et les souscaudales plus rousses.
Deux femelles tuees par Siemiradzki a Cayandeled et i\ Chaguarpata, le 16 Janvier et le 5 mars.
;

;

;

;

Buarremon

*48.

Deux
Bogota

lufdes de Cecbce,
et

du Perou

du

5 et 12 mai, identiques

male adulte

Janvier.

Iris lerre

aux oiseaux de

septentrional.

Buarremon inornatus,

*49.

Un

assimilis, Boiss.

Scl. et Salv. Ibis

1879, p. 426.

recueilli par Siemiradzki a Cayandeled,
de sienne brulee.

le

17
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Le Musce de Varsovie possede un

oiseau acquis du feu Verreaux,
Jules Verreaux B. Lrunneinuchus, et etiquette comme
proveuant dii Mexique, seniblable eu tout a notre oiseau de I'Ecuadeur,
sans aucinie trace de collier noir, niais qui s'en distingue par le brun
du soinmet de la tete plus sombre et sans bordure laterale, plus claire
et plus vive, semblables a celle du B. brumieinuchus ; I'olive du dos
plus sombre sans aucune trace de vert jaunjvtre sur la nuque.
Les

nonime

j)ar

dimensions sont

425

memes.

Carenochrous spodionotus

*50.
p.

les

(decrit de

Guapulo, Calacali

(Scl.

et

Salv.), Ibis

1879,

et Sical).

Deux males et une fenielle de Cechce tues le 4 mai. Iris brun
rougeatre fonce.
Un de ces oiseaux, du Musde Berlepscb, a une petite tache jaune
Cette parau commencement et au dessus des freins, qui sont noirs.
ticularite se trouve quelqucfois dans cette espece, tandis que le C.
comptus (Scl. et Salv.) a une tacbe frontale plus grosse et plus distincte.
Le dernier a aussi la calotte rousse plus pale et plus attenuee
en

artiere.

51.

(Voyez

I'lbis,

I.

c.)

Carenochrous leucopterus

(Jard.).

Cinq males et six femelles de Cayandeled, de Ceclice (10,000 pieds),
de Surupata (3800 pieds) et un jeune en premier plumage de BugIris brun rounac ((i400 pieds) recueillis en fevrier, mars et mai.
geatre.

Presque tons ont une tacbe noiratre au front entre le blanc des
manque complotement cbez un male de Cecbce.
Le jeune en premier plumage se distingue des adultes par la
couleur du dos tirant au brunatre, le roux du sommet de la tete sale,
le noir des cotes de la tete beaucoup moins fonce, la tache postnasale moins nette, des grosses stries noiratres sur la poitrine, les
flancs d'un gris roussatre au lieu de cendre, sous-caudales moins
rousses, mandibule inferieure d'un jaune orange.

freins, qui

*52. PsiTTOspizA riefferi (Boiss.).

Une

La Union (8700 pieds) de
roux (couleur des parties environnantes).
Identiques aux oiseaux de Bogota.
paire de Chaguarpata et de

et de juin.

fevrier

Iris

Fringillidae.
Phetjcticus chrysogaster (Less.).
Deux males de Cecbce (10,000 pieds) et de Bugnac (6000
et une femelle de Cayandeled (7500 pieds), pris en fevrier, avril
53.

pieds),
et juin.

brun fonce. Ces oiseaux s'accordent en general avec les oiseaux
de Quito (Musee Berlepscb)
ils sont seulement un pen plus petits,
snrtout le bee est moins gros.
Nous avons deja indiquc la difference
de la coloration entre les oiseaux de Quito et de Cbimbo dans notre
article precedent.
Le male de Bugnac est colore comme ceux de
Quito
il
parait que la femelle de Cayandeled differe de celle de
Chimbo en ce qu'elle a les taches noires du dos et des cotes de la
Iris

;

;

—
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dos superieur est

Si ces differences seraient constantes

on

pourrait separer la forme des loealites plus dlevees cotnme une race
locale.

54.

Spermophila gutturalis olivacea,

Stolzm.
Sept males et une femelle de Cayandeled, recueillis depuis Janvier
jusqu'en fevrier.

Spermophila luctuosa,

*55.

Deux

Lafr. et d'Orb.

femelles recueillis par Stolzmann a

Bugnac (6000 pieds) en

mai.
56.

Spermophila pauper,

S. obscura, Tacz. P. Z. S.

Stolzm.

MS.

1880, p. 199.

(Plate

XXIV.

fig.

2.)

Berl. et Tacz. P.Z.S.,

1883, p. 550.
Trois males adultes de Cayandeled recueillis par Stolzmann,
identiques aux oiseaux de Chinibo et du Pe'rou septentrional (Callacate)

non a la Sp. obscura du Pdrou central. Cette forme se distingue
de cette derniere par une taille moins forte, le bee plus robuste et
plus large, les couleurs moins foncees et particulierement en
dessous, le blanc beaucoup plus repandu au milieu du ventre, la
nuance roussatre plus ou moins distincte sur les ailes. Les dimenet

sions sont les suivantes

:

5. Long, totale 121-125, vol 182, aile 51-53, queue 35-43,
bee 9, tarse 15 mm.
$ Long, totale 118, vol 1/1, aile 50-53, queue 37-38, bee 9,
.

tarse 14

Catamenia analoides,

*57.

Un

mm.

male

Bugnac

et

deux femelles

et sur la route d'Alausi

*58. Catamenia
de Matos).

Lafr.

par Stolzmann a Cechce,
a Bugnac (6500 pieds), en mai.

recueillis

HOMOCHROA,

Scl.

P.Z.

S. 1858, p.

552

(decrit

Sept males et trois femelles de Cechce recueillis en avril et mai.
Les oiseaux du Perou septentrional nomme's par Taczauowski C. inornata sont identiques a ceux de Cechce ; ils ont les memes dimensions
et les memes couleurs.
La vraie C. inornata (Lafr.), dont un
exemplaire BoHvien se trouve au Musee Berlepsch, est une forme tres
voisine, mais beaucoup plus grande.
On ne voit aucune difference
de coloration entre ces deux formes.

Les males de Cechce, aile
de Cutervo, „
„
„ deMaraynioc, „
C. JHoraaia de la Bolivie, „
*59.

66|, queue 58-60, bee 9-10, tarse 20| mm.
66|,
„ 61,
„ 9|,
„ 21 „
72,
„ 63,
„
„
„ 21
68,
77^
,,
„ 8|,
„ 21 „

Catamblyrhynchus diadema

—

(Lafr.).

Trois males et deux femelles de Cayandeled et de Chaguarpata,
recueillis en Janvier, fevrier et mars.
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la seule dififcrence que presente
Identiques aux oiseaux peruviens
I'unique male peruvien du Musce de Varsovie consiste dans la presence d'une bande rousse complete en travers du croupiou, ce qui ne se
voit sur les oiseaux de la Nouvelle Grenade et chez nos oiseaux de
I'Ecuadeur occidental dans tous ces oiseaux la couleur rousse u'est
visible que sur les cotes du croupion.
;

;

VOLATINTA JACARINA SPLENDENS

60.

(Vieill.).

male recueilli par Stolzmann a Placer (2800 pieds)

till

Phrygilus alaudinus

*61.

Un

le

30 Janvier.

(Kittl.).

male pris par Stolzmann a Cechce

le

4 mai.

brun fonce.

Iris

*62. Phrygiltjs plebeius, Tsch.

Une

femelle prise par Stolzmann a Alausi le 25 avril.

brun

Iris

fonce.
63.

ZONOTRICHIA PILEATA (Bodd.).

Un

male pris par Stolzmann a Cechce

*64.

le

mai.

1

Chrysomitris capitalis, Cab.

Deux males

de Cayandeled et de Cechce pris
mai.
L'oiseau de Cechce a les memes dimensions que
I'autre exemplaire est plus petit, I'aile n'a que 61
L'oiseau de Cechce a une particularite curieuse en
de la gorge jaune.

mars

par Stolzmann en

et

mais
de longueur.
ce qu'il a le milieu

les jieruviens,

mill,

*65. Sycalis ltjteola (Sparrm.).

Deux males
jours de mai.

par Stolzmann a Cechce dans
brun fonce.

recueillis
Iris

les

premiers

ICTERID.E.
*66.

OsTiNOPS atrocastaneus, Cab.

J.

f.

O. 1873,

p.

309

(decrit de I'Ecuadeur).

Trois males recueillis a Pedregal en fevrier.

Iris

brun fonce.

CORVID^.
*67.

Deux
en juin.

Cyanocitta turcosa, Bp.
oiseaux recueillis par Stolzmann a
Iris

brun

La Union (8700

pieds)

tres fonce.

TyRANNIDjE.
*68.

Un

le

Ochthodi^ta fumigatus

(Boiss.).

male recueilli par Siemiradzki u La Union, en juin.
Identique aux oiseaux de Bogota (Musce Berlepsch), il a sculement
bee un peu moins fort.
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Deux males de Cechee recueillis par Siemiradzki en
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*69.

avril et

mai.

Iris brun.

OcHTHCECA LESSONI, Scl.
Quatre males et trois femelles recueillis a Cechee, a La Union
(8700 pieds), Tribulpata (7000 pieds) et a Chaguarpata, depuis le
mois de mars jusqu'enjuin. Un oiseau de Bogota (MuseeBerlepsch)
n'en diffcre que par le bruii du dos plus roussatre, et le roux de la
poitrine et de la bande transalaire plus pixle.
Uu oiseau de Quito
parait etre intcrmediaire.
Il parait done que ce ne sont que des
*70.

differences individuelles.

*71. OcHTHCECA GEATiosA,
de I'Ecuadeur).

Deux males

et

Scl.,

P. Z. S.

18G2, p.

une femelle de Chaguarpata,

1

1

3 (dccrite

en Janvier,

recueillis

fevrier et mars.

Identiques a I'oiseau du Perou septentrional et n'en sont distincts
que par le brun du dos plus fonce, le jaune du front et du sourcil un
peu plus vif la bande rousse transalaire egalement distincte.
;

Mecocerculus stictoptertjs

*72.

(Scl.).

TJne paire recueillie par Stolzmann a Cechee en avril.
Distincts des oiseaux peruviens par la couleur du dos d'nn olive
brunatre obscur au lieu d' olive verdatre.
73.

Mecocerculus calopterus

(Scl.).

Formicivora caloptera, Scl. P. Z. S.

1859,

p.

142

(decrite

de

Pallatanga).

Serpophaga leucura, Lawr.

Ibis,

1875, p. 384, pi,

ix.

f,

2 (decrite

de I'Ecuadeur).

Deux
Iris

femelles de Cayandeled recueillies le 18 et le 20 Janvier.

brun fonce.

*7
74. Mecocerculus pcecilocercus (Scl, et Salv.).
Une femelle recueillie par Stolzmann a Chaguarpata le 24 fevrier.
Iris brun fonce.
Exceptce une taille beaucoup moins forte, I'oiseau ressemble en
tout aux peruviens,
*75. Muscisaxicola maculirostris (d'Orb,

Deux
le

1

femelles recueillies par Stolzmann a
Iris brun fonce,
7 mai.

et Lafr.),

Yocon (8600

pieds)

*76. PcECiLOTRiccus' RUFiGENis (Scl. et Salv.).

Todirostrum
Mongi).

rufigene, Scl. etSalv, P. Z, S. 1877, p.

Deux males de Cayandeled
Iris

recueillis

522

(decrit de

en Janvier, fevrier et mars.

rouge cerise tres fonce.
'

PcECiLOTRiccus, g.

)iov.,

Berlcpsch.

noiK(\os=multicolor, <?'/ccMS=nom. propr.
Species:
] P. nificeps (Kaiip); 2 P. rujigenis

—

(Scl. et Salv.).
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n. LOPHOTRICCDS SaUAMICRISTATUS
Deux males

et

Janvier, fevrier et

Deux males

(Bcrl.).

recueillis

(Lafr.).

par Siemiradzki a Cechce

le

29

avril et le

4

Iris blanchatre.

mai.
II

6,

une femelle de Pedregal et de Surnpata, pris en
mars.

An^retes parultjs ^auAxoRiALis

*78.

[May

TACZANOWSKI ON

parait que les oiseaux

de I'Ecuadeur, identiques a ceux du

Perou septentrional, se distinguent des oiseaux du Chili i)ar les
plumes noires allongces de la huppe moins longues, le front et la
nuque moins varies de blanchatre, gorge et la poitrine marquees de
taches noiratres beaucoup plus larges, le dos d'un brun moins roussatre (plus oliviltre), bee plus court et un peu plus elargi a la base.
*79.

MiONECTES STRiATicoLLis

Deux

femelles de Surupata et de Chaguarpata recueillis en fevrier.

Tyranniscus chrysops

80.

Une

paire et

(d'Orb. et Lafr.).

(ScL).

un jeune de Cayandeled

recueillis

en Janvier et fevrier.

*81. Tyranniscus UROPYGiALis (Lawr.), Ann. Lye.
York, 1869, p. 266.

une femelle de Cechce et de Cerro Margarita,
Selon toutes les
avril.
Iris brun fonco.
nous parait que c'est un Tyranniscus et non Mecocereulus.

Deux males
recueillis

donnees

Une

il

Berl. et Tacz.

femelle de Cayandeled prise par Stolzmann

*83.
cxlvi.

et

par Stolzmann en

Ornithion sclateri,

82.

f.

N.H. New

Elainea griseigularis,

Scl.,

le

15 Janvier.

P. Z. S. 1858, p. 554,

pi.

1.

pris par Stolzmann a Cechce et a,
mai.
Bugnac (5400 pieds) en
Ces oiseaux se distinguent de la E. modesta, Tsch. {E. albiceps
d'Orb.), du Perou, par le blanc beaucoup moins developpe sur la huppe
interne, sans y former les cornes laterales foncces lorsque I'oiseau
les deux bandes transalaires beaucoup plus rcguherisse les plumes
lieres et mieux j)rononcces ; pli de I'aile plus jaune ; les flancs de
la couleur du dos plus
I'abdomen laves plus fortement de jaune
taille
est
la meme.
Les oiseaux
La
I'olivatre.
sur
tirant
foncee et
peruviens avec lesquels nos oiseaux ont ete compares ont ete
recueillis depuis novembre jusqu'en mars.

Deux males

et

deux femelles

;

;

I

*84.

Myiodynastes chrysocephalus, Tsch,

Un

male pris par Stolzmann a Surupata le 19 Janvier. Iris brun
Cet oiseau est d'une taille beaucoup moins forte que le male
adulte du Perou central, et s'en distingue par beaucoup de details de
la coloration, et principalement il a le devant du front fortement
strie de blanc, tandis qu'il n'y a presque point de trace de cette
la huppe interne est orangee
couleur au front de I'oiseau peruvien

fonce.

;
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au milieu, tandis qu'elle est toute limonacee dans I'oiseau peruvien ;
cendre de la nuque et du cou posterieur moins pur et lave en
grande partie d' olive I'olive du dos plus fonce et tiraut au brunatre;
les suscaudales entources d'une bordure rousse
en dessous le bas de
la gorge plus fortement colore d'ocreux
les flammeches foncees pectorales beaucoup plus prononcees
le jaune du reste beaucoup plus
intense
dans les ailes les tectrices et les remiges bordees plus fortement de roux a I'exterieur la bordure interne des remiges est d'un
ocreux roussatre, tandis qu'elle est jaune a peine lavee de fauve chez
le

;

;

;

;

;

;

I'oiseau peruvien

de roux,
elargi et

toutes les rectrices bordees tinement a I'exterieur
largement au bord interne. Le bee est un peu plus
moins attenue a I'extremite.
;

et plus

La femelle du Perou septentrional (Huambo) s'accorde en general
avec I'oiseau du Pcrou central, niais sous certains rapports elle est
comme intermediaire entre I'oiseau du Pcrou central et celui de
I'Ecuadeur, elle a beaucoup plus d'ocreux sur la gorge et le devant
du

cou, toutes les tectrices bordees des deux cotes de roux, mais
beaucoup moins que chez I'oiseau de I'Ecuadeur.
c? du Perou central. Long, de I'aile 114, queue 97, bee 29, tarse

18 millim.

5 du Perou

Long, de

septentrional.

I'aile

110, queue 92, bee 29,

tarse 18 millim.
(S

de I'Ecuadeur occid.

Long, de

I'aile

97, queue 83, bee 29,

tarse 17 millim.

*85. MvioBius FLAvicANS, ScL, P. Z. S. 1860, p. 464.
Six males et sept femelles de Cayandeled, Surupata (3800 pieds),
Pedregal (2800 pieds), pris en Janvier, fevrier et mars.
86.

Myiobius crypterythrus,

Un

male

et

ScI,

deux femelles de Cajandeled du 12 mars

et

du 27

fevrier.

Myiobius stellatus, Cab.

S7.

Une

paire de Cayaudeled et de Pedregal pris par Stolzmann en

Janvier et en
88.

fe'vrier.

Contopus ardesiacus

(Lafr.).

Quatre males adultes, un jeune male et deux femelles de Cayandeled et de Bugnac, recueillis en Janvier et fevrier.
Identiques aux oiseaux du Perou central et septentrional et de
Venezuela (Musee Berlepsch) ce dernier a cependant les ailes un peu
Les oiseaux de I'Ecuadeur ont le milieu du bas ventre
en general plus pale et lave de fauve.
;

plus longues.

89.

Contopus richardsoni

(Sw.).

Un

male de Pedregal (2800 pieds) et un jeune en mue de Placer
(2800 pieds) pris en Janvier et en mars. Iris brun fonce.
90.

Un

Myiarchus nigriceps,

Scl.

male de Bugnac (6000 pieds) pris par Siemiradzki en juin.
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Vieill.

pris par Siemiradzki le

22 Janvier.

COTINGID^.

Pachyrhamphus versicolor

*92.

(Hartl.).

Un male et deux femelles de Cayandeled

recueillis

en

fe'vrier et

mars.

Ce male

a la gorge et les cotes de la tete laves plus fortement de
jaune que les exemplaires de Bogota et d' Autioquia (Musee Berlepsch),
il a aussi le dessous du corps plus lave de jaunatre et les raies noires
Les femelles out le jaune plus intense que les
tres pen apparentes.
femelles peruviennes, h raies foncoes beaucoup plus marquees, le roux
beaucoup plus repaudu sur les ailes. En outre les dimensions sont

plus petites que dans les oiseaux de la Nouvelle Grenade et du Perou.
II parait done qu'il faudra les distinguer comme une race locale.

PiPREOLA JucuNDA,

*93.

Scl.,

P. Z. S. 1860, p. 89,

pi.

clix.

(decrit de Cachi-Llacta pros de Nanegal).

Six males et une femelle de Cayandeled (4500 pieds) recueillis ea
Iris jaune d'orange.
Janvier et fevrier.

Heliochera rubrocristata

*94.

Deux

(d'Orb. et Lafr.).

femelles de Cechce, prises en avril et mai.

Iris

rouge de

cerise.

95.

Cephalopterxjs penduliger,

Une

Scl.

femelle d'El-Placer (2600 pieds) prise par Siemiradzki le 24

fevrier.

Depourvue en

entier de I'appendice jugulaire

si

remarquable chez

I'autre sexe.

Dendrocolaptid^e.
*96. Synallaxis frontalis, Pelz.

Cinq males, trois femelles et un jeune de Cayandeled, de Chaguarpata et de Cechce, recueillis en fevrier, mars et avril.
Ces oiseaux sont intermediaires entre le S. frontalis du Perou
central et le S. fruticicola du Perou septentrional.
lis sont tous
aussi largement blancs au milieu des parties inferieures du corps

comme

cette

cendic plus

derniere espece

clair

que

la partie postoculaire

fortement que chez

la

de cette

97-

Synallaxis pudica,
male

98.

la

bande

sourcilicre

est

d'un gris

deux femelles ont meine
bande coloree de roussatre, mais moins
;

les S. fruticicola.

Un

19 fevrier.

;

region auriculaire

Scl.

par Siemiradzki a Cayandeled (4000 pieds)
Iris brun rougeatre.

recueilli

Synallaxis erythrops,

le

Scl.

Trois males et quatre femelles de Cayandeled et de Pedregal,
en Janvier, fevrier et mars.
Iris brun rougeatre.

recueillis

—
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*99. Synallaxis wyatti, Scl. et Salv., P. Z. S. 1870, p. 841.
Trois males et deux feinelles de Cechce (10,400-11,000 pieds)
en niai et en juin.
Ces oiseaux ne different d'un exemplaire de la Nouvelle Grenade
(Santa Martha) du Musde de Berlepsch que par le bee moins long
et plus fonce, I'aile plus courte, les taches noires des parties
superieures du corps en general plus grosses et moins largement
bordees d'une nuance grise et un peu differente; le dessous du corps
plus ocreux a stries ocreuses sur le devaut du cou et la poitrine plus
nettement prononcees sur un fond tirant au grisatre ; dans la queue
nos oiseaux ont sur la quatrieme rectrice une grosse ligne rousse
beaucoup plus marquee sur la barbe interne pres de la baguette.
Quant a la tache gulaire la couleur n'est pas constante ; un male I'a
d'un roux ferrugineux assez intense parseme Hnement de noir par les
extremites de ces plumes, en general beaucoup plus petite que dans
les autres individus ; le deuxieme male I'a d'un ocreux roussatre
beaucoup plus grande que le pre'eedent, egalement parsemce de noir ;
le troisieme male et la femelle I'ont d'un jaunatre soyeux aussi pale
que celui de I'oiseau de la Nouvelle Grenade sans rien de noir au
bout des plumes et sans bordure ocreuse en bas de cette tache, bien
prononcee chez I'oiseau cite plus haut.
Un autre exemplaire provenant egalement de Santa Martha, de la
collection de M. Sclater, presente les memes caracteres differentiels
dans la coloration, etant egalement en plumage frais, d'ou vient que
toutes les taches noires sont plus fines, et les bordures plus laro-es,
mais il a le bee aussi court que tons nos oiseaux, I'aile au contraire un
peu moins longue ; le roussatre de la tache gulaire intermediaire
eutre celui des individus les plus pales et celui qui I'a d'un ocreux
roussatre.
Dimensions des oiseaux de I'Ecuadeur
recueillis

:

Longr. de

c?

2

»

I'aile

„

66, queue 68-70, bee 23, tarse 25
65,

„

68,

„ 21,

„

25

mm.
„

*100. PSEUDOCOLAPTES BOISSONNEAUTI (Lafr.).

Une

femelle de

*IOl.

La Union (8/00

pieds) pris par Stolzmann en juin.

AUTOMOLUS HOLOSTICTUS STRIATIDORSUS,

A. holosticto valde

Stolzm.

MS.

sed corpore subtus rufescentiore, minus
olivaceo ; alis extus ru/escentioribus ; reclricibus angustioribus
;
tectricibus superioribus et inferioribtts caudce saturatius brnnneocastaneis ; marginibits plumarum dorsi mmiis nigrescentibus et
striis palUdis minus dare definitis ; rostro, ut videtur, bast altiore
vix distinguendus.

cJ.

?•

affi,nis,

Long, de I'aile 86, queue 92, bee (culmen) 24, tarse 26
85i „
84.
»
»
24,
„
„ 26

mm.
„

Trcs voisin de VA. holostictus, Scl. et Salv., d'Antioquia (Muse'e
Berlepsch), mais different dans les details indiques dans notre diagnose.
M. Sclater, qui a examine les oiseaux de Siemiradzki, les
croit identiques a son A. holostictus.
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une femelle de Cayandeled
Iris brun fonce.

et

[May

6,

de Chaguarpata

en fevrier et Janvier.

AuTOMOLus

*102.

L.

iGNOBiLis,

Scl. ct Salv.

P. Z. S, 1879,

p.

522

(decrit d'Antioquia).

Un male et trois femelles de Cayandeled (4100 pieds) recueillis
en fevrier et mars.
Iris brun fonce.
M. Sclater, qui a compare un exemplaire de I'Ecuadeur du Musee
Berlepsch, ideutique aux oiseaux de Cayendeled, avec son type, n'a
trouve' aucune difference.
103.

Anabazenops temporalis

Une

jeune femelle de Pedregal recueillie par Siemiradzki
Iris brun.

Janvier.

*104.

Anabazenops subalaris

(Scl.).

(Scl.), P. Z. S.

le

29

1859, p. 141

(decrit de Pallatauga).

Huit males et deux femelles de Cayandeled, de Pedregal (2800
Surupata et de Chaguarpata (5700 pieds), recueillis ea
Iris brun fence.
Janvier, fevrier et mars.
pieds), de

*105.

M.

Margarornis perlata

squamigera,

&\xctt.,

(Less.).

nee d'Orb.

et Lafr. (voyez

'Ibis,'

1874,

p. 323).

Un

recueilli par Siemiradzki le 24
brun.
Le cannelle on chatain du dessus du corps est plus intense, la
gorge et les taches du dessous plus laves de jaune que chez les
II serait peut-etre utile de scparer les oiseaux
oiseaux de Bogota.
de I'Ecuadeur occid. comme une race locale.

male adulte de Chaguarpata

Janvier.

106.

Une

Iris

Margarornis brunnescens,

Scl.

un oiseau sans indication de sexe de Cayandeled reen Janvier.
Identiques aux oiseaux de Chimbo, et prcsentent les memes diffeLes oiseaux peruviens
rences des oiseaux de la Nouvelle Grenade.
(Huambo) out la queue plus longue que ceux de I'Ecuadeur, et les
taches du dessous en general plus grosses.
paire et

cueillis

107.

Glyphorhynchus cuneatus castelnaudi (DesMurs).

Trois males et deux femelles de Cayandeled et de Pedregal (2600
pieds) recueillis en Janvier et fevrier.

Iris

brun fonce.

Us different des oiseaux de
Identiques aux oiseaux de Chimbo.
Yurimaguas, recueillis egalement en Janvier et fevrier, par le bee
plus court et plus large au bout, la nuance du dessous plus foncce,
le roux de la gorge plus pale et le cou antcrieur et la poitrine plus
fortement tachetes.
Ces oiseaux de I'Ecuadeur ont en general la
queue plus ou moins fortement usee a I'extremite, taudis qu'elle est
intacte dans les peruviens.
Les oiseaux de Cayenne ont le bee aussi
long et presque de la meme forme que ceux de Yurimaguas, mais
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distinguent par le fond du dessous presque de la

que

celui des oiseaux de I'Ecuadeur et

non

olivatre
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meme

comme

oiseaux de Yurimaguas avec des stries claires prolongees
milieu du ventre jusqu'aux sous-caudales.

le

nuance

dans les
long du

Dendrocolaptes validus, Tsch.
male recueilli par Siemiradzki a Cayandeled le 19 Janvier.
Iris brun fonce.
Get individu est jeune, et diffure beaucoup de I'oiseau de Bogota
le roux de la queue et
par la coloration en general plus obscure
*108.

Un

;

des ailes plus fonce, les stries de la tete differentes ; le bee plus
large a la base et d'une couleur plus pale.
Cat oiseau est d'une taille moins forte que ceux du Perou central,
a bee de la mome forme et egalement elargi a la base ; la couleur
generale est plus foncee, surtout la queue presente une grande difference sous ce rapport ; les stries fauves du dos sont distinctement
plus larges, les raies brunes sur cette partie beaucoup moins developpees et reduites a des taches courtes disposees sur les deux cotes
de la strie mediane; les stries du sommet de la tete sont d'une autre
forme, c'est-a-dire qu'elles sont presque egalement larges dans toute
leur longueur, tandis qu'elles sont tres fines chez I'oiseau peruviea
et fort elargies a I'extremite'.

Long, de I'aile 130, queue 115, bee 45, tarse 29 mm. (ois. de
Cayandeled).
Long, de I'aile 140, queue 140, bee 45, tarse 28 mm. (ois. de
Monterico).
Les oiseaux du Perou et de I'Ecuadeur ont ete tues presque a la
mSme epoque de I'annee, les premiers le 19 decembre, le dernier 19
Celui de I'Ecuadeur a I'extremite des rectrices medianes
Janvier.
fort usee.

L'oiseau d'Antioquia recueilli par Salmon presente une difference
II a le bee beaucoup plus court et moins
elargi ; les raies du dos presque effacees, les raies du dessous plus

beaucoup plus importante.
fines.

Long, de

I'aile

134, queue 122, bee 40

*109. PicoLAPTEs

mm.

lacrymiger warszewiezi

Quatre males de Cayandeled

recueillis

(Cab. et Ilein.).

en Janvier.

Iris

brun

fonce.

Ces oiseaux de I'Ecuadeur ressemblent a ceux du Perou et ne s'ea
distinguent que par la couleur des parties superieures du corps plus
rousse, sans rien d'olive qui se mauifeste plus ou moins chez les
oiseaux pcruviens.

EORMICARIID.^;.
*110.

Thamnophilus unicolor

Dysithamnus unicolor,

(Scl.).

Scl. P. Z. S. 1859, p. 141

(decrit de Pal-

latanga).

Quatre males adultes et deux femelles de Cayandeled et de Surupata recueillis en Janvier, fevrier et mars.
Iris brun fonce.
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L'oiseau typique de la collection de

M.

un Thamnophilus

HI. DySITHAMNUS SEMICINEREUS,

31. Sclater est aussi

moins adulte que celui de Chimbo
23 Janvier. Iris brun fonce.
112.

Un

Myrmotherula menetriesi

et

uon Di/sithamnus.

Scl.

Un male
le

recueilli

Cinq

le

2/ Janvier.

Scl.

denx jeunes de Cayandeled, Chaguaren fevrier et mars. Iris bruu fonce.

males, cinq femelles et

pata, et Surupata, recueillis

114.

par Stolzmaua

(d'Orb.).

male adulte pris par Stolzmann a Surupata

*113. FORMICIVORA CAUDATA,

6,

examine par

Sclater,

Berlepscli, est identique en tout a uos oiseaux.

actuellemeut d'avis que c'est

[May
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Pyriglena

picea. Cab.

recueilli par Stolzmann a Cayandeled
rouge cramoisi.
Identique aux oiseaux peruviens.

Male adulte

le

24

Janvier.

Iris

*115. Grallaria RUFiCAPiLLA, Lafr.

Deux males de Cayandeled et de Cechce, recueillis en Janvier et
mai.
Iris brun fonce.
L'oiseau de Stolzmann a le roux de la tete moins fonce que lea
oiseaux d'Antioquia et de Medcllin du Musee de Varsovie, et passant
graduellement eu olive du dos ; le roux des cotes de la tete plus
pale le blanc du dessous lave de jaunatre et non pur comme dans
les oiseaux cites ; les taches foncees des cotes de I'abdomen ont
moins de noir et manquent en eutier sur le milieu de la poitrine et
L'oiseau est un pen moins fort, a bee distiuctement
de I'abdomen.
;

plus long.

L'exemplaire de Siemiradzki et deux autres oiseaux du Musee de
Berlepsch, recueillis dans I'Ecuadeur par Buckley, out les couleurs
du dessus (le roux de la tete et le brun olive du dos) plus obscurs
qu'un oiseau de Bogota. Les premiers ont aussi les plumes du
milieu de la poitrine moins bordees de bruu et de roux, le fond du
Le dernier a aussi I'ongle du doigt
dessous d'un blanc plus pur.
plus
court.
posterieur

*116. Grallaria regultjs,

Scl. et Salv.

Un

male de Pedregal (2600 pieds) recueilli par Stolzmann le 27
Iris brun fonce.
La femelle du Perou septentrional (Tambillo) se distingue de

fevrier.

notre oiseau par la presence du blanc sur le collier, de grosses tacbes
uoires sur le milieu de la poitrine et des petites sur le milieu de I'abdomen, le milieu de I'abdomen d'un roux beaucoup plus pale, le fond

du dos plus brunatre, une
*117.

moins

taille

Grallaria MONTI COLA,

Huit mules, deux femelles,

et

forte.

Lafr.

un jeune en premier jjlumage de
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Cechce jusqu'u 10,000

pieds, recueillis

en

avril

et
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mai.

Iris

brun

tres fonce.

Identiques a I'oiseau de Quito au

*118.

Une

Grallaria rufula,

Musee

Eerlepsch.

Lafr.

paire de Cechce (10,000 pieds), recueillie par Stolzmana le
Iris brun tres fonce.

10 mai.

Pteroptochid^.
*I19. SCYTALOPUS MAGELLANICUS (Lath.).
et

Trois males adultes et une femelle de Chaguarpata (5700 pieds
de Cechce.
Iris brun fonce.
Identiques aux oiseaux de Cutervo.

*120.

Un

Trochilid^.
Phaethornis syrmatophorus, Gould.

male de Cayandeled,

recueilli par

*121. Lafresnaya gayi (Bourc.

Deux males
recueillis

*122.

)

et

Stolzmann

le

20

Janvier.

et Muls.).

deux femelles de Cayandeled

et

de Chaguarpata,

en Janvier, avril et mai.

Petasophora anais

(Less.).

Trois males adultes de Cechce et d'Alausi (7650 pieds), recueillis
en avril et mai.

*123.

Un

Petasophora cyanotis (Bourc).

male

deux femelles de Cayandeled

et

par Stolzmann en mars
*124.

Ph^ol^ma

Huit males

de Cechce, receuillis

^quatorialis, Gould.

et trois femelles

fevrier, avril et

et

et avril.

recueillis

a Cayandeled en Janvier,

mai.

Les femelles manquent de prase jugulaire, elles out la gorge
blanchatre maculee de vert dore ; la queue plus courte que celle du
male.
*125.

Uu

Eriocnemis ltjciani (Bourc).

male

*126.

Male

et

quatre femelles de Cechce, recueillis en avril et en mai.

Heliotrypha viola
et femelle

(Govild).

de Cechce et de

La Union (5700

pieds), recueillis

en mai et juin.

*127. DiPHLOGiENA HESPERUS, Gould.
Treize mfiles adultes, une femelle et trois jeunes malles de Cechce
de Alpachaca (10,500 pieds), recueillis en avril et en mai.
2 La femelle se distingue du nrXle d'une maniere analogue a
celle des deux autres especes; les plumes du sommet de la tete'sont
et
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courtes, moins polies et forment une surface com me squamuleuse
d'une couleur semblable a celle du male, mais distinctemeut moiiis
brillante, et presque uuifoime depuis le front jusqu'a la nuque,
c'est-a-dire qu'elle est plus rouge sur cette derniere que chez le
male la raie mediane bleue est plus claire et non saphiree, presque
aussi large que celle du male et ne depassant pas Tangle posterieur
de I'oeil, il lui manque done la partie elargie sur le cervix propre a
I'autre sexe dans les autres directions de la lumiore ce bleu passe ea
;

;

vert des parties inferieures du corps est distiuctement
plus clair que cHez le male, mais egalement etincellant, meme plus
fortement sur I'abdomen ; la base de toutes ces plumes est plus
claire que chez le male, et en consequence tout le dessous parait etre
elle n'a aucune trace de la gemme
plus distiuctement squamuleux
jugulaire ; le bronze du dos moins uniforme, passant au vert sur les
cotes.
Le reste est comme chez le male. Les males non adultes se
distinguent par le sommet de la tete couvert en entier de plumes
aussi courtes que celles de la femelle d'un bronze cuivreux obscur, a
eclat metalhque faible non etincellant, ou faiblement devant les
yeux dans des rares directions de la lumiere ; le reste est comme chez
les adultes ; les uns out la gemme jugulaire violette aussi bien develes autres n'en out point.
loppee que chez les adultes
II y a aussi un male a sommet de la tete parq d'une maniere la
plus brillante et la plus complete et sans gemme jugulaire, qui n'est
representee que par une plume unique verte en partie et violette sur

Le

violet.

;

;

le reste.

mathewsi (Bourc).

*128. Panoplites

Un

male

et

deux femelles de Cayandeled,

recueillis

en fevrier et

mars.

*129. Docimastes ensiferus sculiephackei (Heine).

Deux males
Stolzmann en

adultes

avril et

et

une femelle de Cechce,

recueillis

par

mai.

*I30. Bourcieria fulgidigula, Gould.
Six males et six femelles de Cayandeled et de Tribulpata
pieds), recueillis en Janvier, fevrier et mars.

131.

Un

(7000

Heliodoxa jAMESONi (Bourc).

male de Placer (2800 pieds),

recueillis

par Stolzmann

le

23

Janvier.

132.

Lampropygia wilsoni

Deux

paires de

Cayandeled

et

(Del. et Bourc).

de Pedregal, recueillis en Janvier et

fevrier.

en

*133.

Agl^actis cupreipennis (Bourc.

Male

et

avril.

deux femelles,

recueillis a

et

Muls.).

Cerro Margarita

et

a Cechce

J

;
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Quatre males

et
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(Bourc).

deux femelles de Chaguarpata (7000 pieds)

et

de

Ceclice, recueillis en Janvier, fevrier et avril.

Ces oiseaux s'accordent en tout a ceux de Bogota, ils ont seuleLes oiseaux
le dessous du corps un peu plus lave de roussatre.
de Quito sont plus grands, surtout le bee, et out la queue plus doree
nient

c'est le M.. tyrianthina quitensis

*13.5.

Un

(Gould).

Ramphomicron microrhynchtjm

(Boiss.).

jeune male commencjant a prendre I'Labit d'adulte, recueilli

par Stolzmann a Cechce

le 6

mai.

Adelomyia melanogenys maculata

*136.

(Gould).

Un male et trois femelles de Cayandeled et un jeune male de
Chaguarpata (5800 pieds), recueillis en Janvier, fevrier ol, mars.
En general ils ressemblent aux oiseaux de Bogota, mais ils ont la
moitie basale de la barbe interne des rectrices laterales plus longuement blanc roussatre clair et cette couleur mieux tranchee de la
partie foncee.
U parait aussi que dans cette race les taches gulaires
sont plus grandes et plus prononcees, les flancs moins roussatres, et
lis s'accordent aussi dans les memes dele bee un peu plus long.
tails

avec

les

oiseaux peruviens.

*137. Schistes personatus, Gould.

Quatre males de Pedregal

mann

et

de Cayandeled,

recueillis

par Stolz-

en Janvier et fevrier.

138.

Cynanthus cyanurxjs

ccelestis (Gould).

Sept males adultes, deux jeunes males et cinq femelles de Cayandeled, recueillis en Janvier et fevrier.

*139. Lesbia AMARYLLIS (Bourc).

Cinq males

et

deux femelles de Cechce

et d'Alausi, recueillis

en

avril et mai.

Identiques aux oiseaux de Quito (Musee Berlepsch), si ce n'est
ont les tectrices superieures de la queue lavees de cuivreux
dore au lieu d'amethyste violet, le vert du dos plus pur, moins dore
et le bee un peu plus long.
Un male de Bogota (Muse'e Berlepsch) a la queue beaucoup moins
longue que tons les oiseaux de I'Ecuadeur, mais en outre il ressemble
en tout aux oiseaux de Quito.
Si cette difference dans la queue
serait constante on pourrait separer la L. amaryllis de I'Ecuadeur
qu'ils

comme une

race locale.

*140. Lesbia gotjldi gracilis (Gould).

Un

male

*141.

et trois femelles

de Cechce,

Steganura melananthera

recueillis

en mai.

(Jardine).

Sept males et six femelles recueillis a Cayandeled et a Piuyampunga et Surupata, en Janvier, fevrier et mars.
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Identiques aux oiseaux de Quito excepte qu'ils ont I'aile un peu
plus longue et le vert de la gorge du mule plus bleuatre et plus
La forme et la couleur des palettes
terne, le front moins cuivreux.
caudales varie beaucoup, dans les uns elles sont d'un beau bleu violatre,

dans

*142.

les autres

d'un bleu verdatre.

ACESTRURA MULSANTI

(BourC.)-

Jeune male commengant a prendre sa
Stolzmann a AJausi le 24 avril.

livre'e

d'adulte, pris par

143.

Ch^tocercus bombus,

Deux

paires d'oiseaux adultes de Cayandeled, prises en fevrier et

Gould.

mars.

*144.

Myrtis fanny

Deux males
(6400 pieds).

et

(Less.).

une femelle

pris par

Stolzmann en mai a Bugnac

Cette femelle, incontestable selon Stolzmann, a sur un des cotes de
la region jugulaire une plume squamiforme d'un bleu aussi brillant
que celles du mfde.

Juliamyia FELICIANA

145.

Male adulte

pris

(Less.).

par Stolzmann a Bugnac

le

28 mai.

Amazilia riefferi jucunda, Heine.

146.

Six males et deux femelles de Cayandeled et de Pinampungu, reen Janvier, fevrier et mars.

cueillis

Chlorostilbon melanorhynchum, Gould.

147.

Un

jeune male pris par Stolzmann a Cayandeled

le

15 Janvier.

Caprimulgid^.
*148, Lurocalis

rufiventris, Tacz. Ornith. du Perou,

i.

p. 209.

Une

paire recueillie par Siemiradzski a Cayandeled le 25 Janvier.
Oiseaux identiques aux pcruviens. Le male adulte se distingue
de la femelle typique par les taches des parties supcrieures du corps
d'un roux moins fonce, la presence de quelques grosses taches
blanches sur la nuque et le haut du cou posterieur couvertes pour la
les taches
plupart par le brun noir de I'extre'mite des plumes
rousses du has de la poitrine plus larges, transformees en raies transle roux du ventre un peu plus clair
les raies
versales irreguliores
les extrenoires aux sous-caudales posterieures un peu plus larges
mites des rectrices submedianes d'un roux ocreux an lieu de blanc ;
la remige externe sans aucunes taches sur les deux barbes la secoude
Longueur de I'aile 220 mm.
tres faiblement tachetee.
;

;

;

;

;

149.

Un

Nyctidromus albicollis (Gm.).

male de Cayandeled, pris par Stolzmann

presque noir.

le

12 Janvier.

Iris
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Campephilus sclateri

150.

(Malh.).

Tin male de Cayandeled recueilli par Stolzmann en fevrier.

*151.

Deux

Campephilus pollens

(Bp.).

Cayandeled

et de Chaguarpata, recueillies en Janjaune.
lis different des oiseaux de Bogota (Musee Berlepscli) par les
ailes et la queue plus courtes, le bee plus long.
En coloration il
n'y a rien de particulier.

paires de

vier et fevrier.

*)52,

Iris

Chloronerpes fumigatus

(d'Orh. et Lafr.).

Un male et deux femelles de Cayandeled et de El Placer (2S00
pieds) pris en Janvier et mars.
Iris terre de Sienne brulee ou brun
fonce.
*153.

Chloronerpes malherbii,

Scl.

Trois males et une femelle de Cechce( 10,000 pieds) pris en avril,

mai

et juin.

*154.

Une

Iris

brun fonce.

Hypoxanthus rivolii brevirostris

(Tacz.).

femelle de Cayandeled, recueillie par Siemiradzki en Janvier.

brun rougeatre.
Les oiseaux de I'Ecuadeur paraissent etre intermt'diaires entre Ic
lis
vrai H. rivolii de Bogota et le vrai H. brevii-ostris peruvien.
ont le bee plus long que ceux du Perou, mais ils s'en accordent par
M. Dula dimension des ailes et de la queue ct par la coloration.

Iris

bois a dernierement

nomme

ce qui doit etre range

I'oiseau de I'Ecuadeur

comme synonyme du H.

H.

cequatorialis,

brevirostris.

Trogonid.e.
*155. Trogon personatus propinquus (Cab.
Hein. iv. p. 175.

et Hein.),

Mas,

Deux males de Cayandeled et de Cbaguarpata (5/00 pieds) et
une femelle de Cayandeled, pris en Janvier et fevrier. Iris brun
fonce chez le male, rouge cerise chex la femelle.
Cette forme du T. personatus ne differe de la forme typique de
Bogota que par les dimensions un peu moins fortes, et plus sensiblement par le bee plus large et plus long. Le T. heliothrix du Perou
central a les memes proportions que le T. propinquus, et n'en differe
que par une nuance plus ou moins bleuatre des parties superieures
du corps, de la poitrine et des rectrices medianes, le bee un peu plus
comprime et moins gros. Toutes ces races sont tres proches entre
elles.

156.

Trogon

Deux males
Janvier et

et

I'evrier.

virginalis, Cab. et Hem.
une femelle de Pedregal (2800

pieds), recueillis

en
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G,

Hein.),

et

207.

una jeune femelle de Cayandeled (5000 pieds), pris en
du male brun fonce, gris de la femelle.
Comme ce male ii'est pas completement adnlte et n'a qu'une
pavtie de plumes fraiches sur la tete, on ne pent pas estimer la difmale

fevrier.

et

Iris

ference complete qu'il pent presenter des oiseaux peruviens il parait
Dependant de ce qu'il y a que les plumes de la tete sont dorees, et
;

non d'un dore Cnivreux fort intense propre aux oiseaux du Perou
le dore des plumes du dos et des tectrices alaires est aussi plus faible.
Les ailes dans cet oiseau de I'Ecuadeur sont moins longues de 8 milen revanebe le bee est beaucoup plus fort.
limetres
;

;

Pharomacrus antisiensis

*15S.

Deux males
Iris

rouge

et

(d'Orb.).

une femelle de Cayandeled

recueillis en

fevrier.

cerise.

s'accorde en tout avec I'oiseau de Bogota du Musee Berce n'est qu'il est un pen plus petit, et a le vert moins pur.
oiseau de Sarayacu (Ecuador) recueilli par Buckley, et se trou-

Le male
lepscb,

Un

si

vant au IMusee Berlepscb, est encore plus ]ietit et differe essentiellemeut par un beau eclat cuivreux sur tout le vert du plumage, surII possede aussi une bande sourciliere d'un
tout sur la tete.
Le dernier
cuivreux amethyste, manquant cbez les autres oiseaux.
s'accorde le mieux avec la description de d'Orbigny, mais il faudra
peut-etre separer I'oiseau de I'Ecuadeur occidental et de Bogota

comme une

race locale.

CUCULID.E.
159.

Un
rouge

Piaya cayana mesura (Cab.

male de Surupata

recueilli

et

Hein.)?

par Siemiradzki en Janvier.

Iris

cerise.

Parait etre identique a I'oiseau de Bogota
s'en accorde en tout.

;

I'oiseau de Sta

Lucia

(Perou septentrional)

Ramfhastid^e.
*]60.

Andigena laminirostris,

Gould.

Deux males et deux femelles de Chaguarpata (.5800 pieds) et de
Iris brun rougeatre et brun
Cayandeled, pris en Janvier et fevrier.
autour de la pupille pattes d'un vert olive. Les femelles ont le
bee d'un tiers plus court que les males.
;

*161.

AULACORHAMPHUS H^MATOPYGIUS,

Gould.

Trois males et une femelle de Pedregal et de Cayandeled, pris en
Iris terre de Sienne brulee.
Janvier et fevrier.
Ces oiseaux different des deux exemplaires de Bogota (Musee
Berlepscb) par le bee moins long et la mandibule superieure enduite

seulement de brun rougeatre dans sa moitie laterale, tandis que dans
II y a
les oiseaux de Bogota les cotes sont rouges jusqu'au bout.
une strie bleuatre au dessus de I'oeil cbez les individus de Bogota

;
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Les derniers ont la
sont geueralement plus
obscurs et moius forts daus toutes les dimensions.
qui

les

oiseaux de I'Ecuadeur.

poitrine plus fortenient lavee de bleuatre,

PsiTTACIDiE.
*162. PlONUS CORALLINUS, Bp.

Deux males
fevrier.

Iris

et une femelle
brun fonce.

recueillis

par Stolzmann a Pedregal en

*163. PioNus SENiLOiDES (Mass. et Souance).

Une

femelle tuee par Stolzmann

a.

Cayendeled en

fevrier.

Iris

brun foncG.

Strigid^.

Bubo nigrescens,

*164.

Berl.

B. virginiano ex America sept, et centr. proximus, sed differt colore supra subtusque nigrescent lore, minus rufescente, plumarum
hasibus ardesiacis (jiec fulvis) tarsis fere unicoloi-ibus sor elide
albis (nee fidvis fusco fasciatis), macidis albis upicalibus tectricum alarum superiorutn fasciisque externis scapularium fere
,

pure albis.
Tout le dessus du corps d'un brun noiiatre, varie de petites
macules irregulieres d'un fauve pale ou blanchatre, disposees en
bandes separees (deux ou trois de chaque cote de la plume); la base
des plumes en dessus et en dessous du corps est d'un ardoise noiiatre (largement d'un fauve roussatre chez le virginianus).

Sommet

presque uniforme sans maculature les huppes egalement
noiratres avec une faible maculature ou une bordure blanchatre au

de

la tete

;

plumes basales du bee, la partie antele menton et une grande region
jugulaire d'un blanc pur; les plumes des freins ont les baguettes
bord interne des plumes

rieure des

;

les

tectrices auriculaires,

noires, et quelques-unes au voisinage de I'oeil sont noires eu entier
et d'un blanc
terminees largement
d'une bordure noire formant un croissant noir tres distinct sur
les tectrices posterieures melangees
chacun des cotes de la tete
noiratre.
Gorge bordee en dessous d'une bande
de blanc et de
les cotes du
etroite de plumes obscures avec une maculature fauve
ecu, le bord superieur et les cotes de la poitrine ont la meme colosur la poitrine inferieure les raies blanches sont
ration que le dos
plus grosses et plus distinctes, formant des bandes regulieres sur les
plumes ces bandes blanches deviennent sur I'abdomen encore plus
larges, de sorte qu'on pourrait nommer les plumes blanches rayees
r6gulierement de bandes noiratres {b-7 sur chaque plume, plus
etroites que les intervalles blanchatres, separees du noiratre par une
ligne fauve)
la region anale, les flancs internes et les sous-caudales
varies d'une maniere semblableau ventre, mais d'une teinte gencrale
plus roussatre.
Les plumes des tibias d'un fauve blanchatre avec
maculature
obscure peu visible ; les plumes du tarse d'un
une petite

la region oculaire et sourciliere

roussatre;

tectrices

melangee de noiratre

auriculaires

anterieures

;

;

;

;

;

;
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blanc sale uniforme, sans taches.
noiratre

comme

le

dos,
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et rectrices

traversces de bandes d'un
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6,

d'un hrun

bruii

grisatre

melange de roussatre et de blanchatre, ondule et moiichete de noiratre.
Sur la barbe interne des remiges et des rectrices, excepte les
deux mt'dianes, ces bandes sont plus larges, et d'une couleur fauve
presque en entier me'Iangee de noiratre. Les rectrices terminees
largement a peu pres sur 18-20 millimetres, d'un blanc roussatre
presque uniforme, excepte les deux medianes, qui out I'extremite
il y a G bandes claires sur les
blanc roussatre uniforme sur la
page inferieure et y presentent la m.eme largeur que les bandes
Tectrices superieures de la queue noiiatres barrees et
noiratres.
Les petites tectrices
ondulees irreguliorement de blanc roussatre.
noiratre
peu varie de roi'.sI'avant
sont
d'un
bras
superieures de
satre
celles des remiges primaires et de I'aile batarde noir^^ires avec
une ou deux larges bandes d'un fauve clair sur la barbe interne
les moyennes et les grandes noiratres melanges de blanc roussatre,
les anterieures presentant une grosse tache d'un blanc presque pur
sur I'extremite de la barbe externe, mouchetee un peu de noiratre
en arriere ; les scapulaires externes ont aussi quelques tacbes blancbales sous-alaires antetres, mais varies plus de roussatre en debors
rieures barrees de noiratre et de fauve, les poste'rieures blancbes
melangees de noiratre. Trois bandes claires sur la page inferieure
Bee noiratre, a extremite pale ; iris jaune.
de la premiere remige.
Long, totale 460, aile 330, queue 185, bee (culmen) 30^, tarse

melange'e de Ijlanc et de noiratre

;

rectrices qui paraissent etre d'un

;

;

80

mm.
Une

femelle de Cechce (10,000 pieds) prise par Siemiradzki en

juillet.

Au premier coup d'ceil on est tente de prendre cet oiseau pour
une variete negre, comme on a souvent des exemples dans la
classe des rapaces

;

mais

comme M.

Sbarpe, dans

le

Catalogue des

Striges (p. 23), parle d'un oiseau pareil, provenant aussi de I'Ecuadeur, du Musee Salvin et Godman, nous nous croyons etre justifies
de I'opinion que cette curieuse coloration peut etre consiante et

propre a une forme de Bubo habitant
occidental, et non encore reconnue.
*I65.

MiCRASTUR GUERILLA,

les

montagnes de I'Ecuadeur

CaSS.

Une

femelle de Surupata prise par Siemiradzki le 24 Janvier.
brun grisatre parties nues de la tete et pattes jaunes.
Long, de I'aile 172, queue 165, bee (culmen) \1\, tarse 58 mm.
Le doigt externe sensiblement plus long que I'interne.
Cet oiseau differe de deux oiseaux adultes du M. guerilla, provenants de Guatemala (Musee Berlepsch), par le plumage geiicralement

Iris

;

Tete, dos et les ailes a I'exterieur sont d'un ardoise
plus obscur.
brunatre uniforme, tandis que chez les oiseaux de Guatemala le dos
et la tete sont d'un ardoise un peu plus clair, les ailes d'un brun
En dessous la difference est encore plus
cbocolat un peu roussatre.
frappante, car les raies noiratres sont plus larges et plus rapprocbees
entre elles, les blanchatres plus etroites et lines sur la poitrine, ce

;
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dessous du corps a une apparence beaucoup plus
assez sombre (plombc clair chez le M.
guerillci). 11 n'y a que des traces faibles de deux bandes blanchatres
sur les rectrices medianes au lieu de trois bien prononcees de M.
guerilla.
On lie voit pas de difference dans les dimensions, mais
le bee de Toiseau de Surupata est un pen plus long.
Get oiseau de Surupata pourrait aussi appartenir au M. j^elzelni,
Ridgw. ('Ibis,' 1876), dccrit du Perou oriental, car il a la queue
plus courte que I'aile et n'a que deux bandes pen distinctes sur les
rectrices, ce qui constitue les caractures distinctifs indiques par M.
Ridgway entre le 31. pdzelni et \e guerilla. Quaiit a la longueur de la
queue, il faut remarquer que les deux oiseaux adultes de Guatemala
(Musee Berlepscb) out aussi la queue plus courte que I'aile, et qu'uii
troisicme jeune de la meme localite I'a de la meme longueur que
qui

fait

que tout

le

La gorge est d'un brun

foncce.

I'aile.

31. guerilla de Guatemala.
Queue.

Aile.

Oiseau adulte
jeune

„

Bee (culmen).

Tarse.

mm.

mm.

mm.

mm.

177
162
160

160
148
160

16|
15|
14|

59
58
60

CoLUMBIDiE.
*166.

Une

COLUMBA ALBILINEA,

Gr.

femelle recueillie par Siemiradzki a Bugnac.

167.

Zenaida mactjlata

Deux males
*168.

(Vieill.).

de Ceclice recueillis en mai.

Metriopelia melanoptera (Molina).

Un

male recueilli par Siemiradzki a Cechce le 1 mai.
Coloration plus obscure et plus brunatre que cbez les oiseaux du
Perou meridional et de Chili au Musee Berlepscb.
*169. Leptoptila verreauxi, Bp.

Male adulte de Pedregal et un jeune male de Cayandeled, recueillis
Iris jaune orange.
en fevrier.
Different un pen des oiseaux de I'Amerique centrale par les conleurs geneialement plus obscures, et les sous-caudales bordees d'une
nuance brunatre, la couleur du dessous des ailes d'un roux plus
fonce.

Des oiseaux du Perou septentrional il differe aussi par la couleui
des parties supcrieures du corps et des ailes tirant un peu au briratre ; tout le dessous du corps lave plus fortement de rose ; 1' eclat
rose beaucoup plus fort sur la nuque et le cou posterieur, le rose

commen9ant sur le vertex vis-a-vis de Tangle anteiieur des yeux
couleur rosee et non roussatre sur les cotes du cervix et de la nuque

;

;
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roux du dessoiis des ailes plus intense
sous-caudales bordees de brunatre.

6,

au rougeatre

Geotrygon bourcieri, Bp.

*170.

Un

et tirant

[May

male

recueilli

par Stolzmann a

La Union en Janvier.

CRACIDiE.

PeneLope montagnii, Bp.

*171.

Una

paire d'adultes recueillie par Siemiradzki a

9000 pieds) en juin
*I72.

Cham^petes goudoti

et fevrier.
;

(Less.).

deux femelles de Cayandeled recueillis en Janvier
Iris rouge de cerise dans le male, brun rougeatre dans
parties nues de la tete d'un bleu outremer vif dans le

Quatre males
la femelle

La Union (8700-

et juillet.

et

male, d'un noir ferrugiueux dans la femelle; paupieres inferieures
carnees ; pattes rouges.
Nos oiseaux en plumage tout frais dont la mue n'est pas encore
achevce, ne se distinguent de I'iudividu de Bogota (Musee de Varsovie) que par la nuance rouss;itre reduite a la gorge seule, sans etre
prolongee sur les cotes de la tete et du cou postcrieur comme cela a
le roux du dessous parait etre un pen plus
lieu chez I'oiseau cite
rougeatre, ne commen^ant pas aussi haut sur le bas de la region
jugulaire. La troisieme remige primaire est beaucoup moins attenuee
;

dans ces oiseaux de I'Ecuadeur, ce qui ne

se voit

qu'au bout meme.

Aile.

Queue.

Bee.

Tarse.

mm.

mm.

mm.

mm.

240
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Rallid^.
*175.

Rallus virginianus,

L.

Male adulte de Yoyacsi tue par Stolzrnann ea juia a 9000 pieds
Iris brun rougeatre.
d'altitude.
*17G.

Une

PoRZANA CAROLINA

(L.).

paire recueillie par Stolzrnann a Cayandeled en fevrier.

ScOLOPACIDiE.
*177.

Gallinago nobilis,

Scl.

Deux males et une femelie adultes et un jeune male recueillis a
Yoyacsi (9000-9100 pieds) en juiu. Iris presque noir.
Compares avec deux oiseaux de Bogota (Musee de Varsovie) et on
ne voit pas aucuue difference.
Toutes les especes non fournies dans I'envoi precedent sont
marquees par un asterique, comme il y en a 127 de pareilles dans
cette liste, le nombre d' especes recueillis par uos vovageurs est de
341.

Notes Suppl^mentaires a notre premiere liste des
Oiseaux de l'Ecuadeur occidental.
1.

Hylophilus minor,

Stolzm. P. Z. S. 1883, p. 542.

L'oiseau de la collection de M. Sclater, recueilli par Fraser a
Bubahayo et nomme par M. Sclater Hylophilus sp. ?, et H. aurantiiC'est un jeune de notre
fronsl, a ete examine par Berlepsch.
H. minor.
2.

Phgenicothraupis stolzmanni,

nobis, P. Z. S, 1883, p. 546.

M. Salvin en examinant la femelie recueillie par Siemiradzki etait
de I'opinion qu'elle appartenait au Ch. olivacea (Cass.) d'Antioquia
et du Rio Truando (voyez Biolog. Centr.-Am., Aves, p. 298).
Nous avons deja explique qu'il n'y a pas de difference entre les
deux sexes de l'oiseau recueilli par Stolzmann et Siemiradzki, tandis
que tous les individus du Ch. olivacea counus, et que M. Salvin
croit etre males, out la gorge, les freins, tour de I'ceil et une partie
On ne voit rien de pareil chez nos oiseaux
des sousalaires jaunes.
des deux sexes, qui paraissent constituer une bonne espuoe.
3.

M.

Chrysomitris siemiradzkii, nob.

P. Z. S.

1883, p. 551,

Sclater reconnait nos oiseaux pour une excellente espece, et
ne possede dans sa collection qu'une femelie de Cuenca

dit qu'il

(Fraser).

Les oiseaux de Pallatanga nommes dans la liste de M.
au Ch. capitalis.

Sclater Gh. icterica appartiendront probableraent

Cab.

—
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Rhopalocera collected by Mr. G. Frencli
By F. D. Godman
Angas in the Island of Dominica.
and O. Salvin.
List of
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4,
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Our knowFedge of the Lepidoptera of the West-Indian Islands is
very imperfect, and, if we except the island of Cuba, nothing like
a systematic attempt has ever heen made to get together the fragmentary records on this subject which are scattered throughout
It is true that lists like the present have been
zoological literature.
published of collections made in San Domingo and Puerto Rico, but
these, for want of more ample materials, fail to give anything like a
complete account of the Butterflies and Moths found in either of
these islands.

Enough, however, has been done

to

show

in

some measure the

character of the Lepidoptera of the Antilles, the chief peculiarities
of which lie in the total absence of some of the most characteristic
groups of the Neotropical fauna. Of the Nymphalidse, the Danainse
are fairly represented so far as the genus Danais is concerned, but
the [thomice are restricted to three or four species in the larger
Of Satyrinae there are hardly any (in the present collection
islands.
The Brassolinse are wholly absent, so also are the
none at all !).
Morphinse. The Heliconinse are represented by H. charithonia and
The Nymphalinse proper alone in
one or two species of Eueides.
this family maintain the peculiarity of the fauna, and in this subfamily there are a few peculiar genera and several very fine species.
Of the Erycinidse, of which there are perhaps a thousand species on the
mainland of South America, not a single one has yet been discovered
The Lycaeuidse are represented by some
on any of the Antilles.
common species of Lyccena and a very few species of Thecla. The
Pierinae in so poor a fauna are fairly

are

some peculiar

species.

The

immerous, and amongst them

Papilioninse, for the small

number

—

indeed
of species, are remarkable for their peculiarity and beauty
Papilio homerus of Jamaica is a most marked species even in this
wonderful genus. Finally, the Ilesperidje, besides including several
species of very wide range, also embrace a good many peculiar
species, but all of more or less extensive genera.
The number of species in Mr. Angas's collection is 27, which are
distributed

amongst the

families of Rhopalocera as follows

Nymphalidse.
Danainae

Nymphalinse
Lycsenidae

1

7

3

Papilionidse.
Pierinre

Papilioninse

Hesperidse

5
1

10

:

KZ

W.ParlnrH
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One species of Nymphalinae is apparently new, and belongs to the
Antillean section of the genus Ancea, of which there is a species in
Cuba and another

in

San Domingo.

Pieris Virginia alone of the Pierinse has any claims to peculiarity
has been several times noticed in the Antilles, but the islands not
:

it

with the exception of Cuba, where we rather doubt

specified,

its

existence.
I^tpilio neodamas is in the same category as Pieris Virginia, and is
probably only found in the Windward Islands.
Of the Hesperidse it is difficult to speak with certainty.
Two
species, both described in this paper, have probably the same range

as the Papilio

and

Pieris.

In conclusion, we

may

additions to the present

say that we
and these

list

;

include peculiar species of Nymphalidte
of Papilioiiidse.
The widely ranging
more open country, are probably most
lowing list.
It is in the forests and
novelties

fairly be

must be sought.

Danais plexippus.

1.

Papilio plexippus, Linn. Syst. Nat.

Danais plexippus,
i.

look for considerable
expected to
and Hesperidse, and perhaps
forms, such as frequent the
of them included in the folin the older vegetation that
still

may

Godm. &

i.

p.

Salv.

7&7
Biol.

Centr.-Am.,

Rhop.

p. 1.

This Danais appears to be common in Dominica, as there are
in Mr. Angas's collection.
These all belong to the
form prevalent in the northern parts of South xlmerica, in which the
spots in the apical portion of the primaries are purer white than in
North- American examples.

many specimens

2.

COL^NIS CILLENE.

Pa

lilio cillene.

We
the

Cram. Pap. Ex.

have already stated

t.

215

f.

D, E.
Rhop.

(Biol. Centr.-Ani.,

i. p. 168) that
species of this Colcenis conforms best to Cramer's figure,
his specimen is stated to come from Surinam
The examples

Cuban

though

!

from the typical form of C. cillene in
that the transverse band of the primaries beyond the cell is rather

in the present collection differ

more strongly developed.
This

3.

is

apparently a

common

species in the island.-

Agraulis vanilla.

Papilio vanillce, Linn. Syst. Nat. i. p. 787.
Jgraulis vanillce, Godm. & Salv. Biol. Centr.-Am., Rhop.

i.

p. 171.

A

very widely ranging species, found throughout the whole of
America, as well as in the West-Iudiau Islands.

tropical
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JUNONIA C^NIA.

Junonia

ccBnia,

Hiibn. Samml. ex. Schmett.
Rhop. i. p. 220.

ii.

t.

Salv. Biol. Centr.-Am.,

Agrees with specimens from the Greater Antilles and from Central
America.
5.

Anartia iatrophe.

Papilio iatrophe, Linn. Syst. Nat.

Anartia iatrophe, Godm.

i.

779.
Centr.-Am., Rhop.

p.

& Salv. Biol.

i.

221.

p.

This species has already been noticed in the Greater Antilles.
6.

DiDONIS BIBLIS.

Papilio
Didonis

biblis,
bib/is,

Fabr. Syst. Ent. p. 505.
Godm. & Salv. Biol. Centr.-Am.^ Rhop.

The same

Agrees with South-American specimens.
also been found in Haiti.
7.

i.

p. 2/7.

species has

DiADEMA BOLINA.

Papilio bolina, Linn. Syst. Nat.

Mr. Angas's

first

i.

p.

781.

collection contained a single female

of this

eastern species which has long been known to have become natuSince his return to England Mr. Angas has
ralized in Guiana.
received several male specimens of this conspicuous insect from his
friend Mr. Nicholls, who says it appeared suddenly in the island

abundance after a violent hurricane, and that during
a ten years' residence in Dominica he had not previously observed it.

in comparative

8.

An^a dominicana,

sp. nov.

(Plate

XXV. fig.

1.)

Alis supra fuscis, apicibus tnarginibusque obsmris ; anticis maculis
ultra cellulavi duabus, aliisque infra, lituram. fere obsoletam
formantibus,jlavescentibus ; jiosticis caudatispunctis inmarginem
angulum analem versus, nigris: subtus griseo irroratis, triente
,

posticarum distalifusca, piaictis viridibus notatis linea ferruginea ab angulo apicali ad angulum analem transeunte.
Very similar to A. verticordia, Hiibn., from Haiti, from which,
however, it differs in its smaller size, and in having the three yellowish spots towards the posterior angle of the primaries alone indiAnother allied species is
cated by an indistinct confluent mark.
the Cuban A. echemus, which is said to be also found on the mainland.

This latter species is the type of Westwood's genus Cymatogramma,
one which has of late years been merged in Ancea (=^Papkia). Like
Ancea the subcostal branches join the costal, but there are, strictly
speaking, only two of them, the second being itself branched.
9.

LvCiENA HANNO.

Papilio hanno, StoU, Suppl. Cram. t. 39. f. 2 B.
JRusticus adolescens hanno, Hiibn. Samml. ex. Schmett.

There are many specimens of
collection.

i.

t.

98.

this widely ranging species in the
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Lyc^na

10.

CASSIUS.

Papilio cassius, Cram. Pap. Exot.

Of
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this widely dispersed species

t.

23.

f.

C,

D.

Mr. Angas brought home only a

pair.

Thecla salona.

11.

Thecla salona, Hew. Descr. of Lye.
p. 159, t. 63. f. 429, 430.

p.

31

;

111.

Diurn. Lep.

There are three specimens in poor condition in the collection.
agree fairly with others thus named by Mr. Bates, who took

They
them

in the

12.

i.

Amazons

valley.

Teias deva.

Papilio agave, Fabr. Ent. Syst. iii. p. 193 (nee Cram.).
Terias deva, Doubl. Gen. Diurn. Lep. p. 78; Bates, Journ. Ent.
p. 240.

Many specimens, agreeing with others thus named by Mr. Bates
from the Amazons.
This species also occurs in Central America,
but we have no examples of it from any of the other West-Indian
islands.
13.

PlERIS VIRGINIA.

f.

Pieris Virginia, Grodt. Enc.
1, p. 64.

f.

693, 694.

Meth.

ix. p.

141

;

Luc. Lep. Ex.

t.

33.

Mylothris hemithea, Geyer in Hiibn. Zutr. viertes Hund. p. 24,

A

little

known

collection.

We

figure.

Cuba,

species, of which there are several specimens in the
These agree with Godart's description and Lucas's
much doubt if P. vallei of Boisduval, attributed to

distinct.
It is not included in Herrich-Schaffer's
of the butterflies of that island, and the figure in La Sagra's
work is not very trustworthy.
is really

list

14.

Callidryas argante.

Papilio argante, Fabr. Syst. Ent. p. 470.
Callidryas argante. Bates, Journ. Ent. i. p. 238.

Many

specimens,

all

rather smaller than the average of continental

examples.
15.

Callidryas eubule.

Papilio eubule, Linn. Syst. Nat. i. p. 764.
Callidryas eubule, Bates, Journ. Ent. i. p. 239.

Also a common species, and the specimens, like those of C. argante,
of small size.
16.

Callidryas trite.

Papilio trite, Linn. Syst. Nat. i. p. 763.
Callidryas trite, Bates, Journ. Ent. i. p. 239.

This too is a common
normal size.

Proc. Zool.

species, but the individuals are

Soc— 1884,

No. XXII,

about of the
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PaPILIO NEODAMAS.

17.

Papilio neodamas, Lucas, Rev. Zool. 1852, p. 193,

Of

G,

this species little is

locality as

"Les

known.

Lucas, when

Antilles;" and this

is

the

t.

10.

describing

time

first

it,

f.

5.

gave

its

residence

its

has been traced to any particular island.
Its nearest ally is P. polydomas, from which it differs in having the
greenish-yellow transverse band straighter and running further from
beneath, the wings are blacker, the submarginal
the outer margin
band of red spots more conspicuous, and the yellow cilia restricted
to the indentations of the outer margin.
;

ThYMELE PROTEUS.

18.

Papilio proteus, Linn. Syst. Nat.

Many

ThYMELE SANTIAGO

19.

Eudamus
p.

i.

p. 794.

specimens of this very widely distributed species.

Santiago,

?

Lefebvre,

in

La

Sagra's

Hist.

Cuba,

vii.

267.

Mr. Angas's

which resemble
There are,
perhaps be found to

collection contains several specimens

Cuban examples which we

attribute

to

this

species.

however, several points of difference which will
The
be specific when the group is systematically investigated.
secondaries have a more rounded outer margin and a shorter tail
beneath, tliese wings are much darker, and there is no paler patch on
The vitreous spots of the
the outer margin near the apical angle.
entirely wanting.
very
in
some
specimens
primaries are
small, and
;

20.

Proteides ANGASi,

sp. n.

(Plate

XXV.

fig.

2.)

Alls fuscis, ad basin fulvis, anticisvalde productis, maculis quatuor
hyulinis in linea transversa a costa angulum analem versus
transeuntibus, aliis duobus minutis apici projnoribus ; subtus
anticis fere ut supra sed fu.lvo ad basin absente, posticis obscure
fuscis, litura irreyxduri medium alarum occupante rubro-fusca,

marginem externum versus jnmctis nigrescentibus notatis.
Mr. Angas brought home several specimens of this Skipper, which
appears in Dominica to represent P. idas of Cramer.
This latter
insect has a wide range upon the American continent, and extends
to the island of Haiti.

P. angasi

differs,

however, from

it

in

having

the fulvous colour at the base of the wings more restricted, in wanting the white cilia of the outer margin of the secondaries, and the
grey mottling of the undersurface is entirely absent, though a faint
indication of the pattern on the secondaries exists. The white bauds,
so conspicuous on the body of P. idas, are obsolete.
Lefebvre, in La Sagra's Historia de Cuba (vii. p. 271), under the
name of Gonilola mercurius, alludes to certain specimens, which he
'

briefly describes.

now

characterize.

These would appear

'

to be very like the species

we
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Telegonus ANAPHUS.

21.

Papilio ana])hus, Cram. Pap. Ex.

A
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single example,

which we

t.

78.

1

f.

F.

refer to this species, is included iu

Mr. Angas's

collection.
It is, however, rather different from
our continental specimens of this insect. The pale fulvous band of
the secondaries beneath is restricted to a narrow and ill-defiued submarginal band, beyond which again the wing assumes a darker
colour.
We have in our collection a single specimen from the island
of Haiti which agrees with this Dominican insect but as we find the
fulvous band in our series from the mainland differing considerably
in certain individuals, we await further material before we are in;

clined to consider the
22.

Dominican

insect

worthy of

Hesperia? amyntas.

Hesperia amyntas, Fabr. Syst. Ent. p. 533.
Polygonus lividus, Hiibn. Samml. ex. Schm.
This

specific distinction.

is

a very

common

ii. t.

144.

insect in tropical America.

23. Pyrgxjs syrichtus.

Hesperia syrichtus, Fabr. Syst. Ent. p. 534.
Pyrgus syrichtus, Strecker, Cat. Am. Macrol.

A

common

24.

Pamphila ethlius.

Papilio ethlius, Cram. Pap. Ex.

A

single specimen of this

25.

p. 176.

species in Dominica, as elsewhere.

A, B.
common South-American
t.

392.

f.

species.

Pamphila ocola.

Hesperia ocola, Edw. Proc. Ent. Soc. Phil.
Agrees with North- American examples of

Mr. Strecker.

The

figure given of

it

ii.

p. 20,

t.

1

1. f.

4.

this species sent us

in the

'

by

Proceedings of the

Entomological Society of Philadelphia ' is scarcely recognizable.
According to our views, the species ranges from North America
through Mexico, Central and South America, to South Brazil and
though we have not as yet found an older name for it, so common a
species can hardly fail to have one.
Mr. Angas's specimens are perhaps a little darker beneath than
usual, but the difference is not material.
;

26.

Pamphila phyl^us.

Papilio phylcEus, Drury, 111. Nat. Hist. i. t. 13. f. 4, 5.
Pamphila phylcBus, Strecker, Cat. Am. Macrol. p. 164 Lefebvre, in
La Sagra's Hist. Cuba, vii. p. 277.
Phemidias augias, Hiibn. Zutr. zweit. Hund. p. 1 0, f. 227, 228.
Pamphila bucephalus, Steph. 111. Brit. Ent., Haust. i. p. 102, t. 10.
;

f.

1,2.

Pamphila

hala, Butl. Trans. Ent. Soc. 18/0, p. 504.

This species was originally described by Drury from specimens
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obtained in the islands of "Antigua, St. Christopher, and Nevis,
It has since been traced from Maryland southwards to the
&c."
Gulf of Mexico and to the Pacific Ocean, throughout the WestIndian islands and Central America, and in South America to the
Argentine Republic.
Stephens's P. bucephalus was based upon specimens said to have
been captured near Barnstaple, in Devonshire, but which were susThe figure represents a
pected to have come from North America.
male, and not a female as stated by Mr. Strecker.
P. hala was based by Mr. Butler upon a single female specimen,
now in our possession, from Venezuela. This differs in no way from
the ordinary type of the female of this exceedingly common species.
Mr. Butler is silent as to the sex of his type, nor does he say a word
as to the alliances of the insect he describes
!

27.

Pamphila ravola,

(Plate

sp. n.

XXV.

figs. 3, 4.)

Alls Icete saturate ochraceis, anticis margine externa, plaga magna
ad unguium apicalem venam medianam attingente et stria super
ramos radiates nigris; plaga tumida cellulari ad ramum medianum
primum et extra earn penicillo nigra notatis : posticis margine

margine externa angustissime
suhtus fere amjiina saturate
ochraceis fere unicolaribus anticis ad marginem externum fuscescentibus et maculis duabus, una ad cellulce basin, altera ad ungucostali et

nigra,

ad unguium analem
disca

ciliis

nigris,

concoloribus

:

,

ium analem fusco-nigris.

2

amnino fuseemacula subapicali et fascia
mediana margini externa subparallela achraceis ; pasticis fusco
latiare marginalis ; subtus sicut in mare sed alis paula obscuri.

Anticis, absque plaga

sceniioribus

;

tumida

et penicillo nigra,

costce dimidia basali,

corpore fusco, ochraceo tincta
:
antennis ochraceo terminatis.

oribus

;

palpis sardide albidis,

Hub. Dominica {Angus).
Obs. P. vitellio (Hiibn.) (Samml. ex. Schm. ii. t. 153) quoad
affiuis sed plaga magna ad angulum anticarum analem

colores

diveisus.

We

have been unable to find any species at

either in our

own

Mr. Angas's

all

collection or in that of the British

collection contains a

good

series of

sexes.

DESCEIPTION OP PLATE XXV.
Fig.

Anaa dominicana,Y>- 316.
Froteides angasi, p. 318.
3. Pamphila ravola, $ p. 320.
4.
? p. 320.
6. Syntomedia angasi, p. 321.
(i. Eucereon imriei, p. 322.
1.

2.

,

,

,

resembling this

Museum.

specimens of both
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a Collection of Heterocera from Dominica.

By Herbert Druce,
[Eeceived

May

(Plate

6,

F.L.S., F.Z.S.
1884.]

XXV.)

The Heterocera enumerated in the present list were collected in
Dominica by Mr. Georg;e French Angas, \vho has kindly allowed me
to select any specimens that I require for my collection.
I find that
the Moths from Dominica are mostly the same as those from Jamaica
and Saint Domingo some I am unable to determine with certainty,
and I therefore think it better not to describe them as new species
without seeing more specimens.
I hope that Mr. Angas will
endeavour to obtain further collections from this island, as I feel
sure that many more species still remain to be discovered.
The
collection contained examples of about one hundred and four species,
two of which I have described as new.
;

Heterocera.
1.

Aellopus tantalus,

2.

Enyo

3.

Ch^rocampa

4.

Philampelus LiNNEi, Grotc and Robinson,

Linnaeus,

Mus. Lud.

Ulr. p. 361.

ltjgubris, Linnaeus, Mantissa, p. 537 (1771).

tersa, Linnaeus, Mantissa,

Phil. V. pp. 157, 179, 182,

t.

3.

f.

5.

Philampelus labruscjE,

6.

Pachylia

7.

Ambulyx

8.

Anceryx alope,

9.

DiLOPHONOTA ELLO,

538 (1771).
Proc. Ent. Soc,

3.

Linnaeus,

ricus, Linnaeus,

p.

Mus. Lud.

Mus. Lud.

Ulr. p. 352.

Ulr. p. 353.

strigilis, Linnaeus, Mant. p. 538.

Drury,

i.

p. 58,

t.

27.

fig. 1.

Linuseus, Mus. Lud. Ulr. p. 351.

10. DiLOPHONOTA MERiAN^,
pp. 75 & 168, t. 2. fig. 2.
11.

Protoparce

12.

Protoparce cingulata,

13.

Syntomedia angasi,

Grroto, Proc.

Ent. Soc. Phil.

v.

rtjstica, Fabricius, Syst. Ent. p. 540.
Fabricius, Syst. Ent. p. 545.

sp. n.

(Plate

XXV.

fig. 5.)

Primaries black, glossed with dark blue, crossed by three irregular
the first
whitish hyaline bands broken into spots by the nerves
nearest the base, a central spot, the second about the middle, two
Secondaries bluishspots, and the third near the apex, four spots.
black, with the base and a wide central band whitish hyaline.
Head,
thorax, and abdomen black, shot with blue in some lights ; a wide
white band at the base of the thorax. Antennae and legs black. The

—
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The female does not differ from the
underside the same as above.
male except being slightly larger in size.
Expanse, c? 1| inch.
This species is allied to 8. sauleyi. Three specimens of this
insect were obtained by Mr. Angas, two males and one female.
14.

CosMOSOMA AUGE,

15.

EucEREON

iMRiEi,

Linnseus, Syst. Nat.
(Plate

sp. n.

i.

XXV.

p. 807.

6.)

fig.

Primaries dark brownish black, with a wide broken white spot near
the apex extending from the costal margin to near the anal angle.
Secondaries semitransparent, white, with the margins broadly bordered
with brown. Head, thorax, and base of abdomen brown, the thorax
Abdomen bright red, the anus
slightly speckled with reddish scales.

and a row of spots on each side black. Antennae, palpi, and legs
banded with white.
Expanse If inch.
By the desire of Mr. Angas I have named this species after the

black, the tarsus

late

Dr. Imrie.

16.

Ph(egoptera CORNEA?,

Her.-SchafF. Exot. Schmett.

14.

t.

f.62.

A

single

example

in

bad condition of what

I believe to be this

species.

Phcegoptera,

17.

The specimen
it

Ecpantheria eridane,

make

unable to

Hiibner, Samml.

exot.

Schmett.

191.
19.

CoMPOSiA suBCYANEA, Walk.

Deiopeia urnatrix, Linn.
This species is very common.

Cat.

i.

p. 230.

20.

Syst. Nat.

21.

Melanchroiacephise, Cramer, Pap.

22.

Leucania antica, Walker,

23.

EuTHisANOTiA TiMAis, Cram. Pap. Exot.

24.

BoLCULA cupentina, Cram. Pap. Exot.

A

single

also with

li.

am

in such poor condition that I

out.
18.

t.

is

sp. ?

example of

ii.

839.

p.

Exot.

iv.

iii. t.

iii. t.

252.

me

f.

fig.

fig.

Cramer's
from Guatemala and Panama.

Xylophasia denterna, Guen.

26.

Prodenia commelinjE, Abbot & Smith, Lep.

95.

275.

this species agreeing well with

specimens before

381.

E.

Cat. ix. p. 100.

25.

t.

t.

Noct.

i.

B.

E.
figure,

p. 140.

Ins. Georgia,
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27. Agrostis, sp.

The

condition of this specimen

to identify

t.

is

so

bad that

quite impossible

it is

it.

Hiibner, Noct.

28.

Heliothis armigera,

29.

Chloridea rhexi^, Abbot &

79.

t.

370.

fig.

Smith, Lap. Ins. Georgia,

li.

100.
30.

Celcena inclinata, Walk.

Cat. xi. p. 732.

31.

Celcena semifurca, Walk.

Cat. xi. p. 732.

32. Cel(ena, sp.

This insect
33.

Two

very close to G. tepens.

is

MiCRA,

sp.

specimens in very bad condition.
p. 277.

34.

Palindia juncida, Guen. Noct.

35.

Plusiodonta,

36.

GoNODONTA NUTRix,

37.

GoNODONTA TERETiMACULA,

Gucn. Noct.

38.

Homoptera lunata,

111.

39.

Homoptera exhausta, Guen.

40.

Homoptera TERROSA,

41.

Homoptera

fuliginosa, Walker, Cat.

42.

Homoptera,

sp.

A

ii.

sp.

Cramer, Pap. Exot.

Drury,

iv. t.

ii.

Exot. Ins.

Noct.

Guen. Noct.

312.

p.

i. t.

B.

fig.

367.
20.

fig.

3.

p. 14.

iii.

p. 11.

iii.

xiii.

p. 1059.

small species not in good condition.

43.
444.

BoLiNA fasciolaris,

Hiibn. Samml. exot. Schmetf.

BisTRiGA, Walker, Cat.

44.

BoLiNA

45.

Ophideres apta, Walker,

4t).

Erebus odora,

47.

Bendis poaphiloides,

Cat.

Linuseus, Syst. Nat.
Guei'. Noct.

443,

1155.

xiii. p.

xiii.

f.

p. 12J1.
i.

p. 811.

iii.

p. 215.

Zethes umbrata. Walk. Cat. xxxiii. p. 1024.
Ephyrodes postica, Walk. Cat. xxxiii. p. 1071.

Walker has described
in

this species twice.

I have

the British iMuseum, and find that they

all

examined the types
tiie same

belong to

insect.

48.

Ophiusa narrans, Walk.

Cat. xv. p. 1828.
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49. Phxjrys garnoti, Guen^e, Noct.
50.

Phurys helvina,

51.

Phurys immunis, Guenee,

52.

Phurys

53.

Remigia disseverans, Walk.

Guene'e, Noct.

Noct.

iii.

p.

306.

iii.

p.

307.

iii.

p.

305.

6,

optabilis. Walk. Cat. xiv. p. 1485.
Cat. xiv. p. 1495.

Memiffia persubtilis,W^\k. Cat. xiv. p. 1497.
Remigia remanens, Walk. Cat. xiv. p. 1498.

Walker has described

this variable species three times.

54.

Thermesia gemmatalis, Guen.

Noct.

55.

AzETA mirzah, Guen.

p.

Noct.

iii.

iii.

p.

355.

360.

Thermesia fusilinea. Walk. Cat. xv. p. 1564.
Thyridospila svffusa,
Chahora undulifera,

1.

c.

xxxv. p. 1971.
p. 1114.

c. xxxiii.

1.

A common and very variable species. Walker has described it
under three different names and placed it in three different genera.
I have a larger series of specimens before me, and I do not see any
characters whereby to separate them.
Tetratocera ericata. Cram. Pap. Exot.

56.

287.

iii. t.

f.

D, $

Urapteryx

57.

iv. t.

370. f.E,

<S

.

politia, Cram. Pap. Exot.

ii.

t.

139.

f.

E.

58. Epione, sp.
59. loDis

indeclararia, Walk.

Cat. xxii. p. 541.

60. loDis, sp.

A

single specimen in very poor condition.

Byssodes argentata, Drury,

61.

111.

AciDALiA DEFixARiA, Walker,

62.
63.

Exot. Ins.

ii.

t.

14.

Cat. xxii. p. 731.

AciDALiA PERDiLARiA, Walker,

Cat. xxxv. p, 1626.

64. Erosia, sp.

A small white

species

;

the specimens are

65.

Macaria enotata, Guen.

66.

Macaria ^equiferaria, Walker,

A

single

67.

specimen of

this insect

69. Cidaria, sp.

very

worn example.

ii.

p. 69.

Cat. xxiii. p. 886.

was taken by Mr. Angas.

Macaria acidaliata. Walker,

68. Cidaria, sp.

A

Phal.

much worn.

Cat. xxiii. p. 893.

f.

2,

>
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Rhodaria phcenicealis,

70.
f.
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Hiibner, Samml. exot. Schmett.

i.

115, 116.

Rhodaria,

71.

Two

sp.

or three specimens in poor condition.

72.

Syngamia florellalis. Cram. Pap. Exot.

73.

Samea ecclesialis,

74.

Samea,

75.

Hymenia

76.

Ereta tipulalis. Walker,

77.

Cataclysta principalis. Walker,

A single
78.

Gue'u.

l.

L.

f.

p. 194.

c.

fascialis,

Stoll,

Cram. Pap. Exot.

36.

v. t.

f.

1

3.

Cat. xvii. p. 426.

example of this very pretty

little

Zebronia semizebralis, Walker,

Glyphodes

80.

Phakellura immaculalis,

single

348.

sp.

79.

A

iv. t.

Cat. xxxiv. p. 1333.
species.

Cat. xxxiv. p. 1345.

sibillalis, Walker, Cat.

506.

xvii. p.

Gue'n. Delt. etPyral. p. 297.

example was obtained.

81.

Phakellura marginalis. Cram.

82.

Margaronia

83.

AsTURA ELEVALis,

84.

BoTYs cEDiPODALis, Guen.

85.

BoTYS TOGATis, Lcdr.

86.

BoTYS campalis, Guen.

Pap. Exot.

jairusalis. Walker, Cat.

iv. t.

xviii. p.

3/1.

f-

D.

524.

Gruen. Delt. et Pjral. p. 319.
I. c.

p. 336-

Delt. et Pyral. p. 344.

87. BoTYS, sp.
88.
t. ii. f.

89.

BoTYS iNCALis,

Snellen,

Tijdschrift v. Ent. 1874,

13.

BoTYS EURYTALis, Walker,

Cat.

xviii. p.

574.

90. BoTYs, sp.

A common
91.

dark-coloured species.

BoTYS AGAVEALis, Walker,

Cat. xvii. p. 576.

92. BoTYS, sp.

The

collection only contained one specimen of this species.

p. 202,

—
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Snellen, Tijdschriftv. Ent. 1874, p. 199,

9.

94.

Crambus, sp.

95.

Cydosia nobililella. Walker.

but the
The collection contains about eight other species
specimens are in such poor condition that I cannot with any certainty
;

make them

out.

May
Sir

20, 1884.

Joseph Fayrer, F.R.S., V.P., in the Chair.

W. T. Blanford exhibited a series of heads of Ovis poli, and
the following remarks
I am indebted to the Hon. Charles Ellis, who has recently
returned from Yarkand, for the opportunity of exhibiting by far
the finest collection of Ovis-poli heads that has, I believe, ever been
brought to Europe. The whole of the specimens were obtained near
Sarikol, in the south-eastern part of the Pamir tableland.
The
original locality whence Ovis poli was obtained is a few marches
further west.
The details given by Sir V. Brooke and Mr. B. Brooke in their
paper, P. Z. S. 1875, p. 509, " On the large Sheep of the Thian
Shan, and the other Asiatic Argali," appear to show that the only
known essential distinctions between Ovis poli, BIyth, and Ovis
translation of
Tcarelini, Severtzoff, are in the form of the horns.
the principal characters given by Severtzoff in his work on the fauna
of Turkestan ' is furnished and the other distinctive characters are
Mr.

made

:

A

;

the larger size of O. poli, and some slight differences in external
coloration, which are shown by the specimens examined by Messrs.
Brooke not to be constant.
According to Severtzoff the lachrymal

bone in the skull of O. poli is more developed than in O. harelini,
is said to be a difference in the proportional growth of
but it may fairly be questioned whether
different parts of the skull

and there

;

these

distinctions

are of specific value.

The

difference in size

is

6"
Ovis kareliniis said to be 5' 10" to 6' long and 3'
high at the shoulders O.poli 6' 7" long and 3' 10" high but a similar
difference is found in races of other wild Ungulates, e. g. Capra
(Bgagrus.
The most important distinction is, however, in the horns.
Those of O. poli are longer, and diverge much more on each side of
the head, so that the extreme distance between the tips, measured in a
straight line, is much greater compared to the actual length of the
horns round the curve, and to the other dimensions of the animal. In
four adult specimens of O. karelini of which the measurements are

more im[)ortant

:

;

;

' For
a complete translation see Ann.
pp. 171, 210, 212, 217, and 220.

& Mag. Nat,

Hist. 1876, ser. 4, vol. xviii.
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given in the paper I have quoted, the length of a horn round the
curve varies from 42| inches to
48J, the mean being 45, and the
distance from tip to tip of horns in a straight Hne 31 to 36, mean
33 whilst in six adult specimens of O. poli the length of horn is from
49 to 63, mean 55-25, and the distance between the tips 43| to 55,
mean 48-25 or the mean ratio in 0. Icarelini is 100 73, and in 0. noli
;

;

100

:

87

:

'.

The foUovring are the measurements of the eleven specimens now
exhibited.
Where there is any difference in the length of the two
horns, that of the longer horn is given, it being assumed that the
deficiency in the other is due to wear.
The horns are measured
from the base in front over the outside curve of the frontal surface
to the tip ; the distance from tip to tip is of course measured
in a
straight line.

From

tip to

Length of horns
round curve.

No.

1

2

(fig.

1)

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

58
58

57i
62
63i
6l|

m

61
(fig.

2)

10
11 (fig. 3)

55
60^
63^

In the last specimen one horn is slightly imperfect at the end,
and an allowance is made for the deficiency in estimating the length
from tip to tip.
Figs. 1 and 3 (p. 328) represent the extreme types.
Fig. 2 is taken
from an intermediate head with singularly stout horns, each of
them measuring 17 inches in circumference at the base, whilst the
much longer horns of figs. 1 and 3 have the circumference respectively
of only 15^ and 16 inches.
It is unnecessary to point out that these heads completely bridge
the interval between the two forms O. poli and O. karelini so far as
the curve of the horns is concerned.
The other distinctive characters to which importance was attached
by Severtzoff are the following, so far as I can make out the

from the translation of his work.
In O. poli the horns are pressed in from the sides, especially the
orbital surface ^ In 0. karelini the orbital surface is flat, the frontal
distinctions
1.

The extremes

are, in 0. karelini 100 67 and 100 79, in 0. poli 100: 79 and
101 but none of the specimens of O. Icarelini had horns esceedino- 484
inches in length, and it appears to be evident that, as a rule, the
greatest" proportional divergence is sliown by younger animals.
^ For meaning of these terms, see P.
Z. S. 1876, p. 511.
^

100

:

;

:

:
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1,

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Heads of varietieB of Ovis

Poli.

[May
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all
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the edges are rounded

in the latter all with the exception of the fronto-nuchal.

The

;

details

given by Messrs. Brooke show that these distinctions are not constant;
in both forms surfaces and edges grow more rounded in older
individuals.
Precisely the same conclusions may be drawn from the
series

now

exhibited.

In O. karelini the axis of the terminal portion of the horn is
parallel with the axis of the basal portion.
In 0. poll the axis of
the terminal portion diverges more from the skull than that of the
basal portion.
This difference depends entirely on the degree of
divergence, which is shown to vary and to pass by insensible
gradations from one form to the other.
3. In O. karelini the horns are said to form a spiral that would
fit on a cone with the base towards the skull
in 0. poll the base of
a cone on which the horns would fit is away from the skull.
I
doubt if this character is of any importance; it is not noticed by Sir
V. Brooke. If there be any distinction, it, like the last, probably
depends on the degree of divergence of the horns.
4. In O. poll the horn is more than four times the length of the
skull, in O. karelini only three times as long.
But in some of the
specimens of the latter, measured by Messrs. Brooke, each horn was
more than 3| times the length of the skull and in the heads now
exhibited, horns (e. g. no. 1 1 ) having the curve of O. karelini are 63
inches in length, or more than four times as long as any skull
measured.
The only conclusion to which I can come is, that there is no
constant difference of specific value between Ovis karelini and
O. poll.
2.

;

;

Mr. R. Bowdler Sharpe exhibited and made remarks on a second
specimen of the new European Nuthatch (Sitia whiteheadi) from
Corsica, described at the Meeting on April 1st. {y. s. p. 233.) This
specimen (a male) had been likewise obtained by Mr. Whitehead.

Dr. J. G. Garson exhibited and remarked upon a specimen of
Lithodes maia, the northern Stone-Crab.

The

following papers were read

:

— \—
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Prelimiaary Notice of the Isopoda collected during the
Voyage of H.M.S. ^ Challenger '.—Part I. Serolis. By

1.

Frank E. BeddarDj M.A.,

F.R.S.E., F.Z.S.^ Prosector

to the Society
[EeceiTed

May

20, 1884.]

The specimens of Serolis dredged during the voyage of the
Challenger are referable to sixteen species, of which seven have
been more or less fully described by previous writers.
Six of these
Serolis cornuta, Studer
species are as follows
Serolis latifrons.
White; Serolis septemcarinata, Miers {=Serolis ovalis, Studer);
Serolis par adoxa, Fabr. sp. (
Serolis Orbigniana, M.-E.); Serolis
schythei, Ltk.
Serolis tuberculata, Grube.
There is besides a single
specimen which is closely similar to the type specimens of Serolis
convexa, Cunningham, preserved in the British Museum, but shows
certain slight differences in which it more closely resembles Serolis
plana, Dana; I am inclined to think that these two species are
'

'

:

;

=

;

The

identical.

chief character which

Serolis convexa from Serolis plana,

Grube uses

and

to differentiate

also Serolis gaudichaudii,

the presence in the former of a tuft of hairs upon the fourth joint
of the second thoracic appendages.
Having examined both *S'ero/2s
convexa and Serolis gaudichaudii, I am able to state tliat it is the
is

males only and of both these species which are thus characterized".
Serolis gaudichaudii is, however, quite a distinct species, and cannot
be confounded with Serolis convexa.
Besides these seven species six
other species of the gen\x& Serolis are known, viz.
S. serrei, Lucas
S. gaudichaudii, M.-E.; S. carinata, Lockington; S. plana, Dana;
S. trilobitoides, Eights; and S. acutangula, Grube.
O'l these Serolis
acutangida is probably identical with some other form, since Grube,
who originally described it, omits all mention of it in his subsequently
published monograph of the genus Serolis plana appears to me to
present no clearly defined differences by which it can be with certainty
separated from Serolis convexa
the figure given by Eights of Se)-olis
trilobitoides is so poor, and his description, which does not in all
respects tally with the figure, so incomplete that it is not easy to
:

;

;

;

distinguish this species from Serolis cornuta, St.
Further details
are required concerning Serolis setrei and Serolis carinata.

The

total

certainty

is

number of

species

of Serolis at present

known with

therefore eight.

The nine new
name as follows

species in the

'

Challenger

'

collection I propose to

:

Serolis bromleyana

(Suhm).

Serolis elongata.

Serolis necera.

Serolis pallida.

Serolis gracilis.

Serolis longicaudata.

Serolis antarctica.

Serolis jninuta.

Serolis australiensis.
Published by permission of the Loi'ds Commissioners of the Treasury.
Since the above was written I find that Studer (Abliandl. d. Kon. Preuss.
Akud. Wiss. BerKu, 1883) has come to a similar conclusion.
*
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the remaining

species were dredged in shallow water off the coasts of Southern

and Eastern Australia.
1.

Serolis bromleyana (Suhm).

This species has already been briefly characterized by the late Dr.
Willemoes Suhm from two specimens obtained near the Antarctic
ice-barrier.
These two specimens are the largest contained in the
'Challenger' collection; the male measures 54 millim. in length and
56 millim. in greatest breadth the length from the anterior end of
the rostrum to the termination of the 6th epimeron is 78 millim.
The female is somewhat smaller than the male, and measures 45
millim. in length, 39 millim. in breadth, and 62 millim. from the
rostrum to the end of the 6th epimeron. This species is one of the
largest of the Isopoda.
Like many of the other deep-sea species it
has extremely long spine-like epimera, which are longer and project
further outwards from the body in the males than in the females.
The cephalic shield stands out in relief from the surface of the
first thoracic segment, from which it is separated by a suture lying
in a deep depression
its anterior margin is prolonged into a short
rostrum the lateral portions of the cephalic shield extend for some
way anterior to the rostrum, and are cut off from the rest by a ridge
which passes almost in a straight line from the rostrum to the sides
V.

;

;

;

of the cephalic shield
the surface is raised into three rounded
prominences, two on the inner side of the eyes and a median T;

shaped prominence between them. The eyes are inconspicuous,
owing to their pale greyish colour and absence of corneal facets.
The epimera of the first thoracic segment are divided into three
portions by a Y-shaped ridge
the other epimera gradually increase
in length up to the sixth, which is the longest
both the epimera of
the abdominal segments are extremely long and reach beyond the
limit of the caudal shield in the male
in the female the last epimera
barely reach the end of the caudal shield.
The caudal shield is oval in form and longitudinally carinate, the
posterior end is slightly excavated at about the middle of the caudal
shield near the lateral margin is a notch on either side
the terminal
appendages of the body are attached about halfway down the
;

;

;

;

;

The colour (in spirit) is a dark slate-blue.
Station 156, 1975 fathoms; Station 1G4a, 410 fathoms; Station
168, 1100 fathoms; Station 169, 700 fathoms.

caudal shield.

2.

Serolis ne^ra,

n. sp.

This species almost rivals Serolis bromleyana in size the largest
male specimen measures 43 millim. in length and 47 millim. in
greatest breadth, the length of the sixth (longest) epimeron being
38 miUim. ; the female is smaller than the male, the largest specimen
measuring 40 millim. in length, 40 milhm. in greatest breadth, the
sixth epimeron measures 31 millim.
The males of Serolis necera differ from the females therefore by
their greater size, and also by the greater length of the epimera.
;

;
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which project from the body almost at right angles with its long axis,
their direction approximates more nearly to
that of the sixth pair of epimera, which pass backwards almost
parallel to the long axis of the body. In this respect Serolis necera
wliile iu the females

resembles Serolis hromleyana.
The cephalic shield has its anterior margin produced into a short
rostrum, and at some little distance from the anterior edge there is a
ridge passing across from side to side exactly as in Serolis hromleyana ;
the lateral parts of the cephalic shield are not, however, so markedly
prolonged as in the latter species in other respects the cephalic
The eyes are large
shield differs greatly from Serolis hromleyaria.
and uniform, and distinctly faceted between their anterior extremities are two pairs of flattened spine-like projections directed backwards,
the outer one on each side being broader and slightly bifid at the
tip.
The hinder margin of the cephalic shield is indented, and forms
three projections, the two outer ones being somewhat triangular ia
shape and tuberculated on the free margin, and the inner median one
transversely elongate and much like the labium in shape, with a slightly
convex outer margin. The epimera are long and spine-like, as in
Serolis hromleyana.
The epimera of the first thoracic segment are
divided into two by a ridge which passes outwards and slightly
upwards the other epimera gradually increase in length up to the
sixth, which is by far the longest; the epimera of the second
abdominal segment extend considerably beyond the termination of
the caudal shield ; while those of the third segment only reach as far
as the commencement of the lateral margin of the caudal shield
the outer margin of the former is slightly denticulate.
The thoracic segments are furnished with a bapkwardly directed
median spine, which is largest upon the first three segments and
almost disappears on the first two abdominal segments.
The caudal shield is very closely similar to that of Scrolls scJiytJiei;
;

;

;

upper end is a flat triangular spine, and between this
and the posterior margin of the shield another smaller spine on
either side of the latter, and connected with it by a ridge, are two
small spines, above which and rather to the outside is another short
spine on each side continuous with a long ridge passing upwards and
at the

;

inwards, until

it

nearly reaches the lateral termination of the large

anterior spine.

The second

pair of antennae are a trifle longer than the
Station 320, 600 fathoms ; Station 318, 2040 fathoms.

3.

Serolis gracilis,

first pair.

n. sp.

Three examples of this species were dredged off Pernambuco,
from a depth of 675 fathoms they are all males.
The largest specimen measures 11 millim. in length by 12 millim.
;

in breadth.

The cephalic shield is almost exactly like that of Serolis hromleyana, but the antero-lateral portions do not project so far forward ;
the eyes are small and inconspicuous, whitish in colour.
The epimera are well developed, but are more sickle-shaped and

1884.]
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two species ; the sixth
and project backwards beyond the

as in the last

pair, as usual, are the longest,

caudal shield for a space of about its own length ; the other epimera
increase in size from before backwards ; the anterior and posterior
processes by which eachepimeron "articulates" with the neighbouring
ones are further away from the proximal end of the epimeron, which
gives the epimera the appearance of being shorter than they really
are ; the fifth and sixth epimera (as well as the three in front) are

separated from the tergal portion of the segments by a distinct suture.
of the first segment shows traces of its original composition out of two epimera by the presence of a transverse ridge,
and another ridge, continuous with that upon the cephalic shield,
crosses its anterior half, bending backwards at the margin to join the
distal extremity of the first transverse ridge ; the epimeron of the
second free abdominal segment projects for a short distance beyond
the caudal shield ; the epimeron of the third abdominal segment
extends about halfway down the caudal shield.
The caudal shield is divided into two portions by a sinuate transverse ridge ; it is slightly keeled, and near the anterior margin is a
short flat spine in the middle line, on either side of which is an
obliquely placed ridge running towards the lateral margin of the
caudal shield.
The two pairs of antennae are about equal in length.
Station 120, 675 fathoms; off Pernambuco.

The epimeron

SeROLIS ANTARCTICA,

4.

n. Sp.

The three species just described agree with each other, and differ
markedly from all the shallow-water species of Serolis by the
enormous development of the epimera the present species, although
an inhabitant of the deep sea, has the general appearance of one of
the shallow-water forms.
The general form of the body is a broad
oval
the epimera are comparatively short, and do not project backwards as long spiniform processes. This species is at once recognizable
by the strongly marked sculpturing on the upper surface of the
carapace, which is different from that of any other Serolis, and by
the entire absence of eyes. In the place of the latter are two minute
tubercles about 1 millim. in extent, which show no traces whatever
of a faceted cornea, and no nervous structures could be detected
beneath the tubercle, the cavity of which is occupied simply by a
plug of connective tissue. The sculpturing on the dorsal surface,
which is more marked upon the epimera, consists of a number of
ridges arranged in a reticulate fashion.
The form of the body
differs in the two sexes
in the male the outline of the body is more
circular than in the female
the breadth of the body in the former
is proportionately greater than the length, owing chiefly to the
;

;

:

;

greater length of the epimera.
sixth epimera are the longest,

caudal shield in the male

;

As

in all other species of Serolis the

and extend just beyond the end of the

in the female the terminations of the sixth

pair of epimera are just on a level with the end of the caudal shield.
The ventral portion of the three free abdominal segments, which
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two sexes, are the same iu this species. The males
than the females, the largest male specimen iu the
Challenger collection measuring 34 millim. in length and 31 millini.
in breadth, while the length of the largest female specimen is only
32 millim. in length by 26 millim. in breadth.
In both sexes the body is roof-shaped, sloping gradually downwards
on either side from the median line, which is distinctly keeled ; the
posterior margin of each segment has a short tubercle iu the median
The cephalic shield has the same texture as the rest of the
line.
body, and hardly projects above the level of the first thoracic
segment. The latter is not divided into two portions by a transverse
suture
it is prolonged anteriorly into a short rostrum, and a ridge,
which extends on either side from the rostrum to the lateral margins

usually

dififer

in the

also are larger
'

'

;

of the shield, divides off the antero-lateral portions as in Serolis
bromleyana. The second, third and fourth epimera are separated by
a distinct suture from the rest of the segment.
The caudal shield is irregularly pentagonal in outline ; the posthere is a distinct median
terior extremity is slightly turned up
carina, which divides into two at the upper end ; on either side of
this is another Y-shaped ridge, inclined at a slight angle to the
;

longitudinal axis.

The second

pair of antennae are distinctly longer than the anterior

pair.

—

Station 122,
This species was dredged at the following stations
400 fathoms; Station 146, 1375 fathoms; and Station 147, 1600
:

fathoms.

The remaining five species form a well-marked group, confined to
the shores of Southern and Western Australia. They are to be distinguished by the characters of the fiith and sixth thoracic segments
from all the otlier species of Serolis ; the dorsal portion of the fifth
segment is extremely narrow, while the dorsal portion of the sixth
segment is either altogether absent or fused with the succeeding
Serolis minuta, which
first abdominal segment ; with one excepcioii
the epimera of the abdominal segments are
is a transitional form
undeveloped and the caudal shield terminates in a slightly bifid tip ;
the females
the first thoracic segment is not divided by a suture
also appear to be larger than the males ; the last-mentioned characters
however, although common to all the members of this particular
All these Australian
group, are also to be found in other species.
Sj)ecies are small, the largest not measuring more than 20 millim. in
length.
One species belonging to this group is already known, viz.,

—

;

Serolis tuberculata, Grube.

5.

Serolis australiensis,

Of

this species the 'Challenger' obtained three

n. sp.

examples, two males
both the males are the same size, measuring 1
millim. in length by 8 millim. in breadth
the female is rather larger,
measuring 13 milhm. in length and 11 millim. in breadth. In other

and one female

;

;

;
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respects the two sexes do not differ, except of course in the
the second thoracic and second abdominal appendages.

335
form of

The form of the body is regularly oval, and the epimera overlap
each other closely and do not project freely except the sixth pair,
which project some way beyond the two last pairs.
The dorsal surface of the body is entirely covered with small
rounded tubercles, and the posterior margin of each segment is
occupied by a series of rather larger tubercles in the middle of the
posterior margin of each segment, including the cephalic shield, is a
short backwardly directed spine. As in S. longicaudata, the sutures
separating the fifth thoracic from the sixth and the sixth from the
first abdominal are incomplete in the middle line.
The caudal shield is irregularly triangular in outline, it has a slight
carina.
About the middle a row of rather larger tubercles crosses
the carina at right angles one of these tubercles on each side, close to
the lateral margin of the caudal shield, is conspicuously large.
The middle portion of the scuta of the three free abdominal
segments is prolonged into a spine, that of the first abdominal
segment being by far the larger.
;

;

Both

pairs of antennae are of about the
Station 162, 38 fathoms.

6.

Serolis elongata,

same length.

n. sp.

This species in its general configuration is not unlike Serolis
and it is very possible that the examination of a large
series of specimens would prove that the two are identical.
In the
meantime, however, the single specimen contained in the Challenger'
collection is sufiiciently different to warrant its separation as a
australiensis,

'

distinct species.

The specimen, which has the characters of a female, measures 1
millim. in length by 6 millim. in breadth. The surface of the body
is not so much covered with tubercles as in Serolis australiensis ; the
posterior margin of the cephalic shield and the free segments of the
body, except the first, is prolonged into a stout hook-like spine, and
the thoracic segments have a line of short tubercles on either side of
the central spine.
The caudal shield

row of tubercles runs across it at
on each side being the largest
another row of tubercles traverses the lateral margin of the caudal
is keeled ; a
right angles, the outermost one

shield.

Station
7.

I

63a, 30 fathoms.

Serolis pallida,

The

'

Challenger

'

n. sp.

obtained two specimens of this species, one a

male and the other a female.

The

female

is

the larger, measuring 16 millim. in length and 13
while the male is only 9 millim. long and 7

millim. in breadth,

The body is oval, somewhat pear-shaped from the
millim. broad.
form of the caudal shield, which narrows rapidly towards the end.
All the segments of the body, except the first, fifth, and sixth, are
23*

;
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these spines
furnished with a median, backwardly projecting spine
the
are considerably larger in the female than they are in the male
The
tubercles.
rest of the body is perfectly smooth and free from
epimera are short and closely approximated, the points only of the
the suture separating the
fourth, fifth, and sixth projecting freely
fifth thoracic segment from the first abdominal is continuous from
one side of the body to the other; the dorsal portion of the sixth
segment is not represented as in the other Australian forms. The
cephalic shield is almost triangular in outHne from the great develop;

;

;

ment of the ocular prominences and the

posterior spine.
outline, the posterior end
The
markedly bifid ; it has a longitudinal keel, and on either side, just
below and to the inside of the notch which covers the articulation
The
of the last pair of appendages, is a minute flattened tubercle.

caudal shield

is

hexagonal in

abdominal segments have a median ventral spine, larger in the female.
The second pair of antennae are slightly longer than the first
pair; the fifth joint is remarkably large and swollen, and this feature
serves to identify the species.

The lower

surface of the labium

and maxillipedes

and basal portion of the mandibles

much

sculptured.
Station 163a, 35 fathoms; and Station 162,
is

Serolis longicaudata,

8.

38-40 fathoms.

n. sp.

The aspect of this species is peculiar and very unlike the typical
form of the genus. The anterior portion of the body is almost completely circular, and the caudal shield is extraordinarily long, about
half as long as the rest of the body ; the epimera are short and trunThe segments gradually increase in breadth
cate at their outer ends.
up to the fourth the fifth and sixth are considerably shorter. The
suture between the epimera and the tergal portion of segments two
and three is situated about halfway between the articulation of the
limb and the outer margin of the segment, and in the succeeding
;

segments comes to approximate more closely to the point at which
the limbs arise
hence the epimera themselves gradually increase in
length from the first to the sixth as in all other species, though the
circular form of the body makes it appear at first sight as if the third
pair were the longest.
The single specimen contained in the 'Challenger' collection is a
it measures 7 millira. in length and 5 millim. in greatest
female
breadth.
The surface of the body is quite smooth and free from
the sides of the thorax slope gradually downwards from
tubercles
the central portion, which is roof-shaped the cephalic shield is not
completely separated from the thoracic segment, the suture being
incomplete posteriorly for a short space on either side of the median
the fifth and sixth thoracic and the first abdominal segments
line
are fused in the middle line.
The caudal shield is pentagonal in shape and longitudinally carinate
the last pair of appendages are attached about halfway down the
side of the shield, and from this point a faint transverse ridge passes
across at right angles to the longitudinal keel
a curved ridge follows
;

;

;

;

;

;
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the lateral margin of the caudal shield on either side ; the median
portion of the three free abdominal segments projects freely as a
long spine.
Station 161, 38 fathoms.
9.

Serolis minuta,

n. sp.

The Challenger'

collection contains only a single example of this
a male, and measures 4 millim. in length by about 4
millim. in breadth, and is therefore the smallest known species.
The dorsal portion of the fifth and sixth thoracic segments is
*

species

;

it

is

proportionately wider than in the other Australian species, the
diameter of the fifth segment being in fact hardly less than that of
the fourth. The suture which separates the sixth from the succeeding
segment is continued very nearly across the body; only a very small
portion remains fused with and inseparable from the succeeding first

abdominal segment.
The epimera of the second and third abdominal segments are well
developed, and pass downwards along the caudal shield for about
one third of its length the first three epimera are closely approximated to each other, but the distal portions of the others project
freely ; the epimera of the two abdominal segments project further
downwards than the last pair of thoracic epimera the latter reach
about as far as the lateral notch on the caudal shield, where the
uropoda are attached. The first epimera show indications of division
into two parts.
The posterior margin of the cephalic shield is
furnished with three blunt tubercles, of which the middle one is the
largest
each of the succeeding segments is similarly produced into
a short tubercle at the median point of the posterior margin.
The dorsal surface of all the thoracic segments except the first
is prolonged on either side into a flat triangular process, which
slightly overlaps the succeeding segment ; these processes, which are
hollow and serve for the attachment of the muscles moving the limbs,
are situated on the tergal portion of the segment close to its junction
with the epimeral portion.
The caudal shield is almost triangular in shape and ends in a long
blunt spine
the upper surface slopes gently down on either side
from the central keel. The terminal pair of appendages are attached
close to the upper end of the caudal shield.
Station 161, 38 fathoms.
;

;

;

;

—

Geographical Distribution.
The genus Serolis has a limited and
it is almost entirely confined to the Antarctic
hemisphere. "With two exceptions Serolis carinata, recently described
by Lockington as occurring on the shores of California, and Serolis
paradoxa, which is said to have been obtained on the coast of Senegal
the shallow-water representatives of this genus are not found to range
further north than lat. 30° S. ; they inhabit the shores of all the continents and the principal groups of islands in this portion of the globe,
with the exception of the Cape of Good Hope, viz. Patagonia and the
Falkland Islands, the three Antarctic archipelagos (Marion Isles, the
peculiar distribution

;
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and some or

the adjacent islands, and the southern and eastern coasts of Australia.
The different species have a more or less restricted area of distribution.
Seven species {Serolis paradoxa, Serolis schytTiei, Serolis
gaudichnudii, Serolis plana, Serolis convexa, Serolis serrei, Serolis
trilohitoides) are found in Patagonia and the Falkland Islands.
Of
two of these Patagonian species, Serolis schythei and Serolis paradoxa, there are specimens in the British Museum labelled " New
Zealand," but I helieve that this locality is not authenticated beyond
Three species, Serolis cornuta, Serolis septerncarinata, and
a doubt.
Of these Serolis latifrons
Serolis latifrons, are found at Kerguelen.
has also been obtained at Possession Island, and at the Auckland
Islands south of New Zealand ; Serolis cornuta is a very close ally of

S. septemearinata is
Serolis trilohitoides, if not identical with it
common to all three groups Kerguelen, the Crozets, and Marion and

—

;

The six species that occur on the shores
Prince Edward's Islands.
of Australia are, as has already been pointed out, distinguished by
certain characters which unite them together and differentiate them
from the other species of the genus.
These facts agree with what is known about the distribution of
many other shallow-water animals. As a rule, there appears to be a
close resemblance between the faunas of New Zealand, Kerguelen,
and S. America, while the Australian species do not present such
resemblances to the New-Zealand species as might perhaps be
expected from the close proximity of the two regions.
The deep-sea species of Serolis have a wider range than the
shallow-water species, although none have as yet been obtained north
of the equator.
Serolis antarctica ranges from off Pernambuco to
the neighbourhood of the Crozets. Two other species, Serolis gracilis
.and Serolis necera, were obtained in deep water off the coast of S.
America, the former at Station 120 just below the equator, and the
latter at Stations 318 and 320 further south, off Buenos Ayres. Serolis
bromleyana was dredged at Station 156, close to the Antarctic icebarrier, and again considerably to the north off the coast of New
Zealand and between New Zealand and Australia. The comparatively wide distribution of Serolis bromleyana and 5. antarctica is
interesting, and agrees with what is known respecting the geographical distribution of other deep-sea animals.
The greatest depth which this genus is known to inhabit is 2040
fathoms a single specimen of Serolis necera was dredged from this
depth at Station 318. Serolis bromleyanaviR?, dredged in 1975 fathoms
at Station 186, and in 11 00, 700, and 410 fathoms in the neighbourhood of New Zealand: Serolis antarctica ranges from 400 to 1600
fathoms.
Serolis ffj-acilis was only dredged at one localitj^, and from
675 fathoms. Gerstaecker, in his account of the Isopoda in Bronn's
Thierreich,' points out that many species which have a wide distribution are found in deeper water as they pass southwards from the
equator to the pole, and instances (from v. Willemoes Suhni's
Preliminary Report on the Crustacea, etc., Proc. Roy. Soc, 1874)
Serolis bromleyana and another species which I have named Serolis
;

'
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Of both these species the specimens from the more
southern latitudes and deeper water are larger than those found to
the north and in comparatively shallow water
especially is this so
with Serolis bromleyana. Comparing the deep-sea species with those
from shallow water, it must be noticed that in two species from the
deep sea, Serolis bromleyana and Serolis neara, the genus attains
to its largest size ; these two species are indeed among the largest of
the whole group Isopoda.
Another deep-sea Isopod described by
Milne-Edwards, viz. Bathynomns giganteus, a genus allied to the
Cymathoadse, is also of colossal size and the 'Challenger' collection
contains a new deep-sea species which evidently belongs to the same
family, and is also extremely large.
All the deep-sea species of
Sei-olis, with the exception of Serolis antarctica, have the epimera,
especially those of the sixth pair, greatly elongated to an extent not
found in any of the species inhabiting shallow water.
The chief differences, however, which are noticeable between the
shallow-water and deep-sea representatives of the genus are to be
found in the eyes.
It is well known that many deep-sea animals are entirely deprived
of eyes, while in others (notably many fishes) the eyes are considerably enlarged though often pale in colour, owing to the partial absence
of pigment.
The presence of eyes in deep-sea animals, which would
almost seem to be useless to their possessor, has been accounted for
by the theory of " abyssal light," by which it is supposed that the
light emanating from phosphorescent Alcyonarians is sufficient to
enable these animals to see.
Exact researches into the structure of
eyes in the majority of deep-sea animals are wanting, and it is not
antarctica.

;

;

certain how far optical structures are present.
Up to the present
the only comparison of the minute structure of the eyes in shallowwater and deep-sea representatives of the same group is, so far as I
am aware, to be found in Dr. Hoek's Report on the 'Challenger'
Pycnogonida. It appears from his results that the eyes in the deepsea species are sometimes altogether absent, sometimes furnished
with well-developed retinal structures ; in some forms the eyes " have
a rounded spot marked by its brightness" ; but they
a distinct lens
are quite destitute of pigment, and instead of a retina the cavity of
the eyes is filled with a mass of connective tissue.
In Serolis the conditions are rather different; in none of the
species from the deep sea is there a retinula developed, at least
nothing at all similar to the retinula of the species from shallow
water, but the vitreous body is represented.
In Serolis necera the
cornea is distinctly faceted, and corresponding to each facet is an
oval body which appears to represent a vitreous body
instead of
being clear and transparent like the highly refractive vitreous bodies
of the shallow-water Serolis and other Isopoda, this structure in
Serolis necera is granular and rather opaque in appearance, the
upper half is encircled by a ring of pigment. The lower end of the
" vitreous body " is imbedded in a mass of cells, which are small and
closely pressed together, assuming in consequence a hexagonal contour; from the lower end of this mass of cells a stout nervous

—

;

:
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Two large
bundle clothed with pigment-cells passes backwards.
Semper are present, Ij'ing between the anterior end of the
vitreous body and the cornea.
In Serolis bromleyana the eye has much the same structure as in
SeroUs necera, but the cornea is not faceted and there is no pigment
whatever surrounding the vitreous bodies the eyes in this species
are therefore more rudimentary.
In Serolis gracilis one of the specimens has eyes exactly resembling those of Serolis bromleyana in another the whitish tissue
of the eye only occupies a comparatively small portion of the whole
the ocular
ocular protuberance; the third specimen is quite blind
protuberance is present but it is quite opaque and bluish-coloured,
In this species therefore the eye
like the surrounding integument.
appears to be just on the verge of disappearance.
The only remaining deep-sea form, Serolis antarctica, is entirely
two minute yellowish tubercles occupy the position
deprived of eyes
that the eyes ought to occupy, but there is no trace of any cornea,
the integument being precisely similar to that on the rest of the
body though perhaps a little thinner, and the interior of the tubercle
was filled simply with a plug of connective tissue.
In the species from shallow water the eyes are invariably well
developed, and show a general resemblance in structure to the eyes
of other Isopoda, but at the same time present certain peculiarities
the retinula is made up of only four cells, which is an unusually small
number, five or seven being most commonly met with each of these
cells is somewhat hatchet-shaped, and the anterior ends are closely
the lower portion of
applied together beneath the vitreous body
the retinal cell is elongated, and at about the middle is an oval
In Serolis paradoxa at
thickening where the nucleus is situated.
least each retinal cell secretes a highly refractive body (phaosphere)
which may be placed in front of, behind, or to one side of the nucleus.
nuclei of

;

;

—

;

;

;

cells secretes in addition

a delicate chitinous rod,
the four rhabdomeres are closely
united to form the rhabdom, which differs in structure in diff'erent
types. In S, schytliei, S. paradoxa, and S. latifrons the rhabdom is a
comparatively small conical body terminating below in a fine thread,

Each of the retinal
the rhabdomere or

sehstiibchen

;

prolonged backwards nearly as far as the pigmented membrane which bounds the posterior surface of the eye. In Serolis
cornuta the rhabdom is more complicated, and has much the appearance of one of the Malpighian tufts of the kidney, from the arrangement of the chitinous rods which compose it into an irregular
the interstices between the rods
coil massed round a central piece
of which it is composed are filled with pigment, and the central piece
is prolonged into a fine thread.
So far the eye of Serolis only differs in detail from that of other
Isopoda, but there is another structure present, which does not appear
to have been described in any other Arthropod, and certainly does not
exist in any that I have examined myself. Between the retinal cells,

which

is

;

close to their upper extremity, are two large hyaline bodies
nearly as large as the vitreous body, and presenting much the same

and
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appearance, only that they are nearly colourless ; at the lower end
is an irregularly shaped nucleus.
The lower end of the
rhabdora projects into their substance ; the large size and transparency of these cells seems to indicate that they serve as dioptric
media.

of each

On

2.

MoUusca procured during

the

the

'Porcupine' Expeditions, 1868-70.
J.

GwYN

'

Lightning

'

(Part VIII.')

and

By

Jeffreys, LL.D., F.R.S., F.Z.S.
AprU

[Received

(Plates

30, 1884.]

XXVI.-XXVIII.)

GASTROPODA

{continued).

Family XVI. Aclid^.

Apex having

a dextrorsal and involute spire.

CiONiscTJS^ Jeffreys.

Shell

cylindrical, striated or fluted lengthwise,

reticulated

spire elongated

:

;

and sometimes
apex blunt and twisted mouth oval,
:

contracted.
Differs from Aclis in the sculpture, apex, and shape of the mouth.
In 'British Conchology ' (vol. iv. p. 102) I proposed the generic
name Graphis for the only species which was then known, viz. Turho

unicus of Montagu, which may be considered the type of the present
genus; but I afterwards (vol. v. p. 210) substituted Cioniscus for
Graphis, finding that the latter name had been long previously used
by botanists for a genus of Lichens. Out of the four species now
known, one of them (C. unicus) inhabits the littoral and laminarian
zones, all the other species being deep-water or abyssal.
.yl.

Cioniscus gracilis ^

Shell

Jeffreys.

(Plate

XXVI.

fig. 1.)

of nearly equal breadth throughout, thick, semitransparent,

and glossy sculpture, numerous sharp and flexuous longitudinal
ribs, which extend to the base
there are about 25 on the last whorl
:

;

each whorl

angulated or shouldered at the top
the first whorl
and a half, which form the apex, are marked by two slight spiral strite,
but are otherwise smooth and polished
colour whitish, with a faint
tinge of yellowish- brown
s/3«Ve very gradually tapering to a blunt
and apparently truncated point apex somewhat inflected whorls
suture deep
5g, convex, but rather compressed
mouth somewhat
is

;

:

:

;

:

:

:

For Part I. see P. Z. S. 1878, p. 393 for Part II. see P. Z. S. 1879, p 553
Part III. see P. Z. S. 1881, p. 693 for Part IV. see P. Z. S. 1881, p Q->2
for Part V. see P. Z. S. 1882, p. G56; for Part VI. see P.Z.S. 1883, p. 87- and
for Part Vll. see P. Z. S. 1884, p. 111.
2 Eesembling a little pillar
from Ktixtv, columna, and ictkw, assimulo.
1

;

for

;

^

•

'

;

Slender.
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peristome continuous or complete : outer lip
by a rib, contracted above : inner lip
which is oblique ; there is no umbilicus.

flexuous, usually strengthened

attached to the pillar,
L. O-I. B. 0-025.

'Porcupine' Exp. 1870: Atl. St. 17a, 26-30,33; Med. 55.
Bay of Biscay ('Travailleur' Exp.), Tunisian coast
{Nares and Dautzenberg), S. Vito (Monterosato), off the west coast
108-1622 fms.
of Africa and the Azores ('Talisman Exp.)
Fossil. Pliocene
Messina {Seguenza).
Distribution.

'

;

:

1^

2.

CiONiscus STRiATUS^

(Plate

Jeffreys.

XXVI.

fig.

2.)

Shell forming an

elongated column, thin, semitransparent, and
glossy
sculpture, close-set, thread-like, and flexuous longitudinal
ribs, about twice as many as in the last species
they do not extend to
the base of the shell ; one at least of these ribs is varicose or larger
and thicker than the rest there are slight indications of spiral striae
under the microscope ; the two apical whorls are quite smooth or
polished
colour whitish
spire elegantly and gradually tapering to
a blunt and bulbous point
whorls 8, convex and rounded suture
deep and well defined mouth roundish-oval lips disunited outer
lip contracted at the upper corner : inner Up adhering to the pillar
and resembling a thin glaze umbilicus none, but the base is somewhat depressed. L. 0-15. B. 0-05.
'Porcupine' Exp. 1870: Atl. St. 16.
Four more or less perfect
specimens.
Distribution. Tunisian coast (Nares), off the Sahara and west
coast of Africa ('Talisman' Exp.) ; 300-1261 fms.
Expedition occurred another species of
In the last ' Talisman
Cioniscus, which will be named and described by Dr. Fischer or the
Marquis de Folin. It is larger than either of the species now described ; the ribs are straight, and do not extend below the periphery;
and the mouth is longer.
:

;

,

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

'

•/

1.

AcLis ASCARis, Turton.

Turbo ascaris, Turt. Conch. Diet. p. 217.
v. p. 210, pi. Ixxii. fig. 2.
A. ascaris, B. C. iv. p. 102
'Porcupine' Exp. 1869: St. 2, 18. 1870: Med. Adventure Bank.
Occurs
Distribution. W. & S. Norway to Crete; 15-120 fms.
with A. supranitida, but both species have been apparently confounded in local catalogues. The present species is much smaller
and narrower and it has no umbilicus. A. supranitida is larger,
and more conical or wider at the base and the umbilicus is very
conspicuous in every state of growth. A specimen of A. ascaris,
which was found by the late Mr. Robert Dawson in shell-sand from
St. Magnu.s Bay, Shetland, has a variciform rib.
Fossil. PHocene
Coralline Crag, Pisa (Mamoni), Tuscany (De
;

;

;

:

Ste/ani).

There are some doubtful and obsolete synonyms of
and others.
1

Fluted.

v.

Muhlfeld

—

:

'LTGHTNfNG' AND

1884.]
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ACLIS SUPRANITIDA, S. Woocl.
Alvania supranitida, S. Wood, Cat. Crag. Moll. 1842.
2.

^

Aclis supranitida, B. C.

p. 103, pi.

iv.

ii.

fig.

4.

'Porcupine' Exp. 1869: St. 18, Donegal Bay (fine and living
1870: Atl. Vigo Bay; Med. 30, 5.5,
specimens), N. Channel.
Adventure Bank.
Distribution. W. Norway to the Mediterranean and Adriatic^
Madeira and Canaries (McAndrew); 8-108 fms.
Fossil. Pliocene

Crag and

Coralline

:

Italy.

Post-tertiary

:

Nor-

way {Crosskey and Bobertson), Belfast {Stewart).
The synonyms are referable not only to Aclis, but also to Turritella, Alvania, and Pyramis, with various specific names ; for these
see

'

British Conchology.'

The following is an extract from my note-book as to the Donegal
Bay specimens: "Body clear white, with a pink streak down the
middle mantle rather thin snout or mentum bilobed in front
:

:

tentacles triangular (being a modification of those in Odostomia),
with blunt tips : eyes 2, black, small, sessile on the head at the inner
base of the tentacles foot elongated, squarish in front and pointed
:

behind

:

operculum thin, striated in the line of growth

;

spire small,

placed close to the inner or pillar lip."
Sculpture of the shell very variable, sometimes altogether wanting.

/

3.

A.

Aclis walleri,

Jeffreys.

walleri, B. C. iv. p. 105

;

v. p.

210, pi. Ixxii.

fig. 4.

'Porcupine' Exp. 1869: St. 15, 19, 36, 47.
1870: Atl. 3, 6,
I7a; Med. Adventure Bank.
Voringen Arctic Expedition and Loffoden Isles to
Distribution.
the Gulf of Egina, New England (Verrill), off C. Verd I. ('Talisman' Exp.); 10-1192 fms.
9, 16, 17,

'

'

Fossil. Pliocene
Coralline Crag, Calabria, and Sicily.
Synonyms. A. terebralis, M. Sars, MS., var. minor as A. eongua,
G. O. Sars, and Odostomia nisoides, Brugnone. Mouterosato prefers
to spell the specific name " valleri " but it is evident that, although
:

no

W

;

it would not be right to
put it into a classical dress, and the
identification of valleri with the name of the discoverer of the
present species would be lost.
This pretty shell is very variable in size as well as in sculpture.
Some specimens from the 'Porcupine Expedition of 1870 show indistinct traces of spiral ridges on the last whorl and of longitudinal
ribs on the upper whorls, while others have a slight keel on the
But not one of these characters is constant. M. Bourperiphery.
guignat, indeed, says, in his second letter to Professor Brusina
('Lettres malacologiques,' Paris, 1882, pp. 36-38), " La nouvelle
ecole distingue done, sur un nom special, toute forme ayant des
caracthres constants, pourvu que ses caracteres soient au nombre de
Au-dessous de ce nombre elle rejette les formes au rang de
trois.
The words italicized are similarly emphasized in the
variete."

there

is

alter the

letter

name

in the Latin language,

in order to

'
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Upwards of forty years ago the late Edward Forbes proposed to distinguish species in the same way.
But it is notorious that
the relative value and constancy of these characters have yet to be
determined, and that there is no standard of reference by which naturalists can be guided in adjudging some forms to be species and others
to be varieties in different genera.
Every naturalist, whether of the
old or the "new" school, must form his own opinion.
I have already,
in the first chapter of the introduction to my work on 'British Couchology' (pp. 18-19, 23), fully stated my views on this difficult
and hitherto unsettled question.
In the present species the apical whorls are pinched up and narrower than the rest of the spire the mouth in perfect specimens
resembles that of Pherusa gulsonce.
original.

;

L-

4.

AcLis VENTROSA,

A. ventrosa

Jeffreys.

(Jeffr.), Friele,

Bidrag

til

(Vid. Forh. 1875, separate copy), p. 5,

Vestlandets Molluskfauna

t. i. f.

7, 7a, 7h.

'Porcupine' Exp. 1869: St. 23a.
1870: Atl. 16.
Distribution. Lofoten I. {G. O. Sars), Bergen {Friele)

;

200-

300 fms.

More conical and broader at the base, and with the whorls more
rapidly increasing, than A. walleri.
It belongs to the genus Hemiaclis of G. O. Sars.
^ Pherusa gulson^, Clark.
p.

Chemnitzia gulsonce, Clark in Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 3rd
459.
v. p. 210, pi. Ixxii. f. 5.
Aclis gulsonce, B. C. iv. p. 106

ser. vi.

;

'Porcupine' Exp. 1870 Atl. St. 27, 28.
Fragments only.
Distributio7i. British and Irish coasts from Shetland to Guernsey,
Vigo Bay {McAndrew), Palermo (Monterosaio), Madeira ( Watson)
:

;

20-103 fms.
Coralline Crag, Sutton (S. Wood).
British Conchology for the description of the animal and
shell, which shows the peculiar characters of this moUusk.
I had
there suggested the generic name Menippe ; but as that name had
Fossil. Pliocene;

See

'

'

been previously employed in the Crustacea, I venture to substitute
Pherusa, which was at one time given to it by Mr. Clark, the
discoverer of the shell.
I cannot explain the meaning of this name.

Family XVII. PyramidellidjE.

Apex having a

and exposed spire.
not a waste of time, to recapitulate the facts
and arguments which I used in 'British Conchology' (vol. iv. pp.
108-111) for the purpose of proving that the subdivision of Odostomia into several genera is really unscientific, and is not based on a
single valid character.
The presence of a "tooth" or columellar
fold, the length of the spire, and the kind of sculpture (if any) are so
variable, that it is quite impossible to distinguish or separate certain
It is

sinistrorsal

unnecessary,

if

'

'lightning' AND 'porcupine' EXPEDITIONS.
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be treated as mere varieties of other species.
brother conchologists will take the trouble
to read the observations which I have to make in the course of the
following pages, and will consider the question impartially and without regard to preconceived notions.
In corroboration of my opinion
that the presence or absence of a " tooth " or columellar fold does
not of itself constitute a generic character, I would refer to some
judicious remarks by Dr. Fischer in the Journal de Conchyliologie
for 1865.
I may take this opportunity of noticing, par parenthese, that
Philippi, in his generally useful 'Handbuch' (1853_), gave Odostomia of Fleming as a synonym of Rissoa
species

I shall be pleased if

else

my

'

'

!

A. Typical. Smooth or variously sculptured, and always dentated.
(^

1.

Odostomia electa,

Jeffreys.

O. electa, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1883, p. 394, pi. xliv.

'Porcupine' Exp. 1869
Distribution.

:

St. 4.

A

f.

3.

single but perfect specimen.

Between the Hebrides and Faroes

('

Triton

'

cruise)

;

516 fms.
Allied to Liostomia eburnea of G. 0. Sars ; but, besides being
very much smaller, the apex of the spire in the present species is
abruptly and obliquely truncated, and the suture is not excavated
as in the other species.
2.

t

Odostomia clavula, Loven.

Turbonilla clavula, Lov. Ind. Moll. Scand. p. 18.
v. p. 211, pi. Ixxiii.
O. clavula. B. C. iv. p. 118
;

f.

1.

'Porcupine' Exp. 1869: St. 2, 18.
1870: Atl. Vigo B, 13.
Distribution. Lofoten I. to Smyrna; 6-163g fms.
Pliocene

Fossil.

A

:

Calabria and Sicily.

variety appears to be O. pistillus, afterwards pistilliformis of

Brugnone.
This species

is always distinguishable by having the shape of a
short cylinder with a truncated apex.

1/

Odostomia suboblonga', Jeffreys. (Plate XXVI. fig. 3.)
Shell conic-oblong, of moderate thickness, semitransparent, and

3.

sculpture none except a slight keel which encircles the
periphery in young and half-grown specimens, and gives them a
somewhat angular appearance : colour ivoiy-white spire shortish ;
nucleus not prominent, and twisted inwards
whorls 4-5, slightly
compressed but not flattened, gradually enlarging ; the last equals
two thirds of the spire when the shell is placed with the mouth
upwards suture shallow mouth pear-shaped, somewhat contracted
above and expanded below ; its length is between one half and two
fifths of the spire; inside smooth
ow/er Z2/» rather thick-edged inner
glossy

:

:

:

:

:

:

'

Somewhat oblong.

:
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Up spread on the

pillar and continuous with the outer lip ; there is no
umbilicus or chink: tooth sunken, mostly observable in half-grown
specimens.
L. 0*1. B. 0*0.5.

Porcupine

'

'

Exp. 1869

St. 4.

:

1870

Atl. 9, 13,

:

26-34

;

Med.

40, 55, Adventure Bank.
Distribution. Bay of Biscay ('Travailleur Exp. 1880 & 1881),
off the Tunisian coast (Nares), Messina ( Granata), off C. Verd. I.
'

Talisman ' Exp.) 30-1 1 92 fms.
By comparing the above description of this species with those of
other species belonging to the present section which are given in the
fourth volume of ' British Conchology,' the difference will be easily
seen.
Some conchologists, for whose opinion I have a great esteem,
believe that I have too much restricted the number of species
but
I have conscientiously endeavoured to preserve the "juste milieu"
('

;

;

in that respect.

Odostomia unidentata, Montagu.

4.

t^

Turbo unidentatus, Mont. Test. Brit,
O. unidentata, B. 0.

iv. p.

134;

v. p.

(ii.) p.

211,

324.

pi. Ixxiv. f. 1.

'Lightning' Exp. St. 2, 4, 5 (var. elata).
' Porcupine
Exp. 1869 St. 2. 1870 Atl. 3«, 9, off C. Sagres,
Tangier B.
Med. Benzert Road.
Distribution. Iceland, Hammerfest and Vadso to the eastern coasts
of the Mediterranean, western coasts of Africa (' Talisman Exp.),
Canaries and Madeira, Pernambuco (' Challenger Exp.)
10-777
'

:

:

;

'

'

;

fms.
Fossil. Pliocene
Red Crag, Calabria Post-tertiary Norway,
Scotland, and Ireland ; 8-460 ft.
Not 0. unidentata of Philippi
from the Tertiaries of N.W. Germany.
Besides the synonyms given in British Conchology,' I would
observe that O. monterosatoi of the learned authors of the marine
:

:

;

'

mollusca of Roussillou appears to be the young of the present species,
judging from typical specimens kindly submitted by M. Dautzenberg to my examination.

I

Odostomia turrita, Hanley.

5.

O. turrita, Hani, in Proc. Z. S. pt.
V. p. 211, pi. Ixxiv. f. 2.

xii.

p. 18:

B. C.

iv.

p. 135,

'Lightning' Exp. St. 4, 5.
Porcupine' Exp. 1870: Med. 55, Adventure Bank (var. nana).
Distribution. Vadso and Lofoten I. to Hydra Channel in the Gulf
of Egina and the Adriatic, Madeira and Teneriffe (var. nana), Pernambuco (' Challeuger' Exp.) ; 0-350 fms.
Fossil. Post-tertiary: Norway and Lochgilp {Crosskey and Robert'

son)

;

3-240

ft.

O. turriculata of Monterosato seems to be another variety of this
species.

Mr. Pidgeon observed
polyparies of a Lepralia.

this species at

Torquay feeding on the

1884.]

^

6.

'

lightning' AND 'porcupine' EXPEDITIONS.

Odostomia acuta,

Jeffreys.

& Mag. N. H. 2nd

0. acuta, Jeffr. iu Ann.

130;

iv. p.
'

V. p.

211,

Porcupine' Exp.

347

pi. Ixxiii.

1870

f.

Med.

:

ser.

p.

ii.
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:

B. C.

8.
St. 50,

Benzert Road, Adventure

Bank (dwarf variety).
Distribution. Lofoten I. to E. Mediterranean and the Adriatic,
Canaries and Teneriffe ; 0-120 fms.
Fossil. Pliocene : Coralline and Red Crag, and Sicily.
Posttertiary

:

Belfast

and

Selsea.

Clark was right in saying that the throat was grooved in some
specimens,
I have one of this kind which was dredged by Mr.
Verkriizen at Falmouth. Mr. Pidareoa remarks in his letter to me of
the 9th November, 1874, that this species is "most abundant at
Torquay, under stones at low water, spring-tides, but never unless
associated with tubes of Serpula.
To-day I found one stone which
was crowded with them, nestUng among the tubes neighbouring
stones could not show a specimen, if they were free from Serpulce."
;

1/ 7.

Odostomia conoidea,

Brocchi.

Turbo conoideus, Brc. Conch. Foss. Suhap. ii. p. (359,
O. conoidea, B. C. iv. p. 127; v. p. 211, pi. Ixxiii. f.
Porcupine

Exp. 1869

t.

xvi.

f.

2.

6.

St. 2, 13, 18.
1870: Atl. 6, 10, Vigo
30; Med. off Jijeli, Benzert Road, Rasel
Amoush, G. Tunis, Adventure Bank. Nearly all the specimens
'

'

:

B., Setubal B., C. Sagres,

belong to the variety australis, a few to an intermediate form.
Distribution. Hammerfest to the Archipelago and Adriatic ? Red
Sea {Philippi); 0-130 fms.
Fossil. Miocene, Pliocene, and Post-tertiary
throughout Europe
;

:

and Rhodes.
The synonyms are numerous. I have noted eleven, including
Rissoa polita of Scacchi, Odontostoma sicula of Philippi, Eulima
monodon of Requien, Odostomia nagli and O. sismondce of
Seguenza.

My friend the Marquis de Foliu found a monstrous specimen on
the northern coast of Spain which has a complete peristome.
Odostomia tenuis \
Shell oblong, slender,

8.

u

Jeffreys.

rather

XXVI.

(Plate
thin,

nearly

fig. 4.)

and

transparent,

sculpture none except exceedingly fine and close-set lines of
growth, which are observable only under a microscope
colour
whitish spire elongated ; apex or nucleus rather prominent whorls

glossy

:

:

:

:

somewhat compressed, gradually enlarging the last equals three
fifths of the spire with the mouth placed upwards
suture rather
shallow
mouth oval, slightly contracted above, curved below its
6,

;

;

:

;

length does not much exceed one third of the shell the inside is
marked with half a dozen short grooves or striae in the direction of
the spire, which are distinctly seen through the shell
outer Up
sharp : inner lip folded back on the pillar and continuous with the
;

:

^

Slender or slim.

:
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outer lip; there is no umbilicus or chink: tooth small but conB. 00"5.
L. 01.
spicuous.

Med. St. .55, Adventure Bank.
Porcupine' Exp. 1870
G. Tunis {Nares)
{Cailliaud),
Brittany
Distribution.
'

:

;

50-

100 tms.
Differs from 0. condidea in being very much smaller, as well as
The labial
slender and narrow, instead of conical and angulated.
condidea
in
front
O.
o-rooves are fewer in number and confined to the
species
present
the
And
prolonged.
these are more numerous and
;

has no umbilicus or chink.

Odostomia albella, Loven.

9.

Turhonilla albella, Lov. Ind. Moll. Scand. p. 19.
O. albella, B. C. iv. 121 ; v. p. 211, pi. Ixxiii. f. 1.
Porcupine' Exp. 1870 Atl. St. Tangier B., Gibraltar.
'

:

Hammerfest to Algiers, Sicily, and the Adriatic,
Madeira {Watson) 0-40 fms.
40Norway, Sweden, and Caithness
Fossil. Post-tertiary
Distribution.

;

;

:

100
I

ft.

10.

Odostomia rissoides, Hanley.

O. rissoides, Hanley, in P. Z. S. pt. xii. p. 18 B. C. iv. p. 122
211, pi. Ixxiii. f. 4.
'Lightning' Exp. St. 5.
'
Porcupine' Exp. 1870 Atl. 13, 30 (var. eceilis).
Distribution. Christiania, Bohuslan, Baltic, Danish coasts, North
Sea, Great Britain and Ireland, N. and W. France and Spain,
Mediterranean and Adriatic, off the West of Africa (' TaUsuian' Exp.
0-777 fms. The variety dubia was
1883), Madeira (Watso)i)
Expedition
off Prince Edward Island
dredged in the Challenger
:

;

V. p.

:

;

'

'

in

50-150 fms.
Fossil. Pliocene

This

Calabria and Sicily.

:

common and

variable species

is

apparently Rissoa glabra of

Brown, O. scalaris of Macgillivray (a name, however, preoccupied
by PhiHppi), Turbonella transparens of Leach and I consider the
Helix resupinata of
variety dubia to be O. edwardi of Watson.
the fry of the
probably
was
24
figure
Walker's
Montagu from
;

present species.
11.

Odostomia pallida, Montagu.

Turbo jmllidus, Mont. Test. Br. (ii.) p. 325, t. 21. f. 4.
0. pallida, B. C. iv. p. 124 ; v. p. 211, pi. Ixxiii. f. 5.
Atl. St. Vigo B., Tangier B.
'Porcupine Exp. 1870
Distribution. Bodo in arctic Norway to the Gulf of Egina and
2-250 fms.
the Adriatic
Post-tertiary
Pisa, Calabria, and Sicily.
Fossil. Pliocene
Belfast, Clyde Beds, and Sicily.
For the rather numerous synonyms see British Conchology,' and
add O. novegradensis of Brusina.
'

:

;

:

'

.

1834.]
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peculiar habitat of this species is the " ears " of Pecten operThere are several varieties.

The

eularis and P. maxinms.
1/

12.

Odostomia nitens.

(Plate

Jeffreys.

XXVI.

fig. 5.)

Ann. & Mag N. H. July 1870, p. 79.
1870: Atl. 3, 8, 9, 27, 28;
Porcupine Exp. 1869: St. 15.
Bank.
Adventure
Med.
Distribution. Palermo (Monterosato), ^gean {Spratt), Adriatic
(Brusina), Fayal ('Challenger' Exp.); 130-450 fms.
Differs from O. (Syrnola) minuta of A. Adams, which is cylindrical, and has more whorls as well as a golden band encircling the
In the present specit-s the tooth is
periphery, and a strong tooth.
The
represented by a broad but not conspicuous fold on the pillar.
operculum of a pale yellow colour.
peristome is entire or continuous
It varies greatly in size, from O'lo to 0-075 in length, and proO. nitens, Jeffr. in

'

'

;

portionably in breadth.
O. erjaveciana of Professor Brusina.
1/ 13.

Odostomia diaphana,

O. diaphana,

B. Civ.

p.

141

Jeffr. in
V. p.

;

Jeffreys.

Ann. & Mag. N. H. 2nd

212,

pi. Ixxiv.

'Porcupine' Exp. 1870: Med.
and slender variety.

ser.

A

Adventure Bank.

St.

341

p.

ii.

:

5.

f.

small

Distribution. B'ergen to the eastern coasts of the Mediterranean
12-80 fms.

and the Adriatic
Fossil.

V

14.

;

Pliocene

:

Sicily.

Odostomia insculpta, Montagu.

Turbo insculptus, Mont. Test. Br. Suppl.
O. insculpta, B. C.

iv.

p.

139

;

Lightning' Exp. St. 4, 5.
'Porcupine' Exp. 1870: Atl. Vigo
Distribution. Iceland and Lofoten I.

129.

p.

211,

v. p.

pi.

Ixxiv.

4.

f.

'

B., 26.
to the

Bay

10-

of Biscay;

586 fms.
Fossil.

Pliocene

:

Crag,

Coralline

Ficarazzi

(Brugnone).

Norway {Croskey and Robertson) 0-100
Turbonilla obliqua, Loven (ex spec. Orsted}.

tertiary

I

15.

;

:

Post-

ft.

Odostomia plicata, Montagu.

Turbo plicatus, Mont. Test.
O. plicata, B. C. iv. p. 137
'Porcupine'

Exp.

1870:

Brit,
;

p.

(ii.)

v. p.

Med.

21

325,

t.

21,

1, pi. Ixxiv.

St.

f.

2.

f.

3.

Adventure Bank (semi-

fossilized).

.

-^

,

.

Distribution. Bergen {Friele) to Sicily and the Adriatic, Madeira
(McAndrew) 0-120 fms.
PostCoralline and Red Crag, Biot, and Italy.
Fossil. Pliocene
Not Odontostoma plicatum of Hiirnes, a Miocene
Selsea.
tertiary
:

:

:

fossil

.

Eulima bulimus of Scacchi, Rissoa elongata of Philippi, O./usulus
Not O. vitrea of Brusina, as
of Monterosato, and other synonyms.
24
Proc. Zool. Soc— 1884, No. XXIV.

:
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British Conchology ' that is O. neglecta of Tibeii, and I
was misled by observing in the collection of the late M. Petit, at
Paris, specimens of the present species under the name of O. vitrea.

stated in

16.

L

'

;

Odostomia PR^LONGA^

(Plate

Jeffreys.

XXVI.

fig. 6.)

Shell obelisk-shaped, thin, semitransparent, and very glossy
sculpture none colour clear white spire long and elegantly tapering ;
whorls 0, more or less compressed :
apex or nucleus rather blunt
mouth squarish-oval, somesuture slight, usually rather oblique
outer lip thin and flexuous,
curved
below:
above
and
what inflected
inner lip so filmy as to be scarcely perceptible
smooth within
L. 0"275. B. 0'075.
^oo/A small but distinct.
umbilicus none
:

:

:

1

:

:

:

:

Atl. St. 13, 17a, 24,27-30,32-34,
'Porcupine' Exp. 18/0:
Med. 50, 55, Adventure Bank. Many specimens of various
those from the Mediterranean are much smaller and more
sizes

36

;

;

slender.

From the Adventure Bank Station I have an imiierfect specimen
and some fragments of apparently another species allied to the
It has a thick shell with an angular periphery and a
present.
straight pillar, a slighter and straighter suture, and a smaller tooth.
If more specimens should be found this may be named concinna.
Exp. 1880 and
Distribution. Bay of Biscay (' Travailleur
'

1881), Coralline zone, Sclaccha (Monterosato), Algiers {Joly), E.
Mediterranean {Nares), off West coast of Africa ('Talisman' Exp.

20-733 fms.
;
I noticed this species in the Reports of the British Association for
If it were not for the conspicuous tooth, it would
1873, p. 112.
certainly be placed in the so-called genus Eulimella.
1883)

ly'

Odostomia cuAssA ^, Jeffreys. (Plate XXVI.
Shell cylindrical, remarkably thick and strong,
17.

fig.

7.)

opaque, and
sculpture none, except microscopic lines of growth and the
glossy
grooves with the outer lip hereafter mentioned, as well as the
colour ivory-white
spire long
periphery being slightly angulated
and finely tapering whorls 5 only in the fragments now described,
although there would be from 8 to 10 in perfect specimens; they
gradually increase in size and are flattened suture slight, rounded
outer lip incrassated, furnished inside with 8 to 10 spiral
below
striae or flutings, like those in O. condidea,0 tenuis, and O. conspicua,
inner Up forming an
as also in 0. costaria and other Crag species
mnbilicus none
unusually thick and broad glaze on tbe pillar
Largest
^oo^A large, solid, prominent, and winding round the pillar.
:

:

:

:

:

:

.

:

:

:

fragment L. 0-25, B. 0-0H5.
'Porcupine' Exp. 1870: Atl. St. 3, 6, 9, 26; Med. Adventure
Many characteristic fragments of as many specimens of
Bank.
Its general aspect reminds one of 0. scillee
this curious species.
but the strong tooth and the inside fluting of the outer lip at once
serve to distinguish the two species.
;

1

Yei-v Ion-.

-

Thiek.
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Odostomia unifasciata, Forbes. (Plate XXVI. fig. 8.)
Eulima unifasciata, Forb. Rep. Mg. Inv. (Rep. Brit. Assoc. 1843),

(/ 18.

p. 188.

'Porcupine' 1870: Med.

St.

Adventure Bank.

Bay

of Biscay ('Travailleur' Exp.), throughout the
Mediterranean, off the Sahara and Azores ('Talisman' Exp.), New
Distribution.

Enj<land(Fem7/); 30-1622 fms.
Forbes's description is as follows
"Eulima unifasciata, sp. nov.
E. testa turrita, iBevigata, ])olita, alba, fascia fulva cincta
anfractibus 1 1 planiusculis
apertura ovata.
Long Of^^ unc. Lycia.
Reg. viii." This description was evidently intended for the shell
which is now figured, although the tooth must have escaped his
notice
tliis was also the case with several species of Odostomia,
described by Philippi as Rissoa.
The mouth is angular or sharply pointed above and below.
specimen from the Gulf of Naples, which has a conspicuous band
and tooth, shows also a grooved or crenated mouth.
It is the Eulimella smithii of Verrill.
:

:

;

;

A

19.

Odostomia minuta, H. Adams.
H. Ad. in P. Z.
Exp. 1870: Atl.

Syi-nola minuta,

Porcupine
Bank.
'

'

S. 1869, p. 274, pi. xix.
St.

14,

30;

f.

10.

Med. Adventure

Distribution. Bay of Biscay (' Travailleur ' Exp. 1882), Mediterranean (Susini, Monterosato, Spratt, 'Shearwater' Exp. and
'Washington' Exp.), Orotava (McAndrcw); 54-249 fms.
Fossil. Pliocene
Altavilla {Brugnone).
O. macella, Brugnone.
:

The operculum

is of a pale yellowish colour.
The coloured band
not always present.
I do not know what character justified the
separation of this species as a distinct genus, nor what is meant by
the name Syrnola.

is

B. Striated lengthwise or
c/

20.

Odostomia tricincta,

O. tricincta, Jeffr. in Ann.
pi.

ii.

f.

J

2,

reticulated,

and dentated.

Jeffreys.

& Mag.

N. H. Febr. 1856,

p. 185,

13.

Porcupine Exp. 1870 : Med. St. off Rinaldo's Chair.
Distribution.
N.W. France {Cailliaud), Mediterranean and
Adriatic, Canaries {McAndrew), &nA Madeira {Watson); 25-120
'

'

fms.
Fossil. Pliocene: Monte Pellegrino, Sicily (3/o?t^e?'osff<o).
Variable in size.
It may possibly have been the Rissoa doliolum
of Philippi ; but his description and figure show no coloured band
nor the tooth-like fold on the pillar, and the ribs are fewer in that
species.
Some specimens of the present species have only two bands.
O. tricincta was apparently figured in Savigny's unfinished work,
' Histoire
Naturelle de I'Egypte,' 1805-12, but it was never described or even named.

24*
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Philippi.

Rissoa excavata, Phil. Moll. Sic. i. p. 154, t. x. f. 6.
v. p. 213, pi. Ixxv. f. 6.
O. excavata, B. C. iv. p. lo8
;

Porcupine

'

'

Exp. 1870

Atl. St.

:

Vigo

B., 26

Med.

;

W.

Distribution. Great Britain and Ireland. N. and
Spain, Mediterranean and Adriatic ; 5-600 fms.
Fossil.

Pliocene

Crag,

Coralline

:

55.

France and

and Rhodes.

Italy,

Post-

Largs, Ayrshire {Landsborough) ; 5-10 ft.
tertiary
Rissoa trinodosa of Eayneval, besides the synonynns given
'
British Conchology.'
:

22.

Odostomta humboldti,

Risso.

TurboniUa humboldti, Risso, Hist.
(Suppl.) p. 394,

in

Nat,,

de I'Eur. mer. 1826,

t.

iv.

03.

f.

Med. 50, 50a, off
'Porcupine' Exp. 1870: Atl. St. Tangier B.
G. Tunis.
Distribution. Mediterranean and Adriatic {Risso, Stossich, and
15-120 fms.
others), Madeira {Watson)
Vienna and Bordeaux Basins. Pliocene Nice
Fossil. INIiocene
Leghorn and Pozzuoli.
and Italy. Post-tertiary
There are several obsolete and useless synonyms.
0. humboldti has a tooth-like fold on the pillar, placed differently
from that in Menestho and Actceon or Tornatella, to which genera
this species has been assigned by some conchologists.
;

Jijeli,

;

:

:

:

I

23.

Odostomia decussata, Montagu.

Turbo decussatus, Mont. Test. Br.
O. decussata, B. C.

p. 145

iv.

Porcupine' Exp. 1870

'

;

Atl. St.

:

(ii.) p.

212,

v. p.

322,

Sicily

;

f.

4.

8.

f.

Vigo B., 36.

Distribution. Shetland to Guernsey, N. and

and

12,

t.

pi. Isxiv.

j

W.

France, Algiers,

12-70 fms.

Coralline Crag, Monte Mario, and Sicily.
Pliocene
Helix arenaria of Maton and Rackett, ? Pyramis spiroHnus of

Fossil.

:

Brown.
1/ 24.

Odostomia eximia,

Rissoa

O. eximia, B. C.

&

155

v. p.

;

Mag. N. H. new
213, pi. Ixxv.

Exp. St. 2, 5.
Exp. 1869: 23a.
Distribution. Vadso and Hammerfest
10-100 fms.
Ross-shire
Lightning
Porcupine

'

'

in

iv. p.

Jeffreys.

Ann.

eximia, Jeffr. in

ser. iv. p.

299.

4.

f.

'

'

to Shetland

and the Minch

;

Fossil.

Post-tertiary: Christiania (/S'ars)

Not TurboniUa eximia
25.

Odostomia

Turbo

spiralis,

'

Adams from

100
Japan.
;

ft.

spiralis, Montagu.

Mont.

0. sjnralis, B. C.

of A.

Test. Br.

iv. p.

Porcupine' Exp. 1870

154,
:

pi.

(ii.) p.
ii.

f.

Atl. St. 3,

5

323,
;

12,

t.

v. p.

Vigo B.

;

9.

f.

213,

pi.

Med.

Ixxv.

50.

f.

3.

;

'lightning' AND

1884.]
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Distribution. Oxfjord and Finmark to the Meditenaueau and
Adriatic
8-40 fms.
Fossil.
Leghorn and Monte Mario. Post-tertiary
Pliocene
Norway,
Scotland, and Portrush ; 3-460 ft.
few obsolete synonyms.
As to the specific name spiralis, Monterosato says " poco corettaNeither word is Latin, much less
mente da alcuni spirialis."
;

:

:

W.

A

classical

I

26.

spirula would be better.

;

Odostomia interstincta, Montagu.

Turbo

interstinctus,

Mont. Test. Br.

O. interstincta, B. C.

iv. p.

151

;

(ii.) p.

v. p.

324,

213,

t.

12.

Ixxv.

pi.

10.

f.

f.

2.

'Lightning' Exp. St. 4.
Porcupine Exp. 1870 Atl. C. Sugres (var. multicostala), 26
(vai. sttturulis), Tangier B. (typical)
Med. 50, Benzert Road,
Ilasel Amoush (typ. and var. suturalis, from the last three stations).
Distribution. Lofoten Isles and the western and southern coasts
of Norway to the Mediterranean and Adriatic, Canaries and Madeira
'

'

:

;

;

.3-310 fms.
Fossil.

Miocene:

Pliocene

loup).

:

Vienna Basin {Homes),

nnA.

k'lowv {Grate-

Red Crag, Pisa (Manzoni), Siena
Monte Mario {Rigacci), Sicily {Philippi
Norway, West Cheshire, and Selsea

Coralline and

(de Stefani and Pantanelli),
and others). Post-tertiary
8-240 ft.
The principal synonyms for varieties are Chemnifzia terebellum,
Rissoa gracilis and R. suturalis of Philippi, and 0. moulinsiana of
:

Fischer.

This abundant and widely diffused species is of course extremely
and especially with respect to dimensions and the number

^variable,

of ribs.
Other naturalists must exercise their own judgment as to
considering 0, terebellum or moulinsiana and 0. suturalis alias
emaciata or sylvestri or penchinati, as well as other forms described
I would not have united
as species, distinct and not mere varieties.
them with the typical form, if it had not been for the examination
and comparison of an immense number of intermediate specimens

from different

The

localities.

variety multicostala

may

form and any of the recorded

be distinguished from the typical

and

varieties

having the shape of a short cone and

so-called

species

by

much more numerous and

straight ribs.

27.

Odostomia jeffreysi, Bucquoy,

0. jeffreysi,

Dautzenberg, and DoUfus.

Bucq., Dautz., and DoUf. Moll. mar.
\&r.Jlexicosta.
f. 10

Fasc. 4, 1883, p. 170, pi. 20.

'Porcupine' Exp. 1870: Atl.

Roussillon,

;

St.

26-34; Med.

50,

Adventure

Bank.

Lyons to the Archipelago 60-600 fms.
from any of the numerous varieties of 0, intercomparatively minute size, oval shape, and having

Distribution. Gulf of

This seems
stincta in

its

to differ

;
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But the specific name must be
curved ribs.
was preengaged by Koch and Weichmaun for a

shell.

Striated lengthwise or reticulated,
C. Turbonilla or Ohemnitzia.
and usually toothless.

D'Orbio-ny, in his work on the Mollusca of the Canary Isles,
proposed Chemnilzia as a subgenus of Melania, and said nothing
about the heterostrophe apex or any other character which could
distinguish it from Eulima, except that it was " fortement costulee."

^

28.

Odostomia indistincta, Montagu.

Turlo

indistinctiis,

Mont. Test. Br. Snppl.

O. indistincta, B. C.

iv. p.

149

;

v. p.

p. 129.
213, pi. Ixxv.

1.

f.

Atl. Vigo B.

(rar.
1870:
'Porcupine' Exp. 1869: St. 18.
brevior), Tangier B.
Distribution. Bergen southwards to the Mediterranean and
4-60 fms.
Adriatic, Madeira, and Canaries
Miocene: Vienna Basin {Homes). Pliocene: Coralline
Fossil.
Norway, West of Scotland, Belfast,
Post-tertiary
Crao' and Italy.
;

:

and^Selsea
d-.50 ft.
In addition to the synonyms given in ' British Conchology ' are
Chemnilzia areolata of Rayneval, Truncatella juHcB of de Folin, and
0. {Pyrgulina) nanodea of Monterosato.
The late General Stefanis obligingly gave me a specimen from the
Gulf of Naples, which has the peculiar shape and the delicate
flexuous sculpture of the species, as well as a conspicuous tooth in
Professor Stossich showed me a similar
the middle of the pillar.
It is quite impossible, even with the
specimen from the Adriatic.
aid of a lively imagination, to distinguish Turbonilla or Chemnitzia
;

from Odostomia by any fixed character.
'

29.

Odostomia sigmoideaS Monterosato MS.

XXVI.

(Plate

fig. 9.)

Shell

and

glossy:
of which
these
there are about 25 on the last whorl and tw-enty on the next
interstices
flexuous
their
become
afterwards
and
;
are oblique at first

sculpture,

cylindrical,

rather thin,

numerous but not

semitransparent,

close-set longitudinal

ribs,

;

are nearly equal in breadth to the ribs, and are throughout finely
and closely striated across or spirally ; the base is marked by spiral
only, as the ribs do not extend below the periphery ; apex
colour white : spire gradually tapering
quite smooth and polished
the last occupies
w/iorls 8, somewhat compressed
to a blunt point
shallow,
rather oband
slight
shell
suture
fifths
of
the
two
nearly
length
lique": 7tioulh oval, acute-angled above and rounded below
striae

:

:

;

:

;

inner lip
outer lip flexuous
equal to one fifth of that of the spire
narrow, reflected on the pillar, behind which is n small and narrow
chink: tooth or columellar fold none observable. L. O'lo. B. 0'05.
:

1

From

the ribs resembling Hie Greek letter

:

siffnia.

!:

1884.]
'
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'

Exp. 18/0

Two

Atl. St. Tangier B.

:

specimens.

Distribution. Algiers, a fragment {Joly, f. Monterosato), Palermo,
a fragment {Monterosato) ; 1 C3| fms.
This species differs from O. indistincta in having fewer and larger
ribs with more numerous and much finer spiral striae ; the whorls
are not so convex, and the suture is consequently sligliter or shallower.
But I must admit that it is not a satisfactory and well-established
species.

V

Odostomia flexuosa', Jeffreys. (Plate XXVI.
Shell oblong, rather thin, semitransparent, and glossy

30.

fig.

10.)

sculpture^

:

and flexuous longitudinal ribs, of which there are about 20 on
these
the last whorl and 15 on the next or penultimate whorl
commence in a nodose and abrupt manner from just below the suture,
and almost disappear at the periphery, where they are crossed by a
few spiral strife colour white spire turreted ; apex truncated
the last occupies more than half the shell
whorls 5, compressed
with the mouth placed upwards suture narrow but distinct, nearly
mouth oval, inflected above and rounded below obiter lip
straight
angular above and gently curved in the niiddle inner lip filmy on
the upper part and reflected on the lower part of the pillar, behind
which is a small and narrow chink. L.0"1. B. 0*05.
Porcupine' Exp. 18/0 Med. St. 5.5. Two specimens.
sharj)

;

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

'

1/

31.

:

Odostomia clathrata,

O. clathrata,
B. C. iv. p. 148

Jeffr.
;

212,

v. p.

Jeffreys.

Ann. & Mag. N. H. 2nd

in

pi. Ixxiv.

f.

ser.

p.

ii.

345

:

9.

Adventure Bank (fragment).
Conneinara
{Barlee and J. G. J.),
Distribution.
throughout the Mediterranean and Adriatic, Madeira {Watson),
'Porcupine' Exp. 1870:

JNIed. St.

Birterbuy B.,

Fossil.

Pliocene
(/

32.

20-25 fms.
Miocene Vienna Basin (Coll.
Monte Mario and Sicily.

(McAndrew)

Canaries

;

:

:

Odostomia scalaris,

Homes

mus. Vind.)

Philippi.

Melania (afterwards Chemnitzia) scalaris,
t. ix. f.

in

Phil. Moll. Sic.

i.

p. 157,

and

var. 8.

9.

O. scalaris, B. C.

iv. p.

160

v. p.

;

213,

pi.

Ixxv.

f.

7,

Atl. St. Vigo B.
Med. 45, Basel
All typical specimens.
Norway {McAndrew), Unst, in
Distribution. Typical form
Shetland (J. G. J.), western and southern coasts of England and
Ireland, northern and western coasts of France, Spain and Portugal,
Var. rxifescens.
Mediterranean and Adriatic, Madeira; 8-108 fms.

'Porcupine' Exp. 1870:

;

Amoush.

:

Finmark southwards

to the Hebrides

and county Antrim

;

10-90

fms.
Fossil.

Pliocene

:

Coralline

Crag and

70-100 feet.
Sandberger from the Mayence B;isin.

Norway

(var. rnfescens)

;

'

HaviiiK flexuous

Italy.

Post-tertiary

Not Odontostoma
I'ilw.

:

scalaris of
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the present species the Turritella interruptn of Totten
British Conchology '), which I am now disposed, from
(as stated in
further information, to refer to the following species.
and
specimens

Neither

is

'

Odostomia rufa,

33.

j^

Philippi.

Melania (afterwards Chemnitzia) rufa, Phil. Moll.
t.

ix.

f.

Sic.

i.

p.

156,

7.

O. rufa, B. C.

iv. p.

162:

v, p.

f. 1, and var. 2.
North Channel. 1870

pi. Ixxvi.

213,

'Porcupine' Exp. 1S69
Var. densicostatu
3ff, 9, 13,24, 27, 28,(and var./?//vo«'HC^a).
{Chemnitzia densicostata. Ph. Moll. Sic. ii. p. 13/, t. xxiv. f. 9),
1870: Atl. 3, Setubal B.. 24, 29, 30 Med. Adventure Bank.
Distribution. Typ. Anglesea to Cornwall, Atlantic coasts of France
and Portugal, Mediterranean and Adriatic, Madeira and Canaries,
New Brunswick, Massachusetts, New England, and North Carohna ;
:

St. 13, 14, 18,

:

Atl.

;

0-365

fms.

Var. fulvocincta, Lofoten I. to the Dogger Bank and Ireland,
Var.
18-60 fms.
(Cailliaud), Tuscany {Appelius)\;
Brittany
Gulf of Gascony, Mediterranean and Adriatic, off
densicostata.
Culebra, St. Thomas ('Challenger' Exp.) ; 30-390 fms.
var. fulvoCoralline Crag, Biot, and Italy
Fossil. Pliocene
\&Y.fuho-dncta.
Post-tertiary
cincta, Lonibardy (coll. Brocchi)
Norway, Selsea 0-80 ft. Var. densicostata, Sicily {Brugnone).
Further examination and comparison of the typical form and its
varieties with Turritella interrvpta of Totten, which is common on
;

:

I

:

;

the eastern coasts of North America, as
Massachusetts, since the publication of
I referred that species to O. scalaris),
the same species as O. rufa and not

well as

British

'

have

my own

dredging off

Conchology (when
'

satisfied

me
The

0. scalaris.

that it is
figure in

and misleading. Totten's specific name is
I
prior to that of Philippi, and therefore ought to be adopted.
is
pretty
and
Verrill
and
Smith
a
rathbiitii
of
TurhoJiilla
that
believe
deep-water form of the present variable species.
The variety densicostata is much smaller, narrower, and more
slender than the typical form, and is sometimes banded like the
xRikty fulvocincta. The ribs appear to be more crowded, because
the shell is narrower, and tliey differ in the degree of obliquity.
Expedition of
Porcujjine
Specimens from Station 3 of the
1 870 and from Corsica are intermediate in every respect between the
typical form and the variety densicostata.
Gould's work

is

incorrect

'

34.

Odostomia strtatula,

Turbo

sfriatulus, L. S.

N.

p.

'

Linne.

1238.

Turritella potamoides, Cantraine, Mai.

Med.

pi. vi. p.

25.

Med. St. 55, Benzert Road, G. Tunis,
Porcupine' Exp. 1870
Adventure Bank.
Distribution. Throughout the Mediterranean and Adriatic 0-120
'

:

;

fuis.

Fossil.

Pliocene

:

Coralline Crag, Biot, Italy, Ehodcs.

,'

'lightning' and 'porcupine' expeditions.

1884.]
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Turritella potamoides, Cantraine, Melania (afterwards Chemnilzia)
Philippi, Parthenia varicosa, Forbes, and Chemnitzia

])allida,

costaria, S.
Ill

Wood.

a specimen from

the upper hp
35.

di

is

the Gulf of Tunis the throat or inside
hke Chemnitzia costaria of the Crag.

of

crenated,

Odostomia magnifica,

Seguenza.

Turlonilla magnifica, Seg., Le formazione terziarie nella Provincia
Reggie (Calabria), 1879, p. 264, t. xvi. f. 25.
'

Porcupine' E.\p. 1870: Atl.

St. 6, 16, 25,

Distribution. Vigo (McAndreiv),

Exp. 1880-1881),
England (Ferrill)

27-28.

Bay of Biscay

Travailleur

('

Verd I., Azores ('Talisman' Exp.),
21 7-1062 fms.

off C.
;

New

Reggio, Calabria {Seguenza)
considerably in shape, as well as in the
number and direction of the ribs, which are sometimes straight and
sharp, and iu other specimens oblique and flattened
but there is a
character common and peculiar to all the specimens (European,
American, and fossil) which I have examined, viz. the close striation
length-wise by delicate and microscopical lines which cover the
whole of the shell. These strise are not mere marks of growth, but
a distinct kind of sculpture.
Turbonilla biishiana of Verrill.
Not Turbonilla meneghini of
Libassi, according to the figure and a typical specimen received from
Professor Seguenza; nor is it Turbonilla speciasa of H. Adams.
But the last two species are allied to the present, as well as Turbo
plicatulus of Brocchi.
Fragments of recent specimens from the Porcupine Expedition
show that this species attains much l.irger dimensions than those
given in the descriptions of Seguenza and Verrill.
Fossil.

This

Pliocene

:

!

fiue species varies

:

'

'

^y 36.

Odostomia lactea,

Turbo

lacteus, L. S.

O. lactea, B. C.

N.

iv. p.

p.

164

Linne.

1238; Cautr. Mai. Med.
;

v. p.

213,

pi. ixxvi.

f.

pi. vi.

f.

21.

3.

•Porcupine' Exp. 1869: St. 9.
1870: Atl. Vigo B.
Med.
Algeciras B., Gr. Tunis, Adventure Bank.
Distribution. Tromsci to the Archipelago, Adriatic, Marocco,
Canary I., Madeira, and Azores ; 0-50 fms. Perhaps this may be
Chemnitzia niveaof Stimpson from 40 fms. off Grand Maran, which
he described as " T. aciculata, subcyliudrica, alba, uitida anfractibus
;

;

planatis, longitudinaliter plicatis, plicis rectis, interstitiis Isevissimis.

Long. 0-28
lat. 004 poll."
Not Red Sea, as given by Philippi
on the authority of Hemprich and Ehrenberg.
Vienna and Bordeaux Basins. Pliocene CoralFossil. Miocene
line and Red Crag, Belgian Crag, Biot {Battersby), Nice {Allan),
Belfast, Selsea, Leghorn, Taranto, Morea,
Italy.
Post-tertiary
and Rhodes.
Turbo albus, Pennant, T. aciiius, Donovan, T. elegantissimus
Montagu, Turlonilla plicatula, Risso, Melania campanilla:, Philippi,
and several later synonyms which it is unnecessary to notice, Risso's
;

:

:

:
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elegantissima, for which he misquoted Montagu, appears to
be E. polita.
Not O. lactea of d'Orbigny, nor of Dunker, uor of
Angas.
This common species is consequently variable as regards the
straight or oblique direction of the ribs, as well as the comparative
breadth of the shell. Tlie pillar has occasionally a tooth-like fold.

Eulima

Odostomia siNuosA \ Jeffreys.
Shell resembling a short pyramid,

37.

\y

(Plate

XXYII.

fig.

1.)

rather thin, semitranspareut
flexuous and close-set longitudinal ribs, arranged obliquely, and commencing abruptly at the
top of each vpliorl, and not continued below the periphery ; there
are about 25 on the last whorl
the first or nuclear whorl is, as
spire rather short, and ending
usual, quite smooth
colour white

and glossy: sculpture, numerous,

fine,

;

:

:

(exclusive of the nucleus), convex and
rapidly enlarging
the last occupies more than two fifths of the
sliell :
month irregularly rbomboidal,
suture narrow and oblique

in a sharp point

ivhorls 8

:

;

:

equal in length to between one third and one fourth of the spire
outer Up inflected at the top, gently curved in the middle, and semitooth or
circular at the bottom
inner lip expanded and thickened
columellar fold slight but distinct.
L. 0'175. B. O'Oo.
:

:

:

A

single
•Porcupine' Exp. 18/0: Med. St. Adventure Bank.
specimen.
Distribution. Mediterranean (Italian Exp.), off west coast of Africa
('Talisman' Exp.); 681 fms.
Allied to 0. lactea, but differs in its more conical and less cylindrical shape, being proportionally broader at the base, and the ribs
are more decidedly flexuous and oblique.
In Chemnitzia obliquata,
of Philippi, the whorls are fewer and more tumid.
,

38.

Odostomia pusilla,

Philippi.

Chemnitzia pusilla, Phil. Moll. Sic. ii.
O. pusilla, B. C. iv. p. \67, v. p. 215,

'Porcupine' Exp. 1870
Bank.

:

Atl. St.

p.

224.

t.

pi. Ixxvi.

Vigo B.

xxviii.
f.

Med.

;

f.

21.

4.

50, Adventure

Distribution. Birterbuy Bay, W. Gal way (Walpole), British
Channel and South of England, Atlantic coasts of France, throughout
the Mediterranean and Adriatic, and Madeira ( Watson) 1 0-100 fms.
Fossil. Pliocene
Biot, Italy. Post- tertiary
Morea and Rhodes.
On further consideration I must hesitate in considering this species,
which I described and figured under the above name, as that of
Philippi.
The size given by him is much smaller, the ribs are said
to be set obliquely, and he noticed transverse or spiral strise, which
my species does not possess. Judging from the excellent figure
(plate 21, fig. 12) of " Turbonilla gradata, Monterosato," in the
' Mollusques
du Roussillon of Messrs. Bucqnoy, Dautzenberg, and
Dollfus, which represents a variety of the present species, I am
inclined to adopt the latter name.
It is certainly distinct from O.
lartea and its varieties.
;

:

:

'

'

Full of

I'urre?.

:

'lightning' AND 'porcupine' EXPEDITIONS.

1884.]
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U 39. Odostomia delicata, Monterosato.
Chemnitzia gracilis, Phil. Moll. Sic. ii. p. 137, t. xxiv. f.
11.
O. delicata, Monter. J. de Conch. 1874,
p. 2f)7.
Porcupine Exp. 1869
St. 18, Donegal B.
1870 Atl. 17
Distribution. Bundoran, Co. Donegal, with
Circulus stri'atus
'

•

:

:

{J G. J.), Loire-Iaferieure {Cailliaud), Gulf of Gascony
{de Folin),
Mediterranean from Spezia to Alexandria, and Adriatic;
18-120 fms
Not Turbo gracilis of Brocchi, nor Chemnitzia cjracilis
of de
Koninck, fossil species of Odostomia.

The

columellar fold or tooth is sometimes observable
in this
The following is my note as to the animal.— "^oo'y clear
white, with a narrow dark streak down each
side
mantle thick
head or snout (mentum) narrower than the foot
and extendin-^
beyond it extremity notched in the middle tentacles
leaf-like and
folded, proportionally large: eyes small
and black, sessile on the
inner side of the tentacles at their base
foot long, squarish or
truncated in front, with angular corners,
pointed behind.
Active
and not very shy or timid."
species.

:

;

:

:

Odostomia acuticostata \ Jeffreys. (Plate XXVII. fig.
2.)
Shell obeHscal or spit-shaped, rather thick, opaque, and glossy

t/ 40.

•

sculpture, several equal-sized, narrow, Hnear, and oblique
lono-itudinal
ribs, about 20 on the last whorl ; thev are
considerably narrower
than their interstices, and do not extend beyond

the periphery

where they are intercepted by a thread-like spiral stria;
the base
and apex are quite smooth colour white spire long,
turreted and
gradually tapering ivhorls 9 (including the nucleus),
rather convex
the last occupying about a third of the shell
nucleus reo-ularlr
spiral and intorted
5?</Mre shallow but well defined, nearly
strmo-fat
mouth small, squarish outer lip contracted above and
curved befow
inner lip and pillow thickened
umbilicus and tooth none L 0- 1 2'i
:

:

:

;

:

•

'

:

:

B. 0-05,
'Porcupine' Exp.
specimens.

1870: Med.

St.

4.5,

Amoush.

Rasel

Two

Distribution. Cape Breton {de Folin), Palermo
{Monterosato)
Gulf ot Gabes on the Tunisian coast {Dautzenburg)
20-103 fms.
;

The

ribs are not so close-set or

contiguous as in 0. lactea and
other species of the same section, and they are much
narrower than
the interspaces.
is

Not Turbonilla acuticostata of Speyer, a Miocene species,
which
a synonym of Auricula costellata of Grateloup.

^41. Odostomia fulgidula^

Jeffreys.

(Plate

XXVII.

fig. 3.)

Shell shaped hke

a short cylinder, strong for its minute
size
nearly transparent, and of a prismatic lustre
sculpture, several
straight or linear, and sharp longitudinal ribs,
which are narrower than
their interstices, and are apparently but not
really continuous
there
are la or IG on the last whorl, and they do
not
:

:

extend below the

'

Sharply ribbed.

2

Somewhat

briglit.
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the whole surface of the shell
base and nucleus ribless
periphery
(except the nucleus) is covered with extremely numerous and closeof a microset spiral stri«, which are discernible only with the aid
to a
tapering
gradually
and
long,
rather
spire
colour glassy
scope
;

;

:

:

whorls 6, besides the nucleus, which is
the last or body-whorl occupies two
intorted
and
twisted
spirally
mouth oval, acutangular above and curved below
fifths of the spire
inner lip inconspicuous umbilicus none, but the
outer lip thin
L. 0-075. B. 0.035.
base is shallowly excavated.
'
•
Half a dozen living speciAtl.
St. 13.
Porcupine Exp. 1870

blunt point

:

suture slight

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

mens.
This beautiful

,/

42.

may be distinguished by the numerous
well as by its shape and prismatic lustre.

little shell

microscopic spiral

striae, as

Odostomia attenuata

',

Jeffreys.

XXVII.

(Plate

fig. 4.)

Shell club-shaped, thin, semitransparent, and very glossy :
sculpture, long, sharp, and curved longitudinal ribs, from 18 to 20
on the last whorl, and with equally broad interstices ; these ribs are
not continued beyond the periphery, and in one specimen they nearly
colour whitish,
disappear on the last whorl ; apex quite smooth
:

spire elongated, and gradually
with
tapering to a blunt and apparently truncated point : suture well
ivhorls 6, exclusive of the nucleus, which is globular, spiral,
defined
and intorted the last whorl occupies two fifths of the spire mouth

a faint tinge of yellowish-brown

:

:

:

;

base sloping.

L. 0-125.

and lips as in the last species
'Porcupine' Exp. 1870: Atl. St. 17; Med. 55.
Distribution. Gulf of Marseilles ('Travailleur Exp.),
363-1259 fms.
coast of Africa (' Talisman Exp.)
:

'

B. 0-035.
off western

'

;

^

43.

Odostomia compressa^

Jefifreys.

(Plate

XXVII.

fig.

5.)

middle of each whorl, rather
and straight
longitudinal ribs, which commence at the top of each whorl and
more or less disappear at the periphery ; their number is about 25
on the last whorl they are usually of the same breadth as the
base and apex quite smooth
interstices, but occasionally narrower
colour whitish, with a broad but obscure spiral band of reddishbrown in a young specimen spire turreted, elongated and gradually
u'horls 10, flattened, consuture narrow but distinct
tapering
about two fifths of
occupies
the
last
tracted in the middle of each
above, rounded
acutangular
oval,
moulh
twisted
nucleus
the spire
imier lip
outer lip incurved, and flexuous in the middle
below
thickened and somewhat expanded base sloping. L. 0-25. B. 0-075.
'Porcupine' Exp. 1870: Atl. St. 17, 36; Med. 40, Beuzert

Shell

cylindrical,

compressed

in the

semitransparent and glossy

thick,

sculpture, sharp

:

;

:

;

:

:

:

;

:

;

:

:

:

Road.
Distribution. Gulf of Marseilles (' Travailleur Exp.), off the west
Verd I., and Azores ('Talisman' Exp.), off the
coast of Africa,
Azores (' Challenger and Talisman Exp.) 363-1622 fms.
'

C

'

'

Atlemialed or narrowed.

'

'

;

'

Pressed or squeezed together.

::

'lightning' AND 'porcupine

1884.]

EXPEDITIONS.

'

OoosTOMiA paucistriata', Jeffreys.
Shell forming an elongated cone, rather

XXVII.

(Plate

^ 44.

3G1
fig. 6.)

thick, semitransparent,

and of a prismatic lustre sculpture, straight, slight, and irregular
longitudinal ribs, about 20 on the last whorl, but varying in number,
colour white
spire produced, and somewhat
extension, and size
suture rather deep, nearly straight
whorls 8 beabruptly tapering
the last occusides the nucleus, moderately convex but not tumid
nucleus twisted outwards
mouth pearpies two fifths of the spire
outer Up thin
inner
shaped, pointed above and rounded below
L. 0"275. B. O'OSo.
lip thickened
base angulated in the young.
Four speci'Porcupine' Exp. 1870: Med. St. Benzert Road.
:

:

:

:

:

;

:

;

;

:

:

mens of

different sizes.

Distribution.

Bay of Biscay

('

Exp. 1880 and 1881),
west coast of Africa (' TalisIndies (' Challenger
Exp.)

Travailleur

Palermo and

S. Vito {Monterosato), off

man Exp.),

off Culebra,

'

Danish

W.

'

'

;

108-681 fms.
Messina {Seguenza), Altavilla {Monterosato)
from O. compressa in being conical
instead of cylindrical, as well as in the less compression of the
whorls and the irregularity of the sculpture, I am not satisfied that
I therefore give both provisionally.
they are distinct species.
Two
specimens of the present species have a rather strong tooth-like fold
on the inside of the pillar.
Fossil. Pliocene

Although

V

!

:

this appears to differ

Odostomia semicostata^ Jeffreys. (Plate XXVII. fig. /.)
Shell cylindrical, rather thick, semitransparent and glossy

45.

sometimes covering the top
whorls only, but in most specimens disposed irregularly over the
shell
in one specimen the whole of the surface is seen under the
microscope to be finely striated in a spiral or transverse direction
spire elongated and ending somewhat abruptly in the
colour white
whorls 8 besides the nucleus
they are rounded but
nuclear point
not convex, and are compressed in the middle
the last occupies
about one third of the spire nucleus bulbous and regularly spiral,
suture narrow
like all other species of this genus
mouth trapezoid
outer lip inflected and pointed above, contracted in the middle, and
base somewhat angulated,
curved below
inner lip thickened
tooth or columellar
particularly in the young pillar nearly straight
fold sunken but conspicuous in a broken specimen.
L. O'lo.
B. 0-035.
sculpture, a few slight longitudinal ribs,

;

:

:

;

;

;

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

Porcupine' Exp. 1870:

Atl. St. 2fi-30.
Distribution. C. Breton, Gulf of Gascony {de Folin)

D. Eulimella.

Odostomia

l/'^46.

Melania
0.
'

scillce,

scillce,

B. C.

Lightning
1

'

and

toothless.

scill.e, Scacchi.

Sc. Notizie int. alle
iv. p.

Exp.

Having few

Cylindrical, smooth,

!

169

;

v. p.

Conch,

213,

p.

51,

pi. Ixxvi.

f.

t. ii.

f.

2.

5.

St. 2.

ribs.

'

Half-ribbed.

:
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Porcupine Exp. 1869 3, 6.
Rasel Anioush, Adventure Bank.
'

'

:

1870

:

Atl. 6, 9,

26-29

;

[May

20,

Med.

50,

Finmark to the Mediterranean, Canaries, Madeira,
and west coast of Africa (' Talisman Exp.); 12-1 192

Distribution.

C. Verd
fms.
off

Fossil.

I.

'

Miocene

Christiania,

Rhodes

Vienna Basin (Homes)
N. W. Germany
Biot and throughout Italy.
Post-tertiary
!,

:

Pliocene

{Philippi).

;

:

:

0-100

ft.

Varies in the length of the spire and in the comparative breadth
of the shell.

>

47.

Odostomia compactilis,

Jeffreys.

O. scillce, var. compactilis, B. C. iv. p. 169.
Eidimella compactilis, G. O. Sars, Moll. arct. Norv. p. 208,
f.

t.

22.

15.

' Porcupine 'Exp.
18/0: Atl. 3. A single
1869 St. 4, 18, 23.
specimen from each station.
Distribution. Lofoten I. and W. Norway, Shetland and Hebrides ;
:

50-300

fills.

Possibly O. {Eulimella) superflua of Monterosato, from Palermo.

48. Odostomia acicula, Philippi.
Melania (afterwards Eulimd) acicula,

^

Phil. jMoll. Sic.

i.

p. 158,

t. ix. f. 6.

O. acicula, B. C.

iv. p.

170

;

v. p.

213,

pi. Ixxvi.

f.

6.

'Porcupine' Exp. 1869
St. 18, 19, 25, the Minch.
1870: Atl.
Med. 55, Benzert lload,
3, 9, Vigo B., Setubal B., 26-28, 31-34
Easel Amoush, G. Tunis, Adventure Bank.
:

;

Distribution. EveryAvhere in the eastern portion of the North
Atlantic from Bergen to the Bay of Biscay, as well as in the Medi8-645 fms.
terranean and Adriatic, Corea {St. John)
;

Fossil. Pliocene

:

Red Crag,

Biot,

and Italy.

Post-tertiary

Christiania and Caithness.

Some specimens from different localities exhibit a more or less
conspicuous tooth.
As to the specific name, Monterosato observed that long before
Pliilippi's work, Lamarck had used it for another species (a Grignou
fossil) of the present genus
but the figure (pi. 60, f. 9) in the 8th
volume of the Annales du Museum,' which Deshayes in his second
;

'

edition of the

'

Histoire naturelle des animaux sans vertel)res,' refers

to the Auricula (acicula) of the 6th volume of the
Aunales,' can
hardly be correct, because none of the other figures in the same
plate correspond with either the numbers or the brief descriptions
'

Lamarck in his list of species. Indeed, Deshayes says, as
Auricula acicula, "II est tres-probable que cette espece n'est
point une Auricule, mais une Tornatelle allongee."
The genus
Auricula of Lamarck was a heterogeneous assemblage of species,
and included Melampus, Actceon or Tornatella, Odostomia, Pyramigiven by
to

and Ringicula. The peculiar character of the PyramidellidcB,
the sinistral nucleus, was not noticed by Lamarck or Deshayes.

della,
viz.

'lightning' AND 'porcupine' EXPEDITIONS.

1884.]

Odostomia ventricosa,

49.

363

Forbes.

Parthenia ventricosa, Forb. Rep. ^Eg. Inv.
(1843), p. 188
O. acicula, var. ventricosa, B. C. iv. p. 171
y. p.'2l'3, pi." kxvi.
;
^

Lightning Exp. St. 2, 5.
Porcupine Exp. 1869: 25.
1870
Atl. 9, 17«, 26-28"; Med.
Benzert Road, Rasel Amoush, Adventure Bank.
Distribution. Lofoten L to the Hydra Channel
and Crete
Adriatic, off C. Verd L ('Talisman' Exp.),
Madeira (Watsoti) {;
10-1 192 ims.
'

'

'

'

:

Fossil.

Pliocene: Italy.

Post-tertiary: Biot and Leghorn.
not impossible, to distinguish this from
O. acicula, except as a variety, I will defer to the
opinion of my
friend Professor G. O. Sars, and consider them
separate species.
This kind of distinction is not very material in a
scientific point of
view, where there is any valid or peculiar
character.
The present
species has a more delicate texture, the whorls
are more swollen
the suture is consequently deeper, and the shell

Although

it is difficult, if

becomes more

attenuated towards the apex.
Nevertheless, there are intermediate
gradations, as is the case with other allied forms.
Both
species

have several synonyms. In the Annals and Magazine
of Natural
History for 1848 I described the present species
under the name of
Euhmella gracilis but Forbes did not recognize it as his
Parthenia
;

ventricosa.

He

described his shell as

which does not belong
Sujiplement to

'

" subumbilicate,"

The animal

to mine.

5yr«o/a (afterwards changed

&

a character
described in the

British Conchology.'

Pyramidella nitidula, a. Adams.
Ann.

is

Mag. N. H. 1800,

(Plate

XXVII.

to Obeliscvs) nitidula,

A.

fig. 8.)

Adams

in

p. 335.

^^'^^'- ^^1- St- 3» (var. exilis),
9, 16, 17 28on'"^,°f\'P'"^' ^""PMed. 45, 55 (var. exilis), Adventure Bank.
Distribution. Bay of Biscay ('Travailleur ' Exp.
1881 and 188'>)
European and African coasts of the Mediterranean,
off the Cane

30

'

;

de

Zp.

,?•

L

('T^iJi^'"^"'

Joi^f
4U-487^
ims.

^^P-)'

Fossil. Pliocene

Exp.),

•^^P'^" ^"'^

Thomas, D. W. I. and Fayal
^^''^^ (^- ^^«'«* and St. John);
^

St.

Reggio (Seffuenza).
Synomjms. Pyramidella minuscula and P. mediterranea
of Monterosato, Obehscus svfarcinatus and
O. tinctus of Watson.
Perhaps
the variety, which I have named exilis, may
be a distinct species
It is much smaller, narrower, and
spindle-shaped; but the specimens are too young or immature and imperfect
for complete de:

^

scription.

The

shell being deeply umbilicated may
constitute the type of a
which I would name Tiberia, in honour
of that excellent
naturalist Dr. Nicola Tiberi of Portici

section

near Naples

I have carefully

compared my Porcupine and Mediterranean
specimens with those from Japan and Corea,
which I received from
'

'

—
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the late Mr. Arthur Adams and my friend Captain St. John, and
I cannot detect the slightest difference between any of them in shape,
P. Iceviuscula
coloured band, umbilicus, or dentition of the pillar.
otherwise the recent and
of the Crag has no umbilical perforation
Some of the recent as well as
fossil species are exactly similar.
Crag specimens, and those of P. plicosa (if this be not the same as
the Crag species) have the throat or inside of the outer lip thickened
and crenated, as in Odostomia condidea and other species of that
genus.
It must be borne in mind that species of different genera
are common to the North Atlantic and North Pacific Oceans, as well
as to the Crag, e. g. Pecckiolia aeuticostata.
;

I

Mathilda quadricartnata,

Brocchi.

Turbo quadricarinntus, Brc. Conch. Foss. Subap.
f.

6.

t.

ii.

M.
'

ii.

p.

3/5,

t.

vii.

quadricartnata, Kobelt in Jahrb. d. d. Mai. Ges. 1874, p. 226,

f.

2\

2,

Porcupine' Exp. 1870

:

Atl. St.'off C. Sagres,

26-30,36

;

Med.

50, 50", Benzert Road, Rasel Amoush, Adventure Bank.
Distribution. Bay of Biscay (' Travailleur ' Exp. 1881), Mediter8-227 fms.
ranean and Adriatic, Madeira (Watson)]
;

Maine et Loire (Baudin), Malaga (Duncan).
Miocene
Antwerp Crag (Omalius), Biot, and Italy.
Pliocene
A Sicilian specimen, kindly sent me by the late Professor Aradus,
measures nearly an inch and a quarter in length and -^jj of an inch
The sculpture of this species varies considerably, and
in breadth.
this has, of course, given rise to several synonyms, including Eglisia
macandrecE of -Ar Adams, and two or three so-called species of
Brugnone.
The correct position of the genus Mathilda, O. Semper, 1865, is
It certainly approaches Turritella in some
rather questionable.
and my only reason for placing it provisionally in the
respects
Fossil.

:

:

;

PyramidellidcB

have thought

is

the heterostrophe or sinistrorsally spiral apex.
I
XXVII. fig. 9) a maguitied

desirable to give (Plate

it

figure of this character.
I subjoin a description of the animal taken from a living specimen
Body cream-colour
during the Porcupine' Expedition of 1870
tentacles thread-shaped, smooth, very long and slender, bluntly
eyes proportionally large, seated on small
pointed, and diverging
tubercles or bulbs on the outer side of the tentacles about one fourth
from their base foot large, in front deeply bilobed with remarkablj'
long auricles, behind angulated on the upper part and rounded at
the foot-lobes are jagged inside, and doublethe tail or extremity
edged in that part with a row of close-set short and exquisitely fine
operculum chitinous, rather solid,
cilia which are in continual motion
multispiral with umbilicated whorls, like that of Turritella terebra.
'

:

:

:

;

:

Animal

active

and bold.

:

:

'lightning' AND 'porcupine' EXPEDITIONS.

18S4.]

Family XVIII.

EULIMIDiE.

^ Genus Gegania
Shell

^ Jeffreys.

conical, reticulated, not umbilicated

intorted, not spiral, nor sinistral.

365

;

Differs from

nucleus globular and

Mathilda

in

having

a short spire and an intorted but not a heterostrophe nucleus.
Perhaps this genus, which in a great measure is founded on
The
negative characters, may be the type of a separate family.
shell certainly is not smooth and polished like Eulima.

Gegania pinguis'^ Jeffreys.
Shell forming a short cone,

(Plate

XXVII.

fig.

10.)

rather thin, opaque and of a dull
sculpture, several spiral ridges, which are crossed by much
numerous and fiexuous longitudinal stria, so as to cause a

hue
more
:

partial decussation

the spiral ridges vary considerably in

;

number

and strength, and sometimes they are alternately large and small,
but they become at the base crowded and fine revolving striae
apex
smooth and glossy colour whitish spire short, bluntly pointed
whorls 5, swollen the last occupies more than two thirds of the
shell
mouth squarish,
nucleus bulbous, introverted suture deep
acutangular above and nearly rectangular below
outer lip semicircular except for the upper corner of the mouth
inner lip reflected,
broader on the lower part of the pillar, wliich is very gently curved
;

:

:

;

;

:

:

:

:

:

base expanded, slightly concave or depressed but not umbilicated
nor angulated.
L. 0-3.
B. 0'16.

'Porcupine' Exp. 1870: Atl.
>

1.

St. 16, 17,

17a.

Eulima subulata, Donovan.

Turho subulatus, Don. Br. Sh. pi. clxxii.
E. subulata, B. C. iv. p. 208 v. p. 215, pi. Ixxvii. f. 7.
1870:
'Porcupine' Exp. 1869
St. 2, 9, 18 (and var. nana).
Med. .50, 55, Beuzert Road,
Atl. Vigo B., 29, 30 (var. paUidula)
G. Tunis, Adventure Bank. Variety pallidula bauds of a paler
colour, and more or less interrupted.
Distribution. Dublin Bay and other parts of Ireland, Anglesea,
and southern coasts of England, Atlantic coasts of France and Lusitania, throughout the Mediterranean and Adriatic, Canaries, Madeira,
and Azores 2-22 7| fms. I suspect that the following localities
;

:

;

;

;

may
ata:

been misapplied to this species instead of to E. bilineScarborough {Bean) ; Orkneys, 12 fms. {Forbes); Shetland,

liave

—

5-90 fms. {Forbes).
Fossil. Miocene
Vienna and Bordeaux Basins, N.W. Germany,
Pliocene: Coralline and
Transylvania, Podolia, and Volhynia.
Antwerp Crags, France and Italy.
Of the numerous synonyms, which it is unnecessary to recapitubut the
late, glaber of Da Costa is prior to subulata and every other
The dwarf variety
present name has been sanctioned by use.
{nana) shows that size is not the only character which distinguishes
:

;

^

The name

Proc. Zool.

of one of the Vestal Virgins.

Soc— 1884,

No. XXV.

^

Phimp.

25

;
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this variety has the usual slender
this species from E. bilineata
shape and coloured markings of E. subulata, and is Mediterranean
;

as well as Atlantic.
(^

2.

EuLiMA BILINEATA,

Alder.

E. lineata (as probably of Sowerby, but proposed to be changed
to bilineata), Aid. Cat. Moll. North. & Durh. in Trans. Tjn. Nat.
Field Club, p. 47.
E. bilineata, B. C.

210;

iv. p.

215,

v. p.

pi. Ixxvii.

f.

8.

Lightning Exp.
St. 2, 5.
'Porcupine' Exp. 1869: 15, IB. 23«, N. Channel.
1870: Atl.
3a, 26
Med. Benzert Road, Rasel Amoush, Adventure Bank.
Distribution. Haramerfest, Lofoten L, and Bodci to the Adriatic
and Alexandria, off west coast of Africa (' Talisman Exp.) 0-68 I
'

'

:

;

'

;

fms.
Fossil. Pliocene

Post-tertiary

Sicily.

:

Norway and

:

Belfast

100 ft.
This pretty

little shell is closely allied to E. subulata, and may be
regarded as a "critical" species.
Specimens from Skye and Belfast are much larger than the dwarf variety of E. subulata.
The
British Couchology.'
characteristic differences are pointed out in
Some specimens of the present species are slightly curved.
'

l^ 3.

EuLiMA JEFFREYSiANA,

Brusiua.

Leiostraca jeffreysiana, Brus.
p. 245.

in

(Plate
J.

XXVIIL

de Conch,

xvii.

fig. 1.)

(1869),

Porcupine Exp. 18/0: Med. St. 50, Benzert Road, Adventure
The specimen from Benzert Road is larger than others, and
measures nearly a line and a half in length
the usual length is a
line, or one tenth of an iuch.
Distribution. Mediterranean and Adriatic, Canaries (^McAndrew)\,
Madeira (7ra^«o«)!; 30-120 fms.
'

'

Bank.

;

l/A.

EuLiMA

POLiTA, Linne.

Turbo politus, L.

N. p. 1241.
v. p. 214, pi. Ixxvii. f. 3.
201
'Porcupine' Exp. 1870
Med. St. 50, G. Tunis.
Distribution. Finmark to the iEgean
2-145 fms.
Fossil. Miocene, Pliocene, and Post-tertiary
Norway southwards
through Europe to Rhodes ; 0-80 ft.
E.jioUta, B. C.

S.

iv. p.

;

:

;

:

l/ 5.

EuLiMA INTERMEDIA,

Cantraiue.

E. intermedia, Cantr. Diagn. Moll. Bull. Ac. Brax. 1835, p. 14 ;
B. C. iv. p. 203; v. p. 214, pi. Ixxvii. f. 4.
'Porcupine' Exp. 1870: Atl. St. 27, 28, 28a; Med. 50.
Distribution. Hammerfest to the Adriatic and eastern part of
the Mediterranean, Madeira and the Canaries {McAndrew) !, C. de
Verd I. {Eochebrune), and New England (Ferrill) ; 11-645 fms.
Fossil. Miocene
Vienna Basin !, N.W. Germany.
Pliocene
Coralline and Red Crag, Biot, and Italy.
Post-tertiary : Norway.
:

:

—
:

.

'lightning' AND

1884.]

'
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E. nitida of Philippi, but apparently not Melania nitida of Lamarck, from the Paris Basin.
Extremely variable in size, length of the spire, comparative slenderness, and breadth of the last whorl, as well as in a slight degree of
curvatnre.
Many species could easily be
polita (especially the young) the periphery
in the present species.
Cantraiiie's description

"Testa parva, subulata,
'^ 6.

too

is

made out of
is

it.

In E.

augulated, but never

short to be satisfactory, viz. :
Alt. 5 Hn. diam. Ij."

recta, vitrea, levi.

EuLiMA DisTORTA,

Defrancc.

Melania distorta (Defiance), Deshayes, Destr.

d.

Coq.

foss.

des

environs de Paris (1824), t. ii. p. Ill, pi. xiii. f. 24, 25.
E. distorta, B. C. iv. p. 205
v. p. 214, pi. Ixxvii. f. 5.
;

'Porcupine' Exp. 1869: St. 9, 18 (and var. gracilis), 25 (and
var. gracilis), N. Channel.
1870: Atl. 13, Vigo B., 29-34; Med.
G. Tunis, Adventure Bank.
Distribution.
Lofoten I. to the Adriatic and ifirchipelago,
Madeira {Watson), Canaries {(TOrhigmj and McAndrew). Off Sahara and west coast of Africa ('Talisman Exp.), Azores (Drouet),
New England (Ferrill), St. Vincent's, West Indies {Guilding), Mazatlan (P. Carpenter), N. Japan {St. John)]
0-1261 fms.
'

;

Pliocene : Red C!rag {A. Bell) !, Italy.
Post-tertiary
Norway, Ayrshire, and Rhodes.
I regard as synonyms of this abundant and widely spread species,
Bissoa sinuosa, Scacchi ; Turbo curvatas, Chiereghini (MS. only) ;
Fossil.

£alcis arcuata,hea.ch (1852)
and E. p/iilippii, Weinkauff (1867).
Judging from the description and figure of the Eocene species in
the above-cited work of Deshayes, I should have been inclined to
consider it distinct from the recent species
but having lately received, through the kindness of Dr. Fischer, typical specimens of
the former, I have carefully compared them with many hundred
specimens of the latter, and I feel myself conscientiously bound to
unite them.
Some specimens of both forms have the last whorl
larger in proportion to the next, or else have the outer lip more or
less flexuous
the degree of curvature (which is occasionally double
or flexuous) differs considerably, and the periphery is now and then
somewhat augulated or keeled.
The variety gracilis is usually straight instead of being distorted
or curved
but after a long and close examination, I have failed in
;

;

;

;

discovering a single character which would justify its separation from
Both are equally common
the typical form as a distinct species.
and generally distributed with intermediate forms.

Professor G. O. Sars found this species living in a quasi-parasitic
or " commensal " state inside Holothuria iutestinalis

EuLiMA GLABR-A \ Jeffreys. (Plate XXVIII. fig, 2.)
Shell awl-shaped, rather strong, semitranspareut, and

\/ 7.

polished lustre

:

sculpture none
'

:

of a
colour whitish, with a faint tinge

Smooth.

25*

'
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of brownish-yellow
spire shortish, ending in a blunt and bulbous
point whorls 8, somewhat convex ; the first is inflected, and the
last occupies about half the shell
suture nearly straight, well defined
mouth oval, proportionally large, acutangular above and
rounded below its length equals one third of the spire outer lip
flexuous
inner lip reflected on the pillar at its base, but not observable on its upper part.
L. 015. B. 0"06.
:

:

:

:

;

:

:

'Porcupine' Exp. 1870
Atl. St. 9, 17.
A single specimen from
each station.
This is less slender than E. distorta or any of its varieties
the
spire is shorter and quite straight, the apex is blunt and bulbous
:

;

instead of finely pointed, and the
Distribution. Off" the coast of
1192 fms.
,

8.

EuLiMA

E.

stalioi, Brus., J.

mouth is proportionately larger.
West Africa (' Talisman' Exp.)

STALior, Brusiua.

de Conch,

'Porcupine' Exp. 1870: Atl.
Distribution. Dalmatia
hauff),

off'

(Plate

XXVIII.

fig.

;

3.)

(18G9), p. 242.

xvii.

St. 29, 30.

and B/-«sJ/ja), Algiers (coll. WeinMarocco ('Talisman' Exp.)!, Madeira {Watson)\;
(/Sf ^a/to

20-1192 fms.
Intermediate between E. glabella of Searles Wood from the
Coralline Crag, and E. brevis of Requien from Corsica and the Adriatic.
The present species may ultimately prove to be a variety of
E. brevis. Professor Brusina having obligingly favoured me with a

specimen of his E. petitiana, I believe it is a variety of E. stalioi;
but I offer this opinion with great respect for his intimate knowledge of the Adriatic MoUusca.
/

EuLiMA solidaS Jeffreys. (Plate XXVIII. fig. 4.)
Shell nearly cylindrical, slender, thick, transparent, and

9.

very
sculpture none perceptible with a hand-lens or ordinary
magnifying power but under a compound microscope the whole
surface of the shell appears to be covered with extremely fine and
close-set longitudinal striae or lines
the periphery is more or less
distinctly keeled: colour glassy white: spire elongated, sometimes
curved or distorted, and ending in a bulbous nucleus
whorls 8,
glossy

:

;

;

:

compact and flattened
the first is inflected, and the last occupies
rather more than two fifths of the shell
suture nearly straight,
well defined, but narrow
it occasionally shows a rather broad line
on the lower side by reason of the overlapping of each whorl mouth
oval, proportionally small, acutangular above and somewhat expanded below its length is not a tJhird of that of the spire outer
;

:

;

:

;

:

flexuous, in some specimens thickened
reflected on the pillar.
L. 0-2. B. O'O.i.
lip

:

inner lip glazed and

'Porcupine 'Exp. 1869: St. 23 a. 18/0: Atl. 9. 17, 19, 27,28.
Bay of Biscay (' Travailleur' Exp. 1880 and 1881),
off Marocco, west coast of Africa, and the Azores (' Talisman
Exp.) 645-1622 fms.
Distribution.

;

'

Compact.

1884.]
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Messina (^Seguenzd).
and strong for its size, it is so transparent that the eyes of the animal are clearly seen through a living
specimen.
In this specimen the two uppermost whorls are quite
empty, and the end of the liver appears in the succeeding whorl it
probably arose from shrinking of the animal before death.
Fossil. Pliocene

Although

:

this shell is thick

;

1/

10. EuLiMA fusco-apicata\ Jeffreys.
(Plate XXVIII. fig. 5.)
Shell spike-shaped, slender, thin, transparent, and very glossy
:

sculpture, indistinct but exceedingly fine longitudinal lines,

which are

detected only by the microscope
the peripliery is slightly keeled in
some specimens colour that of clear glass, except the 3 or 4 topmost whorls, which are chestnut-brown
spire long and finely
tapering to a point
whorls 9-11, rather convex
the last occupies
;

:

:

:

about half the shell

;

suture shallow, and somewhat oblique mouth
longish-oval, considerably expanding, acutangular above and obtusangular below its length is nearly one third of that of the spire
outer lip remarkably flexuous and thin
inner lip adhering to the
upper part of the pillar, and reflected a little on its lower part.
L.
0-2.
B. 0-073.
:

:

:

;

:

A

Porcupine' Exp. 18/0 : Atl. St. 16, 17, 17 a.
fragment of
this species indicates a larger size than that which is given in the
description.
The dark colour of the apical whorls is very peculiar
and characteristic.
Distribution.
coast of Africa
i^ 11.

Bay

of Biscay

('

and Cape de Verd

Travailleur
Isles

;

EuLiMA piriformis, Brugnone.

E. piriformis, Brugn.

Alisc.

'

Exp.).

Off the west

681-1 192 fms.

Mai. 1873,

(Plate
p. 7.

XXVIII.
f.

fig. 6.)

5.

'Porcupine' Exp. 1870: Atl. St. 3 o, 6 (var. bizonata), 16, 17,
Med. Adventure Bank. Some of the specimens are more or
17 «.
less curved or twisted, like E. distorta.
The variety bizonata, of
which a single specimen occurred, lias two narrow bands of reddishbrown (one below the suture, and the other encircling the periphery)
on the last whorl, and two in corresponding positions on each of the
other whorls.
In some of the other specimens the apical whorls are
coloured as in E. fusco-apicata but the shape of the shell and the
proportionate size of the last whorl are different.
Possibly, however,
both of these species may be one and the same.
Distribution. Bay of Biscay (' Travailleur Exp. 1880 and 1881),
Sicily (Brugnone and Monferosato), off west coast of Africa (' Talisman' Exp.), Culebra I. ('Challenger' Exp.) 11-1512 fms.
Fossil. Pliocene
Ficarazzi {Brugnone).
The figure given by the lamented author represented a fossil and
not a good or characteristic specimen.
I have therefore considered
;

'

;

:

advisable to figure a recent specimen.
The Rev. R. Boog Watson has described this species from the
Challenger ' Expedition as E. chaunax, and perhaps also as E. hians.
It may be distinguished from any of its congeners by the swollen

it

'

^

Tipped with chestnut-brown.
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shape of the last whorl, the remarkably flexiious character of the
outer lip, and the pinched apex, which resembles that of Stili/er.
The apex is more blunt than in E.fusco-apicatn.

EuLiMA ABBREViATA \ Jeffreys. (Plate XXVIII. fig. /.)
Shell conical, thin, semitransparent, and glossy sculpture,

12.

1/

:

microscopic, close-set, regular and very fine longitudinal striae;
periphery rounded and not keeled or angulated colour ivory-white,
except the three apical whorls, which are light brown sjnre short,
ivhorJs 7, convex ; the
abruptly graduating to a rather blunt point
:

:

:

suture distinct, nearly straight :
other species
of this genus : ituier lip thick, and spread over the lower part of the
pillar.
L. 015. B. 00/.5.
'Porcupine' Exp. 1870: Atl. St. 17a. Two specimens.
last occupies three fifths of the shell

mouth

curved below

oval,

outer

:

EuLIMASUBUMBILICATA^
Shell forming a short cone,

13.

/.

:

lip flexuous, as in

Jeffreys.

(Plate

XXVIII.

fig.

8.)

rather solid for its minute size,
sculpture none ; periphery obtusely
nearly opaque, and glossy
spire extremely short and termiangular colour creamy white
ivhorls 5, compressed and
nating in a blunt and bulbous point
suture
occupies
nearly
two
thirds
of the shell
last
the
rounded
mouth roundisli-oval, projecting beyond the line of
slight, straight
outer
the spire, contracted at the upper corner and rounded below
:

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

inner lip filmy at the top and narrowly reflected
on the bottom of the pillar umbilicus shallow and exhibiting a
L, 0*05.
B. 0"02.t.
small perforation behind the pillar.
single specimen, but
Exp.
1870:
Atl.
St.
27.
'Porcupine'
characteristic from not merely its minute size, but from its exces-

lip semicircular

;

:

A

and compact

sively short

spire, the

shape of

its

mouth, and espe-

cially the umbilical })erforatiou.

EuLiMA MINUTA^ Jeffreys. (Plate XXVIII. fig.
Shell club-shaped, thin, semitransparent, and glossy

14.

v

9.)

sculpture

:

none except microscopic and close-set longitudinal striae or scratcbes
periphery rounded colour whitish, with a slight tint of yellow
apex blunt whorls 5-6, compressed the last
spire rather long
suture slight and oblique mouth oval,
takes up about half the shell
outer lip somewhat
contracted and pointed above, curved below
inner lip also thickened, and somewhat expanding at the
thickened
L. 0*075.
B. 0025.
base, which slopes gradually.
Six specimens.
'Porcupine' Exp. 1870: Atl. St. 2()-29.
;

:

:

:

;

;

:

:

:

:

Distribution.
('

Strait

of INIessina {Granata-Grillo), off
fms.

Marocco

Tahsman Exp.), 18-11 92
'

EuLiMA OBTUSA^ Jeffreys. (Plate XXVIII. fig. 10.)
Shell somewhat cylindrical, slender, rather thick, semitransparent,
15.

^

Shortened.

*

Somewbat

iimbilicated.

^

Minute.

*

Blunted.

'lightning' AND 'porcupine' EXPEDITIONS.
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3/1

spire long and gradcolour whitish
sculpture none
ually tapering to a blunt point ; whorls 7, rounded ; the last is
suture Tery slight and
equal in length and bulk to half the shell
mouth
scarcely separating or defining the whorls, nearly straight

and lustrous

:

:

:

:

:

oblong-oval, rather narrow, sharply pointed above and curved below :
inner lip
outer Up thin and flexuous, not projecting or prominent
thickened
and
pillar,
the
to
adding
part
and
upper
filmy on the
reflected on the lower part of the pillar, which is gently sloping.
:

L. 0-15.

B. 00.5.
'Porcupine' Exp. 1870: Atl.

St. 17a; Med. 5.5.
Bav of Biscay (' Travailleur Exp. 1881), oflf Malta
Sahara, C. deVerd Is., and Azores ('Talisman' Exp.);
'

Distribution.

(Spratt), off

310-2199 fms.
Has somewhat the
cylindrical,

and

size

and appearance of E. glabra, but is more
apex, which is blunt in the

differs particularly in the

It is not the
present species, thus connecting it with E. stenostoma.
E. obtusa of De Folin (' Les Fends de la Mer,' p. 211, pi. xxxviii.
f. 11), which is apparently E. stalioi.
i/ 16.

pi.

EuLiMA STENOSTOMA,

E. stenostoma,
\.{.7: B. C.

Jeffreys.

Ann.
207 v.

Jeffr. in
iv. p.

;

& Mag.

N. H. 3rd

p. 21.5, pi. Ixxvii.

f.

ser.

ii.

p. 128,

6.

'Porcupine' Exp. 18G9: St. 3, 6, 61, 68, 69.
Distribution. Finmavk and Lofoten Is., W. & S. Norway, Shetland,
N. W. of Peterhead {Metsger), Bay of Biscay ('Travailleur' Exp.,
1880 and 1881), between Iceland and Greenland (' Valorous' Exp.),
Palermo {MonteG. St. Lawrence {Whit eaves); 40-1062 fms.
rosato)

1

Coralline Crag {S. Wood) ?
Several names of other species both of the present genus and of
Odostomia have been proposed by the Marquis de Monterosato in
his catalogues but as they were not sufficiently, if at all, described, nor
Fossil. Pliocene

:

;

any of them figured,

I

cannot identify them, and I fear the names

must be treated as manuscript.

Summary of the foregoing
Faaiilies.

List.

Genera.

Number

of

Species.

XVI. ACLIDiE

2
4

CioNiscus
AcLis

Pherusa
XVII.

PYRAMIDELLID^

XVIIL EULIMID^

1

49
Odostomia
Pykamidella .... 1
1
Mathilda
1
Gegania

EULIMA

....

16

Total 75
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EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.
Plate XXVI.
Fig.

1.

2.

Cioniscus gracilis, p. 34L
siriafus, p,
striatum,
342.
^,
Odosfo7nia
fomia svb6b!o7iffa,
sicbMovffci p. 345,
ffinoi.ix. p.
n. 347.
S47.
tenuis,

Fig. 6.

—

3.

4.

—^—

5.

iiiteiis,

Odosfomia fralonga, p. 350.
crassa, p. 350.
wnifcifciata, p. 351.

7.
8.

sigmoidea, p. 354,

9.

flexuosa. p. 355.

10.

p. 349.

Plate XXVII.
Fig.

1.

Odosfomia sinuosa, p. 358.
acuticostata, p. 359.

-

2.

Fig. 7. Odosfomia semicosfafa, p. 361.
8. Pi/mmidella nitidula, p. 363.

-fulgidula, p. 359.
- attcnuata, p. 360.

9.

4.

6.

-

comprcssa., p. 3fi0.

10.

6.

-

3.

Mafhikiaquadricarinata (apex),
p. 364.

Gegania pinguis,

p. 365.

paucistriata, p. 361.

Plate XXVIII
Fig. 1. Etdima jeffreysiana, p. 366.
glabra, p. 367.
2.
stalioi, p. 368.
3.
solida, p. 368.
4.
fusco-apicata, p. 369.
5.

3.

Fig. 6.
7.
8.

Eulima piriformis,
ahhreviafa,

p. 369.

370.

—— swhumbilicata, p. 370.
jj.

minxta, p. 370.
obtma, p. 370.

9.

10.

—

Holothuroidea. IV. On the Structural
Characters of the Cotton- Spinner {Holothvria nigra),
and especially of its Cuvierian Organs. By F. Jeffrey

Studies in

tlie

Bell, M.A., F.Z.S.^ Professor of Comparative Anatomy
in King's College.
[Eeceived

May

15, 1884.]

Scattered through zoological literature there are here and there
refereuces to a Holothuriaii, of which Selenka appears to have had
no knowledge, and whicii Semper ])laces among the "giinzlich
zweif'elhaftcn Arten," but which, unless patriotism is a fault in a

man

of science, ought to be of interest to British naturalists in so
and inasmuch as it is not only the only known British representative of the restricted genus Holothuria, but it is, so far as we

far

at present, the only member of the family of Aspidochirota),
or Holothurians with shield-shaped tentacles and no retractors for
Discovered shortly after the
the i)harynx, that is found in ovir seas.
which, like every other
publication of Forbes's British Starfishes

know

'

'

—

work from that accomplished pen, had a remarkable

—

influence on

contemporaries it was first mentioned and described to a scienin 1844, who appears (see
tific audience by Mr. C. W. Peach
Report, 1844, p. 6.5) to have satisfied the members of the British
Association that, in introducing to them the '* nigger or cottonspinner," he was speaking of a Ilolothurian new to the British
communication on this animal was read by Mr. Peach to
fauna.
the Royal Polytechnic Institution of Cornwall, and is to be found,
with an illustrative plate, on pp. 1 /l-l 74 of the 'Annals and Magazine

liis

A

—
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In a note on Irish Echinoof Natural History,' vol. xv. (184.5).
dermata, read to the Dublin Natural-History Society, Prof. Kinahati
mentions by name " Cucumaria niger, Coucli,"^ as having been
taken on the west coast of Ireland (Natural History Rev. vol. vi.
p. 369) ; in the succeeding year (cf. op. cit. vol. vii. p. 394) Mr.
Foot has a brief note on the habits of what he calls " H. wgerT
Finally, Prof. Moseley has under his care a specimen in tlie University Museum at Oxford, which bears the name of liolothuria
nigra, and is said to have come from the Scilly Islands.
The collection of the British Museum contains five specimens
which appear to me to be referable to the species figured by Peach
but never yet so described as to be, with certainty, recognized by
the systematic zoologist.
The specific characters by which it may be distinguished appear to
Suckers almost entirely'confined to the trivial surface ; tentacles
be
twenty ; body elongated integument very soft. Colour (in spirit) more
or less completely black ; in life the lower surface and " the thornlike appendage on the back" are stated to be of a light green colour.
Body-wall rather thick. Calcareous spicules rare the only forms
observed were perforated with four large holes, somewhat as in
Thyone fusus (cf. Duben and Koren, Vetensk. Akad. Ilandlingar,
1844, pi. V. fig. 42). The oesophageal anniilaria of moderate size;
radials and interradials subequal, longest along their middle line,
which forms a well-marked, ratlier broad keel. Polian vesicle large.
The Cuvierian organs packed into a large compact mass.
:

—

;

;

Measurements

:

Length

120

Greatest breadth

..37

110
4

105

40

may be made on the just enunciated
"
the creature has been called "Nigger
by the fisherman, and nigra, hy the naturalist, it does, as Peach tells
us, vary in colour, being " all sliades, from sienna to rose-colour
and dehcate pink." The suckers do not, in spirit-specimens, appear
The

following observations

specific characters.

Though

They are rather thickly scattered
to be arranged in definite rows.
over the whole of the trivial surface ; at any rate, Peach is in error
in considering that this creature is remarkable for the possession of
From Peach's illustration it would appear
-four rows of suckers.
that the dorsal papillas, and especially those at the sides of the body,
are much more prominent in living than in preserved specimens.
In the description of the pharyngeal ossicles I have adopted the
nomenclature proposed by Prof. Moseley, in his description of a
remarkable Hulothurian pharynx " ; here annularia only, and no
The scarcity of calcareous spicules was
pharyngealia, are developed.
to be expected as soon as one knew that " on exposure to air they
lose their tenacity and crumble to pieces ; " but, on the other hand,
1

The addition of the name of Couch must be an error
Coi-Dish Fauna.'
S. xxiv. (1884) p. 255.

to the species in the
2

Q. J.

M.

'

;

I iind

no reference
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must again draw attention to the clanger to spicules of maceration
weak spirit \ and express a hope that this communication will
lead to the acquisition of some fresh specimens.
I

in

If, however, the " Nigger " has but little protection from calcareous plates, he has, as a " Cotton-spinner," a means of offence which
causes him (to again quote Peach) to be "held in great detestation,
from its throwing oi\t what they (the fishermen) call cotton. ... It is
extremely irritable, and on being touched or disturbed throws out a
bunch of white tapered threads about an inch in length and one
eighth in thickness
these soon become attenuated, and are drawn
into very long threads of great tenacity. ... I have seen a crab so
completely entangled in it as not to be able to move, and a fish only
able to get away after a long struggle."
This "cotton" is secreted
by the Cuvierian organs, which are arranged in a mode as yet
tmdescribed in any Holothurian.
;

Figure of lower portion of tbe body of Holoihuria nigra, opened along the
dorsal middle line the CuTierian organs (c) are seen in situ, as is the
coil of tubes in tbe cloaea (cl).
A bristle has been passed into tbe
rectal opening of tbe intestine, wbicb has been pusbed a little to one
;

side.

When the body is laid open by an incision through the dorsal
middle line, the whole centre of the lower part of the ccelom is seen
to be occupied by a compact mass, more or less pyriform in shape,
quite solid and almost hard to the touch
underlying this is the
rectal portion of the intestine, while anteriorly it is hollowed out into
a shallow cup, which supports a coil of the intestine (fig. 1).
In
a specimen 110 mm. long, the mass in question has its greatest
length 39 mm.
9 mm. forming the wall of the cup on the upper
surface, where it was a little longer than elsewhere
at its thickest
;

;

;

'

Jom-nal Eoy. Micr. Soc. 1882,

p. 481.
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mass measurerl 1.5 mm., while the hody itself was only 40 mm.
Traced backwards this mass is found to arise from the
separated from the investment of connective tissue (which
cloaca
may be in parts pigmented), its free or proximal end is seen to be
easily separable into long coiled blind tubes, of which indeed the
whole mass is made up. In relation, therefore, and in general structure the tubes are what Johannes INIiiller called Cuvierian organs ^.
They will be found to offer iis some interesting characters, both from
the morphological and physiological point of view.
In the monograph just cited, the founder of the morphology of
the
the Echinodermata described three types of Cuvierian organs
cpecal, the racemose, and one to which he gives no distinguishing
It is
name, and which may j)erhaps be distinguished as verticillate.
but they differ,
to the first group that the organs of H. nigra belong
so far as I can learn, from any yet described, by the fact that they
tlie

at its widest.
;

—

;

are closely united together into a firm bundle.

This firm union of the tubes into a single mass makes it difiicult
how single tubes can be emitted. In the woodcut,
however, now given, which has been taken from a specimen in which
the organ and its parts occupy their original or natural position, it
will be seen that a few coiled tubes are lying in the cloaca (fig. 1, cl).
Is it not then probable that, on excitement, a suitable contraction
separates off this jjortion of the organ from the rest, and that another

for us to imagine

to the exterior ?
not to be thought that so small a portion of the tubes would
not be of some size in the water, for 2".t mm. of one of these tubes
may, even after nearly twenty years' preservation in spirit, be
and this attenuated
stretched out to a length of more than 30 mm.

expels
It

it

is

;

thread

swells

up

so

much

in

water

that, while

measuring one

of the micrometer when dry, it occupies seven divisions
We can thus
after treatment with distilled water for ten minutes.
understand that an animal at whom these threads are thrown should,
as it attempts to escape, lengthen the threads which, at the same
time, coming into contact with the water, would be swollen out
division

transversely as they were extended longitudinally.

The observations made during recent years on these Cuvierinn
organs seem to justify a more definite statement as to their function
than the supposition of Jaeger that they are renal organs, and to
lead to an acceptance of the well-grounded statement of Semper
that they are not glandular tubes at all, but protective or offenIn this connexion Semper cites Peach's note on the
sive organs ^.
"Cotton-spinner;" and the observations just recorded on the power of
increase of length and the influence of water show that he has cited
The view of Semper, which is shared by Greef, has
it with justice.
been recently accepted by M. Jourdan, who, like him, has had the
good fortune of being able to work on living and fresh specimens^;
1

2
^

Ueber den Bau der Echinodermcn," Abb. Ak. Berl. 1853.
Holothuricn,' p. 140.
Annales dii Musee d'hist. nat. de Mariieille, i. Part 2, no.
"
'

O. Hamann, Zeitscbr.

f.

wiss. Zool. vol. xxxix.

(3.

See also

MR.
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most authoritatively of the accuracy of Samper's
ist so gut wie Nichts von ihrem
feineren Bau zu erkennen " '.
I,

I fear, can speak

statement

:

"

An

Spirituspraparaten

we must,
Semper that they are "viel weniger characteristicsh in ihren Formen fiir die einzelnen Gattungen, als es nach Miiller'a
Arbeiten scheinen konnte."
At any rate, in no other organ does
H. nigra display any character or combination of characters which
would lead us to separate it off from the rest of the true HoloFinally, as to the systematic value of the Cuvierian organs

I think, agree with

thurise.

The

five

specimens in the British

coast of Cornwall

two are said
crab-pots, at a depth of 20 fms.

4.

On

;

to

Museum were obtained off the
have been " taken about some

Polperro."

Races and Hybrids among the Salmonidse.
By Francis Day, F.Z.S.
[Eeceived

May

—Part

II.

19, 1884.]

On January 15th of tliis year (see P. Z. S. 1884, p. 17) I gave
an account of the continuation of some experiments made by Sir J,
Gibson-Maitland, F.Z.S., on the breeding and hybridization of Salmonidse at Howietonn, and the inception of a few new ones.
I
propose in this paper to briefly remark upon their continuation, and
how matters stood on March 13th, 1884.
First, as to the hybrids between Salmon and Lochleven Trout.
The oldest batch of these hybrids are the descendants from 20,000
eggs of the Trout milted from Salmo sala.r December 24, 1881,
and which up to March 13, 1884, had been kept in a planked pond,
20 feet long by .5 feet wide. On tliis date those which remained
(numbering 212), all of which appeared to be in perfect health, were
removed to the octagon pond at Craigend. Among them, six were
over 10 inches in length, but the majority were smaller, and some
not above 2g inches, showing the great range of variation in size of
young Salmonidte raised from eggs and milt obtained at one time from
the same parents although the resulting offspring are kept under
exactly similar conditions of existence.
I remarked in the paper referred to, that on Nov. 29, 1883, 4500
eggs of the Lochleven Trout (of the season of 1875) were milted
from the parr of a Salmon raised at Howietoun -, and the eggs
were placed in hatching-box No. 88. The number of eggs removed
in December
as dead during the following months were as follows
:

—

^ I have carefully compared M. Jourdan's account of the CuTierian organs
with the interesting account given by my friend Mr. J. E. Blomfield (Q. J. M. S.
xsii. p. 355) of the thread-cells of Mijxinc, but I cannot detect any points of
similarity.
Perhaps M. Jourdan will, in the further investigations which he
has promised to make, direct especial attention to Mr. Blomlield's account of
Myxine.
^ An error appears in my former paper, at page 19, these fish having been
hatched in March 1881, not 1882.
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65, in January 18, and in February 4, or a total of 87 deaths, while
an additional 199 eggs were found not to have been originally im-

From the foregoing experiment we can draw the conclusion that the mortality was only 1 in 46 eggs, when those of
mature Lochleven Trout were milted from immature Salmon-parr.
But although this mortality was only slightly in excess of 2 per

pregnated.

cent, of the eggs, such by no means gives a true index to the result
of the experiment, for it was soon perceived that the milt of the
parr (at least in this instance) was insufficient to satisfactorily impregnate the eggs of the Trout, in order to raise a strong and vigorous
brood of alevins, while weak ones are useless for stocking purposes, even should they overcome the diseases and dangers of their

youth.

On February 15, 1884, some thousands were hatched from these
eggs, but nearly all were seen to be suffering from what has been
termed dropsy, or blue swelling of the yelk-sac. This non-contagious
by Livingston Stone, is one for which no remedy
known, and concerning which he remarks no cause for its origin
had been ascertained. Appearances led me to the belief that in this
instance such must have been due to insufficient vitality in the
young, a consequence of the imperfect fecundating power of the
milt.
In that such cannot be due to simply crossing tliese two
forms, is evident from the 212 examples of hybrids between the male
Salmon and female Lochleven Trout, and which are now in the octagon
pond at Craigend, as I have observed upon.
disease, as observed

is

Fig. 1.
Fig. 2.
Pig. 3.
Fig. 4.
Fig. 5.
Fig. 6.

Salmo

29 days old.
43 days old.
fontinalis (J, Salmo levenensis 5 27 days
salar (}, Salmo levenensis $ 27 days old.
41 days old.
levenensis,
,

,

old.

,

,

,

,

,

91 days old.

first saw these young fish, then almost one
and their average length being 0*8 of an inch but what at
once struck an observer was the large and pyriform umbilical sac,
which seemed to anchor them to the bottom of the tank some were
thus seen singly, others in groups, while every now and then one
would start up and swim a short distance in an irregular or spasmodic manner, and then subside to the bottom. This dropsical
enlargement in a considerable proportion of the fish was 0'35 of an
inch in length, and 0'2 of an inch in diameter where it was widest,
while it stood out in tolerable relief from the enclosed yellow yelk-

March

month

12, 1884, I

old,

;

;

—
MR.
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showing the existence of two coats, separated one from another
Under a strong glass there
bv an accumulation of clear fluid.
appeared to be a want of vitality in the fish, the pulsations being
feeble, the activity of the heart being less than in more healthy forms,
Due to this
and a deficiency of red corpuscles in the blood.
dropsical distension, the pectoral fins were much impeded in their
movements, which is very material, because in the young fish these
fins are in constant motion, in order by keeping up a continuous
current to help the gill-covers in aerating the blood at the gills, for
the gills at this early period of life are partially uncovered, although
not free as seen in fcetal plagioscomes.
Another experiment made at the same time leads to a corroboration of my belief that the .i.ilt of these young Salmon-parr is deficient in marital powers, for, as I previously remarked, 1000 eggs of
the common Brook-trout were milted from one of these Salmon-parr
which had been dead a few hours. The result in this instance has
been that not one single egg was fructified. Oily 3 eggs turned
white in December, 3 in January, and 15 in February, or a total of
21 ; and on March 12 the remainder were st'dl quite clear, but without a sign of an embryo within.
It has been remarked at Howietoun, that eggs from young
mothers are subject to a greater percentage of deaths than those
taken from older fish, and this raises the conjecture that, similarly,
the marital power of milt from young males may possess less fertilizing properties than that obtained from older parents.
On March 26, Sir J. Gibson-Maitland sent me specimens of these
hybrids, the largest of which was Ov inch in length, and the comparative size of the dropsical swelling, as may be seen from the diagrams on the wall, or the examples on the table, had considerably
augmented in size. From this period these fish commenced dying
off, and bv May 15 none of those which suffered severely with
dropsy were left, but about -100 that from the first had not been so
One of these I received alive from Howietoun,
weaikiy as the others.
sent in a small glass bottle of water (containing rather less than
half an ounce through the post ; after arrival it hved A3 hours in
a tumbler. Its length was OS of an inch, or the same as was the
average of those I measured on March 12, when nearly one mouth
old
the specimen is on the table.
The other experiments I will now briefly chronicle. On November 29. 18S3, 36y5 (formerly printed 2695) eggs of 5a/iH0_/bn^!na/ts
were milted from a parr of Salmo salar. In December, 14-4 dead
eggs were removed, during January 1527, and in February 401, or
Oji March 12, 1SS4, 7 wereahve, but not
a totxl loss of 3372 ova.
sac,

)

:

'

in a satisfactory condition.

On November 1 b, 1S82, 2000 ova from a Lochleven Trout were
milted from a Salmo fontinalis ; on November 29, 18S3, 1-50 were
estimated to be alive, but this must have been too low a number
25U seems to be more probably nearer the mark. These have been
kept in a large wooden box, rather exposed to the east, but still had
done comparatively well up to this time. On this day, March 12,
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1882, upwards of 20 were found to be dead, so the next day they
were removed to the upper pond at Howietoun, into which 21 1 were
placed some, however, seemed to be very weakly.
In three of these
fish a remarkable change had occurred as to the colour of
their fins,
the ventral, anal, and caudal having become of a carmine-red.
One,
which was 2^ inches long, happening to die, I found that its left
eye had never been developed, while there were adhesions between
;

and subjacent structures in the left eye. The longest fish
05 inches in length.
On November 29, 1883, 3000 ova were taken from a Lochleveu
Trout of the season of 18/5, and milted from a Salmo fontinalis.
The number of dead eggs removed were as follows: 80 in December, 56 in January, 25 in February, or a total loss of 161
while 296
the

iris

was

a little over

—

;

were found not to have been impregnated, or a proportion of 1 death
in 17 ova.
These young fishes were far more advanced than the
dropsical forms previously alluded to.

On November 15, 18^2,8000 o\a. oi S.fontiri'dis were fecundated
with milt from a Lochleven Trout, and on November 29, 1883, only
16 were alive.
They were kept under the same conditions as the
last, and on March 13, 1884, only 8 were remaining,
and these in an
unsatisfactory condition.
They were removed to Howietoun planked
pond on that day.
On November 12, 1883, some eggs from S. fontinalis were milted
from a Scotch trout
and in November 28, in December 193, and
in January 1028, or a total of 1449 dead ova were
removed.' On
March 13, 1884, there appeared to be about 500 young fish doin*
°
^
;

well.

On November 15, 1882, 9000 ova of S'. fontinalis were milted
from a Scotch Charr, 5'. alpinus var. struanensis, and no tnonobserved among the other crosses resulted.
On
1884, 91 lively young fish were transferred to No. 1

strosities as

13,

March

upper
planked pond at Howietoun.
On December 1, 1883, some American Charr-eggs were milted
from a Scotch Charr, and the following is the monthly record of the
mortality :— January 138, February 787, March 194, or a
total of
1119.
On Ma^ch 13, 1884, upwards of 100 young were present.
I shall defer making any remarks on the foregoing
simple statement of results until the experiments have been further developed
by time but I cannot resist calling attention to the following point,
as it seems desirable that information on such should
be obtained
from the widest sources.
If hybrid Salmonidae are to be worth rearing, of coarse
the fishculturist would desire to obtain the finest breed and
the first
;

;

that

deserves

inquiry

subject

whether the species among vertebrate
annuals which forms the male or the female parent
exercises any
peculiar modifying influence on the size of the offspring.
Dr. Gray
remarked that among hybrids the offsi)ring attained to the
size of
the largest parent
but be does not appear to have considered that
It was of any consequence
whether this larger parent should have
been the male or the female, and if it is, such a point
is most desirable
;

is
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to ascertain as bearing on the crossing of Salmon and Trout. When
we examine the lower animals we are told that should we cross the

female Ass with the Horse stallion we obtain a hinny, in which the
is like that of the father, the ears those of the Horse, as is also
If, on the other hand,
the weigh, the size following the female.
we take a Mare, and cross it with an Ass, we obtain a mule, wherein
the head is asinine, with long ears, &c., while it brays, and here
I have been exlikewise size may be said to follow the mother.
amining some interesting crosses among Pheasants at Col. Smyth's;
he has crossed the male Amherst with the female Grolden Pheasant,
and the head of the young is unmistakably that of the Amherst. He
reversed the experiment, the Golden Pheasant being the father, and
the head and the generality of the plumage certainly takes after
the father.
I have seen some other instances which would seem to
follow the same course, wherein the male appears to have had the
largest share in the production of the appearance of the offspring ;
but I have likewise been shown an instance in which the species of
the mother appears to have had the greatest proportion in the

head

plumage of the young.
I simply draw attention

to this question as one which may or may
not have any modifying influence on the offspring, and to ask those
who may be in positions to observe any results which ensue, to kindly
note them down for future information.
The experiment with the young Trout reared from the parents
of 187.5 or 1876 continues to afford the same results as formerly
noticed, young reared from the larger eggs giving the finest offspring.
The fish in both ponds have grown considerably during the winter

months.
Respecting the

young Canadian

Salmonidse

hatched at the

Fisheries Exhibition by JNIr. Wilmot on and after May 1, 1883,
I went carefully through them
a considerable number are still alive.

Many were in their
April 24, 1884, when they were not a year old.
parr livery, and merely 2 to 2| inches long, and from this all intermediate lengths were present up to a batch of 10 fry which were kept
in a tank by themselves, and had attained from 5| to 6 inches in
length.
Two of these last were perfectly silvery smolts, destitute
of any finger-marks, while in the other eiglit faint vertical bands were
The fins were very dark, and
visible, while none had any red spots.
there were numerous black spots over the upper half of the body.
On May 5 1 found these smolts were becoming very restless, and
although in some the lateral bands were visible, they were very
The colour of the body from the adipose dorsal (or in some
faint.
from just posterior to the rayed dorsal) to the caudal fin had become
very black, while if anything all the fins appeared to be darker.

p. Z.
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new Marsupials from Queensland.
By Robert Collet r, C.M.Z.S.

apparently

[Received

(Plates

May

13, 1884.]

XXIX.-XXXII.)

A

Norwegian traveller. Dr. Lumholtz, of Christiania, who has
spent four years in Northern Queensland, collecting specimens
of natural history for the University of Christiania, has just sent to
our Zoological Museum a fine collection of mammals, hirds, reptiles,
and fishes, besides invertebrates. In giving these short descriptions
of a few of the mammals, which I think may be undescribed, I take
the opportunity to offer my best thanks to my friend Mr. Oldfield
Thomas, for the kind assistance he has given me when examining
the skins of the Marsupials in the British Museum, and comparing
them with Dr. Lumholtz's specimens.

now

1. Phalangista (Pseudochirus) archeri,
XXIX.)

sp. nov.

(Plate

—

General characters. Male. Mottled yellowish green above, with
Tail with short hairs
whitish lines on the back ; lower side white.
on its apical third. Ears short, rounded, with short hairs.
Description.
Upper parts a peculiar mixture of yellowish green,
white, and grey, the root of the fur bluish grey ; two indistinct
stripes of silky white are visible on the back, the tips of their hairs
being yellowish a short and narrow black line from occiput along
the middle of the nape.
Lower parts white the chin greyish
white.
Head «nout ashy grey ; a white semilunar spot under the
ear, and a small pale yellowish one above and under the eye ; the
ey^elids are dark brown.
Ears short, almost hidden in the fur,
greyish externally, bordered with white; hairs sliort ; inner surface
almost naked.
Nose fleshy brown ; the naked area narrow below
(3 millim.), the upper lip being haired almost to the central groove.
Limbs yellowish grey, the base of the hairs grey like the back ; the
Claws pale yellow. Tail on its
fore limbs whitish on inner side.
first third very thickly clad with woolly hairs, yellowish grey above
and underneath, everywhere with interspersed long whitish hairs
the apical third (short-haired part) whitish ; the naked line on
lower surface of moderate length, not reaching half the length of

—
;

;

:

the tail.
SIculL
Much like the skull of Phalangista albertisii, described
by Peters and Doria in Ann. Mus. Genova, vol. xvi. tab. viii. and
Ph. archeri differs, however, in having the parietal crests
ix. fig. 2.
diverging and finally converging, instead of regularly converging, as
in Ph. albertisii (if the figures on the plates quoted are correct).
In Ph. archeri the profile of the skull seems more oblique in the
post-parietal region and the nasal bones to be shorter behind, as in

—
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Length of the

Ph. albertisii.
39 milUm.

skull

65

rnillim.,

Fhalangista archeri

[May

20,

the greatest breadth

^

view as seen from above.

Skull,

much

NEW

of Ph. albertisii.
In the upper jaw the
the first long, canine-like, its length from
the maxillary 5 millim. ; the second short, compressed, with flattened crown, more like a small premolar ; the third very small, shorter
than the canine (in Ph. albertisii the canine is the longer of the
The canine is small, pointed. The first premolar small (very
two).
much like the third incisor) the second somewhat larger, with two
cusps ; the third still larger, and with two large and two small cusps.
The four molars large.
In the lower jaw the incisor is very large, directed almost horizontally, its length from the mandible 8 millim.
The next tooth is
very small, close to the root of the incisors, and may be regarded as
the second incisor.
The single premolar large, but not broad, with
three cusps.
Then follow the four molars, much like those in the

Teeth

like those

incisors are 3 in

number

;

;

upper jaw.
In the upper jaw the canines and the first premolar are separated
from the other teeth by a short distance in the lower jaw all the
;

teeth are closely set.

Dental formula:

—m.

j,

p. ^, c.

y,

i.

^,

c.

-^,

p.

^ m. j=36.

)
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Length of the body about 300

millini.,

of the

383
tail

about 290

milHin.

Hab. Northern Queensland, legit Dr. Lumholtz, 1883.
specimen, preserved in the University Miiseum, Christiania.

(One

Fig. 2.

Phalangista archer i,
Side view of skull.

2.

(^.

Side view of lower jaw.

Phalangista herbertensis,

sp. nov.

(Plate

XXX.)

—

Brownish black above ; lower surface white
Tail with short hairs in its apical third.
Ears small,

General characters.
or whitish.
black.

—

Description.
Male. Upper parts : head with chin and back
blackish brown, with numerous interspersed reddisli-brown hairs ;
the root of the fur blackish.
Lower parts white, this colour
covering the throat, belly, and inner side of the limbs.
Ears short,

rounded, black, with short hairs length from their anterior base
13 millim.
Nose broad, blackish, the shortest breadth of the naked
area being 8 millim.
Limbs black, with a broad white ring round
the elbows
the hind feet black above, white on inner side.
Claws
pale yellow.
Tail deep black, the a|)ical third white
the naked
line on lower surface very long, about two thirds of the length of
;

;

;

the

tail.

Length of the body about 310 miUim.,

of

the

tail

280-300

millim.

Female. Another specimen from the same locality, a female,
comes very near the male described above but the lower surface is
not snowy white, but greyish white, and no trace is visible of the
white ring round the elbows. The back is of a more reddish brown.
Skull.
A deep groove between the frontal crests the parietal
26*
;

—

;
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20,

behind \ and converge towards the occipital
bone.
The nasal bones converge to a common truncated point in
the frontals.

crests are flattened

Fig. 3.

Phalangista kerberiensis,
Skull, viewed

Teeth.

— Upper jaw.

The

from the

5

.

top.

incisors are three, closely set

;

the

first

from the maxilla 5 milhin.), but is only half the
length of the first lower incisor
the second and third are small.
The canine is separated by a considerable space from the incisors
and the first premolar it is small (of the same size as the second
and third incisors). The first premolar small, not larger than the
canine; second premolar larger, with 1-2 cusps; third still larger,
but not reaching the size of the molars, dilated behind, and with
2-3 cusps. The four molars are large.
Lower jaw. The first incisor is very large, its length from the
mandible 10 millim., directed horizontally; the second incisor is
rudimentary, hardly projecting above the gnm, and only visible in
the sliull.
The canine is as rudimentary as the second incisor, and
in both skulls only visible on one side.
Tlie single premolar situated
close to the molars, and of nearly the same size, but wanting the

is

large (length

;

:

central groove.

The molars

Dental formula:

^

—m.

p. |, c.

|,

In the female

four

;

;

their series perfectly straight.

j, i.

|5|,

c. \,

the skull of the male

is

p. \,

m. |=38.

immature.

;
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Hub.

— Herbert Vale, Northern

1883.

Qiieenslaiid

(Male and female, preserved

in

the

;

38o

legit Dr. Lumholtz,
University Museum,

Christiania.)

—Ph.

Ph.

herbertensis differs from
not very fully described), by
brownish back.

Note.

(hitherto

Fig

its

3.

nov.

ears

Ogilby
and its

4.

5

Pkalanc/ista herbertensis,

Side view of skull.

viverrina,

small

•

Side view of lower jaw.

Phalangista (Hemibelideus) lemuroides,
(Plate XXXI.)

sp.

et subg.

—Female.

Dark brownish grey, lower surface
Ears
bushy to the tip, cylindrical.
small, rounded.
Snout short. Eyes small. This subgenus (Heniibelidens) forms evidently a transition stage between the true Phalangers and the genus Petaurista, having the skull, but not the patagium, of the latter, and the bushy cylindrical tail, but not the skull,
of the Phalanger subgenus Trichosiirus.
General characters.

dirty yellow.

Description.

Tail equally

—

— Upper parts dark brownish

grey with silky gloss,

brown on shoulders and ashy grey on lower back.
An ill- defined black line from the nape down the back. The root
of fur blackish-grey.
Lower parts dirty yellowish grey, a clearer
grey on the throat and inner side of the feet.
Head coloured like
the back, the face more interspersed with greyish hairs.
Ears
short, naked on inner surface
length from their anterior base 13
millim.
Snout remarkably short and slender, the eyes small
distance from the eye to the tip of the nose 20 millim.
The naked
part of the nose small, blackish.
Claws light grey. Tail bushy to
the tip, the hairs of moderate length, black, lower side more greyish
grizzled with reddish

;
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on lower surface of the

line

tip

20,

very

short.

Length of the hody about 320 millim., of the tail about 290 millim.
SAidl and dentition more like those of the Flying Phalangers
(genus Petauvistu) than of the true Phalangers of the subgenus
Tricliosurus, with which it has in common the bushy tail, but from
which it is widely different in its skull and dentition. Frontal crests
sharply defined from the beginning of the nasals
the parietal crests
;

Fig. 5.

Fkalangista Innuroidea, 5Skull, seen

from above.

widely diverging backwards.
anteriorly, dividing the

—

Frontals forming a
hind margin of the nasals.

common

angle

Teeth.
Upper jaio. The three incisors closely set; first incisor
long, separated by a short space from the other first incisor ; its

length from the maxillary is 4 millim.
Second and third both
small, the third being the smallest.
The canine small, separated by
a space from the incisors and the first premolar.
First premolar
very small, separated by a short space from the second ; in size it is
the smallest tooth in the jaw.
Second premolar only half the size
of the third, with two cusps ; the third has three cusps.
The four
molars form a rather curved series, considerably converging behind.
Lower jaw. Incisor long, its length from the mandible 8 millim.,
horizontal
second incisor absent ; canine none. The single premolar rather large, but inferior in size to the true molars, and lacking the central groove.
The molars forming a slightly curved series.
3-3
;

Dental formula

:

— m.

^,

p

I,

c.

1-i'

m.| = .3-l.
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Hah. Northern Queensland legit Dr. Lumholtz 1883. (Female
and young, preserved in the University Museuii;, Christiania.)
The young specimen, only half grown, is in every respect
Note.
;

—

similar to the full-grown female except in size.

Fig. 6.

Fhalangkta lemurotdes, $

4.

Dendrolagus lumholtzi,

blackish

;

sp. nov.

—Yellowish

(Plate

XXXII.)

the back
snout, ears, fingers, toes, and occiput black

General characters.

on lower

.

Side view of lower jaw.

Side view of skull.

grizzled

grey,

;

the

tail

with
black

surface.

—

Description.- Upper parts grey; on the back the hairs are
blackish with pale bases and points, giving these parts a grizzly hue.
On the vertex of the back the hairs are almost uniformly black,
extending as a broad stripe upwards, and covering the occiput and
the ears on their outer surface.
The lower back is clearer yellowish
grey, the blackish hairs being
indistinct dark patch

somewhat

on the root of the

yellowish, deeper on the flanks

the throat

;

scarcer, but

forming an

Lower parts pale
Limbs coloured
whitish.
tail.

on the metacarpus and metatarsus
Fingers and
rusty red, with numerous interspersed black liairs.
toes' deep black.
Head the snout, chin, and lower
Claws black.
jaw black the forehead grey, in some- specimens more blackish or
almost black.
Tail pale yeliowish grey above, with numerous black
the tip in some specimens
hairs
lower surfiice black or blackish
whitish.
Ears short, covered with moderately long hairs; external

on upper surface

like the

back

;

:

;

;

;

surface black, inner pale yellow.
Skull.
The skull and dentition seem not to differ in any essential

—

way from that of the Papuan Dendrolagi.
Length of the body about TOO niiilim., of the

tail

about GSO

but the species is said to obtain a much greater size.
Hub. Herbert Yale, Northern Queensland legit Dr. Lumholtz,

miliim.

;

;
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Fig. 7.

Dcndrolagus lumholtzi.
Skull seen from above.

Fig. 8.

Bcndrolayus
Side view of skull.

ltnnholt:i.

Side view of lower jaw.

[May

20,
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(5 specimens and one incomplete, preserved in the University
Christiania, one in the British Museum.)
Note.
Two of the specimens are young, scarcely half grown, but
thev show no essential difference in colour from the other specimens.
1

883.

Museum,

—

June
Prof. A.

3,

1884.

Newton, F.R.S., Vice-President,

The

Secretary read the following report on
month of May
The total number of reeistered additions to
gerie during the month of May was 213, of
Society's Menagerie during the

in the Chair.

the additions to the

1884

:

the Society's

Mena-

which 77 were by
22 by exchange, and 7

88 by purchase, 19 by birth,
were received on deposit. The total number of departures during
the same period, b)' death and removals, was 213.
The most noticeable additions during the month of May were as
presentation,

follows
1.

:

A Tree-Porcupine,

purchased

May

1st,

but which unfortunately

died in a few days.
The specimen belongs to a species remarkable for its brightly
coloured spines and short hair, as shown in Mr. Smit's drawing
(Plate XXXIII.), and is probably referable to Sphingurus spinosus
of F. Cuvier, which is new to the Society's Collection '.
2.
Four Soft-billed Ducks {HymenoJcerniis malacorhynchiis),
received May l/th fmni the Acclimatization Society of Canterbury,
New Zealand. Of this fine species we have previously received
but one living specimen (see P. Z. S. 1876, p. 403). The present
birds are in excellent condition, and will, it is hoped, serve to
establish this species in Europe.
3. Two pairs of Francolins, obtained by Mr. E. Lort Phillips,
F.Z.S., near Berberah, on the Somali Coast, and presented by him
May 23rd. The larger pair of these birds are referable to the Red-

throated Francolin {Francolinns rubricollis, Riippell), of which a
The
single specimen has been j)reviously in the Society's collection.
smaller pair seem to belong to the rare Kirk's Francolin (Francolinus
Ornithology of
Tcirlci), described by Hartlaub and Finsch in their
East Africa' (Vogel Ostafrikas, p. 588) from a specimen transmitted by Dr. Kirk.
'

The

species was founded by F. Cuvier in 1822 (Mtin. Mus. d'H. N.
433) upon a specimen in 1 be Paris Museum, wbicb be refers to the
" Cuiy" of Azara (Apunt. ii. p. 55). Mr. Waterbouse, witli wbose description
(N. H. Mamm. ii. p. 421) the present specimen accords very fairly, well points
out that M. I. Geolfroy St.-Hilaire's suggestion (Diet. Class. d'H. N. xiv. p. 216)
that 8. spinosuii is merely a seasonal variety of S. viNosus, is hardly tenable.
spinosus seems to me to be a distinct
With this view I quite agree.
species recognizable by bright tricolour spines of the upper surface, and the
Tlie total lengtb of the body of the preentire ab.sence of hairs amongst them.
sent specimen (which has been acquired by the British Museum) is 15 in. and of
the tail 11 in.— P. L. S.
^

ix.

p.

>S'.

—
ON THE BREEDING OF THE BLACK-NECKED SWAN.
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The following extract was read from a letter addressed to the
Secretary by Mr. Albert A. C. le Souiif, C.M.Z.S., dated Melbourne,
April 8th, 1884:—
" A strange thing occurred in my garden a few months ago which
Black-necked Swan (C nigricoUis) commenced
may interest you.
The keeper tells me that a few
sitting on three eggs last August.
days before her time of hatching he found one of the eggs had
roiled out of the nest and had been broken, the egg containing a
These were
dead cyguet, leaving two eggs under the parent bird.
hatched on the I3th of September but, to my astonishment and the

A

;

Cygnets of Cygnus

nigricollis.

At first the cygnets were nearly of
but in a very short time one commenced to grow much
The birds are now nearly seven months
faster than the other two.
old
and I send you a sketch of them as they now are. The bird out
but the two out of the
of one of the eggs is as large as the parents
Tiie largest of tlie two has a little
other egg are much smaller.
colour on the neck hut the second is a queer little fellow, and, although
apparently quite healthy, is still covered with down, and looks as if
it were only two months old.
I was not aware that double-yolked
eggs produced in this manner, and I shall be glad to know if a similar
occurrence has ever come under your notice."
keeper's, produced three cygnets.

a size

;

;

;

;

The

following papers were read

:
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Points in the Structure of Hapale^nur griseus.
E.

BeddarDj M.A.,

P.Z.S.,

Prosector to

tlie

Society.
[Eeceived June

3,

1884.]

A male Hapalemur griseus was purchased by the Society in March
1883, and its arrival at the Gardens was recorded bv Mr. Sclater in
the ' Proceedings ' for that year (P. Z.S.I 883, p. 1 7S).
On March
17th of the present year it died and came into my hands for
dissection.

So far as I am aware, there is no published description of the
anatomy of the soft parts of this Lemur and our knowledge is at
present limited to its external characters, and to the dentition and
osteology, which have been described by Prof. Mivart\who places the
genus Hapalemur, together with Lepilemur and Leiiinr, in his sub;

family Lemurinae.
I may commence by a few words about the species of Hapalemur.
The genus Hapalemur was originally founded by Isidore Geoifroy
St. Hilaire'^, who distinguished two species, H. c/riseus and H. oliva-

ceus.
These were regarded by him as distinct not merely by reason
of the different colour of the fur implied by the specific name of each,
but also on account of certain differences in the form of the lower
jaw, the exact nature of which is, however, not stated.

In their ' Fanne de Madagascar ^ Schlegel and Pollen united these
two species under the !iame of //. griseus the differences between
the two not being regarded by these authors asof specific value.
In 1870^ Dr. J. E. Gray briefly described a third species of
Hapalemur, to which he gave the name of //. simus, distinguishing
it from H. griseus by a number of osteological characters as well as
by the colour of the fur. The differences indeed between the two
species appeared to Dr. Oray to be of sufficient importance to
warrant the separation of Hapalemur simus as a distinct subgenus, to
which the name Prolemur is applied.
In a postscript added to this paper Dr. Gray writes that his
Hapalemur simus appeared to be in reality the same species as that
described by Pollen and Schlegel as Hapalemur griseus, inasmuch
as their figure ° of the skull of this species shows the " truncated form
of the nose and the wide palate " which is characteristic of Hapalemur
simus, and is not to be found in the species known in England as
'

;

Hapalemur

griseus.

Quite recently Dr. Schlegel has written a short paper in the
' Notes from the Leydeu Museum "^
criticizing Dr. Gray's definition
of Hapalemur simus, and stating that the alleged differences in the
form of the skull between this species and H. griseus have no existence, and that a careful comparison between the two species only
'

^

P. Z. S. 1864, p. fill, and 1873, p. 484.
Catalogue des Primates,' p. 75.
'

Fauue de Madagascar," 1808,

'

'

"

Loc.

oit.

pi. 7. fig. 4.

t.

i.

p. 6.

'

6

P.Z.S. 1870,
Vul.

ii.

p. 45.

p.

828.

—

;
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colour

of the fur,
a spot of
a uniform pale yellowish rusty colour occupying the end of the
rump and the upper part of the base of the tail, &c.^
I have myself had the opportunity of comparing the skins as well
as the skulls oi Ilapalemur griseus and H. simus; and the most obvious
in

size

in

Hapalemur simus being recognizable by the presence of

between the two species, which does not seem to have
been noticed either by Gray or Schlegel, is a patch of spines upon
the arm of the former. This is figured in the drawing (fig. 1, p. 393),
and described more fully below.
With regard to the differences in the skulls of the two species, I
have been able to verify Dr. Gray's statements with the exception of
what he says about the lower jaw, and the description here appears
" Lower jaw weak, and
to me to have been accidentally reversed.
narrow in front, with a short symphysis," was, I think, meant rather
for H. griseus while the description of the lower jaw of Hapalemur
ffriseus, " Lower jaw broad and strong in front, with a long symIt seems to me also
physis " should be applied to Hapalemur simus.
that Gray was right in believing that Schlegel and Pollen's figure of
the skull of Hapalemur griseus was in reality that of Hapalemur
difference

;

simus.

—

External characters. Li the Lemuroidea " generally there is
diversity in the development of the digits both of the hind and
fore limbs, though in all (as contrasted with the Apes) the pollex
and hallux are invariably present and well developed. A very usual
character
and in this respect Hapalemur agrees with other Lemurs

some

—

the nail of the second digit of the foot is considerably
elongated and claw-like.
The fleshy pads on the i)almar surface of the hand and foot in
Hapalemur griseus are very closely similar to those of Lemxir.
large pad (Fig. 1, a), broader in front than behind, extends from the
root of the thumb to as far back as the wrist ; a second pad (b) lies at
the base of the index a third (c) between the roots of the two succeeding digits ; another pad (d), the same size as the last but slightly
smaller than that of the index, lies at the root of the fifth digit, and
behind is another long pad (e) as large as that on the radial side
of the hand, which extends as far back as the wrist.
In the foot there is a large pad on the inner side of the base of the
hallux ; another smaller one between this and the succeeding digit
between the roots of the
at the root of the index is a larger pad
third and fourth digits is another pad about half the size of the last,
and divided by a furrow into a larger outer and much smaller inner
portion ; at the root of the fifth digit is a small circular pad, and
behind it, reaching as far as the wrist, a long narrow pad ; on the
radial side of the hand close to its posterior margin is a small
that

is

A

;

;

pad.

The
1

Loc.

cit.

hand and

p. 49.

Murie aud Mivart's Anatomy of Lemuroidea,' Trans. Zool. See. toI.
0, &e., for a comparison between the hands and feet of different Lemurs.

* Cf.
vii. p.

colour of the palmar and plantar surfaces of the

'
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Lemur and in both these genera the interspaces
between the pads are occupied by small isolated nodules of horny
integument. In Perodicticus and Nycticebus, on the other hand, the
palms of both the feet and the hands are flesh-coloured, and the
interspaces between the pads are traversed by irregular creases and not
separated into distinct and isolated nodules of horny matter.
On the inner side of tiie arm close to the wrist is an oval patch
of spine-like processes, about one inch long and one third of an inch
broad in the middle, which is shown in the accompanying drawing
(fig. 1, A),
These spines are longest in the middle portion of the

foot are black as in

;

Fig. I.

Hand

of Ha;palcnmr griseus.

patch, and decrease in length towards both extremities.
Examined
witli a hand lens they present the appearance of
being'composed of
a number of finer threads closely bound together
the extremity of
the spines is blunt, and the longer ones are somewhat curved
and overlap each other.
The patch of integument which bears these spines
IS sharply marked off from the surrounding
integument, and no
transitional forms between the hairs of the general
body-surface and
these peculiar spines could be observed.
The Natural-History
;
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Museum

at South Kensiugton contains skins of Ilapalemur grheiis,
which
with one exception (a very small, probably immature
of
all
In
specimen) show the character that has just been described.
these specimens, however, there are no means of ascertaining the
sex, and accordingly it is not possible to be quite certain whether

patch of spines is common to both sexes, or is a secondary sexual
character confined to the males, though on the whole the evidence
seems to point to the conclusion that it is not peculiar to the males.
So far as I am aware this structural character has not been
hitherto described in this or any other Lemur, and it seems to he conI have examined the single specimen of
fined to this one species.
Hapalemur simus in the Natural-History Museum, and it shows no
traces whatever of any such structure, nor can I find any thing like
it in other Lemurs.
When the skin covering the arm was removed, an oval gland about
the size and shape of an almond was seen to correspond to this
but I could not ascertain whether there was any
patch of spines
direct relation between them, since the duct, if any such existed, was
The gland vFas equally well
destroyed by removing the skin.
developed upon both arms.
Although the specimen to which the present description relates
The
is a male, well-developed mammary glands were found to exist.
and on removing the
apertures of these glands are upon the arm
skin the glands themselves were found to be attached by membrane
to the pectoralis major, the biceps, and part of the deltoid muscles.
The position therefore, as well as the actual occurrence of these
mammary glands, appears to be abnormal.
The i)alate is traversed by eight transverse ridges, of which the
five anterior and the last are complete and pass from side to side
without any break the two middle ridges are interrupted in the
median line. The shape of these palatal ridges, which increase in
breadth progressively from before backwards, is like that of the figure
3 each half of the ridge is semicircular with the convexity directed
forwards in the middle of the palate the two semicircles meet at an
in the
angle which becomes more acute in the posterior ridges
anterior two ridges this angle is hardly at all marked, and the
whole ridge forms a single continuous semicircle with the convexity
directed forwards.
The same may be said of the terminal ridge.
Each ridge passes from a given point on one side of the mouth to
the corresponding point on the other: the first connects the bases of
the two canines, the second passes from the interval between the two
anterior premolars to the same point on the opposite side of the mouth.
The third and fourth similarly connect the intervals between the sucbut the
ceeding premolars and molars with those of the opposite side
fifth ridge in the specimen examined by me is irregular, arising on the
right side from the interval between the last premolar and first molar
close to the ridge in front, but terminating on the left side in the
interval between the first and the succeeding molar tcoth, close to
the ridge behind.
The sixth and seventh ridges connect the intervals
between the last molars of one side with the other ; and the eighth
this

;

;

:

:

;

;

;
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palate, arises a

molar.
The bard palate is distinguishable
short way behind the
from the soft palate by its greenish colour.
The tongue is covered on its posterior half with a closely-set mass
of large, conical, backwardly-directed papillae the anterior half is also
covered with small papillte, but looks almost smooth by comparison ;
the free tip of the tongue is slightly frayed out in a brush-like
fashion.
The sublingua, so characteristic of the Order, is well
developed in Httpdleinur, and furnished on the under surface with
last

;

three folds, of which the median one is the strongest.
Beneath the sublingua is a bifid projection of the mucous membrane
of the mouth, which is so largely developed that it has quite the
appearance of a third tongue. This structure, which is also to be seen
in Perodicticus

and Arctocebus, appears

to be the projecting

termina-

tion of the ducts of the submaxillary glands.

The stomach is about 2 inches long, the greater portion by far
belonging to the cardiac division of the organ the entrance of the
oesophagus is close to the exit of the duodenum.
At the pylorus
there is a complete circular valve, which separates the stomach from
the duodenum, and which is considerably broader and thicker above
than below.
The mucous membrane lining the cavity of the stomach
is raised into a few irregular longitudinal ridges.
The small intestine measures^ feet 4 inches in length, while the
large intestine is only 1 foot in length.
The Peyer's patches, which
in man are confined to the ileum, extend into the csecum oi Hapalemur and nearly as far as the termination of the colon. In the caecum
are two circular Peyer's patches, situated one in front of the other
about the middle of its length, besides a number of "solitary "follicles.
In thecolon I counted 10 "agminated" follicles, the first placed atabout
an inch from the ileo-csecal valve there were also a great number
of solitary follicles.
In the small intestine there is a large Peyer's
patch, about 1 inch from the ileo-ceecal aperture, and another nearly
2 inches behind this further back still there w^re two others. The
Peyer's patches of the small intestine are covered with villi.
So far as I am aware this is the first recorded description of Peyer's
patches in the large intestine of any Lemuroid\
The large intestine is slightly wider than the small intestine ; its
outer surface, like that of the caecum, is perfectly smooth and devoid
of sacculations.
The ccecum is very simple ; it is an oval sac hardly perceptibly
narrower at its blind extremity the surface is quite smooth, without
any sacculations. The entrance of the ileum is guarded by a circular
valve
about an inch from the ileo-csecal aperture the caecum passes
gradually into the colon. The total length measured from the exit of
;

;

;

;

;

^ Dr. G. B. Dobson, F.E.S., has discovered and recorded the presence of
Peyer's patches in the rectum of Myogale and other species of Moles (Monogr.
Insectivora, Pt. ii. p. 172, pi. xxii. fig. 5)
and the same author informs me that
he is about to publish in tlie next number of the Journal of Anatomy and
Physiology' a description of these structures in the c»cum and colon of several
Insectivora and Eodenlia.
;

'
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the colon to the blind extremity was about 3j inches, the breadth
nearly 1| inch.
The small caecum of this Lemur recalls that of
Arctocebus^, and differs widely from the long tapering caecum of
Lemur and the ludrisinae.
Liver.
The liver of Hapalemur griseus differs somewhat in detail
from that of other Lemurs the left lateral lobe (fig. 2, L.i.) in most
Lemurs appears to be the larger of the four principal lobes in
Hapalemur griseus it is about the same size as the rest, which are
themselves subequal
the two lateral (L.L., R.L.) lobes are separated
by a deep sulcus from the two central lobes (L.C., R.C.)
the

—

;

;

;

;

Fig. 2.

Liver of Hapalemur

ffriseus,

umbilical fissure (ff) extends only about halfway from the free to the
attached border of the liver, and the right and left central lobes are
almost fused into a single lobe.
The Spigelian lobe (S.p.) is large and
almost quadrangular in shape ; the caudate lobe (ca) is well developed,
and free for three fourths of its extent from the right lateral.
Viewed from the upper (diaphragmatic) surface the umbilical
the cystic
fissure appears as a notch barely half an inch in length
notch is conspicuous, and partially separates off a cystic lobe which is
about one third of the size of the right central. The gall-bladder (51.6.)
;

is

large and

lies in

the cystic fissure

;

as in

Lemur

the cystic duct

from that end of the gall-bladder which is turned towards the
free edge of the liver
the fundus of the gall-bladder Ues towards the
attached border of the liver, the normal position of the organ being
arises

;

therefore reversed;

the cystic duct

is

much

mencement.
This curious position of the gall-bladder
1

Husky, P.

^

" Lectures

is

contorted at

its

com-

stated by Prof. Flower^

Z. S. 1864, p. 29 (fig. 9).
on Comparative Anatomy of the Organs of Digestion of the
Mammalia," Med. Times and Gazette, 1872.

1881.]
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Lemur which

It does not, however,
have been examined, as well as Microcehus."
I have a sketch made by
exist in all the species of the genus Lemur
the late Mr. Forbes of the liver of Lemur mayottensis in which the
extremely elongated gall-bladder has the normal characters, the
fundus being turned aivay from the attached surface of the liver. I
have (for my own satisfaction) examined the liver of this animal,
and can entirely confirm the accuracy of Mr. Forbes's observation.
The spleen is very similar in shape to that of the Aye-Aye it is
trihedral in form, the two portions of which it is composed being
inclined at right angles
they are subequal in size, the larger
measuring 1^ inch in length.
Respiratory System. The thyroid cartilage of the larynx is keeled
on its anterior surface at about the middle this keel is interrupted,
and at this spot is a circular perforation which communicates with
:

;

;

—

;

the interior of the larynx.
In the Potto and other Lemurs the thyroid cartilage is similarly
keeled, but there is no perforation.
The lunys consist of three lobes on the left side and two on the
right side ; of these the lower larger lobe is partially subdivided into
two there is a small unpaired median lobe.
The aorta, as in many other Lenmrs, gives off a right innominate
artery, from which both carotids and the right subclavian take their
origin, while the left subclavian arises separately from the aortic
trunk.
The chief arteries of the limbs form retia mirabilia.
The Jcidneys present no differences from those of other Lemurs ; the
right is situated rather nearer to the diaphragm than the left ; each
;

kidney has a single papilla.

The supra-renal

bodies are long and oval,

and situated

in front of

and to the inside of the kidneys.
Generative Organs.
of Lemur.

—The generative organs

closely resemble those

There are tvro large vesiculae seminales, which lie close together
behind the bladder the upper extremity of each is bent inwards and
downwards, and its cavity is partially separated off by a strong fold;
the internal surface of the vesiculie seminales has a reticulated
;

appearance, the lining membrane being raised into numerous folds
which anastomose with each other below the vesiculae seminales
are the prostates, which are compact glands sessile upon the wall of
the urethra, divided into three pairs of more or less separate glands
by deep furrows upon the outer surface.
There are two large oval Cowper's glands situated further down,
and opening into ihe urogenital canal about f inch below the
;

aperture of the prostates these glands are greenish in colour like the
rectum, to which they are closely attached by membrane
each
measures rather more than g an inch in length.
On slitting open the urogenital canal, an oval eminence is to be
seen on the ventral surface; the posterior extremity of this colliculus
seminalis is continued for some way down as a delicate fold, differing
:

;
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in appearance from the surrounding mucous membrane of the uroOn either side of the colliculus seminalis and somegenital canal.
what beneath is a comparatively large oval aperture, which appears to
be single, and communicates with the vas deferens and vesicula semi-

own

nalis of its

side.

By

passing a fine bristle

down

the vas deferens

was ascertained that the latter in reality is distinct from
the duct of the vesicula seminalis, and runs along its inner wall as a fine

from above,

it

tube, the external orifice being placed to the inside of that of the
vesicula seminalis and only separated from it by the thickness of its

own

wall.

In the majority of Lemurs the vas deferens opens separately from
In Lemur catta the
the vesicula seminalis and to the inside of it.
orifices of both are situated on the upper surface of the colliculus
seminalis
the vas deferens opens on to a small tongue-shaped
process, which projects into the inner side of tlie crescentic aperture
In Loris
of the vesicula seminalis which nearly surrounds it.
gracilis, Nycticehus tardigradus, and Perodicticus the orifices of the
vasa deferentia and vesicnlse seniinales, althougli very close together,
-"The vasa
open separately. Prof. Huxley states oi Arctocebus
deferentia terminate in the urethra by two apertures placed close
together, upon the end, or rather the under surface, of a papilla-like
;

:

—

which is slightly bifid at its extremity. At first
which causes tliis appearance for the mouth of an
uterus masculinus, which I imagined might lie on the elevated ridge
which extends between the apertures of the vasa deferentia and those
colliculus seminalis,

I took the notch

of the ureters
but caret"ul examination did not reveal the existence
Two longitudinal folds of mucous membrane,
of any such structure.
along which the apertures of the prostatic ducts are situated, extend
from the colliculus and form the lateral boundaries of a wide fossa,
which it overhangs. This fossa receives at its up[)er and back part
the ducts of two large oval sacs, which are perfectly distinct from
one anotiier, though their inner walls are united for some distance.
The walls of these sacs are raised into oblique folds, and they lie at
the back of the neck of the bladder behind the vasa deferentia, and
As they do not
occupy tiie place of the vesiculce seminales.
communicate directly with the vasa deferentia, however, I am
doubtful whether they ought to be considered as representing the
vesiculee seminales, or as a large uterus masculinus."
In Avahis laniger, Milne-Edwards figures and describes the
vesiculse seminales as opening a long way behind the vasa deferentia ;
while in Propithecus the same author states that the vesicula
seminalis opens, together with the vas deferens of its own side, by a
;

common
There

aperture.
is

therefore a considerable difference in different

Lemurs

between the relative positions of the apertures of the vesiculse
Avahis laniger is at one extreme of
seminales and vasa deferentia.
the series and Arctocebus at the other; in this latter genus the
disappearance of the posterior portion of the colliculus seminalis has
caused the apertures of the vesiculae seminales to unite below the
In all other species that 1 have
apertures of the vasa delerentia.
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complete post?riorly and attached
whole of its length; on either

to the wall of the urogenital canal for the

is the crescentic aperture of the vesicula seminalis, which
the outside of th.e small aperture of the vas deferens or unjtes
(Propithecus) Sapalemur griseus appears to occupy' an inter-

side of this
lies to

with it
mediate position between Lemur ou the one hand and Propithecus
on the other, since the ajjerture of the vas deferens, though distinct
from that of the vesicula seminalis, is enclosed within the same area.
.

The

structure of the vesiculae seminales in Hapalemur is exactly
that of Lemur catta
while in Perodicficus, Loris gracilis, and
Ni/clicebus ta>-(Ugradus the vesiculse seminales are stout, pyriform

like

;

sacs with thick walls raised internally

into

longitudinal ridges, of

which two are especially stout and thick
these are united by a
network of smaller ridges; the distal end is not bent inwards and
partially constricted off as in LLapiilemur and Lemur.
In all these
;

points Arctocebiis appears to resemble Nycticebus &c.
The penis of Hapalemur griseus, as in other Lemurs,

is furnished
with a bone the glans penis is rough and tubercular, being covered
with numerous small plates, some of which bear short, recurved
spines, which are longer upon the hinder part of the glans
the
anterior end of the glans penis is smooth and grooved upon its lower
surface to correspond with the bifiil extremity of the os penis
the
urethra opens at the posterior extremity of this groove.
;

;

;

—

Postscript added June 21st.
I am now able to state that the
patch of spine-like processes upon the arm is not a sexual character,
but is ibund in both sexes oi Hapalemur griseus, while it is unrepresented in Hapalemur simus
I applied for information on this point
to Di'. Jentink and to Prof. A. Milne-Edwards; these gentlemen
very kindly examined the large series of examples of the two species
])reserved in the Museums of Leyden and Paris, and informed me
that Hapalemur griseus is distinguished from H. simus by a patch of
spines upon the arms, which, however, show certain differences in
the two sexes in the male they are as described above (p. 393)
in
the female the spines are replaced by hairs, but tiie patch as a whole
is quite distinct from
the rest of the integument of the arm.
Dr. Jentink furthermore directed my attention to a possibly similar
structure (a climbing organ ?) upon the arm of Lemur catta, which
has the form of a liorny outgrowth somewhat like the spur of a cock.
;

:

3.

;

On some Hybrid Bovine Animals bred in tlie Society's
Gardens. By A. D. Bartlett, Superintendent.
[Ecceived June

(Plates

The

3,

1884.]

XXXIV. & XXXV.)

subject to which I have the pleasure of calling your attention
is the production of some remarkable Bovine animals

this evening

in the Society's

Gardens.

27*
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endeavour, by the aid of the pedigree before you, to explain
the order or manner in which they were produced.
I will

Pedigree of Hybrid Bovines.
Gayal?.

Zebu 6

A. Female Hybrid (Zebu x Gayal)

Bison.
'

Born Oct.

(Zebu X Gayal x Bison)

B. Female Hybrid

Born May

6

29, 18G8.

21, 1881.

C. Female Hybrid

Born March

12, 1884.

6

.

6

6

$

.

Bison.

(Zebu X Gayal X Bison X Bison)

S

i

6

6

In the first place, the bull Zebu (J5o5 indicus') was introduced to
the cow Gayal {Bibos frontalis), and a female hybrid was born
This animal (A) produced her first
Oct. 29, 1868 (A of pedigree).
calf June IG, 1872, a second one Oct. IG, 1873, a third one Jan. 5,
1875, a fourth March 11, 1876, a fifth Nov. 2, 1878; these five
calves were the produce of this female hybrid Gayal with the Zebu
She was now introduced to the male American Bison {Bison
bull.
americanus), and on the 21st of May 1881 she produced a female

No. 2 (B of pedigree).
It will be seen that this animal (B)is the produce not only by the
intermixture of three well-marked species, but, according to our
present definition, of three distinct genera.
This remarkable animal, the result of the triple alliance (Plate
XXXIV.), was last year introduced to the bull Bison, and on the
12th of March, 1884, she produced a female (C of pedigree). This
last individual, now eleven weeks old (Plate XXXV.), is undistinguishable from a pure-bred Bison of the same age.
Having placed before you the facts of the wonderful fertility of
this hybrid race, and the remarkable display of what I think may
be called the plastic properties that are capable of producing by
artificial selection a variety of races, I think I may venture to say
that the hybrid Gayal and Zebu would have bred with any true

bovine animal.

For many years I have carefully considered the subject of hybrid
animals, having a strong suspicion that some of our domestic animals
(for the origin of which our most able observers fail to fully account)

MR.
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have been produced by a mixture of species. And in support of
this opinion I will call your attention to some of the species of the
Equine and Asinine group of animals. And I shall endeavour to
show some very remarkable points to be found in confirmation of

my

ideas

upon

this subject.

Norway I was much interested in noticing
By far the greater porthe multitudes of ponies in that country.
tion of them were dun-coloured, varying from dark dun to a pale
cream-colour
but the most striking peculiarity was the striped or
zebra-marked legs, together with one or two, and sometimes three,
shoulder-strijjes ; most of them had also the dark medial line
running from the mane down the back, ending in the tail.
These characters appear frequently among individuals of the
common Domestic Ass, and also among Mules, the produce of the
During

my

visit to

;

Horse and Ass.
'

Earl of Derby published in the 'Knowsley Menagerie
plates of several hybrid animals belonging to this family, the most
remarkable one being of a double Mule that was born in the Gardens
of this Society.
This Mule had in its composition the Zebra, common Ass, and Horse. You will observe in the illustration now before
you and I can say from my own knowledge it is a most accurate
representation of this animal
that the long hair commences from the

The former

—

—

base of the tail, like that of the Horse, whereas all the Zebras and
Asses have the long hair at the extremity of their tails only.
My object in bringing forward this part of the subject is in the
hope tliat it may induce experiments to be made that will lead to
some important and useful discoveries. Having such positive proof
of the fertility of some hybrids, I feel anxious that the old superThe belief, so general, that
stition should be entirely removed.
all hybrids or mules are barren and useless for breeding-purposes is
simply a stupid and ignorant prejudice, and has been the means, in

my

many

valuable discoveries.
'
Origin of Species ' calls particular
attention to the Zebra-like markings observable in a number of
animals of the Equine and Asinine family, and it appears to me to
be highly probable that the Horse was originally produced by the
opinion, of preventing

The

late j\Ir.

Darwin

in his

mixture of species, seeing the unlimited variation in size, colour,
form, and marking, and bearing iu mind that no wild animal has
been discovered that fairly represents the Horse.
The zebra-markings, so common among the very ancient stock of
ponies in Norway, seem to indicate their remote origui to be connected
with a striped animal, the traces of which are still visible.
I had intended to extend these remarks, and to have added a list of
the hybrids that are known to be fertile, but finding that there are
some valuable experiments now being carried out by Mr. Day and
others, in the hope of producing a 'non-migratory Salmon, by the
mixture of other species of the Salmonidse, I have deferred doing so
in order to

make the

list

more complete.
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EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.
Plate XXXIV.

L Female

Fig.

2.

hybrid bovine, B. Bora May 21, 18SL
Female hybrid bovine, C. Born March 12, 1884; one month old.
(Drawn April 14, 1884.)

Plate
Fig.

1.

Female hybrid bovine, C.
(Drawn June 1, 1884.)

XXXV.
Born March

12, 1884; eleven

weeks old

On

the Unimportance of the Presence or Absence of the
Halkix as a Generic Character in Mammalogy, as shown
by the gradual Disappearance of this Digit within the
limits o£ a single Genus.
By G. E. Dobson, M.A.,
F.R.S.
[Eeceived May 29, 1884.]

3.

The presence or absence of the hallux has been so often considered
by manimalogists as sufficient ground for the formation of a new
genus, that any instances in which it can be shown that this digit

may

disappear within the limits of a single genus, the species of
affinity, is of

which are united by indissoluble bonds of common
much interest and importance.

Of

all

affinities

the genera of Placental

among the

species

Mammals

composing them

few exhibit such close
s.?,

Erinaceits,

which may

be taken as an example of a thoroughly natural genus incapable of
division into subgenera or well-marked subdivisions of any kind.
Nevertheless this genus has been divided, one species, E. albiventris,
having formed the type not only of a new subgenus (^Atelerix, Pomel),
but even of a new genus (Peroec/iini/s, Fitzinger).
Although, as already pointed out in my ' Monograph of the
Insectivora '^, I have long considered the absence of the hallux in
E. albiventris of little importance, seeing that that digit presents all
degrees of development in the other species, from its comparatively
large size in E. europceus down to its rudimentary coriditiou in E.
diadematus, where it is only 4 mm. in length, yet, up to the time of
writing this note, I was unable to find any examples in which the
extent of development of this digit might be said to be truly intermediate between its condition in E. diadematus and E. albiventris.
Lately, however, in a collection kindly made for me at Lagos by tiie
Colonial Surgeon, Dr. J. W. Rowland, 1 found specimens of ^. albiventris (well preserved in alcohol), which I'urnish all the material
required.

The specimens

referred to consist of examples of an adult female,
which the second upper premolars of both sides have already been

in
^

'A Monograph

(1882).

of the Insectivora, Systematic and Anatomical,' pt.

i.

p. 11
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shcJ, and a young female, a few montlis old, in which these teeth
are well developed, although the canines have but partially descended.
The adult female differs from other adult specimens of E. albiventris
in possessing, in the left hind foot, a minute hallux represented
(external to the integument) by the presence of its claw only,

the right hind foot there is no trace of this digit externnlly.
On the other hand, in the young female above referred
to, both hind feet possess a minute hallux, which, on dissection, I
find consists of the usual number of phalanges, and, although there
appears to he no trace remaining of flexores breves muscles, yet

although

in

there is a distinct flexor tendon given off to the terminal phalanx by
the flexor digitorum fifjularis {flexor hallucis lonffus), and an extensor
by the extensor hallucis Ioik/us.
On carefully rc-flecting the integument from the sole of the right
foot of the adult female, I find that, while the tendons of these
muscles are still represented, the phalanges of the hallux have quite
disappeared, the metatarsal bone alone remaining, having its distal
extremity connected with the under surface of the iiitegument by
hgamentous structures only, to which the tendon of the extensor

attached on one side, and the very rudimentary,
representing the remains of the tendon from the
flexor digitorum fihularis {flexor hallucis longusY, on the other.
Here, then, we have a digit which appears to have undergone
degeneration during the life of the animal, for it is reasonable to
suppose that this female when young was provided with a hallux in
hallucis longus
fascia-like

is still

slip,

each hind foot, like the young one in the same collection, and, as
we find complete absence of this digit in both hind feet of other
specimens of this species", we are led to believe that either they
possessed halluces when young and subsequently lost them, or that
we have in the specimens above described examples of a local variety^
of the same species in which these digits are still persistent, though
in a very rudimentary state, and that the loss of that describ?d was
due to some accident. In either case, however, we have here an
interesting demonstration of the progressive disappearance of the
hallux within a single genus.
' For explanation
of the use of these terms for the long flexor nniscle of the
foot in Erwacens, see my paper " On the Homologies of the Long Flexor
Muscles of the Feet of Mammalia " in Journ. Anat. Phys. vol. xvii. jip. 14G- 1-18.
^ The hallux is altogether wanting, as determined by me by dissertion; there
is not even a trace of the metacarpal bone of this digit remaining in either of
the hind feet of the specimens examined.
^ It is interesting to note that, in these two Lagos specimens of E. albivenfris,
a small black streak is found on the wkite fur of the face between the eyes and
on each cheek, representing the large similarly placed patches of dark-ccloured
fur on the face of E. diadcmafus as the rudimentary halluces represent the
much more developed yet very small corresponding digits of that species, which,

probably,

still

were derived.

closely resembles the ancestral

form from which both

.species
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List of Coleoptera of the Families Carabidae
bfeidfe collected

Niger.

by the

late

A. Forbes on the Lower

By H. W. Bates, F.R.S.
[ReceiTed

The

W.

3,

following

is

a

list

May 24,

1S84.]

of the Carabidae and Scarabseidae of which

specimens were obtained by our much-lamented fellow-worker Mr.
W. A. Forbes at various stations on the Lower Niger. Three
species appear to be previously undescribed.

Family Carabid^.
1.

SiAGONA MANDiBULARis,

2.

SiAGONA FUSCIPES, BouelH, Mem. Ac. Turin. 1838,

3.

ScARiTES STRiATiDENs, Chaudoir,

Guc'rin, Rev. Zool. 1838, p. 76.

Bull.

p. 458.

Mosc. 1855,

i.

p. 97.

Family Scarab.eid^ (Lamellicornia).
4.

Trochalus pilula, Klug,

5.

Anomala flaveola,

6.

Anomala

A. mixtse

forbesi,

affinis.

Eiinan's Reise, Atlas, p. 36.

Burmeister, Handb. Ent.

iv.

1.

p. 237.

n. sp.

Elongata, nigra; thorace et pygidio castaneo-

femoribus rufo-testaceis ; clypeo
angulis rotundatis, margine
imiictato,
conjldenter
late quadrato

fiiscis,

elytris fulvo-testaceis,

Fig. 1.

Anomala forbesi.

.

FROM THE LOWER NIGER.
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sat acute
punctulato

re/lexis,
;

medio sinuato

;

405

thorace sparsim subtiliter

scutello nigro punctulato

elytris

;

hand

costatis,

geminato striato-punctatis, interstitiis irregulariter punctatis,
pygidio subrucjuloso haud profunde punctata
Long. 20 millim. S
The exterior and longer claw of four anterior tarsi is bifid terminal
ventral segment strongly sinuated at the -apex.
•

;

7.

Adoretus cinerarius, Burm. Handb.

8.

Adoretus rugulosus, Burm. Handb.

9.

Temnorhynchus cribratus,

Ent.
Ent.

iv, 1. p.

iv.

1

.

476.

p. 473.

n. sp.

lamina verticali multo altiori, apice
T. retuso offinis ;
angvsta vix emaryinata, thorace grossius et profundius subconfuenter punctata, antice fortius excavata-retuso, elytrisque puncdiffert clijpei

tulatis.

Fig. 2.

Temnorhynchus

Y\z. 3.

Gnathocera

cribratus.

sericinitens.

Long. 19 millim.
of the upper margin of the anterior concavity of the
thorax forms a thick rim.

The middle

10.

Gnathocera

afzeli, Swartz, Schonh. Syn. Ins.

i.

3.

App.

p. 50.
11.

Gnathocera sericinitens,

Nigra, subtus

nitida,

n. sp.

supra sericeo-opaca

;

elytris (marginibus latis

MR.
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sutiiracpte exrepiis) fulvo-ochraceis, pvnctato-striatis, tricostalis

medio dorso late sulcato.

<S

;

thorace antice rectius anguslato,
ventre medio vitta maculari ochraceo-

capite fere sicut in G. afzeli

;

tomentoso.

Long. 17

uiillim.

cJ

?

•

Pachnoda marginata,
aurata, Voet, Col.

5.

i.

t. i. f.

Drury,

111.

Ins.

ii.

p. 59,

t.

32.

f. 1

;

var.

6.

Notes upon some Mammals recently discovered in Queens-

Mj Carl Lumholtz^ M.A.

land.

of the University of

Christiania.
[Keceived June

3,

1884.]

'

During the three and a half years I travelled in Queensland I no
doubt spent the most interesting part of my time in the ranges near
Herbert River in North Queensland. By the kindness of Mr. W.
Scott, I had my headquarters at Herbert Vale, a now deserted
cattle-station on the Herbert River, at a very convenient distance from
tlie ranges, to which I made excursions from this place, camping
Herbert Vale is,
in the mountains in company with the blacks.
The nearest
in a straight line, only about 15 miles from the coast.
little town is Cardwell in Rockingham Bay.
Herbert Vale is in
18° S. lat.
and the rainfall at Rockingham Bay is 90 inches.
The Great Dividing Range that runs along the east coast of the
;

Australian continent, the Cordilleras of Australia, is in the southern
In North Queensland it attains a greater
part of Queensland low.
elevation, in one spot even rising to a height of 5-100 feet (Bellenden
Kerr); and it is here, on account of the warm and moist climate,
covered with fine tropical vegetation.
The range nearest the lower Herbert River, to the north of this,
It is covered with
is between 2000 and 3000 feet high, and granitic.
dense shrubs ; and numerous streams and rivulets hasten down the
sides of the mountains to the bottom of the vallev, often forming
these extensive mountainous scrubs
picturesque waterfalls. Here,
that commence near Herbert Vale, the new Marsupial mammals
described by Dr. Robert CoUett in his paper which was read at
The scenery is very
the last Meeting of this Society, are found.
fine ; but the character of the landscape is often wild, particularly
It is difficult to penetrate into
near the crest of the mountains.
At one moment we find ourselves before steep
these regions.
precipices, the ground is rough and stony, but everywhere where
there is the least possibility for any thing to take root, a variety of
trees, often very large, have sprung up, while frequently creeping

m
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and climbing plants spread tliemselves OTer the ground. Soon we
come to a hilly and broken country, where the ground is more
fertile
and here the vegetation is so dense that a man can only with
the greatest difficulty work himself through it, torn to pieces by the
so-called "lawyer palms" and stungby the nettles(Lfl/)o/-^ea moroides).
The very troul)lpsome " lawyer palms " are predominant in these
mountainous scrubs, sometimes by their coils absolutely stopping the
Rut the variety of trees and plants otherwise is also very
passage.
great.
Those which near the top are most conspicuous by their
beauty are the tree-ferns, that spread their magnificent fronds over
the rivulets.
Further down are bananas abundant, together with
;

various kinds of palms.
After passing across the summit of this
range, one finds oneself again in a forest country, the eastern tongues
of Leichhardt's great basaltic tableland.
At the commencement of
this tableland there are still low hills and valle3'S covered with somewhat similar scrubs, but they are not so dense, because the " lawyer

palms" are rarer here.
The country I explored

in the ten months I spent near Herbert
River stretches from the lower Herbert, containing the (low) ridges
on both sides of the river
but principally that hilly land between
the Herbert Iliver and Cardwell, from Herbert Vale northwards
about 6 miles above Herbert-River waterfall.
None of the new
mammals go south of Dalrymple gap. Phalangista lemuro'uhs and
Dendrolagus lumholtzi are not found in the range south of Herbert
River (sea-view range)
and it is also very doubtful whether
Phalangista archeri and P. herbertensis are to be found there.
1. P. archeri, called by the blacks Toollah (siqjru, p. 381), is not
uncommon in the upper part of these mountainous scrubs.
It
seems to be more commonly distributed than P. herbertensis and
P. lemuroides, though it never goes far down the mountains.
Besides being, like the Phalangers, a night animal, it is in activity a
great part of the day, as I have seen myself.
The blacks kill it by
climbing up the tree and throwing sticks at it, which often is very
troublesome work.
The animal is not ver)'- shy, but, when disturbed, it runs away quickly from tree to tree, so that a black man
will sometimes have difficulty in killing it, if he has not got two or
;

;

three ot his comrades to meet

it in

different trees.

the principal prey of Dasyurus maculatus,
which is plentiful in the same country.
2. Phalangista herbertensis {supra, p. 3S3), called by the blacks
Mongan, is only found on the very higliest tops of the ranges.
3. Phalangista lemuroides (supra, p. 38.i), called by the blacks
Yabby, is not found in that part of the range that lies east of Gowry
Creek.
It makes its appearance first at the spur of mountains
between Gowry Creek and Herbert River, and is pretty plentiful
from there northwards. I shot the only two specimens I got in one
of the tableland scrubs.
It is killed by the blacks in the same way
as P. archeri.
4. Dendrolagus lumholtzi (supra, p. 387), called by the blacks

Phalangista archeri

is
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This animal lives on the highest parts of the mountainous scrubs, preferring the densest parts of the scrubs and the most
inaccessible places, where even the blacks have to be careful amongst
the rocks and stones. It is fairly well distributed along the crest of the
mountains west and north-west of Cardwell. How far north it goes
I do not know
I should think it would be plentiful a long way

Boongary.

;

north of Herbert River, at least as far as Cooktown.
In the abovementioned patches of scrubs on the nearest tableland I found that
the Boongary had once been plentiful, having left very numerous
marks of their claws on the trees, but they had apparently been
exterminated by the blacks, as the marks were old.
Being of comparatively small extent and pretty easy to traverse, these scrubs
offered the blacks an easy opportunity of getting their prey.
The
blacks told me that their old men had killed plenty of Boongary
here.
Possibly also the absence of Dendrolacjus up here was
partly due to migration.
According to the blacks " Boongary
plenty walks about " and it is after mj' experience evident that
these animals do move much about, mostly if they get disturbed.
The blacks that followed me on my tours after Dendrolayus used
always to say that Boongary was particularly active in moonlight.
I believe that they also sometimes wander between these patches of
scrubs on the tableland, having to pass over grass-lands.
Once
;

tra\elling over to one of these scrubs, my blacks
suddenly became excited and ran off" after some animal that disappeared down a grassy hill. They soon found that they had made
a mistake, but they all at first believed that it was a Boongary.
This
shows that the blacks are convinced that the animal is sometimes
wandering in the grass-lands.
According to the blacks two or three are often found sleeping in the
same tree. The Boongary is able to jump from a great height, and
moves quickly on the ground. It seems to live only in one kind of
tree. I have in any case only seen marks of its claws on one kind of tree,
the name of which, I am sorry to say, I do not know.
These trees
are found very plentifully on the crest of the range, and grow often to
a great height, always rather slender.
In rainy weather the Boongary
prefers the short, younger trees.
It is often found at great distance
from water, and the blacks used therefore to say that the Boongary
never comes down to drink water.
In the hot weather it is very
much plagued by a large kind of horse-fly. The natives have told
me that the Boongary often betrays its presence by the smack of

when we were

arms after the fly, which falls down dead.
But
the keen senses of a black to be able to notice this.
also be heard, ascending the trees.
its

it

requires also

At night

it

can

is not uncommon in the mounvery difiicult to find.
First, because it likes the
most inaccessible parts of these extensive scrubs, always near the
top
secondly, because one cannot very well manage without the
blacks, who however, besides being very treacherous, are a very lazy lot
and are very difficult to induce to undertake such expeditions ; finally,

Although Dendrolagus himholtzi

tainous scrubs,

;

it is

—
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because a good Dingo ' is necessarily required for the sport, which is
a very difficult thing to get, as each tribe keeps only one or two tame
Dingoes and these they will not easily part with. It cost me three
months' work before I got my first specimen. The flesh of the Boongary is greatly appreciated by the natives. It is very palatable but
this animal, like a great many other Marsupials, is infested by a worm
between the muscles and the skin, which of course makes the flesh
less inviting.
The natives never think of hunting the Boongary
without the help of a Dingo trained for this kind of sport.
In the
morning, while the Dogs still can smell the tracks of the animals,
they start for the Boongary chase. All the while they speak in a
peculiar characteristic mannerto the Dog, thus Cha", Cha
Gangary
pull-pulka
cha pull
Jingery dundun
Mormango cha pull (here,
smell him
here
smell Gangary
here smell, smell his feet
smart
fellow
here smell).
As soon as the Dog has found the tracks, it
follows them, until it stops at the tree where the Boongary has
gone up. One of the blacks climbs up the tree, and either seizes
hold of the long tail of the animal with one hand, while with the
other he smashes its head with a stick, or compels it to jump down,
when it is killed by the Dingo.
;

—

—

—

—

—

—

June
Prof. AT.

—

:

—

Mr. Henry Seebohm exhibited some skins of

made

—

17, 1884.'

H. Flower, LL.D., F.K.S., President,

Asiatic birds, and

—

the follov^ing remarks

in the Chair.

rare

European and

:

—

Tetrao fjriseiventris.
This is anew species of Hazel-Grouse from
the forests of Tcherdyn between the sources of the Petchora and tlie
Kama. It was described and figured as long ago as 1 880 (Menzbier,
Bull. Soc. Imp. Nat. Mosc. i. p. 10.5) and is an excellent species,
nearly allied to the Common Hazel-Grouse, but perfectly distinct
from it. Twenty or thirty examples have been ol)tained ; but, so far
as is known, none have ever found their way to England before.
Tetrao miokosiewiczl.
This is another example of an isolated
specie.*, being nearly allied to, but jierfectly distinct from, the
Common Black Grouse. It breeds in the pine-regions of the
Caucasus, str.iying up to the rhododendron-regions to feed.
This is the Caucasian form of the Great
Picus major pcehami.
Spotted Woodpecker.
The West-European form of this species is
intermediate between the Caucasian form, with chocolate-coloured
underparts, and the Arctic form, with snow-white underparts.
Haliaelus pelagicus. This magnificent Eagle from Kamschatka
is probably the largest Eagle known, and is remarkable for having
Adult males with white shoulders
14 instead of 12 tail-feathers.
are very rare in collections.
;

—

—

—

'

These Dingoes are obtaiued by the natives when puppies, and are trained
and other hunting, but they seldom breed in confinement, aud

for Kangaroo
generally run
^

away when they become old enough
Gha cannot be translated literally.

to breed.
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Eurynorhjnchus pygmcpus.
obtained at

Yokohama

— Two examples of

17,

Wader

this very rare

are iiiterestiug.

Sclater exhibited the deciduous knob of the culmen of the
of
the Rough-billed Pelican {Pelecanus trachyrhymhus), purbeak
chased July 3rd, 1883 (see P. Z. S. 1883, p. 4G3, pi. xlvi.), which had
been shed by the bird in the autumn, and called attention to the fact
that, on coming into breeding-plumage again this summer, the bird
had grown another knob, which it still carried, although the knob
was no longer erect, but had turned over on the side.
This confirmed the observations of the American ornithologists

Mr.

on the same bird^

Mr. Sclater called attentionto a very singular habit of one of
the Greater Vasa Parrots {Coracopsis vasa), as observed in the
Society's Gardens.
Two of these Parrots, believed to be a pair (one presented by Mrs.
Moon, May 11, 1866, and the other by Mrs. King, March 29, 1882),
had been for some time kept together in one large cage in the
Parrot-house.
One of these birds, it was not known certainly which of the two,
but believed to be the female, had the habit of producing from its
cloaca a mass of dark flesh-coloured substance about 6 inches long
and 4 inches in breadth, and of drawing it in again, after exposing it
for several minutes.
This phenonemon had been witnessed on several occasions by the
keeper of the Parrot- house, by Mr. Bartlettthe Superintendent, who
had kindly prepared a rough "sketch of the object, by Mr. Clarence
Bartlett,

and others.

The bird appeared to be in perfect health and the only suggestion
Mr. Sclater could make on the subject was that part of the membranous
;

hning of the cloaca in this bird was capable of being blown out in
periods of sexual excitement, like the bladder in the neck of the
Adjutant (Leptoptilus), and the wattles in the neck of the Tragopans.
The Head-keeper, Benjamin Misselbrook, had stated that he
recollected the

Vasa Parrot

The

same occurrence taking place
some

in the Society's collection

following papers were read

in the case of a

Greater

thirty years ago.

:-

Baird, Ibis, 1869, p. 350 Eidgw. Orn. 40th Parallel, p. 627 (1877) Goss,
Guu,' June 12, 1875 (p. 167) Brewer, Rod and Gun,' June It), 1S75
Bendire. Fr. Bost. Soc. N. H. xix. p. 146 (,last three references kindly
(p. 194)
furnished by Mr. Eidgway).— P. L. S.
1

'

Cf.

;

;

Eod and
;

;

'
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Remora by Native Fishermen
on the East Coast of Africa. By Frederic Holmwood,
H.B.M. Consul Zanzibar.
tlie

of the

[Keceived June 14, 1884.]

About two years since, whilst making a trip fronn Peinba to
Zanzibar in a steam-launch, I noticed several small fishes darting
from under the stern, when from time to time ashes, scraps of food,
and other thhigs were thrown overboard.
On examination I observed that these fishes had attached themselves
to the sides of the boat quite regardless of the noise and disturbance
of the water caused by the screw. On endeavouring to remove
them I found that they were most determined in retaining their hold,
but a native on board at once detached one from the planking by
drawing it off sideways. It appeared to be a small Sucking-fish of
the native told me it was called
about half a pound in weight
" Chazo " he evidently knew the fish perfectly well, but volunteered
no information as to its being employed by the native fishermen.
Shortly after this, while driving in the country, I passed a native
engaged in finishing ofi' a small canoe which had been hewn from a
fallen mango-tree.
As it appeared too small to be of any practical
He replied " for
use, I inquired for what purpose it was intended.
;

;

Chaza," and on further questioning him I could obtain no other
answer.

" Chaza " being the native name for the oyster and other bivalves
found along the shore, I imagined that the canoe was intended for
skirting the coast in the shallow tideways whilst collecting shell-fish,
in large quantities during spring-tides; but,

which are here obtained

never having seen a canoe of this kind in use, my curiosity was
roused, and on returning home I asked a servant, who had been
brought up in a fishing-village, in what district these small craft

were employed. He told roe they were used as " houses " for a fish
called the " Chazo," and that most fishermen kept them in their
This brought to my recollection the small fish I had noticed
huts.
during the recent voyage from Pemba, and led to my making further
inquiries, in the course of wliich I learnt that the Sucker-fish was
reared and trained by the native fishermen of Zanzibar for the
purpose of catching Turtle, Tortoise, and the larger fish.
I had once before, when travelling in Madagascar, been told
incidentally a story of Sharks and even Crocodiles being captured by
the natives by means of a fish called "Tarundu," which was trained
but at that time I was new to the country and had
for the purpose
only an imperfect knowledge of the language, and no doubt also
showed my incredulity so plainly that my informants refrained from
;

again referring to the subject.
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Now, however,

I could see that there must be some truth in the
determined to ascertain what the facts really were.
With this object I visited the various fishing-villages along the coast,
and found that every one knew of the use of the " Chazo," though
they were not very communicative regarding it, nor did they invite
me to enter their huts where I should have seen it. This was no
doubt partly owing to suspicion, for these fishermen are an exclusive body, living mostly apart from the rest of the population, and,
knowing that the English had just put an end to the time-honoured
custom of slave-running, in which pursuit they had borne a considerable share, they possil)ly imagined we might have an intention
of interfering with them in other ways.
Eventually I succeeded in allaying suspicion in one village, and was
shown several of these fishes. They were in appearance something
like a Conger Eel, with a smooth and apparently scaleless skin
they
were without the dorsal fin, but had on the top of the head an oval
laminated disk or sucker.
They varied from 2 to 4| feet in length,
and in weight from two to seven or eight pounds.
They were mostly kept in small canoes similar to the one which
had first attiacted my attention, and at once came to the surface of
the water on the approach of the fisherman, whom they allowed to
take them from the water and handle them freely without attempting
to i)lunge or break away.
The owners called them with a soft
whistling sound, but I had no means of observing whether this was
recognized by the fish.

story,

and

I

;

Fig-.2.

Kg.

1.

Tail-end of Remora, -with wrouglit-iron band and ring.

Fig. 2. Ditto, with ring fixed

Each Chazo had
(fig. 1) for

on by wire.

a strong iron ring or loop fixed just above the tail
the purpose of attaching a line to when being employed in

1884.]
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In some cases these appendages had evidently remained on
the fisli had so grown that tiie iron had
become imbedded in a tliick fleshy formation. In two instances the
ring had been inserted in the muscular substance at the root of the
tail, but generally a simple iron band was welded round the thinnest
part of the body a few inches from the tail, which kept it from
slipping off.
To this was riveted a small movable ring or loop
resembling that of a walch-handle.
In one case (fig. 2) this loop
was fastened on by servings of brass wire in a similar manner to
the rings of a fishing-rod.
It was some weeks before I succeeded in purchasing one of these
fish
I proposed sending it to the International Fisheries Exhibition,
but it was killed by some Cranes and a second one which I obtained
died, probably through want of sufficient water, it having been placed
in a small stone tank, in consequence of my being unable to procure
one of the small canoes.
I afterwards arranged to purchase another on its return from a
fishing-trip.
It was brought to me a few weeks later minus its ring,
and with a large wound or rent above the tail, part of which was gone.
The owner declared that it had caught two Turtle, which he showed
me lying in his canoe, and that it had afterwards affixed itself to a large
Shark and, holding on after all the spare line had been paid out, the
tail had given way.
He stated that the Chazo had then relinquished
its hold and returned in its mutilated state to the boat.
He assured
me this was not an unusual occurrence, and that after a time a fresh
ring would be attached and the fish become as useful as before.
I
endeavoured to preserve one of these Chazos in spirits of wine,
but failed owing to the inferior quality of the spirit.
This specimen
measured 2 feet 8 inches in length and weighed 3| lbs. The sucker
contained twenty-three pairs of lamellae.
I was anxious to visit the fishing-grounds in order personally to
verify the information collected regarding the employment of this
fish
but as the trips made by the fishermen never occupy less tiian
fifteen days, my accompanying them was out of the question, and I
had no boat sufficiently large to make the voyage safely.
On my return to Zanzibar, however, I hope to arrange such a
visit, and may then be able to supplement tliis paper, which does
not pretend to any scientific value, with a full and accurate report
on the whole subject.
In the meantime this short account of what was recently heard
and seen as to the use of the Remora on the east coast of Africa
may f)erhaps prove useful by directing attention to an interesting
liunting.

for years, during whicli

;

;

;

zoological question.

Proc. Zool.

Soc— 1884,

No. XXYIII.

28
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By R.
Notes on Whitehead's Nuthatch.
of
Department
F.L.S.,
F.Z.S.,
&c..
Sharpe,
BowDLER

Further

Zoologjj British

Museum.

[Eeceived June

(Plate

4,

1881.]

XXXVI.)

Mr. John Whitehead, to whom we are indebted for the discovery
of this Corsican Nuthatch, which I have named after him, has
sent me a specimen of the adult female, and I am thus enabled to
give an exact description of the species, the adult male having been
exhibited by me at a previous meeting of the Saciety (May 20).
SiTTA WHiTEHEADi.

(Plate

XXXVI.)

Sitta whiteheadi, Sharpe, antea, pp. 233, 329.

General colour above slaty blue, the lesser and
the greater coverts blackish with light
like the back
primarywing feathers blackish
bastardblue
of
slaty
edgings
coverts and quills blackish brown, externally slaty blue, paler on the

Adult male.
median coverts

;

;

;

the inner secondaries externally slaty blue ; two centre tailfeathers slaty blue, the remainder black, the three outer feathers
slaty bhie at the tips, these terminal spots decreasing in extent
across the inner web, where they terminate in a white edging, the

latter

;

web also narrowly fringed with white near the end crown of
head and occiput black, disappearing on the nape a line of greyish
white across the base of the forehead extending backwards in a broad
lores
eyebrow as far as the nape ; feathers round the eye whitish
black, as well as a broad line along the upper edge of the ear-coverts,
the latter slightly spotted with white where they adjoin the eye
remainder of ear-coverts, cheeks and throat dull white, the latter
under surface of body ashy isaslightly washed with isabeliine
beUine the under tail-coverts edged with white sides of body and
axillaries and under wingthighs somewhat washed with ashy
Total length
coverts like the breast, the edge of the wing whiter.
4-6 inches, culmen 065, wing 2/5, tail 1-4, tarsus 0*65.
Differs from the male in having the head slaty
Adult female.
blue like the back, the feathers of the crown slightly mottled with
the dark streak through the eye not quite so problackish bases
nounced as in the male, and more blackish brown. Total length 4-6
inches, culmen 065, wing 2-75, tail 1-45, tarsus 07.
The nearest allies of Sitta whiteheadi are undoubtedly S. krueperi
and S. villosa. It resembles the first of these in its small size, but
differs in having the entire crown and nape black in the male, instead
outer

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

of only the fore part of the crown, while both sexes are at once distinguished by the want of the chestnut band on the fore neck,
which is the leading characteristic of S. Jcrueperi.
To S. villosa and S. canaderisis, the Corsican Nuthatch bears a

I

p.
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the black head and black streak through
greater resemblance
but Sitla whitehnadi
the eye, which are found in all three species
is recognized at once by the ashy isabelline colour of the underparts,
instead of the cinnamon-bufT or fulvous colour of the lower surface
iu the Chinese and North-American birds.

Still

;

3.

On

new

a

Species of Salpornis from Eastern Equatorial

By

Africa.

Dr. G. Hartlaub, P.M.Z.S.

[Eeceiyed June

(Plate

4,

1884.]

XXXVII.)

have the pleasure of sending for the examination of the ZooloLondon a specimen of a new Creeper of the genus
Sal^iornis, which I propose to call
I

gical Society of

Salpornis emini,
Supra

in

sp. n.

(Plate

XXXVII.)

fundo fasco-nigricanle, maculis apicalibus rotundutis

albis

velalbidis, antice nigro-marginatispidchre et confertim gutlulata
jiileo

fulvesceiite slriolato

;

capitis

;

lateribus fulvo-pallidis

obscure fusca ; striola supercdiari pallida
supracaudalibus maculis rotundatis majoribas
albis ; feclricibus alarum minoribus dorso concoloribus, mujuribus
ante apicem albidum late nigris ; remigibus primariis in tertia
parte apicali immaculatisyfuscis, cater um maculis pogonii interni
minoribus, marginalibus, albis, minus circumscriptis ; prima
reyioue parotica

parum conspicua

;

eodem loco non maculuto sed serratim albido marginato

;

tertiariis

fuscis, in pogonio externa albido limbatis, latius nigro-fuscialis,
interna notis marginalibus minus distiiictis

subalaribusjasciatim

;

gula ochroleuca iinmaculata ; pectore, ubdomine et
subcaudalibus fuluescenti-pallidis, maculis minutis rotundatis albidis, supra riigro-circumdatis conspicue gutlulatis ; rectncibus
irregulariter albido etfusco-nigricantefasciatis,fasciis laliaribus
fuscis, anyustiorihus albidis ; rostra fusca, mandibula parte apicali
macv.latis

;

excepta patlidiore

Long.

;

pedibus obscure fu&cis.

tot. circa l."»0 millim.,

pallic. c. vng.

1

(Mas. ad.)

culm. 21, alcB 95, caud. 58, tars.

14,

9.

Salpornis, established in 1847 by the late
Up to the year
a very rare and very restricted one.
1878, the only species constituting it was an interesting Indian
type— Certkia spilonota of Franklin, P. Z. S. 1831, p. 121. A
second and quite typical species was discovered by tiie indefatigable Portuguese collector, M. T. d'Anchieta, near C.iconda in the

The Certhine genus

G. R. Gray,

is

interior of the province of Bengiielii,

Socage has described and figured

S.W.

Africa.

this bird as a

new

Prof. Barboza

du

generic type and

28*

—
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name

of Hulypsornis salvadori,

[June

17,

Salpornis spilo-

nota, being extremely scarce in continental collections, and, lor instance,
not existing in the splendid Museums of Paris, Leyden, Brussels,
Vienna, Berlin, Dresden, and Stuttgart, had very probably remained
entirely unknown to him, and for this reason the error into which
1 have now the pleasure of introducing a
he fell is to be excused.
third typical species, which was discovered near Langomeri, in
Eastern Equatorial Africa, by the eminent exi^lorer. Dr. Emin Bey,
and of which the unique specimen, a fine adult male, enriches, at
As the life of my poor friend, who
present, my private collection.
may still linger in his remote quarters on the Upper bite Nile, is at
this moment surrounded by tbe greatest possible dangers, and as no
news whatever of him have of late reached us, I think it my duty to

W

name

this fine

new bird

after its discoverer.

—

-" During
Regarding this unique specimen. Dr. Emin Bey writes
a walk through the ripe Eleusine-fields, a small bird met my attention
climbing up and down the haulms, and flying in short whips from one
haulm to another. What could it be? Not a A^ecfamn'a to be sure.
The little unknown was very silent. But how great was my pleasure
and surprise as my shot brought down a Certhia,' certainly the
All my efforts
first bird of this group met with in Central Africa.
to procure more specimens were fruitless."
Salpornis emini and Salpornis salvadorii are nearly allied species.
The system or the pattern of coloration is quite the same in both
The differences are these the drop-like spots of the upper
birds.
much larger in 5. salvadorii (of which a fine adult pair
are
parts
was presented to the Bremen Museum by Prof. Barboza du Bocage);
the irregular bands of the rectrices are very broad and nearly black
the irregular
in S. salvadorii, narrower and browner in S. emini
white spot-like bands are also decidedly broader in S. salvadorii in
S. emini the first primary has the basal half of the inner web with a
whitish serrated marginal lining, whereas in S. salvadorii there are
:•

'

:

;

;

regular circumscribed marginal spots ; in the other primaries the
whitish marginal spots on tbe basal half of the inner web are very
conspicuous and sharply circumscribed in S. salvado7-ii they are
much smaller and more confluent in S. emini the ground-colour
of the remiges and rectrices is nearly black in (S. salvadorii, paler

—

;

in S. emini ; the drop-like spots of the underparts are
In both species the
smaller and less distinct in S. emini.
rounded terminal whitish spots of the single feathers are anteriorly
margined by a broad black band or border. The ground-colour of
the underparts is in both species a pale greyish drab.

and browner

much

The difference between S. emini and the Indian S. sjnlonota
much greater, and strikes one at first sight. The whitish spots

is

of
irregular

the uj)per parts are smaller, less drop-like, and of a more
There is a short, broad, white superciHary stripe, bordered
shape.
below by a blackish postocular band ; and the underparts are conThe internal marginal spots
spicuously more banded than spotted.
of the primaries are as sharply defined as in S. salvadorii.
1 add the comparative measurements of the three species
:

—
PROF.

1884.]

FLOWER ON THE GENERA OF DELPHINID.E.
S. spHoiiofa.
millini.

Culmen

23
88
58
14|

Wmg
Tail

Tarsus
Poll. c.

ung

\^

The iris is brown in
I am much obliged

all

S. emini.

:
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8. salvadorii.

milliiu.

millim.

21
95

58

IS
95
58

14
19

22

16^

three species.

to Capt.

G. A. Shelley for the loan of a good
specimen of S. sinlonola, wliich it would have been impossible for
me to procure from any continental collection known to me.

The synonymy of
1.

the three species ofSalpornis

is

as follows

:

SPILONOTA.

S.

Salpornis spilonota, Franld. P. Z. S. 1831, p. l2l
G. R. Gray,
P.Z. S. 18^7, p. 7; id. Gen. of B. i. p. 144; Reichb. N. S. pi.
xxxviii.
id. llandb. d. Sp. Orn. Scans, pi. 5(J4
Jerdon, B. of lud.
;

;

382;

;

id.

Supplem. Notes &c.,

1872, p. 20; Gould, Birds
of Asia, pt. XX., fig. bon.
Ball, Stray Feath. 1874, p. 397, 1876,
p. 232, 1878, p. 209; Butler, Str. Feath. 1875, p. 4(32, 1876, p. 37,
1877, p. 228; Blyth, Cat. B. Mus. As. Soc. p. 338
id. Ibis, 1865,
p. 48 (first good descript.), 1866, pp. 228, 365; Blanf. Ibis, 1867,
Allan and Hume, Journ. As. Soc.
p. 461 ; Adam, Stray Feath. pt. 5
of Beng. 1869, pt. i'i. ; id. ibid. 1870, pt. ii. p. 113; id. Ibis, 1871,
i.

p.

Ibis,

;

;

;

20; Gadow, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. vol. viii. p. 330.
Hub. Widely distributed through the jungles of Central India
Chanda, Eehar, Oude, Sironcha, Sambhur Lake, &c.

p. 446, 1872, p.

2. S.

SALVADORII.

Hylypsornis sahadori. Barb, du Boc. Jorn. Acad. Lisb. 1878,
pp. 198, 21 1 id.Ornith. d'Ang. p. 289, t. x. f. 2 (fig. bon.) Shelley,
Ibis, 1882, p. 255 ; Salpornis salvadorii, Gadow, Cat. B. Brit. Mus.
;

vol. viii. p.

330.

Hab. Benguela
Mashoona country
3.

S.

;

in

S.W.

Africa,

"extending across through the

into S.E. Africa."

EMINI.

Hab. Langomeri, Eastern Equatorial Africa {Dr. Emin Bey).

4.

Note on the Names of two Genera of Delphinidce.
William Henky Flower, LL.D., F.R.S., P.Z.S.

By

[Eeceived June 10, 1884.]

In the Revision of the family Delphinidce, published in the ' Proceedings ' of the Society for 1883, pp. 4G6-513, I have adopted
two generic terms, which, as has since been pointed out to me,
are not tenable, being already in use for other forms.
I hope, there-

MR.
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fore, that this notice may be in time to prevent their more general
adoption.
llieseare
1. Clymenia, Gray, Synopsis of Whales and Dolphins
for the earlier C/i/mene of the same author,
substituted
6
(18C8),
p.
There is, liowever, a well-known genus of
P. Z. S. 1804, p. 2M7.
extinct Cephalopods so named by Miinster (' Beitijige zur PetreClymene also was appropriated long before
factenkunde,' i. 1839).
by Savi (Syst. Annel. 1817), for a genus of Vermes.
Prodelphinus of Gervais ('Osteos:raphie des Cetaces,' p. 604, 1880)
:

must

—

Chjmenia as the generic appellation
narrow-beaked Dolphins without lateral grooves on

tlierefore be substituted for

q1 the smaller,

the bony

yialate.

as a modification of Lesson's hybrid
GIoLicephala, or Globicephalus as it is now commonly written, is
already preoccupied, as a genus of Hemipterous insects, by Le
2.

Globiceps, proposed

Pelletier and Serville ('Encyclpj)edie Methodique,' x. 1825).
be necessary therefore to return to Lesson's name.

Description of a

5.

South Portugal,

It will

new Variety of Lacerta viridis, from
By G. A. Boulenger, F.Z.S.

[Eeceived June 12, 1884.]

(Plate

XXXVIIL)

During a recent journey in Portugal, Dr. II. Gadow collected several
specimens of a highly interesting variety o{ Lacerta virtdis, whicii he
1 have great pleasure
has kindly handed over to me lor description.
in

naming

it

Lacerta

viridis, var. gadovii.

A few

years ago a wide gap seemed to exist between the two welland L. ocellata the former with a very
small occipital, large rhomboidal, strongly keeled dorsal scales, six or
eight' longitudinal rows of ventral plates, the young longitudinally
the latter with enormous occipital, small granular smooth
lined, &c.

known

species L. viridis

:

;

dorsal scales, eight or ten rows of ventral plates, the

young

ocellated

In 1878, however, Bedriaga^ brought to light a new species
nearly intermediate between the two long-known types, L. schreiberi,
this Lizard has a very
from the Province Asturias in N. Spain
large occi})ital, as in L. ocellata, and distinctly keeled dorsal scales,
In 1880, Lataste', turning his attention to the
as in L. viridis.
herpetological fauna of Algeria, showed that the L. ocellata of N.W.
Africa was not identical with the European L. ocellata, as iiitherto
(fee.

;

'

According to whether or not the outer, smaller, and more or

less irregular,

series is reckoned.
^

Arch.

f.

Naturg. 1878, p. 299.

»

'Le Naturaliste,' 1880,

p. 306.

p. Z.S.1884.Pi.XXXVn.
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believed, but constituted a distinct form, intermediate between the
and L. viridis, wbicli he named L. ocellata pater. He showed

latter

that the occipital

more

is

smaller than in

L. ocellata, the dorsal scales

and sometimes slightly keeled, and the ocelli, which are
constantly present in the young, "frequently disappear in the adult.
The discovery of these two forms had already considerably diminished the gap separating L. ocellata from L. viridis; but forms
which would fill the interval remaining between the latter and L.
schreiberi and pater were still missing.
As one of these I regard
the Lizard discovered by Dr. Gradow.
The general proportions and lepiilosis being the same as in the
typical L. viridis (from France and Italy), I will only mention
the distinctive peculiarities, at the same time drawing attention to
the points in which the new variety approaches the other allied
oval,

forms.

The occipital is considerably larger, nearly as long as, and broader
than, the interparietal
its shape is trapezoid, its smaller border
forming a suture with the latter ; in two specimens this suture has
;

entirely disappeared and the two plates are united.
Another
anomaly, occurring in three out of the four specimens, is the presence
of an azygos shield between the prefrontals.
In the young, as in

other Lizards, the interparietal is relatively much enlarged, especially
transversel}^ so that it considerably exceeds in size, and equals in
width, the occipital.
know that in the very young L. ocellata
the interparietal exceeds in size the occipital, and nearly equals it in
width, whereas in the adult the occipital is many times larger than
the interparietal and at least three times as broad.
In L. pater,
when young, the interparietal also exceeds the occipital in size and
is as broad or a little narrower ; when adult, the occipital is much
larger than the interparietal and twice as broad.
In L. schreiberi,

We

must be regarded as a form Avith arrested dedescended from L. ocellata or some close ally, the
interparietal is very large, and the occipital short and only a little
wliich, if adult,

velopment,
broader.

When

a large series of X. viridis

tion in the size

insisted

and shape of the

is

examined, we find great varia-

occipital, so that the character just

upon cannot be regarded

as constantly distinguishing the
however, it may be sufficient to distinguish it from the
typical L. viridis as occurring in Spain.
The dorsal scales are a little diflereut from those of L. viridis,
being smaller, less distinctly rhomboidal, more oval, and not so
strongly keeled, all points in which they approach those of L. schreiberi.
I count 111 to 116 scales along the middle of the back, from
the occipital to the base of the tail, and 50 to 53 across the middle of
the body; in L. viridis fijpns I obtain the numbers 100 to 103 and
However, some Oriental specimens of L. viridishsive also
41 to 45.
smaller scales, viz. 125 longitudinally and 50 transversely, but then
they are of a different shape, being but a little longer than broad;
and it is probable that the Oriental small-scaled L. viridis, when
properly worked out, will prove to constitute a distinct race.

new form

;

ON A NEW VARIETY OF LACERTA
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The

coloration

is

quite peculiar,

Lizard from any of its

The joung

and

VIRIDIS.

suffices to

[Juiie 17,

distinguish this

allies.

above brownish-olive, the sides ornate with

is

ocelli

there is an
with large bluish-white centre and narrow black margin
uiiner series of eleven ocelli, from the outer posterior corner of the
;

between this and the light under
another series of ocelli, which, less regular and
formed of the fusion of two ocelli, form short vertical bars. The
upper lip is alternately barred black and white. The lower surfaces
are of a pale greenish-white, without any of the spots which are so
but it must be borne in mind that in
characteristic of the adult
the young of L. agilis the spots are likewise al)sent or only very

parietal to above the hind limb

surfaces there

;

is

;

slightly indicated.

Now, if we compare this coloration with that of the young of the
other species, we see at once that it differs most from L. viridis, the
young of which has constantly light longitudinal lines on the body,
which frequently persist in the adult female ; the difference from tlie
young of L. puter and L. ocellata is less, but still great, for in
those forms the ocelli are much larger and scattered over the whole
of the bodv ; nearest we find L. schretbei-i, which has a very similar
arrangement of yellow spots along the sides of the body.
In the adult, the upper surface of the body and limbs is bright
grass-green, sometimes fading to brown on the hind part of the body,
with deep black spots, which may be larger and rotuidish, or smaller,
closer, or with lighter centre rtsembling the markings of a Leopard ;
sometimes an unspotted zone along each side of the back in the
smaller male specimen, there is besides a series of small ocelli with
pure white centres along each side of the ijack, tlie remains of the
upper series of ocelli of the young. The upper surface of the head
is olive, black-spotted, passing to blue on the sides, which latter
The
colour covers the throat in the female as well as in the male.
belly is yellow, more or less greenish, with roundish black spots,
more profusely scattered in the male than in the female. The tail
is olive, darker above, with a median series of black spots, which are
more or less confluent into a longitudinal band.
Four specimens were submitted to me by Dr. Gadow, who
obtained them in the Serra de Monchique, Algarve, about 2000 feet
above the sea, in sunny dense shrubs, amongst brambles near a little
The largest, a female, measures 278 millim., in which the
stream.
;

enters for 192.
only certain reference to this form I can find in the works of
previous writers, is in O. Boettger's list of Reptiles collected by

tail

The

V. Maltzan in South Portugal^, where a short description is given
from specimens likewise obtained in Monchique. Boettger gives it
simply as L. viridis, remarking that it approaches nearest var. punctata of Duges (this is evidently meant for var. b. of that author),
which is, however, a totally different thing. But I should not be
astonished that this new form remains concealed under the references
of several authors to L. viridis and L. agilis in the south of the Pyrei

Zeitsclir.

f.

Ges. Naturw.

lii.

1879. p. 505.

ON

1884.]
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particularly inclined to

believe that

from Granada' are based on specimens of L. viridis, var. gadovii.
It is doubtful whether in the
Peninsula the true L. viridLf reaches south of 40°, and still more
whether L. agiiis occurs at all'^

6.

agiiis

Ampliibiorum Italiae enumeratio systematica.
Auctore doct. Laurentio Camerano^.
[Eeoeivcd June 11, 1884.]

Quae amphibiurum species hie nonnisi suum quaeque numcrnm
ipse iam singulas copiose descripseram in
anuri Italiani " (Mem. R. Accad. d. Scienz.
xxxv. 1883), " Monografia degli Anfibi

ordine nanciscuntur, eas
"Monografia degli Anfibi
di Torino, ser. 2, vol.
urodeli Italiani" (ibidem

1884), quasvide, benigne lector,
in aninio sit.
In scriptis meis, quorum superius mentio est facta, fusius

si tibi

rem

ipsam penitiore persequi cognitione

iamdudum

disputabam quatenus Italiae, quod attinetad faunam, fines pertineant;
et quas ipsa in provincias, habita ratioue animalium, iure dividi
possit.

Censeo equidem earn Alpibus a boreali parte, ab occidente vero
illis, quas ab Alpibus maritimis decurrunt, et, postquam ab
occasu vallem, quam vernaculo sermone Roia vocitant, circuerunt,
ad mare usque perveniunt, non secus ac regni Ttalici fines
sursus
ab oriente Soutio Valle terminatur, vel etiam, ne id ad vivum resecem,
Carro monte, usque ad urbem quam Fiuine vocant, ut vernaculis
utar nominibus.
Reliqua denique Italiae pars ipso mari undique
iugis

:

finitur.

At, quamquam natura disiectae, hue pertinent pleraeque et potissime
qnseque insujte videlicet Corsica, Sardinia, llva, Sicilia, MeJita,
exceptis tamen Pelagosa, Pantellaria, et Lampethusa.
Totam igitur Italiam, habita animalium ratione, in quatuor regiones
dispertiri possumus, nempe terrain continentcm, regionem intra
peninsuIcB fines, regionem Corso-Sardam, regionem Siculo-Meli-

tensem.

Sua cuiusque provinciae Amphibia, quo magis perspicue et planius
sese res habeat, in hoc Kctpaldynan describam.
Omitto

in hisce amphibiis recensendis eas

locorum demonstraadhue dubise sunt.
Cum post editas " Monografia degli Anfibi anuri Italiani," e loc.
citat., et "Monografia degli Anfibi urodeli Italiani," op. citat., nova
ad me allata sint amphibiorum exemplaria e diversis Italiae regiouibus,
tiones, quae

Herpetologia Europoea,' p. 440.
Bosca, " Catalogue des Eeptiles et Amphibiens de la Peninsula Iberique
et des lies Baleares," Bull. Soc. Zool. France, 1880, p. 240.
2 Communicated by G. A. Boulenger, F.Z.S.
'

^

'

Cf.

.
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cognitione

facultas est facta.

.2

ol

Ord.

CAUDATA.

Spelerpes fuscus (Bonap.)

Salamandrina perspicillata
Eupioctus rusconii, Gene

{Savi)...

niontanus {^avi)
Triton vulgaris, subsp. meridionalis
(Boidciu/.)
alpestris,

Lcmr
subsp.

cristatus,

karelinii,

St ranch
,

subsp. longipes, Sfrauch.

Salamandra maculosa, Laur

Laur

atra,

Ord.

AKUEA.

Discoglossus pictus, f. typ. Ot/k.
subsp. sardus, Gene
Bombinator igneus (Laur.)
Pelobates fusL-us (Laur.)
Hyla arborea, f. typ. (Linn.)
subsp. .sayignyi, Aud.
Bufo viridis, Lattr

...

,

. .

,

...

vulgaris, Laur
esculeuta, f. typ.,

Eana

,

Kana muta, Laur
la t ast ii, I?oi( leng
agilis,

Linn

subsp. lessona;, Camer.

Ihomas

.

[June 17,
ceitiore

uunc mihi

.
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Subfiim. Salamandrlnce.

Gen. Salamandrina,

PERSPiciLLATA,

S.

Mem.

Savi,

Fitz.,

Bibl. Ital. vol. xxii. p.

Hab. Apennini de Genonesato ad Aspromonte

228 (1S21).

—

Genova, Nervi,
Lucca, Firenze, Caiamanico, Pistoia, Garfagnana, Monte Laziale]
Vesuvio, Tiriolo (Calabria), Aspromonte.

Gen. EupROCTUs, Gene,

MONTANus

E.

Nuov.

(Savi),

giorn.

dei

letterati,

n.

102

Pisa

(1839).

Hab.

Corsica.

E. RuscoNii, Gene, Synops. Rept. Sard,
ii. vol. i. p. 282 (1838).

Mem.

indig.,

Ac. Sc.

Torino, ser.

Ilab. Sardegna.

Gen. Triton, Laurenti,
T. VULGARIS (Linn.), Fauna Suec. pp. 281

S. N. i. p. 370 (1 766).
T. vvfffaris (Linn.), subsp. meridionalis, Eoulenger,
Cat. Batr.
Grad. Brit. Mus. p. 1-1 (1882).

Hab.

;

Italia continentali et peninsulari.

T. alpestris, Laur. Syn. Eept. pp. 38, 142, tav.
Spec, diniorpha.
1

2.

Bab.

Forma
Forma

ii.

fig.

4 (1 768).

brancliiata.

abranchiata.
llegione Alpina et Apenninica.

T. CRiSTATUS, Laur. Syn. Eept. pp. 36, 146 (1768).
T. cristatus, Laur., subsp. karelinii, Strauch, Rcvis. d. Salagatt., Mem. Acad. S. Petcrsb. vii. ser. vol. xvi. no.
4, p. 42
tav. 1. fig. 1 (1870).

mandr.

Hab.

Italia continentali et peninsulari.

T. CRISTATUS, Laur., subsp. longipes, Strauch,
1. fig. 2 (1870).

loc. citat. p.

44,

tav.

Hab. Gran Sasso

d'ltalia.

Gen. Salamandra, Laur.,
S.

maculosa, Laur.

Hnb.

loc. cit.

Italia continentali

pp. 42

&

151 (1768).

et peninsulari.

Sicilia

;

Sardegna

(?)

;

Corsica.
S.

ATRA, Laur.

Hab.

Ice. cit. pp.

Eegione Alpina

Valdieri, Mouviso.

—

42

Tiroln,

&

149.

Stiria,

fig.

2 (1/68).

Friuli, Veneto, Bresciauo,
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ANURA.

Old.
Subord.

[JlUlC 17,

Phaneroglossa.
Ser. Arcifera.

Fam. DiscoGLOSsiD^.
Gen. DiscoGLOSSUs,
Otth. Neue Denkschr.

D. piCTTJS,
figs. 1-8(1837).

Forma

a.

typicn.

Sicilia

;

Ottli.,

allgem. Schwciz. Gcsellsch.

i.

Malta, Gozzo.

Sicilia.
Var. vittata.
Sicilia.
ocellata.
Var.
/3.
b. Subsp. sardus (Gene, Kept. Sard., Mem. Ac. Sc. Tor. ser.
vol. i. p. 237, tav. v. 1838).
Hab. Sardegna ; Corsica ; Giglio ; Montecristo.

a.

ii.

Gen. BoMBiNATOR, Merr.,
B. IGNEUS (Laur.), Syn. Kept. pp. 29 & 129 (1/68).
Hab. Canton Ticino, Veneto, Treutino, Emilia, Marche, Toscana,
Napoletano, Calabria, Spezia.

Fam. Pelobatid^.
Gen. Pelobates, Wagl.,

&

P. i-uscus (Laur.), Syn. Kept. pp. 28

122 (17fi8).

Settimo Torinese, Acqui, Vercelli,
Qiiinto Vercellese, Nibbia (Novarese), Vigevano, Mirasole (Milano).
Rivoli, Torino, Testona,

Hub.

Fam. Hylid^.
Gen. Hyla, Laur.,

H. ARBOREA (Linn.), S. N. i. p. 357 (1766).
Piemonte, Toscana.
a. Forma typica.
Piemonte, Bologna, Palermo.
Var. intermedia.
Corsica, Elba, Sardegna.
Subsp. savignyi, Aud.
Sardegna.
Var. fuscomaculuta.

b.

Fam. BuFONiD^.
Gen, BuFO, Laur.,
B. viRiDis, Laur. Syn. Kept. pp. 27

Hab.

&

111, tav.

(17C8).

1

tota Italia.

Var. maculata. Tota Italia.
Var. crucigera {Bvfo cruciyei'u, Eichw. Zool. sp. Ross, et
Piemonte.
Polon. p. 167, 3 y.).
Veneto, Lombardia, Catania.
lineata.
Piemonte,
Var.
y.
Piemonte.
l. Var. concoLor.

a.

jS.

B. VULGARIS, Laur. Syn. Rept. pp. 28
Hab. Tota Italia peninsularis. Sicilia

&
;

125 (1768).

Corsica (?)

;

Elba.
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FiRMISTERNIA.

Ser.

Fam. Ranid.e.
Gen. Rana, Linn.,
I.

Rana esculenta,
a.

Forma

Sectio

Ranee aquaticce.

Linn. Svst. Nat.
Torino,

typica.

i.

p.

357-

Domodossola,

Bologna,

Roma,

Foligno.
b.

Subsp. lessonce, Camer.
Toscana Sicilia.
Valle padana
Yar. immaculata.
Piemonte, Novarese, Veneto.
Var. maculata.
Novarese, Veneto.
ft.
Novarese, Veneto.
y. Var, jmnctata.
Barbarighe (Veneto).
Z. Var. nigrovittata.
;

;

a.

IL

Rana muta,

Sectio RancefuscfE,

Laur. Synops. Rept. p. 30 (1768).

Var. acutirostris.
Var. ohtusirostris.

Hab. Roccaforte,

Casteldelfino, Moncenisio, Col. d.

(Viu), Ceres, Pra Sec

du

Ferret, Col. d'OUen,

Occbieppo

S.

Giovanni

Alpi
Alpi di Veglia, Cascata della Frua, Passo della Cohna
(Ossola), Domodossola, Valle di Non (Trentino), Bardonecchia.
inferiore,

di Devero,

Rana

latastii, Boulenger, Bull. Soc. Zool. Frang. (1880).

Hab. Milano, Varese, Veneto, Toscaua.

Rana

agilis, Thomas, Ann. Sc. Nat. 4 ser. vol.

iv. p.

365, tab. 7

(18.55).

Hab.

Rosta, Testona, Rivarossa, Gattinara,
Milano, Varese, Canton Ticino, Padova,
Verona, Venezia, Treviso, Bellnno, Imola, Modena, Bologna, Pisa,
Castinoen, Monte Morello, Porto Maurizio, Modica.

Torino,

Occhieppo

7.

RIvoli,

inferiore,

Remarks on a Paper hy Dr. A. B. Meyer on

a Collection

of Birds from the East-Indian Archipelago, with special

reference to those described

Laut group of

Islands.

by him from the Timor-

By H.

O. Forbes, F.Z.S.,

F.R.G.S.
[Eeceived June 12, 1884.]

Through Dr. Meyer's kindness I have had the pleasure of
perusing his interesting jiaper, read at the International Ornithological Congress lately held in Vienna, entitled " Neue und ungeniigend bekannte Vofjel, Nester mid Eier aus dem Ostindischen
Archipel im Konigl. Zoologischen Museum zu Dresden," and propose to offer a few remarks on those species which he notices from
the Tinior-Laut group of Islands.
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The collection of birds on which Ur. Meyer founds his observations
was made by three Amboinese in identically the same region as
that from which the collection described by Dr. Sclater last year
Two of these
(P. Z. S. 1883, pp. 48 & 19-1) was sent by me.
collectors arrived and departed in company with myself, and therefore spent three months there the other had arrived three months
Being there without any European superintendence,
in advance.
and surrounded by difficulties and dangers, they did not extend
their excursions to any great distance from their dwelling in the
;

My

own

but m.y
were also circumscribed
over
collected
all
the
region
exceeded
area included and considerably
thoroughly
more
course,
far
was,
of
and
hunters,
by these three
Inasmuch as I observe that Dr. Meyer
investigated in every way.
in several instances speaks of "Timor-Laut" and " Tenimber,"
and that the species under consideration in his case came from the
" biidlichen (Timor-Laut) Stammen " of the region, those collected
by me being inferred to come from some other part, it may be well
to state that the term "Tenimber Islands" has been applied to
the gronp of islands of which Yamdena (by the Malays called
Timor-Laut) is the largest lying between G" S.o'-B" 25' S. lat., and
130° 35-132° 5' E. long.
The distance separating the members of
the group is so small (the sea at low-tide being in many cases quite
shallow between them) that they may be considered almost one
great island broken up into fragments. Lutur, spoken of by Dr.
Meyer as an island (on the authority of the Resident of Amboina),
is part of the mainland of Tamdena.
Of the birds recorded by Dr. jNIeyer from Timor-Laut, eight are
not included in Dr. Sclater's list; but of tiiese the Accipitrine birds
Ba:a subcristuta (Gld.), and Cuncuma {Haliaetus) leucogaster (Gm.),
Urospi:ias albiventris
were observed, though not obtained by me
(Saiv.), Sauropalis sancta (V. & H.), and Eurijstcvuis pacificus
There may possibly be some doubt as to the
(Lath.) I did not see.
I saw the Amboinese
occurrence of the last-named in Timor-Laut.
hunters shoot and jirepare, on their way home to Amboina, during our
stay both in Aru and Ke, several birds and add them to their TimorLaut collections. "What the species were 1 cannot now remember.
As the best of natives cannot be trusted to label skins correctly without supervision, this fact adds a slight element of uncertainty as to
the locality of some of the specimens. I obtained spirit-specimens of
I examined, but could
a Hiriindo (young), probably H.javanica.
not preserve, a specimen of Porphyria melanoptcrus. The two seabirds mentioned by Dr. Meyer, and the Geocichla machiJd (F. Z. S.
1883, p. 588) complete the list of birds at )iresent known from
With the exception of those just menthis interesting group.
tioned, Dr. Meyer has had before him no species of which there is
those,
not a large series of specimens represented in my collection
in fact, on which Dr. Sclater's original descriptions were founded.
I have now again carefully gone over them with Dr. ]\Ieyer's paper
in my hand.
The Geq^rozKS determined by Dr. Sclater to be G. kei/e)isis (Salv.)
village of Ritabel.

limits

;

—

;

—

J
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Dr. Meyer
elevated into a new species, G. timorlaoensis (Meyer).
admits that the separation is based on very minute differences', which,
however, he believes will be found constant.
On comparing the
Timor- Laut birds with Ke specimens in the British Museum deTimortermined by Count Salvadori, the case stands as follows
Laut skins vary from 240-290 millim., while G. keyensis (Salv.)
Length of wing in the former 165ranges from 235-255 millim.
170 millim., and in G. keyensis (Salv.) 175-185 millim. The tail is
shorter in G. timorlaoensis than in G. kei/ensis while the tarsus agrees
in both.
In Timor-Laut specimens the external web of the outermost primary, where in the upper portion the colour is blue, and
in the lower green, exactly agrees with a specimen from Ke, of the
'Challenger* collection, determined as G. keyensis by Salvadori. Both
these are males.
female from Ke has the same region of this
feather blue throughout its length
while a female from Timor-Laut
has a very narrow yellowish edge to the green-blue margin of the
primary.
A female, of the ' Challenger' naturalists, also determined
by Salvadori as G. leyensis, is identical in coloration while, lastlv,
the colour of the under surfaces of the wings can scarcely be detected
to differ.
It would appear therefore, so far as the skins from
Timor-Laut and Ke, in the British Museum and in my own collection, afford material for forming an opinion, that these differential
characters will not be found to have the constancy that Dr. Meyer

is

:

—

;

A

;

;

expected.

The wing measurements

certainly are less in

Timor-Laut

specimens.
It is probable that the differences in coloration are due
to age only, and are not sufficient to separate the Ke from the
Teniniber bird.
Artamus nnischenbroeki, Meyer, is the name proposed for the
Timor-Laut Wood-Swallow, which had been determined by Dr.
Sclater as A. leucoyaster (Val.) (P. Z. S. 1883, pp. 51 & 200).
Of the Artamus from Dr. Meyer's identical locality I liave in
my own collection three specimens. I have examined carefully
seventeen others from different localities, in the very long series
in the British Museum derived from Celebes, the Philippines,
Sumatra, Java, Lombock, Flores, Timor, Batjian, Burn, Halmaheira, Goram, Arn, Batanta, and from N. Australia.
Tiie sj)ecies
in the Dresden Museum from the underlined localities are admitted by Dr. Meyer to belong to A. leiicogaster.
It is impossible to separate my Timor-Laut skins from specimens collected in
Zebu by the ' Challenger ' Expedition, and determined by Lord
Tweeddale (P. Z. S. 1877, pp. 544-545). The colour in both is
absolutely the same.
Lord Tweeddale, however, remarks on the
"one in which the upper plumage is of a light
difference of dress
bluish and cinereous colour, the other where it is of a nioie smoky
brown and bluish ash. This does not seem to depend on sex ; for
one of these examples (Zebu 36y) is marked <?, while I possess a
Luzon example exactly similar, which Dr. Meyer determined to be
The other Zebu example (No. 370) is marked 2, and is in
a $.

—

' " Gcojfroius \tiinorlanensiii\, G. 7ceyc-nsi, Sal., simillimus, sed
minor et primarise extimas pogonio exteruo virescenti diversus.''
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the paler bluish-grey attire."
I feel satisfied, after examining the
specimens in the British jNIuseum and in my own collection, that
the difference in coloration is one due to age, for in young birds
Dr. Meyer's obserthe plumage is lighter than in the adult state.
vation that the dark mantle reaches, in Tinior-Laut skins only, just
to the root of the tail, while in A. leucoyaster it overlaps by about
1 centimetre, is, in as far as the series referred to enables an opinion
to be formed, one not sufficiently constant to support specific separation.
In several Timor-Laut specimens examined the dark plumage overlaps the tail more than 1 centimetre, and even more than
in others from different parts of the Archipelago which have been
hitherto recognized as A. leucogaster. In skins of ^. leucoyaster from
Mysol and Macassar, the mantle is just conterminous with the root
of the tail.
Really, however, the absolute constancy of these measurements can be determined only with accuracy in the flesh, for
the way iu which the skin is manipulated will increase or diminish
them by several centimetres. The same holds with regard to another
the greater amount, in Timor-Laut
character given as differential
In my
specimens, of white on the rump and upper tail-coverts.
own specimens the white on the rump varies from 22-31 millim.
in length, while in eight other skins from different regions of the
Archipelago the range is from 26-32 millim., giving in the latter,
In the long
indeed, a wider zone than in those from Timor-Laut.
series of Biitish-Museum skins, the white tijis of all but the two
middle tail-feathers, another of Dr. Meyer's differential characters,
In several Timor-Laut skhis not only
is also quite inconstant.
these two tail-feathers, but several others of the remiges, are without
a white band, while in some examples it is even less than in
In young birds the white tips are very
undisputed A. leucogaster.
pronounced, not on the remiges only, but on the primaries and
The Philippine (Zebu) birds, already
secondaries of the wing also.
referred to, have the tips of the remiges quite as broad as in those
from Timor-Laut. In a Lombock specimen (" ex Stevens ") the
a Batanta and a New-Holland
tips of all the feathers are white
specimen have no white tips at all one from Halmaheira and one
from Buru (both from Mr. Wallace's collection), except in one
yet all of them have been
feather, have no white on the remiges
determined to be, and are undoubtedly A. leucogaster (Val.).

—

;

;

;

As to the species of Fachycephala {arctitorquis, Sclater) from
Timor-Laut, we have the curious fact that, notwithstanding my
more thorough examination of a wider field, the whole series obtained by me contained, if Dr. Meyer is correct in his determinations, no females of P. arctitorquis and no males of P. riedelii
while those who made the
(were Dr. Meyer's specimens sexed ?)
collection examined by Dr. Meyer obtained in Babbar (an island
at no great distance to the W. of Yamdena) females of P. arctitorquis, and evidently no males (so recognized by Dr. Meyer),
and females of P. kilirensis (Meyer), without one of its males. I
daily saw the collections made in Timor-Laut by the Ambninese
hunters above mentioned, and I feel confident that no species of
;

—
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Pacht/cephala— one of the groups I am particularly interested in
was obtained by them which was not also in my collection. After
comparing Dr. Meyer's descriptions with the long series I have of
this bird, nearly all of which Dr. Sclater had before him when
writing his original description, and which contains birds in almost
every stage of plumage, from the young bird to the fully adult, I
have little hesitation in affirming that P. arctitorquis, 5 (Meyer),
from Timor-Laut and Babbar, is but the immature male, and P. kebirensis (Meyer) the nearly fully adult female of P. arctitorquis, in
which the colour of the bill, when fully adult, is black while P.
riedelii is a still younger female of the same species.
From this it
would seem clear to me that P. arctitorquis, Scl., occurs in Babbar
also, for the examples before Dr. Meyer from that island were young
males and immature females, while from Timor-Laut he had adult
males, immature males ( $
Meyer), and still younger females
;

,

{riedelii,

Meyer).

In describing a Myzomela, 5, from Ceram, Dr. Meyer is in doubt
whether it may not be the female of the species described by
me as M. wakoloensis from Burn, without knowing the dimensions.
As these are not given in the 9th vol. of the Cat. of Birds in the British
Museum, I append them here. Total length 93 millim., mngs 52-555, tail 35-38, tarsus 15, beak 12-13.
'^Philemon timorlaoensis is the name proposed by Dr. Meyer for
the species designated P. ^/wwizV/ewis by Sclater (P. Z. S. 1883, pp. 51
& 195). The Timor-Laut bird certainly differs from that from Ke,
but the differences are scarcely to be formulated in words.
The
Tenimber bird seems intermediate between the Burn and Ke birds.
Dr. Gadow, in the 9th vol. of the Cat. of Birds, has not separated
the species, nor has Mr. Sharpe in the 16th part of Gould's 'Birds
of New Guinea,' though he has expressed doubts as to their identity.
Instead, however, of the rather ineuphonious cluster of vowels in the
as to

latter part of the

new

designation,

may

timorlautensis, inasmuch as timorlao
word for " Sea-ward Timor " ?

is

I suggest the more correct
evidently a corruption of the

The species of Calornis from the Tenimber Islands has been distinguished from C. metallica as a new species, C. circnmscripta.
I have
a large series of skins in my collection, and that they belong to a
species distinct from C. metallica is undoubted, and, as Dr. Meyer
observes, they can, when mixed up with any number of species of
Calornis, be unhesitatingly picked out by the coloration of the
throat.
The throat-plumes in C. metallica are prominently longer
and more mucronate than those in the Timor-Laut specimens. The
Tiolet of the mantle, however, contrary to the note of Dr. Meyer, has
the blue-green reflexions observable in C. metallica quite distinct
in most of my specimens, if the eye be " placed between the bird and
the light" in position A, as described by Dr. Gadow (P. Z. S. 1882,
p. 409), that is with " the eye and the light almost in a level with the
species of C'«/ti/v/?s discovered by Mr. Wallace
j)lanes to be examined."
in Mysol (of which the type is in the British Museum) was named
but was considered by Count Salvadori
C. gularis by G. R. Gray

A

;

Proc. Zool.

Soc— 1884,

No. XXIX.

29
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(the label bearing the name in his handwriting) as C. metallica, while
it remained unique.
After comparison of this skin with Timor-Laut
G. circumscripta
specimens, the two are unquestionably identical.
(Meyer) must, therefore, be considered henceforth a synonym of
C.gularis, G. R. Gr., which must now be removed from being a synonym of C. metallica to specific rank, confirming the opinion expressed
" I must
in 1876 (' Ibis,' p. 46) by Mr. Bowdler Sharpe, who says
pronounce this, contrary to Lord Walden's opinion, a very good
species, distinguished by its purple throat and small bill, the culmen
only measuring "65 inch, as against '8.5 in G. viridescens." This measurement is not the only one by which the species can be distinguished, for the plumage in every specimen is so constant that the
C. gularis is
skins cannot easily be confounded with any other.
:

slightly less,

and more brightly metallic

my opinion,

—

a

more

—

beautiful bird, in

even than the true G. metallica the purple of the throat,
which is more chastely and delicately feathered than in G. metallica, is
separated from the purple of the back and upper breast by a narrow
and very bright green band. The total length of the bird in 14
Count Salvadori (P. Z. S.
specimens ranged from 210-250 millim.
"Some specimens (of metallica) have the
1878, p. 89) remarks
throat more purplish than others, one from Mysol (C gularis, Graj')
cannot be separated from others from Ilalmaheira and Cape York."
I have not seen any Halniaheira specimens but the Cape-York bird
undoubtedly differs by the purple on the breast, whicli is green in
C. gularis
the green neck-band is much broader, and the throat is
more markedly green and without purple. It has, I believe, been
separated as G. purpurascens, Salv.
The Admiralty-Island Calornis
is somewhat similar to C. gularis, but is at once distinguishable by the
absence of purple on the back
the head is purple and it is known
as C. purpureiceps.
The designation Ptilopus flavovirescens has been proposed by
Dr. Meyer for the Timor-Laut Pigeon determined by Dr. Sclater
as P. xanthogaster (Wagl.).
The difference hes, he notes, in the
" Gelbgriinlichgraue " of the head and neck.
From a careful comparison of my own skins with those in the British Museum, I feel
confident that the differences observed by Dr. Meyer will be found
to be those due to age only.
Very young birds have a grey band
over the forehead, and the rest of the head with the neck and back
nearly of the same shade of green
with advancing age we find
every shade of green and yellowish-green to Dr. Meyer's " Gelbgriinlichgraue."
The head of the fully adult bird is purplish grey, each
feather having a pale yellow submarginal crescent across it.
Some of the skins obtained by me differ as to head and neck in
no respect from specimens brought by Mr. Wallace from Bauda
others have the head and neck of a grey colour tinctured with every
shade through green-blue to yellow, differing according to the age
of the birds.
I cannot detect in the specimens I have any difference
in breadth of the " Gelb derKehle" as compared with Mr. Wallace's
specimens nor is the breast shield constantlj' of one sbade in all the
specimens I have examined.
In the Banda example (of Wallace) it
;

:

—

C

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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darker than any Timor-Lant specimen before me.
In agreement
with all those in the British Museum, my Timor-Laut specimens
have the outer margin of the primaries and secondaries as in
Salvadori's description, " flavo-marginatis."
Dr. Meyer throws some doubt on a species of Rhipidura (R.
is

Bias.) having its true habitat in Celebes.
He suggests that
rnore likely to have been bought only in Menado.
I am hapy)y
being able to confirm his suspicion that its habitat is in tlie

lensi,
it is

in

Moluccas.

I obtained a

sited in the British

specimen in Amboiua, which

is

now depo-

Museum.
Postscript.

It will be seen from the above remarks that no species not hitherto
described, or of which specimens were not before Dr. Sclater wben

he wrote his paper on this subject in April last, has been brought to
light by Dr. Meyer's collectors.
So far as our present knowledge
goes, the following is a complete list of the birds known to occur on
the Tenimber Islands, embracing 69 species, of which 24 (marked *)
are peculiar to the group.

ACCIPITRES.

I.
1.

Astur altbiventris

(Salvad.).

Urospizias albiveniris, Salv., Meyer, op. sup.
2.

Haliaetus leucogaster (Gm.).
Cuncuma

leucogaster,

Gm., Meyer, op. sup.

3.

Haliastur girrenera

4.

Baza subcristata, Gould.

.5.

Pandion leucocephalus, Gould.

6.

Cerchneis moluccensis (H. &

7.

*NiNox forbesi,

8.

*Strix sororcula,

J.).
cit.

PSITTACI.

*Tanygnathus subaffinis,
Geoffkoius keiensis,

Sclater.

Salv.

11.

*Eclectus RiEDELii, Meyer.

12.

*£0S RETICULATA,

3,

sup.

Sclater.

G. timorlaoensis, Meyer, op. sup.

J

loc.

Sclater.

II.

10.

cit.

(V.).

Tinnimculus moluccensis, Sclater, P.Z. S.

9.

cit.

cit.

S. Miill.

CaCATUA SANGTJINEA, Gould.
29*
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III.
14.

Sauropatis chloris, Bodd.

15. S. SANCTA, V,

& H.
PASSERES.

IV.
16.

*PiEZORHYNCHUS CASTUS
Monarcha

17.

[JunC 17,

(Sclatei).

castus, Scl. P. Z. S. 1883, loc. sup. cit.

*Heteranax mundus
Monarcha mundus,

(Sclater).

Scl. P. Z. S. 1883, loc. sup. cit.

18.

Monarcha

19.

*Rhipidura hamadryas,

Sclater.

20.

*Rhipidura fusco-rtjfa,

Sclater.

21.

*Rhipidtjra opistherythra,

22.

*Mviagra fulviventris,

23.

*MiCR(ECA HEMixANTHA,

24.

*Artamides unimodus,

nitidus.

Graucalus unimodus,

Sclater.

Sclater.

Sclater.

Sclater.

Scl. P. Z, S. loc. sup. cit.

25.

Grauculus melanops

26.

*Lalage

27.

Artamus leucogaster,

(V.

&

H.).

mcesta, Sclater.
Val.

A. musschenbroehi, Meyer.
28.

DiCRUROPSis bracteatus

29.

*Pachycephala ARCxixoRauis,

(Grould).

P. kebirensis, Meyer, op. sup.

P.
30. *P.

riedelii,

Meyer, op. sup.

Fusco-FLAVA,

Sclater.

cit.

cit.

Sclater.

31.

*Dic^UM fulgidum,

32.

*Myzomela annabell^,

33.

Stigmatops squamata,

34.

*Philemon timorlautensis, Meyer.

Sclater.
Sclater.

Salvad.

P. plumigenis, Scl. P. Z. S. 1883, loc. sup.
35.

*ZosTEROPs griseiventris,

36.

*Gerygone dorsalis,

37.

*Oriolus decipiens, Sclater.
Mimeta decipiens, Scl. P. Z. S. 1883,

cit.

Sclater.

Sclater.

loc.

sup.

cit.
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38.

*Geocichla machiki, H. O.
Geocichla sp.

Forbes.

P. Z. S. 1883, loc. sup.

inc., Sclater,

39.

MUNIA MOLUCCA

40.

Erythrura trichroa

41.

Calornis gularis, G. R. Gr.

433

cit.

(L.).
(Kittl.).

0. metallica, Sclater, P. Z. S. loc. sup. cit.
C. circumscripta,

Meyer, op. sup.

42.

*Calornis crassa,

43.

CoRvus VALiDissiMUS,

44. (?)
45.

EuRYSTOMUS

Sclater.

46.

Schl.

PAciFicus, Lath, fide Meyer, op. sup.

HiRUNDO JAVANICA, Spamn.
V.

-^

COLUMBiE.

Ptilopus wallacii, Gr.

47. P.

xanthogaster, Wagl.

P. jiavovirescens, Meyer, op. sup.
48.

cit.

Carpophaga concinna.

49. C. ROSACEA,

Wall.

Temm.

50.

Myristiciyora bicolor. Scop.

51.

Macropygia keiensis,
Macropygia

cit.

Salv.

sp. inc., Sclater, P. Z. S.

1883, loc. sup.

52.

Geopelia maugei, Temra.

53.

Chalcophaps chrysochlora, Wagl.
VI.

54.

GALLINiE.

*Megapodixjs tenimberensis,

VII.

Sclater.

GRALLATORES.

55.

Orthorhamphus magnirostris,

56.

Charadrixjs fulvus, Gm.

57. -^GIALITIS GEOFFROYI, Wagl.
58.

LOBIVANELLUS MILES,

59.

TOTANUS INCANUS, Gm.

60.

NUMENIUS VARIEGATUS,

Bodcl.

Scop.

Geoff.

cit.

cit.
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61.

Ardea SUMATRANA,

62.

Herodias alba, L.
H. torra (B. Ham.), Meyer,

8.

Raffles.

op. sup. cit.

63.

Demigretta sacra, Gm.

64.

Nycticorax caledonicus, Gm.

65.

PoRPHYRio melanopterus, Teirm.

66.

Nettapus pulchellus, Gould.

67.

Dendrocygna guttata,

68.

Tadorna radjah, Gam.

69.

Onychoprion an^sthetus.

VIII.

On some New and

[Juue 17,

NATATORES.
Miill.

Scop.

Little-known Species of Butterflies of

By

the Genus Teracolus.

Lt.-Col. C.

Swinhoe, F.L.S.,

r.z.s.
[Eeceived June 14, 1884.]

(Plates

The

Butterflies of the

XXXIX. & XL.)

genus Teracolus of which this paper treats
even the National collection contains but

are very rare in collections

;

The insects are of a very delicate
a poor lot of Asiatic specimens.
nature, very difficult to capture without injury, and consequently
many of the few specimens to be found in collections are represented
by mere fragments.
These beautifully coloured delicate insects are, in the few species
yet known, so much like one anotlier, that many lepidopterists are
inclined to club them together, and this more particularly with
reference to the different species in the groups of Teracolus faustus,
T. danae, and T. vestalis, and indeed,- until the appearance of
Mr. Butler's revision of the genus in our 'Proceedings' in January
1 876,
the whole T. vestalis group, a perfectly distinct group of
which there are many species, appear to have been looked upon as
The only four species of
the females of T. phisadia of Godart.
the T. vestalis group yet described have been described by Mr.
Butler.

The real home of this genus is the sandy desert, and it is a most
extraordinary fact that, the worse the locality, where nature is a barren
wilderness of nothing but intense heat and sand, the more beautiful
are the species to be found there, many of them having patches of
most brilliant golden orange regular sun-patches, just as if these
patches had been burnt into their wings by the sun.
I have here referred to and described 22 species in all, 16 of

—

.

.
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new to science and the others very rare ; four African, and
Four belong to Mr. Butler's 5th group, all Arabian ;
the rest Asian.
the centre of the wings containing sun-patches. Of these T. halimede,
Klug, is the type the females vary much in the ground-colour of the
Three belong to Mr. Butler's Gth
wings, and many are albinos.
The
group, type T. faiistus, Olivier ; two Indian, one Arabian.
of
ground-colour
in
the
very
much
vary
females of this group also
Five belong to Mr. Sutler's 7th
the wings, and many are albinos.
T. vestalis, Butler, and T.
group, of which there are two tyyies
wliicli are

;

amatus, Fabr. ; three Indian and one Arabian of the tirst, and one
Indian of the second.
Five belong to the 8th group, of which there
T. intermphts, Butler, and T. liagore, Klug;
are also two types
three African and one Arabian of the first, and one Arabian of the
second.
Four belong to the 9th group, type T. danaii, Fabr., all
Indian.
One to a type between i\lr. Butler's 9th and 10th groups
an African, having the shape and general appearance of the

—

former, and the orange patch of the latter.

Group

Teracolus

1.

5.

Type Teracolus halimede, Klug.

ccelestis, n. sp.

(Plate

XXXIX.

c?

2

>

f•

1

&

2.)

Near T. halimede, Klug.
Aden, February and jNIarch, May to July.
J Above white. Fore wings with basal

third and basal half of
band from centre of costa round the
apical margin to centre of outer border greyish brown, forming a
small apical patch, and fining down gradually both ways ; a small
band of same colour half across the apical space from the costa,
differing in size in different specimens, and sometimes joining the
apical band in the middle, forming a large subapical white spot a
deep black transverse streak at end of cell all the veins greyish
brown and the whole space below the median uervules from the
basal irrorations outwards brilliant orange.
Hind wing with a deep band of same colour in the costa, covering
the whole space above the subcostal nervule, sometimes extending
into the next interspace below, but not into the cell ; remainder of
hind wing pure white, and unmarked.
Below milky white, with the apex of fore wings and costal portion
of hind wings suffused with pale orange.
$ Above bright primrose colour. Fore wings with the basal third,
costal border, and a deep marginal diffused band grey, a largish grey
spot at end of cell, seven grey spots across the disk, and the lower
half of the wing more or less covered with bright orange colour.
Hind wings with the same colour on the costal portion, otherwise
quite immarked.
Below pale primrose fore wings brighter than the hind wings,
with the irrorations on the basal third, the spot at end of cell, and
the discal spots showing through the wing.
Hind wings with a faint indication of a discal series of spots.
The above is the normal type some of the females have a fain
.

costa irrorated with bluish grey

;

;

;

;

.

;

;
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marginal row of spots on the veins on the hind wings above they
vary much in the ground-colour of the wings, and many are
;

albinos.

This

is

Expanse of wings,
In

coll.

and though allied to, is quite
Klug, more especially in the female.

a very distinct species,

distinct from, T. halimede,
c?

1^^^ inch,

$ 2

inches.

C. Swinhoe.

2. Teracoltjs LEO, Butler (Plate XXXIX. d", f. 3), Ann. Nat.
Hist. ser. 3, vol. xvi. p. 397 (1865), though standing in his revision,
P. Z. S. 1876, p. 133, as a synonym to T. halimede, is also, I believe,
a distinct species.
Mr. Butler's type came from the White Nile,

and I have another identical with his type from Harkeko, and in
both the apex and outer border are nearly colourless and very
different from both King's plate or description of T. halimede
(which comes from Arabia) and from mine.
Probably a still greater
difference will be found in the female when it is discovered.
I give
figures of all three.

B. M.

In

coll.

3.

Teracolus pleione, Klug, Symb. Phys.

pi.

8,

figs.

7,

8

(1829).

Aden, December

Of

to

tion in King's plate
beautiful insect.

The
some
4.

May.
have a series from Aden. The coloravery bad, and gives no idea of this very

this very rare species I
is

females vary very

pale,

much

in

colour

— some

are bright orange,

and some pure albinos.

Teracolus miriam,

Felder, Reise der Nov.,

p. 190, n. 186, pi. 27. figs. 3,

Lep.

ser.

2,

4 (1865).

Aden, December to March.
This is put in Mr. Butler's revision

as a synonym to the preceding
undoubtedly quite distinct.
It differs in both sexes
in having no border whatever to the hind wings, and in this
important character there is no variation in the twenty examples
before me.
In coll. C. Swinhoe.
species, but

it is

Group.
5.

6.

Type Teracolus faustus,

Teracolus faustus,

Olivier,

Olivier.

Voy. dans I'emp.

Ott,, I'Egypte

et la Perse, Atlas, pi. 33. figs. 4, a, b. (1801).

T.faustina, Felder, Eeise Nov., Lep. ii. p. 190, n. 187 (1865).
T. oriens, Butler, P. Z. S. 1876, p. 134, pi. vii. fig. 7.
I think both T. faustina and T. oriens must be taken out of the
list of TeracoU and must become synonyms of T. fcnistus.
I have
examined the types with the assistance of Mr. Butler, and have
compared them with a long series of T.fatcstus.

;;
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INIr. Butler's type of 2 ^- oriens is undoubtedly the normal type
of female T. fausfus, of which I have several.
The male described by Mr. Butler, and the male of T. faustina
described by Felder, in no way differ from many specimens of T.
faustus.
species ranging through Persia and Afghanistan, Sind, and the

A

North-west of India, shows

naturally

some

slight differences in

appearances, although, considering its wide distribution, it is wonderfully constant, as is almost every species of this peculiar genus.

Teracolus SOLARIS,

6.

XXXIX. 2

,

f-

Butlcr, P. Z. S.

1876, p.

(Plate

13.5.

5.)

Deesa, Rajpootana.
The female of this species has been hitherto unknown.
2 General colour dull orange salmon-colour, base irrorated with
black-brown. Fore wings with the irrorations running along the costa
to the apical patch, large spot at the end of the cell, costa, and apical
patch black-brown, the patch continued broadly along the outer
border, gradually lessening to the hinder angle, containing seven
longitudinal small marginal spots and six larger submarginal spots
of the ground-colour, but paler on the veins, and one diffuse brown
spot standing out by itself in the interno-median interspace.
Hind wings with a deep macular black-brown border, with the
discal band below showing through.
Below pale ochreish flesh-colour. Fore wings brighter and more
orange-coloured towards the base spot at end of cell large, brown
with white centre band across apex reddish brown, ending in a blackbrown square spot on the second median interspace, with another
square spot of same colour in the space below, disconnected, and
more inside the wing.
Hind wing— spot at end of cell and discal band reddish brown
fringe of both wings of same colour.
The above is the normal type, but the ground-colour of the
females of this species, as in T. faustus, varies very much, some being
very pale, and some pure white.
This species is marked by Mr. Butler in his revision of the genus
as from " Scinde ?," but it never could have come from Sind.
I have taken many at Deesa, and the species belongs to Rajpootana
and I may here remark that T. fidvia, Wallace, belongs to the
Deccan, to Madras, and the south of India, and not to the North-west
I have many specimens taken at Poona, and a pair
as therein stated.
of the variety T. tripuncta, Butler, taken at Madras, and Mr. Moore
has some from the same locality.
Expanse of wings 2 inches.
In coll. C. Svvinhoe.
.

;

;

Teracolus

7.

vi, n. sp.

(Plate

XXXIX. S $

Aden, July and August, 1883.
Wings above coloured and m.arked
(S
.

Olivier

;

the orange colour above

is,

,

figs.

6

&

7.)

like Teracolus faustus,
however, brighter and different

—
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from any of the species yet described, the embossed spot on the internal
area of the fore wings, peculiar to this group, is also very distinct,
and the transverse spot at the end of the cell is small and pale.
Below, the general colour of both wings is pale orange-yellow,
with the inner border of the apex of the fore wings showing through

the wing, and a faint shade of a discal band on the hind wings ; otherwise both wings are immaculate.
5 Above, ground-colour darker and yellower than the males,
irrorations at the base, the spot at end of the cell of fore wings, and the
black-brown markings on both wings generally paler and broader.
Below, it has the general appearance of the male, but slightly
darker, with the addition of two pale- brown spots in the interno.

median interspace.
Expanse of wings, S 2

2^^- to

l^-^;

inch.

This is a very distinct species.
In coll. C. Swinhoe.

Group
8.

7.

Type Teracolus

Teracolus rorus,

vestalis, Butler.

(Plate

n. sp.

XXXIX. S

,

fig- 8.)

Sukkur (North

Sind), February 1882.
Resemble on both surfaces the female of T. puellaris,
Butler, even to the third spot near the outer margin below being
extended downwards and expanding upon the inner margin, differing
not only in this from T. ochreipennis and T. intermissus (of which I
have many examples), but is larger, and the outer border of secondaries is much darker and deeper, fines down a little, and stops short
I have examined a long series taken at the same
of the anal angle.
time and place.
Expanse of wings, c? ? IfV *-° liV i"ch.
In coll. C. Swinhoe.
As this group, of which T. vestalis is the type, is very indifferently
understood, it might be as well to give their distinctive characteristics, which apparently never vary, and by which each of the follow<S

$

.

ing species can readily be identifit-d
T. vestalis, Butler. Below, both sexes, both wings sul|)huryellow^ fore wings with three black spots near outer margin below
the median branches, the centre one the largest.
Below, both sexes with the three spots on
T. ochreipennis, Butler.
hind wings in loth sexes fleshthe fore wings as in T. vestalis
colour, marginal border of the hind wings above unmarked and like
:

;

2'.

vestalis.

T. intermissus, Butler, P. Z. S. 1883, p. 152, pi. xxiv. fig. 4.
above, the marginal band of
Similar to T. ochreipennis below
the hind wings is narrow and wavy.
Below, fore wings with the lowest of the
T, puellaris, Butler.
three spots extending downwards and expanding upon the inner
;

margin in both sexes.
Both wings below sulphur-yellow.
(S
$ Eore wings below sulphur-yellow, hind wings flesh-colour.
.

.
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T. rurus, C. Swinhoe. Below, both sexes with the spots in the
both sexes with the hind wings flesh-

fore wings as in T. puellaris

;

colour.
I think T. intermissus

are quite distinct

is

and easy

Teracolus peelus,

9.

a doubtful species, but the other four

to distinguish,
n. sp.

(Plate

XXXIX.

c?, fig. 9.)

Kurrachee, May and September.
Bright sulphur-3'ellow above.
Fore wings with a broad
d" 2
irregular marginal black-brown border
three sulphur-yellow spots
placed obliquely below and lessening in size from the apex, a third
much larger spot on the second median interspace, a small dot
below this spot, and a diffuse slightly smaller spot near the hinder
angle, in some specimens running into the angle and cutting the
outer border shorter at the submedian nervule
seven pale-yellow
dots on the margin, the last two close together, near the hinder
angle
costal margin greyish yellow, in some specimens with a tinge
of flesh-colour
a large black spot at the end of the cell
the basal
half of the subcostal area, discoidal cell (excepting its inferior angle),
and 'the base of the interno-median area black-brown. Hind wings
with the black border exactly like T. intermissus.
Under surface of wings sulphur-yellow, with the costa, apex, and
outer border flesh-colour, with the spots arranged as in T. vestalis.
Hind wings flesh-colour, a distinct dark spot at the end of the ceil,
and a few faint discal spots limiting the outer border, which is
distinctly visible through the wing.
.

;

;

;

;

;

Expanse of wings,
In

coll.

10.

cJ

$

ly^- to 2 inches.

C. Swinhoe.

Teracolus dubius,

n. sp.

Kurrachee, July and September.
Like T. vestalis, Butler, but has altogether a different appear(S
ance.
Above, the suffused black patch from the base runs right
into the very large spot at the end of the cell, and continues along
the costa in a uniform band until it runs into the outer marginal
band ; this band on both wings being much deeper than is usual iu
.

the groups.
Below, the general ground-colour is dirty primrose, the apex of
the fore wings and the whole surface of the hind wings are tinged
with flesh-colour ; spots on the fore wings arranged as in T. vestalis,
but much larger. Hind wings with a dot at the end of the cell, and a
discal series of seven large reddish-brown spots, the fourth being

much

the largest.

Expanse of wings,
In
11.

coll.

ly^^ inch.

C. Swinhoe.

Teracolus phisadia,

Godart, Enc. Meth,

ix. p.

132, n. 40

(1819).
Is identical with T. arne, Klug,

Aden, January and February,

Symb. Phys.

t.

7.

f.

1-4 (1829).
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This rare species is the common form of this group at Aden, and
have a good many examples of hoth sexes some of the females
are yellow, some white, all more or less suffused with pale pinkish
I

:

salmon-colour.

Group

Type Teracolus amatns, Fabr.

7a.

Teracolus kennedii, n. sp.
Ahmednuggur, November 1883.
12.

Fore wings marked \We 2\ modestus,'&\it\cr. Differs in havin o
(S
the black band round the wings much narrower and the spot on the
interno-median interspace disconnected from the marginal band. Hind
wings, above, a deep black band on the costa for two thirds of its
length from tlie base, a black marginal border, and three submarginal
black spots connected with the border by black irrorations, which
also continue broadly up the inner margin, and four marginal
salmon-coloured dots in the band. Below, it is identical with T.
.

modestus.

2 Marked above somewhat like the male, but the submarginal
black spots on the hind wings are joined together, doubling the depth
of the border, which has four marginal salmon-coloured dots and five
and the costal black
large submarginal spots of the same colour
band of the male is ahogether absent.
Below, it is primrose-colour, with the apex of the fore wings and
a
the whole surface of the hind wings suffused with salmon-colour
large white-centred black spot at the end of the cell of each wing,
a whorl of seven black spots in the disk of
larger in the fore wings
and a whorl of seven spots in the
the fore wings, the first five pale
.

;

;

;

;

disk of the hind wings, all pale.
Expanse of wings, c? $ 1| inch.
In coll. C. S win hoe.

Group
13.

&

8.

Type Teracolus

Teracolus xanthus,

n. sp.

interruptus, Butler.
(Plate

XXXIX. S

$,

figs.

10

11.)

Between Berber and Khartoum

S

.

the hind

(PethericJc).

macular band on
wings above being single, instead of double as in that

Marked

like T. galanthus, Butler, tlie outer

species.

wings and apex
a black-brown
spot on the interno-mediau interspace, corresponding to the end of
the band on the inner margin above, a faint spot at the end of the
cell.
Hind wings with a spot at the end of the cell, on a saffronbasal third of costa same colour.
yellow ground
body, head, and general colour of wings
black
AnteniisD
2
apical patch reddish brown, inner border irregular
above primrose
and toothed on the veins, and diffused with pale brownish orange.
Hind wings with a reddish brown macular border. Below marked as

Below pale primrose, the basal half of
band crossing the

yellow, with a faint orange

;

;

.

;

fore

latter

;
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on the fore wings suffusing the wing through-

entire surface of the hind wings deepened to

saffron-

colour.

Expanse of wings,
In

coll.

B.

c?

IjVj

2

li inch.

M.

Teracolus yerburii, n.
Haithalkim near Aden, March
14.

sp.

(Plate

XXXIX.

cJ, fig. 12.)

1883.
however, quite distinct, differing
from both the plates and the description in having the base of all
the wings deeply irrorated with black-brown, which extends in the
form of a deep band along the inner margin of the fore wings to the
black spot on the interno-median interspace.
In the hind wings by
having a large black-brown spot on the costa corresponding to the
spot on the fore wings, which also forms a limit to the basal irrorations, the irrorations on this wing covering the entire basal third.
cJ

.

Near

T. daira, Klug.

Expanse of wings, \^-^
In coll. C. Swinhoe.

Group
15.

8a.

Is,

to If'y inch.

Type Teracolus

Teracolus saxeus,

n. sp.

liagore,

(Plate

Klug.

XL. d $,

figs. 1

&

2.)

Haithalkim, near Aden, March 1883.
Near T. liagore, Klug.
Differs above in liaving the base powdered with black-brown,
<S
in having a smaller apical patch, and in having the outer black-brown
border thicker and dentated, and with the hues running halfwaythrough the patch on the veins.
Below it differs in having a black spot on an orange ground at
the end of the discoidal cell in the hind wings, and the inner half
of the costa of the same colour whereas in T. liagore, both in Klug's
plate and in the only specimen in the British Museum, the hind
wing below is immaculate.
2 Has the apex of the fore wings more rounded otherwise above
and below it is similar to the male, but with all the colours paler.
.

;

.

;

Expanse of wings, S $ lyV

to 1^^ inch.
In coll. C. Swinhoe.
Klug's plate of the female of T. liagore is undoubtedly a mistake
the insect therein represented does not belong] to this group at all,
but is a male of the 2\ daira group.
:

16.

Teracolus odysseus,

n. sp.

(Plate

XL.

c?, f.

3.)

White Nile (Petherick).
Allied to T. glgcera, Butler.
AVithout the deep band on the inner margin of fore wings,
cJ
with the black outer border of the apical patch deeper, and with an
inner band interrupted above the middle; and in the hind wing in
having the black macular border less pronounced.
.

5

.

Much

resembles a faded female of 1\ glycera

;

the

apical
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immaculate, and the band joining the band on the inner
margin to the apical patch is absent.
inch.
Expanse of wings, Jlyo' $
In coll. B. M.

border

is

H

]

Teracolus fumidus,

7.

(Plate

n. sp.

XL,

c?

$

,

f.

4

&

5.)

Transvaal (Druce).
Apex of wings of both sexes more acute than is usual in the
group body, head, and antennae black.
costa deep black, a distinct
c?. Upper surface of both wings white
carmine apical patch,
large
cell
a
of
the
end
at
the
black spot
divided by the veins into five parts, each vein ending in a triangular
spot on tiie outer border the patch surrounded by a diffuse black;

;

;

;

down to the first median nervule, and
continues in a fine line down the outer border to the hinder angle,
ending in a spot ; the base finely irrorated with black-ljrown ; and a
very deep black-brown band extending along the interior border
from the base for two thirds of its length.
Hind wings with a faint spot at the end of the cell ; the veins
finely black-brown, thickening outwards; base dark black-brown,
forming a deep band on the costa, corresponding to the band on the
brown border, which

fines

fore wings.

Below faint pinkish white. Fore-wings lighter than hind wings, a
minute spot at the end of the cell apex yellowish, crossed with a
faint orange band, with four darker-coloured faint spots, running
through it^ one in each interspace, the black band showing through
the wing darkly at its extremities.
Hind wing with a black spot at the end of the cell, on a saffronyellow ground, basal half of costa same colour, and with all the
veins powdered with brown.
5 Ground-colour of both wings white above. Fore wings with a
large spot at the end of the cell costa black apical patch blackbrown, with five orange-carmine longitudinal spots, the third largest
and with this colour showing through the entire patch fringe
alternately brown and pale orange-carmine the base and band much
deeper and darker-coloured than in the male, filling two thirds of
the discoidal cell and all the space beneath, terminating with an
elbow at the end pointing towards the apex.
Hind wing wiih the basal third black-brown, the same colour
running in a deep band along the costa and the outer border,
leaving two large white spots near the apex, and a large white patch
near the anal angle, and miming up in a- diffused band near the
inner margin, leaving only the margin and a large central patch
below it is marked as in the male, but the markings are all
white
more pronounced, and the ground-colour of the hind wings a deeper
;

.

;

;

:

;

:

pinkish-white tinged with yellow.
Expanse of wings, d" ? Ig inch.
In coll. B. M.
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Type Teracolus

Teracolus phcenius,

Butler,

dana'e,
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Fabr.
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ser. 4, vol.

488 (1876).

xviii. p.

The type

is said to be from Abyssinia.
and is a beautiful species.
have a long series of both sexes taken

It is very rare in collec-

tions
I

at Kurrachee, June, July,

and August, 1879. The discal series of double spots on the hind
wings below is distinctly marked, and very regular in all the
specimens I have examined, making it an easily distinguishable
species.

Teracolus immaculatus,

19.

n. sp.

Kurrachee, August 1879.

Upper

and primaries below similar to males of T.
secondaries below pure white, with two black spots
close together at the end of the cell, with a carmine spot between
them, a dark-brown spot on the centre of the costa, and a dot below,

S

.

surface

phoenius, Butler

;

the discal series of spots entirely wanting, the macular border
through the wing.
This may be only a variety of the preceding species ; but the
appearance of the under surface is very distiuct and unlike any
other species in the group.
Expanse of wings, 2^^, inches.
visible

20.

Teracolus subroseus,

n. sp.

(Plate

XL.

c?

$,

f.

6

&

7.)

Kurrachee, April to July.
S Upper surface pure white costa finely grey, a little grey
powder at the base above the cell, a faint minute spot at the end of
the cell a large carmine apical patch with narrow clear-cut blackbrown costal border, with black- brown angular spots on the outer
border on each vein, the last spot extending below the patch on to
the second median nervule
a slight diffuse inner black-brown
.

;

;

;

border.

Hind wing pure white, with a minute black-brown spot on each
vein along the outer border.
Below fore wing white, a minute faint transverse spot at the end
of tlie cell apical area dark rosy flesh-colour, partially bordered on

—

;

the inner side with four red-brown square double spots commencing
from the costa, one between each pair of nervules.
Hind wing rosy flesh-colour, with a double red-brown dot at end
of the cell, a discal series of four double faint red-brown spots between
the nervules, from the costa downwards, and in some examples a faint
trace of another double spot near the interior border.
5 Upperside white, costa and basal area powdered with rosy
grey apical patch with six large carmine-orange spots divided by
the veins, which tiiicken outwardly, forming a diffuse apical and
outer border, descending to the last subniedian nervule four double
black-brown spots on the inner side, from the costa downwards, one
on each interspace, running just within the patch, one similar black.

;

;

;
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brown spot outside on the next interspace below, a spot
of the

cell,

at the end
and a double spot in the centre of the interno-median

interspace.

Hind wing white, slightly powdered with rosy grey near the base ;
a discal series of five black-brown spots, from the costa downwards
within the veins, a marginal series of five similar spots on the veins
fringe sulphur-yellow.

Underside marked and coloured exactly as in the males with the
addition in the fore wings of the fifth discal spot, and the internomedian spot basal third suffused with sulphur-yellow ; secondaries
with a clear-cut ringlet of red-brown, at the end of the cell.
Expanse of wings, c? li^j to 1^^-, f 2 to li inch.
Most of the females are very diminutive.
I have a pair of this species from Sukkur taken in January 1882,
and two females in my collection marked W. and J. Canal.
;

In

coll.

21.

C. Swinhoe.

Teracoltjs taplini,

n, sp.

(Plate

XL.

c?

2

,

f.

8

&

9.)

d Bombay, ? Poona, May 1883.
Near to T. sanguinalis, Butler, the

primaries shorter, with less
oblique outer margin, the apical patch of carmine of a brighter
clearer colour, with its inner border in-arched towards the costa in
the male the costal border and basal area less strongly dusted with
grey scales ; secondaries in both sexes with the blackish marginal
spots well separated.
The ground-colour of the female decidedly
whiter than in T. sanguinalis, which is suffused with sulphur-yellow ;
under surface of the secondaries in the male flesh-coloured instead of
white, of the female creamy white instead of yellowish.
Expanse of wings, ^ 5 1^'^ inch.
6 in coll. B. M. $ in coll. C. Swinhoe.
;

22.

Teracolus sipylus,

n. sp.

(Plate

XL.

c?

$,

f.

10

&

11.)

Zanzibar (Moir).
Comes between the T. danae and T. etrida groups is shaped like
the former, but has the apical patch of the orange-colour of the
:

latter.

—

Above white. Fore wings costa black, base deeply irrorated
c?
with black, with long pale bluish-grey hairs, the irrorations running
along the inner margin in a broad diffused band for two thirds of its
length apical patch large, with a deep all-round black border, the
outer one running into the veins, forming long teeth, the inner one
thickening downwards to the first submedian nervule, and from
thence in an even line to the hinder angle.
Hind wing with the
base irrorated as above, with a band on the costa corresponding to
the band on the fore wings outer border deep and continuous.
Below white. Fore wings costa pale black, outer border of same
colour marking the veins
apex with a broad orange-red band Tuning across, with a brown band through it, the black band on the inner
margin showing through the wing. Hind wing with the basal half
of the costa orange-red, outer border with the band showing through
.

;

;

—

;

I
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a pale brown diffuse spot in the apical third of the

costa.

Above and below almost exactly

similar to the female of
only difference being in the
coloration below, having the ground-colour darker, so that the
markings are not so pronounced.
Expanse of wings, J 2, $ ly'^g^ inch.

2

.

Teracohis

In

coll.

suhvenosiis,

B,

Butler,

the

M.
EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.
Plate XXXIX.
Fig.

1.

Tcracolus

3.

4.
.5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

11.
12.

435.
435.
ko c?, p. 436.
halimede $ p. 436.
Solaris J p. 437.
vi J', p. 437.
2. p. 437.
rorus S P- 438.
feelvs, j p. 439.
xanthus (j" p. 440.
2, p. 440.
yerhurii c?,p.441.
cceJesfis cT, p-
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—

,

-

,

.

,

,

XL.

PL.iTE
Fig.

1.

Temcolus saxeus

3.

odt/sseiis

4.

fumidus

6.

2
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.

2,

443.
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,

p- 444.
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(J, p.
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9.

10.

441.
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7.
8.

cJ, p.

$,p.441.

2.

5.

p.

2

p. 444.
p- -tw-
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the Occurrence of Lumpenus lampetriformis off the

By Fkancis Day.

East Coast of Scotland.

[Received June 16, 1884.]

(Plate

XLI.)

On May 31st this year I received information from Professor
Mcintosh, of St. Andrews, that a fish new to the British fish-fauna
had been captured 15 miles off St. Abbs Head in 40 fathoms water by
means of a trawl and a few days subsequently he was good enough
to send me the specimen, with permission to figure and describe it.
The fish is in excellent condition, 10"7 inches in length, and
Different generic names have been given
belongs to the Blenniidse.
to the genus to which it pertains, as Stichceus and Ctenodon
but
Gill (Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philad.
864) showed that Lumpenus
has the priority and Collett (Norwegian North-Atlantic Expedition,
;

;

1

;

Proc. Zool.

Soc— 1884,

No. XXX.
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18/6-78) has so fully worked out the various forms that further
remarks are unnecessary.
Gill divided the genus Lumpenus into three subgeneric groups :—
(1) Leptoclinus, with teeth in the jaws, palatine bones, and vomer.
(2) Lumpetius, with teeth in the jaws and palatine bones.
(3) Leptoblennhis, with teeth in the jaws only.

To

this last

subdivision belongs the fish obtained off St.

Abbs

Head.

Lumpenus lampetriformis.

(Plate XLI.)

Blennius, &c., Mohr, Forsog Isl. Nat. p. 85, t. iv (1/86).
Blennins lampreta-formis, Walb., Artedi, p. 184, pi. iii.

fig.

6

(1792).

Lumpenus lampetraformis,

Collett,

Norw. North-Atl. Exp. 187b-

78, p. 71 (see synonymy).

B.

vi.

D. 72.

P. 14.

V. 1/4.

A. 1/51.

C. 13.

Ceec. pyl. 2.

inch.

Length of specimen
head
caudal fin
„
„

pectoral fin

Height of body
„

dorsal fin

„

anal

fin

10" 7
1-2
1*2

08
0*6
0'4
0*4

Eyes one diameter from the end of the snout and one third of a
diameter apart.
Upper jaw slightly the longer.
Body strongly compressed.
Nostril with a short tube, one large pore anterior, ar,d another
Teeth in several rows in the upper jaw, a double
posterior to it.
of the lower jaw, decreasing laterally to one.
portion
front
the
row in
Branchial opening wide, extending forwards to beneath the hind edge
Vent situated at 3-7 inches from the end of the snout,
of the eye.
or at about the commencement of the second third of the total
Fins. All the dorsal rays spinate, the first three short and
leno-th.
commencing above the hind edge of the opercle, then gradually
increasing in length to above the vent, a short distance subsequent to
which they gradually decrease the last dorsal spine laid flat does
Pectoral with its
not extend to above the base of the caudal fin.
A^'entrals with one spinate ray and four
four lower rays thickened.
branched ones; it is inserted sli;2htly before the base of the pectoral.
Anal with one spine and 51 rays which are very indistinctly branched,
the inter-radial membrane deeply cleft, the last ray reaching to the
Caudal with one elongated ray above and
base of the caudal fin.
another below, the five intermediate ones being somewhat concave,
Most probably this elongation is a
the remainder being shorter.
Caecal appendages two
sexual indication, this fish being a male.
ones on the cheeks
non-imbricate
few
Scales.
A
rather large ones.
Colours. Pinkishthose on the body increasing in size posteriorly.
;

;

^^

*«.

D

<^OralH^

.

p.

Z.S.1884.Pl.XLn.

£

J.Smit

Haahart imp

Ltii

l.HESPEROMTS LATICEPS Yar NITIDUS
2.H,BIMACULATUS J^arLEPIDUS.

p.

J

Smit

z.s.i884.pi.xinr.

Haniflrt onp.

lith1.

2

HESPEROMYS S GALOPS
RHEITHRODON PICTUS.

PZ. 3,1884. PI 3(LrV.

P.JSmitTitli.

1,15,16

2-5
6

7-9

Hantart unp

HESPEROMYS SCALOPS.
n
..

10-13

HESPEROMYS BIMACPIJVTUS Ycu' LEPID

CINEREUS.

14

„

LATIMANUS

17,18

/;

„

SPINOSUS.

LEUCODACTYLUS, 19-21 RHEITHRODON PICTUS.

Typ, lor.

—
1881.]
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yellow, covered with small spots and a few blotches along the lateral
Ca\idal colourless,
Dorsal fin with ohlique transverse bars.
line.
with the ends of the rays yellow, and a few indistinct transverse

bands.
Geographical Distribution. Up to the present time this species has
It is
been recorded from the coasts of Greenland and Iceland.
common off Spitzbergen and on the shores of North-western Europe
In the North its range extends ceras far south as the Cattegat.
80°.
observes that along the coast of
Collett
high
as
tainly as
Norway it appears to be rather a common fish in most localities.
Irrespective of the interesting fact of this fish being new to the
British fish-fauna, it is likewise remarkable for the two elongated
caudal rays, which give to this male specimen a different appearance
from that of previous figures and descriptions. This fish will form an
addition to the Zoological Museum of the University of St. Andrews,
which Professor Mcintosh is taking so much pains to enlarge and

improve.

10.

Ou

a Collection of Muridce from Ceutral Peru.

By Oldfield Thomas,

F.Z.S., Natural History

Museum.

[Eeceived June 17, 1884.]

(Plates

During the years from 1870

XLII.-XLIV.)
to

1873 the well-known Polish

traveller

M. Constantin Jelski obtained the present fine collection of Muridse
for the Warsaw Museum, and it is to the Director of that Museum,
Prof. L. Taczanowski, that I owe the opportunity of working out
this most interesting series of Siguiodont Rats and Mice.
The specimens were all collected in that part of Central Peru

which is contained in a triangle of whicli Lima, Juniu, and Huanta
form the three apices, the greater part of them coming from Junin
itself.

Prof. Taczanowski has furnished me with the following notes on
the stations at which the Muridse were collected :
"Junin. Region of the 'puna,' or mountain grass-land, close to
the lake of the same name, called also Lake Chinchacocha, one day
The lake
distant from Tarraa, the capital of the Department Junin.
is situated in the centre of a marshy prairie abounding in small
lakes and streams, and covered in many places with thick patches of

—

rushes.

—

"Amahle Maria. Farm situated between the streams of Chanchaniayo and Anamayo, at a little distance from the river Tutumayo, at
an altitude of about 2000 feet above the sea.
" Mar ay nice.
farm close to the source of the Aynamayo, near
the valley of Chauchamayo."
The present paper is practically a continuation of that read before
this Society in 1882, when the collection obtained by M. Stolzmann
in the extreme north of Peru waa described, this still larger series

—A

30*

—
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from a different locality enabling us to increase somewhat our scanty
knowledge of the Peruvian Muridse.
The collection consists of no less than 92 specimens, belonging to
12 species, of which one belongs to Holochilus, one to Eheithrodon,
and the remainder to Hesperomi/s, representing the subgenera
lihipidomys (1), Oryzomys (3), Calomys (1), Yesperimiis (I), and
Habrothrix (4). Of these, one species, Rheithrodon pictus, is new and
two, Hesperomys laticeps,\a.x. nitidus, and//. bimaculatus,VRY. lepidus,
;

represent

new

Good

varieties of species already described.

series of

specimens of each of the neiv forms are in the collection, so that
their characters and variability, so far as occurs at a single locality,
can be fairly made out.
In the subgeneric names used in 1882 I simply accepted the
groups as defined by Baird', and used by other authors up to the
present time
but on a closer investigation I find that the subgenera
proposed by Waterhouse^ in 1837 should stand to a much greater
extent than was allowed by Baird, who merely went upon Waterhouse's descriptions, without seeing any specimens of such subgenera
as Phyllotis, Cahmys, or Scapteromys, each of which is fully entitled
to the same rank as the other groups.
The following are the subgenera into which the unwieldy genus
;

Hesperomys may be most

satisfactorily divided

Rhipidomys, Tschudi.
cilled

at the

pads

mammae

;

tip
1

— Form

myoxine

:

tail

;

long, hairy, pen-

very short, broad, with large soleor 0-2 = G or 4 ; interdental palate-ridges

;

feet

5 or 6.
Skull with the cranial portion very large as compared to
supraorbital margins ridged ;
the facial ; interparietal large
palatal foramen of medium length.
Teeth large, their pattern as in the larger Oryzomys.
H. leucodactylus, Tsch. (type), H. latimanus, Tomes,
Species
H. pyrrhorhinus, Wied., H. sumichrasti, De Sauss., and
;

:

Tomes.
Amazonian Subregion, EcuaJor, and Peru.

(?) if. bicolor,

Rnnge.

Oryzomys,

— Form

Baird.

quite

soles

naked;

murine;
niamniEe

tail

long, scaly;

feet long;

2-2 = 8; interdental palate-

ridges 5.

Skull generally strongly

made

;

supraorbital edges and

palatine foramina various.

Teeth with broad, low, complex crowns, the folds in which
remain until old age.
Species:
H. palustris, Hurl, (type), H. anyouya, Desm., H.
albiyularis. Tomes, H. galapayoensis, Waterh., H. longicttudatvs, Benn.,

H.

spinosus, Thos., &c., &c., nearly

30

in

all.

Range. Southern United States
in the
1

Mamm.

more

N. Am.

to

Cape Horn, most numerous

tropical districts.
p.

454 (1859).

=>

P.Z.

S.

1837, p. 20.

—
—

;
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—

Form cricetine ; tail short, hairy ; Air
feet small and slender, soles thickly
very long and soft
hairy; mammae 2-2
8.
Skull slightly made ; interparietal very narrow from before
palatine foramina
backwards
interorbital edges square

Calomys, Waterhouse.

;

=

;

;

long:.

Teeth as

in the smaller

Onjzomijs.

II. bimaculfttus,'\y aterh. (type), //. e/ec/ans,

Species:

and H. gracilipes, Waterh.
llanye. From Peru across the continent southwards
Ayres and Bahia Blanca.

Vesperimus, Coues.
hairy

— Form murine;

ears and feet large

;

Skull

generally lightly

;

tail

medium

Waterh.,

to Btienos

or long, thinly

mammje 1-2 = G.

made,

large

witli

interparietal,

rounded

or square supraorbital margins, little developed
anterior plate of zygoma root, and long palatine foramina.
Teeth with low complicated crowns, the folds generally
alternating on the two sides of each tooth.
Species
H. leucopiis, Raf. (type), H. californicus, Gamb.,
//. aztecits, De Sauss., H. cinereus, Thos., H. taczunowskii,
:

Thos., &c., &c., about 10 in all.
Bange. North America, southwards

Onychomys,

Baird.

—Form

arvicoline

to Peru.

;

and ears very short
hind feet short,

tail

fore feet very large, with elongated claws

;

with hairy soles and only four sole-pads
mammas 0-2 = 4.
Skull and teeth much as in Vesperimus.
H. leucogaster, Wied. (type), and H. torridus, Coues.
Species
Range. Southern United States.
;

:

—

Scapteromys, Waterhouse. Form murine tail long and hairy
thumb with a claw instead of a nail.
feet unusually long
Skull and teeth much as in Habrothrix, but upper part of
infraorbital foramen larger, anterior plate more prominent,
;

;

;

and teeth broader and heavier.
II. tumidus, Waterh. (type), H. tomentosus, Licht.
Range. La Plata.
Species

:

Phyllotis, Waterhouse.
hairy

;

— Form murine

ears very large

2-2=8

;

;

;

tail

feet short, soles

of

medium

naked

;

length,

mamnise

interdental palate-ridges 5.

Skull with large interparietal, square or slightly beaded
supraorbital margins, long palatine foramina, and very pro-

minent zygomata.
Teeth as in Habrothrix.
//. (/writvK/, Waterh. (type), H. io/a/ewA/i-, Waterh.,
Species:
II. griseojlavus, Waterh., and //. xunthopygus, Waterh.
Range. Patagonian Subregioii.

—

'

Apml

Peters, Abh. Ak. Berl. 1860, p. 147.

—
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Habrothrix, Waterhouse.
hairy
soles

;

fur generally

naked

thumb

;

dental palate-ridges

— Form arvicoline

;

tail

[Juiie 17,
short, thinly

ears and feet short
long and soft
interwith a nail; maniniBe 2-2
8
;

=

;

-I.

Skull with long facial

portion,

very small interparietal,

rounded supraorbital margins, and long palatine foramina.
Teeth witli high conical crowns, the folds in wliich soon
wear out, leaving a simple indented outline.
II. longipilis, V/aterh., H. olivaceus, Waterh., H. xanSpecies:
thorhinus, Waterh., &c., &c., about 20 in number.
northwards on the west to
liaiige. Pat.igoiiian Sabregion
Ecuador, and on the east to South Brazil.
;

Oxymycterls, Waterhouse.

—Like

Heibrothrix, but with a nail

instead of a claw on the thumb, and with an elongated muzzle.
Anterior plate scarcely developed, its edge slanting.
(type), IT. hispidus, Pict.,
//. nasutus, Waterli.
Species :

—

H.

rufus, Desm., &e.

Ranye. South-Brazdinn Subregion.

Megalomys, Trouess.', founded on H. pilorides. Pall., seems to
to fall within the genus Holochilus, Bdt., and not to be a true
Hesperomys at all.
Tylomys, Poters {Neomys, Gray), should, on the other hand, be
certainly allowed separate generic rank, chiefly on account of its very
peculiarly shaped infraorbital foramen, which is of the same breadth
above and below, and to which there is no projecting external
anterior ])late of the zygoma-root, the outer wall of tlie foramen being

me

The remarkable
absolutely cut bsick instead of projecting forwards.
supraorbital ledges are also quite unique.
(See Peters's figures,

MB.

Ak. Berl. 1866, n. 404.)
the above arrangement it will be seen that the name Calomys
is restricted to the small group to which it was originally applied by
Waterhouse that Oryzomys, which hitherto was supposed to include
only two North- and Central-American species, really contains the
great mass of the South-American muriform Vesper-mice to which
Calomys has been commonly applied and that the range of Dr.
Coues's subgenus Vesperimvs extends down as far south as Peru,
since it contains the two species //. cinereus and H. taczanowsl'ii, formerly placed by me with much doubt in Rhipidornys, but which I
now think must either be referred to Vesperimus or be made the
types of a new subgenus, a course which 1 am unwilling to adopt
without absolute necessity.

By

;

;

With

regard

to the geographical aspect of

M.

Jehki's collection

compared with that of M. Stolzmann's, the more southern locality
of the former results in the dropping out of the Ecuadorean and
Amazonian species, such as Hesperomys laHmanus, pyrrhorhinus,
taczanowskii, and albiyularis, and tlie appearance of such Chilian and
Patagonian forms as Rkeithrodon pictus, //. scalops, H. xanthorhinus,

as

'

'Le

Xaturalistp,' 1881. p.

.S.57.

a
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and H. bimaculatvs the genernl tendency being to a disappearance of
tlie tropical and northern Mouse- and Dormouse-like subgenera
Rhipidomys, Vesperimus, and Oryzomys, with the appearance and
increase of the Vole- and Ilamster-like Habrothrix and Calomys
change that is curiously paralleled in the Old World by the gradual
supersession of Mus and Myoxus in favour of Arvicola and Cricetus,
as we go northwards from tropical to temperate and arctic resion^.
As in the former paper, the measurements of a series of s[K'cimen3
hut this time in millimetres, which are used
is given in most cases
;

—

;

deference to universal custom, although, in the case of small
mammals, they are scarcely so convenient for practical working as
the inches and tenths hitherto employed.
The species not obtained by M. Stolzmann are distinguished by an
asterisk, while their number in the paper on his collection is placed
in

after the

1.

names of those that were contained

HoLOCHiLus (Nectomys)

it.

apicalis, Peters.

a tog. Seven immature specimens.
2.

in

S.

No.

3.

Amable Maria and Maraynoic.

*Hesperomys (Rhipidomys) leucodactylus, Tseh.
Two specimens, b from Amable Maria, 2000 feet.

a, b.

Head
a.
l>.

Hind Forearm

and body.

Tail.

I.i0

198
178
165

2
2

[H. latimanus, Tomes, ?

.

127
123

Ear-

foot^ and hand, conch,

34-5
33-0
28-0

Skull-dimensions.

42-5
38-4
35-5

Muzzle
to ear.

16-5

34-0

15-5

310

127

30-0]
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colour of back continued down on to the metacarpals and
metatarsals.
Ears without a projection. Tail quite unicolor, dark
brown, clothed throughout with elongated hairs, forming a distinct
Feet broad, the pads very large and smooth ;
pencil at the tip.
Fifth hind toes
the proximal two so broad as to touch each other.
reaching to the middle of the second phalanx of the fourth.
Interdental
IMammse six ; one pectoral and two inguinal pairs.
palate-ridges six.

Two specimens in the collection, undoubtedly referable to
Tschudi's species, show such differences from the specimen from
Huainbo, named by

me

1882 H.

in

leucodactylus,

that

1

am

the present to consider that, after all, Mr. Tomes's
species H. latimanus, with which M. Stolzmann's specimen agrees,
should remain as a good species, and is not synonymous with

inclined

for

had considered it.
Judging only from the specimens I have seen, H. leucodactylus
may be distinguished from H. latimanus by its larger size (see
dimensions above), especially its much larger feet, its more bushy
larger teeth,
both absolutely and relatively (see skulltail,
dimensions), and by the presence of six instead of five interdental
li. leucodactylus, as I

palate-ridges (see Plate

XLIV.

figs.

G

&

7).

It is

of course possible

specimens will yet be found intermediate between the two
forms, in which case they will again have to be united.
that

3.

a

Hesperomys (Oryzomys) laticeps, Lund.
to

Z.

Twelve specimens.

S.

Junin and Amable Maria.

No.

4.
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that the points of difference between tliem and H. laticeps are all
such as are explainable on ordinary climatic grounds, supposing that
their home is hotter than the places in which H. laticeps ordinarily
lives.

They

tiieir dark rich rufous colour, apparently
though the hairs are slate-coloured at their

are characterized by

pure white

bellies,

bases, longer tails, bicolor for their proximal inch,' proportionately
longer hind feet, and larger ears.
Their skulls are quite similar to
those of the true H. laticeps.
In this variety we have, so to speak, the commencement of a species,

which appears to be gradually becoming differentiated from another
common and widely-spread form, and which will possibly in the
future become more and more distinct i'rom its parent, as the
individuals representing the intermediate stages die out, until
itself

worthy

to

it is

rank as a separate species.

[Hesperomys (Oryzomys) galapagoensis, Waterh.
Two skins of this species were obtained by M. Stolzmann at
Tumbez in North Peru, but were not sent to me in time to be
As the occurrence of this
included in my account of his collection.
species on the mainland has not been hitherto publislied, I take this
opportunity of recording the fact of its presence in Peru. There are
also two specimens of it in the British Museum, collected by
Mr. Fraser in Ecuador.]
4.

a

Hesperomys (Oryzomys) longicaudatus, Benn. S. No. 6.
to c. Two specimens (a and h) from Amable Maria, 2000 feet,

and one

(c)

without special locality.

Head and

MR.
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Hesperomys (Calomys)

6.

LEPiDUS,

var.

11.

(Plate XLII.

a to/. Six specimens.

bimaculatus,

6

6.

cJ

c.

6
6

d.
e.

/.

2
5

Tail.

7<J

34

foot,

Forearm
and hand,

var.

Muzzla

Earconch.

17-0
17-8

240

17-5
16-2
17-7

228

lG-2

21-0

140
122

16-2

20-4

12-2]

..

59

[Co-tvpe

Hind

38
3n
38
33

71

Waterh.,

17,

Jimin.

body.

77
70
68

[June

2.)

tig.

Head and
a.

OK

to ear.

20-8

24-1

14-5
14-5

223

137

19-0
19-8
20-4
18-0

203

12-5

.

of]

H'himacula-\ 3^
tus ^
J

50

Skulls.
Total

Basal

Zygom. Molar

length, length, breadth, series,

Of

4.

c?

23-9

e.

$

231

'•^tot~"}

2^'"*

21-9
21-2
•••

luc. to Paint. Palat. Interorb. Basal
axis.
ni'. length, foram. constr.

ISo

3

tj

GO

11-9

...

40

12-7

3-6

5-8

112

5-0

4-0

^^'^

^'^

^'^

^^-

^'^

^'^

71
71

Lower
jaw.

13

1

13U
^

Fur remarkably long, soft and silky. General colour dull fawn,
somewhat darker on the centre of the back, through the interFur all over the body slatemixture of numerous long black hairs.
coloured for three quarters of

its

length, the tips of the hairs yellow

on the upper surface and pure white on the belly. Feet and tail
wholly snowy white.
Ears (Plate XLIV. fig. 12) very large, oval, without projection,
laid
covered inside and out with short, yellowish-brown hairs
forward they reach considerably beyond the anterior canthus of
;

Tail uniformly hairy, the scales almost entirely hidden.
the eye.
(Plate
XLIV. fig. 13) hairy for their proximal two thirds, the
Soles
pads small and crowded towards the distal end of the sole. Fifth
hind toe (without claw) reaching to the middle of the first phalanx
Claws very small, both before and behind, almost
of the fourth.
Mammae 8 two pectoral and two
buried in the hair on the toes.

—

Interdental palate-ridges five in number.
inguinal pairs.
Skull light and delicate ; frontal outhne markedly convex ; supraInterparietal very narrow
orbital edges square, but not ridged.
Palatal
antero-posleriorly, but stretching right across the skull.

foramen longer than molar series.
This variety may be distinguished from the true H. bimaculatus,
Waterh.^, by its rather larger size, much longer and differently
shaped ears (see Plate XLIV. figs. 12 & 14), its shorter tail, much
longer fur, slate-mixed instead of pure-white belly, and by the entire
Comparative measureabsence of supraorbital ridges on its skull.
ments both of spirit-specimens and skulls are given above.
There are in the collection six specimens of this form, which is
interesting as belonging to tiie rare and little-known subgenus
'

P. Z. R. 1837, p. 10

;

VoT.

'

BesglK,'

Mamm.

p.

4.-!,

pi.

12 (1839).
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Calomys (^s. s.), of whose subgeneric validity there can be no question,
although, judged by the skull only, it might be joined with the
great mass of Hesperomyes to which I apply the name Oryzomys.
However, its members are so different externally from any of the
other Vesper-mice (see the subgeneric diagnoses given above), that
it is certainly worthy of the rank originally given it by Waterhouse.
The only species belonging to it are H. bimaculatits, gracilipes, and
elegans, to which some authors would perhaps think H. lepidtis
but without seeing more
should be added as a distinct species
specimens of the true H. himaculatns, I do not care to describe
the present form as more than a geographical variety of that
animal.
;

7.

Hesperomys (Vesperimus) ciNERKus, Thos. (?)

a.

One specimen, Maraynioc.
Head and

S.

No.

10.

4'56

MR.
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Tliumb with a large and prominent
the pads large and prominent.
Other fingers with very long claws, 4 to
nail, but not a claw.
5 milliin. in length. Fifth hind toe, without claw, reaching to the
Mammae S, two pectoral
middle of the first phalanx of the fourth.
and two inguinal pairs.
Skull rather narrow

upper margin of the orbit rounded, quite
interparietal remarkably small, only 4 millim. in
without ridges
Incisive foramina
breadth and
in an antero-posterior direction.
Incisors pale
reaching to the first fold of the anterior molars.
yellow above, nearly white below.
Muzzle rather long and low,
only 4'2 millim. in height at the anterior end of the palatine
foramina.
Lower jaw veiy thin and slender, only 7 millim. from
the top of the corouoid to tlie tip of the angular process.
Coronoid
higher than condyles.
This species seems to be a house-haunting one, as the two
Maraynioc specimens are labelled by M. Jelski as domestic Mice.
Gay's specimen had a tail only 50 millim. in length, but bis description of the coloration is too exact to admit any doubt that the
;

;

H

present

is

really his species.

owing to its elongated claws, was placed in tlie subgenus Oxymijcterus by its describer, but, just as in the case of H.
megaJonyx, Waterh., the skull proves it to belong to Habrothrix, of
which it is by far the most brightly marked member.

H.

scalops,

9.

H. (Habrothrix) olivaceus, "Waterh.

a, h.

Two

specimens.

Maraynioc.

S.

No.

12.
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to that species.
It should, liowever, be noted that there is in
the Museum collection a species, represented by three specimens,
agreeing externally quite as well as these with JMr. Tomes's descrip-

but whose skull is wholly different, and proves it to belong to
the subgenus Onjzomys.
To which of these two species therefore
the name culiginosas is really referable is a question which can only
be settled by an examination of Mr. Tomes's tj-pe.
tion,

11. *

a to

a.

6

b.

6

c.

5

IIesperomys (IIabrothrix) xanthorhinus, Waterh.

c.

Three specimens.
^tf'l.
and
body.

Tail.

76
75
73

57
57
57

Junin.

Hind

foot.

17-8

17-7
17-7

Fo/frm

Ear-

Muzzle

and hand.
22-6
21-8
21-3

coneb.

to ear.

105

20-0
20-5
19-4

US
120

the most northern locality yet recorded for H. xanthowhich has been hitherto only obtained from Chili and
Southern Patagonia.

This

is

rhinus,

*Rheithrodon

12.

a to

1-.

piCTus, sp.

Eleven specimens.

Head

rp^.j

and body.
o.

5

6.

$

c.

6
S
6
6
6

d.
e.

f.
g.
h.
i.

<S

6

XLIII.

fig.

2.)

Forearm

Ear-

foot,

and band.

concb.

to ear.

214
195
183

29-9
28-5

25-1
24-1
24-3

91

89
88

109
109
108
108
107
103
102
(c)lOO'

(Plate

Hind
'

121

n.

All from Junin,

34-0
29-7
31-0
33-0
31-6
29-9

26-6
24-9

91

90
90

25-4
25-4
25-3
24-1

91

82
75

30

6

29-4
29-0

Muzzle

18-3

280
266

18-8
20-4
19-0
19-3

27-8
26-6
27-9
25-4

18-8

~

Skull-dimensions.

Ofi.

c?

Total

Basal

Zygomatic

Molar

Inc. to

length.

length.

breadth.

series.

m'.

28-0

26-5

17-0

5-6

;•!

Interorbital
constriction.

Basal

Lower

axis.

jaw.

4-1

8-6

17-2

....

Palatal

Palatal

length.

foramen,

14-7

Fur

7-0

long, soft and silky, with very

hairs intermixed.

Upper

side of

numerous longer black or grey
head and neck clear grey, the

hairs slate-coloured for seven eighths of their length, then whitish,
with their extreme tips black.
This grey gradually becomes darker

and more grizzled on the shoulders, while on the back the white of
the hairs gradually becomes more and more rufous until the rump is
'

SkuU

out.

;
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bright chestnut-colour.
Belly hairs slate-coloured, with pure
Tail thickly haired, though not
tips.
Feet pure white.
pencilled, sharply bicolor, dark brown above, and pure white on the
sides and below.
Ears thickly covered with shining yellowish grey
hairs.
An inconspicuous white spot both above and below the base
of each ear.
Ears large and rounded ; laid forward they just cover the eyes
no projection on the anterior margin. Feet slender; the fourth
toe the longest, fifth barely reaching to the end of the first phalanx
of the fourth
soles naked
foot-pads smaller and more prominent
than in it. cTiinchilloides. Mammae 8
two pectoral and two inguinal
pairs.
Interdental palate-ridges 5 ; smooth posterior palate commencing between the second and third molars.
Skull (Plate XLIV. figs. 20 & 21) with the essential characters of
that of li. chinehilloides, but the frontal outline less arched, the
nasals shorter and narrower, and the interparietal narrower from
before backwards.
Upper edge of orbit not beaded. Anterior palatine foramen reaching to opposite the second [jrojection of m}.
The nearest ally of this species is of course R. chinehilloides,
Waterh., from which it may be distinguished by its larger ears,
slenderer feet, and wholly different coloration, while of the true
Hesperomyes, H. xanthopi/gus, Waterh., agrees most nearly' in colour
and proportions with it, but may be readily distinguished by its
plainer colour, narrow convex teeth, and much longer tail.
a

ricli

white

;

;

—

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.
Plate XLII.
2.

Hesperomys laficeps, var. nitidus, p. 452.
H. bimaculatus, var. lepidus, p. 454.

I.

H.

2.

Bheithrodon pictus,

Fig. 1.

Plate XLIII.
Fig.

scalops, p. 455.
p. 457.

Plate XLIV.
Fig.

1.

2-5.
6.

7-9.

10-13.
14.

15-16.
17-18.
19-21.

11.

Folate of Hespero/ni/s scalops.
Skull and hind-foot of H. chiereus.
Palate of H. lafimanus, p. 452.
Palate, skuU, and hind foot of H. leucodactylus, p. 452.
Skull, hind foot, and ear oi H. bimaculatus, var. lepidus, p. 454.
Ear of H. bimaculatus. typ. var., p. 454.
Skull of H. scalops, p. 455.
Skull of H. spinosus, p. 453.
Hind foot and skull o( Bkeifhrodon pictus, p. 457.

On

the Rhynchota collected by the late Mr.

Forbes on the Lower Niger.

By W.

W.

A.

L. Distant.

[Received June 17, 1884.]

The small Rhynchotal
made by the late Mr. W.
been placed in

my

portion of the Entomological collection
.Forbes on the Lower Niger having
hauda for identification, with a request that I

A
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would give the

results to this Society, I

now do myself

459
the honour

to present the same.

The collection consists of examples of twelve species, eleven of
which belong to the Heteroptera and one to the Homoptera. Of the
first, two species appear to be undescribed, and for the reception of
With these
one I have been compelled to propose a new genus.
two exceptions all are well-known species described by old authors,
no less than five having been described by Fabricius ; whilst the
names of Linnaeus, Thunberg, and Klug attached to remaining
we are dealing with insects of wellknown and abundant character.
The peculiarities of their geographical distribution I have appended

species sufficiently testify that

to the identifications of the species.

HETEROPTERA.
Fam.
1.

Afr.

Pentatomid^.

Steganocerus multipunctatus, Thunb.,
i.

p.

var. C, StSl,

Hem.

51 (1864).

This appears to be the only variety of this protean species found
West Africa, and is the first example I have myself seen from
that subregion, though Dr. Stal recorded it (on the authority of
specimens so labelled in Dr. Signoret's collection) as from Calabar.
It is not, however, confined to West Africa, but, like the other

in

In my own collection
widely distributed.
various parts of Southern Africa, and
also from the Nyassa and Mombas districts in the east.
varieties of the species,

is

are specimens collected in

2.

Sph^erocoris ocellatus, Klug.

This, again,

is

the

first

example of the species

I

have received from

West Africa, though it is found in Caffraria (Stal), is not uncommon
in Eastern Africa (my own habitats being Nyassa and Mywapwa),
and

is

also recorded

from Abyssinia.

CiMEX (Afrius) purpurecs, Westw.
Var. marginella, Dall. List Hem. i. p. 89,

3.

n. 3 (1851).
This variety was first described by Mr. Dallas from Sierra Leone.
The specimen collected by Mr. Forbes is the only other example
I have received from West Africa, to which the species seems confined,
though it apparently does not reach the southern and eastern limit

of Calabar.
4.

Sephela linearis,

A.

&

S.

A West-African species, described originally from Senegal, but
which I have also received from the Cameroon district.
Agabotus,

gen. nov.

Body oval, somewhat depressed. Head with the lateral margins
amphated, laminate and somewhat curved upwards, the lateral lobes
longer than the central lobe, meeting beyond it, their apices
rounded, but jinuately cleft; ocelli situate some distance from and

MR. W.
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Rostrum reaching the iatermediate coxfe ; basal
behind the eyes.
joint not quite so long as the head, second and third joints subequal
Autennse hirsute, with the basal joint stoutest and about
in length.
reaching the apex of head second joint slightly shorter than the third.
;

Prouotum with the

lateral

margins slightly ampliated, laminate and

recurved, the anterior angles obscurely spiued, the posterior angles
somewhat rounded the disk from about centre to base of head
;

obliquely depressed, the anterior margin concavely excavated to
Scutellum somewhat elongate, narrowed before apex,
receive head.
which is obtusely rounded and extends a little beyond inner angle
Corium not covering abdominal margin except at base.
of corium.
not
quite reaching abdominal apex in the female, in the
Membrane
the veins simple and
male reaching the abdominal extremity
;

Legs
Mesosternum with a slight central carination.
femora unarmed tibiae sulcated above.
moderately long and pilose

longitudinal.

;

;

This
Caijstrus,

genus
Stfil,

appears

and

to

find

its

systematic

position

between

Anarropa, Gerst., both of which are also Tropical-

African genera.
5.

Agabotus brunnescens,

n. sp.

Eyes
Ochraceous, thickly covered with dark-brown punctures.
ocelli pale castaneous.
black, their basal margins ochraceous
Antennae pale ochraceous, prominently hirsute; second joint slightly
shorter than the third, fourth and fifth subequal in length, base of
Corium with the veins pale
the fifth sometimes much paler in hue.
;

Membrane
ochraceous, and the costal area much less punctate.
side
of
base.
Connexivum
at
each
spot
pitchy
with
a
pale fuscous,
ochraceous, thickly covered with dark and very fine punctures, the
outer margin impunctate, with a small black spot at each sutural
apex.
Head beneath and sternum ochraceous, thickly covered with
dark punctures disks of meso- and metasternums pitchy. Abdomen
pitchy-brown or black, thickly and finely punctate, the disk sometimes paler and the lateral margins broadly ochraceous, with a small
black spot at each sutural apex. Rostrum ochraceous, with its apex
;

pitchy.

Long. 12
6.

to 13 millim.

.^THEMENES FORBESI,

n. Sp.

Body above bright grassy-green eyes, apex of third and the
central lobe
whole of fourth and fifth joints of antennae blackish
greenish
membrane
rather
darker
of head and base of pronotum
abdomen
ochraceous.
disk
of
the
green
beneath
hyaline.
Body
pale
Rostrum green, with its extreme apex fuscous.
Antennae with the second joint longer than the third, fourth subhead thickly and
equal to, or very slightly longer than, the fifth
pronotum somewhat coarsely punctate and subrufinely punctate
gulose on basal half; scutellum and corium thickly and somewhat
;

;

;

;

;

;

finely punctate.

Long. 9 millim.
This species is apparently most closely aUied to
Sign.

^.

niyro-punctatus.
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Subfam. Dinidorin^e.
7.

AspoNGOPus viDUATUs,

A

species found alike in West, South,

records

it

Fabr.

and East Africa St§.l also
from Nubia, and gives the further habitats of " Syria,
;

Turcia."

Subfam. PaYLLOCEPHALINiE.

Dalsira modesta, Fabr.

8.

This species has hitherto been recorded from the Congo, Gaboon,

and Senegal.
affinis,

A.

A

A

S., is

and scarcely separable species?, D.

closely allied

found in South Africa,

Fam. C o

RE

I

D

^E.

Subfam. CoreinjE.
9.
It

Anoflocnemis curvipes, Fabr.
is probable that this common species

is

found throughout the

length and breadth of the Ethiopian region.

Fam.

PyrrhocoridjE.

Subfam. Pyrrhocorin.^.
10.

Dysdercus superstitiosus,

A common tropical African species,
and West

Fabr.

and abundant both on the East

coasts.

Fam.

R

E

Du V

1 1

D

-E.

Subfam. Acanthaspidin.e.
11.

Platymerts biguttata, Linn.

Previously recorded from Senegal and Sierra Leone.

HOMOPTERA.
Fam. Cercopid.e.
Subfam. Cercopin^e.
12.

LocRis RUBRA, Fabr.

This species has hitherto being only recorded

Proc. Zool.

Soc— 1884,

No.

XXXL

as

from Senegal.
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the Development of tlie Individual and of the
By St. George
Species as Forms of Instinctive Action.

On

12,

MivART, V.P.Z.S., Ph.D., M.D., F.R.S.
[Receired June 17, 1884.]

The object of this paper is to endeavour to show that the clearest
comprehension of Ontogeny and Phylogeny is probably to be
obtained by regarding them as special forms of Instinctive Action.
In order to make this conception intelligible, it is necessary to begin
by considering " Instinct" itself.
Instinct has been very generally considered to be an altogether
pecuhar phenomenon, very distinct from all the other powers ])osAttempts have, however, been made to explain
sessed bv animals.
" on the one hand, and by " conscious deliberate
it by " reflex action
It has by some persons been regarded as
intelligence" on the other.
"compound reflex action" in which sensation intervenes. It has
by other persons been considei-ed as made up of the relics and
remains of intelligent acts, which acts were once performed with deliberate purpose and intention, but which have become so extremely
habitual as, at length, to be performed without the intervention of
any consciously intelligent purpose on the part of the creatures
which perform them.
To appreciate fully the bearing of Instinct on Ontogeny and
Phylogeny, we should also see what are its relations to the other vital
such as reflex action and the repair and reproduction
processes
Before entering upon this question,
of lost parts after injury.
however (the question of the relations existing between Instinct and
the various other vital processes), it will be well to start with a
declaration as to what is meant by the term Instinct in the present

—

paper.

The general notion of " Instinct " is that of a special, internal
" impulse urging animals to the performance of certain actions
which are useful to them or to their kind, but the use of which
they do not themselves perceive, and their performance of which is
a necessary consequence of their being placed in certain circumSuch actions can, however, only be considered as
stances " K
useful in the great majority of instances,
being generally useful
as Instinct every now and then impels animals to perform an act
prejudicial to the individual performing it in some particular case.
That we may securely proceed from the more known to the less
known, it will be best to begin with a consideration of Instinct'' as it
since we can know no creatures so well as we can,
exists in Man

—

;

bv the help of language and

reflection,

know

ourselves and our

own

species.
*

Todd's Cyclopa?dia,

vol.

iii.

p. 3.

such (like " life," " mind," &c.) is, of course, a pure abstraction, and exists thus only in our minds, though it has a real existence enough, in
certain concrete actions which animals perfciriu.
'

" Instinct " as
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As every object of study is made clearer by contrasting it with
"
other objects distinct in i\ind from it, so our " instinctive actions
may be more clearly ayiprehended by contrasting them with such of
But we habitually
our actions as are said not be " instinctive."
What, then, are the characters
contrast " Instinct " with " Reason."
which distinguish actions which are attributed to " Reason"? Now
"consciously intelligent" conduct, is understood
by all men to mean conduct in which there is a more or less
wise adaptation of means to ends
a deliberate adaptation, not one
due to accident only. No one would call an act done blindly
a reasonable intelligent action on the part of him who did it,
however fortunate might be its result. Our highest mental activity,
our type of reason, consists of conscious, deliberate, intellectual
perceptions
and our reasonable actions are
explicit judgments
actions performed in accordance therewith.
But besides these actions due to our self-conscious intellect, there
are a variety of other actions
such e.ff.ns our res])iratory actions—
which we ordinarily perform without advertence, though we can, if
we will, perform them with self-conscious deliberation. Again, we
may, when our mind is entirely directed upon some external object,
or when we are almost in a state of somnolent unconsciousness, have
but a vague feeling of our existence a feeling resulting from the
unobserved synthesis of our sensations of all orders and degrees.
This wwintellectual sense of self may he conveniently distinguished
from intellectual " Cufisciousness" as " Consent ience."
Nothing is more common with us than to experience modifications
of our organs of sense to which our intellect in no way adverts.
Such modifications constantly influence our actions (as in walking
and running) without our ever adverting to them, either at the time
of their occurrence or afterwards.
M'^e may also, as everybody
knows, suddenly recollect sights or sounds which were quite unyet our very recollection
noticed at the time we experienced them
of them proves that they must, nevertheless, have affected our
Such unnoticed modifications of our sense-organs may,
sensoiium.
at least provisionally, be called " unfelt sensations."

"reasonable,"

—

—

—

—

—

'

;

According to our preliminary definition and according to general
usage, actions, whether adverted to or not, cannot be called " instinctive " unless they are generally useful ones directed to the accomplishment of j<«foreseen ends.
But it is a familiar fact that we
often perform such actions.
As examples of the kind may be
enumerated
spontaneous, instantaneous actions directed to the
warding off of a blow or to the due maintaining of the body's
:

balance.

—

Who

also has not experienced

how much

better such

actions are performed (as e. g. the action of running up stairs) with
the mere aid of consentience, than when our intellect is brought to

bear upon our motions?
The little boy as yet unable, or hardly able
expectation of future encounters when he begins
grasp at weapons ; and long before the little girl
I
A term I believe fu-sl introduced by the hite Mr.

has no
unconsciously to
can represent to

to speak,

G. H. Lewes.
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herself future tributes to her charms, she seeks to decorate her tiny
body with the arts of infant coquetry. Still less does she look

forward to the pains and pleasures of maternity, when she begins to
caress and chastise, to sootlie and clierish her first doll, and fondly
presses it to that region whence her future offspring will draw its
nourishment.
the lapse of a few years having made her a young
Again, when
woman and the boy a youth they first feel the influence of
love, however ignorant they may be of tlie physiology of their race,
they will none the less, circumstances permitting, be surely impelled
In the more
towards the performance of very definite actions.
refined individunls of the highest races of mankind, the material
element is most certainly far from being the one great end distinctly
looked forward to by each pair of lovers. Yet every incident of
affectionate intercourse infallibly leads on towards the one end, useful
Such actions fully merit to
to the race, which nature has in view.
be called " instinctive."
That animals even of the higher classes do perform actions which
Mr.
are truly instinctive is generally admitted by naturalists.
Wallace, indeed, believes that Birds learn to build their nests by
observing the structure of those in which they themselves are
reared.
I have not found this view to be sliared by other naturalists
of my acquaintance and, in spite of the deference and respect due to
so eminent an observer and so lucid a reasoner as my friend Mr.
Some of the
"Wallace, it seems to me a view which is untenable.
nests which require an especial skill in their construction are those
which are suspended and entirely enclosed save at one small aperture.
How the young within such a nest can, by observation, learn
to form it, is to me inconceivable.
It is, however, the instincts of Insects which are the most wonderful, and these are so numerous and so notorious that only one or
two instances at most need here be referred to, such as those of the
Carpenter Bee, the Wasp Sjjhe.v, and the larval Stag-Beetle, the
male of which, it is said, digs a hole, for its transformation, twice as
big as his own body (to allow for the development of liis enormous
mandibles), while the female only digs one of her own size.
Even more wonderful than the instincts of insects, are the actions
of those Rhizopods which, as Dr. Carpenter affirms', build up tests
or casings of the most regular geometrical symmetry of form, and
" From the very same sandy
of the most artificial construction.
bottom, one series picks up the coarser quartz grains, cements them
together with phosphate of iron secreted from its own substance,
and thus constructs a flask-shaped test having a short neck and a
single large orifice.
Another picks up the finest grains and puts
them together with the same cement into perfectly spherical tests of
the most extraordinary finish, perforated with numerous small pores
at regular intervals.
Another selects the minutest sand-grains and
the terminal portions of sponge-spicules, and works these up together
apparently with no cement at all, by the mere laying of the

—

—

;

—

'

'

Mciidil I'liysiology,' p. 41.
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perfect white spheres, each having a single fissured
a many-chambered test Hke the shell

Another (which makes

orifice.

of an Orthoceratite, the conical mouth of each chamber projecting
into the cavity of the next), while forming the walls of its chambers
of ordinary sand-grains rather loosely held togetlier, shapes tlie conical
successive chambers by firmly cementing together grains
of ferruginous quartz, which it must have picked out from the general
mass."
On considering such remarkable diiferences in action, between creatures of structures so simple and so similar, the question
naturally arises, "May not the differences be due to diversities of
That structural differences which our senses
niolecular structure ? "
cannot detect, exist not only between all the kinds, but also between
but as such
all the individuals, is what no one can reasonably deny

mouths of its

;

known by

observation, whereas the differences
of habit can be so known, an attempt to explain the latter by the
power would be to explain obscurian per obscitrius. Moreover, it
is very difiicult to see how such molecular difference alone, can
differences cannot be

govern the shape and ornamentation of the flask whicli a particle
of protoplasm constructs to shelter its own amorphous substance.
Moreover Mr. Carter has recorded observations with regard to
actions of other Rhizopods which at the least have much appearance
There are also actions performed by animals
of being instinctive.
certain Ccelentera and
not so very much higher in the scale
Echinoderma ', which must I think be allowed to be instinctive by all who hold that Instinct is generally beneficial vital
'

—

That sensation, in some
which sensation intervenes.
form, does intervene in these animals, is, in my opinion, so far shown
by the possession of a distinct nervous system, that we may assume
it in the absence of any good reason to the contrary being brought
forward.
When a nervous system, however, does not exist, we cannot
venture to assert the presence of any true sensation. The, at least
seemingly, instinctive actions in the lowest animals may then serve
to introduce to our consideration certain actions in ourselves and in
other animals which are not generally reckoned as " instinctive."
Before, however, proceeding to their consideration, I would say a
I am strongly
few words on the subject of " lapsed intelligence."
persuaded that "lapsed intelligence" will not explain "Instinct"
generally, but I should be the last to deny that certain instinctive
action in

may

be so explained, and I fully admit that intelligent action
It is also fortunate
become instinctive.
for us that it does so tend, as thereby we are saved great mental
friction, and our intelligence is, as it were, set free to appropriate and
render instinctive a continually wider and more important range of
dehberate, purposive actions.
That such " lapsed intelligence " will not, however, explain all
instinctive actions, seems to me clear from a consideration both of
the lowest, or most simple, instinctive actions on the part of ourselves
actions

in ourselves does tend to

'

"

Aun. of Nat. Hist. 3rd series, 18fi3.
See Animal Intelligence,' by G. J. Eouiaiies, pp. 22, 23.
•
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highest and most complex

instinctive actions.
I will

now

revert to the consideration of certain actions, in our-

and other animals, which actions are not generally reckoned
as " instinctive."
The characters presented by the actions of the
lowest animals may serve as an introduction to them.
In the first place let us glance at those actions which are termed
"reflex."
Herein it is commonly supposed that the living mechanism occasions a prompt responsive muscular action upon the
occurrence of some unfelt nerve-stimulation.
The best-known
examples are the apjjropriate action*, in response to stimuli, performed by a decapitated Frog, and those which the lower limbs of a
selves

.

Man may

when

the nerves of his feet are stimulated after his
all power of sensation
in his interior extremities.
It has been objected by the late Mr.
G. H. Lewes and others that we cannot be sure but that the spinal
But there is often an ambiguity in the use of
cord itself " feels."

execute

spinal cord has been so injured that he has lost

By it we ordinarily mean a " modification of
the term " to feel."
such as those before adverted to, and
experiences
but
consciousness,"
which I have provisionally called " unfelt sensations," show clearly

may be produced by surrounding agents on our senseorgans without the intervention of consciousness, similar to those
produced on them when they do arouse consciousness. Without
then entering into any discussion as to whether " sentiency " may or
may not be attributed to the spinal cord, it seems evident that some
definite term is required to denote those modifications of our being
which have here been provisionally termed " unfelt sensations."
It is obviously very difiicult, probably impossible, to draw any
hard and fast line between reflex action, unfelt sentiency, and such
unconscious, instinctive impulses as have been above referred to in
that effects

speaking of Instinct in man.
There is also another class of organic vital actions which seem to
have a certain affinity both to reflex action (from their perfect
unconsciousness) and to Instinct, from their being directed towards
The class of actions here referred to
a useful but unforeseen end.
the
repair
of injuries and the reproduction
are those which relate to
of lost parts.
In a process of healing after a wound, a true secretion is poured
forth of intercellular substance in which cells are abundantly formed,
and, by a process of transformation, vessels, tendons, nerves, bone,
and membrane all arise, as they originally first arose in the embryo,

from undifferentiated cellular substance.
In a case of broken bone, the two broken ends soften and a substance is secreted which becomes at first gelatinous, often afterwards
cartilaginous, and finally, osseous.
But not only distinct tissues, but very complex teleological
structures, such as admirably formed joints, may be reproduced.
Thus we read^ that "a very interesting example is recorded by Mr.
Syme, in which he had the opportunity of dissecting the new joint,
'

See Mr. TiiDothj Holmt's's

'

System of

Surgci-j,' Orel edition, vol.

iii.

p. 74(i.
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nine years after the operation (excision of the elbow) which had been
performed on account of injury the man having in the interval acted
as guard oii a railway, swinging himself from one carriage to another
while the train was in motion, with the injured arm, quite as easily
and securely as with the other. The ulna was found united to the
humerus by ligament; the end of the radius was polisiied off,
and played on the humerus and on the uhia, a material something
Tlie ends of the bones of the forearm
like cartilage being interposed.
were locked in by two processes projecting downwards from the
humerus, and strong lateral, and still stronger anterior and posterior
ligaments, also bound them to the latter bone." It would be easy to
bring forward a great numl)er of more or less similar cases.
The amount of reproduction of lost parts of which many of the
lower animals are capable every naturalist knows.
It is also a
notorious and very noteworthy fact that in both man and the lower
animals, the ]irocesses of re[)air take place the more readily theyounger
the age of the injured individual may be.
But these unconscious but
practically teleological processes of repair are often preceded by actions
which every one would call instinctive. The actions here referred to
are such as the throwing off (by a Lobster, Crab, or Spider) of an
injured limb in order that Ijy its separation at a suitable spot its
reproduction may be brouglit about.
But this spontaneous removal
of the limb is only the first act, and a necessary act, of the process
It is (as has heen observed by Ilartmann ')
of its reproduction.
analogous to the reproduction, by a larva, of its injured cocoon, or
by a Spider of its torn net. They are all reparative actions accompanied by feelings of different degrees.
A consideration of tlie process of remedial reproduction in the
individual, naturally leads us onto the consideration of the reproduction of the individual itself.
It would be a quite superfluous task here to make more than a
general reference to the wonderl'ul series of changes which each
embryo of a Hydra tuba, an Echinus, a Sepia, a Butterfly, a Batrachian, and a Man goes through duiing its individual process of
development, or ontogeny.
This process, in its perfect unconsciousness, is like reflex action, but
it is far more wonderful, since in the earliest stages even nerve-tissue
In the accuracy of its direcis absent and has itself to be formed.
tion towards a useful end, it is the very counterpart of the most
developed Instinct nor, if the impulses by which adult individuals
are led to seek and to perform those processes which give rise to the
embryo are to be called instinctive, is it easy to see how the term
"instinctive" can be refused to that impulse by which each developing embryo is led to go through those processes which give rise
to the adult.
Can these analogies be carried further still, and can we, from the
consideration of Instinct in the widest sense of that term, throw any

—

;

* I would refer my hearers to E. von Hartmann's work on
The Unconscious,'
which they will find very suggestive, and to which I gladly acknowledge many'

obligations, as regards

my

treatment of this subject.

—

•
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glimmerings of light upon that most recondite and still most mysterious process, the genesis of new species 1
We may be encouraged to hope that such a result is possible from
the words of one of those twin Biologists who on the same night put
forth their independently arrived-at views as to wiiat we are all agreed
to regard as at least an important factor in the Origin of Species.
No
less a person than Mr. Wallace has written the following significant
words
" No thoughtful person can contemplate without amazement the
phenomena presented by tiie development of animals. We see the
most diverse forms a Moliusk, a Frog, and a Mammal arising from
apparently identical primitive cells, and progressing for a time by
very similar initial changes, but thereafter each pursuing its highly
complex and often circuitous course of develo[)nient, with unerring
certainty, by means of laws and forces of which we are totally
ignorant.
It is surely a not improbable supposition that the
unknown power which determines and regulates this marvellous
process may also determine the initiation of these more important
changes of structure, and those developments of new parts and
organs which characterize the successive stages of the evolutions of
animal forms."
These words advocate and confirm what I have elsewhere ^ ante'

:

—

—

—

cedently urged.

Many
new

may come into play in the origin of
us look a little narrowly at certain influences
into play therein, aiul the action of which no man

influences doubtless

species

;

but

which must come

let

can deny.
One of these influences (which no one has more richly illustrated
than has the late Mr. Darwin) is that of Heredity
but, what is
heredity ?
In the first place it is obviously a property, not of new individuals
not of offspring
but of parental forms.
As every one knows, it is
the innate tendency which each organism possesses to reproduce its
like.
If any living creature, X, was self-impregnating and the outcome of a long line of self-impregnating predecessors, all existing in
the midst of one uniform and continuously unvarying environment,
would produce ofFsprir.g completely like itself. This funthen
damental biological law of reproduction may be compared with the
according to tohich any body in motion
physical first law of motion^,
will continue to move on uniformly at the same rate and in the same
direction until some other force or motion is impressed upon it.
The fact that new individual organisms arise from both a paternal
and a maternal influence, and from a line of ancestors every one of
which had a similar bifold origin, modifies this first law of heredity
only so far as to produce a more or less complex compound of
the effect of
hereditary reproductive tendencies in every individual
which must be analogous to that mechanical law of the composition of
;

—

—

X

;

'

In

tlie
Nineteenth Century,' Jan. 1880, p.
Genesis of Species.' Macmillan, 1871.

*

'

'

My

'

attention

was

called to this analogy by

9C>.

my

friend Dr. Gasquet.
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new creature resembling its
immediate and more remote progenitors, in varying degrees, according
to (I) the amount of force springing from each ancestral strain, and
forces resulting in the production of a

(2) the compatibility or incompatibility ' of the prevailing tendencies
resulting in an intensification, perpetuation, modification, or neutralization of ancestral characters, as the case

may

be.

but " heredity " acting in one or other mode but
there is another, and fundamentally different, action which has to be
considered, and that is the action of the environment upon nascent
organisms an action exercised either directly upon them, or indirectly
upon them through its direct action upon their parents. That such
actions produce unmistakable effects is notorious.
It will be, I
think, sufficient here to advert to such cases as the well-known
brood-mare covered by a quagga, and the ])eculiar effects of a wellbred bitch being lined by a mongrel. These show how an action
exercised upon the female parent (hut with no direct action on the
immediate offspring) may act indirectly upon her subsequent progeny.
All such action

is

;

—

As a rule, modifications accidentally or artificially induced in
parents are not transmitted to their offspring
as is well shown by
the need of the repetition of circumcision, and of pressure of Indian
children's heads and Chinese girls' feet in each generation. Yet there
is good evidence that such changes are occasionally inherited.
The
epileptic offspring of injured Guinea-pigs is a case often referred to.
Hackel speaks of a Bull which had lost its tail by accident and which
begot entirely tailless calves.
With respect to Cats" I am indebted
;

to Mr. John Birkett for the knowledge of an instance in which a
female with an injured tail produced some stump-tailed kittens in

two litters.
There is evidence

tliat certain variations are more apt to be
inherited than others.
Amongst those very apt to be inherited are
skin affections, affections of the nervous system and of the generative
organs, e. g. hypospadias and absence of the uterus.
The last case
is
one especially interesting, because it can only be propagated

indirectly.

Changes

the

in

environment notoriously

produce changes

in

The

modifications which may result
from the action of unusual agencies on the embryo have been well
certain cases even in adults.

shown by M. C. Dareste^. As has been already remarked, processes
of repair take jolace the more readily the younger the age of the
subject.
Similarly it is probable that the action of the environment
generally acts more promptly and intensely on the embryo than in
the older young.
That the same organism will sometimes assume
Mr. Darwin tells us that two topknotted Canaries produce bald oifspi'ing,
due ])robably to some conflicting actions analogous to the interference of light.
2 See
The Oat (John Murray, 1881), p. 7'

'

'

Archives de Zool. expcr.' vol. ii. p. 414, vol.
also Ann. des Sci. Kat. 4 scries, Zoologie, vol. iii. p. 1
and his work Eecherches sur la production
p. 243
osites ou essais de Teratogenie experimentale.'
^

See

'

'

;

Pkoc. Zool.

Soc — 1884, No. XXXII.

v. p.

174, vol.

vi.

p.

31.

19, vol. xv. p. I, vol. xvii.
artilicielle

des Monstru-

32
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very different forms has been shown by Professor Lankester in the
very interesting case o^ Bacterium rufescens\
It is also obvions that the very same influences (e. ff. amounts of
light, heat, moisture, &c.) will produce different effects in different
species, as also that the nature of some species is more stubborn
and less prone to variation than that of others. Such for example
is the case with the Ass, the Guinea-fowl, and the Goose as compared
with the Dog, the Horse, the Domestic Fowl, and the Pigeon.
Thus both the amovuit and the kind of variability differ in different
races, and such constitutional capacities, or incapacities, tend to be
inherited bv their derivative forms, and so every kind of animal must
have its own inherent powers of modifiability, or resistance, so that
no organism or race of organisms can vary iu an absolutely indefinite
manner aud if so, then unlimited variability must be a thing absolutely impossible.
The foregoing considerations tend to show that every variation is
"
i. e.
is the
a function ' of " heredity " and " external influence
result of the reaction of the special nature of eacli organism upon the
stimuli of its environment.
In addition to the action of heredity and the action of the environment, there is also a peculiar kind of action due to an internal force
vvhich has brought about so many interesting cases of serial and
lateral homology which cannot be due to descent ^, but which demonstrate the existence of an intra-organic activity, the laws of which
have yet to be investigated. Comparative anatomy, pathology, and
teratology combine to point out the action of this internal force.
As to its action as exemplified iu the homloogies of the Crustacea
Mr. Brooks ^ makes the following remarks :—
" Special homology may be defined in two ways, morphologically
;

and phylogenetically.
"

From

due

homology is a similarity
which may be obscured by differences

the morphological point of view an

in essential plan of structure,
to diversity of function.

"

From the phylogenetic point of view it is a resemblance which is
due to community of origin or heredity from a common ancestor.
" Now are the phenomena of serial and lateral homology like those
.

.

,

of special homology in this second or phylogenetic sense, as well as
iu a morphological sense?
•'
On the assumption that the remote ancestor of the Crustacea

was

community of independent organisms, all of which had inherited
their organization from the same parent, we might answer that
serial homology is like special homology when viewed from a
phylogenetic standpoint and if we assume that this series was at

a

;

'

and
^
'

See

'

Quarterly Journal of

JVIicrosc. Sci.'

new

series (1873), vul. xiii. p. 408,

vol. xvi. (1S7G), p. 27.

In the matlieniatical sense of the word.
Such e. g. as some of tlior-e noticed by me iu a paper on the Fins of Elas-

mobranclis, Trans. Zool. Soc. vol. x. p. 4yU.
* W. K. Brooks in Pbil. Trans. 1S82
A Siudy of Morphology,' p. 57
iSenal Homology and Bilateral Syminetry in Crustaccn.' p. ili.j.
•

;

;

and
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double, aud that the progress of centralization suppressed one
metainere as the community became gradually fused
into a bilateral organism, we may make the same statement regardfirst

side of each

ing symmetry.

"A

process of evolution of this sort is not impossible .... The
Salpa-chain is a bilateral community, and in Doliolum we have a similar
If this
community which exhibits considerable polymorphism.
process were carried a little further, we might ultimately have a
bilaterally symmetrical organism in which corresponding parts in the
serits or on opposite sides should be strictly homologous by descent;
but we are not therefore justified in assuming that all instances of
serial and lateral homology have originated in this way, and even if
we were, a more careful analysis will show that the assumption does
not remove all the difficulties.
If v/e grant, for the sake of argument, that the Crustacea are not
the descendants of Nauplius, but of a remote ancestor which consisted of a community of independent metameres, we shall still bs
forced to recognize a bond of relationship between the limbs of a
Decapod, which is very much more recent than that which they owe
to common descent from the parent of the group of Zooids which
formed the ancestral community.
"The first, second, and third thoracic limbs of the adult Lucifer
agree with each other, or are homologous, in certain features which
are not present in a Schizopod.
The exopodite is absent and the
endopodite is long and slender in all of them, and it carries short hairs
along its entire length, while in the Schizopod-larva the exopodite
is present and the long hairs are restricted to the tip of the stout
endopodite. We must therefore recognize a bond of union or homology between these three appendages which has determined that
they shall be like each other in the adult Lucifer ; and the assumption that this similarity is due to heredity from the parent of the
imaginary metameres which joined together to form the primitive
Crustacean, is out of the question, for we know that no further back
than the Schizopods these appendages had quite a different structure.
" The study of serial or lateral homology in other groups of animals
forces us to the same conclusion, and compels us to recognize a
persistent bond of union between them which cannot be due to what

we

usually understand by heredity.
" On the assumption that the Vertebrates are the descendants of a
community of metameres, the genetic relationship between a Man's
arm and a Bird's wing must be almost infinitely closer than that
between a Man's arm and his leg, and this again much more recent

than that between his right and his left arm. The arm and wing
their homology from the anterior limb of the common
ancestor of Man and the Birds
but Man's arm and leg have no
common ancestor more recent than the hmb of the parent of the
imaginary metameres wliich gave origin, by their union, to the
ancestor of the Vertebrates, and the common ancestor of tlie right
and left arms must have been still more remote.
" When we compare Man's arm and leg we find that they have

inherit

;

—
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homologous features which are not only more recent than the time
when man's ancestors diverged from the ancestors of the birds,
but more recent than the separation of the anthropoid and simian
They resemble each other in the texture of the skin and in
stems.
the shape of the nails, and these resemblances are strictly homolog'.cal, that is they are not due to external conditions, but in spite
and we meet with countless similar resemblances all
of them
through the animal kingdom. They are not accounted for by the
•metamere' theory, even if this is fully accepted, for in many
;

cases they are not old, but are of recent acquisition.
" In the case of the Crustacea the assumption that

the remote
ancestor of the group had a many-jouited body does not account
for them ; and as the supposed necessity for an explanation of serial
homology is the only reason for believing that this remote ancestor
had a gieat number of body-segments, it is clearly illogical to reject
the embrvological evidence that this ancestor was a three-jointed
Nauijlius in order to hold an hypothesis which fails to account for
the facts which are supposed to render it necessary."
It seems then to be undeniable that the characters and the
variation of species ^ are due to the combined action of internal and
external agencies acting in a direct, positive, and constructive manner.
It is obvious, however, that no character very prejudicial to a

owing to the perpetual action of all
the destructive forces of nature, which destructive forces, considered as
one whole, have been personified under the name "Natural Selection."
Its action of course is, and must be, destructive and negative.
The evolution of a new species is as necessarily a process which is
constructive and positive, and, as all must admit, is one due to those
Variation, which thus
variations upon which natural selection acts.
lies at the origin of every new species, is (as we have seen) the reaction of the nature of the varying animal upon all the multitudinous
Thus " the nature of the animal " must
agencies which environ it.
"
the environment " being the stimulus which
be taken as the cause,
sets that cause in action, and "Natural Selection" the agency which
restrains it within the bounds of physiological propriety.
may compare the production of a new species to the producWe have (1) the marble material responding to
tion of a statue.
the matter of the organism ; (2) the intelligent active force of the
sculptor, directing his arm, responding to the psychic nature of the
organism, wliich reacts according to law as surely as in the case of
reflex action, in healing, or in any other vital action
(3) the
various concefitions of the artist, which stimulate him to model, re-

species could ever be established,

We

;

eponding to the environing agencies which evoke variation; and (4)
the blows of tiie smiting chisel corresponding to the action of
Natural Selection. No one would call the mere blows of the chisel
^ The existence of internal force must be allowed.
We cannot conceive of a
Universe consisting of atoms acted on indeed by external forces but having ro
Even in such conceptions as
internal power of response to such actions.
those of "physiological units " and " genimiiles " we have (as the late Mr. G. H.
Lewes remarked) given as an explanation that vei-y power the existence of
which in larger organisms had ileclf to be explained
.'
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apart from both the active force of the artist and the ideal conceptions which direct that force
the cause of the production of the
statue.
They are a cause, they help to produce it, and are absolutely
necessary for its production. They are a 7naterial cause, but not the
primary cause. This distinction runs through all spheres of activity.
'\^he formal discoverer of a new fossil is tlie naturalist who first
sees it with an instructed eye, appreciates, and describes it ; not the
labourer who accidentally uncovers but ignores it, and who cannot
be accounted to l)e, any more than the spade he handles, other than
So we must regard the dea mere material cause of its discovery.
structive agencies of Nature as a material cause of the origin of new
their formal cause being the reaction of the nature of
species
their parent organisms upon the sum of the multitudinous influences
of their environment.
This kind of action of " the organism "
this formal cause
has
been compared by Mr. Alfred Wallace, and by me, with the action
of tlie organism in its embryonic development; and this, I have
further urged, is to be likened to the processes of repair and reproduction of parts of the individual after injury, and this, again, to
reflex action, and, finally, this last to Instinct as manifested in ourselves and in other animals also.
These relations of similarity appear to me to exist between
Instinct and all the various other vital actions just enumerated.
Instead, then, of explaining Instinct by reflex action^ (as a reflex
action accompanied by sensation), I would explain reflex action, processes of repair, and processes of individual and specific evolution, by
the wonderful action and natin-e of which we know as it exists
Instinct
;

—

—

—

our own personal activity.
These seem to me to be all diverse
manifestations of one kind of activity of which Instinctive Action is
the best type, because by it we can to a certain extent understand the
others, whereas none of the others enable us to understand it.
Instinct contains reflex action, but reflex action does not contain
Instinct''.
But instinctive action has a wider range still.
The

in

evolution of language, of Hterature, of art, of science, of politics, are
also embraced by it, in so far as they take place without the intervention of conscious and deliberate intention
for no one can pretend
;

that

human

progress in these various directions was at

first

evolved

by any such deliberate and intentional action. Let us glance at
some simple form of language to test the truth of this assertion,
supposing a case in which a man and a brute are simultaneously
stimulated to expression by the same influences, that we may more

To attempt to explain Instinct by reflex action is an attempt to explain it
by omitting its most eminent characteristic its practically telic nature its
direction to a future, unforeseen, but generally useful end. It is like the attempt
to explain the building of a house by bricks, mortar, bricklayers, and hodmen,
oiuitling all reference to any influence governing their motions and directing
them towards a predetermined end which is not theirs.
- Professor Carpenter informs me that iu a paper of his on the Voluntary
and Instinctive Actions of Living Beings (to be found in No. 132 of the old
'Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal'), read in 1S37, he pointed out
the essential similarity between Instinct and Eeflex Action.
'

—

—
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clearly see in

what

distinctively

human language

SPECIES. [Juiie 17,
really consists.

Let

us then suppose a man and a brute to be standing under an oak-tree
which begins to fall. The falling tree will produce similar effects
upon the senses of both man and brute ; both will instinctively fly
from the danger, and both may cry out from alarm, and both, by
tlieir cries or gestures, may give rise to similar feelings of alarm in
other men or brutes.
Such language, whether vocal or of gesture,
is emotional language only ; but the man may do what the brute

cannot do he may emit the vocal sounds, " That oak is falling," and
these words are the expression and embodiment of three universal
:

abstract ideas

and

:

The word "oak"

1.

is

oak.

is a conventional sign for the idea "oak,"
a universal, abstract term applicable to every actual or possible
It denotes no single subsisting thing, but a whole group of

things.
2. The word "is" denotes the most important of all abstract
ideas— the idea of existence, or being. It is an idea (expressed in
every human tongue) which we must possess in order to perform
any intellectual act. It is an idea which, though not itself at first
adverted to, makes all other ideas intelligible to us, as light, though

unseen, renders everything else visible to us.
The word " f'aUing " is a term denoting an abstract quality, and
evidently of very wide application, namely, to everything which

itself

3.

is

may

Yet

fall.

Thus

tiie

idea itself

is

one single idea.

human language

(apart from mere emotional manifestations) necessarily implies and gives expression to a number of
It is impossible for a savage to speak the simplest
abstract ideas.
sentence without having formed such ideas for hitnself.
Is it then for a moment possible to suppose that any man
all

Vocal and gesture signs are essenand require comprehension on the part of those
Analogous
addressed as well as on the part of those who use them.
considerations apply to tlie first beginnings of literature, art, science,
and politics, which could not therefore have been consciously and
deliberately invented language?

tially conventional,

deliberately invented.

The

evolutions of these lofty forms of

human

activity are those

most complex instinctive human actions before
referred to', which can no more be due to "lapsed intelligence"
than they can be accounted for by mere compound reflex action.
To do more, however, than thus briefly to refer to these matters
would be to wander beyond the proper scope of this paper. Its
aim is but to call attention to the close correlation which exists
between the various orders of vital activity which have been now
referred to, and to throw out the suggestion that it is rather in
"Instinct" than in any other of these various forms of activity, that
tlie best and most .apposite tyjje of the whole group is to be found.
Such I believe to be the case, whether it may or may not be
expedient to devise some different generic term to denote the whole
group of such correlated activities.
cases of highest and

'

See

(oi/e, p. 4()fi, tlie first liue.
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Prof. Flower,

LL.D., F.R.S., President,

in the Chair.

Secretary read the following reports on the additions made
the Society's Menagerie during the months of June, July, August,

The
to

and September, 1884:

The

total

number of registered additions to the Society's Menamonth of June was 223, of which 56 were by birth,

gerie during the

64 by presentation, 75 by purchase, 3 by exchange, and 25 were reThe total number of departures during the same
ceived on deposit.
period by death and removals was 92.
The following are of special interest
1. Two Red-cheeked Colies (Oolius erythromelon), purchased June
:

We

have only once before received living examples of this
1 2th.
peculiar African type, and the present species is nevF to the collection.
Mr. Keulemans's figure (Plate XLV. figs. 2, 3) will give an idea of
tlie form of this species and of the remarkable colour of the naked
'

skin round the beak.

Two

Chaplain Crows Corvus capellanus) from Fao (near Busrih),
head of the Persian Gulf, presented June 25th by B. T. Ffinch,
Esq. "We are glad to receive fresh examples of this interesting Crow,
which was first described from living specimens in the Society's
Gardens in 1876 (see P. Z. S. 1876, p. 693, pi. Ixvi.).
2.

at the

The

registered additions to the Society's Menagerie

during the

month of July were 195 in number of these 74 were acquired by
presentation, 50 by purchase, 2 by exchange, 35 by birth, and 34
were received on deposit. The total number of departures during
the same period by death and removals was 117.
Tlie most noticeable additions during the month were
1. A second' specimen of the Heloderm
Lizard (Heloderma
;

:

suspectum), received in exchange from the Central-Park Menagerie,
New York, U.S.A., July 3rd.
2. A Collection of Snakes from Japan and North America, brought
home and presented to the Society by Gerald Waller, Esq., F.Z.S.,
July 22nd, amongst which are representatives of five species new to
the Collection, viz.
Tlie Foui-banded Snake{E/aphis quadrivirgata),
and Blonihoff's Snake (Trigonocephalus blomhoffi), from Japan ; the
American Black Snake {Coluber constrictor), the Mexican Snake
{Pituophis inexicanus), and the Cyclopiou Snake {Tropidonotus
:

—

North America.
young female Cape Sea-Lion (Otaria pusilla), from South
Africa, presented to the Society by Capt. John Hewat, Superintendent
of the Docks, Cape Town, July 25th.
This Seal forms a particularly
cyclopion), from
3.

A

1

2

PROC. ZooL.

See P. Z. S. 1876, p. 413, pi. xxxv.
See P. Z. S. 1882, p. 630.

Soc— 1884,
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acceptable addition to the Collection, as we have just lost our former
specimen of the Cape Sea-Lion, which was presented to the Society
by Sir Henry Barklj, C.M.Z.S., and lived nearly thirteen years in
the Gardens.
4. An African Barbet of the genus Trachyphonus, purchased
Jul}' 29th, being the first example of this form of Barbet we have
received alive.
The bird appears to belong to Trachnphonus
purpuratus of West Africa, but is not quite in adult plumage.

The

total number of registered additions to the Society's Menaduring the month of August was 143
of these 85 were
acquired by presentation, 41 by purchase, 4 by birth, 2 by exchange,
and 1 1 were received on deposit.
The total number of departures
during the same period by death and removals was 137.

gerie

;

The

following are of special interest

:

A

Somali Wild Ass {Equus asinus somalicus), from Somali
Land, received in exchange August 1 1th. I propose to give a description of this apparently new form of Wild Ass in a subsequent
communication.
2. Two
Blue Snow-Geese {Chen ccerulescens), from Alaska,
obtained by purchase August 11th.
These are the first examples
of this fine species which have been exhibited in the Society's
Gardens.
3. A Flying Gecko {Ptychozoon homalocephaluni), from Java,
and six Black-spotted Toads ^Bufo melanostictus), also from Java.
They were presented to the Society by Dr. F. H. Bauer, C.M.Z.S.,
of Buitenzorg, Batavia.
1.

The

total

number of registered additions to the Society's Menamonth of September was 111; of these 57 were

gerie during the

acquired by presentation, 22 by purchase, 9 by birth, and 23 were
received on deposit.
The total number of departures during the
same period by death and removals was 119.

Mr. Sclater exhibited the flat skin of a Cheetah, obtained at
Beaufort West, South Africa, and forwarded to liim by the Rev. G.
H. R. Fisk, C.M.Z.S. Mr. Sclater observed that this skin agreed
nearly with that of the animal formerly in the Society's Menagerie
and described and figured by him in P. Z. S. 1877, p. 532, pi. Iv.,
as the Woolly Cheetah [Felis laneu), the skin of which is now in
the British Museum.
It was, however, rather smaller in size and
more distinctly spotted, and perhaps not quite so densely furred,
owing probably to the fact that tlie auhnal was, as Mr. Fisk believed,
a female.

Mr. Sclater was of opinion that this skin went to corroborate the
existence of Felis lanea as a valid species, although he was assured
by Mr. Oldfield Thomas that the skull of the specimen formerly in
the Society's
Cheetah.

Gardens did not

differ

from that of the ordinary

—
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The Secretary exhibited, on behalf of Major W. Brydon, B.S.C.,
C.M.Z.S., an egg of Blyth's Tragopan (Ceriornis bhjlhiy, which had
been laid by a hen in the possession of that gentleman at Debrughar,
Assam.
Secretary read an extract from a letter from the same
correspondent containing an account of his efforts to procure a speWhen
cimen of the Takin {Budorcas taxieolor) for the Society.

The

recently on an advanced frontier-station. Major Brydon had made
many endeavours to procure young specimens of this scarce animal,
but was informed by the natives that it was impossible to keep it in
captivity, as

it

always "jumped

itself to

death," as they expressed

it.

The Secretary exhibited, on behalf of Mr. J. C. Parr, F.Z.S., a
specimen of the chick of the Vulturine Guinea-Fowl {Numida
The hen ot
vulturina), hatched in Lancashire on September 10th.
this species in Mr. Parr's possession had laid very late in August, and
The six eggs were then put under a
after sitting about a week died.
common hen, and five young chicks were the result one, which had
died on the 15th of October, was now exhibited.
The Secretary believed that this was the first instance of the
Vulturine Guinea-Fowl having bred in this country.
:

The Rev. H. H. Slater, F.Z.S., exhibited a specimen of the
Barred Warbler {Sylvia nisoria) obtained on the Yorkshire coast by
himself on the 28th August, 1884. The specimen was a female
It was found in an elder-hedge by a
bird in immature plumage.
on
the
sand-hills,
and was very shy and difficult to
potato-garden
The first British-killed specimen of this species was exhibited
see.
at a meeting of this Society on March 4th, 1879 (see P. Z. S. 1879,
p. 219).

Mr. H. E. Dresser exhibited specimens of Sylvia nisoria and
Hypolais icterina killed in Norfolk, and made the following
remarks
The Eev. H. H. Slater has just exhibited an immature specimen
(the second on record as having been killed in England) of Sylvia
nisoria, and I am glad to be able to place before you a third example
of this Warbler, shot by Mr. F. D. Power, of Cold-Harbour Lane,
Brixton, on the 4th of September last, in some scrub at the base of
Blakeney sandhills, Norfolk. This gentleman informs me that he
saw no other bird at all resembling it on that day, though Garden
This specimen is a female in
Warblers were very numerous.
immature plumage, and closely resembles the bird exhibited by
:

Mr. Slater. The first recorded occurrence was of a fully adult bird,
which was also exhibited at a meeting of this Society by Professor
Newton". Another rare bird which I now have the pleasure to
exhibit is an immature example of Hypolais icterina, also shot by
1

See P. Z.

S. 1872, p.

496

;

1879, p. 457.

^

See P. Z. S. 1879, p. 219.
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Mr. Power near Blakeney, on the lltli of September last.
He
informs me that he shot it from a thick clump of thistles along the
Cley sea-wall.
No other bird was near it, although he had observed
a great arrival of Wheatears, Redstarts, and one Bluethroat that
afternoon, all coming direct from the north, the wiud being eastnorth-east.
As will be seen, this bird was much damaged by the
shot, indeed so much so that the sex was indistinguishable.
This
is the third occurrence of this species in Great Britain on record.
Mr.

W.

B. Tegetmeier, F.Z.S., exhibited a specimen of the Filecaught off Folkestone.

fish (Balisfes capi-iscus) recently

A

paper was read by Mr. F. E. Beddard on the anatomy and
systematic position of a gigantic Earthworm from the Cape Colony,
proposed to be called Microchceta rappi.
This paper will be published entire in the Society's 'Transactions.'

The

On

1.

following papers were read

:

made by Major J. W.
By Arthur G. Butler,

a Collection of Lepidoptera

Yerbury

at

or near Aden.

F.L.S., F.Z.S., &c.
[Received September 30, 1884.]

(Plate

The

collection of

interest, since

it

which

this

XLVI.)
is

not only contains

an account
fine series

is one of the greatest
of the beautiful species

Col. Swinhoe, but also many
remarkable intergrades between certain long-established species,
tending to prove either that hybrids between alUed species are fertile
(which I believe is rarely the case), or that in Aden a condition of
things still exists which in Asia proper and in Africa has long passed
away. Thus in the Euplceinw we find Limnas chrysippus gradually
passing into L. alcippvs and freely intermanyiug with the IndoAfrican and Lower-Nubian types of L. dorippus yet, as the range
of these forms does not by any means correspond, they are practically
distinct (see chnrt, PI. XLVI.).
Even in Africa, where L. chrysippus
has a wide range, it does not ajopear to coexist with L. aleippus it is
true that the range of the latter species can be but imperfectly traced
thus, in the Museum series we only have it from Sierra Leone to
of Teracolns recently described by

;

:

;

]\Ir. Godman's collection ' it occurs here and there
wide intervals over great part of Afi'ica, but does not extend
further south than the Orange Biver (Mr. Godman's localities are
Sierra Leone, Cape Coast Castle, Winnebah, Senegal, Lower Niger,
Sennaar, Abyssinia, and Kimberley). The existence of a Hi/polinmas,

Ashanti, and in

at

I here desire to express my thanks to Mr. Godman for examining the whole
of his specimens and forwarding to me a list of their localities.
'

.

P,ZS.1884.P1,XLVI.

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE ADEN FORMS OF LIMNAS
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!

(Red.)

L
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(Green) L. alvippus
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{Nubian
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modified in imitation of L. alcippus, and occurring at the Victoria
Nyanza, further indicates that the species exists or formerly did
exist there.
On the other hand, we have received L. chrysippus
from South, South-west, and Eastern Africa, the Mascarene and
Comoro islands, and the island of Socotra but nowhere have we
known it to occur together with L. alcippus the latter species is
indeed omitted from Mr. Trimen's ' Rhopalocera Africse Australis
and from other works on the Butterflies of South Africa.
Judging from its present distribution, it would seem likely that
L. alcippus had formerly extended from the Somali Coast through
Abyssinia almost in a straight line to the Gold Coast, and that
southwards its range had passed from Cape Gardafui through the
interior to the Nyanza, and thence, still avoiding the coast, had
whether this represents
continued downwards to the Orange River
its present distribution cannot at present be decided owing to our
meagre knowledge of the Lepidopterous fauna of Africa.
In Asia L. chrysippus occurs commonly from Turkey, through
Persia, Afifghauistan and India, to the PhiHppines, but is not
accompanied by L. alcippus. On the other hand, a very similar form,
L. alcippoides, has been described by Mr. Moore as occurring in
India, and is the L. alcip>pus of Marshall and De Niceville's
"Its appearance
Butterflies of India,' of which these authors say
is so erratic over a large extent of country that in distribution as
well as in inconstancy of the extent of white, the idea of its being
The type,
only a casual variety of i. chrysippus is suggested."
from Nepal, in Mr. Moore's collection, is paler than L. alcippus, and
the secondaries, instead of being pure white, are tinted with fulvous ;
and looking to this fact, together with the paucity of specimen? taken
(probably eight or ten in all, so far as I can gather from the 'Butterflies
of India '), their coexistence with abundance of L. chrysippus ^, and
the probability that an ancestral form would sometimes occur where
the entire difference was one of colour, I should have no hesitation in
regarding L. alcippoides as a case of reversion.
In Col. Swinhoe's
collection there are four of these modified forms of L. chrysippus,
one with white veins from Bombay, one from Mhow, one from
Kurrachee, and one from Deesa, the last three of the L. alcippoides
type ; he may have other examples unset.
On the other hand,
I believe that the tetramorphic type found at Aden represents
L. chrysippus in its ancestral character, probably preserved through
the immigration from time to time of the African forms which occur
on the Somali Coast.
Two of the four forms of Limnas have been received from the
Somali Coast, a third is in Mr. Godman's collection from Cape
Gardafui, and the fourth is in the Museum collection from Socotra ;
all four are therefore in the neighbourhood. Moreover manv Butterflies have been known to fly greater distances, and only recently I
was informed incidentally by the Hon. H. S. Thomas, of the Indian
Civil Service, that he had " frequently seen quite small species of
;

;

;

'

:

'

M. de

Niceville inforraed

me

that this

—

was the

case.
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butterflies crossing the Red Sea in the very teeth ot a strong wind."
There would therefore be nothing very extraordinary in the flight of
some of the larger species across the Strait of Bab-el-Mandeb,
more especially if the wind chanced to be in their favour.
Lest there should be any doubt in the minds of Lepidopterists as
to the specific identity of the four forms of Aden, I quote here
Major Yerbury's note on the species
" I have taken dorippus and
chrysippus in coitu ' so often that I have given up catching them as
a curiosity
I have raised caterpillars feeding on plant no. 41'; there
seemed no difference between the caterpillars which turned to
chrysippus and those that turned to dorippus.
The chrysalides were
of two colours
green with gold spots, and light waxy purple with
ditto."— J. W. Y.
From notes attached to the specimens, it would appear that the
green chrysalis produced the Indo-African form of L. dorippus
and the purplish chrysalis L. chrtjsippus and intergrades towards
:

—

'

:

—

L. alcippus.

It is a singular fact if there really is not

even a slight

difference between the larvae of the various forms.

The question now arises as to what the systematist is to do with
these four forms, since they are (so far as is known) good species
everywhere, excepting at Aden. If we apply to them trinomial
Limnas chrysippus alcippus, another Limnas
chrysippus dorippus, and so on, we declare that they are local races
of one species and yet as a matter of fact they both are and are not.
Again, supposing the trinomial system to be generally adopted for
local races, though it would practically (if not always immediately)
reduce every genus of Lepidoptera to a single species, and eventually
as links continued to turn up (so as to necessitate the union of
nearly allied genera) might lead back the lepidopterist by a process
of retrogression to the first described butterfly, nevertheless, though
all these evils might spring from the adoption of this system, Limnas
chrysippus and one or two other Aden butterflies could not be
embraced by it, because at Aden their forms are not local but mere

appellations, calling one

;

polymorphic sports, or in a word true varieties.
In the present paper I shall keep the various named forms
separate, though under one number, the first as a matter of convenience, to enable me to record the exact place and date of capture,
the second to indicate that at Aden they are not distinct species.

RHOPALOCERA.

Nymphalid^.
euplcein^.
1.

Limnas chrysippus.

Papilio chrysippus, Linnaeus, Mus. Lud. Ulr. p. 263 (1764).
One typical female, Aden, 26th February, 1883.
Taken in coitu with Indo-African type of L. dorippus.
^

I cannot get the

name

of this plant.

;
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—

Intergrade a.
Secondaries with the median veins white-bordered,
the abdominal area partly white.

6, Aden, 11th April, 1884
Intergrade

t.

— Secondaries

Huswah, 18th May.

;

with

the basal

half of the

median

interspaces and the borders of the male sexual spot white.

6 Hnswah, 2nd March,
,

Intergrade

c.

1884.

— Secondaries

with the basal

three-fourths of the

abdominal border, the centre of the interuo-median area, and the
basal half of the median interspaces white or whitish.
6, Huswah, 2nd March, 1884.
1

LiMNAS ALCIPPUS.

a.

ii. pi. cxxvii. E, F (1779).
Haithalkim,
5th
April,
1884.
cJ,
Shghtly modified by interbreeding with L. chrysippus.

Papilio alcippus, Cramer, Pap. Exot.

1

LiMNAS DORIPPUS.

b.

Euploea dorippus, Klug, Symb. Phys.

5. Huswah,

c7

and 6th March
1

c.

2nd

;

5

LiMNAS,

sp.

Euplcea

m

1-4 (1845).
28th January
coitu with Indo-African type, 29th February.

March,

pi.

48.

figs.

S, Aden,

1884;

(unnamed Indo-African type) \

dorippus, var.,

Klug, Symb. Phys.

pi.

48.

fig.

5,

<S

(1845).
(S

,

Aden,

12th February,

cktysippus, 26th February;

1884;
cJ, in

S

,

in coitu with typical L.

coitu with

typical L. dorippus,

29th February.
SATYRINiE.
2.

Ypthima asterope.

Hipparchia asterope, Klug, Symb. Phys.

pi.

29.

figs.

1

1-14

(1832).

Aden, 10th and 19th March
Lahej, 3rd, 4th, and 6th April;
Shaik Othman, 20th April, 1884.
The specimens vary considerably in size, but the ocelli upon the
wings are more uniform than is usual in this genus.
^lajor Yerbury notes Melanitis ismene as common at Lahej,
though he failed to catch one it is only occasionally seen in Aden.
;

;

3.

Nymphalin^.
Hypolimnas misippus.

Papilio misippus, Linnaeus, Mus. Lud. Ulr. p. 264 (1764).
2, Aden, 26th February, 1884.
"The females of this butterfly mimic all the forms of Danaince
1 Although this form appears to be a distinct species when occurring in
Sind, Njassa, Abyssinia, and Arabia, it is only a variety at Aden, and therefore I
do not in this place give it a distinctive name.
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the mimics of dorippus with white and alcippus are rather rarer
than the other types."— J. W. Y.
As might be expected, this copy of Limnas chrysippus is very
inconstant in coloration at Aden
a specimen taken on the 27th
March has lost the black apical patch, and the white subapical band
is replaced by a pale tawny band (Z, inaria, Cramer), so that this
insect more nearly resembles the Indo-African type of L. dorippus
furthermore Col. Swinhoe confirms Major Yerbury's note to the
effect that some females have white on the secondaries like L.
alcippus, and thus would agree with my H. ahippoides from the
Victoria Nyanza.
An instance of this kind points without question
to some relationship between the females of H. misippus and the
Limnas which they copy, and is a sufficient answer to those who
;

;

dispute the existence of protective assimilation.

4.

JUNONIA HERE.

Junonia here, Lang, Entomologist, p. 206 (Sept. 1884).
c?, Haithalkim, 4th April, 1884.
This species, which we have also from Bagdad, has long been
confounded with J. orithyia of China.
It, however, is constantly
smaller, with the primaries blacker
the discoidal s))ots blue instead
of scarlet
the external blue area transverse and with a sharply
defined straight inner edge ; the white band of the primaries is
narrow, and the posterior ocellus little more than a black patch the
anterior ocellus of the secondaries is also represented by a large
rounded black spot the external border greenish-grey on the
under surface the apical area of the primaries and the whole of the
secondaries are of a whitish stone-colour with darker and paler
markings, but the secondaries correspond with those of true J.
orithyia in the absence of distinct ocelli.
;

;

;

;

;

.0.

Junonia clelia.

Papilio
cJ,

6.

clelia,

Cramer, Pap. Exot.

i.

pi. xxi.

E,

F

(1775).

Huswah, 24th June, 1883.

Junonia cebrene.

Junonia cebrene, Trim-en, Trans. Ent. Soc. 1870, p. 353.
6 2, Aden, 10th October, 1883.
Mr. Kivby quotes " J. crebrene," Butler, as a synonym of this
species.
As, however, my paper was read and ordered for jiublication
before my friend Trimen's was received by the Entomological Society,
as the Secretary also altered the name which I had proposed and,
withovt consulting me, gave Trimen's paper precedence in the
volume, either the species should be quoted as mine, or the synonym
J. crebrene (sic) ascribed to the person from whose pen it emanated
I should prefer the latter course.
The occurrence of Pyrumeis cardui is noted by Major Yerbury.
;

— —
'884,]
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Hypanis ILITHYIA.

7.

Papilio ilithyia,
(1773).

Drury,

111.

Exot.

Ent.

ii.

pi.
^

17.

d, Huswah, 24th June, 1883.
at Haithalkim in March 1883; none

'"Common

early in April 1884."

fies

2

1

^

'

to be found

J. IF. T.

LyCvENID/E.

Polyommatus b^ticus.

8.

Popilio bceticvs, Linnaeus, Syst. Nat.

S,

2. p.

i.

^^^^ January; S,
n A^^'i^,
2 , 4th February ; $ 27th March, 1884.
" Generally distributed."
J. W. T.
^^'""''"'

'

Aden, 8th January

22

Peters'

Reise nach Mosambique, Zool.
13-15 (1862).

figs.

;

Berl.
v.

1855, p. 642,

n.
1

410

nl
pi.
,

'y^
-u.

Three females, Aden (without date).

AzANUS amarah.

10.

Polyommatus amarah, Lefebvre, Vov. Abyss, vi. n 384
^'
6(1847).
Aden, 5th January, 18th February, 15th April; Shaik

figs. 5,

15th January, 20th April, 1884.
Occurs also at Huswah according to Major Yerbury.
11.

'

nl
1
V'- ''•

Othman,

AZANTJS ZENA.

Lyc<Bna zena, Moore, P. Z.

S. 1865, p. 50.5, pi. xxxi. fig. 9.

Huswah, 2nd March and 9th September Aden, 7th March,
20th
June, 5th September, and 8th November, 1883.
;

" Generally distributed."

We

have specimens of this species received by Mr.
Moore from
Kutch it occurs also at Kurrachee, and, on account of its
affinity
to A, ubaldus, has been recorded under the
latter name.
;

Col,

A.

:

,

9. Catochrysops asopus.
Lycana aso^ws, Hopffer, Ber. Verb. Ak.

n.

7R9, n. 226 (1767).

Swinhoe has specimens of the alUed Abyssinian
species
Aden in January and February.

sigillata collected at

TaRUCUS PUIiCHER.
Lycana pulchra, Murray,
12.

figs. 7, 8.

6 ?, Aden,
April

;

Trans. Ent, Soc. 1874, p. 524 pi
r
> f

10
•

•

18th and 29th February, 4th March; Lahei
3rd

Huswah, 2nd and 14th March, 1884.

1 In his notes on Aden Butterflies
Major Yerbury refers to two species
I
only found one specunen (from Huswah) among Ms
Aden specimens, and 'the
not* to this states that it is the only one ever
seen; the specimens from
Uaithalliim are probably the same, however.

;
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Taructis theophrastus.

Hesperia theophrastus, Fabricius, Ent. Syst. iii.
(1793).
LyccBna theophrastus, Lucas, Expl. Alg., Zool.
1849).

1, p.

281, n. 32

pi. 1.

iii.

fig.

6

c? 2, Lahej, 3rd April, 1883.
Occurs also at Huswah according to Major Yerbury.

M. Lucas's figure is not very characteristic. The species may
readily be distinguished from T. nara of India by the break iu the
submarginal series of spots on the under surface of the secondaries,
the spots towards the costa forming a line with those beyond the
14.

cell.

ZlZERA TROCHILUS.

LyccBna trochilus, Freyer, Neuere Beitr. v. pi. 440. fig. 1 (1844).
Lyccena parva, Murray, Trans. Ent. Soc. 1874, p. 526, pi. 10.
fig. 1.

Aden, 14th January; 3rd, 6 th, and 18th February; 6th, 12th,
and 19th March Huswah, 2nd March ; Lahej, 3rd April, 1884.
The characters upon which Mr. Murray relied for the separation
of his L. parva from Zizera trochilus are not only slight but not
" Its much smaller size, and also from its presenting in
constant
both wings a series of white markings immediately beyond the
In the eleven Aden specimens before me the
discal row of spots."
24 millimetres in expanse, the smallest
from
to
varies
17
size
specimen therefore agreeing with Mr. Murray's type, and the largest
exceeding by 4 niillim. the largest of our other examples of Z.
the white markings also (which are only expansions
trochilus
;

:

—

;

of the white borders to the ordinary spots) fail, or, more strictly
speaking, correspond with those of Z. trochilus, in two specimens
from the Transvaal in the Museum collection.
15.

Zizera knysna.

Lyctena kni/sna, Trimen, Trans. Ent. Soc.

ser. 3,

vol.

i.

p.

282

(1862).

Shaik Othman, 18th January, 9th March

;

Huswah, 2nd April

Lahej, 3rd April, 1884.
As a rule slightly larger than specimens from South Africa, but
exactly corresponding in every other respect ; one example taken at
Shaik Othman on the 20th April is somewhat aberrant, being small
even for typical Z. knysna, and with the under surface as white in
tint as that of Z. pygmtBa.
16.

Zizera gaika.

Lyccena gaika, Trimen, Trans. Ent. Soc.

ser.

3,

vol.

i.

p.

403

(1862).

Aden, 4 th February, 6th and

12th

March

;

Haithalkim, 4th

April, 1884.

The specimens correspond
Africa.

in all respects

with those from South
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DeUDORYX

Lyccena

livia,
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LIVIA.

Klug, Symb. Phys.

pi.

3-6 (1834).

40. figs.

and 20th January, and
Aden, 25th December, 1883
17th February, 1884.
The female of this species (of which Klug figures two males)
closely resembles the Dipsas antalus of Hopffer, two females of
;

which are evidently represented

5th, 6th,

as sexes.

PaPILIONIDjE.
18.

Terias chalcomi^ta.

Terias chalcomiceta, Butler, Ann.
vol. iii. p. 190, n. 10 (1879).
Lahej, 3rd and 6th April

;

& Mag,

Nat. Hist.

ser.

5,

Haithalkim, 4th April, 1884.

The seven examples forwarded by Major Yerbury are separated
by him under four different numbers, probably on account of their
difference of size and the more or less pronounced character of the
markings on the under surface ; in some specimens these are as
sharply defined as in T. cBsiope, whilst others agree with the type
from Johanna in almost every particular.

The Catopsilice of the collection appear to repeat, to a certain
extent, the peculiarities of the forms of Limnas, since they are undoubtedly connected by intergrades in such a manner as to render
their separation very difificult.

When

I

published

my Monograph

of Oallidryades, I recognized

two African types, Catopsilia pyrene and C. fiorella, which, at the
time, were believed by Mr. Trimen to be dimorphic forms of one
this belief was based upon the capture of a supposed
species
C. pyrene S in coitu with a 0. fiorella $
his words are as
follows
" On one occasion near Durban, Port Natal, I took a
white c? and yellow $ in copuld. Females of the paler colouring
are certainly scarcer than the others
but Mr. Bowker writes that
he has noticed them in Basuto-Land, and Mr. Hewitson possesses
one from Madagascar, which resembles the yellowish-white specimen
from Bourbon, figured in M. Maillard's ' Notes sur I'lle de la
Reunion (Bourbon),' published in 1862."
The pale female in Mr. Hewitson's collection is my G. rufo-sparsa,
and differs from C. fiorella not only in its pale colouring, but in
the total absence of the angular subapical series of spots on the
primaries, the shorter secondaries, the ochreous instead of chromeyellow colouring of the under surface, the denser and less striate
character of the reticulate markings, and the suffused ill-defined
;

:

—

:

;

character of the discal series of spots.
In a collection received some years since from Abyssinia were
great numbers of a Catopsilia which I took to be C. fiorella, and
one of these I selected for the saTie of its locality.
On setting it,
however, I found it so distinct the central area of the wings b"ein»
occupied by a broad white belt, and the under surface of the secondaries showing only one instead of three silver spots
that I concluded

—

—

to describe

it

as a

new

species under the

name of

0. aleurona.
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In Aden the Catopsilice appear to be very common, thirty-nine
specimens being in the present collection. The females separate
readily into four types but as regards the males 1 agree with Major
Yerbury in admitting that " I have found it very difficult to separate
They have, however, enhghtened me
the different CatopsilicB."
the males of G. px/rene and C. florella
that
which
is,
point,
upon one
(as in many other species of Callidryas) are extremely similar,
that, consequently, Boiswhilst the females are entirely different
;

;

duval was in error as to the male of the latter species, whilst my
The male of (?.
friend Trimen was partly right and partly wrong.
pyrene
but I
of
like
that
sex
0.
very
white
and
fiorella is indeed
in
Tropical
that
species
from
distinctness
of
its
doubt
little
have
Africa, though in Aden I have every reason to believe that Q. pyrene,
this opinion I base not
C. aleurona, and C. florella are one species
only upon the fact that all fly together (for that is not conclusive
evidence of identity), but from the existence in Aden of a fourth
form between G. pyrene and G. aleurona and perfectly intermediate
on both surfaces. This iutergrade, which I believe to be M. Boisduval's G. hyblcea described from a Senegalese specimen, resembles
G. rufo-sparsa of Madagascar and G. gnoma of India on the upper
surface, but on the under surface is only a little yellower than G.
pyrene, with similar greyish reticulations and barely a trace of the
,

;

discal series of spots.

If in Tropical Africa G. florella were merely a dimorphic form of the
female of G. pyrene, as Mr. Trimen clearly supposed it to be, there is
no reason why intergrades between the females should not occur commonly with them there, as at Aden ; yet this is not the case. On the
other hand, admitting the distinctness of the two species in Southern
and Western Africa, the fact that they are one species in Aden can be
explained by the not improbable supposition that the Abyssinian
type has steadily migrated in that direction, and, being almost exactly
intermediate between the two, has rendered the preservation of a
tetramorphic species possible in this case as in that of Limnas chrysippus ; nor in my opinion is such a supposition at all fanciful in the
case of genera which are notorious for the possession of a strong

migratory instinct.
In the present paper I must necessarily treat the forms of Catopsilia as I have done those of Limnas.
19.

Catopsilia florella.

2 Papilio florella, Fabricius, Syst. Ent. p. 479, n. 159 (1775).
Gallidryas (Catopsilia) florella, Butler, Monogr. in Lep. Exot.
p. 56, pi. xxii. figs. 1, 2, 2 a (18/1).
14th April,
cJ, Aden, 26th February, 1883; $, 27th March, cJ,
April,
1884.
3rd
Lahej,
1884; cJ,
The males are larger than those of G. jjyrene, have the primaries
more produced, with incurved outer margin rather distinctly spotted
with smoky grey on the under surface also the angular discal sub;

apical streak

is

tolerably distinct.

;
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ALEURONA.

Aim. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 4,
489 (1876).
c? , Aden, 4th and 23rd February and 1 0th March
$ , 15th April
S Shaik Othman, 9th March $ Lahej, 6th April, 1884.
The males barely show a trace of marginal spotting on the upper
surface, and are slightly paler on the under surface than in C.florella
at the same time there is so much similarity between them that,
unless taken in copula in Abyssinia, it would be impossible to assert
that no taint of C.jlorella had modified the normal characteristics

2

Catopsilia aleurona, Butler,

vol. xviii. p.

;

,

;

,

;

of the race ^

19

Catopsilia hybl^a.

b.

$

Gen. Lep.

Ca//?W?"yo5 ^?/6?(»fl, Boisduval, Sp.

p.

612, n.

11

(1836).

6

,

6th January, 23rd February, 8th

March

?, 12th March

;

;

21st March.

(S,

Nine males and three females received both sexes are smaller
than in C. aleurona, of a paler greenish-sulphur tint below, with
the markings, excepting the small ocellated spots, very ill-defined.
;

1

9

c.

Catopsilia pyrene.

Colias pyrene, Swainson, Zool. 111. lstser.pl. 51 (1820-1).
Aden, 21st and 27th March; $, 12th March; $, Lahej,
3rd April; S 2 {in coitu), 4th and 6th April; J, 10th April;
Shaik Othman, 20th April.

S ?,
cJ,

20.

TeRACOLUS

CALAIS.

Papilio Calais, Cramer, Pap. Exot.

i.

pi.

53.

figs.

Aden, 5th, I4th, 22nd, and 28th January;
10th and 14th October, 1883.
21.

D

(1779).

10th April, i8S4

;

Teracolus dynamene.

Pontia dynamene, Klug, Symb. Phys.

S 2

C,

in

coitu,

pi. 6. figs.

Aden, 15th February, 1884;

15,

d",

16 (1829).

2yth August,

1883.

The female taken

in coitu is not distinguishable from that sex of
which species it is, I should say, undoubtedly to be
referred
the two species are perfectly distinct and readily separable,
so that it is extremely unlikely that any fertile eggs would have
been produced, or, at any rate, would ha\e yielded healthy larvae;
if, however, hybrids were reared, they ought to resemble T. carnijer
more than anything else.

T. Calais, to
;

1 I must here remind Lepidopterists
that whenever I speak of a species of
Butterfly or Moth, I mean exactly what is understood in some of the other
Orders by a local race ; all " species " of Lepidoptera being, in my opinion, local

races.
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21a. Teracolus carnifer.
Teracolus carnifer, Butler, P. Z. S. 1876, p. 138, u. 42,

pi. vii.

figs. 8, 9.

S, Aden, 7th July, 1883.
This form was described upon specimens in Mr. Moore's collection
from Myupuri, N.W. Punjab ; in the Museum we have a pair from
Kurrachee, presented, along with specimens of T. dynamene, by Col.
Swinhoe now again a single male conies from Aden in company
I think therefore that the distinctness of this
with T. dynamene.
form from the latter must be regarded as extremely doubtful, unless
At the
it can be shown by breeding that it is a different species.
same time, the two forms are sufficiently dissimilar to leave the
question of their specific identity an open one for the present.
;

Teracolus phisadia.

22.

Pieris phisadia, Godart, Enc. Meth. ix. p. 132, n. 40 (1819).
Var. Pontia arne, Klug, Symb. Phys. pi. 7. figs. 1-4 (1829).

Aden, 6th and 20th January; $ , 27tli March and 10th
1884; $, 6th July, 29th August; d. 1st September, 10th
October; 2, 14th October, 1883;
d',30th December, 1882;
5th April, 1884.
April
{in
coitu)
Haithalkim,
Lahej,
3rd
S $
;
$
The males are large, and therefore belong to the variety figured by
Klug the females show every gradation from the pure yellow form
of Klug's figure to a form almost exactly agreeing with the male
there is also a saffron-yellow variety, and a variety of a creamy-white
colour, slightly suffused with salmon in the centre and along the
cJ,

April,

,

,

;

;

costa of the primaries.

Teracolus

23.

Teracolus

vi,

vi.

Swinhoe, P. Z.

S.

1884, p. 437,

pi.

xxxix.

figs. 0, 7.

$, 18th
cf , Aden, 6th January, 4th February, 11th April, 1884
October and 8th November
c? , 23rd October and 8th December,
;

;

1883.

Teracolus pleione.

24.

Pontia pleione, Klug, Symb. Phys.

5

Aden, 26th February

,

6

;

,

2

,

pi. 8. figs. 7, 8 (1829).
27th March, 10th April

;

$

,

15th April, 1884.

24

a.

Teracolus miriam.

Idmais miriam, Felder, Reise der Nov., Lep.
pi.

ii. p. 190, n. 186,
27. figs. 3, 4.
Teracolus chrysomela, Butler, Cist. Ent. p, 244 (1874).

cJ
$ Aden, 6th January
?, 10th April.
,

The

,

{in coitu)

;

c?

,

?

,

27th March

;

S

,

caught flying together, taken
which separates the one
to indicate that T. miriam is only an

fact that these Butterflies are all

in conjunction with the slight difference

from the other, seems

to

me

under-coloured variety of T. pleione

:

its

sole distinction

is

that the

—

'

;
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secondaries in the male have no marginal spots, and that in the
Major Yerbiuy, however, sends
female these spots are very small.
the following note, which argues in favour of the existence of more
than one species here if by breeding he can prove this to be the
case, I shall not be at all distressed, though certainly surprised
thereby.
He says
" I fancy there are three distinct insects under
these two numbers (attached to specimens indicated under T. pleione
and var.) Jirst, the ordinary common male with the white female
second, the yellow females (the males I have taken in coitu with
yellow females seem to have the orange coming down lower on the
hind wing) ; and third, the males of a brighter, richer colour these
are so conspicuous that one notices them at once when on the wing.
I have raised one or two caterpillars
there certainly are at least two
diflferent sorts of caterpillars to be found on plant no. 23 {Cleome,
Only T. pleione resulted, but, at the time when I raised
n. sp. ?).
these caterpillars, I only had one breeding-glass, so could not tell
what turned to what."
I may uote that a small male T. acaste " from chrysalis " was
labelled with the same number as T. jileione.
female T. miriam
was also taken in coitu with T.jileione, S
;

:

—

—

;

A

25.

Teracoltjs ccelestis.

Teracolus

ccelestis,

?,'

1,

2.

, 23rd January, 1 884 ;
<S 2nd March, 1 883
27th March, d 10th April Lahej, 6th April,

6th January, 5

6 $
5, 12th, and S
,

^

Swinhoe, P. Z.S.1884,p.435,pl.xxxix.figs.
,

,'

;

1884.
Either this species is extremely variable or it hybridizes with 2\
acaste of Klug, and thus produces intergrades to that species
in
the absence of direct evidence I am inclined to think the latter to be
the case.
In his recent paper on Teracolus, Col. Swiuhoe regarded
the white females as albino varieties of his T. ccelestis, and could not
be persuaded to believe that they were represented by King's
yet these figures, though a little too black, are really not
figures
bad, whereas the figures of T. pleione are not at all like anything we
have ever seen, and nevertheless Col. Swinhoe did not hesitate to
agree with me that they were intended to represent the Aden species.
Between T. ccelestis, then, and T. acaste we have two intergrades,
both of them smaller in both sexes thau T. ccelestis. The first of
these has the outer border of the primaries in both sexes broader
than in T. ccelestis, and the upper surface, especially of the secondaries in the i'emale, of a paler sulphur-yellow
this 1 shall regard
as a simple variety of T. ccelestis reduced in size and colour by
crossing with T. acaste.
The second intergrade differs but little in
the male sex from that last mentioned, excepting that the blackish
border is narrower and tapers more towards the external angle ; the
females, however, have lost the yellow colouring (or rather, if my
view be correct, have not acquired it), only the diffused pale orange
;

;

:

'

'
I should have found it difficult to decide which were the males of this
form, had they not fortunately been taken in coitu with the females.

;
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nebula being present upon the primaries this I propose to regard
as a variety of T. acaste, modified in colouring by crossing v?ith T.
:

cmlestis.

Intergrade

\

= T.

d, Aden, 2ud March, 1883;

coelestis, var.

$, 10th

April,

1884;

?

,

1st

July, 1883.

Intergrade

2= T.

$, Aden, 26th February, 1884,

cj

acaste, var.
in coitu

(two pairs).

Teracolus acaste.

26.

Pontia acaste, Klug, Symb. Phys.

pi. 7. figs. 16,

17 (1829).

S, Aden, 27th March, 10th April (from chrysalis), 1884; $,
3rd June and 5th September, 1883.
In Hewitson's collection two females of T. acaste stand under T.
halimede, whilst T. acaste is represented by four females of T.
pleione and one of T. acaste, T. pleione consisting of one typical
male and three males of the variety T. miriam one of the females
labelled " Red |.Sea " corresponds more closely with King's figures
than those in the present collection, but is evidently referable to the
;

same species.
As T. acaste appears to have a wider range than T. ccelestis, it
would be at any rate premature to regard them as mere sports of one
variable species.

Teracolus protomedia.

27.

Pontia protomedia, Klug, Symb. Phys.

2

c^

,

Haithalkiin, 4th and 5th April

pi. 8. figs. 13,
;

14 (1829).

$ Lahej, 6th April
May, 1884.
,

Shaik Othinan, 20th April and Uth
thing that specimens of this species almost invariably arrive in a more or less broken condition
of the ten
examples before me only two males came to hand in anything like a

6 $

,

It is a curious

;

may render them
an interesting one, since
links the T. hewitsoni and T. halimede groups.

perfect state

;

possibly their brilliant colouring

especially attractive to birds.
it

28.

The

species

is

Teracolus miles.

Teracolus miles, Butler, A.nn. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 5, vol. xii.
p. 105 (1883).
(S, Aden, 11th July, 1883.
The example does not perfectly agree with the type from the
Victoria Nyanza, but is too close to render it safe to separate it
upon a single specimen. Major Yerbury says that he has only seen
two examples, " one on the 7th July and the other a few days
later."

29.

Teracolus epigone.

Anthopsyche epiyone, Felder, Reise
n.

der. Nov., Lep.

180.

S ?, Haithalkim, 4th and

5th April, 1884.

ii.

p.

186,

lepidoptera from aden

1884.]
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nouna.

Anthocharis nouna, Lucas, Expl. Alg., Zool.
pi. 1. fig.

6 2 Huswah, 30th March and 18th
and 20th April, 1884.
,

The specimens
31.

iii.

p,

350, n. 14

2 (1849).

May

;

d, Haithalkim, 5th

agree tolerably closely with the figures by

M. Lucas.

Teracolus saxeus.

Teracolus saxeus, Swinhoe, P. Z. S. 1884, p. 441, pi. 40. figs. 1, 2.
d", Huswah, 14th March, 1884;
$, 9th September, 1883; 5,
Lahej, 9th September, 1883.
Differs from the preceding in the subapical oblique orange band
on the primaries below being of double the width, and in the much
more pink colour of the under surface of the secondaries ; the female
also is destitute of the oblique brown line near the inner edge of the
broader orange apical patch.
It is, of course, possible that the two
may be dimorphic forms of one species, but this can only be satisfactorily decided by breeding.
32.

Teracolus yerburii.

Teracolus yerburii, Swinhoe, P. Z. S. 1884, p. 441, pi. 39. fig. 12.
Haithalkim, 4th and 5th April; ShaikOthman, 11th May, 1884.
Occurs also at Lahej according to Major Yerbury. The species
had evidently been some time on the wing when obtained, as only
one of the six examples received was uninjured.
33.

S

Teracolus swinhoei,
Allied

sp. n.

the preceding species, from which it differs as
follows :
Wings longer, the primaries with rounded apex and external angle, upper surface sulphur-yellow instead of milky white
;
the black-brown apical patch of primaries more oblique, with the
band of five orange spots decidedly narrower, more oblique, less
angular, and with narrower blackish inner edge ; secondaries with
the grey basi-costal scaling continuous with the outer edge of the
costal blackish spot, the apical patch unbroken ; the squamose grey
band, from the apical patch to the subniedian vein, further from the
outer margin and paler than in T. yerburii
the black marginal
spots much larger ; under surface tinted with sulphur-yellow throughout, bright sulphur-yellow over the basal half of the primaries and
the external border, the subapical orange band much brighter and
(as on the upper surface) narrower and more oblique.
Expanse of
.

—

to

;

wings 42 mm.
Haithalkim, 5th April, 1884.
" The only specimen."— J^. W. Y.
34.

Belenois lordaca.
Entom. v. p. 48.
Huswah, 14th and 30th March
$ Haithalkim, 5th

Pieris lordaca. Walker,

S ?

,

;

,

April,

1884.

The males

are smaller than one in the

Pkoc. Zool. Soc.~1884, No. XXXIV.

Museum

collection

34
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Damascus, but that is probably an exceptionally large example
there is no difference between a female from Damascus and one
from Huswab.
" I have raised caterpillars of this on Capparis galeata." /. W. T.
caterpillar taken on the 14th March emerged on the 24th.
;

—

A

35.

Belenois leucogyne,

sp. n.

Allied to B.elisa nuiB.johannce.
primaries as
above milky white
:

the male
B. boffuensis, with narrow

Size of B. severina
in

:

oblique black discocellular streak and tapering, internally zigzag,
external border enclosing five spots of the ground-colour, the second
largest ; secondaries with a marginal series of triangular blackish
spots indistinctly connected by a few dusky scales here and there
under surface most like £. bognensis primaries milky white, the
apical or external border brown, darker along its inner edge and
enclosing six primrose-yellow spots, one being placed within the
subcostal furca secondaries primrose-yellow, with a chain-like series
:

;

;

of four large spots of the ground-colour upon a brown ground, an
abbreviated brown irregular stripe from costa to second subcostal
Female Sibove sulphur-yellow primaries with black discobranch.
cellular bar and external border as in B. bogiiensis $ ; secondaries
with narrow external black border and subcostal stripe ; four small
submarginal spots of the ground-colour ; primaries below reddish
brown towards apex ; seven lemon-yellow spots upon the external
border, otherwise as above ; secondaries pearl-white, streaked and
bordered with lemon-yellow, border brown ; otherwise as above.
;

Expanse of wings 55 mm.
cJ,

36.

Lahej, 3rd April;

d'

$, Haithalkim, 4th and 5th

April, 1884.

Synchloe glauconome.

Pontia glauconome. King, Symb. Phys. pi. /.figs. 18, 19 (1829).
Aden, 25th and 28th January, 1883; 5th and I2th February
(from chrysalis), 1S84.
" The caterpillar of this butterfly feeds in Aden on plant no. 42
(^Cleome paradoxa), but in the interior it feeds on no. 43 (Dipierggium glaucuni) it is generally distributed." J. TF. Y.
S. iranica of Bienert, from Persia and Affghanistan, is closely
on the upper surface it differs chiefly in the
allied to this species
on the
larger white spots on the apical border of the primaries
under surface, however, it is readily separable by the absence of the
green basi-abdominal patch on the secondaries, and the paler
yellower tint of the other green markings on all the wings.
A discoloured chrysalis forwarded by jMajor Yerbury as possibly
;

;

;

that of Teracolus phisadia appears to me to belong to this species
it is of the usual form aud shows the wing-pattern distinctly.
37.

;

Nepheronia arabica.

Eronia buquetii, var. arabica, HopfFer in Peters's Reise
Mosambique, Zool. v. p. 363, var. p (1862).
Haithalkim, 4th April, 1884.
Lahej, 3rd and 6th April
;

nach
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had a female befora him when he wrote
The under surface of the secondaries and
the male is of a pearly greenish tint, the dusky

IIopfFer probably only

his diagnosis of this form.

apex of primaries in
atoms being confined almost entirely to the costal border of the
secondaries
the female even is scarcely ochraceous on the uudersurface I should rather describe the secondaries as sericeous greenish
yellow, sparsely reticulated with greyish squamosa striae ; the usual
purplish discocellular marking with white centre and creamy-white
;

;

spot attached to

its

outer edge.

no doubt that the local forms named by Hopffer E.
mosamhicensis, capensis, and arabica are permanent, and should be
There

is

kept separate.

HESPERIIDiB.
38.

Hesperia anchises.

Ismene anchises, Gerstaecker
Africd,

iii,

in

Von

der Decken's Reisen in Ost-

p. 374, n. 2y, pi. xv. figs. 6, 6 a (1873).

Aden, 8th July, 1884.
Also *' Huswah " according

We

to Major Yerbury.
have H. anchises also from the Victoria Nyanza.

39.

Parnara mathias.

Hesperia mathias, Fabricius, Ent. Svst. Suppl.
Butler, Cat, Fabr. Lep. pi. 3. fig. 6 (1870).

433 (1/98);

p.

Aden, 3rd February, 1884, 12th June and 7th December, 1883
Huswah, 2nd March; Shaik Othman, 20th April, 1884.
.Also at Lahej according to Major Yerbury.
40.

;

Gegenes karsana.

Hesperia karsana, Moore, P. Z. S. 1874,

S Aden, 3rd
,

February, 1884

;

p.

57Q,

pi.

? Shaik Othman,
,

67.

1st

fig. 6.

September,

1883.

Also occurs at Huswah.

Pyrgus EVANiDUs(var. adenensis).

41.

Pyrgus

Ann.

evanidus, Butler,

& Mag.

Nat. Hist.

ser.

5, vol. v.

p. 223.

Aden, 3rd, 23rd, and 26th February, 1884, and 2nd March, 1883.
All the specimens are much darker on the under surface than
those from Sind and Beloochistan, the apex of the primaries having
the blackish ground-colour of the remainder of the wing, and the
secondaries having the ground-colour dark greyish olivaceous instead
of pale yellowish.
As the Aden form may prove to be distinct
(and is at any rate more w'orthy of a name than many of the forms
recognized on the Continent), I propose to call it var. adenensis.
42.

Thanaos djjel^l^.

Pteryyospidea

djceleelce,

"Wallengreu,

Lep. Rhop. Caffr. p.

(1857).

Aden,

1st July,

1883.

34*
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This species appears to be common in Angola, whence most of
Hewitson's specimens were obtained; we have one example from
Angola and one from Abyssinia.

HETEROCERA.
In addition to the specimens received from Major Yerbiny, we
possess a small series presented by Col. Swinhoe, which I propose to
include in this list, when in sufficiently good order for identification ;
as, however, this series was preserved in spirit, it is not surprising to
find that some of the specimens are unrecognizable.

Sphingid^.

lophura nana.

43.

Lophura nana, Walker, Lep. Het.

viii.

p. 107, n. 4 (1856).

Aden (from chrysalis), 8th April, 1884.
The remainder of the j\Ioths are onl)' numbered, no
panying them

;

notes accom-

the type was from Natal.

BaSIOTHEA IDRICUS.

44.

Sphinx

idrieus,

Drury,

Nat. Hist.

111.

iii.

p.

2,

pi.

2.

fig.

2

(1773).

Aden.
We have the species from Natal, Sierra Leone, and Abyssinia.

Chjerocampa celerio.

45.

Sphinx

celerio, Linnaeus, Syst.

Nat.

i.

2, p.

800 (1766).

Two

examples, Aden.
have this widely distributed species from Abyssinia (a locality
not recorded in my Revision of the family).

We

Deilephila livornica.

A&.

Sphinx
fig.

livornica,

Esper, Ausl. Schmett.

ii.

pp. 87, 196, pi.

8.

4 (1785).
cJ,

A

Aden.
single specimen, rather

e^ddently to be referred to the

47.

darker than Turkish examples, but

same

species.

Daphnis nerii.

Sphinx nerii, Linnaeus, Syst. Nat. i. 2, p. 798, n. 5 (1766).
2, Aden.
A pale example, and therefore not of the African type.
48.

p.

Protoparce orientalis,

Protoparce orientalis, Butler, Trans. Zool. Soc. 1876,
609, n. 21, pi. 91. figs. 16, 17.

vol.

ix.

S, Aden.

One
olvuli.

slightly

rubbed specimen of

this Eastern

form of P. con-
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LlTHOSIID^.
49.

Deiopeia pulchella.

Tinea pulchella, Liunaeus, Syst. Nat.

i.

884, n. 349 (176G).

2, p.

Three specimens, Aden.

Leucaniid,«.
50.

Leucania extranea.

Leucania extranea, Giienee, Noct.

i.

p. 77, n. 104.

One bad specimen, Aden (C Swinhoe).
The specimen was just good eaough to permit

of

its

being recog-

p.

667 (1865).

nized.

Xylophasiid^e.
51. Xylophasia opposita, var.
Mamestra opposita. Walker, Lep. Het. Suppl.

S

,

ii.

Aden.

Only

differs from the type-specimens (from S. India and Ceylon) in
having an oblique diffused belt of scarcely perceptibly redder colour
from centre of inner margin to apex of primaries.
The species of Xylophasia are well known to be variable in the
ground-colour of the wings, and dimorphism is probably prevalent, as
with X. rurea and var. combusta (which resembles a Mamestra).
I
should not be surprised if the N. -American Mamestra dubitans
prove to be a similar dimorphic form of Xylophasia lignicolora.

52.

Prodenia caradrinoides.

2 Laphygma

caradrinoides. Walker, Lep. Het.

ix.

p.

190, n. 8

(1856).
cJ
c?

Prodenia
o Aden.

ingloria.

Walker,

I.

c.

xv. p.

1679 (1858).

,

The type

of L. caradrinoides was from Natal, but that of P. ingloria from Moreton Bay, so that their separation as distinct species
was excusable ; we have received both sexes together from the
Hawaiian Islands. The range of this species is therefore most
extensive.

Apamiid^.
53.

Perigea inexacta.

Perigea inexacta. Walker, Lep. Het. Suppl.

ii.

Aden (Swinhoe).
The type of the species was from the Cape of
54.

p.

682 (1865).

Good Hope.

Amyna stigmatula ?

Erastria stigmatula, Snellen, Tijd. voor Ent. xv. pi. 4.

fig.

15

(1872).

Aspect above of A. stellata of Japan, from which, however, it
grey-edged scales of the primaries, giving it a mottled

differs in the

;
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character, the scales themselves redder, the inner whitish-edged
hroTvn line nearer the base more oblique and sinuated (not denticulated)
reniform spot larger, more oblique, its inferior lobe stramineous instead of pure white outer line more parallel to the inner,
regularly dentate-sinuate, the sinuations wider than in A. stellata ;
secondaries (like the primaries) darker and redder than in the
Japanese species the thorax mottled like the primaries
on the
under surface all the wings are grey, slightly paler beyond the postmedian line, which is not sharply defined and very slightly undulated,
whereas in A. stellata the costal and apical borders of primaries and
the whole surface of the secondaries on the underside are whitish,
and the postmedian line on the secondaries is further from the outer
margin, sharply defined, dark brown and deeply dentate-sinuate.
Expanse of wings 26 mm.
cJ, Aden {Yerbury and Swinhoe).
In a paper in the Proceedings of this Society for 1881 (p. 617) I
recorded Amyna cejihnsalis as from Kurrachee the specimen is a
good deal worn, but certainly belongs to the present species and
not to A. cephusalis
the latter is in fact more nearly allied to
A. stellata than the present species is nevertheless, in the absence
of a good example of A. stigmatvla for comparison with that received from Col. Swinhoe, it was impossible to see in what respects
the latter differed from A. cephusalis, and therefore I concluded it
to be a variety of the same.
Snellen's figure is not good, but I
think represents this species.
The specimen presented by Col. Swinhoe is much disguised in
colouring by its immersion in spirit, but is otherwise in fair condition.
;

;

:

;

;

:

;

55.

Heliothid^.
Heliothis armigera.

Heliothis armigera, Hiibner, Noct. pi. 79.

fig.

370 (1805-24).

Aden {Swinhoe).
acontiid^.
56.

Xanthodes innocens.

Xatithodes innocens. Walker, Lep. Het. xv. p. 1752 (1858).

Aden.

Eriopid^.
57.

Callopistria yerburii,

sp. n.

Nearest to C. exotica : of the same general coloration and size
wings a little darker the outer or discal stripe more slender, not
lunulated, its upper portion much more strongly arched, so as to
impinge upon the submarginal triangular spots, its lower portions
strongly inangled
under surface greyer, more uniform in colour,
without any golden reflection, the white markings obsolete. Expanse
of wings 30 millim.
Aden.
;

;
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EURHIPID^.
EUTELIA DISCISTRTGA.

58.

Eutelia discitriga
(1865).

(sic),

Walker, Lep.

Het. Suppl.

iii.

p.

823

Aden {Terbury and Swinhoe).
Plusiid^e.

Plusia limbirena.

59.

Plusia limbirena, Guenee, Noct.
Aden (Swinhoe).

Occurs also

ii.

p, 350, n. 11/9.

in Abyssinia.

GONOPTERID^.
COSMOPHILA XANTHINDYMA.

60.

Cosmophila xanthindyma, Boisdural, Fauna Ent. Madag.

p. 94,

pi. 13. fig. 7.

Coamophila i7idica, Guenee, Noct. ii. p. 396, n. 1256.
Cosmophila miragoides, Gueiide, /. c. p. 397, n. 1258.
CirrcBdia edentafa and variolosa, Walker, Lep. Het.

xi. p.

750

(1857).
, Aden.
have this species from Madagascar, Natal, West Africa,
Ceylon, and various parts of India and Australia.
It is probablyidentical with Walker's Cirrcedia edentata from Tasmania, but, in

<S

2

We

my

opinion, does not quite agree with Cosmopliila erosa of the

New

World, a constant character for separating which appears to obtain
in the more deeply sinuous, more angular, and more narrowly
fringed outer border of the primaries; it is also as a rule of a more
with the external half of the primaries of the male by
no means so dark.
lively colour,

61.

Gonitis suBVLiFERA.

Gonitis subulifera, Gue'ne'e, Noct.

ii. p. 404, n. 1272 (1852).
(^Terbury and Swinhoe).
This species was originally described from an Abyssinian example.

Aden
62.

Gonitis PROPiNauA,

sp. n.

Closely allied to G. fractifera of St. Domingo, some varieties (the
greyer ones) of which it closely resembles in size, colour, and, pattern,
with the following exceptions
It is usually greyer and darker; the
:

palpi are

more

—

though not quite so long the reniform spot
more oblique, the bl- ck dots within it being

slender,

on the primaries

is

;

blurred
the outer line of the central belt is much more irregular
and bends more strongly outwards towards the inner margin the
inner margin of the primaries is shorter, thus equalizing the divisions
from the angle of the outer margin the sinus above the angle is
also deeper.
Expanse of wings 38 millim.
Aden {Terbury and Swinhoe).
We have long had a worn example of this species from Abyssinia
;

,^

;
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tliree from Natal
the latter are most like the New-World species,
agreeing better in colour and in the absence of black spots on the
tips of the fringe, which also is reddish as in G. fractifera.
Possibly
a long series might prove that they were distinct.
:

PolydesmidjE.
63.

Pandesma quenavadi.

Pandesma quenavadi, Guenee, Noct.
Aden.

p. 438, n.

1310 (1852).

We

have this species from Kurrachee and other parts of India.

fi4,

Ophiderid^.
Ophideres materna.

PhalcBna-Noctua materna, Linnaeus,

Aden

We
a

ii.

Swinhoe

( c?

Nat.

ii.

p. 840, u. 117.

$ Yerbury).

;

have received the female of

common

Sj'st.

this species

from Abyssinia

;

it is

Indian insect.

OmMATOPHORID/E.
65.

Cyligramma latona.

Phalfena-Noctua

latona,

Cramer,

Pap. Exot.

i.

p.

20, pi.

13.

B(1779).
Aden.

fig.

We have received

this species

from Nyassa.

Ophiusid^.
66.

Sphingomorpha monteironis.

SpMngomorphamonteironis, Butler, Ann.
vol. xvi. p. 406, u. 81

& Mag.

Nat. Hist.

ser. 4,

(1875).

S Aden,
,

We

have also received this species from Abyssinia ; the present
specimen is a little darker than any of our examples from various
parts of Africa, but corresponds with them in pattern.
67.

ACH^A

CATILLA.

AchcEtt catilla, Guenee, Noct.

iii.

p. 247, n. 1667.

Aden.

We

have

68.

GrAMMODES

Noctua

this species

from Abyssinia, Rodriguez, and Madagascar

STOLIDA.

stolida, Fabricius, Sp. Ins.

ii.

p. 218, n. 54.

Aden.
We have received G. stolida from Abyssinia.
(S

,

euclidiid^.
69.

Trigonodes acutata.

Trigonodes acutata, Guenee, Noct.

iii.

p. 283, n. 1728.

Aden.
This species

is

represented in the

Mauritius, Rodriguez, &c.

Museum by

examples from

lepiboptera from aden.

1884.]
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Trigonodes anfractuosa.

Ophivsn anfractuosa, Boisduval, Faune Ent. de Madag.

p. 104,

n. 8, pi. 15. fig. 6.

Aden.
"We have received

from Abyssinia.

this insect

B.EMIGIID.S.
71.

ReMIGIA FRXJGALIS.

Noctua frugalin, Fabricius, Ent. Syst. iii. 2, p. 138.
cJ, Aden.
Common probably all over India and Africa we have
Kurrachee to Ceylon and from Sierra Leone to Madagascar.
;

72.

it

from

Remigia conveniens.

Eemigia conveniens. Walker, Lep. Het.
Aden {Terbury and Swinkoe).
Probably abundant throughout Africa
Leone to Rodriguez.

xiv. p. 1507, n.

;

we have

it

19(1857).

from Sierra

THERMESIIDiE.
73.

Magulaba

2 Magulaba

mcestalis.

mcestulis,

Walker, Lep. Het. Suppl.

iv.

p.

1J2G

(1865).
d",

Aden.

he referred it, as a new
;
genus, to the P/atydiif/(E,hnt as a fact it is allied to Helta, Mulelocha,
Daxata, and Mareura (genera of the Thermesiidce).
Walker's type was from Sierra Leone

Hypenid^.

HyPENA

74.

JtJSSALIS.

Sypena jussalis. Walker, Lep.
Aden.
We have

this species

HyPENA

75.

Het. xvi. p.

,02,

n.

56 (1858).

from the Congo and Natal.

ABYSSINIALIS

?

Hypena abyssinialis, Guenee, Delt.

et Pyral. p. 39, n. 44.

Aden.
Excepting that I do not consider the palpi short in the species
from Aden, it corresponds with Gueuee's description of the Abyssinian
insect.
7<i.

Hypena obacerralis.

Hypena

obacerralis, Walker, Lep. Het. xvi. p. 53, n. 58 (1858).
Xanthoptera semiluteal, Snellen, Tijd. voor Ent. 18/2, pi. .5.
fig. 11.

S Aden.
,

A

very widely distributed species
appears to be abundant at Natal.

common

to Asia

Snellen's type

and Africa
is

;

it

represented
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without palpi, -which would readily account for its being placed in the
Anthnphilida, though I fail to see any great similarity of this species
to Xanthoptera.
H. obacerralis varies not a little in the groundcolouring of its wings, the African specimens being usually (though
not always) more luteous towards the base than those from Ceylon.

Herminiid^.
77.

Hydrillodes

insignis, sp. n.

Basal three fourths of primaries black, terminated by an elbowed
white stripe from costa to inner margin a broad cream-coloured
external fourth sandy-brown, with two
belt across the basal third
costal apical black quadrate spots, connected with the outer one of
which is a > -shaped marking on external border, and below this
fringe cream-coloured
secondaries
again three black marginal dots
leaden-grey. Head and thorax black metathoracic tufts and base of
abdomen shining wbity -brown second to sixth abdominal segments
anal tuft sordid testaceous
leaden-grey with whitish posterior edges
under surface yellowish, the upper surface markings almost obliterated.
Expanse of wings 21 millim.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Aden.
Quite distinct in colouring from any species

somewbat resembles, both
its

and

known

to

me

;

it

general arrangement of
markings, Ileterochroma leucographa, Snellen, from Sumatra.
in colour

tlie

Ennychiid^,.
78. Ennychia arabica,

sp. n.

Upper surface deep purplish brown, almost black ; primaries with
a submarginal cream-coloured stripe, slightly widening and incurved
towards the costa ; a dentated jet-black marginal stripe produced
by the confluence of a series of conical black spots ; fringes of all
the wings metallic leaden grey palpi and collar below white ; legs
below, excepting the tarsi, whitish ; wings nearly as above, excepting
;

that the black dentated marginal stripe of the primaries is replaced
by a slender black line, and consequently the submarginal stripe is
Expanse of wings 15 millim.
wider.

Aden.

known

Not

nearly allied to any

79.

Desmia afflictalis,

species.

AsOPIID^.
Desmia
Aden.

afflktalis,

Guenee, Delt.

Described from an Abyssinian
western coast of Africa.

et Pyral. p. 190, n. 125.

example

;

also

Hymenia fascialis.
Phalfena-Pyralis fascialis, Cramer, Pap. Exot.

found

on

the

80.

iv. pi.

398.

fig.

O

(1782).

Aden.
This species

seems

almost

cosmopolitan.

I

have not seen
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be surprised

nof.

if it

turned up

Margarodid^.
Synclera traducalis.

81.

Synclera traducalis, Zeller, Lep. Caffr.
p.

in

Vetensk. Akad. Handl.

54(1852).
Aden.

The African specimens
more sharply defined than

NOORDA

82.

Noorda

somewhat

are darker and the markings
in the

type of S. univocalis from Ceylon.

blitealis.

Walker, Cat. Lep. Het. xix. p. 979, n. 1 (1859).
Scopulal subjectalis. Walker, /. c. Suppl. vol. iv. p. 14/2 (1865).
blitealis.

Aden.
Walker's types were from Ceylon and the Ueccan.

Noorda

is

allied to

nearly as in

The genus
Glyphodes, but the primaries are formed more

Maruca.

83. Phakelt.tjra indica.

Eudioptis indica, Saunders, Zool.

ix. p.

3070 (1851).

Aden {Yerhury and Sivinhoe).
A common and widely distributed Indo-African
84.

Margaronia transvisalis.

Marc/arodes
Aden.

A

species.

common

fransvisalis, Gue'nde, Delt. et Pyral. p. 304, n. 320.

Indo-African species.

BoTYDID^.
85.

BOTYS nitetisalis.

Spilodes nitetisalis. Walker, Cat. Lep. Het.
(1859).
£ott/s albidalis, Walker,

I. c.

Suppl.

iv. p.

xviii. p.

HI

1

773. n. 17

(1865).

Aden.

The

types, from the

Congo and

India, are

somewhat worn but

perfectly recognizable.

86.

Ebulea

catalatjnalis.

Botys catalavnalis, Duponchel, Lep. viii. p. 330, pi. 232. fig. 8.
Botys venosalis, Walker, Lep. Het, Suppl. iv. p. 1401 (1865).
Aden.

We

have

87.

Mecyna

Mecyna

this species

from Europe, Asia, and Africa.

deprivalis.

deprivalis,

Walker, Cat. Lep. Het. xix.

(1859).

Aden.
Described from a Ceylonese example.

p.

806,

n.

7

MR.
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SCOPARIID^.
88.

SCOPARIA VINCTALIS.

Scapula vinctalis, Walker, Lep. Het. Suppl,

iv. p.

1476 (1865).

Aden.
This has hitherto been known only as an Indo-Australian species.

Macariid^.
89.

Tephrina sublimbata,

sp. n.

Upper surface pale sandy brownish, with the external third of
the wings greyish, bounded internally by a nearly straight indistinct
testaceous line
fringe whitish, striped with grey ; remainder of the
wing-surface transversely speckled with fine brown linear markings ;
a subcostal brown dash before the middle on all the wings
primaries
with a marginal series of black dots head brownish
collar bounded
at the back by a dark red-brown stripe ; external border of wings
below dark smoky grey -brown
remainder of the wings much
clearer and whiter than above
body below slightly yellowish,
especially at the sides.
Expanse of wings 29 millim.
;

;

:

;

;

:

Aden.

Though an ordinary-looking

appears to be no de-

insect, there

scribed species nearly allied to this Tephrina.

Phycid^.
90.

MeLLA

YERBURII,

sp. n.

Palpi short, compared with M. zinckenella size, form, and neuration similar
primaries dark leaden-grey
a narrow pure white subcostal area also
costal stripe from base to costa near the apex
fringe whitish, traversed by two grey stripes,
irrorated with white
secondaries semitransparent pearlthe inner one broad and dark
white ; the veins, a narrow diffused external border, and a stripe
head and collar brown, edged
near the base of the fringe brownish
with pure white, thorax dark leaden-grey, tegulse white-edged;
abdomen pure white, anal tuft tipped with ochreous primaries and
costa of secondaries below silvery brownish white, remainder of
fringes silky whitish ; body below pearl white ;
secondaries pearly
anus ochreous. Expanse of wings 26 miUira.
;

:

;

;

;

;

:

:

;

Aden.
TiNEIDiE.
91.

Tinea swinhoei,

sp. u.

Nearest to T. tapetzella, but differing in the external border to
Primaries with
the primaries and the less acute form of these wings.
the basal two fifths reddish "wood-brown," mottled with grey striae,
and speckled with black near the costal and dorsal margins ;
external border similarly coloured, partly bounded internally by an
interrupted blackish streak and interrupted by four white submarginal spots ; remainder of wing-surface white, transversely
mottled, and beyond the cell banded with asli-grey ; a black spot
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the end of the cell ; secondaries, thorax, and abdomen pale
prishining stramineous ; head pure white ; antennae brownish
maries below and pectus golden or bronzy-greyish without definite
markings venter and secondaries pale shining stramineous. Expanse
of wings 19 millim.
at

;

;

Aden {Yerlury and Swinhoe).
Col. Swinhoe's specimen, though recognizable,

by being

is

a good deal injured

in spirit.

On

3.

By

Lepidoptera collected at Kurrachee.

Lieut.-Col. C. Swinhoe, F.L.S., F.Z.S.
[Eeceived October

4,

1884.]

XLVII.-XLVIII.)

(Plates

Kurrachee does not afford a large field for the collection of
its main features are sea, sand, and salt soil
the entire
sea-coast of Sind, right up to Soumiani, the ancient seaport of
Beloochistan, is a mere reclamation from the sea caused by the scour
of the great river Indus, and has, besides babul trees {Acacia
arabica), mimosa bushes, and the rank growth peculiar to sea-mud,
no vegetation whatever, and even for many miles inland there is
little but Babul and Euphorbia-bushes.
In some years when rain
falls, the grass springs up in the valleys, and some attempt at
cultivation is made by the people
but during the time I remained
at Kurrachee, from December 1878 up to August 1880, no rain
whatever fell, and though I had a trained native collector with me
the whole time, who collected regularly every day, the following is
but a meagre list compared to what it would be for the same length
of time in any other part of India.
The Lepidoptera of Kurrachee are, however, very interesting, more
especially with reference to the Teracoli,
many different and
distinct species from widely ranging localities appearing to meet
Lepidoptera

;

;

;

there.

Heavy rain fell at Kurrachee in the summer of 1882 and I
employed a native collector there for some months, through the kind
assistance of Mr. Murray, the Curator of the INIunicipal Museum,
who dated and sent me the collections, and these collections contained,
as will be seen, several species not observed during the years

no raiu

when

fell.

RHOPALOCERA.

Nymphal id^.
euplcein^.
1.

TiRUMALA LIMNIACE.

i. pi. 50. f. D, E (1779).
July 1882, after the unusually heavy rain of the
summer of that year is not usually found at Kurrachee or along the

Pap. limniace, Cramer, Pap. Exot.

At Kurrachee,

in

;
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coast; I did not take a single specimen during the whole of 1879 or
1880.
Is common, however, in the interior of Sind.

Salatura genutia.

2.

Pap. genutia, Cramer, Pap. Exot. iii. pi. 206. f. C, D (1782).
Four sent me by Mr. Murray, the Curator of the Kurrachee
Museum, taken on the 28th of July, and two taken on the 2ad of
August the above note applies also to this species.
;

Limnas chrysippus.

3.

Pap. chrysippus, Linn. Mus. Ulr. p. 263 (1764).
Common at Kurrachee all the year through, as it

is

all

through

Sind.

Limnas dorippus.

4.

Euploea dorippus, Klug, Symb. Phys.

pi. 48. f. 1-5 (1845).
Kurrachee but an odd specimen was taken by
me personally in August, November, and December, 18/9, and in
January, June, and September, 1880, and one example sent me by
Mr. Murray, taken in July 1882. I have no record of it from the
interior.
The Kurrachee examples show no differences from the kv(
examples in my collection, which were taken in other parts of India
one at Poena, December 1882; one at Kahandalla, October 1882;
and two in Bombay, August 1 883 ; but they are not identical with
my Aden examples, nearly all of which show more or less white on
the upper surface of the hind wings, like Klug's type figured in his

Never common

at

;

—

plate.
5.

Limnas alcippus.

Pap.

alcippus, Cramer, Pap. Exot.

ii,

pi.

127.

—

f.

E,

F

(1779).

Taken at Kurrachee one in January 1879, and eleven in
November and December, 1882. The white on the hind wings varies
much in some it is hardly sufficient to distinguish it from
:

L, chrysippus.

Satyrin^.
6.

Melanitis leda.

Pap.

leda, Linn. Syst.

One taken by me
7.

at

Nat.

i.

773, n. 151 (1767).
but the date was not recorded.

2, p.

Kurrachee

;

Melanitis ismene.

Pap. ismene, Cramer, Pap. Exot. i. pi. 26. f. A, B (1775).
One in the Kurrachee Museum, labelled Kurrachee, but without
date.

Both the above

are apparently common in places in the interior
have specimens of both kinds from Hydrabad)
but are apparently
very rare on the coast.
I observed none at Soumiani, and Mr.
Murray failed to send me any from Kurrachee after the heavy rain
in 1882.
(I

;
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Nymphalin^.
8.

Atella phalanta.

Pap. phalanta, Drury, 111. Exot. Ent. i. pi. 21. f. I, 2 (1773).
Two specimens in July 1882 ; was not observed throughout
1879-80.
9.

Pyrameis cardui.

Pap. cardui, Linn. Faun. Suec. p. 276, n. 1054 (1761).
Plentiful in several months of the year.
I took it in 1879
January, February, July, August, and December, and in 1880
June and July.

JUNONIA LEMONIAS.
Pap. lemonias, Linn. Mus. Ulr. p. 277 (1764).
Not observed by me either in 1879 or 1880; but

in
in

10.

the

museum

has an example said to be taken at Kurrachee.

JUNONIA HIERTA,

11.

Pap. hierta, Fabr. Ent. Syst. Suppl. p. 424 (1798).
Taken by Mr. Murray in July 1882, one example sent me
observed by me in 1879-80.

;

not

JuNONIA ORITHYA.

12.

Pap. orithya, Linn. Mus. Ulr. p. 278 (1764).
Appears in April and May, but is not common.

JuNONIA ASTERIE.

13.

Pap.

asterie,

Linn. Syst. Nat.

One taken by me

in

i.

2, p.

769, n. 133 (1767).

November.

JuNONIA ALMANA.

14.

Pap. almana, Linn. Mus. Ulr.

The commonest

p.

272 (1764).
Kurrachee

species of the genus at

;

appears iu

January, April, and November.
15.

Hypolimnas bolina.

Pap.

bolina, Linn.

Mus.

Ulr. p. 295 (1764).

July 1882, two specimens
16.

;

was not observed throughout 1879-80.

Hypolimnas misippus.

Pap. misippus, Linn. Mus. Ulr.

p. 264 (1764).
months of August and September. The
female mimics Limnas dorippus more commonly than L. chrysippus.

Fairly

common

in the

LyCjENID^.
17.

POLYOMMATUS B^TICUS.

Pap.

bceticus, Linn. Syst. Nat. i. 2^ p. 789, n. 226 (1/67).
Large type appears plentifully in April and May, a few also taken

iu July.

50g
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4,

Lampides kandarpa.

Lyctsna kandarpa, Horsfield, Cat. Lep. E.
(1829).
Kurrachee, July 1882.
19.

[nov.

I.

C. p. 82, n.

17

Catochrysops cnejus.

Hesperia cnejus, Fabr. Eut. Syst. Suppl. p. 430 (1798).
Large type, plentiful in August aiid September.
20.

Catochrysops contracta.

Lampides contracta, Butler, P. Z.
f.

1880,

S.

p.

406,

pi.

xxxiv.

3.

Plentiful in

August and September.

I believe this form to be only a seasonal variety of O. cnejus ;
but Mr. A. G. Butler, whose authority is much to be respected,

thinks otherwise (P. Z. S. 1880, p. 407).

but

I tried to breed them,

failed.

21.

Catochrysops ella.

Catochrysops

A few
22.

ella,

Butler, P. Z. S. 1881, p. 606.

specimens taken in December and January.

Tarucus nara.

LyccBna nara, KoUar, Hiig. Kaschm.

iv. 2, p.

421 (1848).

Appears in great plenty at latter end of April and lasts until about
the middle of August.
This species appears to be replaced in the north of Sind by the
variety Tarucus theophrastus, Fabr., which has all the markings
below in distinct and separate spots all the examples received by
me from Sukkur and Shikarpoor being of this type.
;

23.

Tarucus plinius.

Hesperia plinius, Fabr. Eut. Syst.

Yery
24.

plentiful in

1,

p. 284, n.

92 (1793).

July.

ZlZERA KARSANDRA.

Polyommatus karsandra, Moore,
f.

iii.

May, June, and

P. Z. S. 186.5, p. 505, pi. xxxi.

7.

The commonest Lyccena in Kurrachee. It occurs in
and May, a few in August, and then again
numbers throughout November and December.

in April

25.

ZizERA MORA,

u. sp.

(Plate

XL VII.

great plenty
in

countless

fig. 2.)

Similar in shape and colour above and below to Z. karsandra,
larger ;
the markings below are very different and quite
distinct.
Fore wings with a black spot within the cell and a black
mark at the end of the cell, and beyond this a row of six black thick
longitudinal streaks between the veins, s])ear-shaped with the points
outside running from near the costa to near the hinder margin, and

but
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a small loiigitudiual subcostal streak slightly above and behind this
row hind wings with a subcostal spot one third from the base, a
streak within the cell, another adjoining a mark at the end of
the
cell, and a whorl of streaks outside corresponding to the
row on the
fore wings— the first streak subcostal, very long, the second
a little
shorter, the next four less than half the length, and three
more mere
spots, each lessening in size
all the streaks and spots deep black,
surrounded with white and distinctly separated from each other,'
giving the outer row of streaks on both wings the appearance
of
being stamped on a broad white band.
Both wings with a submarginal row of spots slightly darker than the ground-colour
of the
wings on a greyish ground.
Kurrachee, June 1879, and again taken in June 1882. The
Calcutta Museum has also a specimen received from Kurrachee.
:

;

I

thought at first it was merely an aberration of Z. karsandra
but as
;
I have taken examples two years running, marked exactly
similarly,
and not at any other period of the year, it is clearly a distinct form.
26.

ZlZERA PYGM^A.

Lycana pygmcea, Snellen, Tijdschr. But.
Appears in July, but is not common.
27.

Muggur

3 (1876).

Pir,

p.

422 (1848).

August, common.

AZANUS zena.

Lycxna

zena, Moore, P. Z. S. 1865, p. 505, pi. 31.

July and August,
29.

f.

Chilades putli.

Lycanaputli, Kollar, Hiigel's Kaschm.

28.

xix. pi. 7.

fig. y.

fairly plentiful.

Aphn^us acamas.

Lyccena acamas, King, Symb. Phys. pi. 40. f. 7-9
(1834).
in January and February, 1879.
Never got another
specimen until July of the following year, when it again
became very
^

Common

plentiful.

Papilionid^.
PlERIN^.
30.

Terias l^ta,

T. ItEta, Boisduval, Sp.

Gen.

One example taken by me

i.

at

36 (1836).
Kurrachee in June 1879
p. 674, n.

I never
procured another anywhere in the neighbourhood. The
black border
in the fore wings has a peculiar bronzy sheen
otherwise the specimen
is identical with examples in my collection from
other parts of
;

;

India.

31.

Terias hecabe.

Pap. hecabe, Linn. Mus. Lud. Ulr. p. 249 (1764).
Appears plentifully from April to August.
Proc. Zool. Soc— 1884, No. XXXV?

35
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Tertas hecabeoides.

32.

Men.

Ter. hecabeoides,

Cat.

Mus.

Petr., Lep.

i.

p. 85, pi. 2.

f.

2

(1855).
Is also fairly plentiful during the

mens

of both sexes in

my

collection,

summer months.

I

have speci-

taken at Kurrachee in July and

August.
33.

Terias ^siope.

Ter. cesiope.

Men.

Mus.

Cat.

Petr.,

Lep.

i.

p.

85, pi. 2.

f.

3

(1855).
I took but few examples, however.

December and January.
34.

Terias curiosa,

(Plate

n. sp.

XLVII.

fig. 3.)

Kurrachee, August 1879.
Shaped like T. hecabe, with the peculiar yellow coloration of
Fore wings costa black, with a broad black
T. venata, Moore.
marginal band commencing just outside the middle of the costa,
sinuous internally, and filling nearly the whole of the marginal area.
Hind wing with the border as in T. hecabeoides. Below quite im-

—

maculate.

Expanse of wings
35.

X-f^ inch.

Terias purreea.

Ter. purreea, Moore, P. Z. S. 1882, p. 252.
I

Is also scarce.

have thirteen in

all,

taken at Kurrachee in the

months of December, January, and February.
36.

Terias asphodelus.

Terias asphodelus, Butler, P. Z. S. 1883, p. 151, pi. xxiv.

Three examples

in

my

collection,

f.

13.

taken at Kurrachee in February

1880, exactly correspond with Mr. Butler's description and figure.
37.

Teracolxjs faustus.

Pap.fausta,

Olivier,

Voy.

1.

Emp. 0th.

Atl. pi. 33.

f.

4, a, b

(1801).

The common form

of this group throughout Sind, extending
throughout Beloochistan and Southern Afghanistan. I have
many specimens from Hydrabad, Sukkur, Quetta, and Kandahar.
Appears at Kurrachee in January, August, and December.
also

38.

Teracolus protractus.

Ter. protractus,'&xi.t\ex, P. Z. S. 1876, p. 137.
Is rare at Kurrachee.
I

saw

it

in great plenty

November, and it
above Hydrabad.

is

January and March, 1 879.
River in August and again in
on the banks of the Indus

I took a few in

Hubb
common

on the

very

.
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Teracolus vestalis.

39.
Ter.

vestalis,

Butler,

P. Z. S.

1876, p.

135,

pi.

vii.

10

f.

:

1881, p. 609.

Appears
40.

in great plenty

from April

to

June.

Teracolus puellaris.

Ter.puellaris, Butler, P. Z. S. 1876, p. 136, 1881, p. 609.
Is scarce on the coast, but the common form in the interior.

I

have numerous specimens from Hydrabad, but at Kurrachee it is to
be seen only occasionally in April and May, and again in August
and September.
41.

Teracolus ochreipennis.

Ter. ochreipennis, Butler, P. Z. S. 1876, p. 136, 1881, p. 609.
Plentiful in December.
T. intermissus is but a slight and not at
all constant variety of T. ochreipennis.

42.

Teracolus peelus.

Teracolus peelus, C. SvFinhoe, P.Z. S. 1884, p. 439,

Kurrachee,
43.

May

pi.

xxxix.

fig. 9.

and September.

Teracolus dubius.

T. dubius, C. Swinh. P. Z. S. 1884, p. 439.

Kurrachee, July, August, and September.
44.

Teracolus dynamene.

Pontia dynamene, Klug, Symb. Phys.

From
45.

April to December, very

pi. 6.

f.

15, 16 (1829).

common.

Teracolus carnifer.

Ter. carnifer, Butler, P. Z. S. 1876, p. 138, pi.

vii.

f.

8, 9.

November and December, common.
46.

Teracolus dulcis.

T. dulcis, Butler, P. Z. S. 1876, p. 157, pi. vii.
T. dims, Butler, /. c. fig. 1 1
T. eboreoides, Butler, I. c. p. 158, pi. vii. f. 12.

f.

13.

Ann. Nat. Hist. (4) xviii. p. 488 (18/6).
Kurrachee, very common from April to August.
The types of T, dulcis came from Katty war and North India, and
Mr. Butler at the same time refers to a variety of both sexes from
T. phoenius, Butler,

Sind.

The type of T. dims came from Sind, being described as a female
example.
The types of both sexes of T. eboreoides are merely
marked India (W. B. Farr). The types of T. phoenius came from
Abyssinia.
I collected regularly every day at Kurrachee for a year and nine
months, until the middle of August 1880, when I went up to

35*

;
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4,

and in separating
seemed to be
common at Kurrachee, I had still a number of examples that seemed to
belong to none of them, and yet were closely allied to each.
On my return from field service, when passing through Kurrachee,
I engaged a man to collect for me from April to August 1883, and
Mr. Murray, the Curator of the Kurrachee Museum, very kindly
agreed to have the collections brought to him daily for labelling.
The result is that, after setting out some hundreds of examples, I
can show a jjerfect series from T. phoenius (of Sind) to T. dulcis.
The normal form, I believe, must have been T. phoenius. It is
beautifully and clearly marked, and is quite distinct from all the
But as T. dulcis was first
other species of the T. danae group.
named, T. phoenius, as well as T. dims and T. eboreoides, must
sink into synonyms.
The types of all four forms,when taken separately, appear to be quite
distinct
but from examination of my long series captured in the
same months of the year at the same place, I think I have satisfied
Mr. Butler that all are of the same species.
Similar variations, it will be seen, occur in the T. etrida group,
also in the T. encharis group, from Bombay and Southern India
generally
and it is worthy of remark that, although the variations
seem to occur commonly in the group Callosune, the whole
of the subgenus Idmais appears to be remarkably constant in all
;

species I found that, although all four of these forms

;

;

the yet
47.

known

species.

Teracolus immaculatus.

Teracolus immaculatus, C. Swinhoe, P. Z. S. 1884, p. 443.

Kurrachee, August.
This is, I am inclined to think, only a spotless variety of T. dulcis.
48.

Teracolus subroseus.

Ter. subroseus, C. Swinhoe, P. Z. S.

1884, p. 443,

pi.

xl.

figs.

6,7.
Kurrachee, July and August.

A

perfectly distinct

49.

and pretty

species.

Teracolus etrida.

Anthocaris etrida, Boisduval, Sp. Gen. Lep. i. p. 576 (1836).
Ter. purus, Butler, P. Z. S. 1876, p. 160, u. 113, pi. vii. f. 14,
15.

Kurrachee, April to July, very common.
Examples vary much in size and in markings and general coloration.
The hind wings of some of the males are almost immaculate, and
many of the females are without the discal markings of the type
but, as in the T.-dulcis group, the number of intermediates found on
an examination of a very large series makes it impossible to separate
them.
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Teracolus limbatus.

50.

Ter. limbatus, Butler, P. Z. S. 1876, p. 161.

Kurrachee, June 1880.
One male example.
The deep brown, rather broad, siauated band on the secondaries
distinguishes this species from all the others in the group of orangetips.
But I am of opinion it is only an aberrant form of the foregoing.

Teracolus bimbura.

51.

Ter. bimbura, Moore, P. Z. S. 1876, p. 161,

pi. vii.

3, 4.

f.

Kurrachee, December, January, and February.

Teracolus pernotatus.

52.

Ter. pernotatus, Butler, P. Z. S. 1876, p. 159, pi. vii.
T.farrinus, Butler, P. Z. 8. 1876, p. 159, pi. vii. f. 2.

f.

1.

Kurrachee, July, August, and September.
These cannot be separated, although there are perfectly typical
forms of each. The intermediates found on an examination of a long
series must convince any one that they are identical.
53. Pieris

Pap.

mesentina.

mesentina,

Cramer,

Pap.

Exot.

iii.

pi.

270.

f.

A,

B

(1782).

The

pale type appears plentiful from February to

May.

54. Pieris zeuxippe.

Pap. zeuxippe, Cramer, Pap. Exot. iv. pi. 362. f. E, F (1782).
One specimen taken by me in 1879, but the date was not
recorded.
55.

Catopsilia pyranthe.

Pap. pyranthe, Linn. Mus. Ulr. p. 245 (1764).
A few specimens taken in March, May, June, and December.
56. Catopsilia

thisorella.

Callidryas thisorella, Bois. Sp. G^n.

March
57.

to

p. 609, n. 3 (1836).

May, common.

Catopsilia philippina.

Pap. philippina, Cramer, Pap. Ex.
September to January, common.
58.

i.

iv. pi.

361.

f.

C,

D

(1782).

Catopsilia crocale.

Pap. crocale, Crimer, Pan. Exot. i. pi. 55. f. C. D (1779).
I took one female in Kurrachee in 1879, now in my collection,
I have received another, also a female, from
date not recorded.
Mr. Murray, taken by him in July 1882.
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Papilionin^.
Papilio (Menelaides) diphilus.
Pap. diphilus, Esper, Ausl. Schmett.pl. 40 B.
59.

(1785-98).

1

f.

Kurrachee, July and August, plentiful.

Papilio (Laertias) pammon.
Pap. patnmon, Linn. Mus. Ulr. p. 189 (1764).

60.

One pair in the Municipal Museum, said to have been taken at
Kurrachee. The female of P. diphilus pattern not observed in Kurrachee by me.
Papilio (Opheides) ER1THONIT3S.

61.

Pap. erithonius. Cram. Pap. Exot.
Kurrachee,

common

all

iii.

pi.

232.

A,

f.

B

(1782).

the year through.

Hesperid^.
62.

ismene alexis.

Syst.Ent. p. 533, n.' 387 (1775).
Kurrachee, July 1882, one example taken one also received from

Pap.

alexis, Fabr.

;

Hydiabad.
63.

ISMENE CHROMUS.

Pap.

ehronnis,

One example
64.

Cramer, Pap. Exot.

iii.

pi.

284.

f.

E

(1782).

received from Hydrabad.

Pamphila math IAS.

Hesperia mathias, Fabr. Ent. Syst. Suppl. p. 433 (1798).
Kurrachee,
65.

common

at all seasons.

Pamphila bevani, Moore.

Hesperia bevani, Moore, P. Z. S. 1878, p. 688.
Seven examples received from Mr. Murray, taken
July 1882.

at

Kurrachee

Pamphila karsana.

66.

Hesperia karsana, Moore, P. Z.

S. 1874, p. 576, pi. G7.

A

at all seasons of the year.

common species at Kurrachee

f.

6.

Sarangesa purendra.

67.

Pyrgus purendra, Moore, Cat. Lep. Mus. E.
One example received from Hydrabad.
68.

in

I.

C.

i.

p.

250.

Pyrgus galba.

Hesperia galba, Fabr. Ent. Syst. iii. 1,
Kurrachee, June to October, common.
69. Pyrgus evanidus.
Pyrgus evanidus, Butler, Ann.

& Mag.

p. 352, n.

337 (1793).

Nat. Hist. iViarch 1880,

p. 223.

Kurrachee, January, February, and March, common.

:

LKPIDOPTERA FROM KURRACHEE.

1884.]

GoMALiA LiTORALis,

70.

(Plate

n. sp.

XLVII.
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fig. 4.)

Kurrachee, July 1879, in the salt-marshes on the sea-shore.
Allied to G. albofaseiata, Moore.
Larger, and more marked with
white above
costa arched, very nearly straight
ground-colour
similar.
Fore wing with a deep short white band occupying the
space at the end of the cell, marked with black on the inner side,
the black colour continued in the form of a band to the hinder
margin, forming an elbow at the larger end of the white band ; a
black band near the base, edged with whitish
a lunular white spot
on the disk, with a small white spot near it above a white streak
running down from the costa near the apex costa greyish fringe
of the wing alternate brown and grey.
Hind wings with a white
spot at the base, a broad white discal band, and a deep white sinuous
fringe.
Below, the indications of the white markings are similar,
but there is a white band at the base of the hind wings instead of
a spot, and the entire surface of both wings is of a suffused pale
bronzy-brown colour, with all the markings suffused and indistinct.
;

;

;

;

;

;

HETEROCERA.
Sphingid^.
1.

AcHERONTiA

Westwood, Cab. Orient. Ent.

STYX,

p.

88,

pi. 42. f. 3.

Kurrachee, July and August.
Larvae feed on potato, jasmine, colia, Erythrina mdica and Datura.
Colour varies in accordance with the kind of food they are found on
those feeding on potato were of a bright canary-yellow, with seven
violet stripes, those on jasmine were of a darker colour, and those
found on E. indica and Datura were green with purple stripes. All
produced the same kind of moth, without any visible difference in
the shade of colouring or m.arkings the larvae and moths both make
the same peculiar clicking noise when disturbed.
Length 4 to 5|
Larval stage 28 days pupal stage varies from 1 to 4 months.
inches.
;

;

2.

Daphnis nerit,

Linn. Syst. Nat.

i. 2, p. 798, no. 5.
Kurrachee, March, April, and May (1879-80).
Reared by me two years in sviccession (1879-80); larvae feed on
leaves of wild oleander and on flowers of the cultivated double garden
oleander, not touching the leaves of this kind
has three broods in
succession.
I have also found the larva at Poona on Tabernamonthe coloration of the moths at Poona is, howtana and Coronaria
;

;

ever,
3.

ph

much

darker.

Deilephila livornica,

12.

f.

65, pi. 23.

f.

Kurrachee, March and
4.

Hiibner,

Sphing.

p.

96,

no.

5,

112.

May

Chcerocampa celerio,

(1879-80).
Linn. Syst. Nat.

i.

2, p.

800, no. 12.

Kurrachee, November and December.
Larvae feed on Caladivm there are three or four broods in sue;
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Poona the first lot of larvae in June, in the height of the
became pupae in 14 or 15 days, and only remained
but the last lot in September were much
in the larval stage 10 days
more delicate and slower in growth. They fed for a month, and the
perfect insect did not emerge until the following June, with the
commeucemeut of the monsoon rains.

cession

:

monsoon

in

rains,

;

Chcerocampa nessus, Drury,

5.
f.

Exot. Ins.

111.

p. 46, pi. 27.

ii.

1.

One

fine

example taken

Kurrachee, October 1879.

at

Chcerocampa elpenor (Linn.), Faun. Suec. p. 288, no. 1089.
One example received from the Municipal Museum, taken at
6.

Kurrachee, date not noted

;

it

appears to

me

with the

identical

British type.

Ch(erocampa oldenlandi^, Fabr.

7.

Sp. Ins.

ii.

p. 148, no. 37.

Kurrachee, December (1879-80).

Macroglossa stellatartjm

8.

(Linn.).

Kurrachee, July 1879, one example only taken.
plentiful in Beloochistan and Southern Afghanistan.

Cephanodes hylas, Linn. Mant.
Kurrachee, common in December.
9.

i.

It

is

very

p. 539.

Zygjenid^.

Euchromia polymena, Linn.
Several examples received by me in a
10.

in

Syst. Nat.
collection

p. 806, no. 40.

ii.

made

at

Kurrachee

1882 by Mr. Murray, but no date was recorded.

Agaristid^.
11.
f.

^gocera

venulia, Cramer, Pap. Exot.

ii.

p. 107, pi. 165.

D.
Kurrachee, July 1882.

LlTHOSIID.E.
12.

Deiopeia pulchella, Linn.

Syst. Nat.

i.

2, p.

804, no. 349.

A variety was

very plentiful at Kurrachee from January to May ;
typical D. pulchella appears in October and November (1879-80),
but is not nearly so plentiful.

Var. LOTRix, Cramer, Pap. Exot.

ii.

p. 20, pi. 109.

f.

E.

I took many examples of this form in the Hubb River, in the borders of Beloochistan, \\ithin 25 miles of Kurrachee, in November
1879, in company with typical D. pulchella, and received examples

also

from Kotree, North Sind, taken

in

March 1880.

;
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Var. THYTER, Butler, Trans. Ent. Soc. 1877, p. 361.

Examples of
November 1879

variety were taken in

this

and

;

the

month following

in the

in

Hubb by me in
company with the

the common form in Beloochistan and Southern Afghanigot many examples in the Bolan in June, at Quetta in May
and September, and one example at Kandahar in November 1880.
Types of all these varieties have been examined and identified by
Mr. A. G. Butler.

above

it is

;

stan.

I

LlPARID^.

Artaxa pygm^a, Moore, Pub.

13.

48; P.Z.

Col. p.

Asiat. Soc. Bengal, Atkinson

1883, p. 156.

S.

Kurrachee, February 1880, May, July 1879.

GoMENA suBNOTATA,

14.

Common.

Walker, Cat. Lep. Het. B.

M.

xxxii.

p. 502.

Kurrachee, February 1880, August, November 1879.

Lasiocampid^.
15.

Taragama ganesa,

Lefebvre.

Taragama ganesa, Lefebvre,
Moore, Cat. Col. E.

I.

M.

ii.

Zool.

Journ,

iii.

p.

211 (1827);

p. 427.

Kurrachee, May and September (1879-80).
Larva 3^ inches long, hairy, with down quite close to the skin
colour grey feeds on Acacia arabica.
They are night-feeders, hiding
during the day in the crevices of the bark.
Larval stage 50 to 56
days; pupal stage 21 to 24 days.
Spins in a twig of any small
plant near foot of the food-tree, or on a neighbouring wall ; I have
found many cocoons, but never one on the food-tree.
;

CossiD^.
16.
pi.

34.

Brachylia acronyctoides, Moore,
f.

P. Z. S. 1879, p. 411,

4.

Kurrachee, May.

NOTODONTID^.
17.

Thiacides postica, Walker,

Kurrachee,
18.

May

Cat. Lep.

Het.B. M.

v. p.

1028.

and September 1879.

Phragmat^cia f^da,

n. sp.

(Plate

XL VII.

fig.

1.)

Kurrachee, January and February.
Colour ashy grey thorax and abdomen covered with long grey
hairs, the latter conical, extending far beyond the wings.
Antennae
of the male moderately pectinated throughout, of the female simple.
Fore wings with a reddish testaceous band along the costa, extending
along the outer border and inner margin, making a complete circle
of the wing, and a band of the same colour from the base ex;
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tending under, and up to the end of the discoidal cell, and then
continuing upwards to the costa near the apex.
Hind wings imma-

Expanse of wings,

culate.

c?

jg,

?

Ij^ inches.

NOCTXJ^..

IjEVCANUVM.

Leucania loreyi, Duponchel,

19.

pi. 105.

f.

Hist. Nat. Lep. Fr. iv. p. 81,

7.

Kurrachee, Fehruary, April,

May

Common.

(1879-80).

Apamxid^.
20. Ilattia

cephusalis, Walker, Cat. Lep.

Het.

B.

M.

xvi.

p. 209.

Kurrachee, November (1879-80).

Laphygma exigua,

21.
f.

Hiibner,

Samml.

eur. Schmett.,

Noct.

362.

Kurrachee, June.

NoCTUIDjE.

Agrotis aristifera, Guenee, Noct. i. p. 266,
Kurrachee, February (1879-80).
Common.
22.

Caradrina sabulosa,

23.

(Plate

n. sp.

XL VII.

no. 426.

fig. 6.)

Kurrachee, May 1879.
Fore wings pale greyish ochreous, markings brown, with two basal
one antemedial,
spots, one on the costa, a strigula near the base
one postmedial (with a spot in the costa between them), a suffused
strigula before the apes, orbicular and reniform spots speckled and
indistinct; a distinct small ringlet below the orbicular spot, and a
much larger one in the upper part of the disk a brown shade in
the basal half of the hinder margin, a sinuous line on the outer
margin, with minute white spots on the veins, and the brown line
running partly inwards, on the veins fringe brownish. Hind wings
fringe silvery white.
silvery white, with a suffused brown border
Underside silvery white, fore wings with brownish centre and outer
Expanse of wings 1 inch,
border; hind wings with brownish border.
;

;

;

;

Caradrina venosa,

24.
p.

Butler, Ent.

Month. Mag.

vol. xvii.

7(1880).
Kurrachee, November.

Caradrina insignata, Walker,

25.
p.

Cat.

Lep. Het. B.

M.

x.

295.

Kurrachee, June, May, July, and November.
26.

Sp^lotis tjndulans, Moore,

Sci.

10 (1876)
P. Z. S. 1881, p. 617.
Kurrachee, November.

pi. 1.

f.

;

Res. Yark. Miss., Lep.

1884.]
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Orthosiid^.

Orthosia iNFREauENS,

n. sp.
(Plate XL VII. fig. 11.)
Kurrachee, July.
Dull fawn-colour
fore wings with the outer border slightly
toothed
orbicular and reniform spots distinct, with greyish rings
;
a deep outer border darker than the ground-colour, with
the veins
showing lighter hind wings paler than the fore wings, with
a gloss
on them outer border as in the fore wings. Expanse
of wings 1

27.

:

;

;

;

^^u

Xylinid^.
Jarasana lativitta, Moore, Desc. Lep.

28.

in

Atkinson Col.,

vol. n. p. 132.

Kurrachee, July 1879.

One example.
ACONTIID^.

Xanthodes innocens, Walker,

29.

Cat.

Lep. Het. B.

M

xv

M.

xii

p. 1752.

Kurrachee, October and November, 1879 and 1880.

Xanthodes arcuata.

30.

Walker, Cat. Lep.

Het. B.

p. 779.

Kurrachee, February.
31.

AcoNTiA HORTENSis,

n. sp.

(Plate

XLVII.

fig.

7.)

Kurrachee, September.
Allied to A. Solaris of Europe, but considerably smaller.
Fore
wings chocolate-brown, speckled with white at the base a broad
white band before the middle ; a large square wliite spot on
the
costa before the apex
a sinuous submarginal white line, the margin
also marked with white.
Hind wings pale chocolate-colour, with
the border slightly darker.
Underside very pale bronzy chocolate,
with the white markings showing through.
Expanse of wings
;

;

A

inch.

32.

Erastria futilis,

n. sp.

(Plate

XLVII.

fig. 8.)

Kurrachee, March.
Allied to E. scitula.
Silvery grey
palpi and eyes black
fore
wings with a basal and antemedial line brown, the latter bordered
with grey outwardly, beyond this the whole of the wing is more or
less
blackish brown, with the reniform stigma black, and with a
postmedial and submarginal wavy white line, both expanding towards
:

;

the costa,

making the apical portion of the wing whitish marginal
Hind wing with the lower part of the basal third
;

line black.

suffused with brownish, with a brownish difi'used discal band,
and
with some brownish in the margin ; marginal Une black.
Expanse
of wings y^Q- inch.

;

lieut -col.
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Heliothidje.
33.

Heliothis armigera,

Hiibner, Noct. pi. 79.

Kurrachee, iu great numbers in January

370.

f.

879-1 8S0.

1

Var. PELTiGERA, Deuis, Wien, Verz. p. 89, n. 2

Walker,

;

xi.

p. 683.

One example.
Kurrachee, July 1882.
This is the common form across the Hubb River in Beloochistan.
I also found it in great numbers at Ispingil in June, and at Quetta
in September.

Adisura leucanioides, Moore, P. Z. S. 1881, p.
Muggur Pir, 18 miles from Kurrachee, August 1880.

34.

368.

Anthophilid^.
35. Acantholipes affinis, Butler, Ann.
ser. 5, vol, v. p. 225 (1880).

Kurrachee, February,
Very plentiful.
1880.
36.

& Mag.

Nat. Hist,

May, November, and December,

Anthophila zamia,

(Plate

n. sp.

Ji-urracnee,

ApnJ.

Thorax and

fore wings pinkish cinereous

XL VII.

fig.

1879,

»

12.)

(}.U^i/^<r\jk'i^
'

;

body paler

wings
bordered

fore

;

with a central and an outer wavy white line, the latter
with blackish on the inner side, and the space between that and the
marginal line brown
central line paler than the rest of the wing
brown, white, and brown.
Hind wings pinkish
fringe interlined
white, with a discal sinuous white line, a marginal double brown
line, and cilia as in fore wings.
Expanse of wings 1 inch.
;

—

37.

Anthophila bulla,

(Plate

n. sp.

XLVII.

fig. 9.)

Kurrachee, January.
Pale greenish grey
head and sides of thorax white ; a black
spot on the fore part of the thorax
costa of fore wings and the
veins dark, otherwise the wings are unmarked.
Expanse of wings
;

;

j% inch.

MicRA DEROGATA,
Hubb River, August.
38.

39.

MiCRA CHALYBEA,

Walker, Cat. Lep. Het. B.

u. sp.

(Plate

XLVII.

fig.

M.

p. 825.

xii.

10.)

Kurrachee, January.
costa greenish grey
Colour steel-grey
a medial slightly sinuous
white line on the fore wing, bounded by a greenish-grey band on
the inner side ; outer third suffused witli greenish grey, with some
snbapical marks, and a marginal line of a deeper colour
fiinge
greenish grey.
Hind wing pale steel grey, slightly darker towards
the border, with a dark marginal line
fringe grey.
Expanse of
wings -py inch.
;

;

;

;
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MicRA FURiA,

40.

n. sp.

(Plate

XL VII.
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13.)

fig.

Kurrachee, September.
Brownish grey apex of wings very acute outer border straight,
oblique, veins prominent, otherwise the wings are unmarked.
Expanse of wings ^Q- inch.
;

;

MiCRA BALux,

41.

n. sp.

(Plate

XLVII.

Kurrachee, April and August.
Bright golden brown ; head pale pinkish
unmarked. Expanse of wings
inch.

^

;

fig.

14.)

mngs and body

quite

Plusiid^.

Plusia verticillata, Guenee, Noct.

42.

Kurrachee,

Very

January,

February,

and

ii.

p. 344, no. 1168.

November,

1879-1880.

plentiful.

Plusia extrahens.

43.

Walker, Cat. Lep.

Het. B. M.

xii.

p. 929.

Kurrachee, March and July, 1879-1880.

CaLPIDjE.
44.

Or^sia vagabunda,

n. sp.

(Plate

XLVII.

fig.

5.)

Kurrachee, May.

Reddish cinereous

antennae of the male pectinated for two thirds
length, of the female simple ; abdomen pale
ochreous cinereous : fore wmgs with a central diffused brownish-red

of

;

Its

band, which

retracted towards and stops short of the costa
an outer wavy
;
band of the same colour from two thirds of the hinder
margin up
to the apex, margined with ochreous
cinereous in the outer side
the whole surface of the wing dotted with brown
atoms of various
sizes.
The female is paler than the male, and has all the veins
marked with brown at the outer margin ; hind wings of the
male
white, slightly suffused with pinkish ochreous
towards the outer
margin ; in the female the hind wing is of a pale
reddish-cinereous
colour, slightly darker at the outer margin.

is

?

Expanse of wings d

l^ inch.

1

GoNOPTERIDiE.
45.

Gonitis involuta. Walker,

Het.

B

M

xin.

POLYDESMID^.
Pandesma fugitiva.
VA, Walker, Cat.
Cf
Lep. Het.

B.

M.

xiv,

Cat.

Lep.

p. 1003.

Kurrachee, June 1879-1880.

46.
p.

Common.

1365.

Kurrachee, March to September, 1879-1880.
in Kurrachee.

moth

The commonest
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similata, Moore, P. Z.

Shikapore, April 1879.
post,
chrysalides received by
arrival, producing one of each sex.

Two
48.

Pandesma

devia, n.

sp.

(Plate

S.

[NoV.

4,

1883, p. 24.

hatched two days after

XLVIII.

fig. 3.)

Kurrachee, June.
In coloration and markings it has the g eneral appearance of a
Body whitish grey fore wings ochreous
large Heliothis armigera.
ash colour costa with a few brown marks near the base, a small
an
reuiform stigma large, excavated anteriorly
orbicular ringlet
inner and an outer latitudinal thin slightly sinuous line, a broad
grey band right across the marginal area, suffused inwardly and
bordered with a sinuous white line outwardly, with a black spot on
this line towards the apex of the wing, with brown lines on the
veins extending from this white line to the outer border ; fringe
brown.
Hind wings pale ochreous grey, with a very broad, brown
discal band, and a somewhat suffused lighter brown marginal
Underside pale whitish grey, slightly brown
border fringe white.
on the borders and costa, with a pale brown discal band through
both wings. Expanse of wings 1^^ inch.
:

;

;

;

;

HOMOPTERID.^.
49.
p.

HoMOPTERA

VETUSTA, Walker, Cat. Lep. Het. B. M.

xxxiii.

875.
Kurrachee, April and May, 1879-1880.

Common.

Hypogrammid^.
50.

Selepa docilis,

Kurrachee,

Butler, P. Z. S. 1881, p. 619.

May and November, 1879-1880.

Hubb

River,

No-

vember 1879.
51.

Othora ^nea,

n. sp.

(Plate

XLVIII.

fig. 1.)

Kurrachee, July.
fore wings above
paler beneath and more bronzy
with a basal wavy band which stops short of the costa, and a central
wavy band which passes across the reniform stigma, of a darker
otherwise both wings above and below are unmarked. Excolour
panse of wings 1 inch.

^neous brown,

;

;

Bendid^.
52.

Hamodes

AXJRANTiCA, Gueuce, Noct.

iii.

p. 203, no. 1603.

Jacobabad, January 1879.

Ophiusid^.
Hiibner, Samml. exot. Schmett.

iii.

Kurrachee.
Is not uncommon ; but unfortunately I have no note of dates.
have found the larvae feeding on Quisqiialis indica.

I

53.
•p.

Lagoptera magica,

32, no. 268,

f.

535, 536.

LEPIDOPTERA FROM KURRACHEE.
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54.

Ophiodes seperans, Walker,

521

Cat. Lep. Het. xiv. p. 1357.

Kurrachee.

example in my house in 1879, but the date is not
recorded
the larva of this species was also found feeding on Quisqualis indica in Poona, where it is quite common.
I took one
;

55.

Ophiodes tumidilinea, Walker,

Kurrachee
56.

;

AcH^A

Was

melicerte, Drury,

common

very

Cat. Lep. Het. xiv. p. 1433.

no date recorded.

in

received a number from
in either 1879 or 1880.

Ins.

July 1882,

p. 46, pi. 23.

i.

f.

1.

the heavy rain,

after

and

I

however, find any
The larvae feed on Bicinus communis. I
Length 2^ to
also brought up some in Bombay on wild cucumber.
colour varies, some are deep purplish black, some
2g inches
reddish, some orange-tinted; larval stage 21 to 24 days; pupal
stage 18 to 21 days.

Mr, Murray.

I did not,

;

57.
pi.

Grammodes AMMONIA,

250.

f.

Cramer,

Pap.

Exot.

iii.

98,

p.

D.

Common

in July.

Grammodes stolida, Fabr.
Common in June and July
58.

;

Sp. lus.

ii.

p. 218, no. 54.

abundance again

in great

in

November.

Ophiusa albivitta, Guenee, Noct. iii. p. 271, no. 1707.
Was common in Kurrachee in the summer of 1879, but I have

59.

no record of
60.

dates.

Trigonodes hippasia, Cramer,

250.

f.

Pap.

Exot.

iii.

99,

p.

E.

Very common.

I took

it

in

June and

in

September and October.

Eemigiid^.
61.

Remigia frugalis, Fabr. Ent.

A few
62.
f.

taken in August

;

common

in

Syst.

iii.

2,

p. 138.

October and November.

Remigia archesia, Cramer, Pap. Exot.

iii.

p. 145, pi. 273.

F, G.

Was

not

abundance
63.

observed

during 1879-80,
July 1882.

but

appeared in

great

after the rain in

Remigia arefacta,

n. sp.

(Plate

XLVIII.

fig. 2.)

Kurrachee, May.
Palpi pubescent,
Allied to R. niultilinea and also to R. hansalii.
joint lanceolate, much longer than the second, ascending ;

third

antennae slender ; abdomen whitish cinereous ; thorax and general
colour of both wings ochreous ashy, irrorated with ochreous brown ;

;
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an ochreous-browu band running through the disk of both wings,
from the costa near the apex of the fore wings to the anal angle of
the hind wings outer portion of wings clouded with dusky ochreous,
fringe broad,
a marginal sinuous brown line, with brown points
Expanse of
interlined in five parts, whitish and brown alternately.
wings 1^ inch.
;

;

Thermesiid^.
64.
pi.

AzAziA RTJBRiCANS,

16.

Boisd. Faun. Lep.

Mad.

p. 106, no. II,

I.

f.

Common

in

November

in

company with a very

dark, nearly

black variety.

65.

Herminiid^.
RivuLA SERicEALis, Dcuis, Wien.

Common
66.

Verz. p. 122, n. 18.

throughout the year.

RivDLA FLAVONiGRA,

n. sp.

(Plate

XLVII.

15.)

fig.

Kurrachee, March.

Head, antennae, fore part of the thorax, and outer three fourths
of the fore wings black ; remainder of the thorax, abdomen, and basal
portion of the fore wings (except the costa, which is also black) dull
anal tuft
yellow ; segments of the abdomen washed with pale brown
ochreous all the yellow parts more or less marked with black fore
wings with three spots on the costa near the apex, the marginal
points "reniform," marked thus "J|, the orbicular double dots, and
many minute atoms all over the black portion of the wing, yellow
hind wings white, pale brownish towards the border,
fringe black
;

:

;

:

marginal line brown, fringe white.
67'

Expanse of wings

Byturna digramma, Walker,

^

inch.

Cat. Lep. Het. B.

M.

xxxiv.

p. 1170.

Kurrachee, June.
68.

Marimatha lactea,

n. sp.

(Plate

XL VIII.

fig. 7.)

Kurrachee, INIay.
Glossy yellowish cream-colour, abdomen and hind wings paler,
fore wings with black points, otherwise quite unmarked.
Expanse of wings -^ inch.
69.

Myana

sopora,

n. sp.

(Plate

XLVIII.

fig. 4.)

Kurrachee, January and March.
Ochreous cinereous, irrorated with brown, costa with brown marks,
reniform mark brown, lunular, a pale greyish suffused central band,
a submarginal band blackish towards the apex, and a macular marginal band pale greyisli, with black points on the veins between;
fringe ochreous grey, with pale ochreous-brown border. Hind wings
with the general pattern like the fore wings, but more indistinct.
Thorax with a pale greyish-brown band in front. Expanse of w ings
]

inch.

;

LEPIDOPTEKA FROM KURRACHEE.
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Myana atromacula,

70.

(Plate

n. sp.
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XL VIII.

fig.

5.)

Kurrachee, February.
Oc'nreous cinereous

wings

—

thorax with a brownish band in front; fore
costa brownish with black dots, outer third brownish suffused
;

inwardly, with black marginal points, and black on the veins a large
renitbrm black spot, and two large deep black longitudinal streaks
near the base, a wavy double ill-defined outer line.
Hind wings
same general colour as the fore wings, with a discal suffused brownish
;

band.

Expanse of wings

1

inch.

Pyrales.
Pyralid^e.

Hypoxia VULGARIS, Butler, P. Z.S, 1881,
Common from March to ]May and from August
71.

Hypoxia vafera,

72.

n. sp.

(Plate

p.

621.

to

November.

XLVIII.

fig. 8.)

Kurrachee, April.
Allied

the

preceding. General colour pale chocolate-grey;
with each segment distinctly marked with silvery
grey
fore wings with the basal third pale chocolate, bounded outwardly with a darker, sli;rhtly waved line, succeeded by a white band
a dark chocolate band beyond the middle, running from the centre
of the hinder margin to the costa near the apex, the central space
between these bands much paler than the rest of the wing; outer
third of the wing same colour as the basal third, with a white deeply
waved band joining the last band at the costa a chocolate spot at
the end of the cell
hind wings whitish, with a deep diffused, pale
greyish-chocolate border, with a wavy white band running through
it
fringe whitish, with chocolate edges.
Expanse of wings
inch.

abdomen

to

paler,

:

;

:

;

||

Hypoxia rubella,

73.

n. sp.

(Plate

XLVIII.

fig. 9.)

Kurrachee, January and August.
Body and basal third of fore wings chocolate-grey; rest of the
wing very much paler, nearly white two white lines— one bordering
the basal third, edged inwardly with brown, and nearly straight, the
other very wavy, commencing at the costa near the apex, and terminating at the centre of the hinder margin, and edged with brown
outwardly; some darker shades of colour near this line
maro-inal
line white with black spots
fringe white.
Hind wings greyish
white, with a thin brown marginal line
fringe white.
Expanse of
wings
inch.
;

;

;

;

^

Pyralis geronxesalis. Walker, Cat. Lep. Het. B. M.

74.

xix

p. 896.

Kurrachee, January.
75.

Pyralis uberalis,

n. sp.

(Plate

XLVIII.

fig.

10.)

Kurrachee, May.
Fore wings and thorax greyish brown striated with white
Proc. Zool. Soc
1884, No. XXXVI.
36

—

;

head
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white a white line across the thorax in front abdomen whitish legs
pure white fore wings with two white marks at the base, a curved
white line from the costa near the base to the centre of the hinder
margin three white lines all running inwards from the apex one
curved, near the costa, nearly joining the last-mentioned line, one
submarginal and straight, and one slightly sinuous and close to the
submarginal line, terminating on the outer two thirds of the hinder
margin marginal line greyish brown, double fringe grey, margined
Hind wings white, slightly coloured towards
with greyish brown.
fringe pure
the margin, with a double greyish-brown marginal line
;

;

;

:

—

;

;

;

;

Expanse of wings

white.

y^^-

inch.

ASOPIID^.
76.
f.

Hymenia

fascialis, Cramer, Pap. Exot.

iv. p.

236,

pi.

39b.

O.

Common
77.

from June

August.

to

Leucinodes orbonalis, Guenee,

Delt. et Pyral. p. 223,

n. 187.

Larkana, July.

Steniid^.
78.

DiASEMiA geometralis, Guenee,

Delt.

et Pyral.

p.

278

(1854).

Common

in

December.

Hydrocampid^.
79.

Hydrocampa tenera,

Butler, P. Z. S. 1883, p. 167.

Kurrachee, January and May.
80.

Oligostigma incommoda?,

Butler, P. Z. S. 1881, p. 180.

Kurrachee, November.
81.

Paraponyx affinialis, Guenee, Delt. etPjiral. p. 270,

n.279.

Kurrachee, May.

Hercynid,«.
82.

Aporodes meleagrisalis. Walker,

Cat. Lep.

Het. B.

M.

324.

xvii. p.

Common

from February to April.

SpILOMELIDyE.
83.

Zebronia aurolinealis. Walker, Cat. Lep. Het. B. M.

xvii.

p. 478.

July and August.

MaRGARODIDjE.
f.

84.
C.

Pygospila tyres, Cramer, Pap. Exot.

One example taken

at

Kurrachee

iii.

p.

124, pi. 263.

in 1879, date not recorded.

J

LEPIDOPTERA FROM KURRACHEE.

1884.

Phakellura indica, Saunders,
Very common in July and August.

Zool.

85.

86.

525
3070.

ix. p.

xjnivocalis, "Walker, Cat. Lep, Het. B.

Glyphodes

M.

xvii.

p. 499.

Common

November and December.

in

BOTIDID^.

GoDARA
Common at Kurrachee

coMALis, Guenec, Delt.

87.

taken at

Muggur

Delt. et Pyral. p.

88.

89.

May, and December

in January,
Pir in August.

GoDARA iNCOMALis, Guenee,
Kurrachee, May and December.
ScopuLA PALMALis,

(Plate

n. sp.

369 (1854).

et Pyral. p.

XLVIII.

also

;

369 (1854).

fig.

11.)

Kurrachee, November.
Silver-grey head, palpi, antennae, and fore
Allied to S. massalis.
part of the thorax chestnut-red : fore wings with the costa, spot at
the end of the cell, a number of marks near the base, and the outer
third of the wing chestnut-red ; a silver-grey discal line and a brown
marginal line fringe chestnut-red hind wings silver-grey, suifused
with reddish, a discal chestnut band, some reddish on the outer
Exfringe white.
border, and a macular chestnut marginal line
;

:

;

;

panse of wings

j^^-

inch.

90. Nymphula
fig. 128.

Kurrachee,
91.

iNTERPUNCTALis, Hiibner, Pyral.

May

to July.

Muggur

p. 330,

232.

f.

19,

August,

Pir,

Ebulea catalaunalis, Duponchel, Lep.
pi.

p.

ii.

de France,

viii.

8.

Kurrachee, May.
92. BoTYS
p. 652.

Common
93.

isPASALis, Walker, Cat.

from

May

to

Lep.

Het.

M.

B.

xviii.

September.

BoTvs abstrusalis. Walker,

Cat. Lep.

Het. B.

M.

xviii.

p. 663.

Kurrachee, April, July, and November.
94.

BoTYS ^dipodalis?. Walker,

Cat.

Lep. Het. B.

M.

xviii.

p. 569.

Kurrachee, December.

Scopariidje.

Stenopteryx hybridalis, Hiibner,
January, February, May, and November.

95.

Pyral.pl. 17.

f.

Very common.
36*

114.
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TRisTis, Butlcr, P. Z. S. 1881, p. 623.

Kurrachee, March.

Hubb

River,

November.

Pterophoridje.
97. Pterophorus congrualis, Walker, Cat. Lep. Het. B.
XXX. p. 943.

M.

Kurrachee, February and May.

Geometrites.
Ennomid^.

Hyperythra swinhoei,

98.

ser. 5, vol. v. p.

Kurrachee,
99.

Butler,

Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist,

223 (1880).

May and November.

Hyperythra phantasma,

Butler, P. Z. S. 1881, p. 615.

Kurrachee, February.

BoARMIIDiE.
100.
n.

Hypochroma pseudo-terpnaria,

Guenee, Phal. i.p. 276,

436.

January and June.
101.

Hypochroma

dispensata. Walker, Cat. Lep. Het. B.

M.

xxi. p. 435.

January and June.

102.

Geometrid^.
Nemoriapruinosa, Butler, Ann,

vol. V. p.

& Mag. Nat.

January, May, September, and December.
103.

Hist. ser. 5,

224 (1880).

Nemoria FREauENS,

Very common.

Butler, P. Z. S. 1881, p. 616.

April and November.
104.

Thalera diatomata.

Walker, Cat. Lep. Het. B.

M.

ixvi.

p. 1616.

November and December.

Id^a distracta,
Very common in May.
105.

106.

Butler, P. Z.S. 1881, p. 616.

Id^a remotata. Walker,

Cat. Lep. Het. B.

M. xxii.

p. 748.

Kurrachee, June.
107. iDiEA JACTA, n. sp.

(Plate

Kurrachee, May.
Pale pinkish white, irrorated with

XLVIIL

fig.

brown atoms

12.)

;

fore wings with

;
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the costa brownish a basal interrupted line, not reaching the costa,
and very indistinct antemedial, medial, and postmedial wavy lines
brown
hind wings with only the medial and postmedial lines
fringe pure white.
Expanse of wings
inch.
;

;

;

^

108. Id.ea invalida, Butler, Ann.
439 (1879).
Kurrachee, May and December.

& Mag.

Nat. Hist.

ser. 5,

vol. V. p.

109. iDiEA

INDUCT ATA, Walker,

Cat.

Lep. Het. B.

M.

xxiii.

M.

xxiii.

p. 792.

Kurrachee, May, November, and December.

Id^a actuaria.
acttj
Walker,

110.

Cat.

Lep.

Het. B.

p. 752.

Kurrachee, May,

FiDONIIDiE.

Tephrtna peremptaria. Walker,

111.
xxiii. p.

Cat. Lep. Het. B.

M,

929.

Kurrachee, November and December.
112. Tephrina lithina, Butler, P. Z.
January and March.

Tephrina ARENARiA, n. sp.
Kurrachee, December.
Common.
113.

S. 1883, p. 171.

(Plate

XLVIII.

fig.

13.)

Allied to T. arenaceara.
Pale whitish bone-colour, slightly irrorated with brown atoms costa thinly brown, a brown dot at the end
of the cell both wings with four faint brown lines
1, interior and
retracted towards the costa ; 2, medial ; 3, exterior and double, and
darker than the others ; 4, marginal, slightly diffuse, with black
points in the veins ; there is also another shadowy line between the
double and the marginal line, and which joins the double line at the
costa ; hind wing slightly angulated in the centre of the outer
border.
Expanse of wings 1-j^^ inch.
;

:

:

114.

Tephrina strenuataria. Walker,

—

Cat. Lep. Het. B.

M.

xxvi. p. 1647.

May

to July,

115.

Fidonia albofascia,

November

to

December.
n. sp.

Very common.

(Plate

XLVIII.

fig.

14.)

Kurrachee, September.

Body

pale cinereous tinged with chocolate-brown ; antennae modepectinated, except towards the tips ; ground-colour of the
wings whitish cinereous, basal third densely irrorated with chocolatebrown ; a broad milk-white band across the centre of both wings,
rately

bordered on the inside by a chocolate-brown band, and on the outer
the rest of the wing is coloured chocolate-brown, with the
whitish ground-colour of the wing showing through here and there.
Expanse of wings -^jj inch.
side

;
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116.

C.

Sterra sacraria, Linn.

Common

in

SWINHOE ON
Syst. Nat.

[NoV. 4,

863 (1766).

(2) p.

i.

November.

Erosiid^.

Erosia hyperbolica,
Kurrachee, May.

XL VIII.

(Plate

n. sp.

117.

fig.

15.)

General colour pale reddish cinereous eyes black body slender,
fore wings with the costa straight, long, apex rounded,
hinder margin very short, notched behind the angle, outer margin
hind wings small, with the outer margin
round, slightly toothed
produced into two long teeth. The entire surface of both wings
a basal, medial, and outer
deeply irrorated with reddish ochreous
white spot in the
semidiaphanous
ochreous
a
band of dark reddish
an elongated senucentre of the medial band of the fore wings
diaphanous latitudinal streak in the centre of the same band in the
;

;

cylindrical

;

;

;

;

;

hind wings

;

Expanse of wings

fringe whitish.

1j~q inch.

Crambices.
CRAMBIDiE.
118.

SciRPOPHAGADEGENERELLA, Walker,

xxviii. p.

Cat. Lep. Het. B.

M.

524.

Jemedar Ke Landi, March.
119.

Crambus zonellus,

n. sp.

(Plate

XLVIII.

fig.

16.)

Kurrachee, May.
Yellowish fawn-colour; abdomen whitish;
abdomen extending
very long, j\j inch
somewhat beyond the wings. Fore wings acute, outer border nearly
fore wings darker
straight, slightly oblique, marginal points black
towards the costa and outer border, a faint brown streak along the
subcostal nervure, a black dot at the end of the cell, two brown spots
below, on the submedian nervure, and a brown shadowy band running in from the apex, towards the centre of the hinder margin, but
hmd wings whitish. Expanse of wings ^^^ inch.
stopping half way

AlWedto C.decolorelhis.

last joint of the labial palpi

;

;

;

Nycteolid>3e.
120. Earias tkistrigosa, Butler, P. Z. S. 1881, p. 614.

Very common throughout the
121. Earias
p. 204.

year.

frondosana. Walker,

Cat. Lep. Het. B.

M.

xxvii.

Kurrachee, February.

Tortricid^.
122. PjEdisca decolorana, Freyer, Neuere Beitrage, 318, 5
(1831-58).

February and May.

;

lkpidoptera from kurrachee.
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Phycid.e.
123.
(1832).

ziNCKENELLA,Treitsclike, Schmett. Eur.ix.l. p. 20

Mella

Very common
124.

in April

and May.

Pempelia ilella,

n. sp.

(Plate

XLVIII.

fig. 6.)

Kurrachee, February, March, ard May. Common.
Fawn-colour eyes black
Allied to P. cautella, from Ceylon.
thorax and fore wings clouded with brownish, fringe grey abdomen
hind wings pale greyish, semihy aline, with a brownish marpaler
Expanse of wings -f^ inch.
ginal line, fringe white.
;

;

;

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.
Plate XLVII.
Fig.

1.

2.
3.

4.
6.
6.
7.
8.

9.

10.

11.
12.

13.
14.

15.

Phragmatacia f(sda,

n. sp., p. 515.
Zizera mora, n. sp., p. 506.
Terias curiosa, n. sp., p. 608.
Gomalia litoralis,n. sp., p. 513.
Oreesia vagabunda, n. sp., p. 519.
CaradriiHL sabidosa, n. sp., p. 5i6.
Aco7itia hortensis, n. sp., p. 517.
Erasfria futilis, n. sp., p. 517.
Anthophila hiiUa, n. sp., p. 518.
Micra chalybea, n. sp., p. 518.
Orthosia infrequens, n. sp., p. 517.
Anthophila zamia, n. sp., p. 518.
Micra fiiria, n. sp., p. 5l9.
bulux, n. sp., p. 519.
Eivula flavonigra, n. sp., p. 522.

Plate XLVIII.
Fig.

1.

Othora anea,

n. sp., p.

520.

2.

Remigia

5.
6.

airomacula, n. sp., p. 523.
Pempelia ilella, n. sp., p. 529.

7.

Marimatha

8.

Hypotia vafcra, n

9.

rubella, n. sp., p. 623.
Pyralis ubcralis, n. sp., p. 523.

arefacta, n. sp., p. 521.
3. Pandesma devia, n. sp., p. .520.
4. Myana sopora, n. sp., p. 522.

10

laciea, n. sp., p. 522.
sp., p.

523.

11. Scopula palmalis, n. sp., p. 625.
Idaa jada, u. sp., p. 526.
13. Tephrina arenaria, n. sp., p. 527.

12.

14. Fidonia albofascia, n. sp., p. 527.
15. Erosia hyperbolica, n. sp., p. 528.
16. Crambus zonellus, n. sp., p. 528.
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18,

On

a Case of Cross-breeding between two Species of FlyBy Thomas H. Potts^
catchers of the genus Rhipidura.
of Obinitaki,

New

Zealand.

[Eeceived October 27, 1884.]

The writer has repeatedly drawn attention to the interesting fact
of the occasional crossing between RJiijndura flahellifera and li.
fulif/inosa (see Trans. N. Z. Inst. vols, ii., iii., v., & vi. ; also
N. Z. Journal of Science, July 1884). It is noticeable that this fact
is not alluded to in the ' Manual of the Birds of New Zealand,' pubby authority of the Colonial IMuseum and Greological
Survey Department.
In order to bring this peculiar habit more prominently before
ornithologists, I forward a nest and eggs for the inspection of
memhers of the Zoological Society of London.
I found the nest on Sept. 10, and took it this morning it contained
three eggs.
Before I removed it, I saw both parent birds undertake
the duties of incubation in turn, relieving each other at brief
intervals.
The cock hird was R.fuliyinosn, with the aural plumes
very small but quite distinct; the hen, B. flabelUfera, occupied the
nest till gently pushed off with the finger.
In Trans. N. Z. Institute, vol. iii. p. 80, will be found some
account of the nests of Rhipidura, specimens of which were taken
both on Banks' Peninsula and in the Malvern district to the west.
lished in 1882,

;

Obinitaki, September 12, 1884.

November
Prof.

The

W. H.

18,

1884.

Flower, LL.D., F.R.S., President, in the Chair.

Secretary read the following report on the additions to the

Society's Menagerie during October 1884
The total number of registered additions to the Society's
:

month

Mena-

of October was

108, of which 47 were by
presentation, 17 by purchase, 10 by birth, 7 received in exchange,
and 27 received on deposit. The total number of departures during
the same period, by death and removals, was 132.

gerie during the

Amongst them

special attention

was called

to a

Black -necked Coly
first example

{Colius nigricoUis), purchased October 20th, being the
(See Plate
of this species received alive by the Society.

XLY.

fig. 1.)

The following extracts were read from a letter addressed to the
Secretary by Mr. J. G. F. Riedel, C.M.Z.S. :—
" I beg leave to say a few words on Mr. Forbes's lecent observations
{supra, p. 425) concerning the birds collected on Timoilao by my
hunters, and described by Dr. A. B. Meyer, as also concerning some
of Mr. Forbes's remarks on the island-group itself.
" Before the arrival of Mr. Forbes in the Moluccas I had forwarded

—
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Tanembar to Europe, as I also did after
cannot understand why he should wish (p. 426)
to discredit my hunters, who can all read and write
they had
in former years accompanied many naturalists, such as Hoedt,
Beccari, and others, and are thoroughly trustwortliy.
My hunters
were collecting on the Tanembar and Timorlao islands for three
years following, viz. on Motu, Larat, Lutur, Leera, and on the
large island of Tamdena near Botani, Atemar, Wermatan, and on
Selaru near Adau, therefore on many more places than Mr. Forbes's
hunters.
On Larat and Lutur Mr. Forbes did not penetrate into the
country, as his hunters themselves and the Dutch official on Ritabel
(a half-caste) assured me, being afraid of the people of Keliobar and
being besides ill with fever in consequence of being insufficiently
provided witli tlie necessary food. The European superintendence of
my hunters, which Mr. Forbes thinks necessary, is quite superfluous
with men of their experience.
My hunters also collected on Keei,
Aru, and other places, and always attached labels to the birds with
the habitat and the sex.
Therefore no birds from other islands
came iuto the collection from Timorlao and Tanembar, as Mr. Forbes
conjectures may have been the case.
" Mr. Forbes further asserts, that the group of islands under
consideration is only one, but bears two different names (p. 426),
whereas in fact the natives use these two names for different parts of
the group, and look on each part as a group for itself.
To the
Tanembar group belong; Motu, Nuskalboor, Nusnitu, Wajanga,
Maru, Kiabelenga, Nnslima, Virinun, Watborat, Nuskabawa, Nuskarata, Barnusa, Vordata,\¥atsira, Nukahao, Larat, Lutur, Nusanlao,
Slewar, Mitak, Kokolat, Wawoan, Teen,
Nemaan, Nustemar,
Laibobar, Taval, Wulmali or Bulumali, Tual, Unggar, Myanatraa,
Nuswotar, Nujanatrool, Wuliaru, Nustaran, Wolas, Kesiwu, SeeluNusnitu, Salal, Sekeleer, Manu, Seera, Molin, Watuwawan, Nuskee,
Lokihinilavon, Kamitwaan,Watsalat, Tendula, Kotkola, and Watletan.
The islands which belong to the Timorlao group are Yamdena or
Yanatleer, Anggarmasa, Vual or Tual, Erikmiri, Watleran, Nustawon
or Nustabun, Watkusa, Najanat, Watdua, Nuskesa, Watsira, Solat,
Selaru, and Ariama.
"The name Timorlao signifies the far east, from lao far and
timor east, as Nusalao the far island, Seranglao the far Serang.
It is erroneous to suppose that Timorlao is a corruption of the
birds from Timorlao and

his departure.

I

;

—

=

=

word

"seaward Timor"

(p. 429), for lao is not =lawut (of the
Mr. Forbes therefore is quite wrong in altering Dr. A. B.
specific name "timorlaoensis" into " timorlautensis ;" and
the euphony of a word, it is difficult to dispute between

for

Malay).
Meyer's
as to

different tongues,

especially if the Latin is

English fashion."
Utrecht, Nov,

The

1st,

1884.

following papers were read

:

pronounced

after
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An Account

[NoV. 18,

of a Visit to the Birds'-nest Caves of British

North Borneo.

By H. Pryer,

C.M.Z.S., &c.'

[Eeceived October 16, 1884.]

In March last I visited the island of Borneo, and dnring my stay
Elopura determined to ascertain if possible the substance from
which the Swilt makes the edible nest, so much prized by the Chinese.
at

^
In illustration of this paper Mr. Pryer sent specimens of the Swift
referred to, and of its nest and eggs, also of the alga on which the bird was
supposed to feed, and of the Bat which inhabits the same cave.
The Secret;iry stated that the Swift had been determined by Mr. Sharpe to
be Collooalia fuviphaga, and the Bat by Mr. Dobson to be Nyctinomus pHcatus.
The Secretary also read the following letter and Eeport addressed to him
upon this subject;

British

Museum

Cromwell Eoad,

(Natural History),

Soulli Kensington,

S.W.

29th October, 1884.

Dear Sir,
The alga

contained in the bottle you left with me is a species, probably
new, of Glaocapsa. The indi-riduals are of microscopic dimensions, and may be
found in great numbers composing the dark-coloured layers on the surface exposed to the air the lighter-coloured, somewhat gelatinous mass consists of the
dead cells of the Glceocajisa gradually accumulated beneath tlie upper layers.
It is only under the influence of reagents that the remains of structure are
displayed in this mass and its true nature discovered.
Species of this genus are common on damp roclts and walls of caves, but I
Lave never .seen any occurring in such masses as this one. I may mention,
however, as a remarkable coincidence that I have seen an allied species of Glceoca2}sa covering with a thick coating the walls (high above high-water mark) of
a sea-cave a few miles to the north of Arbroath. This cave was inhabited by
numerous pigeons, and I was in the habit of frequently climbing into it when a
boy for the purpose of capturing the young pigeons in their nests in the roof.
The Glceoccqjsa (as I sub.sequently determined it) impeded me in this operation,
and to the best of my recollection it grew very abundantly on the old excrement of the birds. Whether the excrement formed a specially suitable nidus
for the alga it would be interesting to discover in regard to the present case
in which at all events tlie alga seems to assist in forming a w«V/«« for the bird
I have examined a portion of a nest sent me by Mr. Holmes, of the Pharmaceutical Society's Museum, without finding any trace of the alga in it.
I have retained a small portion of the alga fur the purpose of further determination, and I hope to have the means of comparing it with the one I refer to
;

.'

above.

Yours

&c.,

GEORGE MUEEAY.

Beport on the Edible Birds'-nest. By J. E. Green, B.A., Assistant Demonstrator in the Physiological Laboratory, Cambridge.
.specimen gave no evidence under the microscope of any distinct vegetable
and similarly gave no chemical evidence of either cellulose or any other
ALL the reactions went to prove that the great
distinctly vegetable product.
mass of the substance was mucin, and such mici'oscopic features as were apparent
confirmed the view that the ne.st was formed of striugsof mucus plastered together.
The mucus when separated out gave some reactions, different to a certain extent

The

structures,
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For this purpose I sj)ent two days in the oaves of Gomanton, a
high limestone cHff situate twelve miles inland from the head of
Sandakan Bay; and having heen successful, I send herewith specimens
of the hird, its nest, and eggs, and of the fungus said to be used
in the construction of the nest.

Before starting for the caves, I inquired what it was generally
thought the nests were made from, and was told that it was probably
a gum or resin from some of the forest-trees, and that the statement,
so often repeated in popular works on natural history, that the birds
gather a seaweed for the purpose, was extremely improbable
the
caves producing the largest quantity of nests being generally situated
a considerable distance inland
besides that round Sandakan Bay
tiiere is a marked absence of seaweed, which does not grow in any
quantity at the various points which I touched at.
On the 19th of March, at half-past 10 o'clock a.m., together with
a gentleman in the employ of the British North-Borneo Company,
1 left the flourishing little town of Elopura, at the entrance of
Sandakan Bay, for the Sapugaya River, which flows into this Bay
about 8 miles below the town.
Our party was composed of two
Englishmen (W. and self), one Chinese cook, five I\Ialays,eight Sulus,
a Buludupi, and my Japanese collector, eighteen in all, representing
six different languages, the conversation between these different
specimens of Homo sapiens being carried on in Malaj-. Our mode of
conveyance was a steam-launch, having in tow a large boat to which
we were to transfer ourselves when the river grew too shallow to proceed
further in the launch.
We reached the mouth of the Sapngava at
Flying about the Bay were a number of Frigate Birds and a
noon.
few birds of prey. The river preseiited the usual features of all
North-Bornean scenery the land at the mouth and for several miles
each side was covered with a Mangrove swamp further up the Nipas
replace the Mangroves, until, where the river-banks rise above the

—

:

:

;

reach of the tide, the true forest extends down to the water's edo-e.
Curlews, Kingfishers, and Sandpipers flew along ahead of us.
Making the launch fast to the landing-stage of a coffee and
sugar plantation, we took to our rowing-boat, as beyond the plantation further navigation in the steam-launch is unsafe
after rowinofor some hours our sleeping-place for the night was reached.
This
was a very primitive affair, being a long narrow shed thatched with
altaps made from the Nipa leaf, and raised some six feet from the
ground on posts, the floor being composed of unbarked sticks ten
feet long; over this we spread a large india-rubber (without which
no one should travel), and made ourselves as comfortable as possible
under the circumstances. I had brought my mosquito-net, but did
;

from those wbicb are given by ordinary mucin but these differences were not
great enough to weaken the conclusion that the nest is really composed of mucu8
secreted by the loeculiar glands, superficially described by Sir Everard Home
as present in the bird which builds the nest.
It would be very interesting to
obtain these birds in living condition, so that one might study the mechanism
of the secretion of such a relatively enormous mass of material as well as examine
;

the constituents of the secretion taken quite fresh.
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not require it, as there are, very fortunately, no mosquitoes, and I
was not annoyed with them at any time during my stay in Borneo.
Next morning at 7 o'clock a.m. I started for a five hours' walk
through the forest the track is a good one and fairly level it follows
a small stream, now dried up into a succession of small pools, swarming with small fish which are very tame, and would come up and
nibble at one's fingers directly the hand was placed in the water.
We were now passing out of the sandstone district, which is the
formation ahout Elopura, rising there into high bluflfs, under and
upon the side of one of which the town is built. Occasional blocks
of hmestone showed themselves in the pools, and I began to find
Tracks of Elephants
land-shells in abundance for the first time.
were common and very fresh, our approach having evidently just
driven them off' the path
an orang-utan, deer, monkeys, fire-back
pheasants, crows, hornbills, &c., were seen, and the argus pheasants
were calling in every direction. The forest was free from underThe
growth, and one could walk in any direction unimpeded.
largest trees reach an enormous height, sending out their first
branches two hundred feet from the ground, the trunks being
supported by huge buttresses at the base of the trees.
At noon the path came abruptly to the foot of a high limestone
This
cliff, which had hitherto been concealed by the forest-growth.
cliff' is honeycombed with caves, most of which are connected in some
way with a large one, known to the Malays by the name of Simud
:

:

;

Itam, i. e. the ]31ack Cavern. The entrance to this is at the foot of
the chff and is about 100 feet wide and 250 feet high inside the
height is greater, the roof being 3G0 feet from the ground it is well
lighted, as about 200 yards from the entrance there are two large
Here a number of the Swifts were
circular oj)enings in the roof.
flying about, and also numbers of Bats, the ground being covered
The birds' -nests could be seen
with large quantities of guano.
;

;

From various corners and places,
attached to the sides and roof.
apparently inaccessible, could be seen the rattan ladders and stages
I have seen many caves in other parts
used by the nest-gatherers.
of the world, but nothing to compare with this one, which strongly
reminded me of a huge cathedral, but far surpasses iu its grandeur
any work of human hands.
JFrom the mouth of the cave ran a small amount of water, strongly
impregnated with guano, and on this many butterflies of the genera
a very pretty Cyrestis was flying in
Papilio and Pieris settled
specimens, but missed a most lovely
secured
several
and out : I
Pajiilio, quite new to me and which I believe to be undescribed.
Tracks of Pigs led in all directions about the floor of the cave.
the ascent is quite
After a rest I ascended the cliff about 400 feet
perpendicular: in many places ladders are erected and in others
On the
the water-worn surface of the limestone gives a foothold.
ascent I noticed many Orchids, Begonias, ferns, and mosses I had
My collector caught a snake I believe to be an
not seen elsewhere.
Elaphis, certainly the most beautiful Colubrine I have seen, white
and light grey. The Malays said it was very destructive to the Swifts,
;

;

—
:
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also that it was poisonous
to convince them it was not, I
allowed it to bite me.
At this point I found myself at the moulh
of a cave named Simud Putih, i. e. the White Cave the entrance
is about 40 feet higli by 60 feet wide, and descends very steeply,
widening out to a great size, and having a perpendicular unexplored
abyss at its furthest point.
This cave is used by the nest-gatherers
as their dwelling-place, and at the entrance are their platforms of
sticks, one of which was placed at my disposal by the head man
it
Immeis also the cave by which the great body of the Swifts enter.
diately outside it is a great circular opening leading sheer down into
Simud Itam this is one of the two openings mentioned as giving light
to that cave, and is the entrance most in use by the Bats.
As sooa
as I had unpacked and settled down on my platform, I sallied out to
find the material from which the birds make their nests, as my previous experience is that birds do not as a rule travel far for the bulk of
the material they use.
I was speedily successful in my search.
It
is a fungoid growth which incrusts the rock in damp places, and
when fresh resembles half-melted gum tragacanth outside it is brown
but inside white, and little if any change in its consistency is effected
by the bird the inside of the nest is, however, formed by threads of
the same substance, which are drawn out of the mouth in a similar
way to that of a caterpillar weaving its cocoon.
The Malays told me to be sure and return to Simud Putih at 5
o'clock, as I should then see the most wonderful sight in all Borneo
the departure of the Bats and the return to roost of the Swifts.
I
accordingly took a seat on a block of limestone at the mouth of the
cave the surface of the coral of which it is composed is quite fresh
looking, notwithstanding that it must have been many ages in its
present position, several hundred feet above sea-level.
Soon I heard
a rushing sound, and, peering over the edge of the circular opening
leading into Simud Itam, I saw columns of Bats wheeling round the
Shortly after 5 o'clock, although the sun
sides in regular order.
had not yet set, the columns began to rise above the edge, still in a
circular flight
they then rose, wheeling round a high tree growing
on the opposite side, and every few minutes a large flight would
break off and, after rising high in the air, disappear in the distance ;
I counted nineteen flocks
each flight contained many thousands.
go off in this way, and they continued to go off in a continual
stream until it was too dark for me to see them any longer. Among
them were three albinos, called by the Malays the Rajah, his son, and

and

;

;

:

:

:

;

;

:

wife.

At a quarter to 6 the Swifts began to come in to Simud Putih
had been flying in and out all day long, but now they began
few
a
to pour in, at first in tens and then in hundreds, until the sound of
their wings was like a strong gale of wind whistling through the
They continued flying in until after midnight,
rigging of a ship.
as I could still see them flashing by over my head when I went to
As long as it remained light I found it impossible to catch
sleep.
any with my butteifly-net but after dark it was only necessary to
wave the net in the air to secure as many as I wanted. Nevertheless
;
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they must undoubtedly possess wonderful powers of sight to
in the dark in the deepest recesses of their caves

and

fly

18,

about

to return to their

where no ligiit ever penetrates.
Shortly before sundown a pair of Kites made their appearance, and,
taking their station over the Bat-chasm, would every now and then
clumsily swoop down into the thick of the Bats, generally securing a
victim every time.
1 shot both these marauders, which proved to
There were
be Saliaster indus, a very beautiful but common bird.
also several specimens of a Hawk working away on the Bats in a very
business-like manner, and woe betide the unfortunate bat singled out
from its flock and put in chase. The way these Hawks took the
Bats one after the other was astonishing, and strongly reminded me
I shot several of these Hawks, but only
of a man eating oysters.
secured one, the others being lost over the side of the cliff.
It
proved to be the rare Machirhamphus alcinus, remarkable for the
size of its gape and its small beak, both of which very much resemble
those of the Swift.
Its habits in taking its prey are also similar,
the Swift catching and swallowing its food while on the wing in the
nests, often built in places

same way

this

Hawk

does.

Arising before daylight, I witnessed a reversal of the proceedings
of the previous night, the Swifts now going out of Simud Putih and
The latter literally "raiued" into
the Bats going into Simud Itam.
On looking up, the air
their chasm for two hours after daylight.
seemed filled with small specks, which flashed down perpendicularly
with great i-apidity and disappeared in the darkness below.
Several examples of Machirhamphus alcuius put in an appearance,
hawking after the Swifts, which they had rarely attempted to take
Their plan
the night before, and generally then without success.
now was to swoop down from behind into the stream of birds issuing
from the mouth of Simud Putih, generally carrying off a bird each
three times tliey attempted to do so.
I secured many specimens of the Bat, and found them to be all of
the caudal membrane extends only half down the tail,
one species
which is free for half an inch, giving the animal very much the
appearance of a mouse when the wings are folded. The wings are
I noticed a few
very long and narrow, and it is a very swift flyer.
specimens of a Swallow resembling Hirundo rustica, and also some
very large Bats at the mouth of the cave.
After breakfast I started for the summit of the cliff; the path,
which is barely two feet wide, in many places overhangs the Batchasm, the bottom of which is lost in darkness 600 feet below.
to
The summit at 900 feet is reached here was a most lovely view
the east is a large plain, in the early morning covered with mist
resembling a vast sheet of water this is no doubt the origin of the
mythical lake of Kina Balu, which only exists in the imagination of
In every direction except the north extended
the map-makers.
miles upon miles of forest, broken here and there by mountain-tops.
Unfortunately Kina Balu, the highest mountain in Malayasia, was
hidden by clouds. To tlie north I could trace the whole of Sandakan Bay and the open sea beyond. 1 was much surprised to find
;

:

;

:

—
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short a distance in a direct line, only some

actually

come from Elopura

:

it

20 miles, I had
had taken some 13^ hours' continuous

by launch, boat, and walking to reach this point. On the
highest part the Malays have built a house, into which I was invited,
and inspected a quantity of very fine white nests, gathered from a
small opening close by, which is however 116 fathoms deep, and
is connected, as I afterwards found, with Simud Putih.
I then commenced to descend by another track, and found it much
easier work than going up.
About 200 feet below the summit a
large opening is reached ; this looks exactly like a railway-tunnel.
Lighting candles and attaching them to the lower part of the staves
each of the party carried, the gloomy portal was entered, and daylight
was soon lost sight of, the path becoming steeper and more slippery
About 500 feet below the entrance it
the further it descended.
became unpleasantly warm and the atmosphere stifling, the guano
giving out a most disagreeable smell.
I was here shown a small
beam of light from the small opening at the top of the rock, 696 feet
above.
The footing became here very precarious, single poles being
laid on the surface of the soft guano, upon which I found considerable
difficulty in balancing myself.
The guano exists in enormous
quantities in this cave ; a fifteen-feet pole, thrust down into it, does
uot touch the bottom.
Just when matters were getting unbearable
the cave turns to the right, and the path commences to ascend, and
I was very glad to find Simud Putih had been reached
after a
slippery climb I merged into daylight, very much dazzled.
All the
root of the dark parts of the cave was occupied by the nests of the
Swifts, the birds keeping up an intermittent twittering, sounding, from
the immense quantity assembled, like surf breaking on a rocky shore.
In this cave I saw the nest-gatherers at work getting in their crop.
thin rattan ladder was fixed to the end of a long pole and wedged
against the rock ; two men were on t!ie ladder
one carried a long
four-pronged spear, a lighted candle being fixed to it a few inches
below the prongs. By the aid of this light a suitable nest is found
and transfixed with the prongs a slight twist detaches the nest unbroken from the rock the sjiear is then withdrawn until the head is
within reach of the second man, who takes the nest off the prongs
and places it in a pouch carried at the waist. The nests of best
quality are bound up into packets with strips of rattan, the inferior
being simply threaded together ; the best packets generally weigh
one catty (Ij lb.), averaging forty nests, and are sold at $9 each
the annual value of the nests gathered being about $25,000.
These
caves have beeu worked for seven generations without any diminution
in the quantity three crops ai-e taken during the year, and unless a
considerable number of black nests is gathered, the supply of white
nests falls off.
Accidents to the men employed very rarely occur,
notwithstanding the dangerous nature of their occupation.
There is
also an almost inexhaustible supply of guano in these caves; and the
number of bats and birds in them is so enormous that if proper care
is taken not to disturb them, a regular quantity may be taken out
yearly without fear of exhausting the supply.
These caves are

travelling

:

A

—

;

;

:
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Simud Putih, and after a
Simud Itam commenced the return journey. The
Sapugaya River was reached before noon, but I was disappointed at
findingour boat high and dry, the tide being out. As it had not

On

the 22nd March, at 7 a.m., I left

farewell visit to

returned at half-past 4 o'clock all hands were mustered to carry
the boat down bodily to deep water ; this was soon accomplished,
although the boat was a very heavy one. Just at dusk we rowed
up to the steam-launch several of that very peculiar animal the
Galeopithecus were floating from tree to tree on the plantation, and I
Getting up steam, we
noticed some very large Bats fl>ing about.
then proceeded very cautiously along between the high Nipas which
lined the banks and rendered steering in the dark a difficult matter.
At half-past 10 p.m. the pier at Elopura was reached.
;

2.

On some Mammals from Somali-land.
By P. L. ScLATER, M.A., Ph.D., F.E.S.,
Secretary to the Society.
[Eeceived Ifovember 12, 1884.]

(Plates

XLIX. &

L.)

Mr. C. Hagenbeck of Hamburg, the well-known dealer in living
animals, has kindly sent to me some flat skins of Mammals, prepared by the natives of Somali-land, which he received along with
a collection of living animals recently imported from Berberah.
As little is yet known of the Mammals of this interesting
country, I have thought it worth while to lay these skins before
the Meeting, and to offer a few remarks upon some of them which
present points worthy of notice.
Our present authorities upon the Mammals of Somali-land are
but few in number. Mr. Blyth's report on Captain Speke's collection ', Heuglin's essay on the Fauna of the Red Sea and Somalicoast", and Revoil's ' Fauue et Flore des Pays-Somalis,' ' are the only
ones that I can mention concerning the north of Somali-land ; but
Von der Decken's expedition penetrated into the south of the same
country, and the reports on his collections should also be consulted.
In Captain Speke's list but three species of Antelopes are
mentioned, one of which, called by Mr. Blyth Gazella cuvieri and
subsequently Gazella spekii, may probably be the same as that of
which a skin is now before you. In the zoological volume on the
^ " Eeport on a Zoological Collection from the Somali Country," by E. Blyth
Journ. Asiatic Soc. Bengal, vol. xxiv. p. 291 (8vo, Calcutta, 1856).
"Eeport on a Zoological Collection from the Somali Country," by Edward
Blyth. Eeprinted from the 24th vol. of the Journ. Asiatic Soc. Bengal;
with Additions and Corrections by the Collector, John Hanniug Speke (8to,

London, 1860).
Petermann's Mittheilungen,' 1861, p. 11.
'Faune et Flore des Pays-Somalis' (8vo, Paris, 1882).
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Antelope is mentioned among the
but in the volume on his travels' (p. 369) the native
and French names are given of three species of this group.
The skins which I now exhibit belong apparently to five species:

results of Revoil's explorations no

Mammals;

1.

Strepsiceros imberbiSj Blyth.

Of the Lesser Koodoo I have only recently given a figure and
description in the Society's 'Proceedings' (P. Z. S. 1884, p. 45,
pi. iv.).
In the collection now before us are two skins of this
species not materially differing from one another or from the
description above referred to.
2.

BOSELAPHUS CAAMA

A single

(CuV.).

certainly that of a species of
Boselaphus, and probably of B. caama, as Von der Decken is stated
flat

skin in the collection

is

have found that species on Lake Jipe

to

3.

Gazella walleri.

(Plate

in

Southern Somali-land

".

XLIX.)

Gazella walleri, Brooke, P. Z. S. 18/8, p. 929, t. Ivi.
The two skins which I now exhibit (see Plate XLIX. fig. 1)
probably belong to the same Antelope. They are at once recognizable by the very wide and well-marked dark-brown dorsal line,
which in its widest part measures across the back from seven to eight
inches, and stands out in strong contrast to the lighter rufous of the
sides.
The whole length of the skins, from the crown of the head to
the base of the tail, is about 4 ft. 6 in. the belly and undersides of the
limbs are white.
One of the skins is probably that of an older animal
than the other, being rather larger and darker in colouring.
From such imperfect specimens, although one may say that they
are those of some unknown Antelope, it would not be possible to
determine much. But fortunately I have been favoured by Mr. F. L.
James, of 14 Great Stanhope Street, with the loan of the perfect head
of an Antelope (see Plate XLIX. fig. 2) shot near Berberah in March
It will be at once
last, which evidently belongs to the same species.
seen on comparison that the texture and colour of the hair on the nape
of the neck agree perfectly with those of one of the flat skins, so
nearly, indeed, that one might have supposed that the head and flat
;

may have belonged to the same individual.
was about to describe this Antelope as new when my attention
was called to the figure and description of the skull and horns of
an Antelope given by Sir Victor Brooke in the Society's 'Proceedings' for 1878, upon which his Gazdla walleri is based, as
In order to endeavour to
probably belonghig to the same species.
the Rev. H. Waller one
from
borrowed
have
this
question
at
rest
I
set
As will
of the specimens upon which Gazella tvalleri was based.
be seen by comparison of the skull and horns thus kindly loaned to
me with the mounted head belonging to Mr. James, the general
skin
I

1

'La Vallce du Darfour.

Voyage aus Pays-Somalis.'

Par G. Eevoil.

Paris, 1S82.
Cf. Peters in

Proc. Zool.

Von

der Decken's

Soc— 18S4,

'

Eeisen,' Bd.

No. XXXVIl.

iii.

Abth.

1.

p. 9.
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The chief
the same in both specimens.
and greater length of the
horns in Mr. James's specimen, and especially in the more decided
On the whole, however,
twist forward at their anterior extremities.
I think it better to conclude that they belong to the same species
until the contrary is shown.
The external form of Gazella walleri (assuming this view to be
Horns lyrate, strongly
correct) may be shortly described as follows
ringed, running backward almost in a line with the face, and bent
Length, following the curve along the upper
forward at the tips.
surface, 14 inches; in a straight line from base to tip, 11 inches;

form of the horns

is

much

differences are in tlie slightly greater size

:

—

extreme width 7|
distance between the point at the tips 3 inches
inches
circumference of horn near the base 5 inches.
Colour. Nose, front of face, top of head, neck above and on
each side, and brown dorsal baud (6 to 7 inches in width) extending
Flanks, separated
all down the back dark brown, almost chestnut.
by a well-marked margin from the dorsal colour, pale brown sides
of face round the eyes, chin , and line below the throat, and body
beneath white. Length of skin, from nape to the base of the tail,
;

;

;

about 48 inches.

Hab. Somali-land,
I

may remark

vicinity of Berberah.
that of two pairs of horns in the British

Museum

received from Sir John Kirk and determined as Gazella walleri, one
pair nearly resemble the typical specimen and the other Mr. James's

head.
4.

Gazella

spekii, Blyth, Cat.

Mamm. Mus.

As. Soc. p. 172

(1863).

The skin of a small species, probably the same as that to which
Mr. Blyth gave this name from Speke's specimens obtained at
Berberah
5.
fig.

'.

Eqtjus asinus somalicus,

sp. (ant subsp.)

nov.

(Plate L.

1.)

Of the Wild Ass of Somali-land Mr. Hagenbeck has not only
furnished us with the flat skin which I now exhibit, but has also
sent us on deposit a fine living male specimen, which was received on the 11th of August last, and is now in excellent condition.

We

have also, fortunately, living in the Gardens a specimen of
another African Wild Ass, from the Nubian Desert, purchased in
May 1881 so that it is easy to institute a comparison between the
two, and to assure ourselves that they belong apparently to distinct
;

species or subspecies.

As will be seen by Mr. Smit's drawings which I now exhibit, the
Somali Ass (PI. L. fig. 1) differs from that of the Nubian Desert
(PI. L. fig. 2) in its generally paler and more greyish colour, in the
entire absence of the cross-stripe over the shoulders, in the very
slight indication of the dorsal line, and in the numerous black mark1

Cf.

Blauford, Geol.

&

Zool. Abvss. p. 361.

—
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It has likewise, as will be better
ings on both front and hind legs.
noticed on examining the living animals, smaller ears and a longer

and more flowing mane.
Bui, as
It might be supposed that these are individual variations.
will be seen upon inspection of the flat skin from Somali-laud which
I now exhibit, the same distinguishing features likewise present
themselves in this second specimen. Moreover, Mr, E. Lort Phillips,
F.Z.S., who visited the Berberah district in March last in company
with Mr. F. L. James and his brother, assured me that the Wild
Asses which he there met with were exactly of the same description.
Mr. Lort Phillips writes as follows
"On March 22, 1884, when about 20 miles to the west of
Berberah we fell in with a small herd of Wild Asses. After a long
and tedious stalk I succeeded in bagging one which turned out
to be of quite a new species to me, having no mark whatever on the
On its
body, which was of a beautiful " French grey " colour.
I have
legs, however, it had black stri[)es running diagonally.
unfortunately lost the book in which 1 put its measurements, but it
was a superb creature and stood quite 14 hands at the shoulder;
our Berberah horses looked quite small in comparison. The previous
day Mr. F. L. James had shot a new Antelope \ and Mr, W, D.
James a Lesser Koodoo."
It would likewise, I think, be probable on theoretical grounds
that animals occupying such different and widely separated areas of
distribution would present points of diiference.
But assuming this to be the case, a great difficulty arises as to the
proper terms to be applied to these two animals. I have liitherto called
the Nubian form of which we have had a specimen in the Gardens
:

;

is now living there ^ Equits tcBniopus, Heuglin.
doing
In so
I acted on the supposition that only one species of
But seeing there appear to be
African Wild Ass was known to exist.

before the one that

two,

it

becomes necessary to make some further inquiries on the

subject.

Heuglin described his Equus tcsniopus in his article on the Fauna
Red Sea and Somali Coast already referred to. In his
appendix to this article (Petermann's Mittheilungen, 1861, p. 19)
he distinguishes two species of African Wild Ass. The first of these,
from the provinces of Taka and Berber, is clearly our animal of the
The
Nubian Desert, which he proposes to call Equus asinus.
second species, which he attributes to Shoa and the Somali Coast, he
of the

Equus tceniopus. But when we come to read his
Equus ttsniopus, and to examine the figure of the same
animal contained in the 28th volume of the Nova Acta of the
Leopoldino-Carolinian Academy, we find that the animal designated
by this name is clearly not that of the Somali Coast, as it possesses

proposes to

call

description of

'

'

a well-marked dorsal stripe and a strongly defined cross-line over
Moreover, Heuglin himself tells us that the specithe shoulders.
men from which the description of A. tceniopus was taken was a
'

2

the specimen of Oazella walleri above referred
See Catalogue of Animals, 1883, p. 130; and P.Z.

/. e.

to.
S.

1881, p, 734.
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which he did not certainly know the locality.
we cannot apply the term tceaiopus to
Under
Nor can we apply it to the Nubian
the Somali form of Wild Ass.
To the latter
form, which Heuglin himself termed Eqiius asi/ius.
animal, however, Fitzinger in 1866 (Sitzungsb. k. Akad. Wien, hv.
p. 588) gave the specific name ofricanus, which I propose to retain
for the Nubian form of Wild Ass, while the Somali form may be
called Equus asinus somalicus.
These two forms may be diagnosed as follows
living animal of

these circumstances

:

1.

Eauus ASINUS AFRiCANUs.

Equus
Equus
Minor

(Plate L.

:

isabellino-griseus

;

2.

.'iSS

(1866).

trans
pedlbus plus minusve

linea dorsali distincta et altera

hurneros nigricante ; juia brevi erecta
nigra transfasciatis.

Hah.

fig. 2.)

asinus, Heuglin, Pet. Mitth. 1861, p. 19.
africanus, Fitzinger, Sitz. Ak. Wien, liv. p.

;

in desertis Nubiae superioris.

Eauus ASINUS somalicus.

(Plate L.

fig.

1.)

Major: griseus; linea dorsali fere obsoleta, humerorum nulla; juba
longiore, caduca ; pedibus distincte et frequenter niyro transfasciatis.

Hab.

in terra Somaiica.

—

P.S.
Since this paper was read I have had the opportunity of
reading Herr Mens-es's article on his excursion into Somali-land,
contained in Petermann s ' Mittheilnngen' for the present month
Herr Menges, who was the traveller employed by Mr. Hagenbeck
to collect living animals, gives us a most interesting account of two
of the Antelopes above mentioned, and also alludes to the Wild Ass.
On the high plains south of Berberah he met with what was
evidently Gazella wcdleri, which, he says, is one of the most beautiful Antelopes of Somali-land, and is called by the natives "Gereuuk."
He compares it with G. dama and G. scemmerringi, but
While the body is of
says it is manifestly different in its colouring.
a coffee-brown, it has a broad darker band on its back 10 to 15
The neck is remarkably long. The horns
centimetres in width.
are short and rather strong, curved gracefully backwards, but projecting forwards at the tips.
In the mountains further south Herr Menges found the Dwarf
Koodoo (Strepsiceros imberbis) more abundant than the larger
species (S. kudu), and calls it the " most beautiful of all Antelopes
known to him." It is termed "Aderio" by the Somalis, and is
distinguishable from the larger Koodoo, as he says, not only by its
smaller size (which is about that of a Fallow Deer) but by the more
numerous cross-stripes, of which there are from twelve to fifteen
across the back, while the larger Koodoo has only four or five.
The Wild Ass Herr Menges merely mentions as being different in
colour from other species known to him.
.

^

Ausflug Iq das Somali-land.

p. 401.

Von

Josef Menges.

Peterm. Mittheil. 18S4,
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F. E, Beddard, M.A., F.Z.S.^ Prosector to the Society.
[Eeceiyed November

The
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two specimens of Scopus umhretta has enabled
upon its anatomy before the Society. One
of these individuals lived in the Society's Gardens from 1880 to
1884, the other was sent to the late Mr. W. A. Forbes from Africa.
Both were partially dissected by Mr. Forbes and in preparing the
following account I have had the advantage of consulting a few MS.
notes left by him.
As but little is known about the structure of Scopus, its exact
systematic position is still a matter of doubt the facts that are
known (and these are confined to the pterylosis and structure of the
skeleton) appear to be on the whole in favour of placing Scopus
among the Ciconiidse, as has been done by Mr. Sclater in the most

me

dissection of

to bring a few notes

;

;

List of Animals.'
of the feather-tracts in Scopus is described in
some detail by Nitzsch, who has pointed out that the powder-down
patches distinctive of the true Herons are absent from Scopus ^: in
this and in other pterylographical characters Scopus comes nearer
to the Storks than to the Herons.
Our knowledge of the osteology of Scopus is at present entirely
due to Prof. Parker, who has described its shonlder-girdle in his

recent edition of the

'

The arrangement

'Monograph on the Shoulder-girdle and Sternum", Some scattered
remarks on the osteology of Scopus and the affinities which they
indicate are also to be found in a memoir by the same writer on Balceniceps rex ^.
Prof. Parker is of opinion that Scopus is truly Ciconiine, and is connected with the true Herons by way of Balceniceps
and Cancroma, the latter type being essentially Heron-like, while
Balceniceps has " the Heron characters in preponderance."
It view of these facts, it is rather remarkable to find that Dr.
Hartlaub, in his work on the Birds of Madagascar, definitely includes
Scopus as a genus of the family Ardeidae, separating it therefore
nevertheless it appears to me that there
entirely from the Storks
is in reality quite as much to be said in favour of the Ardeine as of
the Ciconiine affinities of the bird, from a studj^, that is to say, of
the muscles and viscera.
;

With regard

to the latter, the only published notes (so far as I
aware) are to be found in Mr. Forbes's Report on the Tubinares
collected by H.M.S. Challenger '; in that memoir Mr. Forbes has
described the partly double condition of the pectoral muscle in
Scopus, which I have referred to below.
Two plates illustrating the osteology of Scopus are to be found
Histoire Naturelle
in the last published part of the magnificent

am

'

'

1

=
^

Pterylographv (English Edition). Ed. Sclater London, 1867, p. 130.
Eay Soc. Publications (London, 1869), p. 16.5.
Trans. Zool. Soc. vol. iv. p. 347 ct passim. See also Trans. Zool. Soc. vol.

p. 234.

:
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de Madagascar,' but the letterpress has not yet appeared M. MilneEdwards no doubt intends to describe the osteology, and for that
reason I have not entered into any description of it in the present
;

paper.

—

External Characters. Nitzsch does not refer to the condition of
the oil-gland in his account of the pterylosis of Scopus, merely
In the two specimens before me the oilremarking its presence.
I
gland is distinctly tufted, and has three orifices at its free end.
may also mention that there are 12 rectrices, and that the contourfeathers are furnished with an aftershaft.
Visceral Anatomy.
The tongue is comparatively small and triangular, agreeing in this respect with Cancroma and Balceniceps alone
among the Ardeidse the other genera of the family possess a long
slender tongue, extending nearly as far as the mandibular symphysis ;
the tongue in the Ciconiidae is much as in Scopus.
There is no crop ; of the liver the right lobe is larger than the
left ; there is a conspicuous gall-bladder present, its duct opening
on to the ascending loop of the duodenum.
There are two carotids with the normal course running up the
neck side by side in the hypapophysial canal.
Both jugulars are present, the right larger than the left.
The syrinx is displayed in the two accompanying drawings

—

;

Sj-rinx of Scoptcs umbretta.
a,

from before

;

b,

from the

side.

There are a pair of intrinsic muscles inserted on to the
(fig. 1), fanned out at their attachment; the
bronchial rings are ossified, and closely applied to the preceding-

(figs, a, b).

second bronchial ring
first

the rings of the bronchi are incomplete internally
is a well-developed bony pessulus, a
prolongation of the last tracheal ring.
The bronchidesmus, as Prof.
Garrod lias termed the fibrous membrane uniting the two bronchi, is
incomplete, not extending as far forward as the point where the two
bronchi bifurcate. The syrinx of Scopus is therefore ret at all Stork-

rings of the trachea

;

and united by membrane; there

.
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and presents no important differences from that of the Herons
and Bitterns. In the Storks (c/. Weldon, P. Z. S. 1883, p. 639)
there are no intrinsic muscles; the bronchial rings are generally
complete internally the last tracheal and first bronchial rings are
ossified and firmly united, while above them are a number of tracheal
rings which are slender and delicate and often incomplete; the
bronchidestnus (at any rate in Tantalus and Leptoptilns argala)

like,

;

continuous up to the bifurcation of the bronchi.
peculiar structure of the air-sacs described by Weldon in the
Stork is not to be found in Scopus the subbronchial sacs are completely fused, but the prsebronchials are not divided up by septa as
In these characters also Scopus is entirely
they are in the Stork.
to the Ardeine type.
conforms
and
Storks,
unlike the
is

The

;

Muscles of the Fore Limb.
The latissimus dorsi is composed, as in the majority of birds,
1
(1) the anterior arises from the spines of
of two distinct portions:
the second and third dorsal vertebrae, and is attached by a broad
muscular insertion below the accessory tendon of anconeus longus
(2) the posterior half is the larger, but narrows rapidly towards its

—

;

tendinous insertion in front of anterior half and continuous with
accessory tendon of the anconeus.
2. The cucuUuris superfcialis is attached to the anterior half, or
rather more, of the Tertebral border of the scapula.
3. The cucidlaris profundus is attached to the whole of the vertebral border of the scapula, except perhaps its extreme coracoidal
end ; the fibres of this muscle pass in a backward direction from the
vertebrae to the scapula, while those of the superficialis pass in a
forward direction, the two crossing each other very nearly at right
angles.

serratus arises in the ordinary fashion from ribs 2, 3,
is inserted on to the vertebral border of the scapula
ventrad to the insertion of the cucullaris by a broad thin tendon for
nearly half its length posteriorly.
5. The deltoid arises from the distal end of the scapula close to
its articulation with the coracoid by a fleshy origin in front and by
it is inserted on to the outer side of the crest
a short tendon behind
4.

and

The

4,

and

;

of the humerus.
6. The internal deltoid arises from the tip of the coracoid, and is
inserted on to the opposite side of the humeral crest, anterior to and
somewhat below the insertion of the pectoral muscle.
7. Th^ pectoralis I. arises from whole of hinder surface of sternum,
from the entire extent of the carina sterni, and from the margin of

the clavicle ; it is inserted on to the crest of the humerus, and also
to a fibrous aponeurosis which extends from the crest to the head of
The muscle itself
the humerus, covering the tendon of the biceps.
is not actually double, but is partially divided by a tendinous septum,
which is very evident on making a transverse section.
its origin extends some
8. '^\\e pectoralis II. is of considerable size
two thirds down the sternum ; it arises also from the sternal half of
;
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the coracoid and from the coracoclavlcular membrane ; its insertion
is not peculiar.
9. The coracolracMalis eccternus arises from the sternal end of
the coracoid it has the usual insertion.
it appears to
10. The co7-acohrachiaIis internus is rather smaller
;

;

have

tlie

ordinary relations.

from nearly the whole of the ventral margin
it narrows into the tendon of insertion,
of the scapula
slip which joins the anconeus longus
tendinous
small
off
a
it gives
1

1.

The

te7-es arises
;

just before

it is inserted into the inferior capitular fossa just
close to its origin
anterior to the origin of a portion of the triceps.
:

(fig. 2) is formed of the combined
be distinguished at their origin
not
to
are
Irevis and lonc/vs, which
clavicle
and from a small portion of the
the
of
end
the
it arises from

12.

The

tensor

pa fagii muscle

;

scapula; the outer portion, which corresponds to the tensor patagii
Fig. 2.

Muscles and tendon of patagium of Scopus umhrcffa.
T.p.l,

Tensor patagii longiis

;

T.p.lr, tensor patagii brevis.

longvs {T.p.l.), receives a slip, chiefly tendinous, from the pectorits tendon passes straight to the radial carpal bone, but about
;
the middle of its course gives off a branch which joins the outer of
the two tendons which form the tensor patagii brevis. The tendon of
the tensor patagii brevis {T. p. br.) is double at the junction of the
bellv of the muscle with the outer of the two tendons a small tendinous
the inner tendon receives
slip'is given off to the crest of the humerus
a slip from the pectoral at a corresponding spot. The outer tendon
alis I.

;

;
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contimipcl without any change to the radial aponeurosis
the
inner tendon about half way down gives off in front a broad, thin,
flat tendon, which passes down parallel to the other half of the
tendon and is inserted near to it at this ])oint it receives the slip from
There
the tendon of the tensor patagii longus already referred to.

is

;

;

is

no biceps

The

slip to

the patagium.

and is inserted on to
the radial margin of the ulna and on to the ulnar margin of the
13.

biceps has the usual double origin,

radius.
14.

The anconeus

culation of the

lonffus arises

humerus by a

from the scapula close

to the arti-

single head, the outer half of

which

is

tendinous about half an inch from the origin
it gives off a broad
it ends below in a
flat tendon to the outer edge of the humerus
long stout tendon attached to the anterior border of the olecranon
process of the ulna.
] 5.
The triceps arises from the head of the humerus just external
to the insertion of the teres and from a considerable proportion of
the shaft
it blends with the anconeus longus at its insertion on to
the ulna behind the latter.
The expansor secundariorum appears to be absent.
16. The pronator radii svperjicialis arises from the inner condyle
of the humerus it is inserted into the upper margin of the radius.
17. The pronator radii profundus, twice as large as the last,
arises from the humerus below it
it is inserted ou to the radius below
the insertion of the last, and extends considerably beyond.
Between
the two pronators is a small muscle which arises in common with
the pronator profundus it is attached partly to the tendinous surface of the latter and partly by a slender tendon to the radius.
18. The flexor carpi idnaris \s a, strowg muscle arising by fleshy
origin from distal extremity of humerus ; it is Inserted by a long
thick tendon on to the ulnar carpal bone.
The external anconeus arises from the common tendon from the
1 9.
external condyle of humerus it is inserted into the proximal one
half of the upper part of the ulna (except at the extreme end).
20. The extensor carpi ulnaris arises from a long tendon from
outer condyle of humerus together with the anconeus externus, and
from the tendinous septum between it and the latter ; it is inserted
by a long tendon about one third of the way down the metacarpal
of digit II. on the outer inferior margin.
21. The extensores carpi radialis longus and hrevis arise from
the outer condyle of humerus above all the other muscles of the
forearm they are in close contact for the whole of their length,
and are inserted on to the tuberosity of the metacarpal of the first
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

digit-

22. The extensor commtinis digitorum arises from the outer condyle of the humerus above and a little behind the extensor carpi
ulnaris it divides at the base of the thumb into two tendons, the
first of which is attached to the digital margin of the phalanx of the
pollex ; the other is similarly attached to the second phalanx of
;

digit II.

.
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a small muscle arising from outer condyle
and above the common tendon ; it is

inside of

attached to upper surface of radius.
24. The internal anconeus arises from internal condyle of humerus
below all the other muscles ; it spreads out in a fan-like -manner to
be inserted on to the ulna superficial to (below) the attachment of
the hrachialis internus.
25. The brachialis internus is a broad, flat muscle arising from
the deep pit on the inside of the humerus ; it is inserted on to the
ulna close to the internal anconeus.
26. The flexor digiti II. major arises by a moderately long tendon
from the inner condyle of humerus ; it is connected by flat tendinous
bands with the secondaries ; about an inch before the wrist it
divides into two tendons, one of which runs forward and is attached
to the internal tendon of the wrist ; the other, the main tendon of
insertion, passes round the wrist, and is inserted on to a considerable
portion of the inner anterior margin of the first phalanx of the
index ; during the latter part of its course the tendon of this muscle
is crossed by that of the
This muscle arises from the middle
27. Flexor digiti II. minor.
portion of the radial margin of the ulna, commencing just in front
of the insertion of the brachialis internus, and extending as far
forward as the origin of the extensor internus ; its tendon passes
above that of the flexor major, and is inserted on the anterior edge
of the second phalanx of the index, close to its proximal end.
28. The extensor internus manus arises from the distal half of the
ulna, commencing just after the attachment o? flexor digiti II. minor ;
it is nearly twice the size of the latter ; its tendon passes round to
the extensor side of the wing, and is there inserted on to the anterior
upper edge of the thumb metacarpal.
29. The extensor polficis arises from distal half of ulnar margin of
radius superficial to origin of extensor indicis and from posterior half
of ulna and interosseous membrane ; it is inserted on to the extensor
margin of metacarpal below the extensor metacarpi radii.
30. The extensor proprius indicis arises from the ulnar margin of
radius ; its tendon passes below that of extensor communis digitorum, and receives a short muscular slip from the wrist ; it is attached
to the extensor margin of the proximal end of the second phalanx
of the index.
I have not dissected out the intrinsic muscles of the hand.

—

Muscles of the Hind Limb.
The

sartorius arises only from the front end of the ilium
its
on to the tibia just above the crural.
2. The crurceus arises from nearly the whole of the inner side of
the femur ; it is inserted by a short tendon on to the head of the
tibia, below and to the inside of the insertion of the sartorius.
3. The pectineus is a small delicate muscle arising from the lower
margin of the iliun; just beneath the origin of the glutceiis ; it passes
1

insertion

is

;

.
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outwards and backwards to be inserted on to the inner side of the
femur just betweeu the origin of the crurceus and vastus internus.
4. The extensor muscle of the thigh is composed of a number of
fused muscles it arises from both the inner and outer side of shaft
of femur
it is inserted on to the patella and on to the fascia,
covering the knee by a broad flat tendon.
5. Of the glutseal muscles, the outermost one {glutceus I.) is the
;

;

Glutceus II., which partly underlies glutceus I., is someGlutceus III. is very small.
6. The obturator externus is large
it is covered superiorly by
an aponeurosis, which extends back about half way to the postfrior

largest.

what smaller.

;

extremity.
7.

The

its tendon of
obturator internus has an oval origin
is surrounded by a muscular mass which corresponds
;

attachment

to the gemelli.
8.

The

originates

tensor fascicE extends about halfway
fascia covering glutceus I.

down

the thigh

;

it

from the

9. The biceps arises from the whole of the postacetabular ridge
of the ilium; it is inserted, as usual, on to the fibula, after passing
through a tendinous sling.
!0. The /emoro-cfljjif/a/ is a long, slender muscle, with the usual
origin and insertion ; the tendons at either end of the muscle are

extremely fine.
The accessory femoro-cauclal is quite absent.
1 1
The semitendinosus is well developed it arises from the
posterior end of the ilium and from the fascia in the neighbourhood
it is inserted on to the tendon of the gastrocnemius (see fig. 3) in
common with the accessory semitendinosus.
12. The accessory semitendinosus is moderately large it arises by
fleshy origin from inferior margin of femur close to its distal extremity, and is inserted partly on to the oblique tendon between it and
the semitendinosus, and partly on to the tendon which connects the
latter with the gastrocnemius.
13. The semimembranosus is half as broad again as the semitendinosus it arises from the lower margin of hinder portion of ischium
and from a small portion of the pubis posteriorly it is inserted by
a thin broad tendon on to the inner side of the leg.
The ambiens is absent.
14-15. There are two adductor muscles.
16. The gastrocnemius arises by four distinct heads, which unite
about half way down the leg into a broad flat tendon gradually
narrowing until its insertion:
(a) The external head arises from
the under surface of the femur it is tendinous on the inner side,
where it fuses with the outer loop of the biceps sling, (b) The
second head arises from the femur by a thin flat tendon below the
origin of the last,
(c) The third head arises from the inner side of
the under surface of the femur
it is fused with the inner of the
two adduetor muscles at its origin ; about half way down it receives
the tendon of the conjoined semitendinosus and accessory semitendinosus.
(d) The inner head is the largest
it arises from the
:

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;
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femur just ventral to the insertion of the sartorius from the fascia
covering the fore part of knee and for some distance below from the
cnemial crest of the tibia, and from the fascia between it and the
tibialis anticus near the upper end of the latter.

sin

Musi'les of leg of Scopus nmhrcffa.

a Adductor;

s?",

semitendinosus

membranosus

;

;

^4/, accessory semitendinosus

;

s»i,

semi-

g, g-, g^, g^, gastrocnemius.

of the gastrocnemius and the adjacent muscles
be understood from the accompanying figures (fig. 3).
it arises from the
17. The plantaris is a small slender muscle
hinder part of tibia on inside of the leg posterior to the insertion of
the semimembranosus.
18-19. The superficial flexor tendons are like those of other
birds
the fle.vor perforatvs et perforans supplying the 2ud and
3rd digits, while the flexor perforatus supplies the 2nd, 3rd, and

The arrangement

will

;

;

4th.

The deep tendons (see fig. 4) have
20-21. The tendon of the flexor
flexor profundus by a vinculum just

rather a peculiar arrangement.
is connected with the

hallucis

before the latter divides into
the tendons of the several digits it also gives off a special slip,
which joins the branch of the flexor profundus going to tlie 2nd
;

digit.

22. There

is

but one peroyievs present it arises chiefly from the
and from the crest of the tibia its

fascia covering the tibialis anticus

;

;

ANATOMY OF SCOPUS UMBRETTA.
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tendon gives off a broad ligament to the ankle, and then becomes
fused with the tendon of the flexor perforatus et perforatis of tbe
3id

digit.

The tibialis aiiticus is made up of two portions the larger
from the cuemial crest of the tibia, the smaller from the front
The two unite to form a
part of the outer condyle of the humerus.
strong tendon, which is inserted in the usual fashion.
23.

:

arises

Fig. 4.

n
Deep plantar tendons of Scopus umhretta.
Fl.h,

Fexor hallucis

;

Fl.2}, flexor

profundus digitorum

The

extensor diyitorum is a small muscle arising from the
and from the front part of the bone for the space
of about an inch its tendon supplies all the digits with the exception
of the first.
24.

crest of the tibia

;

In the foregoing description of the muscles o{ Scopus, more attenwhich are known to vary in the different
groups of birds.
In his paper on certain Muscles in Birds ^, Prof. Garrod distinguished the Pelargi from the Herodiones by the presence in the former
of the ambiens muscle, two intestinal caeca, and a double pectoral
muscle; in both groups the femoro- caudal', semitendinosus, and
accessory semitendinosus were present. In a subsequent paper ^, however. Prof. Garrod stated that the ambiens was not always present in
the Storks, since he failed to find it in Xenorhynclius seneffalensis and
Abdimia sphenorhyncha it is therefore impossible to separate the two
tion has been paid to those

;

1

Coll. Papers, p. 221.

^

Absent in a few Storks,

e. g.

Leptopiilus argala.

Coll. Papers, p. 421.

—
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families by the presence or absence of the ambiens ; and the fact
that Scopus umbretta has not the ambiens, but has the semitendinosus,
its accessory, and the femoro-caudal, is no clear indication of its
affinities with either.
In the condition of \\\& pectoral muscle,
however, Scopus decidedly agrees with the Ardeidse and differs from

the Ciconiidse.

The

disposition of the deep plantar tendons is not characteristi" Ciconiine."
In all the Herons and Storks dissected by Prof.
Garrod the tendon of ihejlexor longus hallucis sends down a vinculum to join the tendon of the flexor perforans digitorum before
the trifurcation of the latter, the vinculum being extremely slender
in the Herons and altogether absent in Botaurus stellaris.
I find,
cally/

liowever, that the condition of the deep plantar tendons in Scopus

exactly repeated in Ciconia nigra.
In this bird Mr. Forbes ^ has
figured a precisely similar arrangement to that which I have described in Scopus
the tendon of the flexor hallucis sends off a

is

;

special slip to digit ii. as well as a

just before

vinculum to the flexor perforans

its trifurcation.

In the absence of the expansor secundariorum, Scopus agrees with

Cancroma and Egretta ^ and the Ciconiidse this muscle is present
all Herons except the two genera mentioned.
The tendons of the patagium do not differ much from what
;

in

is

found in other Herodiones the absence of a biceps slip is characteristic of both Storks and Herons.
The muscular anatomy of Scopus, on the whole, appears to combine the characters of both the Ciconiidae and the Ardeidae.
On
myological grounds only it would be difficult to assign it definitely to
either group
in fact, the only features in which this genus especially resembles the Herons and differs markedly from the Storks are
the form of the syrinx and the air-sacs, while, as already stated, the
arrangement of the feather-tracts and the structure of the skeleton
are more particularly Stork-like.
It is clear, therefore, that Scopus
is in many respects an intermediate type between the Ciconiidse on
the one hand and the Ardeidse on the other
and its relation to
both may be seen at a glance from the accompanying table
;

;

;

:
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The facts contained in this paper appear to me to be an additional
reason for uniting together the Storks and Herons more closely
than was done by Garrod ; and the classification adopted by Mr.
Sclater in the most recent edition of the 'List of Animals,' so far
as this is concerned, expresses the facts.
But it might be advisable to
separate Scopus as the type of a family Scopidae, equivalent to both
the Ardeidse and the Ciconiidse, and to place it between them as an
indication that it forms a connecting link.
It is not impossible that
Balceniceps should also be included in this family.

Note on the Presence of an Anterior Abdominal Vein in
Echidna. By F. E. Beddard, M.A., F.R.S.E., Prosec-

4.

tor to the Society.
[Eeceived November 11, 1884.]

Although several excellent memoirs upon the various systems
and organs of Echidna have from time to time appeared, there
remain a considerable number of details of the structure of this most

mammal that require investigation. The death of the
female specimen lately living in the Society's Menagerie has given
me the opportunity not only of preserving certain parts for histological
examination, but also of studying the anatomy of the animal in a

interesting

way

I have been able to make out a
has not been yet recorded, and which
to be of some interest
that is, the presence of an

fresh

condition.

structural point

In

which

this

I believe

—

appears to me
anterior abdominal or persistent allantoic vein.
In the excellent account given by Prof. Balfour, in his ' Comparative Embryology,' of the development of the venous system in Vertebrata, I find the following statement
" The venous system of
mammals differs in two important points from that of Reptiha and
Amphibia
The anterior abdominal vein is only a foetal
vessel forming during foetal hfe, the allantoic vein."
With regard
to its subsequent history in Mammalia, Prof. Balfour says "
" The
allantoic (anterior abdominal) veins are originally paired.
They are
developed very early, and at first course along the still widely open
somatic walls of the body, and fall into the single vitelline trunk in
;

—

'

:

The right allantoic vein disappears
common trunk formed by the junction of the

front.

becomes considerably elongated.
by the liver ... At the close of fcetal

up

before long, and the

and

vitelline

allantoic

This trunk is soon enveloped

veins

obliterated

—

life

the allantoic vein becomes

to its place of entrance into the liver

.

.

.

Owing

to

abdominal) vein having merely a fcetal
existence, an anastomosis between the iliac veins and the portal
system by means of the anterior abdominal vein is not established."
In the ReptiUa and Amphibia, on the other hand, the anterior
abdominal veins are represented in the adult condition as well as
during foetal life.
In the Amphibia, as in the Mammalia, there are at first two abdothe

^

allantoic

(iinterior

Comparative Embryology,

vol.

ii.

p. 541.

'

Ibid. p. S46.
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miual veins which unite behind into a single trunk after receiving
branches from the allantoic bladder, and two branches (epigastric
anteriorly the right vein atrophies, and
veins) from the iliac veins
;

the

left is

distributed to the liver.

In the Saurians there are also primitively two allantoic veins.
unite with two epigastric veins (homologous with those in
Amphibia), which connect them with the system of the posterior
cardinal veins.
The left of the two eventually atrophies, so that
there is formed an unpaired allantoic vein.
This vein at first
receives the vena cava inferior close to the heart, but eventually the
junction of the two takes place in the region of the liver, and
finally the anterior abdominal vein (as it comes to be after the atrophy
of the allautois) forms the portal system and breaks up into capillaries
in the liver."
In the Crocodiles and Chelonians both anterior abdoI have quoted these passages from
minal veins appear to persist.
Balfour because they express clearl}', and at the same time briefly, the
relations of the anterioi' abdominal vessels in the adult as well as the
foetus of the various groups of Vertebrata, and may serve for comparison
with the following account of what appears to me to be a similar
structure in Echidna.
On opening the body-wall of Echidna I at
once noticed the presence of a large vein running along the ventral
posteriorly this
wall of the body in very close connexion with it
vessel (which was very conspicuous from being full of blood, and was
no mere fibrous ligament) arises from a vascular network upon the
under surface of tlie bladder. Anteriorly the vein passes down from
the body-wall and is distributed to the left half of the liver.
I am
not able to state with certainty whether there is any connexion with
the veins of the limbs, but am inclined to believe that there is not.
There seems to me to be no doubt that this blood-vessel really corresponds to the anterior abdominal vein of the lower Vertebrata and

"They

;

mammalian I'ostus its occurrence in
another fact among many which show that the Monotremata have preserved more of the ancestral_characters than any
other family of the Mammalia.

to the allantoic vein of the

Echidna

On

5.

;

is

five

new or little-known

Species of East- African Birds,

represented in Mr. H. H. Johnston^s First Collection

from the Kilimanjaro
ShelleYj F.Z.S.

District.

[Eeceived November

5,

By

Captain G. E.

1884.]

(Plate LI.)

Mr. Johnston's first collection of 94 skins having been placed in
hands by the Kilimanjaro Committee of the British Associ-

my

ation, I have considered it advisable, not only to describe at once
three species which I consider \\exs\ but also two others which are
well represented in the present valuable collection, and have been

P.Z.S 1834
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only recently shortly

characterized in the

'

Journal

fiir

Oruitho-

logie.'

Of the remaining thirty-three species of which this collection
contains examples, I hope to treat at some future time, when Mr.
Johnston has retnrned from his exploration of this high mountainrange, and has brought home the rest of his specimens.
1.

MUSCICAPA JOHNSTONI,

Sp. n.

Kilimanjaro, $ 6000 feet.
wings and tail slightly
Entire upper parts uniform slaty blue
browner and darker, the feathers edged with the same colour as the
back.
In front of the eyes, cheeks, and lower portion of the earowing to the state of the skin I cannot conficoverts ashy white
dently define the exact limits of the ashy white on the sides of the
head.
Chin, throat, and sides of the body ashy grey, fading into
ashy white on the remainder of the breast and abdomen, and almost
into white on the thighs and under tail-coverts ; axillaries and
under wing-coverts white ; under surface of the quills slaty brown,
Bill
fading into huffish white on portion of their inner margins.
apparently leaden-grey, with a buff patch extending over about two
Legs
thirds of the base of the culmen, and with the tip black.
Total length 6 inches, culmen 0"5, wing 3'35,
brownish black.
,

;

;

tail 3,

tarsus 0'9.

to the indifferent state of the skin, I keep this species in
the genus Muscicapa, although it does not agree with that nor with
any other of the genera recognized by Mr. Sharpe (Cat. B. Brit.
Mus. vol. iv.). It has long, well-developed rictal bristles, and a broad
but unusually deep bill, which is almost as deep as wide at the front
In general appearance it comes nearest to M. cceruof the nostrils.
lescens, Hartl., and M. cinerascens, Sharpe, but differs from both in
its larger size, very much darker colouring, and in the bill and under
wing-coverts.
I have named this fine and very distinct new Flycatcher after its
discoverer, Mr. H. H. Johnston.

Owing

2.

Nectarinia kilimensis,

Kilimanjaro,

cJ,

sp. n.

5000 ft.
N. tacazze, but

—

differs as follows
Head and
neck metallic green, glossed with copper, and shading into fiery
copper on the back scapulars and upper tail-coverts with a greenish
wings and tail brownish black with
shade, but no lilac reflections
no blue shade metallic edges of the tail-feathers lilac bronze, not
Chin and throat metallic coppery green, not passing
greenish blue.
into metallic lilac on the front of the chest, which, with the
remainder of the underparts, is dull black. Bill rather more curved,
Total length 8" 7 inches,
and the tail slightly more graduated.
culmen ri5, wing 29, tail 5*6, tarsus 0'75.

Very

similar to

:

;

;

;

Kilimanjaro, $ , 4000 ft.
Very similar to N. tacazze, hut with the throat
Proc. Zool. Soc— 1884, No. XXXVIII.

less olive

38

and of a
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browner buff shade, and

it has apparently a less distinct eyebrow.
Total length 3"3 inches, culmen 095, wing 2*55, tail 1*3, tarsus

075.
Besides the specimens above described, the collection contains
seven adult males and one female from elevations varying from 3000
to 5000 feet.
The characters of the bill (which is rather more curved
than in N. tacnzze), and of the tail (which is rather more graduated),
combined vi^ith the fiery copper colouring of the back and upper tailcoverts, and the absence of any lilac baud between the colours of tlie
threat and the black of the breast, indicate that its place is between
N. tacazze and N. reichenowi.
I have named this bird after its locality, as I expect it will prove
to be a very local form.

3.

Nectarinia reichenowi.

(Plate LI.)

Drepanorhynchus reichenowi, Fischer, J. f. O. 1884, p. 56.
A male and two females of this species, of which the male only
was described by Dr. Fischer.
KiUmanjaro, S , 4000 ft.
Entire head, neck, back, scapulars, least and median wing-coverts
fiery copper, with slight lilac reflections at the ends of some of the

when viewed in a certain light, with greenish reflections ;
remainder of the plumage brownish black ; all the quills and tailfeathers very broadly edged with chrome-yellow
the primarycoverts and greater wing-coverts less broadly edged with chromeyellow, the edges of the greater coverts changing into metallic lilac
towards their ends. Bill and legs black. Total length 8"2 inches,
culmen 1'2, wing 3'1, tail 5'4, tarsus 0"75.
feathers, and,

;

Kilimanjaro, $

Very

,

5000

ft.

N. tacazze, excepting that it has
broad deep yellow edges to all the quills and tail-feathers, and the
wing-coverts edged with olive-yellow. Total length 3'1 inches,
similar to the female of

culmen 1*1, wing 2'6, tail 2*2, tarsus 0"65.
There is also a second female in the collection.

The

skins do not enable

me

to detect the actual junction of the

metallic throat and the black breast of the male, nor can I describe
the sides of the head in the female.

The

proposal of the distinct generic name Drepanorhynchus for
me quite superfluous. The bill is certainly
more curved than in
famosn, but in that respect N. kilimensis
is exactly intermediate ; in the gradation of the tail-feathers N. kilimensis is similar, and N. tacazze is just intermediate between it
and N.famosa. The centre tail-feathers areas broad in the present
this species appears to

N

species as in

4.

.

N.famosa.

Pratincola axillaris,

Kilimanjaro,

Upper

parts,

c?

,

7000

sp. n.

ft.

entire head, chin

and throat black, most of the
browu sides of the neck.

feathers of the back partially edged with

;

;
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inner median and inner greater coverts, basal third of the outer webs
of the inner secondaries, rump and upper tail-coverts -white, a few of
the latter slightly tipped with rufous brown, a few with black elongated terminal shaft-spots some of the outer tail-feathers have very
narrow white ends across the crop a broad chestnut collar ; remainder of the under parts white with the axillaries black like the
:

;

partially tipped with white ; under
surface of the quills slaty black with very narrow, almost obsolete
Total
Bill and legs black.
partial pale edges to their inner webs.
0-9.
4b, wing 2-75, tail 2-4, tarsus
length 5-2 inches, culmen

under wing-coverts, and both'very

Kilimanjaro, $

,

7000

ft.

with broad rufous-buff edges to the
with white on the wing, rump and upper tail-coverts as
in the male but partially washed with rufous-buff; forehead, sides
of the head, and entire under parts sandy rufous, darkening into
cinnamon on the crop. Bill and legs black. Total length 4-5

Upper

feathers

inches,

parts dark brown,

;

culmen

0*4,

wing

2-6, tail 2-3, tarsus O'd.

In the collection there are

8000

five

other specimens, from 5000 to

ft.

In some the white breast

is

with rufous or

slightly mottled

buff.
I have not seen an adult of P. maura (Pall.), which is, I believe,
but judging from
the only other Pratincola with black axillaries
Mr. Seebohm's description of that bird (Cat. B. Brit. Mus. iv. p.
188), the present species differs in not having any white tips to the
scapulars, in the under surface of the quills not having any white bases,
and their inner webs having only obsolete pale partial margins. These
;

under surface of the quills, combined with
the black axillaries and comparatively narrow chestnut collar, render
it a very well-marked species.
With the wings closed P. axillaris is strikingly similar to P. si/bil/a
from Madagascar, but on opening the wings it will be distinguished
latter chara/^ters of the

at a glance.
5.

Sycobrotus reichenowi,

Kilimanjaro,

S 5000
,

Fischer, J.

f.

O. 1884, p. 180.

ft.

Forehead and crown golden yellow, with a faint rufous tinge
back of the head, back of the neck, back and scapulars uniform
brownish black, passing into olive-yellow on the rump upper tailtail olivecoverts olive, passing more or less into brownish black
coverts
lesser
longer
the
of
brown wings brownish black a few
tipped
with
broadly
all
series
median
ends,
the
have narrow yellow
huffish yellow, with which colour the greater coverts and a few of
the inner secondaries are broadly margined ; primary-coverts and
Entire underparts, lores and sides
quills edged with olive-yellow.
of the neck golden yellow, slightly darker on the lores, chin, and
throat ; in front and round the eyes and the ear-coverts black
under wing-coverts huffish yellow, partially mottled with brownish
black
under surface of the quills brown, broadly margined on
legs brownish
Bill black
their inner webs with yellowish buff.
;

;

;

:

:

;

38*
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Total length 6*2 inches, culmen O'Z, wing 3*3,

tail 2* 7,

tarsus 0"9.

Kilimanjaro, ?

?,

5000

ft.

upper half of the head is black,
more uniform olive.
Besides those described above there are fjur more specimens, one
from (iOOO feet. Two have yellow, and two black crowns, and one
yellow-crown specimen is labelled $ all the others being marked c?
As the sexes marked on the labels seem to be frequently incorrect,
I have disregarded them in my descriptions, and followed Dr.
Fischer, who separated these two forms as sexes, upon what I presume to be good authority.
Similar, excepting that the entire

and the rump and upper

tail-coverts

.

,

6.

On

the Geographical Distribution of

Hods:s.
Species.

;

Huhua

nipalensis,

with Remarks on this and on some allied
By John Henry Gtjrney.
[Eeceived November

8,

1884.]

(Plate LII.)

The

Owl, of which the accompanying sketch (Plate LII.) is a
was captured in or about the month of February 1877, when
it was a newly -fledged nestling, on a precipitous ledge of a lofty mounIt has lived
tain in the Karennee Country to the north-east of Pegu.
in the Society's Gardens since September 1878, having been presented
at that date by Mr. Charles Fowler, from whose information I
fine

portrait,

made
was

It
a note at the time of the circumstances of its capture.
in the Society's 'Proceedings' for 1878,

originally recorded

under the appellation of Bubo (Huhua) orientalis ; but tbere
no doubt that it is in reality an example (now fully adult) of
the nearly allied, but larger and more northern species, Huhua

p. 790,
is

nipalensis.

remarkable that no figure of this very large and handsome
hitherto existed, with the exception of that published by
the late Dr. Jerdon under the title of Huhua pectoralis, w'hich is
probably referable to it but as this is at present a doubtful point,
the accompanying figure, drawn from the life, will be acceptable to
ornithologists as a reliable representation of one of the finest of the
Eastern Owls.
The present is probably the most eastern example of Huhua
nipalensis of which the locality has as yet been ascertained, as
tbere appears to be considerable doubt whether a young Owl obtained by Col. Tickell on the Mooleyit mountain in Tenasserim
Mr.
belonged to this species, or to its congener Huhua orientalis.
Blyth held the former opinion in the 'Ibis' for 1872, p. 89, and
Mr. Hume advocated the latter in Stray Feathers,' vol. vi. p. 31
It

is

Owl has

;

'

P.Z.S.1884.P1.LII
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Captain R. G. Wardlaw Ramsay possesses a specimen of Huhna
nipalensis, in immature dress, which was shot at Tonghoo, a locality
nearly as far eastward as that Irom which the hird now in the Regent's
Park was obtained.
Col. Godwin-Austen has recorded a much more northern specimen of H. nipalensis, which was obtained in the Darrang district of
Assam {vide ionxwA of Asiat. Soc. of Bengal, vol. xlv. pt. 2, p. t)8).
As regards the occurrence of this Owl in the countries to the
west of Assam, a specimen from the Tista Valley in Sikkim has been
recorded by Mr. Blanford in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of
Bengal, vol. xli. pt. 2, p. 154 ; and its original discoverer, Mr. HodgAsiatic Researches,' vol. xix. p. 1/3, that it is found
kingdom " of Nepal.
Major Fitzgerald obtained a young Owl of this species " from
the nest in a tree in the Darjeeliug District," in recording which
son, states in
•'

'

in all parts of the

though " not a common bird, it is met with in most
Ibis,'
parts of the Himalaya in the more temperate valleys " {vide

he

states that

'

1878, p. 119).

Huhua nipalensis has not, so far as I am aware, been specifically
recorded from any locality in Central or Southern India, but Dr.
Jerdon obtained an Owl which may probably have been of this
species in " high forest in Malabar."
This specimen is unfortunately
not now forthcoming, and until another one from Malabar can be
obtained, its identity with H. tiipalensis must remain an open
question.
It was described and figured by Dr. Jerdon, as already
mentioned, under the name of Huhua pect oralis, in the Madras
Journal, vol. x. p. 89, pi. 1.
The presumption in favour of the Malabar bird being identical
with Huhua nijjalensis is, however, strengthened by the fact of the
The average size of
latter species being an inhabitant of Ceylon.
Ceylonese specimens appears to be slightly less than that of individuals from the Himalayan countries, but the difference seems not
to be sufficiently marked, or sufficiently constant, to establish a
subspecific distinction between the race inhabiting Ceylon and that
found in the Himalayas {vide Legge's ' Birds of Ceylon,' p. 132).
Mr. Hodgson, in describing Huhua nipalensis, noted the pecufound his subgenus Huhua, in
172, 173; and a fuller description of them, prefixed to an article on the same species, will
be found in Dr. Jerdon'swork on the 'Birds of India,' vol. i. p. 131.
These descriptions apply more particularly to the Asiatic species of
but in most
the section of the genus Bubo having dark irides
respects they are also applicable to some African Owls to which I
The Asiatic species of the subgenus
propose shortly to refer.
Huhua are //. nij^alensis, Hodgs., and H. orietitalis (Horsf.). The
latter bird, which was figured by Temminck in the PI. Col.
plates 174, 229, under the name of " Strix strepitans," is an inhabitant of Southern Tenasserim, the Malay peninsula, Borneo,
The late Professor Schlegel remarked
Sumatra, Java, and Bangka.
(Mus. Pays-Bas, Oti, p. 13) that specimens from the last-named
liarities

on which he proposed

to

vol. xix. of 'Asiatic Researches,'

pp.

;

—
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island are of smaller size than those from other localities, and proposed for them the subspecific designation of " orientaJis minor ;" but
in his ' Eeview,' subsequently published, he stated at p. 5 of the

"Aves Noctuae" that this small race also inhabits Borneo and the
Malay peninsula, and this is somewhat corroborated by the circumstance of a S})ecinien from Noith-west Borneo, recorded by Mr.
Sharpe in P. Z. S. 18/9, p. 245, agreeing in its wing-measurement
with the smaller rather than with the larger race. On the other
hand two individuals from the Barison Mountains in Sumatra, which
are preserved in the Norwich Museum, agree in their dimensions
with the larger form.
The African species which appear to belong, more or less closely,
to the same group as the two Asiatic Owls above referred to are the
following

:

HuHUA

POENSis (Fraser), figured by Dr. Sclater, P. Z. S. 1863,
Hub. Guinea, exand by Mr. Sharpe, Ibis, 1869, pi. 4.
tending southward to the E. Gaboon, and also occuring in Fernando
Po.
pi. 33,

II. LACTEA (Temm.), figured by Temminck in PI. Col. pi. 4.
Hab. Most of the forest-regions of Africa, south of the 20th degree

of north latitude.

Sharpe in his Catalogiie of Striges, p. 3.5, has shown, I think,
that the southern specimens of this Owl, for which
the subspecific appellation o( " ven-emnvi " was proposed by Bonaparte, are not really separable from the typical //. lactea, which
was originally described from an example obtained in Senegal. I
mention this, as I expressed a contrary opinion in the Ibis,' 1868,
]\Ir.

satisfactorily

'

p. 148.

H. ciNERAsCENS (Gue'r.), figured by Des Murs in the Zoology
'Voyage en Abyssinie,' pi. 4. Hab. Between about

to Lefebvre's

the 4th and 16th degrees of north latitude.
I suspect, however,
that the Owl recorded by Du Bocage in the Ornithologie d' Angola,' p. 58, as "un male adulte du B. maculosus regu du Humba,
Vindication 'iris brun ecrite de la main de ]\I. d'Anchieta," may
in fact have been an example of H. cinerascens, which, in that
case, ranges much further south than the limits above noted.
'

'

Hiihxia cinerascens agrees with H. 7iipalensis, H. orientalis, H.
poensis, and H. lacteus, in having a dark brown iris but it differs
from them in having the bill black, with the tip only of a yellowish
It
horn-colour, instead of the whole bill being horn-yellow.
is also worthy of remark that the upper eyelid is more or less
;

pink and bare of feathers in all the above-named species except
H. orientalis, in which the eyelid has been recorded as yellow by
Mr. Davison in ' Stray Feathers,' vol. vi. p. 31.
In plumage H. cinerascens very closely resembles Bubo maculosus, and though the dimensions of the s{)ecimens of H. cinerascens
which I have examined are slightly less than those of B. maculosus,
it is not easy to distinguish the former in the skin from the smaller

in

——
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latter.
But when alive, H. cinerascens, with its dnrk
and nt.ked reddish-pink upper eyelid, may be distinguished
at a glance from B. maculosus, in which the normal colour of the
iris is yellow and the upper eyelid closely clad with short feathers
that usually entirely cover it, though occasionally the covering is
slightly imperfect towards the anterior corner of the eye, showing
the colour of the eyelid to be black.

males of the

brown

iris

Two other African Owls must here be mentioned. One of these is
that very fine and scarce species from the Fantee Country in
"Western Africa, which was described by Messrs. Sharpe and Ussher
in the 'Ibis,' 18/2, p. 182, under the name of " Huhua ske/lyi,"
and was subsequently figured by Mr. Sharpe in his Catalogue of
Striges, pi. 2, under that of "Bubo sJielliji."
This noble Onl has
the bill yellow, which is unfortunately not shown in the figure,
but the colour of the irides has not, so far as I am aware, been yet
_

propose to allude, " Bubo
leucosiictus" of Hartlaub, is also West-African, its range extending
from the Gold Coast to the River Gaboon. This Owl has a yellow
bill, but its irides are also yellow, as recorded by the late Professor
Schlegel in his work on the 'Muse'um des Pays-Bas,' Oti, p. 10.
I am indebted to Dr. F. A. Jentink, of the Leyden Museum, for
obligingly calling my attention to the circumstance of Professor
Schlegel's accuracy in this statement having been subsequently confirmed by Dr. Anton Beichenow's record of a young Owl of this
species which he obtained in the Camaroon mountains, and described
as having the iris pale yellow, and the bill, cere, and claws yellow
(riV/e Journ. fiir Orn. 1874, p. 387).
This interesting species is,
ascertained.

I believe,

still

The other

species to

which

I

unfigured.

December

2,

1884.

Prof. Flower, LL.D., F.R.S., President, in the Chair.

The
The
gerie

made the following report on the additions to the
Menagerie during the month of November 188-J

Secretary

Society's

:

number of registered additions to the Society's Menaduring the month of November was 82.
Of these 4 were
total

obtained by birth, 39 by presentation, 28 by purchase, 3 by exchange,
and 8 were received on deposit. The total number of departures
during the same period, by death and removals, was 105.
The most noticeable additions during the month were:
1. A
pair of Tasmanian Wolves {Thylncinus cijnocephalus),
obtained by purchase from Mr. B. Crowther of Launceston,
Tasmania, and received November I4th, being the first specimens
of ibis animal received since the pair presented by Mr. Ronald Guun
in

1863.
have already alluded (see P. Z. S. 1883, p. 252) to the exertions

I

—
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we have

lately been making to obtain living examples of this rare
Marsupial.
Of two pairs forwarded to the Society during the present
year, one by Mr. Le Souef of Melbourne, and the other by Mr. B.
Crowther, the latter only reached us alive.
These animals are
apparently nearly adult, in good condition, and seem likely to do well.
2. An example of the Red-tailed Amazon {Chrysotis erythrura),
being the second we have received of this rare species, of which the
locality has not yet been ascertained (see P. Z. S. 1880, p. 23,
pi. ii.).

Mr. Sclater called the attention of the Meeting to the death, on
the 5th of July last, of the specimen of the Greater Vasa Parrot
(Coracopsis vasa), presented by the late C. Telfair, Esq., on July 25,
1830, and which had thus passed nearly 54 years in the Society's
Gardens.
The sex was determined by the Prosector to be female
the ovaries had disappeared, but the oviduct (left) was conspicuously
present
the large size of the cloaca was remarkal)le, and it was
possible ^that the phenomenon described in connection with another
specimen of this same Parrot (see above, p. 410) might have been
due to the protrusion of the cloaca by the female bird.
Mr. Sclater further stated that lie had been informed by Mr.
Thomas "Waters, who had passed maoy years collecting in Madagascar ', that he had upon one occasion shot a Greater Vasa Parrot,
which had a dark fleshy mass protruding from the cloaca very much
of the same description as that referred to above.
;

;

Mr. G. E. Dobson, F.R.S., exhibited and made remarks on a
diagram designed to illustrate the evolution of the Mammalia
according to the system put forward by Prof. Huxley.

A communication was read from the Rev. A. M. Norman and the
Rev. T. R. R. Stebbing, containing the first portion of a memoir
on the Crustacea Isopoda dredged during the expeditions of the
' Porcupine,'
Lightning,' and Valorous.'
The memoir contained
descriptions of the representatives of the three families Tanaidse,
Apseudidfe, and Anthuridse obtained during the several expeditions.
great number of new forms, chiefly from deep water, including
several new genera {Sphyraphus, Alsotanais, and Tanaella among
the Tanaida3, and Anthelura, Hyssura, Cyathura, and Calathura
among the Antiniridse), were described.
This paper will be printed entire in the Society's Transactions.'
'

'

A

'

The

following papers were read:
1

Cf. P. Z. S. 1876, p. 62, et 1879, p.
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who has, on two
specimens of the CottonSjnnuer, I am able to give some little further information with regard
Unforto the characters of this incompletely-known Holothurian.
tunately, however, all the trouble and care that has been taken has
not been rewarded by the arrival of living specimens in London
the
investigation into the physiology of this interesting form and the
complete knowledge of its minute structure, which is best gained from
a study of perfectly fresh specimens, will, I doubt not, be undertaken
at the Biological Laboratory soon to be erected at Plymouth.
The specimens forwarded to me came from Durgan, a fishingvillage seven miles from Falmouth, where they are reported to be
abundant at a depth of 10 to 20 fathoms they appear to be objects
of superstitious dread to the fishermen, who always throw overboard
the " Sea-cows," as Mr. Snell says they call them.
When still comparatively fresh, Holothuria nigra is seen to be of a
bright yellow colour beneath, and has the suckers distributed with
fair regularity over that surface, though a bare patch is often
apparent anteriorly the dorsal surface is black, slimy, and papillose,
but without suckers the cuticle is exceedingly thin, and often comes
off" in flakes, leaving patches of a more dead hue exposed.
The
lower surface is flattened, and the upper slightly convex
or the
whole creature may be more rounded or sausage-shaped.
The
cloacal orifice looks upwards.
The body-wall is firm and smooth,
but varies in the extent to which it is slimy to the touch.
In a specimen which was more or less flattened the length was
observed to be 165 mm., and the breadth of the body 38 a sausageshaped example measured 135 mm., and had the greatest girth of
its body 120 mm., so that it was very stout.
After standing in alcohol (40 per cent, over proof) for an hour,
specimens were observed to have stained the fluid
the solution was
fluorescent, giving a greenish colour with reflected and a yellow with
transmitted light.
This colour dues not seem to be lost by exposing
the alcohol to sunlight
at any rate, it has not disappeared after an
interval of more than six weeks' exposure to daylight.
Like many other characteristic colouring-matters, that of the
Cotton-Spinner does not present us with any absorption-bands. As
will be shown, however, it has some very striking resemblances to
the colouring-matter described by Prof Moseley as antedonin \
Owing

to the kindness of

occasions, been so

good

Mr.

Snell of Truro,

as to forward

me

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

"
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After tre<itinent with strong hydrocliloric acid the alcohohc solution

becomes yellowish in reflected as well as in transmitted light it
becomes dirty yellow on the addition of ammonia, and throws down
a turbid precipitate which gradually became more and more flocculent
this was at first of a dirty white colour, but became yellow on
:

standing for a short time.
Just as in the case of antedonin, the
from the ammoniacal solution was very abundant, but,
unlike it, the solution was much less strongly coloured after the
deposition of the precipitate.
After filtration the precipitate was
left as a yellowish powder, which was insoluble in water or alcohol,
but dissolved pretty readily in acidified alcohol in this point it
again resembles antedonin.
After solution in acidified alcohol, the
precipitate became of a faint yellow colour, but did not give a green
reflection.
Further addition of alkaline reagents to the filtered
alcohol produced a further precipitate.
On the whole, then, it is clear that there is in Holothuria nigra
a colouring-matter of the same character as antedonin
but if the
body now under consideration has distinctive absorption-bands, they
are in the Cotton-Spinner obscured by another colouring-matter,
which is especially richly deposited at the distal or attached end of
the Cuvierian tubes, and which readily, after solution in alcohol,
stains the human skin yellow.
The viscera are at least as much as
the integument the seat of the antedonin-like colouring-matter, for
spirit which has only come into contact with the viscera is as
distinctly yellow and green as is that in which the whole of the
body is preserved. Here again, then, we have an example of that
diffusion of colouring-matter through the tissues of an Echinoderm
to which Prof. Moseley has, in the paper cited, already directed
precipitate

;

:

attention.

The

fact that the threads of the Cuvierian organs swelled

water led

me

out in

and see if I could detect the presence of mucin.
No response, however, in that direction was given by the ordinary
experiment of adding to the water, in which some tubes had been
standing for more than ten days, solid chloride of sodium, nor did I
Shortly after death the threads
get any precipitate with acetic acid.
are hardly at all sticky, but after a ievi days' treatment with strong
the threads are quite well
salt solution they become much more so
preserved from putrefaction, even in hot weather, by being placed in
strong salt solution
a solution not carefully sheltered from atmospheric air harboured but few bacteria after being some ten weeks
a not over-clean room.
If, however, the threads are left in seawater or exposed to the air they rapidly undergo putrefaction, and
give off a n)ore offensive odour than any other decomposing animal
substance with which I am acquainted.
In one specimen forwarded to me the tubes had evidently been
protruded in a natural manner
a compact strand of about an inch
in length and one fifth of an inch in thickness protruded from the
cloacal orifice
this at its free end was frayed out into a large number
of comparatively fine tubes which were attached to the seaweed in
the water, and extended over about two inches in breadth.
As I
to try

;

:

m

:

;

;
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about as much had been
pointed out at the time in ' Nature,'
expelled as would occupy the greater part of the cloacal cavity. The
information forwarded to me by Mrs. Fisher, and reported in the same
journal ", is further evidence that the Holothurian is capable of
emitting threads which are disagreeable to the human skin at any
'

rate.

The

character of these tubes has been so fully
Jourdain and Dr. Hamaun in the essays to which
reference has already been made that it is unnecessary here to enter
I have to say, however, that what has most
into a detailed account.
struck me in the tubes of //. nigra has been the great abundance of
When a tube has been drawn out to its
the connective tissue.
utmost tenuity, so fine indeed as to be almost invisible to the naked
eye, it is seen under a magnifying-power of 500 diameters to consist of
a somewhat thicker portion differs only in having
several fine fibres
It seems, then, to be
the fine fibres more closely packed together.
pretty clear that the elongation of the threads is due to the uncoiling
When thus uncoiled they appear to
of the connective-tissue fibres.
have no outer epithelial coating, and it is therefore diificult to
understand how they can be sticky if tlie glands figured by Hamann
This is a point,
have the function that he ascribes to them.
however, that can only be worked out with living specimens, the
threads in situ, extended, and elongated being severally and comparatively examined.
In all the specimens whose intestinal tracts were examined these
organs were found to have contents formed of a slaty-grey pultaceous
I got no such
mass, clearly made up of decomposing material
evidence of the character of the food as was presented to Mr.
histological

worked out by

iM.

;

;

Peach.

With regard to the name that should be applied to the CottonSpinner, the Rev. Dr. Norman informs me that he is of opinion
that H. nigra is a synonym of H. poli of Delle Chiaje, or //. tuhulosa
I cannot, however, in fresh, any more than in specimens
of Sars.
long since preserved in spirit, detect the large spicules in the
suckers by which the Mediterranean species is, as is well known, to
be detected.
I am greatly indebted to the reverend naturalist for reminding me
that Holothuria intestinalis was dredged in the Minch by Forbes
and Goodsir in 1850 •\ and by himself in the same locality in 186G ^

so that

" H. nigra" has a fellow

in the British Seas.

^
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(Plates LIII.

&

LIV.)

Lectures on the Elements of Comparative
In the well-known
Anatomv,' 18G4, Professor Huxley, in describing the structure of
the Pike's skull, draws especial attention to a bone forming part of
that fish's cranio-facial axis, which up to the time of the delivery of
those admirable lectures had been denominated basi-sphenoid.
" It differs from any
Concerning this bone the Professor states
'

:

—

of the ossifications of the basi-sphenoidal cartilage in Man, not only
basi-occipital, but by stretching
forwards beneath the pre-sphenoidal and ethmoidal cartilages to
within a short distance of the anterior extremity of the cranium ;
and in the still more important circumstance tbat it is an ossification
within the perichondrium, %vhich can be stripped ofir, in skulls which
have been macerated, or steeped for a short time in boiling water,
without injury to the cartilage upon which it is developed.
" Mr. Parker has shown, in his valuable paper on Balaniceps^, that
the so-called basi-sphenoid of birds is developed from three ossifia central one, the true basi-sphenoid, and two lateral and
cations
(Parker), which appear to
inferior centres, the ' basi-temporals
correspond with the linyulce of Man. The thought readily arises
that the single bone x (Plate LIII. fig. 1) may correspond with
The latter, however, appear
these two basi-temporal ossifications.
to be cartilage ossifications like the lingulce themselves ; and upon
the whole I think it will be safer, at any rate for the present, to
regard the bone x as peculiar to the branchiate Vertebrata and to
confer upon it the special name of ' parasphenoid' " (p. 170).
For twenty full years has the name parasphenoid found a place in
anatomical nomenclature, and as such it will probably continue to do
so, but that it is a bone peculiar to branchiate Vertebrata is an
It is one of
opinion unsupported by facts and altogether untenable.
the objects of this paper to show that its representative in the skulls
of Mammalia is the bone known as the " vomer."
It must of course seem presumption on my part to differ from
Prof. Huxley on a subject to which he has devoted his critical mind
for so many years ; nevertheless, I ask for unbiassed attention, as for
some years past the question has occupied my best thouglit and labour.
Stated briefly, the relations of the parasphenoid amount to these
in the Pike's skull
It is a bone of membranous origin, having the shape and general
By its upper surface it is
appearance shown in Plate LIII. fig. 2.
in relation with the under surface of the basi-occipital bone, the

by extending backwards beneath the

—

'

:

^
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extends the whole length

of the ethrno-vomerine cartilage, and at its anterior end rests upon a
median-placed bone carrying teetli, and usually marked " vomer."
The vomer of a human foetus at the time of birth is represented
Plate LIII. fig. 3.
It arises from a single ossific nucleus which is deposited in the
perichondrium covering the lower border of the ethmo-vomerine plate.
It underlies the basi-sphenoidal and ethmoidal regions, and lodges
anteriorly it ends
the ethmo-vomerine cartilage in a shallow trough
by resting on two horizontal plates of bone, which in tbe usual
condition of the parts constitute elements of the complex superior
maxillary bone.
The vomer is represented in situ, Plate LIII. fig. 4, and the parasphenoid in fig. 1, where it will be observed that, so far as shape,
situation, and relations go, the two bones correspond in a remarkable

m

;

manner.

human

foetus at birth, we examine one at
hard palate is completed, we shall iind
that the mouth and nasal fossae form one common cavity, the vomer
forms a partial covering to the ethmo-vomerine plate, and rests
anteriorly on the premaxilise.
In this condition it stili more
strikingly compares with the Pike's parasphenoid.
Indeed, its
homologj' is self-evident.
On the other hand, to make the Pike's
parasphenoid compare with the vomer of a mammal at birth, it is
only necessary to widen the bones forming the anterior part of the
palato-quadrate arch so as to meet the parasphenoid, or, coalescing
in the median line, shut it off from the buccal cavity.
'to my miud the most important feature that surrounds the
parasphenoid (vomer) seems to be this
In crania possessing no bony basi-occipital or ossified sphenoidal
region in the base of the skull, this bone plays the part of a keel to
the brain-case and face (in 2Ienobranchiis it constitutes the floor of
the cranium), and forms an important element in the structure of the
If,

an

instead of taking a

earlier stage, before the

:

As ossific nuclei begin to be deposited in the basal cartilage,
such bones as the basi-occipital and the basi- and pre-sphenoid
are support enough in themselves
thus the function of the parasphenoid (vomer) becomes abrogated and commences to lose its
relatively great importance.
Take for examples Menobranchus,
Slredon, &ViA Siren, all of which lack a basi-occipital bone in each of
these instances the parasphenoid (vomer) extends as far backwards
as the anterior boundary of the foramen magnum.
In the Pike,
Cod, and such fish possessing an ossified basi-occipital, the vomer
only ventures as far backwards as the anterior end of that bone,
merely for greater support. Ascending the scale of vertebrates and
gaining mammals, we find well-ossified bones in the skull's base, of
cartilage origin, strong and capable supports for the skull-vault
and
the vomer is reduced to slender and delicate proportions, merely
performing the insignificant duty of forming a part of the septum
between the neighbouring nasal passages.
In the skull of the Frog, however, this median parasphenoid
skull.

;

;

;
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(vomer) stops short at, and does not pass be3'ond, the girdle-bone.
In this case it is interesting to note that the anterior portion of the
skull is in no need of extraneous support, for the girdle-bone sufficiently protects the ethmoid ref^ion, whereas the region between the
occipital and girdle-bones is still only cartilaginous at the base, and
requires support from the dagger-like parasphenoid (vomer).
The question then arises, If the parasphenoid of the Pike and the
vomer of Man are homologous, to what do the bones marked vomers
in the skull of fishes and batrachians correspond ?
This is a broad
question, and involves a consideration of several facial bones.
It is
to me very obvious that no small amount of confusion with regard
to the morphology of the bones of the anterior region of the fish's
skull has arisen from the fact, that most anatomists, who have
attempted to compare the skulls of the two extremes of vertebrate
organization, have not taken sufficiently into account the mode of
This is necessarily
ossification of the superior maxillae in mammals.
of fundamental importance in its bearing on the question
and after
the excellent results Professor Huxley obtained by applying this
;

method of research

in elucidating the morphology of the various
parts of the temporal bone, I was induced to work out in the same

way

the facial region.
attempt to give even a resume of all that has been written ou
the subject of the ossification of the superior maxillary would be a
labour in itself; therefore I shall content myself by saying that from
the time of Portal onwards anatomists of eminence, wiio have
devoted any attention to the matter, have maintained that this bone

To

arises

from more than one centre.

The various
are of membranous origin throughout.
centres are deposited so nearly at one time, and grow so rapidly, that
The bones

it is an exceedingly difficult matter to determine tiie order of their appearance but this affects the general result so little that the description will be commenced by a consideration of the premaxillary portion.
It is certainly very remarkable that any anatomist should be so
incredulous as to doubt the origin of this interesting element from
an independent centre but such is the fact, simply because the
maxillo-premaxillary suture, so evident on the palatal aspect of skulls
up to end of the first dentition, is obliterated very early on the facial
surface of the bone, due to a deposition of osseous material from the
periosteum. The segment may be thus described
It comprises that portion of the superior maxilla which lodges
the two incisor teeth
from its mesial surface a horizontal piece
projects backwards to form the inner boundarj' of the anterior
palatine canal.
Superiorly it has a vertical portion, which forms
the lower and outer boundary of the anterior nares, and in wellmarked cases it sends up a spiculum to articulate with the nasal bone.
Dr. Paul Albrecht recently communicated to the Societe d'Anthropologie de Bruxelles' a paper to the effect that the premaxillary
bone is, as a matter of fact, developed fiomtwo centres, and supports
I have
his view by reference to cases of cleft-palate and hare-lip.
;

;

:

;

^

October 1882.

—

—
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examined some cases of cleft-palate and can support Albrecht's
statements, but in the normal condition there is only one centre for
each premasillary bone. The discrepancy may be thus explained
the premaxilla is originally developed in membrane, and at some
little distance from the median line, which, in the foetus, is occupied
by the thick cartilage known as the ethmo-vomerine plate. After a
time the premaxillary ossifications involve the anterior extremity of
this cartilage, so that the inner portions of these bones are really of
If anything interfere to prevent the premaxillary
cartilage origin.
meeting
the etlimo-vomerine plate, the tip of this
bones
bone or
cartilage ossifies on its own account, and gives rise to the false notion
This fact may be
of two independent centres occurring normally.
In other parts of the
verified easily in the majority of mammals.
:

Fig.

1.

Pre.M
Three views of the human superior maxilla,

to visually express the disposition
four ossiQc centres.
Malar centre, Max. Maxillary centre, Pre-M. Pre-maxillary, and
Pre.P. Pre-palatiue centres.

of

M.

skull instances of a

might be quoted

its

bone arising

in support of

in

my

membrane and invading

cartilage

opinion.

The next centre to be considered forms the palate process of the
maxilla and a considerable portion of the inner wall. Fig. I represents
it as an L-shaped piece of bone, forming by means of its horizontal
plate the roof of the mouth, whilst its vertical plate extends upwards
as far as the orbital surface of the bone.
This centre will be referred to throughout this paper as the " prepalatiue " centre.

—

.
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If the orbital surface be next exaitiined, the infraorbital groove will
be found unclosed even at birth on the facial surface of the maxilla,
the two sides not having united to form the canal for the transmission
of the infraorbital nerve. This groove is an excellent landmark, for all
that portion lying to its outer side arises from a distinct centre,
whereas that part which lies between the groove and the palatal
portion arises also from an independent ossific nucleus.
The outer
nucleus will be referred to as the " malar " portion, whereas the inner
piece, constituting as it does the main mass of the bone and being
hollowed out subsequently to form the antrum, will be termed the
maxillary centre ; at the time of birth it is a solid mass of bone with
a shallow groove on its inner aspect.
It now is evident that for morphological purposes the superior

maxilla consists of four distinct portions
(a) The premaxillary region in relation with the ethmo-vomerine
cartilage and the naso-palatine nerve.
(b) A pre-palatine portion forming a platform for the support of
the anterior end of the vomer.
maxillary centre situate to the inner side of the superior
(c)
maxillary division of the fifth nerve.
(d) The malar piece, lying outside this nerve and supporting the
malar bone.
The relations these various centres bear to one another are shown
:

A

in fig.

1

Now

comes the task of selecting the centre in Man's maxillae corCareful comparison of
responding to the Pike's vomer, so called.
the two skulls convinces me that the "pre-palatine" centres of the
mammalian maxillae represent the piscine vomerine bones, for the
following reasons
(1)

:

They are membrane-formed bones.
The bone in each case underlies the

anterior end of the vomer
and parasphenoid respectively.
(3) Although in the Pike the so-called vomer is median and single,
nevertheless in Lepidosteus, Rana, Menobranchus, and many
(2)

other forms the bones so named are double.
(4) In their relation to the premaxillae and palate bones they
the required anatomical conditions.

fulfil

In order to bring out these facts with greater clearness I have
arranged side by side in Plates LIII. & LIV. figs. .5-8 the corresponding regions in a fish {Lepidosteus), in a Lizard (Lacerta lajilis),
in a Wombat {Phascolomys), and in a human foetus at birth.
It will
be at once evident that the bones lying behind the premaxilla are
totally different in their surroundings from the vomer of mammals,
whereas there is a very close and accurate agreement if they be
considered as the pre-palatal portion of the superior maxilla of

mammalian

A

anatomj'.

survey of these facts must convince any impartial
anatomist that the bones in Fish and Amphibians usually denominated
" vomers" must part with their claims to tliat title and yield it to
the so-called parasphenoid.
It now becomes necessary to find a
careful
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fitting term for these so-called vomers.
I venture to term them
prepalaiwe, as indicating their anatomical relationship to the palatine
bone and their affinity to the palatine portion of the superior maxilla

of

Mammals.

it
seems pretty clear to my mind that, without even
entering into the question of development at all, so close is the
anatomical harmony of the three pairs of segment
spremaxilla,
prepalatine, and palatine
in Fish, Batrachia,Lacertilia, and Mammals,

Indeed,

—

—

Fig. 2.

Diagrammatic view of the Eustachian cartilage and related nerves (modified
from Fraser).
E.G. Eustachian cartilage. M.C. Meckel's cartilage. S.C. Styloid cartilage.
G.S.P. Great superficial petrosal nerve (vidian). O.X. Chord tympani
nerve.

III., V., VII.,

that there need be

little

VIII. Cranial nerves.

hesitation in acquiescing in the view here

set forth.

This closes the case for the parasphenoid and the vomer.
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The Palato-pterijgoid Arcade.
Whilst working over a considerable number of skulls of earlyhuman fcEtuses, I was led to look into the early conditions of the
auditory ossicles and the associated branchial bars in the course
of the investigation the following facts came to light.
;

Early in foetal life, at about the time the skull begins to chondrify,
there may be seen running from the malleus, and continuous with
it, a rod of cartilage which extends downwards to near the extremity
Its relation to the Meckelian cartilage
of the fronto-nasal cartilage.
and the tiiyroid arch is shown diagrammatically in fig. 2, where a
point of considerable importance is illustrated, viz. that the nerve
known in human anatomy as the great superficial petrosal or vidian,
bears the same morphological relation to the 7th cranial nerve and
the superior maxillary branch of the 5th as does the chorda tympani
and the inferior maxillary division of the 5th (see diagram).

to the 7th

To return to the bar of cartilage. Later on in development this
bar undergoes metamorphosis, as follows
(a) The inferior end of the cartilage is ossified and is recognized
:

Fi-. 3.

E.C

('.

The Chondro-crauium of

a liuman foetus at the tliird niontli, with the associated cartilaginous bars.

F.N.P. Pronto-uasal
cartilage.

b.

1st arch.

— I.P.

plate.

T.T.

M.C. Meckel's

The

Tegmen tympani.

cartilage.

E.O. Eustachian

S.C. Styloid cartilage.

later modification of the arches.

Internal pterygoid palate.

E.C. Cartilaginous portion of the
Eustachian tubes.
Lig. Ant. lig. of the malleus.
2nd arch. Inf.
maxilla, -with long internal lateral ligament of the lower jaw. 3rd areh.
Hyoid bone. S.H. Lig. Stylo-hyoid hgament. S.P. Styloid process.
T.H. Tympano-byal and incus.

—

—
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as the internal pterygoid process of the sphenoid, because later it
fuses with that bone, and in the process squeezes the vidian nerve

between

it and the basi-sphenoid.
(i) The middle piece remains throughout life as the cartilaginous
portion of the Eustachian tube.
(e) The third portion, that connected with the malleus, degenerates
into fibrous tissue, and becomes the anterior ligament of the malleus,
and may be seen in the adult passing from the Eustachian cartilage
to the head of the malleus.
The diagrams exhibited (figs. 2 and 3, pp. 571, 572) show at a
glance this transformation ; and to make the picture complete the

metamorphosis of the two associated cartilages has been added

also.

With

regard to the morphological value of this bar, it requires
very little perception to see at once that it is in man the representative
of the palato-quadrate of Elasmobranchs, Amphibians, &c.
In concluding let me remark that Nature fashions the most complex
skull on precisely the same ground-plan as she does the simplest, and
it must be evident to every thinking mind that the nearer we approach
truth in these matters
" how simple do her ways appear."

—

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.
Plate LIII.
Fig.

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

A

longitudinal section of a Pike's skull, to sliow the situation of the premaxilla, pre-palatine, and vomer (after Huxley).
The terminology is
altered in accordance with the views of this paper.
The so-called parasphenoid of the Pike disarticulated.
The vomer of a human foetus at birth.
Longitudinal section of the skull of a human foetus at term, to show the
situation of the vomer.
An under view of the anterior part of the skull of Lepidosfeus, to show
the two so-called vomers (pre-palatines). The pre-maxillse have been
removed (modified from Parker). L\ the figures 5, 6, 7, 8, the lettering
is the same. Pre.m. premaxilla.
Pre.p. Prepalatine. P. Palate bone.

Plate LIV.
6.

The

7.

Skull of

skull of Lacerta agilis, showing the relation of the pre-maxilla,
pre-palatines, palatines, and vomer.

Wombat, showing the

relation of the bones

on hard palate

as in

last figure.
8.

palate of man (foetus at term) to show pre-maxilla, and the prepalatine portion of the superior maxilla, and palate bone, for comparison with figures 6, 6, & 7.

Hard

3.

Notes on the Edible Frog in England.
By G. A. BouLENGERj F.Z.S.
[Eeceived November 10, 1884.]

(Plate LV.)

In a communication in the July number of the Zoologist,' I
reviewed the information collected up to that time respecting the
occurrence of the Edible Frog, Rana esculenta, in England, and
showed that the Frog hitherto found at various places (Foulmire fen in
'
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Cambridgeshire, and Stow Bedon and between Tlietfovd and Scoulton
and generally regarded as introduced from France and
Belgium, belongs to the Italian form, li. esculenta lessonce; and
concluded by expressing the hope that descendants of the typical
H. esculenta, which was introduced in great numbers into Norfolk
by Mr. G. Berney forty years ago, would be discovered. Through
the kindness of Lord Walsingham,W. Amhurst Amherst, Esq., M.P.,
and Geo. E. Mason, Esq., who took an interest in the question, I
have received much information and additional material this summer;
and, what is more important, the typical li. esculenta has been
found in or near some of the places where specimens were turned
out by Mr. Berney, but where they remained unnoticed, or were
confounded with the form lessonce, the introduction of which is
clearly of a much older date.
The result is the addition to the
British fauna of a new form of Frog.
If I say "form," and not
"species," it is because the limits of these forms are difficult to establish when the whole Palsearctic range is taken into consideration
but so far as England is concerned, the two forms are as distinct as
many generally accepted " species." I may even add that, according
to the definition of the genera Rana and PyxicepJialus {HoplobatracJitis) admitted by many authors, Rana esculenta lessonce would
fall into the latter ; but I have elsewhere expressed my objections
to the validity of the genus Pyxicephalus.
Soon after the publication of my note in the ' Zoologist,' I received from Lord Walsingham seven S))ecimens from Stow Bedon
and on July 29 I had the pleasure of accompanying his Lordship on
an excursion to that place, on which occasion twelve more specimens
were captmed. The Frogs were very abundant at Stow Bedon, in
small pools and pits, which, owing to the excessive drought, contained
but little water. They did not indulge in their sonorous croaking
on the occasion of our visit, and no tadpoles or spawn were to be
However, one full-grown tadpole was dredged from the
seen.
bottom of a pit, but was so much injured that I could not preserve it.
I was rather surprised to find that none of the specimens presented
that beautiful green colour which is usual in R. esculenta
ail were
olive-brown, spotted and marbled with black, and provided with a
all had the enormous metapale yellow or pale green vertebral line
This accounts for the fact for which I always was at a
tarsal tubercle.
loss to find an explanation, viz. the silence of the first discoverers
of the Edible Frog in Cambridgeshire as to the green colour which,
among other characters, so well distinguishes that species from the
Common Frog. R. esculenta lessonce, as occurring in England, is never
green.
Lord Walsingham informed me that he was making inquiries
among the people of that neighbourhood as to how long the Frogs
had lived there, and that he had been assured that iheir existence
Lord Walsingham also
could be traced as far as sixty years back.
inquired of Mr, G. Berney wliether the Edible Frog had maintained
its existence in Ilockering, and was inforuied that for years past not
one had been seen anywhere in that neighbourhood.
On a request made by Lord Walsingham to Mr. Amhurst Amherst, I received from that gentleman on August 9 two fine living
in Norfolk),

;

;

;

;
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specimens, which proved to belong to the typical Rana esculenta as
These came from
occurring in the north of France and Belgium.
FoulJen, Norfolk, one of the very spots where the Frogs had been
turned out by Mr. Berney, and of which they are, without the
slightest doubt, the descendants.
Both specimens were grass-green
and had the moderate-sized metatarsal tubercle of the animal so
graphically and accurately described by RiJsel.
Shortly after, Mr. G. E. Mason made an excursion to Norfolk
with the special object of ascertaining the distribution of the Edible
Frog in that county. He visited Stow Bedon first, and succeeded
in finding a large number of recently transformed young and others
in the last stage of the tadpole, some of which he has kindly presented to the Natural History Museum.
Mr. Mason has furnished me with the following notes
" On
the common (of Stow Bedon) the species is, I think, restricted to
the north-west portion
it was absent in all the ponds which are
distributed over the remaining tract.
This portion is undoubtedly
seldom disturbed, and a number of Teal and other water-fowl had
made so favourable a spot their home ; this is, I think, suflficient to
account for the absence of Frogs.
As to the range of the species
beyond Stow Common, I have unfortunately gained but little trustworthy information. During my daily rides round the adjacent
districts, I availed myself of every opportunity to search for specimens
and gain information ; but owing to the excessive heat, and extreme
dryness of the land, I found the former object a most difficult
Scoulton (3f miles from Stow Bedon station) was the
occupation.
only neighbourhood near Stow where I could learn the species had
been observed, and, according to the testimony of a large land proprietor, they were readily found two or three years back in nearly all
the ponds &c. on his estate, but since that time they have quite
disappeared."
Mr. Mason, having sent the gentleman just alluded
to specimens from Stow Bedon, was assured they were positively
identical with those of Scoulton.
Mr. Mason also caught a fine adult examyde of the true Bana
esculenta on "Wereham fen, nearly six miles from Foulden, and subHe informs me
sequently found other specimens on Foulden fen.
that that form is distributed over all the fen-land in that part of the
" I put a fewcounty, and is well known as the " French Frog."
specimens of M. esculenta from Foulden in the ponds &c. at
Brandon ; the surroundings are extremely favourable, and I fully
expected I should have found one of the two forms there."
It is clear that the Frogs of Stow Bedon and Scoulton (and Foulmire fen, where they have disappeared for many years past) are
Those from
quite distinct from those of Foulden and Wereham.
the latter places are certainly the descendants of Mr. Berney's imOf the
portations from Paris, Brussels, and St. Omcr in 1837-42.
but
introduction of the other form we have no authentic record
as they belong to a race known to occur only in Italy, we must come
to the conclusion that they were imported from that country and
the suggestion of the late John \\'^olley, that they were introduced
by the monks, appears the most plausible.
:

—

;

;
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to require description;

and it will suffice to refer the reader to Rosel's admirable illustrations,
and to the figure appended to this note, taken from a living specimen
from Foulden. The coloration varies immensely, and although the
green is the most frequent, I have also seen olive-brown specimens
(from Berlin) resembling very closely in colour the form lessonee as
occurring in this country.
For the latter it will be useful to give a
short description, which, with the coloured figures, will enable to

compare that form with other varieties of Rana esculenta.
Snout obtuse, with very oblique loreal regions, its length

slightly

exceeding the diameter of the orbit
nostril equally distant from the
eye and the tip of the snout
interorbital space half the width of
the upper eyelid
tympanum three fourths the diameter of the eye.
Hind limb short when the limb is stretched forwards, the tibio;

;

;

;

tympanum or not quite so far in the
or a little beyond in the male.
Inner metatarsal tubercle very large and prominent, strongly compressed, semilunar, closely resembling the spur of Pelobates
its length equals
nearly two thirds that of the remaining part of the inner toe.
Skin
tarsal articulation reaches the

female, the

tympanum

;

smooth or feebly warty
nent,

narrower than

;

glandular lateral fold moderately promi-

upper eyelid. Olive-brown or bronzybrown above, spotted with black, strongly marbled on the flanks,
where a light longitudinal zone remains unspotted glandular folds
lighter
the sides of the head and the ground colour of the Hanks
sometimes green
canthal streak well marked, black
upper Hp
the

;

;

;

;

usually bordered with black ;
yellow or pale green vertebral

tympanum chestnut-brown

a pale

;

edged with black.
The dark cross bands on the limbs usually very irregular hinder
sides of thighs, axilla, and groin bright yellow or orange, marbled with
line,

frequently

;

black.

Lower

surfaces

more or

less profusely

spotted with blackish.

Dimensions.

From

.,?.

millim.

snout to vent

64
22
22
6
2-5

78
29
28
8
3

From
From

the eye to the nostril
the eye to the tip of the snout
Diameter of the tympanum

4-5
10

5
12

Fore limb
Hind limb

34

42

97
25
34

no

Length of head
"Width of head
Diameter of the eye
Literorbital space

4

Tibia

Foot (from outer metatarsal tubercle)
Inner toe (from inner metatarsal tubercle)
Inner metatarsal tubercle

EXPLANATION OF PLATE
Fig.

1.

Bana

esculenta, var. lessonee,

Camerano.

.

7-5

.

5

2.

Sana

esculenta, L.

From

5-5

30
39
9
6

LV.

From

specimens from Stow

Bedon.
Fig.

.,t-

miUiDi.

a specimen from Foulden.
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Notes on some Birds from Timor-Laut.
By R. Salvadori, C.M.Z.S.
[Eeceived November 17, 1884.]

In the July number of the 'Ibis,' p. 3;)5, I said that, "judging
from what I know of the geographical distribution of the birds in
several forms from Timor-Laut, described
the Papuan subregion
as new by Dr. Meyer, and which by Mr. Sclater have been attributed
Then I added that
to Ke-Islands species, must be really distinct."
I thought that it would be found that such was the case with Geoffroyus timorlaomsis and Philemon timorlao'ensis as to Artamus
nuisschenbroelii, Calornis circumscripta, and Ptilopiis fluvo-virescens
I was rather doubtful.
Also I mentioned that the Urosjnsias from
Timor-Laut (doubtfully attributed by Dr. Meyer to U. albiveniris,
Salvad., from Ke Islands) I suspected to belong to a different species.
The same remarks I made as to the Crow from Timor-Laut, attributed
by Dr. Sclater to C. validissimus, and also as regards the Siiffmatops
attributed to S. squamata, and the so-called Dicrm-opsis bracteata.
Since I wrote these remarks I have obtained from Dr. Meyer
specimens of all the species mentioned but the last two ^, and also
of some others
and I wish to bring forward a few notes concerning
the specimens examined, especially as I agree more closely with
Dr. Meyer's conclusions than with those published lately by Mr.
H. O. Forbes (P. Z. S. 1884, pp. 425-434).
.

.

.

;

;

Urospizias,

sp.

Urospizias albiveyitris, Salvad,?, Meyer, Sitz. u. Abh. Gesell. Isis,
1884 (Separat-Abdruck, p. 11) Forbes, P. Z. S. 1884, p. 426.
Astur albiventris, Forbes, P. Z. S. 1884, p. 431, n. 1.
Br. Meyer has doubtfully attributed the specimens received from
Timor-Laut to my V. albiventris, and I have already expressed my
suspicion that they most likely belong to a different species.
Since then I have received from Dr. Meyer three specimens from
Timor-Laut, one fully adult and two young birds.
The adult bird resembles the type from Ke Islands described by
me, but it differs from it in the following points: — The grey colour
the reddish colour of the chest
of the upper parts is a little darker
the tibiae and the under
is less vivid, being tinged with greyish
wing-coverts are purer white and not tinged with reddish.
Of the two young birds, one is like the young bird from the Ke
Islands, also described by me, while the other has the fore neck
darker, from the dark spots being larger and nearly confluent.
After having made these comparisons, it seems to me not improbable that the Timor-Laut specimens belong to a form distinct
from that of the Ke Islands but before deciding the point we must
have large series of specimens from both localities.
;

;

;

;

^

Quite recently Dr. Meyer Las specifically separated the Siigmafops as
f. d. Ges. Orn. 1884, p. 217, Sejiarat-Abdruck, p. 28).

S. salvadorii (Zeitscbr.

,
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Geoffroyus timorlaoensis, Meyer.
Geofroyus keiensis, Sclat. (nee Salvad.), P. Z. S. 1883, pp. 51,
200; "Forbes, P. Z. S. 1884, p. 431, n. 10.
Geoffroyus iimorlao'ensis, Meyer, 1. c. p. 15.
I have examined four typical specimens (two adult males, a young
male, and a young female) of this species, which is really much
smaller than G. keiensis \ and has the outer web of the first primary
greenish rather than bluish ; but this difference is not very noticeable.
Bespecting the dimensions, G. timorlaoensis is intermediate between
G. keiensis and G. aniensis ; as to the blue under wing-coverts, it is
exactly like the first.
Dr. Meyer goes on pointing out other minor
differences between G. timorlaoensis and G. keiensis
but it seems
probable that one more important difference, not mentioned by him,
ought to be added ; as, having called Dr. Meyer's attention to the
colour of the head of the females, he writes that it is never so dark
in G. timorlaoensis as in G. keiensis.
The female sent to me being a
young one, with the head green like the neck, I have not been able
to appreciate the value of this difference myself.
;

Pachycephala arctitorqtjis,

Sclat.

Pachycephala arctiforquis, Sclat. P. Z. S. 1883, pp. 55, 191,
pi, xiii.
Meyer, 1. c. p. 34 Forbes, 1. c. p. 428.
Four specimens examined two adult males, a male moulting, and
;

;

:

a female.
Besides these. Dr.
his

Pachycephala

Meyer has

riedeli, of

sent

me

typical specimens of

five

which two are marked male and female,

My

while the other three are unsexed.
impression is that these
five specimens are the young of P. arctiforquis
but I may be wrong.
Also, from Mr. Forbes's experience it would appear that P. riedeli
is really the young of P. arctitorquis.
;

ArTAMUS MUSSCHENBROEKl, MeyCF.
Artamus leucoyaster, Sclat. (nee Sal v.), P. Z. S. 1883, pp.
200; Forbes, P.'Z. S. 1884, pp. 427, 432, n. 27.
Artamvs musschenbroeki, Meyer, op. cit. p. 30.

51, 195,

Six typical specimens, which really differ from true A. leucogastei
Meyer has pointed out. To the differences mentioned by
him, I would add that the bill in all the six Timor-Laut specimens
examined by me is constantly larger (0020-0-021 metre) than
in A. leucogaster from Java, the Moluccas, New Guinea, Aru
Islands, and Australia (0*017-0'019 metre).
I wish also to mention
that the white tips of the rectrices in the six Timor-Laut specimens
inspected by me are rather conspicuous, so mucli so that it certainly
would have not escaped my attention when I described A. leucogaster if present in this species as it is in A. musschenbroeki.
as Dr.

^
Mr. Forbes aclmits that t.be wing-measurements are less in Timor-Laut
specimens, but, according to him, these liave the total length greater than in
G. /iviciisis my experience is quite the reverse, G. keiensis being the largest
in every respect.
;
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Philemon timorlaoensis, Meyer.
Philemon plumigenis, Selat. (nee Gray), P. Z, S. 1883, pp. 51,
195
Sharpe, in Gould's B. New Guinea, pt. xvi. pi. 13.
Philemon timorlnoensis, Meyer, op. cit. p. 41.
Philemon timorlautensis, Forbes, P. Z. S. 1884, pp. 429, 432,
;

11.34.

Three typical specimens. I have at hand only one specimen of
true P. plumigenis from Ke Islands to compare with them.
They
differ very slightly, having the whole head a little lighter and the
sides of the head also paler, the edges of the feathers being nearly
silvery whitish

;

the

bill in

the Timor-Laut specimens

is

thinner.

Pitta vigorsi, Gould,
Pitta brachyura, Meyer (nee Gm.),

Sitzb.

Isis,

1884,

43

p.

(Dammar).
Pitta
Laut)

vifforsii,

Meyer, Zeitschr.

f.

Orn, 1834, p, 210 (Timor-

d. ges.

,

specimens from Dammar and Timor-Laut, which seem referbut I have not been able to compare them
with specimens from Banda,

Two

able

to this species

;

Calornis circumscripta, Meyer.
Calornis metallica, Sclat, (nee Temm.), P. Z. S. 1883, pp, 51,
195.
Calornis circumscripta, Meyer, op, cit. p. 49,
Calornis gularis, Forbes (nee Gray), P. Z. S. 1884, pp, 430, 433,
n. 41.
Five typical specimens.
I am inclined to recognize C. circumscripta as a good species, more allied to C. metallica than to my
C. inornata from INIysore.
It is to be distinguished from the first,
especially on account of the two violet lines which run along the
branches of the luider mandible on the sides of the throat and meet
at the chin, so that they describe a
besides, it has the green

V

collar

on the back of

tlie

;

neck narrower and the upper back

is

with the green triangular spot in the middle, generally so
conspicuous in C. metallica, wanting, or scarcely perceptible.
Mr. Forbes has recently stated that Calornis circumscripta is the
same as C. gularis. Gray, from Mysol, hitherto only known from one
specimen. I cannot agree to this identificatiou. The type of 0. gularis,
which I have carefully examined, is only an individual variation of C.
metallica with more purple on the throat, like otiier specimens from
Halmahera and Cape York, examined by me. C. circumscripta
is evidently an insular form of the widely extended C. metallica, like
C. inornata from Mysore and C. purpureiceps from the Admiralty
Islands
and I do not think it possible that the same species can
be found in Mysol and in Timor-Laut, so wide apart one from the
other, while true C. metallica lives in so many islands lying between
them.
violet,

;
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CORVUS LATIROSTRIS, MejCF.
Corvus validissimus, Sclat. (nee Schlegel), P. Z. S. 1883, pp. 21,
Forbes, P. Z. S. 1884, p. 4^3, n. 43.
Corvus latirostris, Meyer, Zeitschr. f. d. ges. Orn. 1884, p. 199.

200

;

One

typical specimen.

I have already expressed

the

my

doubts

Crow from Timor-Laut being

(' Ibis,' 1884, p. 355) as to
C. validissimus, Schlegel.
And

after having seen the specimen sent me by Dr. Meyer, I fully agree
with him that it has nothing whatever to do with that species, and
that it is a peculiar one, allied to C. orru, but with a much wider
lobe at the base of the bill.

Ptilopus flavo-virescens, Meyer.
Ptilopus xanthogaster, Sclat. (nee Wagler), P. Z. S. 1S83, pp. 51,
Forbes, P. Z. S. 1884, pp. 430, 433, n. 4/.
Ptilopvs flavovirescens, Meyer, op. eit. p. 50.

195, 200

Four

;

specimens, which are undoubtedly different from
Banka, and Khoor, in having the neck and
head more conspicuously greenish, the grey shield on the chest a
little darker, and in some other minor points
but whether the differences are really specific I cannot decide.
In my ' Ornitologia della
Papuasia,' vol. iii. p. 6, I have already alluded to the differences,
without con.sidering them of specific value, shown by the specimens
from Lettie and from Khoor compared with those from Banda.
typical

those from

Ke

Islands,

;

5.

Description of a supposed new Species of Flycatcher, of
the genus Rhijndura, from Kew Guinea. 15y E. P.

Ramsay, F.E.S.E., C.M.Z.S., F.L.S., &c.
[K«ceived iS'ovember 18, 1884.]

Rhipidura fallax,

sp. nov.

Male. Whole of the upper and under surface black ; concealed
portions of the quills of the wings and tail slightly brownish
apical
half of the under wing-coverts and of the axillaries silky white
bill,
rictus, legs, and feet black.
Total length 5 '5 inches, wing 3, tail 3,
tarsus 0"7, bill from forehead 0'6,from nostril 0"35, from gape 0"55.
;

;

Hab. Astrolabe Range of S.E. New Guinea.
Obs. In plumage E. fallax resembles Salvadori's
M. hrachi/rhyncha of Schlegel, but there

is

description of

no trace of white over

the eye in the present bird.
The feathers on the forehead and loreal region are erect and the
tips slightly glossy ; a very slight metallic gloss on the head and chest.
The bill is stout and strong, arched to the tip, where it is laterally
compressed.
On the whole this bird has the appearance of a
miniature Dicrurus, and may have to be placed in a new genus.
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Races and Hybrids among the Salmonidse.
Part III.
By Francis Day.
[Eeceived November 24, 1884.]

(Plates

On May

20th

LVI.

&

LVII.)

read a paper before this Society' wherein I
some experiments made at Howietoun on the
breeding and hybridization of the Salmonidae.
I now propose to
continue their history up to the middle of November this year.
It will be remembered that in December 1880 some ova and milt
were obtained from Salmon in the Teith, which were subsequently
hatched at Howietoun, and in their early life were kept in the
central wooden pond, from which they were transferred to pond
no. 7^
During the month of May 1884 16 jumped out of the
pond and were found dead, and in all their breeding-organs were
observed becoming well developed.
On August 28th an examination was made of pond no. 7, and a
grilse of 1| lb. weight was removed.
On being opened it proved to
be a female with its ova well forward, the largest being O'l of an
inch in diameter.
The fish measured as follows
I

detailed the results of

:

inch.

Total length
Length of head
Length of pectoral fin
Length of caudal fin
Height of body
Eyes, diameter
Eyes from end of snout
Eyes, apart
Distance from snout to

14-1

2-8
1*'J

2*2
3-2
()-^5

0*8

Tl
first!

dorsal fin

112 rows of
dorsal fin
scales

57

J

scales along the lateral line,

downward and forwards

10 from the adipose
the rows of

to the lateral line

from the head to the base of the

first

;

dorsal fin irregular in

their course.
The longest outer caudal ray 2'2 inches, middle rays
1"0 inch ; length of the base of the first dorsal fin 1'6 inch, inter-

Caecal pylori 60,
space between it and the adipose fin 3'4 inches.
two large black spots behind the
Colours
the longest 0'8 inch.
eye, one on the upper portion of the preopercle and 2\ on* the
opercle ; numerous black spots on the body above the lateral line,
and anteriorly a few halfway down to the abdominal edge, and some
Dorsal fin grey with a lightish edge, and a
in one line posteriorly.

—

1

2

See Pi-oc. Zool. Soc. 1884, p. 376.
See Proc. Zool. Soc. 1884, pp. 20, 21.
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trace of an indistinct line of spots along its base.
less lead-coloured with light edges.

The

other fins

more or

October 4th 1 received from Howietoun a grilse 13 inches
long, which had either jumped out of the pond (no. 7) or been
It was a female,
dragged out by vermin, and was dead when found.
with the eggs 0"2 of an inch in diameter, or double the size of those
two irregular rows of
Colours
from the fish of August 28th.

On

—

An injury
black spots existed along the base of the dorsal fin.
bitten
if
been
as
the
fish
had
fin
was
present,
pectoral
close to the
by rats or injured by sea-gulls.
On November 7th a grilse 1| lb. weight was found lying almost
some (over 100) apparently ripe eggs
dead by the side of the pond
;

were obtained from it, and the milt of a Lochleveu Trout used to
fertilize them.
Prior to giving an account of how we found the young Snlmo
salar going on, I should mention that pond no. 7, in which they
were located, is lined with wood at the sides and bottom, is 100 feet
long by 15 feet wide, 8 feet deep in the middle and 6|- at either
end, inside measure, while the supply received is from half to one
Owing to the grilse constantly
million gallons of water a day.
jumping at the sides, wire-netting to one foot in height was fixed
around the edge of the upper half of the pond. About the middle of
October fungus appeared among the fish, apparently due to injuries,
as owing to the nature of the pond no suitable locality for depositing
ova is present, and it seemed as if the females were constantly jumping in order to overcome obstructions \ and find a way to where they
Owing to this injuries are occasioned,
could construct their beds.
and these seem sure to eventuate in fungus. The LimncetE thrive
in this as well as in the other pond, but young Salmon do not seem
to eat them, whereas Trout or Char at once devour them.
November 14th, pond no. 7 had the water let off", as it required
cleaning out and re-charring this year, the fish being in the mean
time transferred to the brook-trout pond, which has just been re-done
up, while its former inhabitants have been turned into the Ijrook as
being too old to be worth keeping sixty-eight fish were transferred,
These fish showed all the gradations of
the majority being males.
colouring, from the golden-banded parr to the silvery smolt wherein
parr-bands were visible in certain lights, up to grilse which possessed
Such examples as were in the
milt or were distended with ova.
parr-livery were males, but silvery smolts with parr-bands and also
Unfortunately the gravid feujales were to a great
grilse had milt.
extent affected by fungus consequent on injuries still one gave about
two dozen eggs, which were milted from one of the males. Another
week or even fortnight would have to elapse before it will be practicable to obtain eggs.
Three which were too much injured to live,
;

;

'
This phenomenon is not restricted to migratory forms, as si^ecies of many
genera of the Carp family may be observed in Southern India or Sind springing
in the same way at the impassable weirs which cross some of the rivers vip
vphich they ascend to breed.
In the mud were many prides, Tetromyzon hranchialis.
'^
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were opened, and the ovaries were fonnd quite distended with eggs,'
almost ripe, but still just adherent.
On looking at these fish in the
water, some were seen to have black spots over the back as well as
on the sides, but others had not. For the last three weeks these fish
have been fed on young Lochleven Trout.
That Salmon may be reared in ponds, and in due time, if males,
give milt, has been universally admitted, but many have denied that
femnles can produce ova without first descending to the sea.
Grilse
are well known to breed earlier in the cold season than do mature
Salmon ; this it has been surmised must be owing to their being fish
in which the time for propagating their species has been deferred for
a season, or from February or March until the com?nencement of
the following winter in October or November.
E.xperiments at

Howietoun have shown that from Salmon-eg-ss hatched in March
1881 most of the male parr had milt in November 1883 ; while two
or three smolts which jumped out of the pond, and so met their
deaths, had ova which in suitable places^ would have matured that
year.
In 1884 all the females it appears would be ready to breed,
but did they do so in rivers and had to depend on male Salm.on for
fecundating their ova, universal sterility would ensue, as the latter
fish breed later on in the winter season.
The parr of Salmon are
not then normally ready for impregnating the ova of mature Salmon,
or "to mingle with the river-trout" as Ur. Giinther suggests, but
are available to fertilize the ova of the grilse.

We

may

the question whether it is a physiological
for female smolts to descend to the
salt water before grilse can develop eggs ?
This theory is held by
some, and appears to be rather widely accepted.
I have not considered it worth while to describe the grilse at Howietoun reared
well ask

necessity, as asserted

by Rasch,

from Salmon-eggs, but have kept specimens
quently I

am

for reference

;

conse-

from the eggs of the
with eggs have been reared in the

in a position to maintain that

Salmon, parr, smolts, and

grilse

Howietoun pond.

Of course the views I have held and still hold, that Salmon are
marine forms which, in accordance with their anadromons instincts,
come into our fresh waters to breed, as does the Shad, may or may
not be correct. The reasons which have induced me to adopt these
views I do not propose discussing in this paper but I would point
;

out that as the descent to the sea is not indispensable to the development of eggs, it therefore cannot be a physiological necessity, and
perhaps we may class it among many other instances as "inherited
instinct."
I have formerly shown that the milt of a young parr (hatched
1881 and milted in 1883) has insuflicient vitality to properly fertilize

I received the following telegram yesterday, Dec. 1st, 1S84, from Howie:
" Two of the grilse spawned to-day, ova perfect kept one female as
This alludes to one being placed in spii-it for future examination
evidence.''
by anybody wlio may be dubious.
^ Perhaps if these fish are kept another year in earth-ponds with a gravel
water-course leading to them, more success will be obtained.
'

toun

—

;
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the ova of Trout, as the young suffered from dropsy, and on August
28th only about 100 (out of some thousands hatched in February
1884) were still alive. ]Many still moved about in the zig-zag
manner of their younger days, and most appeared weakly ; one, however, was 2 inches in length.
Great care had been taken in feeding
them, otherwise none would have remained, while iu a state of
nature such fish would soon have been destroyed. On November 14th
these fish seemed to be doing well ; one, 2k inches long, is on the
table
it has eleven parr-bands and several short intermediate ones,
while it has only eleven rows of scales on a line from the adipose
dorsal to the lateral line \
So far I have shown that parr and smolts and grilse come from a
common origin, that milt and ova may be present in them without
their having gone to the sea ; while the probable reason that the
male parr has milt - at the early period of October or November is
because it is at that time that the grilse deposits its ova^
Should the milt of Salmon-parr be employed to fertilize Trout-eggs,
;

what
shall

will

be the result

now show, have

?

These experiments at Howietoun,

as

I

so far gone to demonstrate that the offspring

are sterile.

of the Lochleven Trout were
from the milt of the Salmon, and up to this time all which
have been observed have been sterile.
I saw several on November
14th at Howietoun, pond no. 11, the largest being 1C| inches long,
but all were sterile.
On August 26th, 1884, a hybrid 6^ inches in length was taken

November 25th, 1879, some eggs

fertilized

^ On April 30tb,
1883, Mr. Douglas Ogilby captured a young Salmon in a
lake wbicb basno access to the sea. Its abdomen was so distended that be considered that it would have spawned within a few days, the more so because it
was taken at the mouth of the only stream which enters the lake (Lough Ash,
Co. Tyrone). The way in which the fish obtained access to this place was, that
two years previously Mr. Ogilby took about 100 Sea-Trout and Salmon Smolts
and turned them in. The lake is also curious in this respect, that in the dozens
of other small lakes about these moimtains, the Trout average about three to the
lb., while here there are some of as much as 1.51b. weight. On April 24th, 1884,
lexamined this specimen (at Mr. Douglas Ogilby's re quest) at theJ^atural History
Museum. It was a Salmo salar 14*5 inches long, with its abdomen much distended with ripe ova these measured 0-25 of an inch in diameter, but they ai e
compres.sed one against another forming lateral facets. There are 11 rows of
scales between the adipose dorsal and lateral line, and 4 teeth en the front end
or head of the yomer. Tail black. Did not examine pyloric c£eca, as to do so
injury must have been done to the ovisac.
^ That milt of parrs will fertilize Calmon-ova, has been shown by Shaw, probably from such as are in their third season. Fertilizing Lochleven eggs with
parr a year older than emploj'cd last year has been tried this season at Howie;

toun.
sea-trout ascend the streams near Stirling to breed at the same time as
when I was at Howietoun the water-courses were rather full,
owing to rains. However, on November 13th a frost set in, and keepers were
sent to obtain some sea-trout for breeding-purposes, for with a frost the brooks
&c. subside, because the rills and small affluents are frozen from the same cause
the temperature of water in the streams usually rises two or three degrees.
^

The

the grilse, but

;

Although two pairs of small sea-trout were observed
failed in capturing them.

at their redds the fishers

—
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from the Octagon pond at Craigend. These fish were raised from the
eiigs of Lochleven Trout, fertUized by Salmon-milt December 2-4th,
The specimen was a barren
1881, and hatched March 9th, 1882.
0-15
of an inch wide and very
female, the ovisac 1 inch long, and
black spots along its base.
of
with
3
rows
dorsal
fin
thin.
Colours—
On November 14th, 1884, the pond was again drawn, but all the fish
One specimen, 10 inches long, was removed
appeared to be sterile.
its colours
it had 37 csecal appendages, which were well loaded with fat
were silvery with black spots, while the parr-bands were still visible
These fish have not shown the tendency to
it was a sterile male.
jump out of the pond -as seen in the young Salmon, which at this
age are fertile, as are also hybrids between Trout and Char, and
;

;

:

live at the same place, the
the rule in hybrids between
so, such must prevent the continuation of

hybrid Char a year younger.
supposition

is

Salmon and Trout, and
such races in

As

raised that sterility
if

all

is

rivers.

November 14th, 1884, about 12,000 Lochleven-Trout eggs were
fecundated with the milt of three parrs and smolts, the smallest
being 10 inches long, the middle-sized one 11, and the largest 12
the last had the parr-bands still visible. The eggs were placed in
box no. 1 of the hatching-house. It will be interesting to ascertain
if dropsies will occur, as they did last year when the male was a
season younger
while it seems probable that Shaw's fish, ten inches
long, which were successfully employed to fertilize Salmon-ova, must
:

;

have been of the same age as these.
August 28th, 1884, a hybrid 6| inches in length was removed
from fish-culture pond no. 3 at Howietoun. This pond is 20 feet long
by 5 wide, and contains about 36 inches of water it is of the same
Of these fish about 190 existed at this date,
size as pond no. 4.
and all were in excellent condition. They are the progeny of Lochleven-Trout eggs which were fertilized by the milt of the American
Char, Salmo fontinalis, on November 15th, 1882. The appearance
the race for
of these fish was most striking and due to their bands
distinction's sake was named and will in future be termed the
Zebra^, in order to distinguish them from the other hybrids (Plate
;

;

LVI. figs. 1 & 2).
The following is a
pond

removed from the

description of a specimen

:

D. 13(f'^).

B. X.
L.

1.

128.

P. 13.

V.

9.

A. f

Csec. pyl. 39, longest

.

C. 19.

\ inch.
inches.

67

Total length
Length of head

Length
Length
Length
Height

1'5

of pectoral fin
of ventral fin

of caudal fin
of body
Eyes, diameter of
^

See Proc. Zool. Soe. p. 376 ante.

TO
0-8
1"0
1

'5

0'3
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inches.

Eyes from end of snout
Eyes apart
Distance from snout to dorsal fin
Distance from base of pectoral to base of ventral fin.
Distance from base of ventral to base of anal fin ...

.

0-4

'

1 '5

2"8
1*3
\'2

.

.

—

in a transverse row across the head of the vomer, followed
Teeth
by three more teeth placed in a single series along the anterior half of
the body of that bone this form of dentition being identical with
what has been previously described in other specimens, and showing
either that deciduous vomerine teeth may exist on the body of the
vomer in Char crossed by Trout or else, that instead of a double
row of teeth along the body of the vomer, as seen in Trout, they
may be reduced to a few placed in a single row should such fish be
;

:

—

22 rows pass from the base of the
Scales
crossed with Char.
adipose dorsal downwards and forwards to the lateral line. Colours
yellowish shot with purple and reticulated with irregular black
bands, spots, and markings along the body, but most spotted on the
upper surface of the head and back ; a few dark marks also on the
Dorsal fin yellow, with black spots and irregular
sides of the head.
bands, the upper portion of its anterior edge being rather light with
Adipose dorsal with a black base and two black spots
a dark base.
Anal with the three
Pectoral black-tipped.
one above the other.
first rays white, posterior to which the fin is stained with dark grey,
especially in

its

outer portion.

indistinct bars at its base.
to be a

On

male with the milt very

—

Caudal dark-edged, and with a few
opening the specimen, it was found
fully developed.

— Pond no.

3 at Howietoun was examined,
not quite ready for breeding,
were
females
Zebra
race
of
the
and the
while they appeared to be fewer in number than the males, some of
which were ripe. A female Lochleven Trout furnished 13.50 eggs,
which were fertilized by the milt of one of the Zebras 8i inches
Should these eggs prove fertile the
long, and placed in box 92 a.
young will be three parts Lochleven to one part American Char.
hybrid 7| inches long was taken from
August 28, 1882.
pond no. 4 at Howietoun from among about 90, all being in good
These fish are the progeny of an American Char milted
condition.
from a Loch-Eannoch Char ^ November 15, 1882, and formerly
termed Salmo strvanensis, a dark variety of the common Char.
These hybrids are now distinguished as the Struari breed. The

November

12, 1884.

—A

following

B.xi.

is

a description of the specimen

D. 13(f\).

:

A.
V. 8.
P. 13.
Caec. pyl. 37.

f

0.19.

L.

1.

158.

inches.

Total length
Length of head

7-3
1'5

Loch-Eannoch Char died during this summer. It would appe.ir
that at Howietoun the American Char at five years old has ceased to be comniercially paying as a breeder, while some even at four years old show signs of
^

The

senility.

three

.
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inches.

Length
Length
Length
Height

of pectoral
of caudal
of ventral
of body
Eyes, diameter of

1'2

fin

1*2

09
19
OS

Eyes from end of snout
Eyes apart
Distance from snout to dorsal fin
Distance from pectoral to base of ventral
Distance from base of ventral to anal
,

,

.

0"4
0'5

3'0
.

2'2
1*4

The lower jaw slightly deformed, being unnaturally shortened.
Teeth in a transverse row across the head of the vomer, but more
Scales
along the body of the bone.
23 rows pass from the base
of the adipose dorsal fin downwards and forwards to the lateral line.
The dorsal, anal, and other fins are much more developed in these
pure Char hybrids than in the Zebra, wherein the Char is crossed
Colours of a beautiful iridescent purple, with 13
with a Trout.
transverse or parr-bands along the sides ; the whole of the body
covered with small light spots, none on the fins. Anterior edge of
the dorsal, ventral, and anal white, also the outer ray of the pecfew dark marks along the base of the dorsal fin all the
toral.
On opening the specimen, it was
fins darkest at their outer edges.
found to be a male with the milt very fully developed (Plate LVIL

—

—

A

,

figs. 1. 2).

November

12,

1884.

amined the largest
were not quite ready
:

— Pond

fish

no. 4 at Howietoun was again exwas 8^ inches long most of the females
;

for breeding.

A

female of the Struan breed gave 146 eggs, and these were
milted from a male of the same race ; consequently, if fertile, will
afford an instance of pure hybrid Char interbreeding.
The diameter
of the eggs averaged 0'13 of an inch; they were placed in box 92 b.
4500 eggs were taken from two Lochleven Trout and milted
from a male of the Struan hybrid ; if fertile, this will give a proportion of three parts Char to one part of Lochleven Trout.
These
were placed in box 88.
The eight hybrids, the progeny of the eggs of the American
Char fecundated from a Lochleven Trout, are doing well, but are too
few in number for a specimen to be yet taken.
They much resemble
the Zebra breed, and are termed the Leopards.
It will be as well to again allude more particularly to the very
erroneous opinion which was given prominence to by Harmer, in a
paper read before the Royal Society, May 28, 1 767, who observed
that " it appears that the size of the eggs is nearly the same in
great and small fishes of the same species at the same time of the
year," and which has continued to be almost universally believed in ;
for we still see Dr. Giinther's statement (1880) respecting Teleostean fishes that " the ova of large and small individuals of the
same species of course do not differ in size " is being referred to as

Proc. Zool.

Soc— 1884,

No. XL.

40
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that larger eggs produce better

and larger eggs are generally, not invariably, the produce of
older parents up to the acme of their prolificness.
I observed (P. Z. S. 1884, p. 28) how young hatched from larger
eggs or those of older parents gave more quickly growing offspring
and this year a second experiment was made in the same two ponds.
On August 27, 1884, I found the young fish of about the same size
in both localities, which had been stocked this year with young
Lochleven Trout bred from parents of the same age spawned the
same day, and hatched in same room. On November 12, the two lots
were still of about the same-sized fish. Near the ponds I observed a
Kingfisher (Alcedo ispida) flying off with a young Trout
I mention

fish,

;

this as the bird

The

is

rare in these parts.

following are

some of the measurements of fish-eggs made

during November 1884, at Howietouu
Salmo
„

salar, grilse l;^lb.

weight

;

:

0'21 of au inch.
diameter of each egg
diameter of each egg 0'20
„

fario var. levenensis, 8 years old

;

»i

))

>)

'

)j

»»

)1

>i

>:

D

)>

II

»

11

!)

>,

I,

I)

J)

»>

)j

II

„

„

31

II

„

„

„
II

fontinalis
S)

Hybrid Char

o
^
4

^
2

'-'

'-^

)»

U'19
0'18
U'i7
0'18
U'17
0-13

,,

„
,1

„
„

It may not be amiss to here remark that not only is there a
general increase in the size of the eggs of Salmouidse with age, but
also that there is a variation as to the size of the individual eggs in

It is not infrequent to observe the first few eggs produced
what are known as " wind-eggs," being the empty shells of
some from the preceding year; occasionally these are white and
hard.
Also there are sometimes very large wind-eggs which are

fishes.

are

passed as the last of the year's ova, such being apparently distended,
and probably diseased forms, occasionally of very large size, and
sometimes several having a membranous connection one with another
and Avith the ovisac.
Eighty eggs of a Lochleven Trout were spawned direct into a glass
tube on November 14, where they were kept in water for a week, at
the end of which time 75 were 0"2.5 of an inch eacli in diameter, three
were 0'20 of an inch, 1 was 0'75 of an inch, and one was 0'15 of
an inch.
August 14, I received a brace of Brook-Trout {Salmo fario) from
Mr. Arthur, of Otago, which were sent by S.S. Tongariro' in the
refrigerating chamber, and which duly arrived in excellent condition.
Their dimensions were as follows
'

:

Male 21
Total length
Length of head
Length of caudal
Height of body

fin

lb.

weight. Female lb

lb.

inches.

inches.

320

30-5
6*0
3'5
8-0

8-0
4*0
8*5

weight,
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Male 21

lb.

589

Female 15

weight.

lb.

inches.

inches.

Eye from end of snout

0"9
3-3

Eyes apart

2-6

0*8
2*0
2-0

52

52

Diameter of eye

Number

of caecal pylori

Sexual differences.

—The male had the

weight,

milt well developed

;

the

and on the mouth being closed it
pressed against the palate.
Colours of male Generally of a blackish
colour, with numerous small and oval spots, most distinct on the
upper three fourths of the body, but some large ones along the
abdomen fins black. Colours of female Spots larger than in
the male and some appear to be red, dark along the back, but not
so much so as the male
belly silvery.
Eggs well developed, and
average 0*2 of an inch in diameter.
Mr. Arthur says that it is
remarkable that the male, living in clear brilliant lake-water, was of
a black colour
it was netted along with sixty more
males and
females of about similar dimensions.
The outline of the back is
" hog-backed " between the head and the dorsal fin, while the

knob on the lower jaw

large,

:

:

;

;

:

is very full, the tail slightly truncated, the other fins of the
usual size, and the adipose very large.
The longest pyloric caeca in
each fish were 3 inches, the shortest 1 inch.

belly

Male.
Premaxillaries, extreme length of limb
number of teeth in each
„
size of largest teeth
„
Maxilla, its extreme length

Female.

2-0 inch.

I'J inch.

9

6

0-25 inch.

0-15 inch.
2*6

,,"

0'25

„

extreme width
no. of teeth in each

36
05

„

its

„

size of largest teeth

0'15 inch.

,,

Mandible, no. of teeth each side
size of largest teeth

„

Vomer,

no. of teeth
Tongue, no. in each

21-24

13
0-15 inch.
14
0'17 inch.

15

025

,,

inch.

2

row

4

3

In the male there was as a rule a second or new tooth adherent to
the

gums along

in the maxillae

the inner side of each in the premaxillaries ; the teeth
were irregularly placed, in more than one row in

in the gums.
The two vomerine teeth were
across the head of the bone ; there were from
14 to 16 in each palatine.
In the lower jaw the teeth were curved
somewhat inwards, and the most posterior ones somewhat backward.
The skin of the back was thickened and similar to what is generally

places,

and with new ones

in a transverse

row

perceived in old males in the breeding-season.
Of course there
are no means for ascertaining the precise age of these Trout
but
the fact must not be overlooked that these fish are the progeny
of eggs sent by Messrs. Buckland and Francis from Hampshire
and Buckinghamsliire streams, and which could not exceed fifteen
years of age, while their appearance coincides with what would be
termed Salmo ferox in Scotland or Ireland. I may here allude to
the caecal appendages, respecting the number of which as consti;

40*
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Fig. 1.

Head

of male Otago Trout.

Fig. 2.

Head

of female Otago Trout.

[Dec. 2,
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much

unnecessary discussion has arisen, and state
on the examination of 21 females
and 7 males, that the females possessed from 33 to 61, with a mean
of 47'3, and the males from 37 to 55, with a mean of 48'7.
These
two specimens each had 52. This is in fact a further corrol)oration,
were any needed, that these appendages are not constant in number
but variable.
In the female there were not so many young teeth coming
forward as were seen in the male, while, if the figures of the two
heads are compared, it will be seen that the length of the head in
the male is elongated beyond what is perceived in the female, solely
in the space anterior to the nostrils.
tuting species so

tliat

Mr. Arthur

lately observed

Fig. 3.

Head

of Lochleven Trout.

This brings me to a short consideration of the hook on the lower
jaw of male Trout
and as it has been so confidently stated by
Dr. Giinther of the Lochleven Trout, " Snout of moderate length,
conical, not much produced in the male sex, in which a mandibular
hook has never been observed" (Catal. Fish. vi. p. 101), I produce
an example demonstrating this hook (see fig. 3), differing, it will be
seen, from what occurs in the large Otago specimen, in that the hook
is here in front of the upper jaw when the mouth is closed.
Tlie
specimen was reared at Howietoun from eggs taken at Lochleven in
1878, and it had 69 caecal appendages.
;
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On November

14th I examined a male Lochleven ket, 20 inches
head being 4'2 inches long, tail-fin TS inch and rounded
at its extremity, depth of body 4*2 inches ; a considerable-sized
knob on the end of the mandibles, which, when the mouth is closed,
is outside the upper jaw but against which it rubs, and where it has
formed a sore. The posterior edge of the orbit is exactly in the

in length, its

centre of the length of the head, while the length of the prenasal
portion of the head equals
the diameter of the eye, or is nearly
similar to what obtains in the female Otago Trout.
This instance

H

is given
as a typical form of the Lochleven Trout, wliile the
heads of the Brook-Trout correspond with those of the Lochleven

variety.
It appears to

me probable that the sexual differentiation in the Trout

what occurs

in the Salmon, wherein in large examples the
prenasal portion of the head equals the distance between the hind
edge of the preopercle and the hind edge of the orbit. But as these

is

similar to

proportions differ from what is seen in smaller, or rather perhaps
one should say younger examples, the following may be pretty
readily traced out in specimens.
After the second year, or when the fish commences breeding, a
knob appears at the end of the lower jaw, which knob yearly
increases in size at the breeding-season, until in /-years-old fish (as at
Howietoun) it is in advance of the upper jaw when the mouth is
closed, often forming a sore surface in front of the premaxillaries.
At such times the mandibles have increased in length proportionately
more than the bones of the snout ; thus the prenasal portion will only be
found to be one half of the comparative length to what obtains in old
fish, as seen in the Otago example.
Here at Howietoun my observations had to be stopped, as fish over 7 or 8 years of age are
not kept, being somewhat sterile.
But it is clear that in the very
large male specimen of which the head is figured the bones of the
upper jaw have grown so that, instead of the knob on the mandibles
being in advance of the upper jaw, it is inside the mouth.
In examining the Otago fish I found the mandibular hook half
an inch long, extending not only on the upper surface, but also on
the front and slightly on the inferior surface of the symphysis, while
superiorly it becomes received into a large depression, situated
between the ascending portions of the two premaxillaries, from the
sheath of which it is divided by the mucous membrane of the mouth
and soft lining of the palate. The two ascending portions of the
premaxillaries are not fixed one to the other, but can move freely
and be more or less easily separated while the membrane which
binds them down, although strong, is loose, permitting of considerable motion.
Consequently the hook, although it may press
against the palate, can do so without occasioning any injury, for the
parts give way before it.
But of course if any irritation occurs at this
spot and ulceration supervenes, the hook' might pass through and
appear on the upper surface of the head. When this takes place,
;

^ Whether this hook ever falls off, or ulcerates
off, or is partially or wholly
absorbed after each breeding-season, I have no personal knowledge.
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in the upper jaw would be difficult or impossible, and
the fish would die of starvation, and it seems to me that such is due

movement

dependent on sex.
26th went for a couple of hours fishing on Loch
Goldenhorf, which had been stocked with Trout from Howietoun, and
the fish are in their third year, and run up to one pound in weight.
stomachs of two from among twenty-five we
I examined the
captured, both by their colouring showing unmistakable affinities
to the Lochleven breed.
In the first fish, of about f lb. weight,
the stomach was thickened and resembled that of a gillaroo, but it
had no entire shells inside it. The second, which was of similar
size, on the contrary, had some entire shells of Limncea pyrifera, not
It
only in its stomach but also in the course of its intestines.
would thus appear that both forms had partaken of testaceous
mollusks, but the one had the muscular coat of its stomach so
developed as to be able to grind up the shells and so prevent
their passing the pylorus, whereas in the other the shells were
likewise swallowed but passed downwards along the intestinal canal,
as may be seen in the marine Blennies and many other fishes.
to age as well as

On August

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.
Plate LVI.
Male hybrid between Salmo levenensh, 5
Fig.

1.

Side view.

,

and

S. fontiiialis, <3

.

Fig. 2. Dorsal aspect.
|

Plate LVII.
Male hybrid between Salmo fontinalis, 5, and
Fig.

1.

Side view.

7.

8. al;pinus,

ij".

Fig. 2. Dorsal aspect.
|

On the Wild Sheep of Cyprus.
By Lt.-Col. J. BiDDULPH, F.Z.S.
[Eeceived December

2,

1884.]

(Plate LVIII.)
1 have brought here for inspection this evening a stuffed specimen
of the Cyprian Wild Sheep, which has been sent to me by Sir Robert
Biddulph, the High Commissioner of Cyprus, for presentation to the
British Museum, where this species is at present not represented.
The specimen is a male, and, judging by the marks which are

generally supposed to indicate the annual growth of the horns, was
apparently about eight years old when it was killed two months

is

The Cyprian Mouflon is not found in all parts of the island, but
confined to the Troodos mountains in the western central portion,
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where the highest point rises to 6.590 feet above the sea-level.
Here the Wild Sheep have a considerable area of pine-clad mountain
to wander over, disturbed only by occasional wood-cutters and
peasants herding goats and sheep. At the time of the first occupation

Fig. 1.

Ovis O'phion.

Front view of horns.

Fig. 2.

Ovis opkion.
Side view of head with horns.

1878 it was supposed that the Wild Sheep had been exterminated
with the exception of a single flociv of twenty-five members, and a
check was placed on their slaughter. Since then their numbers have
increased
and it may be hoped that under modified restrictions
in

1S84.]

THE WILD SHEEP OF CYPRUS,

Mouflon-stalking in Troodos
of Cy|)rus.

may long continue

to be

5 95

one of the sports

The earliest precise scientific mention of the Cyprus Mouflon as
distinguished from the Corsican species is to be found in the ' Darstelhing und Beschreibung der Thiere,' published in Berlin in 1829,
by Messrs. Brandt and Ratzeburg, who class it with the Wild Sheep
of Persia and Armenia under the name of O. mnsimon var. orientalis,
to distinguish it from the Wild Sheep of Corsica and Sardinia, which
they call 0. musimon var. oecidentuUs. This work also contains a
figure of a specimen from Cyprus,
tiie

Berlin

which was, and probably

still is,

in

Museum.

In 1840 the late Mr. E. Blyth read a paper on the Wild Sheep of
the World before this Society, and gave the name of O. ophion to
the Wild Sheep of Cyprus, and 0. gmelini to the Wild Sheep of
Armenia and Southern Persia. Mr. Blyth appears to have been
struck by the close resemblance apparently existing between the
Cyprus and Armenian species. In June 1875, in a paper on the
Wild Sheep of Asia read before this Society by Sir Victor Brooke, it
was suggested that the Cyprus Wild Sheep is nothing but an insular
derivative of O. gmelini.
In a paper on the Mammals of Asia Minor
by Messrs. Alston and Darnford, read before this Society on Febrnary
3rd. 1880, attention was drawn to a specimen of O. gmelini, now in
the British Museum, brought from the Cilician Taurus, which was
shown to deviate from the accepted type of O. gmelini and to
approximate to O. ophion. Nothing can be proved from comparison of the measurements of the horns of the two specimens of
O. ophion now exhibited, one belonging to Lord Liiford, and of the
head of O. gmelini mentioned in Messrs. Alston and Dauford's
paper.

Measurements.

—
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well defined, so that if cut across a triang\jlar section would be shown ;
in 0. ophion the fronto-orbital edge is so rounded oif as to be almost
obliterated, the rugosities of the horn are not so well marked, and

the entire horn is slenderer than in O. gmelini.
The present specimen of Ovis ophion (Plate LVIII.) may be
described as follows
General colour rufous fawn above, white beneath, with an indistinct black line along the middle of the back for a short distance
behind the witliers, and a narrow blackish line along the sides, continued on the thighs, separating the red colour of the upper surface
from the white of the bell}' ; an indistinct saddle-patch on ribs
A broad black line down
formed by a few scattered white hairs.
the centre of the breast, with a tendency to become a patch on the
Front of fore legs above the knees blackish. Tail
lower throat'.
Dark patches inside the lower
short, and black towards the tip.
Ears small, and covered with very
thighs just above the hocks.
Forehead, upper nose, and area in
short grey hairs ; inside white.
Small
Nose, chin, and throat white.
front of eyes dusky brown.
suborbital pits.
Height 26^ inches ; age 7 or 8 years. Horns 23
inches measured along fronto-nuchal edge.
:

'
In the specimen belonging to Lord Lilford the black hair on the lower
throat is about two inches long. In this specimen it is no longer than the hair
on the side of the neck. The difference may be seasonal or a mark of age.

APPENDIX,
LIST or ADDITIONS TO

THE SOCIETY'S MENAGEEIE

DUEING THE YEAE
1884.
Jan.

1.

1

1

5
2. 1

3.

1

4.

1
1

Crab-eatiug Opossum {Didelphjs eancrivora). Presented by
Miss Marie Adelaide Brassey.
Wliite-froiited Capiichiu Monkey ( C'ebus albifrons), 5
Presented by Miss Muriel Agnes Brassey.
Knots {Trimja canutxtS). Purchased.
Canadian Porcupine {Erithizon dorsatits). Presented by A.
Gliddon, Esq., LL.D.
Kinkajou (Cercoleptescaudivolvtdus). Presented by Dr. Byres
Moir.
Bonnet-Monkey {Macacus sinicus), 5
Presented by Madame
Kettner.
Rliesus Monkey {Macacus rhesus), §
Presented by G. Glynn
•

.

.

Petre, Esq., F.Z.S.

Common Guillemot (Lomvia troile). Purchased.
2 Gold Pheasants ( TJmumalea jncta), S 2
Deposited.
2 Common Peafowl (Pavo cristatus), ^ 5
Deposited.
1 Rhesus Monkey {Macacus rhestts), cJ
Presented by
1

5.

•

•

Glynn Petre,
8. 1

G.

Esq., F.Z.S.

Greater Sulphur-crested Cockatoo {Cacatua galeritd).

De-

posited.
10.
11.
12.
14.

15.

16.

Purchased.
2 Bullfinches {Pyrrhula europaa), 2 2
Presented by
2 Great Kangaroos {Macropus giganteus), cJ $
.

the Zoological and Acclimatization Society of Victoria.
1 Dorsal Squirrel {Sciurus hypopyrrhus).
Deposited.
1 Bonnet-Monkey {Macacus sinicus), ^.
Presented by Mr.
C. L. Norman.
1 Black-handed Spider Monkey [Ateles geoffroii), 2
Presented
by Colin W. Scott, Esq.
Born in the Menagerie.
1 Axis Deer ( Cervus axis), cJ
3 Long-fronted Gerbilles {Gerhillus longifrons). Born in the
Menagerie.
1 Babirussa {Balirussa alfurus), $
Born in the Menagerie,
SeeP.Z.S. 1884, p.
2 Yellow-bellied Liothrix {Liothn.v hdeus). Presented by Mrs.
.

.

.

-J.-).'

Edwards.
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Jan. IG. 1 Goldfinch (CardtwHs elega7is), J.
Presented by Mrs. Edwards.
17. 1 Indian Elephant (mottled variety) {Ehphas indicm), cJ
DeSeeP.Z. S. 1884, p. 44.
posited.
Deposited.
1 Slow Loris [Nycticvhus tardi(jradux).
1 Grey Ichneumon {Herpestes (/riscus).
Deposited.
.

18. 1

Brush Bronze-winged Pigeon {Phxqjs

Charlton Parr, Esq.
1 Agile Wallaby {Halmaturus

eleyans).

Presented by

J.

21. 1

Purchased.
Presented by J.

ayilis).

Huanaco (Lama huanacos), j.

W.

Firth,

Esq.

2 North-American Flying Squirrels (Sciuropterus volucellus), c?
and $
Presented by f S. Mosely, Esq., F.Z.S.
4 Long-fronted Gerbilles {Gerhillus lonffifroiis). Born in the
Menagerie.
1 Great Grey Shrike (Lanius excnbiior).
Presented by Master
Arthur Blyth.
22. 2 Bonnet- Monkeys fJi/flcace^s s««(Ci^«), (5 and J.
Presented by
Mrs. St. John Michell.
3 Bonnet-Monkeys (Macacus sinicus). 1 J and 2 §
Presented
by Capt. Spencer Stanhope.
1 Toque Monkey {Macacus pileatus), cj
Presented by Capt.
Spencer Stanhope.
Presented by
1 Arabian Baboon Cynocejjhalus hamadryas), S
Capt. Spencer Stanhope.
4 Harvest-Mice (Mus minutus). Presented by G. T. Pope,
.

.

.

.

•

(

Esq.
1 Greater Sulphur-crested Cockatoo {Cacutua yulerita).
sented by George Wood, Esq.

Pre-

Purchased.
2.3. 1 Common Guillemot (Lo)mui troile).
Purchased.
25. 1 South- American Rat-Snake (Spi/otes variahilis).

6 Slender Ichneumon (Herpestes gracilis). Purchased.
Purchased.
1 Common Boa (Boa constrictor).
1 Cheela Eagle (Spilornis clicela). Purchased.
Purchased.
1 Black Tanager ( Tacliyphonus 7iielaleucus), ^
Pur1 White-throated Finch ? (Sperniophila alhogtdaris), 5
.

.

chased.
1 Tropical Seed-Finch (Oryzoborus torridiis), 5-

2
1
26. 1

28. 1
1
1

29. 1
1

Purchased.
Purchased.
Cape Adder (Vipera atrupos). Presented by E. Pillans, Esq.
Presented by Capt.
Indian Gazelle (Gazella bennetfi), (J.
Spencer Stanhope.
Quebec Marmot (Arctomys monax), $. Presented by G. S.
White, Esq.
European Tree-Fro^ (Hyla ai-borea). Presented by the Rev.
J. Stapledon Webber.
Illiger's

Macaws (Ara maracana).

Deposited.
Fallow Deer (Dama vidgaris), J
Deposited.
Rhesus Monkey (Macacus rhesus), $
Long-eared Owl (Asia otiis). Presented by Master 0. Dall.

.

meyer.
1 West-African

Grant
30. 1

Python (Fython

sebcp).

Presented by Capt. J

Elliott.

Macaque Monkey (Macacus cynomolgus),
Harrison Brainthwaite, Esq., M.D.

c?

•

Deposited.
1 Common Wolf (C'a/»'s lupus), J.
Purchased.
7 Knots (Tringa canutus).
31. 2 Spotted Hyffinas (Hyanu crocuta), J and J

.

Presented by

Purchased.
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Jan. 31. 1 Golden Eagle {Aquila chrysaetos). Purchased.
Purchased.
1 Tawny Eagle (Aquila nreuioides).
Purchased.
1 White-tailed Eagle {HaUaetus alhicilla).
Purchased.
1 Cinereous Vulture (Vulfur inonachm).
1 Teuiminck's Snapper {Macrodemmys temmincki). Purchased.
Pur1 Grey-cheeked Mangabey (Cercocebus albiyena), 5chased.
Purchased.
1 Sykes's Monkey (Cercopif/iecus alhigulans),
Purchased.
1 African Cormorant {Phalacrocora.v afrkanus).
SeeP.Z. S. 1884, p. 55.
Purchased.
1 Red-vented Parrot (Pionus iiwnstnms).
Presented by E. F.
1 Bonnet-Monkey {Macacus amicus), J
•

Shortt, Esq.

Feb.

1.

2 Chattering Lories (Z«vW(7«n-«/its). Deposited.
2 Vieillot's Firebacks {Euplocamus vieilloti), S and

5

.

De-

posited.

Water-Rail (Rallus aqtiaticus). Presented by Mr. T. E. Gimn.
5 European Tree-Frogs {Hyla arborea). Presented by Miss E.
Brunton.
Presented by A.
1 Common Hedgehog (Erinaceus europceus).
A-itchison, Esq.
Presented by1 Chacma Baboon (Cynocephalus porcarius), J.

2. 1

4.

5.

Col. Gildea.

1
1

Macaque Monkey (Macacus
Mr. J. M. Hagerraan.
Black Kite

(J\Iilvus

^

cynotnolgus),

migrans).

Presented by

.

Presented by Mr. J. M.

Hagerman.
Presented by
docilis), $
Mrs. Newman.
Purchased.
1 Pileated Sparrow-Hawk (Accipiter pileatus).
Presented by
1 Javan Maja-Finch (Munia femtyiiwa), cJ
Mr. Abrahams.
Pur2 Collared Finches (Spermophila coUaria), cS and $
chased.
Pm'chased.
1 Chanting Hawk (Melierax 7nusicus).
Pur1 Partridge Bronze- winged Pigeon (Geophaps scripta).

2 Rose-ringed Parrakeet (Palcsornis

6.

.

.

.

chased.
7.

1 Vulpine Phalanger (Phalam/ista vulpina),
Capt. R. F. Slater.

8. 1

9. 1

Red Kangaroo (Macropms rnfus), $
Bonnet-Monkey (3Iacacus sinicus).

.

S

•

Presented by

Born in the Menagerie.
Presented by J. Wilson,

Esq.

Acouchy (Dasyprocta acouchy). Purchased.
2 Common Jackdaws [C'orvus monedula). Presented by Master
1

Harcourt Hanrott.
11. 1

Macaque Monkey (Macacus cynomolgus),

Miss Furness.
1 Nose-crested Iguana (Iguana 7-hinolophus)
bert Vidler, Esq.
1 Banded Basilisk (Basiliscas vittatus).
Vidler, Esq.

.

c?

•

Presented by

Presented by Al-

Presented by Albert

2 Prairie-Marmots (Cynomys Indovicianvs). Deposited.
Presented by G. R.
1 Naked-footed Owlet (Athene noetua).
Lake, Esq.
Piu'chased.
14. 1 Red-eared Monlcey (C^iropithecus erythrotis), $
12.

.

SeeP.Z.S. 1884,

p. 176.
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Feb. 14. 2 Slow Loris {Nycticebus tardiyradtis). Purchased.
Presented by M. F.
1 Shaw's GevhiWe (Gerhillus shmcii), J.
Lataste, C.M.Z.S.
Pur15. 1 Red-eyed Ground-Finch (Pipilo eft/throphthalmus), $
.

chased.
1

Eyebrowed Weaver-bird (Hyiihantornis

superciliosus).

chased.
1 Military Macaw {Ara militaris).
Deposited.
16. 4 Asiatic Quails {Perdicula usiatica), 2 S and 2
chased.
2 Iceland Falcons {Hierofalco tslandus). Deposited.
1

Common Roe

(Cajireolus caprced),

$

.

Pur-

Pur-

Presented by Charles

5-

Hambro, Esq.
1 Common Roe (Capreolus
18. 1
1

19. 1

1
1

3
1
1
1
1

20. 1
1

1
21. 1

caprced), $,
Presented by J. C.
Mansel-Pleydell, Esq.
Sambur Deer {Cermcs aristotelis), cJ. Presented by James
M'Gregor, Esq.
European Flamingo (Phoenicopterus antiqiwrmii). Presented by
James M'Gregor, Esq.
Martin's Monkey ( Cercopithecus martini), J
Purchased.
See P.Z. S. 1884, p. 176, pi. xiv.
Campbell's Monkey {Cercopithecus campbelli), 5
Purchased.
Black-footed Penguin {Spheniscus demersus). Presented by
F. Bloor, Esq.
White-crowned Pigeons {Columha leucocephald). Purchased.
Stump-tailed Lizard ( Trachydosnurus riigosus). Purchased.
Bearded Lizard {Afnphibolurus barhatus). Purchased.
Pike {Esoxlucius). Presented by C. Iloblyn, Esq., F.Z.S.
Philantomba Antelope (Ce^iha/op'hus maxwelli). Born in tiie
Menagerie.
Bactrian Camel {Camelus bucfriamis), S
Purchased.
Pine-Marten (Mustela martes).
Presented by Edward de
Stafford, Esq.
Greek Tortoise (Testudo yrceca). Presented by Miss M. L.
Fergusson.
Rhesus Monkey {Macaciis rhesus), (f
Presented by Master
.

.

.

.

A.
22. 1

J. Neill.

Bonnet-Monkey (Macacus
Graeme.

indicus),

S

.

Presented by Mr.

3 Long-fronted Gerbilles {Gerhillus hngifrons).

Born

W.

in the

Menagerie.
1

Common Hare

{Lepus eurojjmus).

Presented by Mr. George

Pettier.

1 Vulpine

Phalanger {Phalangista vulpina).
Presented by
A. H. Lawder, Esq.
2 Laughing I^ngfishers (Dacelo gigantea). Presented by Dr.
Evans.
23. 1 Ruddy Ichneumon (Herpestes smithi), 9
Purchased.
1 Maccartliy's Ichneumon {Herpestes macearthice).
Purchased.
•

25. 1

SeeP.Z.S. 1884, p. 176.
Grey Ichneumon {Herpestes
Drew, Esq.

griseiis).

Presented by

1 Ring-necked Parrakeet {Palceornis torquatus),
by J. Biehl, Esq.

cj

.

J.

B.

Presented

1 Cirl Bunting {Emberiza cirlm).
Purchased.
8 Hoary Snakes {Coronella cana). Presented by 0. B, Pillans,

Esq.

.,
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Feb, 25. 8 Long-frontecl Gerbilles (Gerbilliis longifrons). Born in the
Menagerie.
26. 1 Common Heron (Ardea cinered).
Purchased.
1 Black-headed Gull (Larus ridibundus).
Presented by Miss
Elise Cooper.
1

27.

Common leuch

{Tinea vulgaris).

Presented by Mr, T. E.

Gunn.
3 Mute Swans

(Q/;/?iMS6fo/-).
Received in Exchange.
Robben-Island Snake [Coronella phucantm).
Presented by
R. A. Robertson, Esq.
28. 1 Banded Parrakeet {Pakenmis fasciattis), S
Purchased.
29. 1 Arabian Gazelle (&'«^e//« arcibica), 9.
Presented by Lieut.
Brown, H.M.S. 'Malabar.'
2 Herring-Gulls {Larus argentatus). Presented by G. D. MacGregor, Esq.

1

•

Mar.

4.

1

Rhesus Monkey {Macacus

enjthraiis), c?

.

Deposited.

1 Collared

5.

1
1
1

1
1
6.

1
1
1

7.

Fruit-Bat {Cynoiiycteris collaris).
Born in the
Menagerie.
Barji-Owl {Sirix^ammea). Presented by Mrs. W. Gittens.
Bosnian's Potto {Perodicticus potto).
Piu:chased.
North-African Jackal {Canis antlius).
Presented by F. L.
Nind, Esq.
Zebu {Bos indicus), (S
Born in the INIenagerie.
Adorned Ceratophrys {Ceratophrys ornata). Purchased.
Bonnet-Monkey {Macacus sinicus), $
Presented by G. H.
Lee, Esq.
Pig-tailed Monkey {Macacus nemestrinns), $
Presented by
G. H. Lee, Esq.
Yellow-billed Duck {Anas .rantJwrhyncha), (S
Received in
.

.

.

.

Exchange.
1 Beugalese Cat {Felis betu/alensis), cJ
Purchased.
2 Herring-Gulls {Larus argentatus).
Presented
.

by

Mrs.

Fridrich.
4 Allen's Porphyrios {Hydrornia alleni).
Presented by Lord
I,ilford, F.Z.S.
.
8. 4 Blue Titmice {Pari(s caridcus).
Presented by Mr. Hanauer.
1 Kagu {Shinochetus Jubafus)
Received in Exchange.
2 Emus {Dromceus novce-hoUandice). Hatched in the Gardens.
.

10. 1

Common

Viper {Vipera berus).

Presented by

W.

H. B.

Pain, Esq.

IL

2

Mute Swans (tt/iy/ms o/or). Purchased.
American Bison (bred between Bison americanus,

12. 1 |-bred

tS

and a female bred between a male Bison americanus and a
female hybrid between Bos frontalis and Bos indicus), $
Born in the Menagerie. See P. Z. S. 1884, p. 399, pis. xxxiv.

&

XXXV.

Monkey {Chrysothrix sciurea). Presented by Mrs.
Dundas.
1 West-India Rail {Aramides cayemiensis).
Presented by Mrs.
E. Hairby.
1 Leopard {Felis pardalis), jv. c?.
Presented by S. Cresswell.
1 Kestril {Titmunculm alaudaritis).
Presented by F. E. Baum,
1 Squu-rel

13.

Esq.
17,

4 Redshanks {Totanus calidris). Purchased.
1 Arabian Baboon {Cynocephahu hamadryas), ^.
by J. B. Netherwood, Esq.

Presented

.
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Mar.

5 Kuffs {Machetes mujnax). Purchased.
Purchased.
Weeper Capuchin (CV6?M c<-//«<«'«(?s), (S
7 Black-eared Marmosets {Hapnle pmicillata). Purchased.
9 Lined Finches (6)jeymoy;/«7« lineola). Purchased.
1 Yellow Haugnest (Crt.ssi'c'/s^e;-«it7(«). Purchased.
2 Blue-fronted Amazons (Chri/sotis (estiva). Purchased.
Presented by H. Bam21. 1 Common Buzzard {Buteo vulgaris).
ford, Esq.
Presented by II. Baui1 Peregrine Falcon {Falco peregrinus).
ford, Esq.
4 Crested Pigeons (Ocyphaps lophotes). Purchased.
3 Ilardwicke's Mastigures ( Uromastix hardivicki). Purchased.
Purchased.
1 Common Rattlesnake (Crotalns durissus).
22. 2 Clapperton's Fraucolins (Franculinus clappertoni), S and 2
Presented by Thos. Thornton, Esq.
Born in the Gardens.
2.3. 1 Black Lemur {Lemur macaco).
Presented
24. 1 Malbrouck Monkey (Ce?-co/«Y/jecws ey/JOSMr«s), $.
by G. A. Zobel, Esq.
Purchased.
1 Leopard Tortoise (Testuclo p>ardalis).
Purchased.
1 Egyptian Cobra {Naia haje).
Presented by W. H. B.
1 Smooth Snake {Coronella Icevis).
Pain, Esq.
Presented
25. 1 Malbrouck Monkey (Cerco/Jii/jecMS cyHosM«<s), §.
by Mr. G. Somerford.
From Crete. Presented
1 Grecian Ibex ( Capra (pgagrus), J
by Thos. B. Sand with, Esq.
Born in the
1 Vulpine Phalanger {Phalangista vulpind), c?
Menagerie.
3 Herring-Gulls (Lanis argentatus). Presented by S. Aloof, Esq.
Presented by L. B. Lewis, Esq.
26. 1 Axis Deer {Cervus axis), $
Deposited.
1 Rose-coloured Pastor {Pastor roseus).
1 Rose-created Cockatoo {Cacatua moluccensis). Presented by
General Rundall, R.E.
De28. 1 Greater Sulphur-crested Cockatoo {Cacatua galerita).

If).

20. 1

.

.

.

posited.
29. 1

30. 1

Bosman's Potto {Perodicticus
Grant Elliott.
White- fronted Lemur {Lemur

potto).

Presented by Capt.

albifrons).

Born

in the

Me-

nagerie.

Common

Squirrel {Sciurus vidgaris).
Halst, Esq.
31. 1 Geoftroy's Dove {Peristera geoffroii),
1

Presented by P. A.
c5".

Received in Ex-

change.

April

2.

1

2
3. 1

1

7

2
4.

2
3

Macaque Monkey {Macacus cynomolgus),

Presented by
d".
Mrs. F. Mortimer.
Common Peafowl {Pavo cristatns), (S and $ Presented by
R. F. J. Cobbett AUen, Esq.
Yaguarundi Cat {Felis ynguarundi). Purchased.
lAihdorfs Deer ( Ceri'MS ZmpMo;;^) J
Purchased.
Waxwings {Atnpelis garridus). Purchased.
Purchased.
Jardine's Parrots {Pacocephalus gulielmi).
Proteus {Proteus anguiwus). Purchased.
PurRhinoceros Ilombills {Buceros rhinoceros), 1 ^ and 2 5
.

,

.

.

chased.

2 Nepal ese Hornbills {Aceros nepalensis),

SeeP.Z.S. 1881,

p. 251.

tS

and 5

.

Purchased.
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Purchased.
Purchased.

2 Nepal Tree-Pies (Dendrocitta nepalensis).
1 Grey-Leaded Thrush (Ttirdus casfaneiis).

Pui'chased.

3 Bronze Fruit-Pigeons (Carjjojihaga <ened). Purchased.
2 White-backed Pio-eons {Columha Imconota). Purchased.
2 White-hreasted Gallinules {Oallinula phmiicura). Presented

by Mr.

W.

Jamrach.

2 Secretary Vultures (Serjientarius reptilivorus). Presented bv
the Rev. G. H. R. Fisk, C.M.Z.S.
1 Lucian's Parrakeet (Palceornis luciani).
Received in Exchange.
1

5.

7.

Blue-and-YeUow Macaw {Ara ararauna).
H. W. Kingdom, Esq.

1

Common

1

Lord Londesborough, F.Z.S.
Blau-bok Antelope ( Cephalopus pygm<eus).

Presented

Viper, black variety {Vipera berus).

bv
•'

Presented by

Presented by Mrs.

Wilson.
1

Smooth Snake

{Coronella

Icevis).

Presented by

W.

H. B.

Presented

W.

H. B.

Pain, Esq.
1

Common

Viper

(

Vipera bems).

by

Pain, Esq.
1

Common Snake

(Tropidonotus natrix).

Presented by

W.

H.

B. Pain, Esq.
1

Slow-worm

(Angiiis fragilis).

Presented

Pain, Esq.
1 Pig-tailed Monkey (Macacus nemestrmus).
Benthal.

9.

1

Weeper Capuchin (Cebus

by

W.

H. B.

Presented by Dr.

capuciamis), 5
Presented by Miss
Vincent.
3 Common Vipers ( Vipera berus). Purchased.
10. 6 Long-fronted Gerbilles {Gerbilhts longifrotis).
Bred in the
Gardens.
l\. I'Sloo&e {Alcesmachlis),(S
From Canada. Purchased.
1 Short-eared Owl (Asio brachgotm).
Presented by O. Burrows, Esq.
1 Chinese White-eye (Zosterops simplex).
Presented by Mr. J.
.

.

1

Abrahams.
Horrid Rattlesnake (Crofalus horridus).

A.Begg.
1 Alligator

{Alligator mississippiensis).

Presented bv

Presented bv Mr.

Begg.

12. 2 Mute Swans {Cygnus olor), d' $
Purchased.
16. 1 Burchell's Zebra {Equus burchelli),
Deposited.
5
17. SMichie's Tufted Deer {Ela2)hodm michianus), 1

Mr

A

.

.

'

(f,

2 2.

'

Deposited.

4 Darwin's Pucras Pheasants (Pticrasia darwim), 3

cJ,

1

9.
"

Deposited.

Pheasant (Phasiamis ellioti), ^
Deposited.
Central-American Agouti {Dasypructa isthmica). Presented
by Hugh Wilson, Esq.
1 Herring-Gull {Lm-us argentatus).
Presented by Thos. Daws,
'
Esq.
1 Elliot's

.

1

18. 1

Macaque Monkey {Macacus cynomolgus), S
E. Drew, Esq.

1

Ludio Monkey {Cercopithecus

1

Robinson, Esq.
Common Viper ( Vipera berus).

Proc. Zool.

Soc— 1884,

ludio),

No. XLI.

?

.

•

Presented bv
^

Presented by F.

W.

Presented by H. German, Esq

41
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Apr. 19. 1 Viilpine Phalanger (PAa?a«^jste vulpina).

Presented by C. J.

Martin, Esq.

3 Corn-Buntiugs (Emberiza miUaria). Purcliased.
Presented by A.
Monkey (Macacus rhesus), cS

21. 1 Rliesus

.

McDouuett Green, Esq.
1

22. 1
1

1
1

1
1

2
1
1

1
1

Diana Monkey {Cercopithecus

$. Deposited.
Presented by Miss Bertlia Haig.
Dusky Parrot (Piomis violaceus). Received in Exchange.
Purchased.
Jerdon's Ichneumon {Serpestes jerdoni).
Suake (Somalocranion, sp. inc.). Purchased.
American Bunting (Empiza americana). Purchased.
Purchased.
Smooth-headed Capuchin (Cebus monachus), (S
Purchased.
Schlegel's Doves (^Chahopelia puclla).
Severe Macaw {Ara severd). Purchased.
Diademed Amazon (C7iri/sofis diademata). Purchased.
Banded Aracari {Pteroc/lossus torqucttus). Purchased.
PurYellow-shouldered Amazon (Chi-ysotis ochrojitera).

Common Fox (Canis

diiina),

vulpes).

.

chased.
1 BufFon's
23. 1 Gigantic

Touracou (Coryihni.v buffoni). Purchased.
Salamander {3IegaIobatrachus maximus). Pui-chased.

SeeP.Z.

S. 1884, p. 2oi.

Presented by Gerald
{Vipera russelU).
Waller, Esq.
Presented by Gerald
2 Indian Bat-Snakes {Ptyas mucosa).
Waller, Esq.
Presented by R. Morton
25. 1 Herring-Gull (Lams argentatus).
Middieton, jun., Esq.
Presented by J. H. Leech,
1 Green Lizard (Lacerta viridis).
Esq.
Purchased.
1 Anaconda (Eunectes murinm).
Deposited.
26. 1 Grey Ichneumon (Herpestes f/nsetes), SDeposited.
1 Short-headed Phalanger {Belideus breviceps).
3 Lesser Birds of Paradise {Paradisea minor), 3 cJ. Presented
bv C. T. Kettlewell, Esq., F.Z.S. From the island of Jobie,
New Guinea. See P. Z. S. 1884, p. 251.
Deposited.
1 Chattering Lory (Lorius garrulus).
Deposited.
1 Three-coloured Lory (Lorius tricolor).
Deposited.
2 Triton Cockatoos (Cacatua triton).
From the
1 Red-vented Cockatoo (Cacatua philippinarum).
Sooloo Islands. Deposited. See P. Z. S. 1884, p. 251.
2 Red-sided Eclectus (Eclectus pectoralis). Deposited.
Deposited.
1 Blue-breasted Lory (Eos indica).
Purchased. See
1 ^Mediterranean Seal (Monachus albiventer).
P.Z.S. 1884, p. 251.
Presented by C.
2 Chinchillas (Chinchilla laniyera), 2 SCumberland, Esq., F.Z.S.
Presented by Miss
28. 1 Rhesus Monkey (Macacus rhesus), $.
24.

3 Russell's Vipers

_

Harbord.
2 Clapperton's Francolins (Francolinus clappertoni)

by Major H.

Wade

.

Presented

Walton.

2 Asolotls, white variety (Siredon me.vicanus). Purchased.
Born in the Menagerie.
30, 1 MahoU Galago (Galago mahoU).
Presented
1 Spotted Ichneumon (Serpestes neimlensis), $
.

Mr. John Walker.
Purchased.
2 Wattled Cranes (Grus carunculaia)
2 Spur-winged Geese (Plectropiterus gambensis). Purchased.
4 Vinaceous Turtle-Doves ( Turtur vinacetts). Purchased.
.

by
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Apr. 30. 3 Harlequin Quails (Coturniv histrionica), 2 c? and 1 5Purchased.
2 Barn-Owls {Strixjlammea). Presented by H. Chui'ch, Esq.
1 Banded Gymnogeue {Polyhorides typicus).
Purchased. See
P.Z.S. 1884, p. 251.
2 Yucatan Blue Jays (Cyanocitta yucatanica). Purchased.

May

1.

9 Coypus (Myopotatnus eoypus). Born in the Menagerie.
1 Dow's Tapir ( Tapirus doivi). From Venezuela, c? •' Presented
by Reginald Pringle, Esq.
1 Crab-eating Opossiun {Didelphys cancrivorus).
Received in
Exchange.
1 Spinv Tree-Porcupine {Sphingurus spinosus), J
Received in
Exchange. See P. Z. S. 1884, p. 389, pi. xxxiii.
1 Moustache Monkey {Cercopithecus cephus).
Received in Ex.

change.

2 White Cranes (Grus leucogeranus). Purchased.
1 Herring-Gull {Larus argentatus).
Presented by Miss Laura
Dunnage.
1 Grey-cheeked Mangabey {Cercocebus albigend), cJ.
Pm-chased.

2 Pig-tailed Monkeys (Macacus nemestrinus, ($ and $
Presented by Miss Ethel Fenwick. From Borneo.
2 Hoary Snakes {CoroneUa cana). Presented by E. Watson,
.

Esq.
3.

1

Macaque Monkey (Macacus cynomolgus), 2

Presented by F.

Harrison, Esq.
1 Garnett's Galago {Galago garnetti),

Presented by Lieut.
cJ.
James Knowles, R.N.
1 Cabot's Horned Tragopan {Certornis caboti), ^
Purchased.
3 Chukar Partridges (Cacabis chukar), 1 c? and 2 5
Presented by Lieut.-Col. C. Swinhoe.
.

.

6.

2 Tigriue Tm-tle-Doves {Turfur tigrmus). Purchased.
8 Edible Frogs (Sana esculenta). Purchased.
2 Marbled Newts {Molge marmorat.a). Purchased.
10 Branched Sea-Horses {Hippocampitsramulonus). Purchased.
1 Raccoon, white variety (Procyon lotor).
Presented by F. J.
Thompson, Esq.
2 Variegated Sheldrakes ( Tadorna variegata).
Bred in the
Gardens.
2 Alligators {Alligator mississip>pnensis).
Presented by Mi's.

7.

2

5.

Anch'ade.

1
8.

Common Crowned

Pigeons (Goura coronafa). Purchased.
Gold Pheasant {Thaumalea pictd), J. Presented by F.

Reed, Esq.
2 Peregrine Falcons (Falco lieregrinus).
Col.

Presented by Lieut.-

Drummond Moray.

2 Japanese Greenfinches (Ligurinus sinicus),

(J

and 5

.

Pur-

chased.

9.

21 River Lampreys {Petromyzonjlumatilis). Presented by Mr.
T. E. Gunn.
1 Barbary Ape {Macacus inuns).
Presented by the Countess of
Craven.
1 Canadian Porcupine {Erithizon dorsatus).
Bom in the
Menagerie.
Presented by Col. Knox, C.B.,
1 Mouflon {Ovis musimon), S
and the Officers 1st Battalion Scots Guards.
•

41*
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Groiuid-IIornbill {Bucomus abyssinicus).
Rupert L. Lonsdale.

9. 1

10. 1 Nightingale (Daulias luscinia),
•5

11. 1

iS

Presented by Capt.

Purchased.

.

Long-fronted Gerbilles {Gei-hillus
Menagerie.

Imifftfrois)

European Tree-Frog (Hyla arborea).

Born

.

in the

Presented by G.

W.

Obicini, Esq., F.Z.S.
12. 1

1

Hodgson's Partridge {Perdix
W. Jamrach.

Slow-worm

hodfjsonice).

(Anffuis fragilis).

Presented by Mr.

Presented by Master Conrad

Hanrott.

{Macacus sinicus), $
Presented by N
Ejng, Esq.
1 Gayal (Bibos frontalis), 5
Born in the Menagerie.
2 Japanese Pheasants {Phasiamis versicolor), ^ and 2
Pur-

13. 1

Bonnet-Monkey

•

.

chased.

2 Egyptian Geese {Chenalopex cBgxjptiaca). Purchased.
1 White American Crane (Grus americana).
Purchased,
1 Asp Vi]oer ( Viper a aspis).
Purchased.
13 Green Lizards (Lacerta viridis). Purchased.
2 Common Vipers {Viiiera berus).
Presented hy W. H. B.
Pain, Esq.
14. 1 Parti-idge (Perdix cinerea).
Presented by Robert Steel, Esq.
15. 1 Banded
Ichneumon {Herpestes fnsciatus).
Presented by

Master

W.

T.

Adams.

Goose {Bernicla leticopsis). Received in Exchange.
3 Variegated Sheldrakes (Tadorna variet/a/a), 1 (^ and 2 J.
Received in Exchange.
3 Canadian Beavers (Castor canadensis). Born in the Mena1 Bernicle

16.

gerie.

Pigmy Hog

(Porcula salvania), $
Born in the Menagerie.
communis), j. Purchased.
9 Variegated Sheldrakes (Tadorna varieguta), 6 c? and 3 J.
From New Zealand. Received in Exchange.
4 Soft-billed Ducks (Hymenolo'mus malacorhynchus)
From
New Zealand. Received in Exchange. See P. Z. S. 1884,
1

.

17. 1 Q,\xaSl (Coturnix

.

p.

1

389.

Argentine Tortoise (Testudo arqentina).

W.
19.

1

Presented by Mr.

Petty.

Bonnet-Monkey (Macacus

sinicus),

c?

.

Presented by Mrs.

Keith Fraser.

Bonnet-Monkey (Macacus

sinicus), cj
Presented by J. L.
Esq.
1 Bennett's Wallaby (Hahnaturus bennetti), cS
Received in

1

•

Ellis,

.

Exchange.
Perameles (Perameles lagotis), 5
Purchased.
2 Specious Pigeons (Colutnba speciosa). Purchased.
1 Herring-Gull (Larus argentatus).
Presented by E. H. Cree,

20. 1 Rabbit-eared

Esq.,
21. 1
1

•

M.D.

Wapiti Deer ( Cervus canadensis), cJ
Nicobar Pigeon (Calcenas nicobarica).
Haynes, Esq.
.

22. 1 Black-backed Jackal

Born

in the Menagerie.
Presented by Thos. H.

(Canis mesomelas),

cJ.

Presented by

H. P. Plumiuer, Esq.
23. 2

Red-throated Francolins (Francolinvs rubricollis). Presented
by E. Lort Pliillips, Esq., F.Z.S. From Somali-land. See
P. Z. S. 1884, p. 389.

.
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kirki).
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From

Somali-land.

Presented by E. Lort Phillips, Esq., F.Z.S.

See P. Z. S.

389.
24. 1 Long--eai'ed Owl {Asio otus).

1884,

p.

Presented by Mr. T. E. Gimn.
Spotted Eagle-Owl {Bubo maculosus). Presented by Capt.
Larner.
26. 1 Bosman's Potto {Perodicticus potto),
Purchased.
S
1 Duyker-bok {Cephalophus iwrffetis), 2Purchased.
'2 Blood-stumed Finches
(Carpodacus hcE)norrhvus), ^ and $.
Purchased.
1 Snow-Bunting- (Plectrophanes m'valis).
Purchased.
1 Angolan Vulture {Gypohierax am/olensis).
Purchased.
1 Aunidated Snake {Leptodim annulata).
Purchased.
1 Chimpanzee (Anthropopithecus troglodytes), §
Purchased.
1 Himalayan Bear ( Ursus tibetanus).
Presented bv Lieut. E.
A. P. Hobday.
1 Eing-tailed Coati {Nasua riifa).
Purchased.
27. 1 Scapulated Fruit-Bat {Pteropm scaptilatus).
From Thursday
Island.
Purchased.
1 Leach's Laughing Kingfisher (Dacelo leachi).
Presented by
Dr. Carl Lumholtz.
1 Laughing Kingfisher {Dacelo giyanf.ea).
Presented by E. R.
Oliver, Esq.
1 Montagu's Harrier {Circus cineraceus).
Deposited.
1 Emperor Boa {Boa imperator).
Deposited.
4 River-Frogs {Eana fortis). From Germany. Presented by
Gr. A. Boulenger, Esq., F.Z.S.
28. 1 Common Wombat {Phascolomys tuombat, var. nigra).
Received in Exchange.
1

.

1 Guatemalan Amazon ( Ckrysotis guatemalce).
Purchased.
1 Crab-eating Opossum {Didelphys cancrivora).
Purchased.
2 Call Ducks {Anas boscas, var.), c? and 2
Purchased.

1 Wild Duck {Anas boscas), (^
Purchased.
2 Common ^\igt^on{3IarecapeneIope), c? and $. Purchased.
2 Common Pintails (Dafla acuta), c? and J. Purchased.
6 Common Teal {Querrjucdula crecca), 2 ^ aud 4 $
Pm-chased.
2 Mandarin Ducks {Aiv galericulata), J and $
Purchased.
2 Muscov}- Ducks Cairina moschata), c? and $
Purchased.
29. 4 Elegant Grass- Parrakeets {Euphema elegans), 2
J and 2 J
Puichased.
1 Great Grey Shi-ike {Lanius eamibitor).
Presented by J. Pratt
Esq., F.Z.S. From Cambridgeshire.
3 Black-eared Marmosets {Hapale peniciUata), 3 c?. Presented
by H. F. Makins, Esq., F.Z.S.
1 Spotted Bower-bird {Chalymdodera 7naculata).
Presented by
Lieut.-Col. W. Hill James.
1 Green Turtle {Ckelone viridis).
Presented by J. Wyan
.

.

.

.

(

Thomas, Esq.

30. 2 Violet

Tanagers {Euphonia
Llewelhoi A. Morgan.

1

Common"Wild Duck {Anas

1

Common Boa {Boa

violacea).

boscas),

constrictor).

J

.

Presented

by Dr.

Purchased.

Deposited.

Monkey {Semnopithecus kiicopn/mnus) 9
Presented by J. W. Dring, Esq.
1 Common Otter {Lutra vulgaris).
Presented by Messrs. Chas.
Early & Co.
1 Heron {Ardea cinerea).
Presented by Mr. T. E. Gunn.

31. 1 Purple-faced

,

.
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2.

Zebra (Bqims burchelU), $
Deposited.
Japanese Deer ( Cermis sika), $
Born in the Menagerie.
5 Horned Lizards (Phrynosoma eornutuyn). Deposited.
1 Mexican Deer ( Canacus mexicanus), J
Bom in the Me1 Burcliell's

.

1

4.

.

.

nagerie.

2 Sociable Vultures ( Vtiltw- auricularis).
Presented by Sir
Donald Cmrie, K.C.M.G.
1 Egyptian Vulture {Neophron percnopterus).
Presented by
Sir
5.

6.

7.

Donald Cm-rie, K.C.M.G.

2 Squirrel Monkeys {Chrysothrix sdurea), S and 5
Presented
by Robt. Thorn, Esq.
5 Golden-eyes {Clangula glaucion). Piu'chased.
1 Long-fronted Gerbille {Gerbillus longifrons).
Born in the
Menagerie.
1 Grey Amphisbasna {Blanus ciwreus).
From Portugal. Presented by W. 0. Tait, Esq., C.M.Z.S.
2 Black-eared Marmosets {Hajyale penicillata), S
Presented
by C. D. Middleton, Esq.
2 Common Camels {Camelm dromedariiis). Presented by J. T.
St. Aubyn, Esq., Grenadier Guards.
From Tokar, Eastern
Soudan.
5 Common Snakes {Tropidonotus 7iatrix). Purchased.
3 Asp Vipers ( Vipera aspis). Purchased.
24 Green Lizards {Lacerta viridis). Purchased.
1 Common Squirrel (Sci-urus vulgaris).
Presented by Mrs.
.

Grover.
1

Marsh-Ichneumon

(Herpestes

Presented by

qakra).

Dr.

Holub, C.M.Z.S.
1
1
9.

1

6
1
1

Dusky Ichneumon {Herpestes puhemlentus).

Presented bv

Dr. 'Holub, C.M.Z.S.
Papuan Pig {Sns papuensis). Deposited.
.Japanese Deer {Cervus sika), J.
Born in the Menagerie.
Chiloe Wigeon {Mareca chiloensis). Bred in the Gardens.
Angulated Tortoise {Chersina angulata). Presented by F. R.
Hemming, Esq. From North Damara Land.
Pioyal Python {Python regins).
Deposited.

Echidna (Echidna hystrix). Purchased.
Brush-Turkey ( Takgalla lathami), $
Purchased.
1 Angulated Tortoise {CJiersina angulata).
Presented by F. R.
Hemming, Esq. From North Damara Land.
4 Chinese Blue Magpies {Cyano^wUxs cyatixis).
Bred in the

10. 1
1

11.

.

Gardens.
12.

4 Royal Pythons {Python regius). Deposited.
2 Black-eared Marmosets {Hapale penicillata), 2 S
Presented
by J. H. Bentley, Esq.
1 Marsh-Ichneumon {Serjjestes galera).
Presented by Mrs.
•

Frank.
1 Vulpine Phalanger {Phalangista
Mr. M'Clellan.

vuMna),

2 Red-cheeked Colies (Co//ms erw<Aro»2efo«).
P. Z. S. 1884, p. 47o,

<S

.

Presented by

Purchased.

See

pi. xlv.

4 Bronze-winged Pigeons {Phaps

chalcoptera), 2

S and

2

5

Pm-chased.
1 Great-billed PaiTakeet ( Tanygnathus megalorhynchus).
chased.
13. 1

Bonnet -Monkey {Macacus

1 Kingfisher {Alcedo ispida).

sinicus), c?

.

Purchased.

Deposited.

Pur-
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Angolan Vultures

cmgoleiisis).
Presented by
( Gypohierax
Thos. J. Allridge, Esq.
1 White-necked Stork {JDissura episcopus). Presented by Thos.
J. Allridge, Esq.
1 African Tantalus (Pseiidotantalus ibis).
Presented by Thos.
J. Allridge, Esq.
1 Spur-winged Goose {Plectroptenis ganibensis).
Presented bv
J. B. EUiott, Esq.
4 Muscovy Ducks (Cairina moschata). Deposited.
1 Mealy Amazon {Chrysotis farinosa),
Piu-chased.
2 Mute Swans {Cygmts ohr), c? and $.
Presented by H.
Welch Thornton, Esq.
14. 1 Vervet Monkey (C'ercopitheeus lalandii), ^
Presented by J.
Bulteel, Esq.
1 Bonnet-Monkey (Macacus sinicus), $
Presented by the
Committee of the Latimer-Eoad Mission.
1 Macaque Monkey {Macacus cynomolgus), cJ.
Presented by
the Committee of the Latimer-Road Mission.
1 Lion {Felis leo), cJ
Born in the Menagerie.
1 Collared Fruit-Bat (C'yno7iycferis coUaris).
Born in the Me.

.

nagerie.
i

Vulpine Phalanger {Phalangista vulpind).

Presented by T.
Jay, Esq.
4 W^hite Storks {Ciconia alba). Purchased.
1 Slow-worm {Anguisfragilis).
Presented by Mr. T. E. Gunn.
1 Common Viper ( Viper'a hems).
Presented by Mr. T. E.

Gunn.
Macaque Monkey (Macacus cynomolg^is), $
Presented by
Mde. Kettner.
1 Common Boa {Boa constrictor).
Purchased.
2 White-fr-onted Capuchins {Cehm alhifrons), S and J. Presented by Mr. Messum.
1 Harpy Eagle {TJirasa'etus harpyia). Presented by Capt. H.

16. 1

17.

1

1
1

3

G
18. 1

4
19. 1

.

King. From Bogota.
Red-billed Whistling Duck {Bendrocygna auticmnalis). Presented by Capt. H. King.
White-tailed Buzzai'd {Buteo albicaudatus). Presented by
Mr. Lewis.
Blue-and-Yellow Macaw (Ara ararauna). Deposited.
Em-opean Pond-Tortoises (U/nys europeea). Pm'chased.
Asp Vipers (Vipera aspis). Purchased.
Wedge-tailed Eagle (Aquila audax). Presented by H. Ling
Roth, Esq.
W^hite Storks {Ciconia alba). Purchased.
Brush-tailed Kangaroo {Petrogale peniciUata), $
Piu".

chased.

1 Grey-breasted Parrakeet {Bolhorhynckus monachus).
Presented by ]\li-s. Moore.
2 Choughs {Pyrrhoco^-ax gractdus). Presented by J. Compton
Lees, Esq.
2 Cape Crowned Cranes {Balearica chrysopelargus). Presented

by

J.

R. Chapman, Esq.

1 Black-necked

Swan

(Cygtius nigricollis) ,

c?.

Received in

Exchange.
20. 1

Macaque Monkey {Macacus cynomolgus), J

Howjird Lane, Esq.
1 Common Squii-rel {Sciwus

vulgaris).

.

Presented by

Purchased,

.

bio
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June 20.

1 Cojvi\i(M'i/opotamtiscoypus),2-

Presented bv Mrs. Constance

Kelly.
21. 1

White Stork

Presented by Hubert D. Astley,

{Ciconia alha).

Esq., F.Z.S.
1 Partridge

(Perdix einered),

cJ.

Presented by Geo. Ruble,

2

Bom in

Esq.
23. I

Ho^ Deer

1 Indian

(

Cervxis porcinus),

Wild Dog (Canis

•

prinuxvus).

the Menagerie.
Presented by T. A.

Bulkeley, Esq.
1

Brush -tailed Kangaroo {Petro^ale
by Ml'. J. Abrahams.

penieillata),

^

.

Presented

3 Turquolsine Parrakeets (JEtiphema pulchella), 1 c? and 2 $
Purchased.
1 European Pond-Tortoise {Emys europced).
Presented by Mr.
J. Satcherd.

2 Spotted Salamanders {Salamandra maculosa). Presented by
Mr. J. Satcherd.
2 Algerian Tropidosaures (Tropidosawa algira). Presented by
W. C. Tait, Esq., C.M.Z.S.
3 Spine-footed Lizards (Acanthodactylus vulgaris). Presented
by W. C. Tait, Esq., C.M.Z.S.
1 Adorned Ceratophrys {Ceratophrys ornatd).
Presented by
Capt. Hairby.
24. 1 Carrion-Crow {Corvus corone).
Purchased.
1 Bengal Vulture (Gyps bengalensis).
Purchased.
2 Coscoroba Swans {Cygnus coscoroha). Purchased.
25. 1 White-collared Mangabey ( Cercocebus collaris), S
Presented

by Mrs.

Du Heaume.

1 Black-eared Marmoset (Hapah penkillata) ,
Mrs. C. Spencer Stanhope.

2

Presented by

2 Chaplain Crows {Coiims capellanus). From Fao, Persian Gulf.
Presented by B. T. Ffinch, Esq., C.M.Z.S.
3 Common Sheldrakes {Tadorna vulpanser). Bred in the Gardens.

5 Chilian Pintails (Dajila sjnm'cauda). Bred in the Gardens.
5 Summer Ducks {^.r sjjonsa). Bred in the Gardens.
1 Orange-winged Amazon {Chrysotis amazotiica).
Deposited.
26. 10 Hybrid Ceylonese Jungle-fowls (between Gallus stanleyi and
G. bankiva). Bred in the Gardens.
4 Himalayan Monauls {Lopihophorus impeyanus).

Bred in the
Gardens.
5 Sonnerat's Jungle-fowls {Gallus sonnerati).
Bred in the
Gardens.
27. 1 Brown-throated Oonure Comirus (Bruginosus).
Deposited.
(
1 Yellow Conure {Conurus sohtitialis)
Deposited.
2 Black Guillemots ( Uria grylle). Received in Exchange.
28. 1 Guianan Tree-Porcupine (Spkingunis insidiosus).
From Demerara. Presented by G. H. Hawtayne, Esq., C.M.Z.S.
1 Rough Fox {Canis rudis). From De'merara. Presented by
G. H. Hawtayne, Esq., C.M.Z.S.
2 Passerine Parrots [Psittacula passerina). Deposited.
1 Laughing Kingfisher {Dacelo gigantea).
Presented by Mrs,
W. Moir.
.

July

1, 1

Blue Crested Tanager

(/Se;?^fl«o^:)Ao?-?w /fiMcoee^jAa/Ms), c?.

chased.

2 Cape Doves {(Ena capmsis),

S and $

.

Purchased.

Pur-

.
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1.

1 Razorbill (Alca torda).

Lady Hayter.

Presented by

1 Tiiatera Lizard (Sphenodon pimctatus).
2.

Maj. G. Henderson.
1 Burrhel Wild Sheep

(

Oois hurrhel),

611

Presented by Surg.-

S

•

Born

in the

Mena-

gerie.

2 A.ngulated Tortoises {Chersina angulata).
Presented by the
Rev. G. H. R. Fisk, C.M.Z.S.
2 Geometric Tortoises (Testudo geometrica).
From Little
Namqua-land.
Presented by the Rev. G. H. R. Fisk,
C.M.Z.S.
2 Areolated Tortoises {Homojnis areolatus). Presented by the
Rev. G. H. R. Fisk, C.M.Z.S.
2 Ceylonese Terrapins {Clemmys trijuga). From the Island of
Diego Garcia. Presented bv Comm, the Hon. Foley C. P.
Vereker, R.N.
5 Long-fronted Gerbilles {Gerhillus longifrons). Born in the
Menagerie.
3. 1 Red Deer {Cervus elaphus), S
Born in the Menagerie.
2 Diana Monkeys (Cercopithecus diana), S and 9
Presented
•

.

by

H. Cheatham, Esq., F.Z.S.
4 Snow-birds {Jimcu hyemalis). Presented by F.
J.

J.

Thompson,

Esq.
1
1

American Coot {Fulica mnericana).
Thompson, Esq.
Hutchin's Goose (Bernida hutchinsi).

Conklin, Esq., C.M.Z.S.
1 King Vulture {Ch/pagtts papa,
Conklin, Esq., C.M.Z.S.
1
1
1
1

2
4.

1
1

1

Presented by F. J.

W.

Presented by
Presented bv

jr.).

W.

A.
A.

Heloderm (Heloderma

suspeclutn).
Received in Exchange.
See P. Z. S. 1884, p. 475.
Clouded Iguana {Cyclura nvbila). Received in Exchange.
Pale-headed Tree-Boa {Epicrates angtdifer). Presented by
Mrs. Blake. From the Island of New Providence, Bahamas.
Autillean Snake {Dromicus antillensis). Presented by Mrs.
Blake. From the Island of New Providence, Bahamas.
Maculated Snakes {JJngalia maculata). Presented by Mrs,
Blake. From the Island of New Providence, Bahamas.
Bonnet-Monkey (Afacacm sinicus), cS
Presented by Mrs,
Norman Yonge.
Spotted Cavy {Ccelogenys paca). Purchased.
Barn-Owl (StrKV fiammea). Presented by M. B. Windus,
.

Esq.
3 Hardwicke's Spur-fowls {Galloperdix lunulata), 2 c? and 1 5
Purchased.
2 Rufous Spur-fowls ( Galloperdix spudicea), c? aud $
Pm.

chased.

2 Rain-Quails {Cotiirnixcorotnandelica), J and 5- Purchased.
3 Blackish Sternotheres {Sternothmrus subniger). Pm-chased.
5. 1 Blue-and- Yellow Macaw (Ara ararauna).
Deposited.
8. 2 Quebec Marmots (Arctomys mona.v), cj and
Presented
J
by N. Stainheld, Esq.
1 Prairie- Wolf ( Canis latrans).
Presented by R. Payze, Esq,
.

Captured in Eppiug Forest.
4
9.

1

Common

Vipers ( Vipera berus). Presented by VValter E.
Blaker, Esq.
Hybrid Liihdorf's Deer (between Cervus luehdorji, (f , and
Cervus canadensis, $ ).
Born in the Menagerie.

.
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9.

1
1

1

Hybrid Fallow Deer (between Dama mesopotamica, (S , and
JDama vulgaris, 5 ). Born in the Menagerie.
Red Deer ( Cervus e/aphns), 2
Born in the Menagerie.
Greater Sulphur-crested Cockatoo (Cacatua galerita). De•

posited.
10. 1

Weeper Capuchin (CeJMs

e«/JMcm2<s), c?.

4 Beautiful Finches {Estrelda
2 Swift Parrakeets {Lathamus
Mr. J. Abrahams.
?>

Purchased.

and 2 J
Purchased.
discolor), cJ and 5
Presented by

bella),

2

J'

.

.

Presented by

Suricates {Suricata tetradactyla).

W. R. Dobbin,

Esq.
2 Red-beaked Weaver-Birds ( Quela satiguinirostris), cS and $
Presented by Mrs. Nettleship.
2 Grey Parrots {Psittanis erithacus). Deposited.
11. 4 Australian Wild Ducks (Anas super ciliosa).
Bred in the
Gardens.
1 Mandarin Duclc (^x f/alericulata).
Bred in the Gardens.
1 Lanner Falcon (Fulco lanarius).
Purchased.
12. 4 Elliot's Pheasants ( P/(«seaMMs eteo^/), 2 c? and 2 $• Received.
Hatched April 1884.
8 King Crabs (Limulus jyolyphemus)
Purchased.
2 Smooth Snakes {Coronella Icevis). Presented by the Rev.
Chas. Harris.
14. 3 Common Squirrels (Sciu7-i/s vulgaris).
Purchased.
1 Short-toed Eagle (Circaetus gallicus).
Presented by W. R.
Taylor, Esq.
1-5. 1 Rhesus Monkey {Macacus rhesus)
S- Presented by Mrs. A.
.

,

Edwards.
5 Natterjack Toads {Bwfo calamita).

Presented by Mr.

W.

Stanley.
16. 3 Stri elated Buntings {Emberiza striolata).
Deposited.
6 Aldrovaudi's Lizards {Plestiodon auratns). Purchased.
17. 1 Four-horned Antelope {Tetraceros quadricornis) , J.
Purchased.
1 Maccarthy's Ichneumon {JTcr^Kstes maccarthi<e^.
Purchased.
18. 1 Grey Ichneumon (Herpestes qriseus).
Presented by Lieut.

A. H. Oliver, R.N.
Bronze-winged Pigeon {Phaps chaleoptera)
Presented by J,
Latham, Esq.
20. 2 Virginian Deer (Cariaeus virginianus).
Born in the Gardens.
1 Argus Pheasant (Argus giganteus).
Bred in the Menagerie.
21. 1 Malbrouck Monkey (^Cercopithecus cynosurus) cj.
Presented
by J. H. Ilarling, Esq.
19. 1

.

,

1

Common

Squirrel (Sciurus vulgaris).

Mule Deer {Cariaeus

Purchased.

Born in the Menagerie.
2 Daubeuton's Curassow (Crax dauhentoni), S and $.
Presented by W. Bm-ch, Esq.
1 Common Guinea-fowl {Numida meleagris).
Presented by W.
1

Burch, Esq.
2 Indian Kites

vuicrotis).

(Milvtis

govinda).

Jamrach.
22. 2 Green Conures (Conurus pauva).

Presented

by

Mr.

W.

Purchased.

1 Blackish Sternotheve {Sfernoth(erxis suhniger)

Purchased.
Gazelle {Gawlla mohr), $. Purchased.
1 White-bellied Sea-Eagle (Haliaetus leucogaster).
Purchased.
1 Common Boa (Boa constrictor).
Purchased.
2 Electric Eels (Gymnotus elect ricus). Purchased.
1

Mohr

.
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July 22. 1 Barn-Owl {Stn'x fiammeok).
Presented by G. H. Garrett,
Esq.
2 Miile Deer (Cariacus macrotis), cj and 5
Presented by
Gerald Waller, Esq., F.Z.S.
6 Foiu'-banded Snakes {Elaphis qiiadrwirgata). From Japan.
Presented by Gerald WaUer, Esq., F.Z.S. See P. Z. S. 1884,
.

p. 476.

3 Tigrine Snakes (Tropidonotus tigrinus). From Japan, Presented by Gerald Waller, Esq., F.Z.S.
1 Blomboff's Snake {Trigonocep)ialus blomhoffi).
From Japan.
Presented by Gerald Waller, Esq., F.Z.S.
3 American Black Snakes {Coluber constrictor'). Presented by
Gerald Waller, Esq., F.Z.S.
1 Cyclopion Snake (Tropidonotus cyclopion).
Presented by
Gerald WaUer, Esq., F.Z.S.
1 Mexican Snake (Pituojihis mexicanus).
Presented by Gerald
Waller, Esq., F.Z.S.
2 Oopper-headed Snakes (Cenchris contort ri.v)
Presented by
Gerald Waller, Esq., F.Z.S.
1 Horrid Rattlesnake ( Crotalus horridm).
Presented by Gerald
Waller, Esq., F.Z.S.
23. 1 Violet-necked Lory (Eos riciniata).
Purchased.
3 Elliot's Pheasants (Phasianus elliofi). Received. Hatched
April 1884.
1 Smooth Snake (Coi-onella Icevis).
Presented by W. H. B.
Pain, Esq.
25. 1 Cape Sea-Lion (Otaria pusilla).
From Cape Colony. Presented by John Hewat, Esq. See P. Z. S. 1884, p. 475.
3 Angulated Tortoises (Chersina angulatci). Presented by the
Rev. G. H. R. Fisk, C.M.Z.S.
2 Geometric Tortoises (Testudo geometrica). Presented by the
Rev. G. H. R. Fisk, C.M.Z.S.
.

2 White-backed Piping-Crows {OymnorMna leMconoia).

De-

posited.
1

Smooth Snake

{Coronella

Icevis),

Presented by F. H. Jennings,

Esq.
26. 1

Mesopotamian Fallow-Deer (Z)a»2a mesopotamica),

c?.

Born

in the Menagerie.
27. 2

Common

28. 1

King Vulture (Gypagus papa).

Cormorants (P7ia/acrocor«.r ef«-6o). Deposited.
Presented by August Strunz,

Esq.

2 Red-tailed Buzzards (Buteo horealis).
Presented by D.
Morris, Esq.
29. 1 |-bred Fallow-Deer (between Dama mesopotamica, cJ, and
hybrid Dama vulgaris). Born in the Menagerie.
1 Martinique Waterhen (lonornis martinicus).
Presented by
Mrs. A. Jones.

Black Hornbill (Sphagolohus atratus). Purchased.
1 African Barbet (Trachyphonvs purpuratus). Purchased.

1

See

P. Z. S. 1884, p. 476.
30. 1

Rhesus Monkey (Macacus
A. E. Sturge.

rhesus),

$

.

Presented by Miss

Common Fox (Canis vulpes). Presented by Mr. Thos. Legg.
2 Jackdaws [Corvus monediila). Presented by Mrs. Frank.
1 Anaconda (Eunect.es murinus).
Presented by G. H. Hawtayne,
Esq., C.M.Z.S.
31. 1 Golden-crowned Conui-e (Conurvs aureus).
Deposited.
1
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Kestrel

Presented by

(Tinnunculus alaudarius).

1.

1

2.

Westrup.
1 Crested Ourassow {Crax

Mr. G.

Presented by G. H.

alector).

Haw-

tayne, Esq., C.M.Z.S.
1

•J.

1

Grey Amphisbcena (Blanus cinereus). From Portugal. Presented by W. C. Tait, Esq., C.M.Z.S.
Bonuet-Monkey (Macacuis sinicus), (S Presented by the Rev.
.

T. Rickards.
4. 1 Mule Deer {Cariacus macrotis).
Born in the Menagerie.
1 Rough- legged Buzzard {Archihiteo lagopus.
Presented by Sir
R. Payne Gallwey, Bart.
5. 2 Rose-crested Cockatoos {Cacatua moluccensis).
Presented by
Charles CHfton, Esq., F.Z.S.

3 Greater Sulphur-crested Cockatoos (C«ea^Ma </afenYo). Presented by Charles Clifton, Esq., F.Z.S.
3 Leadbeater's Cockatoos {Cacatua leadheateri). Presented by
Charles Clifton, Esq., F.Z.S.
1 Red-sided Eclectus {Eclectics jyectoralis).
Presented by Charles
Clifton, Esq., F.Z.S.
1

Blue-and-Yellow

Macaw {Ara

Presented by

ararauna).

Charles Clifton, Esq., F.Z.S.
1

White-backed Piping-Crow {G-ymnorhina leuconota).
sented by Charles Clifton, Esq., F.Z.S.

Amherst Pheasants {TJiaumalea

amherstice)

.

Pre-

Presented by

Charles Chfton, Esq., F.Z.S.

8 Himalayan Monauls {Lophophm-us impeyanus). Presented by
Charles Clifton, Esq., F.Z.S.
2 Javan Peafowls [Pavo spicifer), 2 c?
Presented by Charles
.

Clifton, Esq., F.Z.S.

1 Blue-fronted Amazon {Chrysotis (estiva).
Deposited.
Deposited.
1 Grey Parrot {Psittacvs erythaciis)
3 GockAtQ&\s{Calopsitta novce-hollandice). Bred in the Gardens.
1 Alligator Terrapin {Chelydra serpentina).
Deposited.
6. 1 Electric Eel {Gymnotus electncus).
Pm'cbased.
2 Jardiue's Parrots (Pajocepihalus yidielmi). Purchased.
.

2 Pearly Conures {Cojiurus perlatiis). Purchased.
1 Bounet-Moukey (Af«c«eMs sm*c(^s), (S
Deposited.
1 Cockateel (Crtfo/3S«V<rt tiovcc-lwllandice).
Presented by J. W,
Dixon, Esq.
1 Rose-Hill Parrakeet {Platycerctis exiinius).
Presented by
J W. Dixon, Esq.
1 Green Turtle {Chelone viridis).
Presented by A. E. Painter,
.

Esq., F.Z.S.
7.

8.

Loggerhead Turtle {Thalassochelys caouana). Presented by
The Sm'rey Commercial Docks Co.
Presented by P. R. Ricardo, Esq.
1 Dingo {Canis dingo), J.
1 Leopard Tortoise {Testudo jiardalis).
Presented by Wm.
1

Lane, Esq.
9.

1 Striped Hysena

by
1

Sir

{Hymna

striata).

From Morocco.

Presented

John H. Drummond

Slow-worm

ILay, K.C.B., C.M.Z.S.
{Anguis fray His). Presented by Mr. T. E.

11. 1 Ring-tailed Coati (iVaA'wa

/ii/'a),

Gimn.

Presented by Miss K. M.

c?.

Battam.
2 Mountain Ka-Kas {Nestor notahilis). Purchased.
1 Three-coloured Lory {Lorins tricolor).
Depo-ited.
1 Somali Wild Ass {Equus so7nalicus),^
Received in Exchange,
See P. Z. S. 1884, p. 476. From Somali-land.
.
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Aug. 11. 2 White-fronted Geese (Anser albifrons). Purcliased,
2 Blae Snow-Geese (Chen ccerulescms). Piu-chased. SeeP.Z S
1884, p. 476.

From

Alaska.

2 Smooth Snakes (Coronella

Icsvis).
Presented by W. H. B.
Pain, Esq.
12. 2 Brazilian Cariamas (Cariama cristata).
Purchased.

13.

2 Patagouiau Cavies {Dolichotis patachonka)
1

1

Presented by
Frank Parish, Esq., F.Z.S.
Hairy-riimped Agouti {Baaypi-oda primnolopha). Presented
by Frank Parish, Esq., F.Z.S.
Eing-tailed Coati {Nasua rufa). Presented by Frank Parish,
.

^

'

Esq., F.Z.S.

2 Rufous Tinamous {Rhynchotus rufescens).

'

Presented by
^ Frank

Parish, Esq., F.Z.S.

2 Tuberculated Iguanas {Iguana tuberculata).
1
14. 1

Presented by
"^
Frank Parish, Esq., F.Z.S.
Pampas Deer {Cariacus campestris), J
Presented by Master
Julian George Parr.
Grey Parrot (Psittacus erythacus). Presented by E. T. Hol.

loway, Esq.
10 Common Chameleons {Chamceleon vulgaris). Purchased,
1 Severe Macaw (Ara severa).
Deposited.
15. 1 Vulpine Phalanger {Phalungista vulpina),
S Presented by
H. Livermore, Esq.
1 Two-streaked Python {Python hmttatus).
From Java, Presented by Dr. F. H. Bauer, G.M.Z.S.
1 Reticidated Python {Python reticulatus).
From Java Presented by Dr. F. H. Bauer, G.M.Z.S.
1 Two-banded Monitor ( Veranus salmtor).
From Java Presented by Dr. F. H. Bauer, G.M.Z.S.
1 Flying Gecko {Ptychozoon homalocephalum). From Java. Presented by Dr. F. H. Bauer, G.M.Z.S.
See P. Z. S. 1884
476.

p.

6 Biack-spotted Toads {Bufo melanostictus)
sented by Dr. F. H. Bauer, G.M.Z.S.

From Java.

.

See P,

Z. S.

Pre1884,

p. 476.

16.

ISsNa-Vovew^me {HystrLv javanica). From Java. Presented
by Dr. F. H. Bauer, G.M.Z.S.
2 Huanacos {Lama kuanacos), c? and 2
Pi'esented by Frank
Parish, Esq., F.Z.S.

19. 2
20. 1

Gape Hunting-Dogs (Lycaon pictus)
Purchased.
Gommon Gormorant {Phalacrocorax carlo)
Received
.

.

Exchange.
21. 1 African Elephant {Elephas africanus),
S.
Deposited by Her Majesty the Queen.
1 Red-crested Gardinal {Paroaria cucullata).

W.

From

in

Abyssinia,

Presented by John

Miers, Esq.

Gelada Baboon {Thercopithecus geladu), §.
Presented by
H. E. Lidge Mercha Workee, Abyssinian Envoy.
10 Dumeril's Tortoises ( Podocnemis dumeriliana). Purchased.

22. 1

2'i.

2

25. 1
1

VicmDoxea

(^Columbida picui).
Deposited.
( Cercopithecus lalandii), $
Newsou D. Garrett.

Vervet Monkey

Major
Moustache Monkey {Cercopithecm cephus),

.

Presented by

Presented by
cf.
G. A. Broderick, Esq.
2 Undulated Grass-Parrakeets {Melopsittacus undulatus). rT and
Presented by E. G. Ash, Esq.
5
.
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Aug.

26. 1

Ludio Monkej'

1
1

Purchased.
Purchased.

Cercopithecus ludio).

(

Banded Aracari
1 Kit Fox (Cants

1

{Pteroglosstis torquatiis).
velox).

Purchased.

Naked-eared Deer (Cariacus gymnotus). Purchased.
Ethiopian Wart-Hog (Phacochwrus (eihiopicus). Purchased.

1 Tiger Bittern {Tigrisonia hrasiliense).
Purchased.
1 Common Boa {Boa constrictor).
Purchased.
1 Rhesus Monkey (Macacus rhesus), cJ
Presented
.

by H.

Johnson, Esq.

1

Monkey {Chrysothnx sciured). Presented by Mrs.
M. A. King.
Himalayan Bear ( Ursus tibetanus). Presented by Percy H.

1

Common Cuckoo

27. 1 Squirrel
J.

Cooper.

(Cuculus canorus).

Presented by Mr. Wil-

liam Smith.
28. 1

Macaque Monkey (Macacus cynomolgus), ^

Presented by

.

the Rev. Walter Hudson.
1

Red-and-Yellow Macaw (Ara

Presented by

chloroptera).

O. J. Prior, Esq.
29. 1 Sharp-nosed Crocodile (Crocodilus acutus).
Presented by
W. T. Lax, Esq.
1 Hawk's-biUed Turtle (Clielone imbricata).
Presented by
W. T. Lax, Esq.
1 Indian Eryx (Eryxjohni).
Purchased.
30. 2 Spotted Slow-worms (Acontias meleaqris). From Cape Colony.
Presented by the Rev. G. H. R. Fisk, C.M.Z.S.
1 Common Slow-worm (Anyuis fragilis). Presented by H.
Scherren, Esq.
Sept.

1.

2.

2 Peba Armadillos (ra^MSjawefta). Presented by Frank Parish,
Esq.,F.Z.S.
2 Smooth Snakes (CoroneUa Icsvis). Presented by W. H. B.
Pain, Esq.
2 Ring-tailed Lemm-s (Lemur catta),
Charles Stewart, Esq.

3.

1 Grey-cheeked

Monkey

and $

S

.

Presented by

Purchased.
Presented by J. Hen-

(G?rcoce62ts a?S;^ew«).

1

Common Marmoset

1

Wood-Owl (Syriiium aluco). Presented by Mr. J. Baldwin.
Common Crowned Pigeons (Goura coronata). Deposited.

(Hajiale jacchus).

derson, Esq.

7
4.

6.

8.

9.

1 Victoria Crowned Pigeon (Goura victoriee).
Deposited.
1 Prairie- Wolf (Canis latrans).
Deposited.
From Kansas,

U. S. A.
2 Brazihan Hanguests (Icterus jamacai). Deposited.
1 Vulpine Phalanger (Phalanyista vulpimi), S
Born in the
Menagerie.
2 Ring-tailed Lemurs (Lemur catta). Born in the Menagerie.
1 Great Kangaroo (Maeropus giganteus), S
Born in the
Menagerie.
1 Herring-GuU (Larus argentatus).
Presented by Miss J.
Dunford.
1 Tuberculated Iguana {Iguana tuherculata).
Presented by
J. H. Leech, Esq.
1 Yellow-fronted Amazon (Chrysotis ochrocephala). Presented
by Mrs. Frank Wilson.

10. 1

1

Brown Capucliin ( Cebus fatuellus), $
Weeper Capuchin (Cebus capucinus).

.

Deposited.
Deposited.
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Cat {Felts tigrina). Presented by James Meldrum,
Esq.
2 Eing-tailed Coatis {Nasua rufa). Presented by James Meldrmu, Esq.
1 Cape Huutiug-Dog {Lycaon pichis). Presented by Capt. J.

Sept. 10. 1 Tigrine

Grant Elliott.
White-nosed Monkey {CercopitJtectis
sented by Mrs. E. A. Alldiidge.

11. 1 Lesser
.

1 Piu'ple-faced

petaurista).

Pre-

Monkey [Semnopithecus leucoprymnus). Presented

by D. Palgrave Turner, Esq.
2 Laughing Kingfishers {Dacelo gigantea).

Presented by D.
Palgrave Turner, Esq.
3 Ruddy Flamingos {Phmnicopterus ruber). Purchased.
12. 1 Side-striped Jackal (Canis lateralis).
Presented by W. P.
Williams, Esq.

Malbrouck Monkey {Cercopithecus cynosurus), cJ. Deposited.
2 Yellow- winged Sugar-birds ( Coereba cyanea), 2 ^
Presented
by P. A. Fi-aser, Esq.
1 Black-headed Sugar-bird (Cftlorophanes atricapiUa), S
Presented by P. A. Eraser, Esq.
3 Violaceous Night-Herons {Nycticorax violaceus).
Presented
by A. Boon, Esq., F.R.C.S. From St. Kitfs, W. I.
2 Victoria Crowned Pigeons (Goura victories). Deposited.
15. 1 Bounet-Monkey (Macacus sinicus), 2
Deposited.
1 Spanish Terrapin {Ckmmys leprosa).
Presented by Master
A. Brierly.
13. 1

.

,

•

16.

1

Common Hangnest

(Icterus vulgaris).

Deposited.

Blackcap {Sylvia atricapiUa), S ' Presented by Mr. H. KeiHch.
2 Black-billed Tree-Ducks {Dendrocygna arborea).
Presented
by C. Arthur Shand, Esq. From Antigua, W. I.
1 Horned Lizard {P/irynosoma cornutum).
Presented by A. R.
Wallace, Esq., F.Z.S.
1 Covpu (Myopotamns coy/nts).
Presented by Frank Parish,

17. 1

18.

Esq., F.Z.S.

3 Long-fronted Gerbilles ( Gerbillus longifrons). Bom in the
Menagerie.
2 Half-collared Turtle-Doves {Turttir semitorqtiatus).
Purchased.

2 Triangular-spotted Pigeons {Columba guinea). Purchased.
2 Bronze-spotted Doves {CTialcopelia clialcospila). Purchased.
4 Harlequin Quails {Coturnix histrionica). Purchased.
1 Allen's Porphyrio {Hydrornia uJleni).
Purchased.
2 North- Afi'ican Jackals (Canis anthus). Deposited.
19. 1 Australian Fruit-Bat (Pteropus poUocephalus).
Presented by
Capt. D. C. Long.
1 Indian Python (Python molurus).
Presented by A. A. Dalmege, Esq., F.R.G.S.
20. 1 Green Monkey (Cercopithecus callitrichm), c?
Presented by
A. Bowden, Esq.
1 Ludio Monkey (Cercopithecus ludio).
Presented by A. Bow•

den, Esq.
1

Tawny Owl (Syrnium aluco).

21. 1 Levaiilant's

Cynictis

Presented by Miss

(Cynictis

penicilhta).

H. Freeman.

Bom

in the

Menagerie.
22. 1

Toque Monkey (Macacus pileatm),

$

.

Presented by Mrs.

Batchelder.
1

White-breasted Kingfisher (Halcyon smyrnensis).

Purchased.
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Pui'chased.
Sept. 22. 1 Tvee-Hoei (Corallus hortulanus).
Cross.
Presented by Mr.
1 Common Viper ( Vipera berus).
Presented by Sir.
1 Viperine Snake {Tropidonotus viperinns).
Cross.
Presented by Mr. W. At23. 6 Great Bats ( Vespertilio noctula).
kinson.
Presented by
2 King Pai'rakeets {Aprosmictus scapulatus).
Mrs. C. Price.
2 Cockateels ( Calo^mtta novce-hoUandiee). Presented by Mrs.
C. Price.

Wm.

Wm.

2 Keed-Buntings {Emheriza sc/iceniclus). Purchased.
Piu'cbased.
1 Blackcap [Sylvia atricapilla), S
Presented by W. E.
24. 1 Common Marmoset {Hapaiejacchus), S
Steinscben, Esq.
Presented by W. H.
25. 2 Spanish Terrapins (Clemmys leprosa).
J. Paterson, Esq.
26. 1 Pied Wagtail {Motacilla lug^ihris).
Pm-chased.
1 Common Snake {Tropidonotus natrix).
Presented by W. H.
B. Pain, Esq.
Presented by W. H. B.
1 Common Viper {Vipera berus).
Pain, Esq.

Axis Deer {Cerm,s axis). Born in the Menagerie.
2 Great Bustards {Otis tarda), 2 5
Deposited.

27. 1

.

Mute Swan

{Ct/gnus olor, var. immutabilis). Presented by
J. H. Guruey,"Esq., F.Z.S.
29. 1 Erxleben's Monkey {Cercopithecus erxlebeni), $
Purchased.
Deposited.
1 Maimed Gecko (Peroptis mutilatus).
30. 1 Bonnet-Monkey (Macacus sinicus), tS
Presented by W.
1

.

Phillips, Esq.
2 Great Bats ( Vespertilio noctula).
George Ord.

Oct.

1.

Common Marmoset

St.

{Hapale jacchus).

1
1

Horned Lizard {Phrynosoma

1
1
1
3. 1

2
4.

W.

Deposited.
Deposited.
Deposited.
Alhgator {Alligator mississippiensis)
Pig-tailed Monkey (Macacus nemestriiius), 5
Deposited.
Brazilian Teal {Querquednla brasiliensis), (^
Purchased.
Lesser White-nosei 'Monkey {Cercopithecus p>etaurista). Presented by Miss Ethel A. Hutton.
Small Hill-Mynahs {Gracida religiosa). Deposited.
Blue-bearded Jay {Cyanocorax cyanopoyon). Deposited.

1

1 Black-eared
2.

Presented by Capt.

Marmoset {Hapale p)e7iicillata).
.

.

.

corniitum).

Presented by Mrs.

S. Russell.
6.

Born

1 Collared Fruit-Bat {Cynonycteris collaris).

in

the

Menagerie.
1
1

2
8. 1

9. 1

1

1

White-backed Piping-Crow [Gymnorhina leuconota). Presented by F. Lang-worthy, Esq.
Sulphur-crested Toucan {Itamphastvs carinatus). Deposited.
Loggerhead Turtles {Thalussochelys cavuana). Presented by
Allen McGregor, Esq. From the Mediterranean.
Macaque Monkey {Macaciis cynomolgtcs), c?
Presented by
A. F. M. Smith, Esq.
Macaque Monkey {Macacus cynomolgus), cS
Deposited.
Common Chameleon {Chamaleon vulgaris). Presented bj'
Mr. A. E. Eogers.
Horned Lizard {Phrynoso?na cornutum). Presented by Capt.
H. Mends.
•

•
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9.

1

Brown Mud-Frog

(Pelobates fmnis).
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Presented by Claude

Russell, Esq.
10. 1

Browu Oapuchin

{Cehts fatuellus).

Presented by G. S. Malet

Barrow, Esq.

15.

Snake {C'orotiella phocarmn). Deposited.
Meadow-Pipit {Anthus pratensis). Presented Mr. T. E. Gunn.
6 Twites {Linotafhwirostris). Presented by Mr. T. E. Gunn.
1 Linnet {Linvta cannabina).
Presented by Mr. T. E. Gunn.
8 Lesser Redpolls (Linota rufescens). Presented by Mr. T. E.
Gunn.
3 Cockateels {Calopsitta novce-hoUundice). Bied in the Gardens.
1 Moustache Monkey (Cercopithecus cephns).
Deposited.
6 Coypus {Myopotanms coypus). Borii in the Menagerie.
2 Robbeu-Island Sn.ikes {ConmeUa phocaru7n). Presented by
the Rev. G. H. R. Fisk, C.M.Z.S.
1 Hardwicke's Mastigm-e ( Uromastix hardwickii). Presented by

IG.

(3

1 liobben-Island

V6. 1

14.

Cuthbert Johnson, Esq.

Ruddy Flamingos

(Phcenicopterus i-uher).

1 Blue-and-yellow
20.

Macaw {Ara

4 Hardwicke's Mastigures

PiU'chased.

Cockatoo (Caeatua

18. 1 Greater. Sulphur-crested
posited.

(

ararauna).

galerita).

De-

Deposited.

Uromastix hardxmckii).

Received

in exchange.

2 Bengal Monitors ( Varcmus bengalensis).
Received in exchange.
1 Nilotic Crocodile {Crvcodilm vuk/avis). Received iu exchange.
1 Talapoin Monkey {Cercopithecus talapoin). Purchased.
1 Allen's Galago {Galayo alleni).
Piu'chased.
1 Bengal Fox {Cams henyalensis).
Purchased.
1 Black-necked Coly(Cci/msMj^neo/&'). Purchased. SeeP. Z. S.
1884, p. 5.30, pi. xlv. fig. 1.
1 Thick-billed Pigeon ( Treron macrorhynchd).
Purchased.
River-Jack Viper {Vipera rhinoceros). Purchased.
1 BufF-breasted Partridge {Ptilopachys ventralis).
Purchased.
21. 2 Lesser Sulphur-crested Cockatoos {Cacattia sulphured).
Deposited.
1

1

Mute Swan {Cygnus o/or), S
Presented by Lady Siemens.
Hedgehog {Erinaceus europ<eus~). Presented by Mr. C. G.
.

Hopkins.
2 Horrid Rattlesnakes {Crotalus horridus). Purchased.
22. 1 Grivut Monliey {Cercopithecus yriseo-viridis), S
Presented
by Mrs. R. E. Villiers.
1 Common Chameleon {Chamceleon vulgaris).
Presented by
.

F. H. Jennings, Esq.

23.

24.

25.
26.

Common

Viper ( Vi2)era berus). Presented by F. H. Jennings,
Esq.
1 Vervet Monkey {Cercopithecus lalandii), (5".
Presented by
Thos. Eley, Esq,
1 Laughing Kiughsher {Dacelo giguntea). Presented by Mrs.
A. M. Packard.
1 Proteus {Proteus anguinus).
Presented by W. J. Milles, Esq.
3 Common Marmosets {Hupalejacchus). Deposited.
1 Common Paradoxure {Paradoocurus typus).
Presented by
Mrs. L. McArthur.
2 St.-IIelena Seed-eaters {Crithagrn butyracea). Presented by
W. B. Cheadle, Esq., F.Z.S.
6 Canadian Beavers {Castor canadensifi). Deposited.
1
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rhesus), $
Presented by Mrs. E.
A. Russell.
Roseate Oockatoo {Cacatua roseicapilla). Presented hy Mi,ss
N. Sinimonds.
We.stermau's Cassowary (Casuarins westermanni). Deposited.
Northern Mocking-bird (Mimus po/i/ff/ottus). Presented by
Thos. G. Venables, Esq.
Common Chameleon {Chcmicdleon vidyaris). Presented by W.

Rhesus Monkey {Macacus

Oct. 28. 1
1

1
1

1

Lt.

.

Brinkley, Esq.

Rhesus Monkey (iWacacMs

r/iesMs),$
Presented by Richard
Ai-mytage, Esq.
Purchased.
30. 1 Cape Ant-bear {Orycteropus capensis).
De1 Greater White-crested Cockatoo (Cacatua cristata).

29. 1

.

posited.

2 Herring-Gulls {Larus argentatus).

Nov.

1.

1

Grand Eclectus

{Eclectus roratus).

Presented by Mrs. Pigou.

Presented by Miss

Law-

son.

1 Black-headed Caique (Caica melanocephala).
Purchased.
Undulated Grass-Parrakeet (Melopsittaeiis undulatus). Presented by F. Hale, Esq., F.Z.S.
1 Alligator {Alligator mississipiensis).
Presented by R. M.
1

Middleton, Esq.
2.

4.

Water-Rail (Halltis aqxaticus). Presented by Mi-. T. E. Gunn.
1 Moorhen (Galliimla cMorupus).
Presented by Mi'. T. E. Gunn.
1 Brown Capuchin fCe6Ms/Mf«<e&s), SDeposited.
1 Great Grey Shrike {Lanius excuhitor).
Purchased. From
1

Bedfordshire.

U Alexandrine Parrakeets {Palceornis alexandri). From British
Burmah. Presented by Eugene W. Gates, Esq., F.Z.S.
From
1 Blossom-headed Parrakeet {Palaornis cyanocephalus)
British Burmah. Presented by Eugene AV. Gates, Esq.,
.

F.Z.S.
1

From British
Esq., F.Z.S.

Banded Parrakeet (Palceornis fasciatus), 2
Burmah. Presented by Eugene W. Gates,
•

6 Curlews (Numenius arquata). Purchased.
Ring-neclsed Parrakeet (Palceornis torquatus),
by Miss Perry.
1 Rose-ringed Parrakeet (Palceornis docilis), §

5. 1

$

1

Presented

Presented by

.

Mr. W. G. Biu-rows.
Blue-winged Teal (Querquedula cyanoptera),(S

.

.

Received in

exchange.
6.

1

Barbary Ape (M«cacMs iwMi«s). Presented by R. B. Col vin, Esq.
Anubis Balloon (Cynocephalus anuhis), cJ. Presented by R.

1

Siamese Blue Pie

1

B. Colvin, Esq.

7.

1

8.

2
1

10. 1
1

Presented by
( Urocissa 7nagmrostris), c?
Chas. Clifton, Esq., F.Z.S.
Weka Rail (Ocydronius australis), white variety. Presented
by J. Satchell Studley, Esq.
Pronghorn Antelopes (Antilocapira americana), c? and $
Deposited.
Ring-tailed Coati ( Nasua rufa), 5
Presented by G. M.
Corn-age, Esq.
Short-eared Owl (Asia brachyotus'). From Griqualand West,
S. Africa.
Presented by Mrs. L. Weil.
Lesser Kestrel (TinnHnculns cenc/tris). Presented by Mrs. L.

WeU.

.
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11. 1

S

Reindeer (Rangifer turandns),

,
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Piu'chased.

From La-

brador.
12. 1
1
13. 1

14. 1

2
1
15. 1

17. 1
19. 1

Golden-winged Woodpecker {Colaptes auratus). Purchased.
South- American liat-fenake {Sjnlotes variabilis). Purchased.
Asiatic Wild Ass {Eqmis onager), ^
From Cutch. Presented by Lieut. -Col. R. A. Crawford.
Vervet Monkey {Cercojnthecus lalandii), J
Presented by
J. A. Cameron, Esq.
Tasmanian Wolves {Thylacinus eynocephalus),
Piu'chased.
See P. Z.S. 1884, p. 561.
Common Coiinorant {Phalacrocorax carbo). Presented by
S. S. Mossop, Esq.
Macaque Monkey {Macacus cynomolgus), S
Deposited.
Green ^Lonkey {Ce)X'02nt}iecus callitric/nts), cJ. Deposited.
Common Seal {Phoca vitulina). Presented by James Wyatt,
.

.

Esq.

Received in exchange.
20. 1 Red-tailed Amazon (Chrysotis erythrura).
Pm-chased.
P. Z. S. 1884, p. 562.
1 Bernier's Ibis (Ibis bernieri).

1 Red-throated i^juazon (Chrysotis collaria).
21. 2 Barred Doves (Geopelia striata). Presented

3 Eastern Turtle-Doves (Turtur meena?).

See

Purchased.

by Mr. Emil Berg.
Presented by Mr.

Emil Berg.
3 Lesser Snow-Geese (CJien ulbatus). Purchased.
24. 1 Pig-tailed Monkey (Macacus 7ie)nestrinus), cJ
Deposited.
1 Tachiro Goshawk (Asttir tachiro). Presented by Lord Lilford,
.

F.Z.S.
25. 2

King Parrakeets (Apt-osmictus
sented by E. Meek, Esq

26. 1

Rufous-necked Weaver-bird (Hyphantornis

ceived in exchange.
6 Golden Orfe (Leuciscus
27. 1

1

W.

J.

(S

and 5

textor),

$

Pi'e-

•

Re-

.

Pm'chased.
Presented by
$

vulgai-is, var.).

Macaque Monkey (Macacus
Mr.

scapulatus),

cynomolgtis),

.

Bennett.

Rhesus Monkey (Macacus

rhesus).

Presented by Samuel Levi,

Esq.

4 Long-fronted Gerbilles (Gerbillus longifrons). Born in the
Menagerie.
Presented by E.
28. 1 Cheer Pheasant (Phasianus wallichii), 5
C. Buck, Esq.
Presented by H. B. Whitmarsh, Esq.
29. 1 Ocelot (Felis 2)ardalis).
.

Dec.

1.

2.

2 Rock-Pipits (Anthus obscurus). Piu'chased.
Piu'chased.
1 Passerine Owl (Glaucidium passerinum),

From

Siberia.
3.

1

South- American Otter (Lutra plate^ms)

.

Deposited.

Purchased.
1 Crested Titmouse (Panes cristatiis).
Presented
4. 1 Macaque Monkey (Macacus cynomolgus), S .

by

Mr. Geo. Airey.
5. 1

1
1

Yellow Baboon (Cynocephalus babouin), cJ- Presented by
Capt. Edward Jones, R.N.R.
Chacma Baboon (Cynocephalus jwrcaritis), J. Presented by
Capt. Edward Jones, R.N.R.
Bittern (Botaurus stellaris). Presented by Robert Page, Esq.

1 Cat-fish (Amiiirus catus).
8.

Deposited.

3 Lions (Felis lea). Born in the Menagerie.
Deposited.
1 Indian Pvthon (Python molurus).
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Dec.

1

9.

Black-aud-White Harrier (Circus melanoleneus).
by Lord Lilford, F.Z.S.

10. IGrolAVh.ea.^ant {Thaiimalea2yicta),

cJ

Presented

Deposited.

.

Macaque Monkey (Macacus cynomohjus), ^. Presented by
Mr. John Roberts.
1 Bonuet-Monkey {Macacus sininis), $
Presented by Mr.
John Roberts.
1 Bonnet-Monkey (Macacus sinicus), J.
Presented by David
McOanee, Esq.
1 Banded Gymnogene {Polyhoroides typicas, jr.).
Deposited.
1 Brush-tailed Kangaroo (Petrogale penicUlata) cj. Deposited.
1 Tawny Owl {Syniium aluco).
Presented by Mr. W. P. Clark,

12. 1

.

13.

15.

,

1

Common Rbea (Mea

americana),

rj.

Presented by
'

Lady

Brassey, F.Z.S.

Greeu-headed Tanager {Calliste tricolor). Deposited.
2 Coumiou Guillemots (Lomvia troile). Pui'cbased.
1 Razorbill {Alca tarda).
Purchased.
17. 1 Greater Sulphur-crested Cockatoo (Cacatua galerita).
Presented by R. 0. L. Ogilby, Esq,
1 Common Roe {Capreolus caprcea).
Presented by C. Hambro,
16. 1

Esq.

Gibbon {Hyldbates leuciscus), J
Presented by C. H.
A. Hervey, Esq.
1 Greater Black-backed Gull (Lan<s maiinus). Presented by
^
Mr. T. E. Gunn.
1 Herring-Gull {Larus argentatm). Presented by Mai or H. W.

18. 1 Silvery

.

Feilden, C.M.Z.S.

1

Common

Gull (Larus canus).

Presented by Maior H.

W.

Feilden, C.M.Z.S.

3 Greater Black-backed Gulls Lams marinus). Presented by
Major H. W. Feilden, C.M.Z.S.
3 Black-headed Gulls (Larus ridibundus). Presented by Maior
H. W. Feilden, C.M.Z.S.
(

19. 1
20. 1

Hobby

{Falco suhbuteo).

Deposited.

Bonnet-Monkey (^Macacus

Presented by Mrs. J. N.

sinicus).

L. Boljahn.

2 Michie's Deer {ElapJwdus michianm), cS and
1 Hairy-fronted Muntiac (Cervuhts crinifroiis),
^
y>
See P. Z. S. 1884, p. 1.

$

.

^

.

Deposited.
Deposited.
i^

21. 1 Vei-vet Monkey (Cercopit7iecus lalandii).
Deposited.
22. 1 Broad-fronted Crocodile (Crocodilus frontattis). Presented

M.

"

Harris, Esq.
1 Nilotic Crocodile {Crocodilus vulgaris).
Harris, Esq.
J.

Presented by

2 Golden-winged Woodpeckers {Colaptes auratus).

J.

by
^

M.

Received in

exchange.
1
1

Blue Jay ( Cyanocitta cristata). Received in Exchange.
Black-tailed Hawfinch ( Coccothraustes melanurus). Received
in exchange.

2 Red-headed Finches {Amadina frythrocephala), 2 J
Received in exchange.
2 Banded Pan-akeets {Palceornis fasciatus), S and $. Received
.

in exchange.
1 Red-bellied Squiri-el (Sciurus variegatus).

change.
23. 1 Grey PaiTot {Psittacus eritJiacus).
law.

Received in ex-

Presented by Mrs. White-
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Dec. 23. 1 Kestrel (Ttnnunctclus alaudarius).
24. 1
26. 1

Presented by Mr. T. E.
Gunn.
SjDaiTow-Hawk {Accipiter nism). Presented by JNIi'. T. E.
Gunn.
Undulated Grass-Parrakeet {Melopsittaeus undulatus). De-

posited.
27. 1 Indian Civet

(Vivemcula malaccenm).

Presented by

W.

Getty, Esq.
28. 1 Bengalese

Cat

{Felia benffaknsis).

Presented by G. T. Egan,

Esq.
29.

1

Vervet Monkey (Cercopithecus

lalandii),

W.

•30.

1

Moon, Esq.
Bonnet-Moukey (Macacus simcus), $

.

A.

Presented by

Presented by Mrs.

J.

]M.

E. Mackeru.
1
1
1

31. 1

Nubian Ibex {Ccqn-a nubiana), <J. Presented by Mrs. Laing.
From Upper Nubia. See P. Z. S. 1884, p. 1.
Hybrid Nubian Ibex (between C«/w« nubiamt c? and Capra
hircus 2), c?Presented by Mrs. Laing.
Domestic Goat {Capra hircus), J
Presented by Mrs. Laing.
Golden Eagle {Aquila clmjsuetus). Presented by Major-Gen.
H. A. Browne. From Sutherlandsliire.
.

INDEX.

Abdimia
sphenorhyncha, 551.

Acanthias
vulgaris, 44.

Acanthoglossus
bniijni, loO.

Acantholipes
affinis,

518.

Aceroa
nepalensis, 251.

Acestrura
mulsanti, 306.

Achaea
catilla, 498.

melicerfe, 521.

Acherontia
Styx, 513.

Acidalia
defixaria, 324.

perdilaria, 324.
Acirsa
pralonga, 141.

AcUs
ascaris, 342.

exigua, 343.
ffulsmii, 344.
supranitida, 342,
343.
terebralis, 343.
var. minor, 343.
ventrosa, 344.
wa/te-j, 343, 344.

—

,

Acontia
horfensis, 517, 529.
Solaris, 517.

Acrsea
adnatha, 221.
ccBcilia, 221.
ea/^ee, 221, 229.
*ii>a, 221, 229.
^yew, 220, 221.
Z^coa, 222.
psnidegi)ta, 221.
serena, 222.
vinidia, 222.

Actjeodes
puhesccns, 10, 11.

Aloa

Acteon
pygmma,

Alseonax
123.

Addisonia
ecccntros, 148.

Adelocera
cincfa, 215.

Adelomyia
melanogenys maculata,
305.

Adisura
leucanioides, 518.

Adoretus
citierarius, 405.

rugulosus, 405.

Aedon
abyssinicus, 231.
jEgialitis
gcoffroyi, 433.
iEgithalopsis
galinieri, 231, 232.
.iEgocera
latreillii, 227.
magna, 227.
rectilinea, 227.
vemtlia, 514.

Aellopus
tanta/its, 321.

jEthemenes
/w6e«, 460.
nigro-punctatus, 460.

Agabotus
brtmnesccn-s, 460.

Aglaeactis
cuprcipennis, 304.

Agraulis
vanilla, 315.

Agrostis
sp. ?, 323.
aristifera, 516.

Alcedo
ispida, 588.
/orJese, 227, 229.

punctivitta, 227.

adusta, 230.
minima, 230.

Alyania
asperida, 116.
lineata, 122.
reticulata, 112.

supranitida, 343,
tessellata, 114.
iveinkauffi, 113.

Amarygmus
sp.,'216.

Amazilia
riefferi jucunda,

306.

Ambulyx
strigilis,

321.

Ampliidesma
castatieum, 145.

Amusshim
fencstratum, 143i
lucidum, 143.

AmjTia
cephusalis, 496.
»'e//n?'a, 495, 496.
stigmatula, 495, 496.

Anabazenops
subalaris, 300.
temporalis, 300.

An sea
dominicana, 316, 320.
echemus, 316.
verficordia, 316.
Anseretes

parulus mquatorialis,
296.

Anartia
iatrophe, 316.

Anas
assimilis, 173, 174.

bcmieri, 175.
capensis, 172, 173,
174.
guttata, 173.
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Anas

Artamus

larvata, 173, 174.
sparsa, 173.

Ancerys
alope, 321.

Andigena
laminirostrif, 308.

Aneitia

leitcogasfer,

427, 428,

432, 678.
musschenbroecki, 427,
432, 577, 578.
Arfcaxa
fygmma, 515.

Arvicola

inacdonaldii, 273.

Anomala
flaveola, 404.
forbesi, 404.

AnomalanthuB
tumidus, 44.

Anomia

arvalis, 97.
incertus, 100.

patelliformis, 142.

Anoplocnemis
curvipes, 461.

Anser
bracJi7/rh?/nchus, 176.

Aspongopus
Assiminea
^«/!&a, 128, 129.
obelisctis,

128.

Astarte
Asterias
dorsata, 77.
glaeialis, 70.

noima, 491.

lincki, 71.

Anthopbila

nodosa-, 70, 77.

518, 529.
zamia, 518, 529.
Anthopsj'clie
epigone, 490.

reticulata, 78.

Anthus

stellaia, 77.

Astur
albiventris, 431, 577.

Astura

hogotensis, 285.

cervinus, 206.
spinoletta, 206.

Antilope
tcndal, 48.

Apamea

elevalis,

325.

Atella
eurytis, 222.
phalanta, 505.
Aterica

meleagris, 223.

natalensis, 228.

Aplinaeus
acamas, 507.

Aporodes

AthoracophoruB
bifentaculatus, 263.
virgatus, 263, 281.

Atretia

mcleagrisalis, 524.

Area

gnomon, 142.
Atticora

anfiquata, 143.
frie/ei, 143.
lacfca, 143.
?»0(e, 143.
nodulosa, var. seahra,
143.
tetragcma, 143.

Arolietypus

rnvrina, 287.

Aulacorhainphu.s
Immatopygius, 308.
Auricula
acicula, 362.
coitellata, 359.

Automolus
holostictus, 299.

castaneus, 217, 219.

striatidorsvs, 299.

rugosics, 213.

ignohilis, 300.

Avahis

Arctictis

hinturong, 179.

Arctocephalus
einercus, 188, 190, 191,

196.

Ardea
sumatrana, 434.

Artamides
nnimodus,

-r.'W.

rubioans, 522.

Azeta
mirzah, 324.

alfurus, 55.

Balajniceps
rex, 543.
Balcis
arcuata, 367.

Balea
tristensis,

etrida, 510.

iw^/lrt,

Azazia

Babirussa
541, 642.

tcBiiiopns,

sulcata, 145.

Anthocaris

sigillata, 483.
ubaldus, 483.
^e?ta, 483, 507.

subterraneus, 97.

Asinus

viduatus, 461.

ephippium, 142.

Azanus
amarah, 483.

laniger, 398.

Axinus
croulinensis, 144.

cycladius, 144.
ferniginosus, 144.
ficxuosus, var. polygona,
144.
.-iubavaitcs, 144.

279.

ventricosa, 278.

(TriBtania)
279.

tristensis,

—

(
) ventricosa, 278.
Balistes
capriscus, 478.

Barleeia
rubra, 129.
Basileuterus
coronatws, 286.
fraseri, 286.
nigricristatus, 286.
tristriatus, 286.

Basiothea
idricus, 494.

Bathynomus
yiganteus, 339.
Batissa
tcnArosa, 270.

Batocera
ruhus, 218.

Baza
subcristafa, 426, 431.

Beleouis
boguensis, 492.

c&a, 492.
Johannes, 492.
leucogync, 492.
lordaca, 491.
scvcrina, 492.
Bendis
poaphiloides, 323.

Bibos
frontalis, 400.

Bison
americami,s, 400.

Bithynia
rubens, 129.

Blennius
lampreicB-formis, 446.

Boecula
cupentina, 322.
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Biilimus

bistriga, 323.
fasciolaris, 323.

Bombinator
igneus, 422, 424.

Bos
indicus, 400.

Eoselaphus
caama, 539.
Bostrichus
(Bqualis,

Calomis

(Corona) melanostoma,
280.

(Leptomerns)

tennissi-

nms, 280.
(Orthostyliis)

faunus,

260.
Biithus
cceruleus, 207.

Byssudes
215, 219.

Botaurus

argentata, 324.

pollens, 307.

digramma, 522.

sclatcri,

Botys

307.

Campyloi-bynchus

abstrusalis, 525.

agavealis, 325.
albidalis, 501.

campalis, 325.
catalaunalis, 501.
emytalis, 325.
graphitalis, 326.
incalis, 325.
ispasalis, 525.
niicfisalis, 501.
cedipodalis, 325, 525.
togafis, 325.
venosalis, 501.
Bourcieria
fulgidigula, 304.

Brachylia
acronycfoidcs, 515.

Bradymerus
sp.,

579.
inornafa, 579.
mefallica, 429, 430,
433, 579.
purpurasoens, 430.
purpiireiceps,
430,
579.
mridescens, 430.

Campepliilus

Bytiirna

stellaris, bb'2,.

y«/arw, 429, 430, 433,

216.

Buarremon
assimilis, 291.

brunneinuchus, 292.
inoniatiis, 291.

Bubo
leucostiotus, 561.
vuiotilosus, 560, 561.

nigrescens, 309.

shelly i, 561.

(Hubua) orientalis, 558.
Budorcas
taxkolor, 477.

Bufo
concolor, 424.

crucigera, 42A.
lineata, 424.
maculata, 424.

melanostictus, 476.

wn*"«, 422, 424.
vulgaria, 422, 424.

Bulimidus
cx/ZJ^-,

277.

Bidimus
farnerianus, 276.
venirosus, 277.

(Borus) roMceus, 280.
(Canistriim) fulgetrum,
260..

baltcatus, 282.

Cacatiia
pkilipx>inarum, 251.
sanguinea, 431.

Cancer
ji^yer, 11.

Capra

Oadidus

(Bgagrus, 326.
megaceros, 46.

cylindratus, 147.
gracilis, 147.
jeffreyd, 148.
ofei, 147.
propinqims, 147.
subfusiformis, 147.
fumidosus, 148.
C'allianassa

Capreolus
caprcea, 152,

Capromys
brachyurus,
236.

melanurus,

madagassa, 15.
martensi,

10,

13,

I'l,

17.

mauritiana, 15, 17.
parisiensis, 15.
tridentata, 13, 14.
Callidryas
argante, 317.
etthule, 317.
/orrffe, 226.
%ifert., 487.
pyrcue, 226.
thisorella, 511.
^-nYc, 317.
(Catopsilia) ftorclla,
486.
Oalliste
aurulenta, 288.
limigera, 289.
nigroviridis, 289.
ruficervix, 288.

venusta, 289.
Callithrix
^ri^-o^, 6, 7, 8, 9.

nwloch, 7, 8.
Callopistria
exotica, 496.
yerbiirii,

234,

496.

Callosuue
evippe, 226.

Calomis
circumscripta, 429, 430,
433, 577, 579.
erassa, 433.

235,

233, 234,
235, 236, 247, 250.
pilorides, 234, 235,
236, 338, 247, 250.
prehensilis, 234, 235,
236.

Caradrina
insignata, 516.
sabulosa, 516, 529.
venosa, 516.

Cardita
aculcata, 145.

Cardium
aculeatum, 145.
fasciahim, 145.
papillosum, 145.
Carc'uockrous
comptus, 292.
leucopterus, 292.
spodionofus, 292.

Carpophaga
concinna, 433.
rosacea, 433.
Cataclysta
principalis, 325.

Cataiublyrhynchus
diadcma, 293.

Catamenia
analoides, 293.

homochroa, 293.
inornata, 293.

Catascopus
amoenus, 213.

Catharus
dryas, 283.
fusca^er, 283.
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Catochrysops

Charadrius

gracilis, 341.

Oharaxes

ella, .506.

unions, 341.

epijasius, 223.

cnejus, 506.
coniracta, 506.

Catopsilia
aleurona, 485, 486,
487.
crocale, 511.
Jlarella, 485, 486, 487.
gnoma, 486.
hyblaa, 487.
philippina, 511.
pyranthe, 511.
j9y?-e«c, 485, 486, 487.
rufo-sparsa, 485, 486.
thisorella, 511.
Oeloena
sp. ?, 323.
inclinata, 323.
semifurca, 323.
tepen&, 323.

Oephalopterus
penduliger, 282, 298.

Cephanodes

striatiis,

Chelys

Circe

matamata, 206.
Chemnitzia

Circulus

n.

Oerchneia
molucocnsis, 431.

Cercolabes
prekcnsilis, 237.

Cercoj)ithecus
erythrotis, 176.
martini, 176.
petaurista, 176.
Cei-iornis

g.,

areolata, 354.

striatus, 359.
Oirrsedia
edentata, 497.
variolosa, 497.

costaria, 357.

dcnsicostata, 356.
gracilis, 359.

Cistothorus
brunneiceps, 285.

gulsoncB, 344.
?M'wa, 357.

Cithna

obliquata, 358.
pallida, 357.
pusilla, 358.
terebellum, 353.

carinata, 149.
tenella, 149.
, var. costulata, 149.

—

Chen

Colffinis

Cfgrulescens, 476.
Chilades
^<i^/i, 507.
Chilina
patagonica, 281.

cillene,

/jyrewe, 226, 487.
Colius
eryihromelon, 475.
nigricollis, 530.
Collocalia
fuciphaga, 532.

Chiton
Chloridea
r^M7«, 323.
Chlorodius

Coluber
cotistricfor,

spilonota, 415.

albilinea, 311.

Composia

Chloronerpes
ftomigatus, 282, 307.
malhcrbii, 307.

Chlorospingus

4.

209.

Chabora

30fi.

Chrysomitris
icterica, 313.

289.

Conilera
cylindracea, 44.

Conirostrum
albifrons, 288.
atrocyatieum, 288.
/mscn, 288.

Oontopus
ardesiacus, 297.
richardsoni, 297.

oUvacea, 313.
sic7niradzkii,

unduUfera, 324.

siibcyanea, 322.

Compsocoma
sumptuosa cyanoptera,

melanotis, 291.
nigrifrons, 220.
ochraceus, 291.
phcBocephalus, 290.

capitalis, 294, 313.

mexicanus,

282,

Copt ops
fiisaa, 219.
Ooracopsis

nessus, 514.

313.
Chrysotis
erythrura, 562.
Ciconia
nigra, 552.

oldenlandics, 514.

Cidaria

Cornufer

Ohxrocampa
ceteris,

494, 513.

elpenor, 514.

ifersa,

321.

Ohxtocercus
bombus, 306.
Cbalciope
deltifcra, 229.

Chalcophaps
chrysochlora, 433.

Chamsepetes
goudoti, 282, 312.
tschndii, 312.

324.
Cigaritis
amine, 224.
sp.

?,

Cimex
marginella, 459.
(Afrius) purpureus,
459.

Cingula
aculetis, 123.

arenaria, 124.

475.

Cokxmba

niger, 10, 11.
rufescens, 11.

melanorhynchum,

Cervus

315.

Colias

Ohlorostilbon

/^ZyMz, 477.

Certhia

342.

minima, 145.

alveolus, 148.

514.
Ceratobatrachus,
212.
gwentheri, 212.
iiylas,

sj-ta,

Oioniscus

fulmis, 433.

asopus, 483.

yasa, 410, 562.

Corbicula
minor, 272.
guppyi, 211.
solomonis, 212.

Oorvus
capellanus, 475.
latirostris,
orr?«,

580.

580.

validissiinus, 433, 577,

580.

Corydalis
asiatica, 110.

INDia.
Cosmophila

322.

Ootylojjus
parvipinnis, 170.

bracteatus, 432.

Didouis
iii^zs,

albilateralis, 287.

aterrima, 287.

Dasychira

326.

personata, 287.
Dilophonota

cm««sw;, 228, 229.
gentUis, 228.

zmiellus, 528, 529.

Crania
anomala, 142.
Crateropus

cZfo,

Dasyurus
maculatus, 407.
oyaiJa!,

Orypturus

clcphantopus, 176.

Diphlogjena

144.

Deilephila

trcmsfasciatus,

282,

hesperus, 303.

livornica, 494, 513.

Deiopeia

312.

Oucuma

lotrix, 514.

leucogaster, 431.

(Haliaetus) leucogaster,
426.

Cucumaina

ornatrix, 322.
j»!</cMte,227,495,514.

antaltis, 485.

Dendrocolaptes

(Bgyptius, 101.

validus, 301.

hirtipes, 101.

guttata, 434.

itidicus, 88.

Dendroeca

turcosa, 294.

Cyanocorax

Discina

blackburnim, 286.

atlantica, 142.

Dendrolagus

turcosa, 283.

Cyclostoma

Imnholtzi,

«•»/«»«. 266, 281.

pygmeum,

gcrhillus, 88.

Dendrocygna

abyssinica, 231.

Oyanocitta

387,

388,

407, 408.

Dentalium

266.

Cyclostrema

abyssorum, 147.

bithyno'ides, 148.

147.
candiduni, 147.
capillosum, 147.
dentalis, 147.
entalis, 147.
filum, 147.
rt^«'&,

spheroidcs, 148.
trochoides, 148.

Cyclotus
poirierii, 266.

Cydosia

panormitanmn, 147.

nobililclla, 326.

Cygnus

striolatum, 147.

Desmia

nigricollis, 390.

Cyligramma
latona, 498.

229

afflict alis,

500.

Deudorix
sp. ?, 225.

ccelcsHs, 305.

ZtfM-,

485.

Diademia

Cypliogastra
angulicollis,

213,

216.

anthedon, 223.
io^wff, 223, 316.

splendens,
219.

213,

Dacrydium
vitreum, 143.
D-ilsira

461.

215,

Discoglossus
ocellata, 424.
pzci'iis, 422, 424.
sa»-cZM«, 422, 424.
vittata, 424.

Docimastes
ensiferus sahliephacJcei,

304.

Drepanorhynchus
rcickenowi, 556.

Drymophila
abyssinica, 231.

Dubusia
tcBiiiata,

sp. inc.,

Cynanthus
cymmrus, 282.

campcstris, 97.
SM«o«z, 97, 100, 102,
103, 104, 105, 106,
109.

Dipus

sacra, 434.

Curruca

DipodilluB

Dipsas

thyter, 515.

Demigretta

frondosa, 254.
wj^cr, 373.

321.

merianm, 321.
Dinornis

Decipula

melodus, 232.

316.

Diglossa

werM, 494, 513.

dccolorellus, .528.

affinis,

capensis, 48.

Daphnis

Crambus

—

Damalis

alcippus, 220.
chrysippus, 220.
plexippus, .315.

Ootylophus, 154.

?,

fulgidum, 432.
Dicruropsis
bracteata, 577.

tnodesta, 461.

Danais

Cosmosoiua

sp.

Dicseum

Dalsira

auragoides, 497.
indica, 497.
xantJdndyma, 497.
aitgc,
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misippus, '222i.
Diaphoetes, n. g., 213.
rugosus, 213, 214, 219.

Diasemia
geometralis, 524,

Diatomocephala
pachymera, 217.

289.

Dynomene
hispida, 10, 13.

prmdator, 13.

Dysderous
supcrstitiosiis,

461.

Dysithamnus
semicinereus, 302.
unicolor, 301.

Earias
frondosana, 528.
tristrigosa, 528.

Ebulea
catalaunalis,
525.

501,
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Eohinanthus

dcpressa,

-±3.

iesttidinarius, 41, 42.

324.
hyperbolica, 528, 529.
sp.

?,

Erythi!na

431.

riedelii,

Ecpautheria
eridane, 322.

ELiinea

Eucliromia

albiceps, 296.

yriseigidaris, 296.

modesta, 296.

dorippus, 481, 504.

Euproctu3
montanus, 422, 423.

Estiieria
melitensis, 251.

Eucereon

rusconii, 422.
Eurynorliynchi.is
pygmcexis, 410.

imriei, 320, 322.

Eurystomus

jjolymeiia, 514.

pacificus, 426, 433.

Eudamus

Eutelia

Santiago, 318.

discistriga, 497.

Eudioptis

Elaphis
qtucdrivirgata, 475.

midtistriata, 148.

Euuyebia
arabica, 500.

Enyo
lugubris, 321.

Eos
reticulata, 431.

Epbyrodes
^wwi-Jca,

323.

Epimecia
(enigma, 229.

Epione
324.

EquuB

indica, 501.

timais, 322.

ai)breviata, 370, 372.
bilincata, 365, 366.
brevis, 368.

distorta,

—

31>7,

—

—

Pidonia
368,

/!(/i&, 517, 529.
scitida, 517.
stigmatula, 495.

Erebus
323.

Ereta

var. gracilis, 367.
elegantissima, 358.
fusco-apicata, 369, 370,
372.
glabella, 368.
,

tifulalis,,

325.

dorsatus, 237, 243,

250.

Erinaceus
albivcntris, 402, 403.
diadematus, 402, 403

europcBUS, 402.

Eriocnemis
luciani, 303.

Eronia
arabica, 493.
huqiietii, var. arahica,

492.
capensis, 493.

mosambicensis, 493.

caloptera, 295.

caudata, 302.

Fraucolinus
^-ir^-i,

389.

rubricollis, 389.

372.

Mans, 369.
intermedia, 366.

Gallinago

jeffreysiana, 366.
lineata, 366.

Grazella

nobilis, 313.

minuta, 370, 372.

cuvieri, 538.

monodon, 347.

daina, 542.
scemmerringi, 542,
spekii, 538, 540.
MiaZ/erj, 539, 540, 541,
542.

o6!'H««, 370, 371, 372.
petitiana, 368.
philippii, 367.
pirijormis, 369, 372.
, var. bizonata, 369.

—

358, 366, 367.
so/?VZa, 368, 372.
si-a^wj, 368, 371, 372.
stenostoma, 371.
siihulata, 365, 366.
var. ««?m, 365.
var. pallidula, 365.
subumbilicata, 370,
372.
unifasciata, 351.

^o/i?'a,

Erethizoa

albofascia, 527, 529.

Formicivora

369.

nitida, 367.

Erastria

Falco
sparverius, 45.
Pelis
lanea, 476.

bulimus, 349.
chaunax, 369.
cingxdata, 117.

.^feJca, 367, 371,

africanus, 542.
asiiMcs, 541, 542.
africanus, 542.
somaiicus, 476, 540,
542.
taniopws, 541.

of^ora,

Euthisauotia

Eulima

Emarginula

?,

xauthogastra, 288.

irichroa, 433.

Eglisia
macandrecB, 364.

nigricollis, 288.

satiirata, 288.

Euploea

indica, 513.

Erythrura

Euleetus

ep.

Euphouia

Erosia

tumidus, 40.
Ecliinolauipas

—
—

,

,

Eulimella
compactilis, 362.
gracilis, 363.

smithii, 351.

Euotaria
cinerea, 196.
schisthyperoes, 194.

Gegania
pinguis, 365.
Gegeiies
karsana, 493.

Geocicbla
sp. inc., 433.

machiki, 426, 433.
Geoffroius
aruensis, 578.
7aw?js/s, 426, 427, 431,
578.
tiviorlaoensis, 427, 431,
577, 578.

Geopelia
maugei, 433.
Geotblypis
semiflava, 287.

Geotrygon
bourcieri, 312.
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Gerbillus
erythrurus, 88.
gcefulus, 88.

Gerygone

da'dalus, 223.

Hamofles
auranfica, 520.

dorsalis, 432.

Glyphodes
325.
univocalis, 525.
Glyplioi-hjnchus
cuneafus castelnaudi,
300.
sibiUalis,

Gnathocera

Hapaleiuur
ffrm»s, 391, 392, 393,
394, 39C>, 399.
olivaceus, 391.
swrns, 391, 392, 394,
399.

HeUcarion
cuvierii, 272.

406.
sericinitens, 405.
afseli, 40o,

Gobius

freycuieti, 272.
robusfiis, 272.

Helicinia

lagocephalus, 161.
plumicri, 156.

Godara
comalis, 525.
incomalis, 525.

Gomalia
albofasciata, 513.
litoralis,

Hamamimida

513, 529.

Gomena
subnotafa, 515.

beryllina, 270.
cotivcxa, 277.
fulgora, 271.
««Z«, 261.
fnodesta, 267.
mtisiva, 271.
'ponsonbyi, 266, 281.
subfusca, '2n.
sublcsvigata, 268.
tcctiformis, 270.

Goniaster
obtumngulus, 62.

Helieonia

Goniloba

Helioehera

niercuriiis, 318.

rubrocristata, 298.

Heliodoxa

Gonitis
fracfifera, 497, 498.
involuia, 519.

propinqiia, 497.
subuUfcra, 497.

Goiiodactylus
hradyi, 16, 17.
trachurus, 10, 16, 17.

Gouodoata
nutrix, 323.
tcretimaoula, 323.

GraUaria

Grammodes
aviinonia, 521.
iiifo^iVZa, 498, 521.
GrauealiLS
melanops, 432.
unimodus, 432.

Gymnura
237.

Haliaetus
leueogaster, 431.
•pelagiciis,

409.

Haliastur
girrenera, 431.
indus, 536.

eustoma, 265.
fortunata. 276.
glabriuscida, 274.
helicinoides, 264.
lactea, 276.
lancerottensis, 27().
Icnticida, 276.

lineata, 276.

malleata, 276.
microdonta, 277.
novm-hibcrni<B, 265.
pavida, 276.
pkalerata, 276.
rempinata, 348.
swainsoni, 271.
tessellata, 280.
vortex, 277.
selandicB, 274.
(Albersia) eonulata,
260.
•

(Amphidoxa) marmorella, 280.
(Camffina) sansiana,
260.
(Chloritis) denfrecasteauxi, 265, 281.
(Fruticicola) similaris,
276.

(Geotrochus) gcertne-

Jamesoni, 304.

Heliomaster

riana, 260.
(

albicrissa, 282.

Heliothis
armigcra, 323, 496, 518,
520.
yeltigera, 518.
Heliothrix
iarro^/, 2S2.
o03.

Helix
adansoni, 276.
advena, 276.
ff/Va, 276.
opja, 271.
aincina, 276.
arenaria, 124, 352.
aspcrsa, 276.
bermudetisis, 277.
bipartifa, 272.
io/^ei, 276.
circumfirmatit, 277.
circumscssa, 276.
co?wa, 274, 275.
comila, 271.
cressida, 271.
eddystoncnsis, 264.
cssellafa, 279.
eucharis, 264.
eurydice, 271.

—

)

labillardierei, 264,

281.

—281.moscleyi, 263,
260.
—
(Helicobulimus) 6««z(

)

(

)

^('Zc2«,

«os«, 260.

(Hemiplecla)

Heliotrypha
t'wto,

moniicola, 302.
regidus, 302.
ruficapilla, 302.
/•«>;«, 303.

rafflesii,

charithonia, 314.

Helix

cartcreti,

265, 281.
(

—281.infrastriata,
)

264,

(Hyalinia) ea;ulaia,278,
281.
(Patula) gradata, 271.
(— ) ^ooA-cr?', 277.
(— ) s^-o^-es?, 275, 281.
(Philina) bigonia, 260.
(Planispira) toriilabia,
260.
) zonaria, 260.
(

—

(Stepsauoda) quadrata,
279.

(— )

sclkirki,
279,
281.
(Thalassia) fraveni,
274, 281.

(Trocliomorpha) /ai"?marginata, 270, 271,
281.

(Xesta)|)/c(^m, 270.
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Heloderma

nasutus, 450.
obsourus, 456.
olivaceus, 450, 456.
palusfris, 234, 448.
pilorides, 450.
ptyrrhorhinus, 448,
450.
»•;</>«, 450.
scalops, 450, 456, 458.
sphiosus, 448, 458.
siimichrasti, 448.
taczanowsJcii, 449, 450.
tomentosiis, 449.
torridus, 449.
iumidus, 449.
vul2nnoides, 452.
xanthopygus, 449, 458.
xanthorhinus, 450,
457.

4Llb.

Henicorbiaa
hilaris,

284.

leucophrys, 284.
prostheUuca, 284.

Heroclias
alha, 434.
torra, 434.

Herpestes
maocarthicB, 176.

Hesperia
amyntas, 319.
anckises, 493.
bevani, 512.
bibulus, 224.
borbonica, 227.
cnejus, 506.
galba, 512.

Mppocrates, 223.
karsana, 493, 512.
Tnathias, 493, 612.
oco/a, 319.

(Oalomys) bimaculatm,
454.
(

—

albigularis, 448, 450,

452.

456.
—
455.
— xantkorhinus,
457.
—
(Oryzomys) galapa-

,

var. nitidus, 448,

452.
latimanus, 448, 450,
451, 452, 458.
leucodactylus, 448, 452,
458.
leiicogaster, 449.
leucopns, 449.
longicaudaius, 448.
longvpUis, 450.
megalonyx, 456.

560.
orientalis, 560.

pectoralis, 558, 559.
poensis, 560.
shelly i, 561.
verrcauxi, 560.

Hydrillodes
insignis, 500.

Hydrobia
auheriana, 277.

)

laticeps, 452.

—453.longicaudatus,
)

— spinosus, 453.
(Rhipidomys)
(

)

to«t'o-

boliviensis, 449.
caUfornicus, 449.
caliginosus, 456.
cinercus, 449, 450,
458.
darwini, 449.
elegans, 449, 455.
galapagocnds, 448.
gracilipes, 449, 455.
griseojiavus, 449.
his'pidus, 450.
latioeps, 452, 453,
458.

lactea, 560.

nipalensis, 558, 659,

Jar^cei, 128.

bicolor, 448.

448,

cincrasceiis, 560, 561.

)

(—

458.

deilophus, 214.

Huhua

) scalopis,

(

454, 455, 458.

Horonotus

(

goensis, 453.

biinaculatus, 449, 451,

Ho^^locephalus
^jrtr, 210.

(

astecws, 449.

—

olivaceus,

sp. ?, 323.
exhausta, 323.
fuliginosa, 323.
lunata, 323.
terrosa, 323.
vctusta, 520.

)

arenicola, 456.

lepidus,

caligi-

sapiens, .533.

Homoptera

(

angouya, 448.

var.

lepidus, 454.

nosus, 456.

Hesperomys

,

)

(Habrothrix)

plinius, 506.
syricatus, 319.
theophrastus, 484.

—

Homo

Hesperomys

suspectum,

dactylus, 451.

(Vesperimus) cinereus,
456.
muiidiis, 432.

Heteroohroma
leucographa, 500.

Hipparchia
asterope, 481.

Hirundo

tenera, 524.

Hydrocboerus
capybara, 252.

Hyla
arborea, 422, 424.
subsp. savignyi,
422.
,

fuscomaculata, 424.
intermedia, 424.
savignyi, 424,

Hylopbilus
minor, 313.

Hylypsornis
saluadorii, 416, 417.

Hymenia

Holocliilus
apicalis,

461.

Holothuria
intcstinalis, 367, 665.

%m,

372, 373, 374,
375, 376, 663, 564,
565.
^oZ^, 565.
tubidosa, 565.

Homalogyra
densicostaia, 129.

130.

Hydrociimpa

aurantiifrons, 313.

cinerea, 287.
javaiiica, 426, 433.
rustica, 536.

roz-a,

2<;y«, 128, 129.
vcnlrosa, 124, 129.

—

Heteranax

(Nectomya)

compacta, 128, 149.
suhimMlicata, 128.

fascialis, 229, 325,

500

524.
Hyjiieiiolajmua
vialacorhynohus, 389.

Hypanis
?7rt%ia, 222, 483.

Hypena
ahyssinialis, 499.
conscifalis, 229.

echeonalis, 229.
jussalis, 499.

obacerralis, 499, 500.
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Syperoodon

Lemur

Jimonia

lemonias, 505.

c«^ifa, 398, 399.
mayotfcnsis, 397.
Leiitipes, 170.
concolor, 171.
semimtdus, 171, 172.

orithyia, 482, 505.

Lepetella

latifrons, 208.

cfc&, 222, 482.

rostra/us, 208.

crebrenc, 482.

Hyperythra

/icrc,

2)hantasma, 528.
sioinhoei, 526.

Hypochroma
dispcnsafa, 526.
pscicdo-terpnaria, 526.

Hypolais

482.

hierta, 505.

tubicola, 148.

Lepidodactylus

Lacerta
420,

affifc',

icterina, 477.

Hypolimnas

421, 570,

oce^fe/rt,

418, 419, 420.

alcippoidcs, 482.

— pater, 419.

bolina, 505.

pafej-,

misipptis, 222, 481, 482,

wAm6en,418,419,420.

Hypotia
r«6e//a, 523, 529.

w/em,

523, 529.

vidgaris, 523.

Hypoxanthus
cequatorialis, 307.
brevirostris, 307.

nw?M, 307.

—

brevirostris, 307.

—
—

,

419, 420.

418, 419, 420.
ii/pus, 419.
var. gadovii, 421.

cristata, 237.

^ayi, 303.

Lagenocctus

distracta, 526.
indicctata, 527.

invalida, 527.
^ei-a, 526, 529.
remoiata, 526.
Idtnais
miriam, 488.
Ilattia

cephusalis, 516.

lodis

magioa, 520.

indeclararia, 324.
Ipliitus
sp., 149.

Ismene
alexis, 512.

anchisis, 493.
chromiis, 512.

Isocardia
cor, 145.

antica, 322.

extranea, 495.
loreyi, 516.

Lalage

Leucinodes

contractu, 506.
kandarpa, 506.

Lampropygia

lafivitta,

lagdcni, 54.
poliocephalus, 54.

Laphygma

Juliamyia
fcliciana, 306.

Juuonia
almana, 505.
asteric, 505.

ccsnia, 316.

cebrmie, 482.

13.

Lima
excavata, 143.
gigantea, 143.
hians, var. tencra, 143.
loscombii, 143.
sarsii, 143.

caradrinoides, 495.
exigua, 516.

subovata, 143.

Limax
canariensis, 276, 278.

atricilla, 150.

cai^cnsis,

Philadelphia, 150.
Lassea
jiumila, 144.

276.

flavus, 272.
ffrt^ra/es,

276, 278, 279,

281.

Limntea

Latia
ncritoides, 274.

pyrifcra, 593.

Limnas

Leda

481.

arctiea, 143.

sp.,

fragilis, 143.

alcippoidcs, 478.
alcippus, 478, 479, 480,
481, 482, 504.

«ns(;M/_2;i'a,var.

517.

orbonalis, 524.

Leucosia
/(^^-rt.r,

wihoni, 304.
Lauiarius
hypofyrrhus, 54.

/(8ws,144.

jeffreysi, 144.

Jarasana

Lesbia

Leucania

Lagopus

Larus

sp. ?, 324.

verreauxi, 311.

Leptoptilus

amaryllis, 305.
gouldi gracilis, 305.

Lagoptera

Lampides
actttaria, 527.

vitreum, 261.

Leptoptila

sehmelteii, 10, 16.

latifrons, 206.

mcesta, 432.

Idtea

mclanostoma, 261.

argala, 551.
Leptosquilla

Lafresnaya

scoticus, 45.

Hystrix

timoriensis, 214.

Leptopoma

rirjf^is,

505.

210.

5'Mi)2Jj/«,

Leptaulax

573.

mcssanensis, 143.
micromctrica, 144.
minima, 144.
minuta, 143.
pmsio, 143.
striolata, 143.

subaquilatera, 144.

Leiostraca
jcffreysiana, 366, 372.

chrysippus, 478, 479,
480, 481, 482, 486,
504, 505.
dorippus, 478, 480, 481,
482, 504, 505.
inaria, 482.

Limopsis
aurita, 144.
cristata, 144.

.

.
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Limopsis

Macaria

mi>iuta, 144.

Melania

acidaliata, 324.

figurata, 269.

Liomera

(squiferaria, 324.

iiihonesta, 271.

puhescens, 10.
Lioptilus
aijysslnkus, 231.
galinieri, 232.

enotata, 324.

lancca, 272.
mauieusis, 275.
newcombii, 'Zlb.

nigricapillim,

231

olivascms, 231, 232.

Liostomia
churnoa, 345.

Lissocarcinus
orbicularis, 10, 12.

Lithodes
7iiaia,

329.

Lobivauellus
7nilcs, 433.
Locris
rubra, 461.
Lopbotriccus

alcinus, 536.

Macroglossa

nitida, 367.

ordinarui, 270, 281
rw/a, 356.

sfcllatarum, 514.

Macropygias
sp. inc., 433.

scahu'is, 355.

kciensis, 433.

scillcg,

scipio, 269.

moestalis, 499.
Malletia
CMieata, 144.
obtusa, 144.

sobria, 261.

turbam, 269, 270, 281.
Melanitis
ismene, 481, 504.
fe(^a,

yerhurii, 502.
zinckenella, 502, 529.

Mareca

Menaetbius

capensis, 174.

Margaromia

«a«a, 494.
Loris

monoceros, 10.

Meriones

jairusalis, 325.
transvisalis, 501.

gracilis, 398, 399.

Lucia

crassus, 99.

Margaromis

ergtkrwus, 88, 89, 90,

brunnescens, 300.

delagorguei, 224.

Lucina

perlata, 300.

squamigera, 300.

borealis, 144.

spinifera, 144.

Lumpenus

Marimatba
lactca, 522, 529.

Mathilda

lampdrtBfomm, 446.
lampetriformis, 445,
446.
Lurocalis
306.

Lyeseua
acamas, 507.
asopus, 483.
cassius, 317.
dclegurgtiei, 224.

quadricarinata.
372.
calopjfcrus, 295.

paecilocercus, 295.

stietoptcms, 295.

Mecyna
Megalobatracbus
nma:imug, 251.

hippocrates, 223.
kaudarjja, 506.

Megapodius

knysna, 224.

Megedia

?iara, 506.

pK/!f;', 507.
piigrnma, 507.
thcophrastus, 484.

trochilus, 484.

483, 507.
Lycceneatbes
prineeps, 224.
^cjia,

Lyousia
formosa, 146.

antillarum, 277.
tenimberensis, 433.

truncata, 142.

Mela 111 pus
gundlachi, 277.

Melancbroia
cejyhise,

322.

Melania
sp.

?,

262.

acicula, 362.
<^rfa.,

91, 92, 93, 94, 95,
96, 97, 98, 99.
lonqifrons, 88, 89, 90,
91, 92, 93, 94, 95,
96, 97, 98, 99, 102,
103, 104, 106, 107,
108, 109.
opiriui-^, 89.
sAaw/, 89, 91, 92, 93,
94, 95, 98, 99, 100,
101, 102, 103, 104,
105, 107, 108, 109.

Mesalia

deprivalis, 501.

Megalomastoma

parva, 484.
prineeps, 224.
pulclicr, 483.
ptdchra, 224.

364,

Mecoccrculua

gaika, 484.
kanno, 316.

lingens, 224.

504.

Mella

dubitans, 495.
opposita, 495,

sqiumiicristatus, 296.

361.

Magulaba

Mamestra

Lophura

rtifiventris,

Machirhamphus

262.

ajnensis, 269, 270, 281.
arthurii, 267.

balonncngis, 272.
campanula', 357.
christobaknsis, 262.
disiorta, 367.

brevialis, 131, 132.
plicata, 132.
striata, 132.

sulcata, 132.

suihralis, 131.

Metallui-a
tyrianthina, 305.
quitensis, 305.

—

Metriopelia
melanoptera, 311.

Micra
sp. ? 323.

519, 529.
chulybea, 518, 529.
derogaia, 518.
y«rw, 519, 629.
balttx,

Micrastur
guerilla, 310, 311.
peleelni, 311.

MicroL:h;Kta
rap^pi, 478.

Microeca
hemixantha, 432.
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Microsicjdiiiin, 154.
(jymnaiichcn, 1()3.

subifranulata, 13.

Neritina

I\Iyristicivora
/y;cotor,

blepotis, 53.

brevispina, 262.
cariosa, 'lib.

433.

Myrniia

schreibersi, 53.
,

numritii, 275.

nomeiiia, 224.

ausfralis, 53.

micrura, 282.

var. blepotis, 53.

Myrmotherula

53, 54.

•menetriesi, 302.

Mionectes
striaticollis,

Myrtis
fanny, 306.

296.

Modiolaria

Myzomela

nigra, 143.

annahrllcB, 432.

Molleria

wakolocnsis, 429.

costulata, 148.
liBVigata, 148.

Monachus

pulchellus, 434.

citrina, 269.

pcrpolita, 271.

432.
mnnclus, 432.
nitidus, 432.
c'a.<('««,

tongana, 271.
Natica
montacidi, 122.

Munia

hougainvillei, 270.

decumanus,

1

freycineti, 270.

00,

101.

musculus, 100, 104.
famaricinus, 88.

macrocephala, 270.
Neisra

Muscicapa
ccsndescens, 555.
ci7ierascens, 555.

fuscula, 230.
johnsfoni, 555.

minima,

2.30.

minufa, 230.
Muscisaxicola
maculirostris, 295.

Mya
truncata, 146.

Myana
atromacula, 523, 529.
sopora, 522, 529.

Mycalesis
desolafa, 220.
a'o/f^a,

contraota, 146.
curia, 146.
cuspidafa, 146.
depressa, 146.
gracilis. 146.
lumellifera, 146.
laiiiellvsa, 146.
limatula, 146.
rostrata, 146.
ruginosa, 146.
seinistrigosa, 146.
striata, 146.
subforfa, Id 6.

vulgaris, 220.
fulviventris, 432.

nigriceps, 297.

Myiobius
crypterythnis, 297.
flavicans, 297.
sfellaius, 282, 297.

Noctua
fruqalis, 499.
ii^o/iV/fa, 498.

Noui-da
iWft^Zis, 501.

NotlioprocU
curvirosiris, 312.

Nucula
(pgec7isis,

144.

corbidoides, 144.

sulcata, 144.
tumidida, 144.

Nuiiienius
variegatus, 433.

Nuuiida
Vidttirina, 477.

Nycticebus
tardigradus, 399.

griseus, 2.

iS'vctidromus
'albicoUis, 306.

Nyctinomus

Neraophas
218,219.

gray a, 218.

Nemoria

Myiarchus

miohelini, 79, 81.

Ninox

ca'edonicus, 434.

Jiilimensis, 555, 556.

/o,-J«/«, 213,

armata, 63, 79.

Nyoticoras

Nectarinia
famosa, 556.

tacazzc, .555, 556.

Myiagra

freqvens, ,526.
pruinosa, 526.

Nemosia
oniata, 290.

Nepheronia

albidus, 50, 51.
ausfra/is, 50, 51.
brasiliensis, 49.
norfolcensis, 49.
pefcrsi, 49.

plicatvs, 51, 532.

Nymphula
intrrpmwtalis, 525.

arabica, 492.

Myioclynastes
chrysocephalu&, 296.

Mylothris
hemifhea, 317.

Teoc. Zool.

circinaia, 146.

rcicJicnowi, 556.

220.

rissaces, 220.

Nidorellia

forhcsi, 431.

Navicelia

molucca, 433.

MU9

cornea, 2<')2, 267.
porcata, 270.
prichardi. 270.
r(«5iV7a, 270.
sandalina, 270.
sidcrca, 270.
smithii, 275.
souverbiana, 272, 274.
variegata, 262, 270.
wallisianum, 262.

Nettapus

Naniria

albiventer, 251.

Monarcha

Nerita
cariosa, 275.

Myrina

dccipiens, 4^32.

Miuiopterus

tristis,

sangiiinolenta-i, 10.

fiigax, 10, 13.

Mimela

—

Xeptuiius

Myra

Soc— 1884,

Neptis
agatha, 223.
mcHcerfa, 223.

Xo. XLIII.

Obeliscus
siifarcinutus,
tinctus, 363.

43
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Ochthodijeta
fumigatus, 294.
Ochthoeea
fumicolor, 295.
gratiosa, 295.
lessoni, 295.

Octodon
ciimingii, 237.

Odontophonis
erythrops, 282.

Odontostoma
plicatum. 349.
sicula, 347.

Odostomia
acicula, 362.

— Tar.
,

«c!<i;a!,

ventricosa, 363.

347.

aouticostata, 359, 372.
a/6««a, 348.

attenuata, 360, 372.
clathrata, 355.
clavula, 345.

compactilis, 362.
coynpressa, 360, 361,

372.
coiicinna, 350.

conotdea, 347, 348, 350,
364.
conspioita, 350.
costaria, 350.
cra&9a, 350, 372.

decussata, 124, 352.
delicata, 359.
densicosiata, 356.
diaphana, 349.

edwardi, 348.
e/ecifffl, 345.
emaciata, 353.
erjaveciana, 349.
excavata, 352.
eximia, 352.
ftexiiosa, 355, 372.
fulgidula, 359, 372.
fulvo-cincfa, 356.
/i/«,/«s, 349.
hiimboldti, 352.
indistincta, 354, 355.
insmlpta, 349.
interstincfa, 353.
Jeffreys!, 353.
/«e;'cff, 357, 358, 359.
macella, 351.
magnifica, 357.
minuta, 351.
monferosatui, 346.
Tnouluisiana, 353.
jja^^/, 347.
negUcta, 350.
nisoides, 343.
»»Ycts, 349, 372.
novegraiensis, 348.

Oreaster

Odostoinia
pallida, 348.
paucistriata, 361, 372.
penchinati, 353.
pisfUliformis, 345.
pistilhis, 345.
plicata, 349.

aculeatus, 62, 78.
o^ww!, 61, 64, 87.
alveolatus, 59, 61, 61,
73, 80.
artnatus, 59, 61, 64, 79,
80.

prwlcmga, 350, 372.
pusilla, 358.

australix, 61, 64, 65.

rissoides, 348.

chinensis, 62, 64, 68,

r;f/«,

356.

carinafus, 62, 87.
69, 70.

scalaris, 348, 355, 356.

clavatiis. 62, 77-

350, 361.

scmicosfafa, 361, 372.

clouei, 62.
decipiens, 64, 69.

sigmoidea, 354, 372.

dorsatiis, 62, 64, 77,

«ej/te,

sinuosa, 358, 372.
sismondcB, 347.
spiralis, 352.

sfriafula, 356.

suboblonga, 345.
suturalis, 353.
sylvcstris, 353.
("e^M/iS, 347, 350.
terehellum, 353.
tricincfa, 351.
turriculafa, 346.
turrita, 346.
linidentata, 346.
unifasciata, 351, 372.
ventricosa, 363.
f ifrca, 349, 350.
(Eulimella) superflua,
362.

(Pyrgulina) nanodea,
354.
(Syrnola) minufa, 349.
Oligostigrua
iixcmimoda, 524.

Omphalotropis
variabilis, 271.

Onychopriou
ancssthetus, 434.

Opatriiin
sp., 216.

micans, 216.

Ophideres
opi-a, 323.
matenia, 229, 498.

Ophiocardelus
ai/sfralis,

272.

Opbiodes
seperans, 521.
tumidilinea, 521.

Ophiusa
anfrac-tuosa, 499.
albivitta, 521.
narrans, 323.
Orcesia
sp. ?, 228.
nlliciens, 228.
vagabunda, 519, 529.

87.
forcipulosus, 62, 64,
65.
franklini, 62.
^«^a«, 62, 78.
gracilis, 62, 65, 80, 82,
83.

granulosus, 62, 64, 67,
80.
^r«yj, 64, 83.
hedemanni, 62, 64, 71.
/i«<fa«s, 62, 64, 71.
lapidarius, 62, 79.
ZMjf Z.7, 59, 62, 64, 70,

71, 73, 87.
luetkeni, 64, 75.

mammillatus, 62, 64,
67.
»Mra;«os!<s, 62.
•michelini, 62.

muelleri, 64, 86.

muricatus, 62.
nodosus, 59, 62, 63, 64,
70, 73.
noduhsiis, 59, 60, 62,
64, 66.
obfusaiigulus, 62.
obiusatus, 63.
occidentalis, 60, 61, 62,
64, 76.
orienfalis, 62, 65, 84,

85, 86.

productus, 64, 74, 87.
regulus, 62.
reinhardti, 62, 64, 74.
reticulafus, 62, 64, 75,

78, 84, 87.
««i(?, 62.

superbus, 62, 65, 81.
troscheli, 64, 85.
tuberc'ulatus, 62.
tuberosus, 78.
turrifus. 62.
valvulatus, 62, 64, 67.
vernicosi/s, 62.
westermanni, 62, 65, 81.

.
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Pachyrhampb us

Oriolus
decipiens, 432.

versicolor, 298.

63;
Papilio
creona, 225.

Ornithion

Pachyuroruys

sclateri, 296.
Omitlioscatoides, n. g.,
198.
ceyhnica, 201, 202,
203, 205.
decipiens, 199, 200,
205.
nigra, 202, 205.
tuherosa, 200, 205.

dufTosi, 101, 104, 108.
Paedisca
decolorana, 628.

demoleiis, 226.
«^i»a, 221.

Pabeolampas

elorea, 224.

Orthorhamphus
magnirostris, 433.

Orthorrbinus
Icefus,

217.

Orthosia
Orjctes
rhinoceros, 214.

Oryx
6fisa, 48.

Ostinops
atrocastaneus, 294.

Otaria
alhicollis, 194.

anstralis, 194.

«««-eff, 188, 189, 190,

191, 192, 193, 194,
195.
forsfen, 196.
^>Msi//a, 194, 475.
ursina, 195.

Othora
«fl«a, 520, 529,

Ovis
gmelini, 595, 596.
karelini, 326, 327,329.
var. occiden-

muslmon,

—

talis,
.

595.

var. orientalis, 595.

594, 595, 596.
326, 327, 328, 329.

o/>A«)7j,

jjoZ?,

Pachnoda
marginata, 406.

—

,

var. aurata, 406.

Pacbycephala
arctitorquis, 428, 429,

432, 578.
fusco-flava, 432.
kibircnsis, 428, 429,

432.
rje(fe/w,

crassa, 42.

ethlius, 319.

Palindia
juncida, 323.

eiAtde, 317.

Paludina
6««^?, 119.

ruhens, 129.

Pampbila
bevani, 512.
borbmiiea, 227.

bucephalus, 319, 320.

infrequens, 517, 629.

«;fM?«s, 319.

^to, 319, 320.
karsana, 512.
mathias, bV2.
ocola, 319.
phylcBus, 319.
ravola, 320.
vifellius, 320.

Pandesma
devia, 520, 529.
fugitiva, 519.

quenavadi, 498.
similata, .520.

Pandion
leueocephalus, 431.

Panopea
plicata, 147.
Panoplites
mathewsi, 304.
Papilio
o^'rtif^a, 223.
agave, 317.
alcesta, 225.
alcippus, 220, 481,
504.
alexis, 512.
almana, 505.
anaphus, 319.
argante, 317.
asterie, 505.
bmtieus, 483, 505.
*«W«, 316.
bolina, 316, 505.
brigitta, 225.

22J
487.
calypso, 225.
cardui, 505.
cassius, 317.
chloris, 225.
chrysippus, 480, 504.
chromtts, 512.
cillene, 315.
We/«Vj, 222, 482.
cescilia,

Calais,

428, 432, 578.

Pacbydi88U3
holosericeus, 217.

Pachygastfia
229.
reducta, 228.
niris, 228,

Pachylia
^cfM, 321.

crocale, 611.
dcedcdus, 223.

eitippe, 226.
fausta, 508.
florella., 486.
genutia, 504.
hanno, 316.
hecabe, 507.
hierta, 505.
hippocoon, 226.
hippocrates, 223.
homerus, 314.
iatrophe, 316.
»7j%a, 222, 483,
ismene, 504.
^etto, 504.
lemonias, 505.
limniace, 503.
lingens, 224.
meleagris, 223.
merope, 226.
mesentina, 611.
misippus, 222, 481,
505.
neodamas, 315, 318.
orithya, 505.
phalanta, 505.
philippina, 611.
phylmus, 319.
plexippus, 315.
polydomas, 318.
proteus, ,S18.
pylades, 226.
pyranthe, 511.
Aoia, 226.

serena, '222.

sophia, 222.
terea, 222.

Mife, 317.
vanilla, 315.

vindex, 227.
zeuxippe, 511.
(Laertias)
pamnian,
512.
(Menelaides) diphilus,

512.

(Opbeides) erithonius,
512.

Paradisea
minor, 251.
Paraiponyx
affinialis,

Parasa
Bp.

?,

228.

524.
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Varisoma

Pentaceros

frviitale, 232.

galinitri, 232.
ulivasccns, 232.

Parmiicochlea, n. g., 273.
fischcri, 272, 273, 281.

Parmarion
ex^.raneiis,

273.

Parnara
mat/iiaf:,

493.

varicosa, 357.
pentricosa, 363.

Partula
271.

dongata, 266.

harimanni, 265
281.

minida, 266.
Pariila
inornafa, 286.
jjitiayumi, 286.
pacified, 286.

Paulia

Philemon
phimigenis, 429, 432,

7iodtdosus, 66.

579.
timorlaoensis, 429,577,

turrittis, 70.

579.

(Nidorellia) arinafa,
79.

Perigea

Peccbiolia
acuticostata, 146,

364.
angulata, 146.
insculpfa, 1-16.

mhqnadrata, 146.
Pecten
majcimv.s, SJ9.
opercidaris, 349.
pea-felis, 143.

philippii, 143.

pusio, 142.
sir/iilis, 143.
?'«te, 143.
viireus, 143.

Pedin's
216. 217.
suhopacvs, 216.

sii/cigcr,

(Nyctobates) sulciger,
216.

Pelargoderus
arouensis, 218.
rugosKS, 213, 218.

Pelecanus
trachyrhynchxis, 410.

Pelobates
fuscus, 422, 424.

Pempelia
cautella, b'2Q.

529.

Penaeus
monodon, 10, 15.
Penelope
montagnii. 2^*3, 312.
erfoni, 282.

finwrlaufcnsis,

432,

579.

Pbilomycus
hiHncat-us, 259.

Persephone

Phlyxia

rufilahris, 118.

erosrt, 10, 13.

PetasopLora

Phoca

anais, 303.
cyanotis, 3U3.

cinerea, 195.

Phcegoptera
sp.?;322.

Petromyzon
branchialis, 582.

cornea. 322.

Pbcenicolbraupis

Pba?ola;iiia
csqtiaforialk, 303.

stolz7nanni, 313.

Phaethornis

Pholas

syrmafophorus, 303.

horrida, 62, C3.

ilella,

dorsafus, 77.

granulosus, 67.
muricalus, 71.
nodosa, 83.

inexacta, 495.

gracilis, 266.

—

chrysogasfcr, 292.
Philampeliis
labriisc(s, 321.
linnci, 321.

reficulafus, 78.

Paithenia

sp.,

Pbeucticus

alveolatus, 73.
chinensis, 68.

Pbakellura
immaculalis, 325.
indica, 501, 525.
marginalis, 325.

Candida, 147.
Phragmatffcia
/(?«'«,

515, 529.

Phrvgihis
aland inns, 294.

Phalacrocorux

plebeius, 294.

Phurys

africanv.s, 65.

Pbaliena-Noctua

garnoti, 324.
helvina. 324.
immunis, 324.

498.
mafei-na, 498.
Zaf'wjff,

Pbakvna-Pyralis

herhertensis, 384, 407.

optabilis, 324.
Pbylloeharis
cyanipes, 219.
Pliysa
sp. ?, 272.
rivalis, 277.
sinuata, 271.

lemuroides,
407.

Piaya
cayana niesura, 308.

fascialis, 500.

Pbalangista
flZ4«-i';>//,

381,.382.

archeri, 381, 382, 383,

407.
386,

387,

vivcrrina, 38.5.

(Hemibelideus)

Pii'olaptes

lemu-

roides, 385.

(Pseudocbirus) archeri,
381.

301.

Pieunnius
282.
282.

olivcu'cus,

Pbaromacrus

sck'.feri,

antigiensis, 30S.

aiiriceps

hcliactin,

308.
Phasianella
jO!/«a, 149,

Picus

major pcshami, 409.
Pieris
calypso, 225.
chloris, 22.5.

Pbelsuma

creo'iia, 22.5.

cepedianum,
newtoni,

lacri/7/i/gcr warssewiezi,

2.

2.

Pbemidiaa
aiujias, 319.

Pherusa
gulsonw, 344.

lordaca, 491.
mescntina, 511.]
phif-adia, 488.
!'a//c/, 317.
Virginia, 315, 317.
teiixippe, 511.

,
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Piezorliynchus
casfus, 432.

Porzaiia

Pionus

Praoiietha

coralUiius, 309.
seniloidcs, 309.

Pipreola
JHcunda, 298.
Pipridea
melanonota venezuelen289.

sis,

Pithecops
elorea, 224.

Pitta
hrachyura, .579.
vigorsi, 579.
Pituophis
mexicanus, 475.
Placostylus
morosug, 270.
rambiensis, 270.
scemanni, 210.
Plagiostila
asturiana, 127.

Planorbis
irivohi/s, 129.

Platydia
anomin'ides, 142.

Platymevis
higutfafa, 461.

Pyrgus

2)leuricausia, 219.

Pratincola
axillaris, 556, 567.

maura, 557.
Precis
Sophia, 222.
("crfrt,

extrahens, 519.
Umbirena, 497.
vertici'lata, 519.

Plusiodonta
sp. ?, 323.

Podophtbalmu3
10.

Proteides
318, 320.

fl«(/nsi,

eWas, 318.

Protop;;rce
cinguhttu, 321.
convolvuH, 494.
rnsHca, 321.

Psainmobia
Jerroensis, 14.5.

Psammomys

Psittospiza
r«V/f?7-, 282, 292.

Pterophorus

lividus, 319.

amarah, 483.
hcsticus, 483, 5(15.

karsandra, 506.
Pontia
acasfe, 490.
alcesta, 225.

ur«e, 4S8.
di/Hrmiene, 487, 509.

gtaHconome, 492.
pleione, 488.
profomcdia, 490.
I'orphyrio
melanopfcrua, 42f>.

albivaricosa, 267.
apieyisis, 268, 281.

castanea, 261.
ceylonica, 269.
ovafus, 268.

panthcrina, 261,
poll ex, 267.
rcgularis, 268.
samiensis, 268.
scarahtsus, 261,
268, 269.
toriuosa, 268.
verreauxi, 268.
wallacci, 261.

267,

capensis. 173, 174.

erythrorhyncha, 175.
larvafa, 174.

Quisqualis

congrualis, 526.

indica, 520, 521.

Pterygospidea
djcelalce,

Eallus

493.

virginianus, 313.

Ptilopus

xanfhogaster, 430, 433,
580.

Polyommatus

Pytbia

Querquedula

Poeoilotriccua
ruficeps, 295.
ntfigenis, 295.

Polygonus

493.

89.

Pseudocolaptes

flavouiresccns, 430, 433,

typicus, 251.

adenensis,

var.

,

picea, 302.

caradrinoides, 495.
commclina, 322.
ingloria, 495.
Propilidiuin
perienne, 148.

Poecilothraupis
atrkrissa, 289.
limulata, 289.

Polyboroides

—

Pyriglena

222.

Prodenia

olii'.'ius,

evanidiis, 512.

(/atta, 512.
piirendra, 512.
syrichfvs, 319.
viiidex, 227.

syhilla. 557.

boissonneauti, 299.

Plusia

ti/(/(Y,

Pyraniidella
plicosa, 364.

Carolina, 313.

icteronotus, 282, 290.

577, 580.

Ramphomicron

wallacii, 433.

»i i cro rhynchu

m

305.

Rana

Ptychozoon
homalocepJialwn, 476.
Puffimis
griscus. 150.

Piincturella
profundi, 148.

Pygospila
(yrAs,

Eampbocelua

anitirostris, 425.
r^^/fe, 422, 425.
bufoniformis, 210.
escxdenta, 422,
425,
673, 574, 575,
576.
IcgsoncB, 422, 573,
574, 676.
gnuiniens, 211.
gappy i, 211.

—

524.

Pyralis
geronfcsalis, 523.
uberalis, 523, 529.

Pyrameis

immaculata, 425.

482, 505.
S'pirolinus, 352.

(•nrti«j,

Pyramidella

*!<A/m, 210.
/"adas^/,

422, 425.

Icssona, 425.

leBviitsruld, 364.
meditcrrnnen. 363.

viuctdafa, 425.

ntinitscula.

nigrovil/afa. 425.

o(i.3.

nifidiila, 363,

372.

'/«»('a,

422, 425.

obtusiros/ris, 425.

.
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Rana

Rissoa

opisthodon, 21).
'punctata, 425.

Eegalecus
argcntnts, 207.
Regillus, n. g., 2U3.
aspcr, 204, 205.

Reuiigia
archesia, 521.

arcfacta, 521.
conveniens, 499.
disseverans, 324.

frugalis, 499, 521.
hansalii, 521.
multilinea, 521.

229.
jjersubtilis, 324.
rcmaii-fus, 324.
_p«^;?Ya,

Rbacophorus

<7o/i»w,

120,351.

ehrenbergi, 119.
cleganfissima, 1 15.
clongata, 349.
cfneensis, 113.

mxindatus, 211.
Rlieithrodoii
chinchilloides. 458.
j)tc!';(s,

Rissoa

127.
eoncinna, 127.
coriacea, 125.
coronata, 134, 140.
cos^'rtte, 110, 117, 118.
wsftt'ar'a, 117, 118, 123.
crenulafa, 111.
crispa, 116.
deliciosa,
115, 121,
149.
dcpicfa, 127.
de.rmaresfi, 117.
dictyophora, 1 13.
cirtgillus,

448, 450, 457,

458.

Rhinoceros
lasiotis, 55.

Rhipidura
hrachyrhyyicha, 580.
/a'/ax, 580.
ftabelUfera, 530.
fuliginosa, 530.
fusco-rufa, 432.
hamadryas, 432.
/"f;/-'?, 431.
opilsihrrijthra, 432.

Riiodaria
sp. ?, 325.
jikienkcaUs, 325.

Rhynchaspis

exarafa, 124, 352.
exigua, IKi.
eximia, 352.
/se/2cr«, 113. 149.
galmgni, 127.
glabra, 348.
gracilis, 353.
granulum, 121, 127.
iitcanspicua, 120, 121.
intermedia. 112.
interrtipta, 118, 119.
Jeffreysi. 112.
locfea, 127.
tanciee, 114.
Ulacina, 118.
macidata, 127.
-mari(e, 112.

memhranacea,
118

117,

inighelsi, 124.

capensis, 173.

Rhyiichunella

miniUissima. 124.
montacuti, 117, 122.

rudis, 121.
rujilabrum, 118.
sar^M, 119, 121.
saxafilis, 123.
scrohiculafa, 113.
scidpta, 112.
!iemi,^triafa, 126.
gimilis, 117, 118.
.sinuosa, 367.
solufa, 12(5.

sorarcula, 112.
splendida, 117.
sfefanisi, 123.
s^wffjto, 123, 124.
sfriatida, 125.
s'.ihpierforafa, 122.
subsoliita, 115, 149.
suhsfriata, ) 26.
suturalis, 353.
targionii, 119.
tenuicostafa, 1 1.3.
fenuiplicafa, 127.
tenuisculpfa, 125.
^fste, 115, 116, 149.

112,
frinodosa, 352.
fciiilis,

tiirgida, 126.

fim-icola, 120, 149.
variabilis,

116, 117,
118, 123.
variegata, 121.
Venus, 111.
violacea, 116, 118.
vitrea, 125.
wyville-thomsoni, 122,
123.
setlandica. 113, 116.

Rivula
flavonigra, 522, 529.
sericealis, 522.

moHodunta, 116.

Roinaleosoma

multieostafa, 121.
miiltilineata, 1 24.
«rt;;a, 120, 121.
oblonga, 118.
ohtusa, 126.

ugncs, 223.
medon, 223.
Rusticiis
adolesecns hanno, 316.

ff/ic/fa,

cenonensis, 119.
ovatella, 118.

Salamandra

angulata, 119, 149.

^acDrt, 118, 119.

arcfica, 123.
arenaria, 124.

parvvia, 114, 149.
pjhiUpjnana, 114.

aspera, 122.
asturiajia, 127.
cakithns, 111, 113.
canalioulata, llli.
canaricnsis, 1J4.

picta, 127.
jwlito, 347.

fl^-ra, 422, 423.
maculosa, 422, 423.
Salamandriiia
perspicillata, 422, 423.
Salatura
genutia, 504.

2Jorifera, 118.

Salmo

sieitla,

142.

Rissoa
ahijs^icola,

115,

116.
(smula, 127.
124, 149.
119, 121.
aUjeriana, 122.

n#;!(.s-,

canceUata, 111.
carinata, 116.
ci,ncx, ill.
cimicoidcs, 112.

2»'oxima, 125.
pichlira, 120.
puncfura, 114.
piisilla, 120.
radiuta, 121
reticulata, 111, 112.

alpimis, 37, 593.
var. struanensis,ol9.
argenteus, 34.
brachypoyna, 34.
cambricus, .34.
coreganoides, 28.

—

,
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Salmo

—
—
—

,

,

,

feroi', 33, 34, 35, 589.
fontinalis, 23, 2,1, 30,

31, 33, 37, 38, 377,

378, 379, 585,
593.
fluviatilis, 28.

588,

gallivensis, 35.
gracilis, 17, 25.

levenennis,

18, 23,

33,

35, 37, 377, 593.
7iigripennis, 35.
orcadensis, 3i.
salar,

18, 20,

23, 25,

26, 34, 35, 37, 376,
377, 378, 682, 584,

588.
sfomachicus, 35.
sfruMiensis, 586.
trutta, 34.
Siilpornis
emini, 415, 416, 417.
salvadoria, 416, 417.
spilonota, 416, 417.

Saruea
sp.

Sephela

Scalaria

fario, 29, 33, 35, 588.
var. aicsonii, 35.
var. gaimardi, 35.
Tar. levenensis, 588.

?,

325.

ecclesialis,

325.

Sarangesa
purendra, 512.
Sauropatis
c/»tons, 432.

sancta, 426, 432.

longissima, 132, 149.
multilineata, 134.
muricata, 134, 136.
«a«a, 134, 135, 149.
obtusicosiata, 139.
pecchiijliana, 136.
product a, 136.
pseudopidchella, 137.
puhhella, 134, 136.
pu?nicea, 140.
pumila, 136.
rugosa, 136.
scacchii, 141.
schultzii, 134.
semidisjuncfa, 135,
149.
serrata. 140.
soltiia, 136.
spinosa, 136.
striatissitna, 140.
subdecussata, 132.
subidata, 138.
^f»era, 139, 149.
tenuicostata, 138.
tondosa, 133.
trevelt/ana, 134, 137.
turbona, 134, 138.
vneinaticosta, 134.
varicosa, 139, 140.
wVf'ai'r^ 133, 149.
Scarites
striatidens, 404.
Schistes
personatus, 305.

149.
cantrainei, 133.
celcsti. 136.
clathratula, 136.

dathrus, 137.
coartata, 139.
communis, 137.
coronata, 134, 141.

corrugaia, 132.
crassilabrum, 141.
crenata, 141.
crispa, 136.
disjmicta, 135.
eximia, 136.
foliacea, 136.
formosissima, 140, 149.
frondicula, 137.
frmdosa, 134, 136, 137.
geniculata, 133.
grcenlandica, 136, 1.37.
hellenica, 134, 140.
kmmici, 134.

Scirpophiiga
dcgenerdla, 628.
Sciasiirella

U7nbilicata, 148.

gracilis, 330, 332, 338,

340.
latifrms, 330, 338, 340.
lotigicaudafa, 330, 335,

336.
330, 334, 337.
Mf^rn, 330, 331, 338,
339, 340.
orhigniana, 330.
oi'a//.s, 330.
^a/ZiWa, 330, 335.
paradoxa, 330, 337,
338, 340.
;jZa?ia. 330, 338.
s(?%Mej, 330, 332, 338,
340.
sepfemcarinata, 330,
338.
serree", 330, 33S.
irilobiioides, 330, 338.
tuberciduta, 330, 334.
mzwiti-ff,

Serpula
anguina, 130.
Setophaga
6«n-cZ/,

Scaparia

286.
287.

verticalis,

Siagona

vinctalis, 502.

Scopula

fuscipes, 404.

massalis, 525.
palmalis, 525, 629.
subjectalis, 501.
vincfalis, 502.

Scopus
umbretta, 643, 563.

Scotomera
tristis, 526.
Scrobicularia
a^ia, 145.

longicalhis, 146.

Scytalopus
magellanicus,
303.
Selepa
docilis, 620.

acutangula, 330.
antarctica, 330,
333,
338, 339, 340.
australiensis, 330, 334,
335.
bromleyana, 330, 331,
332, 338, 339.
carinata, 330, 337.
convexa, 330, 338.
cornuta, 330, 338, 340.
etongata, 330, 335.
gaiidichaudii, 330, 33S.

leucura, 295.

serratus, 10.

140,

459.

Serolis

Serpophaga

Schizophrys

Scalaria
acMS, 139, 149.
algeriana, 134,

linearis,

laticeolata, 133.

282,

mandibularis, 404.

Sicydium, 153.
sp. n. ?, 164.

aciitipinne, 154, 169.
albotceniatum, 165,164.
antillarum, 154, 157,
172.
6reyy?/e, 164, 168, 172.
cynocephalmn, 156,
'
166.
elegans, 155, 162.
fasciatum, 156, 168.
grisetcm, 156, 169.
gymnauchen, 155.
gymnogaster, 153, 154,
158, 172.
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Sicydium
lagocephalum, 165,161,
166.
laticeps, 154, 160.

macrostefholepis,
161.

156,

microcepkalum,

150,

Sycobrokw

ohseurus, 217.
Sphi rigomo pplia
monteironis, 498.

Sylvia

Spbingurus
spitiosits,

villosus,

micrurum, 155, 164.
nigrcfcens,

155,

165,

166.
parvei, 156, 166, 167.
parvipinne, 156, 170.

plumieri, 153, 154, 156,

389,
389.

494.
494.
livornica, 494.
?jfir«;', 494.
Spilodes
nitetisaHs, 501.
ce'eris,

idricii<,

Spodoptera

172.

pugnans, 153, 155, 160,
172.

capicola, 22^.

Squilla

154, 195,
172.
stimpsoni, 155. 166,
172.
tc^niurum, 153, 1.55,
161, 172.
xwnthiirum,
155,
162.
Sicyogaster
concolor, 171, 172.
Sicyopterus, 153.
cynocephalus, 166.
macrostetholepis, 168.
microcephahis, 169.
7nicrurus, 164.
parvei, 167.
stimpsoni, 166.
(Sicydiops) .ranfhiirus,
162.
Siliquaria
anguina, 130.
aalvini,

Siphodentaliuui
147.

quinquangahire, 147.
Sitta

canadensis. 233, 414.
krueperi, 233, 414.
villosa, 414.
whiteheadi, 233, 329,
414, 415.

Soleuocera
lucaxii, 10, 15.

Spwlotis
mululans, 516.
Spelerpes
fuscKK, 422.

reichenowi, bUi.

231.

h(d)essinica.

nisoria, 477.

Sphinx

169.

aifi'H^',

Spbenophorua

Syiiii>bylete8

pedicontis, 219.
Synallaxis
eryfhrops, 2^(8.
frontalis, 298.
friiticicola, 298.
pitdica, 298.
«'//«/('/, 299.

Syncbloe
glaucotwme, 492.
iranica, 492.

Synclera

bradyi, 16.

traducalis, 501.

schmeltzii, 16.

v.nivocalis, 501.

Steganocerus

Syiigamia

midtipimctatiis, 459.
Steganui'a

Syntouiedia

iiielunantJiera, 305.

Stenogyra
(Nothua) bidimoides,
2S0.
(

fljrcUcdis, 325.
a/,ya^/, 320. 32).
saulei/i,

niinuta, 351.

—277.splcndidida, 280.
)

(Subulina) actona, 277.
Steiiopteryx
h)/bridalis,

525.

StereDderma
murn.jyi, 255.

nitidida, 363.

Tacbyglossiis
aculeatus, 150, 151,
152.
hystrix,

Tacbyris

Stigmatops

Tadorna

salvadorii, 577.

squamata, 432, 577.
Stilbe
(2rwf«, 130, 149.

Strepsiceros
imherhis, 45, 46, 47, 48,
539 542.
^-«rf«, '46. 47, 48, 542.
feudal, 48.
Strix
4.'?1.

strepitans, 559.

Suecinea
bermudensis. 277.

faHdandica, 280, 281.
fragilis, 280.

1

50.

Idwesi, 150, 151, 152.

uniscmita, 255.
Sterra
sacraria, 528.

sorr/rcula,

322.

Syrnola

ihloris, 225.
srt/>a,

226.

radjah, 434.

Tanagra
auricrissa, 290.
cawa, 290.
ci/anocephala, 290.
damiiii, 283, 290.

Tanyguathus
svhaffinis, 431.

Tapbozous
52, 53.
var. insignia,

ajjinis,

—

,

52.

.'i3.

ausfrali^, 52.
saccolcsmus, 52, 53.

Taragama
ganesa, 515.

Spei-mophila

knmerosa, 272.

gutturalis olivacea,
293.
Incfuosa, 293.
ohsoura. 293.
2)auper, 293.
Spliaerocoris
ocellafus, 459.

ohlonga, 280.
pupillata, 272.

plinius, 506.

(Omalonyx)^n«/a7)a,281.

pukJter, 483.

infundiMi-

thiophrasft's,

(Trueda)

formis, 272.
Sycalis
/ni-fo/a, 294.

Tarucus
Ji(7ra,

484, 506.

506.

Telegonus
ayiaphiis, 319.

484,

51,
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Teracolus

Tellina
halaustina, 145.
compressa, 145.
serrata, l45.

peetos, 439, 445, 509.

Thalera
diatom ata, 526.
Thalurania

pernofatus, 511.
phisadia, 434, 439, 488,

hypoMora, 282.
Thamnophilus

ori«ns, 436, 437.

Temnorbynchus
cribratus, 405.

492.

Tephrina
arenaceara, 527.
arenaria, 527, 529.
litkina, 527.
peremptaria, 527.

albinuckcdis, 282.

phcenms, 443,509, 510.

transandeanus, 282.

pleione, 436, 488, 489.

unicolor, 301.

protomedia, 490.
proiractus, 508.
puellaris, 438, 439, 509.
purus, 510.
wrifcs, 438, 439, 445.

strenitataria, 5'27.

sublimhata. 502.

Teracolus
acasi-e, 489, 490.
amatus, 435, 440.
arwe, 439.
bimbura, 511.
Calais, 487.
carnifer, 487, 488, 509.
chryiomela,, 488.
cxlestis, 435, 445, 489,
490.
rfflzVa, 441.
rfaraae, 434, 435, 443,
444, 510.
diriis, 509.
dubius, 439, 509.
<Z«<fcM, 609, 510.
dynamene, 487,488, 509.
eboreoides, 509, 510.

sanguinalis, 444.
saxeus, 441, 44.5, 491.
sipylus, 444, 445.

445.
subroseus, 443, 445, 5] 0.
Solaris, 437,

subvenosus, 445.
swinhoei, 491.
taplini, 444, 445.
tripunciata, 437.

vitrea, -var. minor, 142.

I

I

j

|

,

i

[

!

'

I

Tetrao
griseiventris, 409.

j

mlohozini.'iczi, 409.

i

Tetratocera
ericata, 324.

Thalamita
crenaia, 10.
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dissimilis, 197.

hoberosus, 197, 200.

Thryothorus
euophrys, 285.
mystacalis, 285.

proteus, 318.
Santiago, 318.

373.

/wsizs,

okeni, 254.

Thyridospila
suffiisa,

324.

Tinea
pulcheUa, 495.
swinhoei, 502.
tapct sella, 502.

Tinnunculus
moluccensis, 431.

Tirumala
liviniace, 503.

Tmesisternu3
glancus, 218.

Todirostrum
295.

ri'-figene,

Tornatellina
bilamellata, 280.
trochifonnis, 280.
5.

Totanus
i7\canus, 433.

Toxicum
gazdia, 216.
quadricorne, 216.

Toxocampa
sp.

?.

fa/fl.r,

229.
229.

j
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197,

199.

Tbyone

Bp. ?, 225.
CBsiope,

|

324.
gemmaialis, 324.

cynocephalus, 561.

Terias

farrimis, 511.
faustina, 436, 437.
famtus, 434, 435, 436,
437, 508.
/Mtom, 437.
fumidus, 442, 445.
galanthus, 440.
glycera, 441.
haHmede, 435, 436, 445,
490.
heivitsoni, 490.
immacidatvs, 443, 510.
infermissus. 438, 489,
509.
inferruptus, 435, 440.
kennedU, 440.
fee, 436, 445.
liagore, 435, 441.
foV(/w!'i/s, 511.
mi7«*, 490.
OTM-WOT, 436, 488, 489,
490.
tnodesins, 440.
no"na, 491.
ochreipennis, 438. .509.
od)/.S6-fif5, 441, 445.

229.

Thymele

tuheraia, 142.

485, 508.
asphodehis, 508.
brigitta, 225.
chaleomitsta, 485.
curiosus, 508, 529.
desjardinsii, 225.
rfei'fl, 317.
floricola, 225.
AccaJe, 507, 608.
hecabeoides, 508.
Z«te, 607.
pulcliella, 225.
purreea, 508.
ra^e^, 225.
senegalensis, 225.
venata, 508.
Testiido
elephanfopus, 206.
Tetraceros
quadricornis, 2, 3, 4,

sjp. ?,

ficsilinea,

Thylacinus

caput-serpentis, 142.
septata, 142.

evippe, 226.

salona, 317.

Thermesia

decipiens, 196,

Terebratula

euckaris, 510.

romefiensis, 148.

Thecla

Tbomisus

434, 435, 438,
439, 509.
«i, 437, 445, 488.
xanthus, 440, 445.
yerburii, 441, 445, 491.

epigone, 490.

djcBlmlm, 493.

Tbarsis

Tliiacides
postica, 515.

t)(;s!;a&,

etrida, 510.

Tbanaos

44
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Turbo

Trachyphonus
purpurafus, 476.
Trapezia

cingillus, 127.
clathratulus, 136.

areolata, 11.

ferruginca, 10.
flavopunctata, 10, 11,
12.
latifrons, 12.

Triboniopliorua
graeffei, 272, 273.
Icrefftii, 273, 274.
schiitleii, 273.

Trigonocephalus
biomhoffi, 475.

Trigoaodes
aoutata, 493.
anfraciuosa, 499.
hippasia, 521.

Tritou
422, 423.
cristatus, 423.

alpestris,

—

,

subsp.^-areZmtJ, 422,

423.

— sabsp.
,

lonffipes,

422,

423.
vulgaris, 423.
subsp. meridionalis,

—

,

422, 423.
Troclialus
pilula, 404.

Trochus
cxaspcrahib, 148.
leucoph(Bu$, 148.
miliaris, 149.
oi';'o/, 148.
suturalis, 148.
wiseri, l48.
zizj/phinus, 149.

Troglodytes
audax, 285.
furvus, 285.
sclstitialis,

285.

Trogoa
heliothrix, 307.
personaius, 307.
propinquus, 307.
virginalis, 307.

Tropidonotus
cyclopion, 475.

Truncatella
juUcB, 354.
Trutta
relicta, 27.

Turbo
acinus, 111.
acutus, 357.

121, 357.
ar/ihiguus, 138.

a/6i(^,

ascaris, 342.
Ciuwellafiis, 111.

cimex, 111.

clathrns, 137.
grcejilandicus, 137.
conoideus, 347.

—

corrugatas, 132.
costatus, 116.
crenatus, 141.
curvatus, 367.
decussatus, 352.
elegantissi'inus, 357.
geniculatus, 133.
gracilis, 359.
indisiinctiis, 354.
inscidptus, 349.
interruptus, 118.
interstinctus, 353.
lacteus, 357.
7nenibranaceus, 117.
minutiis, 128.
pallidus, 348.
parvus, 118.
pUcatulus, 357.
pUcatus, 349.
politus, 366.
pumiceus, 140.
pimctura, 114, 115.
quadricarinatus, 364.
reticulata, 112.
ruber, 129.
semisiriatiis, 126.
spiralis, 352.
striatulus, 125, 356.
siriatus, 123.
siibiilaius, 365.
to-firo, 131.
tricarinatus, 131.
triplicatus, 131.
turtonis, 138.
«7y(?, 128.
ungulinus, 131.
tinicus, 341.
unidentatus, 346.
variabilis, 117.
vitreus, 125.
setlandicus, 116.

TurboueUa
transparcns, 348.

Turbonilla
acuticostata, 359, 372.

348.
buskiana, 357.
clavula, 345.
exvnia, 352.
gradata, 358.
humboldti, 352.
magnifica, 357.
meiicghini, 357.
obliqua, 349.
plicatula, 357.

Turbonillft
rathbuni, 356.
spcciosa, 357.
Turd as
irpiobilis macidirostris,
283.
serranus, 283.
Turritella
communis, 131.
geinitzi, 131.
incrassata, 131.
interrupta, 356.
pkilippi, 132.
potamoides, 356, 357.
suturalis, 131, 132.
to-e6m, 131, 364.
iricariiiata, 131.
triplicata, 131.
'

Tyramiiscus
chrysopis, 296.

uropygialis, 296.

Tyrannus
melancholicits, 298.

Urajjteryx
'politia, 324.

Urospiza
albiventris, 431.

Urospizias
sp., 577.
albiventris, 426, 577.

Venus
casino, 145.
effossa, 145.
multilamclla, 145.
r?<(Z/s, 145.
Vireosylvia
joscphw, '2S1.
Vitrina
injlata, 272.
lamarckii, 276.
Icucospira, 272.
niastersi, 272.
strangei, 272.
verreauxi, 272.
virens, 272.
Volatinia
jacarina splendeus,
294.

«Z6rf/rt,

Xanthodes
arcuata, 517.
innocens, 496, 517.

Xauthoptera
semiluiea, 499.

Xema
sabinii, 150.

Xenophtbalmodcs
moebii, 10, 12.
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Xenorhync'hus
!>e7ieq(ifen:<is,

Zizera

Zebrouia
551.

Xylopliasia
dentcrna, 322.
ligniculora, 495.
opposifa, 495.
rurea, 495.

]\i/f/ni(sa,

senihcbralis, 325.

trochilus, 4S4.

Zenaida
maculuta, 311.
Zethe8
iimbrafa, 323.

Zizera
gaiJia. 484.

Zunites
cellar in, 270.

Zonotricbia
/.iVcrti-rt, 294.
Zusteropa
c/r/seireiifris,

karsandra, 506, 507.

Yphtliiiiia

484. 507

uarolincalis, 524.

432.

Zozymus
jnil)escens, 10.

asterope, 481.

/cnt/sna, 484.

itonia, 220.

»iom, 500, 529.

THE END.
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